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Figure
Figure 2 2.
Mars.
Mars.
. Saheki
T. Saheki
8-inch
8-inch reflrefl.
400X. 400X.
Sept.
Sept. 5 5,
1951
1951.
19h50m
19h50m,
UT.
UT.
C.M.
C.M. - =
2160.
216°.
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Figure 3. 3.
Mars.
T. Saheki
Figure
Mars.
T. Saheki
8-inch
8-inch refl.
refl.
400X, 400X,
500X. 500X.
Sept.
1951.
19h U.T.
10m, U.T.
Sept. 27,27,
1951.
19h 10m,
C.M.
C.M. = =7°.7°.
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Issue. Figure
Figure 11 on
on pg.
pg. 11 was
was unintentionally reErrata in
in DepAglogEl
December, 19512.
Errata
19512.Issue.
South is at the bottom, and west is at the right; thus
produced upside down.
both are reversed from the customary astronomical orientation. We trust that the
figure looked very natural and proper to our members in the southern hemisphere
On-pg. 3,1ine 17 Mt. Rosebrugh's street address is 79 Waterville St. On pg. 11,
line 37, the angular perimeter should have been written as "280°J:40°". On pg.
12,
line 7,
7, it should have been
been written
written as
as "220°J:20°".
"220°i:20". On
On pg.
pg. 15,
15, line 34, Mt.
129 line
Mount is, of course, offering a word of caution.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Astronomical Exhibition in Spain,
Ssain. Dr. Ernesto Guille Moline, the President
Agrupacidn AstronOmica
Astron6mica in Barcelona, Spain, has informed us of a Great
of the Agrupacien
Astronomical Exhibition to be held in Spain in March, 1952. Dr. Guille has
graciously invited the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers to contribute an exhibit. We naturally desire to send a good display in answer to his
kind request. Therefore, we have already invited each of a limited number of
our most active members to submit to the Director, Walter H. Haas, for use in
such an A.L.P.O0 exhibit a photograph and a short description of his telescope
and a suitable small sample of his observational work (drawings, photographs,
We shall be glad to have any other interested members submit
charts, etc.).
similarly a photograph of their telescope and a sample of their work.
works The Director will be the final judge, of course, about the suitability of all items reSince surface mail requires several weeks
ceived for inclusion in the exhibit.
to go from the United States to Spain,all items submitted should be in the hands
of the Director no later than February 1, 1952.
1952,
Consecutive
Numbering of
of Pages.
In Volume 6 (1952) of The Strolling
Consecutive Numbering
Astronomer the pages will be numbered consecutively throughout the year, not
It is our thought that this new arrangement will be a
merely in a given issue.
2,f
, Strolling Astronomer, and
convenience to all those who keep bound volumes of 21
The
particularly to libraries. We further hope to provide an index of Volume 6, and
perhaps eventually of earlier volumes; however, final arrangements have not yet
been made at this writing.
ReoEganization
Nt. G.
G. D.
D. Roth at Munich,
ReoEganization of
of Planetary_Observers
Planetary Observers in
in GermIsy.
GermEa. Mrs
Germany, wrote us on November 9, 1951, that the Planet Section of the Bund der
Sternfreunde has been reorganized as a new and independent group,
the
Planetensektion der Sternfreunde.
Mt. E. Maedlow is their new Chairman.
Mr.
Mt.
Roth holds the office of Foreign Secretary; and all correspondence should be directed to him, both about scientific work and about international cooperation.
It is Mt. Roth's hope that there will be a growing collaboration between the
Planetensektion der Sternfreunde and the A.L.P.O0 in the future, and we invite
all interested members to correspond with him on subjects of mutual interest.
His address is Privatsternwarte, Muenchen 9, Lengmoosstrasse 6,
Germany.
69 Germany,
Foreword
la11E2E.
Foreword by
Editor.WeWeare
areglad
gladtotobe
beable
able to
to present
present another
another lunar
lunar article
article
by Mr.
Mr, H. Percy Wilkins, 35 Fairlawn Ave., Bexleyheath, Kent, England. Mt.
Wilkins is a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society and is Director of the
Lunar Section of the British. Astronomical Association. His great experience with
the moon should certainly give authority and importance to what he here says
about the vicinity of Hyginus. Readers should employ Figure 1 on pg. 1 to follow
the discussion.
-2-
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THE MYSTERIOUS
MYSTERIWS HYGINUS REGION
THE

by H. Percy Wilkins, Director B.A.A. Lunar Section
One of the most curious of lunar regions is the southern portion of the
It may be described as a plain traMare Vaporum near the center of the disc.
valley-cleft of
of Hyginus,
Hyginus, in
in itself
itself one
one of
of the
the most
most remarkgrettvalley-cleft
versed by the great
lunzr objects; and the district was described by the famous French asable of lunar
pzysoge bizarre
"un payszge
ts nun
467, as
pg. 467,
Ojai, pg.
tronomer, Flammarion,
Flammarion, in.
in his
du Ciel,
Les Terres du,
his Les
tron*mer,
extr'e'mement difficile
difficile sclessiner
el'dessineretetremarquable
remarquable par
pzr sz
sa teinte
teinte enfum4e....elle
enfumge....elle
extie‘mement
Platori.
de Platon"0
aranslation by editor: "a
plaine de
la plaine
de is
Translation
peu, comme
come celle
celle de
varie un peu,
strange landscape extremely difficult to draw and remarkable for its smoky
P1 tog
tint....it varies a little, as does the walled plain Plztog
Klein of Cologne announced, in Wochenschrift fuer
J. Klein
H. J.
Dr. H.
In M
March,
18789 Dr.
rch, 1878,
Astronomie, the zppearance
appearance of zA crater-like
crater-like depression a few miles to the northwest of Hyginus, which depression he maintained to be a new feature, or nova,
object appears in the maps of
hence the designation Hyginus N. No trace of this *bject
Lohrmann, Mzedler,
Maedler, or Schmidt; but it was not long before other observers saw
this depression.
zppeared in the Journal of the then,
then. active SelenoDrawings oppeared
grzphical Society; and in these N is depicted ts
as a shallow saucer-shzped
saucer shaped hollow,
grtphical
shzdow when
when near
near the
the terminator.
terminator. Since
could not
it could
rim but full of shodow
Since it
without z rim
*nee its existence was known, was an easy
be found in the previous records but, •nce
an inobject in even a small telescope, it was considered by many observers as on
of change,
change. As
As Flommarion
Flammarion sa=id,
said, pg. 504
504 (I
(I translate):
translate): "Not
to have seen
Not to
stance *f
no proof that it does
is no
be, is
may be,
thing,even
it may
where it
place where
the place
at the
locking at
when looking
even when
thing,
but when
when observers
observers have
have been
been numerous
numerous and
and attentive,
attentive, ond
nd when the obnot exist; but
ThiS is the case with
appzrent, it is hardly possible to doubt.
ject is very apptrent,
zmphitheater; and the doubt that remains proceeds from the numerous irthe new amphitheater;
regularities of the land, which are very difficult to draw accurately."
regultrities

II

curious spiral
erst of N is
formation, the
little to
to thethe east
is a
a curious
spirol formation,
A little
the so-called
so-called
Fauth,tnd other
Brenner, Fauth,znd
Krieger, Brenner,
Hyginus Krieger,
and Hyginus
here and
Schneckenberg; and.
and between
between here
Schneckenberg;
brozd valley with on
An offshoot towards N. To the south of N
observers noted a broad
be new, and several
to be
considered to
also considered
1, also
depression, NN 1,
smaller depression,
szw aa smaller
Krieger sews
alleged changes.
Brenner alleged
which. Brenner
among which.
pits, among
regard to
With reg-ard
very smt.11
small pits,
to NN itself
itself
in Vol. 2,
while in
8, while
plate 89
1, plate
Vol. 1,
Krieger shows zA central
Atlas, Vol.
Mond Atlas,
pit, Mond.
centrtl pit,
from the more northern of which a
interior, from
the interior,
*n the
pits on
two pits
shows two
he shows
36, he
plate 369
Lokrm nn
by Lolerm
shown by
hill, shown
is aa hill,
of NN is
west of
the west
to the
Immediately to
northeast. Immediately
cleft runs northeast.
in
Moon
The
in
contained
map
his
nd
Needier
also
by
Fauth
in
his
map
contained
in
in
Fauth
by
The
also
and
Moon in Modern
Modern
and Mtedler
wts
however,
Astronomy, 1906.
Fauth,
however,
wAsquite
quitewrong
wrongininasserting
zssertingthat
that the
the cavity
1906 Fauth,
Astronomy,
at sunset since it is well exhibited at sunrise.
N only appears as such It

6, 12,
mined this
has carefully ex
examined
this region
region with
with instruments
instruments of
of 6,
The writer h.s
and 15.25 inches of aperture with the following surprising results:
4

The Schneckenberg is redly composed of two parts, marked A and B on the
contains considerably more detail
accompanying chart (Figure 1 on pg. 1), which contzins
mtp [Published
300-inch m-ap
the 300-inch
[Published in.
in. The Strolllajesetronomer
than does Section I of the
Strolling Astronomer
terminatorattt
morningterminator
the morning
for
With the
f r November, 1950]
west
eth
With
the
west w;11
wz11 of
of EratosEratosthenes part
complete ring;
ring; with
with the
the terminator
terminator at
at the
the east wall
appearsasasa complete
part AA appears
thenes
central hill, while
illuminated central
an illuminated
with an
objectwith.
prominentobject
is aa prominent
Archimedes AA is
of Archimedes
an extensive shadow covers the region to the east. At this stage of illumination N appears
appe rs as ;
a sh;dow-filled
shzdow-filled depression.
On April 13, 1951, at 19h 30m,
crzter F, parts
pzrts A and B appeared
zppezred with
terminator just east of Hyginus at the crater
immecraterltt imme=
the craterltt
depressions; the
shadowed depressions;
15.25 inches of aperture as confluent shadowed
wls a brilliant, flashing point of light; Hyginus itself was
diately north of F was
-3030
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Under evening illumination
at the center of a large, but very shallow, hollow.
with the terminator just west of Julius Caesar the eastern part of A is in shadow, but B is hardly traceable. With the terminator west of Posidonius I once
saw what appeared to be shadow on the western part of the interior, whereas it
should have been on the eastern; the hill on the wall of B was casting some shadow; N and N I were definitely hollows. Under very low illumination, however,
the entire district is seen to be very uneven and to be largely covered by comparatively small but numerous hollows of excessive shallowness, of which N and
N I are the most prominent. A slight alteration in the inclination of the sun's
rays almost completely alters the general appearance of this region; for with
the exception
exception of the mountain-ridges M 1 and M 2, which are 1,500 feet high,
the
shalloW, the deepest part of the Schneckenberg being only 700
everything is very shalloWr
(BOAOAO Memoirs,
Memoirs, Vol.o36,
Vol. 36, part
part 1).
1). Under
Under high
high illumination
illumination numerous bright
feet (B.A.A.
streaks traverse this region, and between these streaks are conspicuous dark
patches. The Schneckenberg is sometimes bright, being so shown by L. Rudaux in
NeitherNNnor
nor its
its smaller
smaller companion
companion
quite as
as frequently
frequently it
it is
is dark.
dark. Neither
1909; but quite
Thoughsuch
suchis
is the
the usual
usual appearance,
appearance, on
on April
April 4,
can then
then be
be traced.
traced. Though
4, 1944,
N I can
at 19h 45m, 6-inch telescope at 200X, the cavity N was very strikingly darker
than its surroundings; and the southern edge of the great cleft, immediately
8 miles by a narrow dark band.
west of Hyginus, was bordered for more than 8
8, 1935,
1935, II distinctly
distinctly saw what looked like a hillock within Hyginus,
On June 89
close to the southeast edge and south of the bank of the cleft. The instrument
w s a 12.5-inch reflector at 400X, and the seeing was good.
Since I had not
seen this hillock before and have not seen it since, it may have been a temporary cloud.
The discussion may be summarized as follows
No trace of N or N I appears in the classical maps of Lohrmann, Maedler, or
Schmidt.
Following Klein°s Announcement the drawings of his time show N and N I as
two shallow, rimless depressions, the surrounding district being more or less
level. The Schneckenberg appears as a spiral formation.
Today both N and N I Are seen as cavities; but numerous, though more shallow, objects of similar nature can be seen under low illumination. Hyginus itself is seen to occupy the center of a large, shallow hollow, as though this
Under
area had subsided since attention was first especially directed to it.
high illumination bright spots and streaks together with dark patches cover this
region, and these are very variable and are not repeated even under apparently
similar conditions of libration and illumination. The "spiral mountain" now
consists of two distinct
distinct parts,
parts, of
of which
which the
the smaller
smaller and
and more
more prominent
prominent is
is a
complete ring, eccentric within the larger which itself varies very much in
apparent
appArent diameter from time to time. A smoke-like haze of peculiar tint occasionally makes its appearance and considerably alters the aspect of, this: region;
regionT
the cavity N seems at times to be so filled, possibly due to emanations from the
Thesecond
secondpit,
pit,shown
shown by
by Krieger,
Krieger, appears
appears to
to have
have now
now disaptiny central
central pit.
pit. The
peared; but a delicate cleft now passes through N I and along the west edge of
N. The
Thewhole
wholeregion
regionseems
seemstotobebebecoming
becoming pitted
pitted with
with shallow
shallow hollows
hollows and
and also
to be cracking, while little pits, not previously seen, are now within the reach
of instruments of moderate aperture.
Obviously these indications of change call for the earnest attention of
every interested reader, and for these it is hoped that the chart will prove of
value.
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Figure 2

Figure 3 - Drawings of Lunar Crater
Conon by E. E. Hare. I2-in. refl. 300X.
Upper. Dec. 29, 1949. Oh 50m, U.T. Colong. =1895
Dec. 30,
30, 1949.
1949. 1/1
1hOm,
Om,U.T.
U.T.Colong.
Colong. == 3097
30°7
Center. Dec.
Lower. Dec.
Dec. 31,
31, 1949.
1949. Oh
0h Om,
0m, U.T. Colong. = 4293
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OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Observations of the yet remote Mars were reported in September-November,
Hare (12-inch
(12-inch reflector);
reflector),O.
O.C.
C.Ranck
Ranck (4-inch
(4-inch refractor)s
refractor), and
and
19519 by E. E. Hare
T. Saheki (8-inch reflector).
Two of Mr. Saheki's surprisingly good drawings
are reproduced
reproduced as
as Figures2
Figures2 and
and 33 on
on pg.
pg.1..
1. The
Thenorth
north polar
polar cap
cap was
was pure
pure white
and brilliant to Hare on September 9 and 23,
239 to
to Saheki
Saheki from
from September
September 27 to
October 119 and apparently
apparently to
to Renck
Ranck on
on November
November 21..
21. (Saheki could find no cap
on September 19 but in poor seeing.)
QuantityC)
Quantity, 9the
theheliocentric
heliocentric longitude
longitude of
Mars measured so as to be 0° at the vernal equinox of the northern hemisphere
hemisphere,
s
increased from 27° on September 9 to 59° on November 21. All observers saw a
black
polar
cap..
black band
band surrounding
surroundingthe
thenorth
north
polar
cap. Saheki found the angular diameter
45° on October 5 and 11.
of the north cap to be 35° on September 27 and 45°
Hare
and 43° on September 23. As might have been expectsecured 42° on September 9 And
ed in the southern autumn, the south cap was invisible. Mare Acidalium was
prominent, being much darker than southern mariA in the same region of Mars;
and Saheki perceived Dacus Niliacus as a dark mark detached from Acidalium
(Figure 3 on pg. 1). Casius-Utopia was also rather strong. Saheki found Syrtis
Major "'utterly invisible" on October 59 though it had been seen very clearly on
September 55 (Figure
(Figure 2);
2); Syrtis
Syrtis must
must have
have been
been covered
covered by Martian clouds on the
later date..
Hare found
found Acidalium
Acidalium and
and Casius
Casius darker
darker in
in their
their northern
northern parts than
date. Hare
in their southern parts; perhaps the wave of darkening in the northern spring
had not yet advanced
advanced As
As far
far toward
toward the
the equator
equator as
as their
their south
southtips..
tips.
Sinus
Sabaeus looked very dark
dark and
and very
very narrow
narrow to
to Saheki.
Saheki. On
On September
September 55 Saheki
Saheki observed a beautiful bluish green color in Mare Cimmerium, and on September 27 he
noted bluish gray in Margaritifer and Aurorae. He recorded only gray in northern
features, exc pt for A. possible bluish tone near the polar band.
99 using his 12-inch reflector
It may be of interest that Hare on September 99
in good seeing1 found 525X,a better magnification than 100X to 300X.
The angular diameter of Mars was then 319.
On January 159 1952, the angular diameter of Mars will
will be
be 61
6V7,
:7, sufficiently
will be
large to justify occasional views even with sm:11 telescopes. Quantity
QuantityRwill
83°, and the summer solstice of the northern hemisphere will fall on January 30.
On January 15 the north pole will be tipped toward the earth by 20 degrees.
Looking farther
Looking
farther ahead
ahead we
we find
find that
thatopposition
oppositionwill
willoccur
occuronon
May
May
1; 1; and
and the
closest, approach
approach to
to the
the earth
earth is
is scheduled
scheduled for
for May
M:y8,
8, when the angular diameter
will be 16°48
the largest
largest since
since 1943.
l6'M -- the
Figures 1 and
and 22 on
on pg.
pg. 55 are
are maps
maps by
by E.
E. J.
J. Reese
Reese of
of Plato
Plato and Aristarchus
respectively. Mr. Reese stresses that these maps are preliminary and tentative,
and both he and other A.L.P.O. member have since 1947 recorded features not
shown on
shown
on these
these maps.
maps. Howe
er, the
However,
the maps
maps should
should still
still constitute
constitute an important
and useful starting-point for those of our readers studying Plato and Aristarchus,
and the nomenclature
nomenclature shown
shown (Reese's
(Reese's own)
own) will
will 'beehelpful
be helpful in
in future
future discussions
of these lunar formations.
The drawings of Conon in Figure
Figure 33 on
on pg.
pg. 55 should
should interest
interest those readers
who have been following discussions of this crater.
Hare's central drawing, on
December
December 30s
30, 19499
1949,may
maybe
becompared
compared with
with one
one by
by E.
E. J.
J. Reese
Reese on
on the
the same
same dates
date,
which was reproduced
reproduced as
as Figure
Figure 11 on
on pg.
pg. 11 of
of our
our Mays
May, 19509
1950,issue.
issue. We
We shall
shall use
use
Reese's nomenclature in discussing features in Conon; for it the reader should
refer to Figures 5 and 6 on pg. 1 of the August, 19519 issue.
issue. Figure
Figure 33 on
on pg.
pg. 5
illustrates how Hare found Cleft V to grow progressively less prominent with
increasingly
,a
increasingly higher
higher solar
solar lighting,
lighting, as
asone
onewould
wouldexpect
expectwith
witha acleft
cleft(or
(oreven_
evenia
-6-
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prominent to
to Reese
Reese and
and others,
others; is
valley). Streak
Streak S9 however, though often prominent
scarcely recognizable on Hare's drawings. Fault B is apparently present on the
central and lower drawings of Figure 39 but it here agrees poorly in position
and in direction with Reese's observations. Should the white bands drawn by
Hare in the eastern (right) half of the floor be regarded as ridges? On December
29 the second northernmost of them was apparently c sting a shadow.

II

T. S
heki has contributed a drawing of Conon made with his 8-inch reflector
Ssheki
curving,
colongitude 137°3.
137°3. Cleft
Cleft VV may
may be
be shown
shown ;:s
as a curvings
on September 199 1951,
19519 at colongitude
fairly dark streak; but if so, positional agreement with several other observers
39 and wall
wall bands
bands AA and
<nd BB are
are shown,
shown, as
as Well'
well as
Fault B9
B9 hill
hill 1P9
is rather
rather poor.
poor. Fault
a hill in the southeast qu
quadrant
drant of the floor. Saheki suggests that several
streaks and shadings on his drawing may
spy be the shadows of very low hills on the
floor.
was invisible.
invisible.
floor. Streak
Streak SS was
T. Er
E. Howe has submitted a map of Conon from observations with his 4-inch
reflector at 168X in the summer and autumn of 19510
1951. Streak S is prominently
represented, and Mr. Howe sees several bright spots on the floor under high solar lighting. He suggests that he has a tendency to draw a dark space between
light spaces where other observers draw narrow dark streaks. (May such dark
features merely look wider with the lesser resolving power of a 4-inch telescope?)
There is no
no sign
sign of
of Cleft
Cleft VV or
or Fault
Fault BB on
on Mr.
Mr. Howe's
Howes map.
We learn from the November, 19519 issue of the Bulletin of the Black River
Astronomical Society
Astronomical
Society at
at Lorains
Lorain,Ohio9
Ohio,that
thaton
on October
October 5 -TE.S.T. date) L. Rick
spent 40 minutes
minutes in
in watching
watching for
for possibl-4
possibl* lunar
lunar meteors
meteors on
on the'unlit
the unlit portion of
the moon, using a 6-inch telescope. Results were negative.
negatives We are glad to note
the interest of the Black River Astronomical Society in this project. Of course,
courses
it is ;=lways
quite as
as imptrtant
imp rtant to
to report
report negative
negative observations
observations as to report
always quite
positive ones in
in searches
searches for
for possible
possible lunar
lunar meteors
meteors or
or meteoritic
meteoritic impact-flashes.
impact-flahes.
It would be especially valuable if simultaneous, cooperative searches could be
planned and c rried out by' the Black River observers and individuals or groups
within some hundreds of miles of them.
The Society
Society address
ddress is
is P.
P. O.
O. Box
Box 231,
2319
Lorain; Ohio.
Lorain,
Ohio.
L. T. Johnson writes that at 9h 39m 5589 U.T. on October 269 19519 while
watching the earthlit hemisphere for possible lunar meteors, he "strongly suspected a very faint speck moving in an easterly direction between M. Crisium and
M. Tranquilitatis.
It was visible for perhaps three seconds and seemed to fade
out and then reappear several times as I w
tched it. This flickering may have
watched
been real or may
may have
have been
been due
due to
to the
the difficulty
difficulty of
of following
following such
such a faint
faint object". As
As far
far as
as we
we know,
knows no
ject".
no one
one else
else was
w=s observing
observing the
the earthlit moon at the
same time - worse luck, and with surely at least a thousand telescopes within
500 miles of Mr. Johnson's station near La Plata,
Maryland.
Plates Maryland.
H. P. Wilkins offers some interesting comments on the lunar wlled plain
best be
be followed
followed by
by referring
referring to
to Section
Section XII of the Wilkins
Cleomedes, which
which mN.y
may best
map on the back inside cover of our October,
19519 issue.
Octobers 19519
He writes in part:
"As you know, old Schroeter thought that the small crater on the rim of the depression near the north wall was formed about 1789,
17899 October
October 5; and although Webb
and Birt showed that this was improbable, and I agree, the matter is still not
quite closed. At times
times Schroeter
Schroeter saw
saw some
some craters,
craters, J,
J, B9
B9 and A on my map,
maps as to
all appearances hills; and I find that
thst some of my observations confirm this.
Again Schroeter failed to see the small crater Win his drawings) from time to
time; and I could not
not see a trace of it on a date in 1944
with 8.5-inch speculum
1944-with
[reflectoJ 9,although
[reflectoJ
although the
the companion
companion ring
ring was
was perfectly
perfectly visible.
visible. How can we
-7-
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explain these things save on the basis of something hiding the true surface on
occasion? Also Hallowes,Goodacre, and myself have seen more craters on the north
Cleomedes9
portion than are shown by Lohrmann, Maedlerx Schmidt, or Schroeter. Cleomedes„
like other formations, is very strange at times. Yet 'nothing
°nothing ever happens on
the moon
moon'!"
D. P. Barcroft of Madera, Calif., has acquired a large set of back issues
English
many years an important periodical for lunar and
of The En
fish Mechanic, for a-ny
planetary observers. He has found these a veritable treasure trove and only
fears that he will never live long enough to study them thoroughly and to index
theme. Mr.
them!
Mt. Barcroft
Barcroft mentions
mentions 'that
'that in
in about
about 1910
1910 an
an English
English lunar
lunar observer
(Merlin?) discovered that the shadow of the central peak in the crater Arzachel
is considerably darker than other shadows within this crater under early morning
solar illumination.
illumination. MY.
Mr.Barcroft
Barcroft had
had observed
observed this
this difference
difference very
very clearly in
solar
1941 in several different lunations with a 6-inch
6—inch reflector, and on August 30
of that year it was simultaneously observed by W.H. Haas with a 6-inch
6—inch reflector.
reflector,
At that
that time
time neither
neither Barcroft
Barcroft nor
nor Haas
Haasknew
knewofofthe
theold
oldobservations.
observations. Barcroft
further learns from The En
English
lish Mechanic that in about 1910 J. E. Mellish, now
a famous telescope maker, observed a similar greater blackness of the shadow of
the central mountain in Tycho. The explanation
explAnation usually given for such diff—
differences in intensity
intensity between
between different
different lunar
lunar shadows
shadows iA
i that
that sunlight
sunlight is
is re—
reflected into them and lightens one shadow more than another.
If the appearance
varies from one lunation to another or changes very rapidly on a given night,
then lunar atmospheric effects may be involved.

pf

We have spoken of Japanese and English observations of "Miyamori1
"Miyamori's
s Valley",
a cleft-like
cleft—like feature connecting Lohrmann and Riccioli9 in The Strolling
Astronomer, Volume 59
5, No.
No. 8, pg. 14,
149 and
On September 27,
279
and No.
No. 11, pg. 7, 1951,
1951,
at colongitude
colongitude 235°0
235°0 T.
T. Saheki
Saheki made another drawing of this lunar region
19519 at
with his 8-inch
8—inch reflector. With the sunset terminator about 40 hours away the
lighting was too high for best views of topographic detail. The Valley was seen
only as a whitish streak,and
streak9 and it was uncertain whether more than its eastern half
was a true Valley.
O. Co Ranck has made several drawings of the lunar crater Gassendi in re—
recent months with his 4—inch
4-inch refractor.
refractor. He
He has
has represented
represented aa number
number of
of bright.
bright
spots,
hills,ononthe
thefloors
floorsof
ofboth
both Gassendi
Gassendi and
and Gassendi
Gassendi
spots, probably
probably chiefly
chiefly 1.114
1w hills,
A, the small crater which intrudes into the northwall of Gassendi. Under high
lighting he finds very dark areas along the foot of the south wall of Gassendi
and along the foot of the east wall of A. These dark areas, which of course are
not merely shadows, are well shown on Plates 14C and 14D in W. H. Pickering's
Photographic Atlas
Atl:s of the Moon. Ranck has recognized the famous triangular for—
formation, H, on the east wall; in both appearance and position there is a curious=
curiously similar feature in Plato. The usual appearance of Gassendi H in small tele—
telescopes is that of a depression on the crest with walls around it. East of H
Ranck
Renck has drawn a large rectangular formation containing a cross-shaped
cross—shaped bright
feature. It is difficult to find these two geometric objects on maps and photo—
photographs9 and
graphs,
and perhaps
perhaps they
they look
look much
much more
more irregular
irregular with larger apertures. Even
so,
other A.L.P.O0
A.L.P.O0 members
members might
might like to look for them.
so9 other
Mr.
corMr, Ranck
Renck invites cor—
respondence about Gassendi; his address is P. O.
On
O. Box
Box 1619
161, Milton,
Milton, Penna,
Penna,
October 18,
1951, at lh 15
15m,
189 1951,
U.T., colongitude 121°7, Ranck considered a near=
m, U.T.„
central bright spot in Gassendi to be hazily defined, although both transparency
and seeing were good and although other bright spots on the floor were sharp.
Other observers might look for this appearance near this solar lighting.
lighting, W. H.
Haas has found that a hazy appearance may result from imperfectly seen minute
details just beyond the limit of resolution of the telescope.
-8—8—
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Dark objects seen against the sun or the moon continue to be reported in
A.L.P.O. members. On October 18,
correspondence from time to time by different AOLOP000
1951, O. C. Ranck observed a long and narrow dark object to cross the moon. It
required about five or six seconds to cross the disc,a rather uncertain estimate.
The object appeared to be in focus.
No movement of wings was noticed,
noticed. Ranck
was observing with a 4-inch refractor,
refractor. There is apparently little reason why Mr,
Mr.
Ranck's object should not be regarded as a bird,
bird.
Jupiter photographs
Jupiter
photographs by
by E.
E. E.
E. Hare
Hare with
witha 12-inch
12-inch reflector
reflector were
were published
published
in our September and Oct
Oct.ber,
ber, 1951, issues,
issues.
His procedure was to project the
image of Jupiter through the eyepiece, a practice which E. K. White also has
adopted. Mr,
Mr. Allyn J. Thompson, the well-known writer on optics, offers some
suggestions
suggestions on
onanan gernate
ernate technique
technique in
in lunar
lunar and planetary photography. He
proposes that
that the
the image
image be
be projected
projected with
with aa Barlow
Barlow Lens;
Lens; in,
in other words, one
would photograph the primary image amplified by a negative lens.placed
lens placed inside of
focus rather than by a positive lens placed outside of focus.
focus,
Mr,
Mr. Thompson
thinks that a cemented Barlow of short focus with coated optical surfaces should
give better results than an eyepiece. We urge A.L.P.O,
A.L.P.O0 members to try-the
try the photographic method outlined above and shall be glad to learn of the results obtained.
We have now a couple final notes on Japanese observations of the 1950-51
apparition of Saturn,
Saturn. Mt.
Mr. Tsuneo Saheki writes of
.f determining a rotation-period
for a dusky brown spot observed and drawn by himself and Mr. Toshihiko Osawa between the South
South Equatorial
Equatorial Belt
Belt and
and the
the South
South Temperate
Temperate Belt
Belt in
in March-April.,
March-Aprill
1951.
He obtained a period
period of
of 10
10 hrs.,
hrs,, 36.9
36.9 mins.,
mins,, in
in fair
fair agreement
agreement with the
10 hrs,,
hrs., 38 mins,
mins. occasionally determined for high-latitude markings in the past.
Writing on October 29, 1951, about the bulge and hollow which he Eecorded on the
limb of Saturn
Saturn on
on April
April 4,
4, 1951
1951 (see
(see Figure
Figure 11 on
on pg,
pg. 11 of
of our
our November
November issue),
Mt.
Mr. Osawa agrees that irradiation may be the explanation.
Osawa's objects call
to mind a reference in the October,
Oct.ber, 1951, Planetary Observers' Bulletin to nineteenth century observations of occasional gross distortions of the limbs of Jupiter and Saturn.
There is described how three competent observers once found
Jupiter II outside the limb of its primary a little after it had begun to transit.
These remarkable appearances have not not
n t been reported, to the editor's
knowledge, for almost a century,
century.
The Bulletin is published at Venice, Calif.,
and contains many reproductions of planetary drawings.

We have on hand four observations of Saturn since conjunction last autumn,
three by O. C. Ranck with a 4-inch refractor on November 20 and 21 and December
13 and one
The shadow of
one by
by W.
W. H.
H. Haas
Haas with
with aa 6-inch
6-inchreflector
reflectorononDecember
December2.2.. The
the rings on the ball was prominent just north of the projected
projected rings
tings AA doubl.
doubled and intense North Equatorial Belt was the plainest belt,
belt. The South Equatorial Belt was much weaker, Haas considering that it faded greatly from early August to
t. early December, 1951.
As usual, the Equatorial Zone was the brightest
part of the ball,
ball. On December 2 Haas thought the ball more dusky north of the
N.E.B. than south
a uth of the S.E.B.
In the rings he distinguished the Third Division near the inner edge of Ring B and the greater brightness of the-outer portions of this ring,
ring. The rings are now opened more widely than they have been
for several years, the Saturnicentric latitude of the earth reaching a maximum
value of 9°7
997 N. in January. It will be correspondingly easier to study fine detail in the rings,particularly the less well-known divisions or concentric shadings,
ings.

—9—
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THE DETERMINATION
DETERMINATION OF
OF CENTRAL
CENTRAL MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN AND
AND COLONGITUDE
by Walter H. Haas
In recent months we have received frequent inquiries about how to determine
central meridian and colongitude. Thinking that still others, and perhaps especially our newer members, may have similar questions, we shall try to explain
here just how these quantities are found. The determination of central meridian
is essential to serious studies of Mars and Jupiter,and colongitude is similarly
often necessary to worthwhile lunar observations.
In order to find these quantities it is very helpful to have the current
annual Volume of The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, which is sold by
the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D.C. Indeed, outside of this
source I know of no tables of colongitude; and certainly the tables in the
Ephemeris of central meridians of Mars and Jupiter are the most complete and convenient ones of my acquaintance for the American planetary observer. Since these
tables are given for Universal Time the observer must first find the Universal
Time of
Time
of his
his observation,
observation. Universal
Universal Time
Time is
is the
the local
local mean solar time on the
meridian of Greenwich and is counted in a 24-hour
24 hour system beginning with 0 hours
at midnight. Universal Time is thus five hours later than Eastern Standard Time,
six hours later than Central Standard Time,seven hours later than Mountain Standard Time, and eight hours later than Pacific Standard Time. We give some examples of corresponding
corresponding times
times in
in these
these different
different systems°,
systems
U.T.

E.S.T.

C.S.T.

M.S.T.

P.S.T.

h, Jan. 12
0
Oh,

7 P.M.,
P,M., Jan.
Jan, 11

6
6 P.M.,
P.M. Jan.
Jan, 11
11

5 P.M. Jan, 11

4 P.M.,

h, Jan. 12
7h,
7

2 A.M., Jan.
Jan, 12

1 A.M., Jan, 12

12 Midl Jan.
Jan, 12

11
Jan.
11 P.M,
PA Jan.

h, Jan.
11h,
11
Jan, 12

6

5 A.M., Jan. 12

.,
4 A.M.,

3

23h, Jan. 12
23h

6 P.M.,
op

5 P.M., Jan. 12

4
4 P.M., Jan. 12

A.M., Jan. 12
Jan. 12

Jan, 12

A.M., Jan.

3
3 P.M.,

We shall speak of central meridian first. A system of longitude can be established for any planet by assuming a zero meridian of longitude and a period of
rotation, but in practice
practice the
the use
use of
of longitude
longitude is
is largely
largely limited
limited to
to Mars
Mars and
and
Jupiter. On Mars the zero meridian passes through a particular surface feature,
and the period of rotation has been established with great accuracy by combining
modern observations and seventeenth century drawings. On Jupiter it has been
found advantageous to use two systems of longitude;
longitude. System I is chiefly employed for markings from the south edge of the North Equatorial Belt to the hbrth
edge of the South Equatorial Belt„and
Belt,and System II is chiefly employed for the rest
of the planet. With Jupiter both zero meridians and periods of rotation are
arbitrary, though the latter have been empirically chosen so as to minimize the
change of longitude of the clouds at the visible surface of Jupiter in each
system.
The central meridian of longitude is the one which passes through the center of the disc regarded
regarded as
as circular,
circular, which
which will
will differ
differ from
from the
the center
center of
of the
illuminated disc because of phase. (With Jupiter, however, the difference is
slight.)
-10-
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Now let us take
take in
in hand
hand the
the 192
192 American
American Ephemeris
hemeris and
and Nautical
Nautical Almanac.
The central meridian of Jupiter at Oh,
0", U.T., is given for every day of the year,
except from March 19 to May 14 when Jupiter is unobservable near conjunction,
for System II on
on pg.
pg. 452
452 and
and for
for System
System II
II on
on pg. 453.
The central meridian of
Mrs at Oh,
0"9 U.T., is
is given
given on.
on pp. 443,
4439 4459
445 9 4479
4479 and 449
449 for
for every
every day in the
year. The data for Mars appear in two columns, one headed "central meridian of
date" and the other headed "central meridian of intermediate date."
9 however9 one
In this sad world
world,however,
one will
will rarely
rarely have
have the good fortune to observe
Mars or Jupiter at Oh, U.T. Therefore, it will be necessary to allow for the rotation of the planet between Oh, U.T., and the time of the observation.
In the
United States it will usually be convenient to take
take the
the Ephemeris value for Oh
of the U.T. date
date and
and to
to increase
increase it
it by
by the
the amount
mount of
of the
the planetary
planetary rotation
since 0h. For observations between 12h and 24",
24 9 U.T.,
U.T., it
it may
may be more convenient
to subtract the proper amount from the value at Oh of the following U.T. date.
planet's rotation in a given unit of time is not quite constant
The amount of a plznet's
as observed from the earth, but the values in the following table are exact
enough for any uses likely to be made of them.
Table 1. Planetary
Planetary Rotation
Rotation Rates.
RAtes.

II

Interval

Mars

Jupiter 1
IIERII2LJ

Jul.
Jmiter
II

1 min.
min.

092
092

0°6
096

0°6
096

2 mins.
mine.

0.5

1.2

1.2

Jan,

5 mins.

1.2

3.0

3.0

Jan,

10 mins.

2.4

6.1
6.1

6.0
6.0

Jan,

30 mins.
mlns.

7.3

18.3

18.1

Jan,

1 hr.
1

14.6

36.6

36.3

2
2 h.
h .
.

29.2

. 73.2

72.5

55 hrs.

73.1

182.9

. 181.3

10 hrs.
10

146.2

365.8

362.6

15 hrs,
15
hrs,

219.3

548.7

543.9

A few examples may clarify the computations involved.
Example 1. An observer finds the north base of a festoon across the Equatorial Zone
torial
Zone of
of Jupiter
Jupiter to
tobe
beononthe
thecentral
82:38
central meridian
meridian at
at 82:38
9 P.S.T., on
January 169 1952. What is the longitude (1)
(I) of the object?
The U.T. of the observation is 4
4h
h 38m on January 17.
17. Then
Then by
by pg.
pg. 452
452 of
of
A.E.N.A. and Table Is
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23427
23497

C.M. (I) at Oh on January 17
Increase in 2 hours

7302.

Increase in 2 hours

73.2

Increase in 30 mins.

1803

Increase in 5 mins.

3.0

Increase in.
Increase
in 22 mins.
mins.

1.2

Increase in 1 min.

0.6

C.M. (I) at 4h 38m on Jan. 17

404.2

(-)
(®)

360.0
44.2
4402

Rounding to the nearest
nearest whole
whole degree9
degree, as
as is
is usually
usually done,
done, we
we have
have that the
longitude (I) was 44°.
0.
An observer
observer finds
ExapplB 2. An
Example
finds aa dark
dark spot
spot in
in the
the South
South South
South Temperate Belt
of Jupiter to
to be
be on
on the
the C.M.
C.M. at
at 5812
5812 A.M.,
A.M.,E.S.T.9
E.S.T.,ononAugust
August 24
24,
1952. What
What is
s, 1952.
its longitude (II)?
The U.T. of the observation is 10h 12m on Angust
Aflgust 24.
C.M. (II) at Oh on August 24

20294
20224

Increase in 10 hours

36206
362.6

increase
mins.)
increase in
in 12
12 mins.
mins.(10
(10mins.-{-2
mins.+2 mins.)

7.2

C.M. (II) at 10h 12m on Aug. 24

572.2
(—)

360.0
360.0_
212.2

We round to 212° (II).
Emalfie
Example 3.
30 If the longitude of the Syrtis Major on Mars is 289°, when will
it be on the C.M. for an observer using C.S.T.
C.S.T. on
on February
February 17,
179 1952?
The C.M.
C.M. at
at Ong
On, U.T.,
U.T., on
on February
February 179
17, an
an "intermediate
"intermediate date",
date", is 131°7,
131979
rounding to one decimaa
decimal1jby
by pg.
pg0 443
443 of
of the
the Ephemeris.
Ephemeris. We
We require
require an increase of
28990 -m 13197,
or 15793.
131?79 or
Referring to Table 1, we find, maybe after some jugglinga
Increase in 10 hrs0
hrs.
146°2
Increase in 30 mins.
7.3
703
Increase in
Increase
in 15
15 mins.
mins. (10
(10 mins.-4•5
mins04■ 5 mins.)
3.6
Increase in 1 min.
0.2
Increase in 10 hrs., 46 mins.
157.3
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Hence, Syrtis Major will reach the C.M. at 10h 46m9 U.T. on February 17.
17,
The CS.T, of the transit will be 4;46 A.M. on February 17,
17.
Coming now to the determination of colongitude, we begin with a definition;
c2.1fligj_tuolg2
colongitude
is the
is the
lunar
lunar
eastern
eastern
longitude
longitude
of of
the
thesunrise
sunriseterminator
terminator measured
measured at
the equator from the zero meridian of longitude all the way around up to 360°.
It thus provides an exact measure of the solar illumination of a lunar region,
except for the rather small and usually negligible changes in the
the sun's
sun's seleno—
selenographic latitude.
It is very roughly equal to the phase or to the age of the
moon; but neither of these quantities can be considered more than a very crude
and inadequate measure of the solar illumination, for they ignore the rather
large lunar libration in longitude.
The moon's
moonls zero meridian of longitude is
the one passing through the center of the lunar disc, regarded as circular, at
mean libration.
U,T,, for each day in the year on
on pp.
pp. 432—
432The colongitude is given at Oh, U.T.,
/.39
of the
the 1952
1952 A.E.N.A.
A.E.N.A. It
It can
can be
be found
found at
at other
other times
times with
with sufficient accuracy
439 of
by employing a rate of increase of 0°51 per hour (actually not quite uniform).
Indeed, results quite good enough for most purposes can be found merely
merely by
by men—
mentally
tally calculating with the closely approximate rate of one degree in two hours
or 0°1 in twelve minutes. Again, examples may be helpful.
Example 1. A drawing of Plato is made at 2;30 A.M.,
A,M,, M.S.T., on January 18,
1952. Find the colongitude,
The Universal Time
Time is
is 9h
9h 30m on January 18, We then look at pg. 432 of
A.E.N.A, in the column headed "the sun's selenographic colongitude."
Colongitude at Oh, U,T.,
U,T,, on Jan, 18
9h. 5 x 0951
0°51 per hr.

160917

®

Colongitude at 9h 30m on Jan, 18

4. 84
4.84
165,01
165.01

The result would ordinarily be rounded to 16590.
16590,
2. It is desired to observe the
Example 2,
thecrater
crater Conon
Conon at
at colongitude
colongitude 34°0.
When can we do so in February, 1952?
The colongitude is 31°5 at Oh, U.T.,
U,T,, on Febru:ry
We desire
desire an
an increase
increase
Febru ry 6,
6, We
of
31959 or
Dividing 295
25 by 0°51,
Dividing
0951, we find 4.91 hours ® say 4h
4h 55m,
of 3490
34°0 -— 3195,
or 2°5.
295.
The observation should be made at 4h
4h 55m, U.T.,
U,T,, on February 6.
We hope that this discussion will help A.L.P.O, members to compute central
meridian and colongitude, for doing so makes observations more enjoyable and
meaningful,
TWO ECLIPSES IN FEBRUARY 1952
There will be an eclipse of both the sun and the moon next month, which
which ec—
eclipses may interest some of our readers.
The lunar eclipse is a partial one with a magnitude of only 0,088 lunar
diameters. The circumstances are as follows;
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Moon. enters penumbra

6m, U.T.
1952, Feb. 10, 22h 6m9
Feb.
Feb. 119
119 oh
0h 3m
3m

Moon enters
Moon
enters umbrel
umbra
Middle of eclipse

Oh 39m
0h

Moon leaves umbra

h 15m
15m
lh

Moon leaves penumbra

3h 12m

Only the north limb of the moon will enter the umbral shadow. In the United
States the eclipse will be seen to best advantage on the East Coast and will occur at an extremely low altitude west of the Mississippi. In western Europe conditions will be excellent with the moon high in the sky.
Our principal A.L.P.O. protects
projects at lunar eclipses are searches for possible
lunar meteors during totality and examinations of apparently variable lunar
areas for
areas
for eclipse-caused
eclipse-caused changes.
changes. Searches
Searches for
for lunar
lunar meteors
meteors on this occasion
should certainly be limited to the rather small portion of the moon covered by
the umbral shadow. Even at mid-eclipse there will be considerable illumination
from the uneclipsed portion of the moon so that chances for useful work are
rather poor. However, coordinated and careful searches with fairly large telescopes - say ten inches in aperture and more - might be worthwhile.
Eclipsecaused changes are most probable in the areas longest immersed in the umbra. It
is just possible, however, that immersion in the penumbra alone Eight have some
effect. Attention should be concentrated upon such northern craters as Plato,
Atlas, and Aristarchus. Since pre-eclipse observations will be impossible in
this country, the detection of eclipse-caused changes may depend upon the careful comparison of appearances just after emersion from the umbra and some hours
later.
We shall be glad to try to supply any additional information desired by
those planning to watch for either possible lunar meteors or possible changes
caused by the shadow's passage.
A total eclipse of the sun on February 25, 1952, will not be total at the
stations of any of our members but will be visible as a partial eclipse over all
of Europe, much of Asia, and almost all of Africa. Mr. Lyle T. 4ohnson has suggested an interesting observational project at this eclipse for professional observatories having spectroscopic equipment. There has recently been some interest in whether the moon may possess a residual atmosphere, and it has been
suggested that perhaps the gases keep migrating so as always to be on the unilluminated
illuminated hemisphere.
hemisphere. Mr.
Mr. Johnson
Johnson writes:
writes: "If some of the observatories in
Europe and Africa could make spectrograms with the slit at the limb of the moon,
there would be a good chance of detecting any atmosphere which the moon might
have.
It would be well to try this at both the eastern and westerm
westerx limbs since
there might be evidence of a Doppler shift if the moongs
moon's atmosphere does move
around the moon, staying on the shady side.
There would be plenty of light so
that high dispersion could be used.
"It would be best to try this at some of the observatories instead of on the
eclipse expeditions. The partial phase is all that would be necessary, and the
expeditions would be too busy with other observations."
We would appreciate it very much if members of the A.L.P.O. in Europe,
Africa, and Asia would call this project just described to the attention of equipped professional observatories in their vicinity and of professional astronomers of their acquaintance. We shall, of course, be eager to learn of any results obtained during the solar eclipse on February 25
25,
1952.
9 1952.
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Fig.
Fag. 10. Jupiter. J.C.
J.C. Bartlett,
Bartlett, Jr.
3.5-inch refl. 100X.
Sept.
Sept. 4,
4, 1951.
1951. 4h
4h 14m,
14m, U.T.
U.T.
C.M.i
C.M.1 = 3130. C.M.2 = 323°.
(Dotted
(Dotted oval
oval in
in E.
E. Z. is bright
spot
spot described
describedin
in text).
text).

Fig. 9. Jupiter. J.C. Bartlett, Jr.
3.5-inch
refl.
100X.
3.5-inch red
1. 100X©
6h59m, U.T.
Sept. I, 1951. 6h59m,
C.M.1 ® 298®.
2980. C.M.2
C.M.2 ms
ms 3360.
336o.

Ss.
053„ zu
emi.z>
3-:.1 tworsenir4S5
-10
T. JAW
Fig. II. Jupiter.
Jupiter. T. Os wo
w
6-inch refl.
refl. 231X0
231X.
U.T.
ug. 11,
11, 1951.
1951.leh
leh ' ,rit1© U.T.
2 278°.
C.M.1 ®
278°. C.M.2
C.M.2 2=113°.
113°.

E

ae,
Cig I) S5E1,39, cigzI uscall
3:0,,,'r ,.1
S 5, •
1 e.
erZ)
10R Rea. L. 1ta Zaritelon
,7r 6- 13

Mt; 4;

Fig. 14.
Map of Plato by T.E.
14. Map
Howe. 4-inch refl., 168X.
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The color of the Red Spot was observed as yellow to orange ochre most of
the time. However, Saheki found its color to be chiefly shadings of gray.
October-December1951.
Summary
inOctober-December2_1951.
Observations in
of Observations
Summary of
Tr, Z0,
1.
S. Tr. Z. and the N. Tr.
ZO
1, The most conspicuous Zones were still the S.
though both were diminishing in brightness.

2.
darker than the N.E.B.
times darker
at times
was at
20 The
S.T.B. was
shzped S.T.B.
irregularly shaped
very irregularly
The very
3. Although the N.E.B. had been conspicuous in July-September because of
its many dark spots, the S.T.B. now showed many white spots, which were rather
short-lived.

4. The E.Z. 1v3s
w.ls very complicated in structure in that it appeared to
consist of a great number of white to yellowish spots of irregular brightness
and shape.
5. The Red Spot was rather faint.

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
19511 and T.
A number of A.L.P.O0 members observed Mars in the autumn of 195,1
Saheki and T. Osawa in Japan obtained results deserving great praise; but we
shall defer discussing these observations until our next issue because of lack
of space.

Figure 14 on pg. 22 is
is a map of Plato made
obmade by
by T.
T. E.
E. Howe
Howe from
from visual
visual - ob=
and
servations with his 4-inch reflector at 168X in SepteMber-November, 1951,
(U.T0 date) near
partly also from a photograph he took on October 13, 1951, (U.T,
colongitude 610
61° (about four days after sunrise on. Plato). The near-central
111 , was shown on the
craterlet, at the intersection of the arrows marked 1 and 1
photograph.
Mt. Howe has never yet seen this craterlet, although it
Curiously, It.
At the
is usually considered the brightest and most conspicuous one in Plato.
intersection of the arrows
/ Mx',
arrows marked
marked 22 and
and 22/
Mr. Howe has seen a ridge, a feature
rarely observed in this position.
Readers may wish to compare Figure 14 to
Strolling
The _Strolling
in The
published in
observers published
drawings of Plato
different observers
several different
by several
Plato by
Astronomer in 1950 and 1951 and to E. J. Reese's map on pg. 5 of our January,
1952, issue.
If agreement is far from perfect, it must be realized that the
spots, streaks, and shadings in Plato are difficult objects, certainly for only
four inches of aperture.
194 near
November
On
On November
° Howe recorded a "Mist" in the
near colongitude
colongitude 30
300
A9 195A
portions of
whether any
central portions
hear whether
to hear
central
of Plato.
interesting to
very interesting
wouldbebevery
Plato. ItItwould
(U.T.), and if so, whether they saw
other members observed. Plato on November 9 (U,T0),
anything unusual. There is in the literature a number of examples of apparent
lunar atmospheric obscurations of features on the floor of Plato, some of them
recorded by skillful and experienced lunarians. At all events Plato will bear
watching.
9?9Y0. Co
C. Ranck
Ranek made a drawing of the
On December 7, 1951, at colongitude 9?9)0.
art, and
Thebit, 81rt,
huge, shallow enclosure
and the
the Straight
Straight Wall
Wall - the
containing Thebit,
enclosure containing
"lunar railway" of the imaginative Gruithuisen but actually a geological fault
in the lunar surface.
Mr. Ranck made the drawing with 480X on a 4-inch refracwas very pleased with the quality of the view under such a very high
tor and wls
effective
most effective
the most
be the
possibly be
can possibly
480X can
that480X
power. Although
doubtsthat
editordoubts
theeditor
Althoughthe
magnification with a 4-inch telescope, he would urge readers to experiment with
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a very wide range of powers. You might lust possibly find something more effective than what you now customarily employ.
In a letter
letter dated
dated December
December 26
26 Mr.
AroH.
H.G.
G.Allen
Allen says
says in
in part:
part: "I've seen
color on the moon only once; and I think that it is the same as that which the
Japanese observers
Japanese
observers saws
saw, as
as mentioned
mentioned on
on pg.
pg. 7 of the November,
Novembers 1951, Strolling
StrolliDE
Astronomer. It appeared as a brownish shading over the gray area which includes
the crescent-shaped
crescent-shaped crater
crater northeast
northeast of
ofAristarchus.
Aristarchus. This
This area
area was
was bordered
bordered on
the northeast by a watery yellow wash.
I don't remember the date or the conditions under which the color was seen." Being with the American Army in Europe,
Mro Allen
Mr.
Alien is not at present able to furnish additional details.
Without them
we can hardly decide whether or not he observed the colored lunar region examined
by Saheki and Osawa in August, 1951. However, it will do no harm if lunarians
will be attentive to the vicinity of Aristarchus.
Mt.
Mto A. W.
Wo Mount offers some additional comments on a cause of possible
false lunar meteors, i.e., moving bright specks seen against the surface of the
moon.
His original discussion is on pg. 15 of our December, 1951, issue.
Mt.
Mount remarks
remarks:
"One seeming fallacy of my assumption is that it is hard to see
how a dust particle, crossing the focal plane image of the moon; can ever be
actually brighter than the lunar surface.
Of course, there will be some reflected light to illuminate the eyepiece side of the particle,perhaps some translucent effects, and possibly other effects as well. However, the eye and mind
are easily deceived, especially on an unexpected event of very brief duration,
where recording must rely entirely on memory and impression. In this case there
would be contrast, and how our minds would work in recording relative brightness
is anyone's guess."
The editor would conjecture that impressions of whether a moving object is
brighter or darker than the background against which it is seen should be fairly
accurate.
Surely the rankest novice can tell whether a Jovian satellite seen
projected against its primary looks bright or dark, when he is able to see the
satellite at all.
However, we thank Mr. Mount for his contribution to the subject; and as he has said, some experimenting might be informative.
R. M. Adams of Neosho,
Missouri, has
has submitted two drawings of the lunar
Neoshos Missouri,
crater Conon, obtained with a 10-inch reflector at 288X and 430X. The first one
is on December 7, 1951, at colongitude 1191, and the second is on December 8
at 2392.
2392. It
It is
is very
very curious,
curiouss and
and extremely
extremely hard
hard to
to explain,
explain, that the dark streak
S of Reese, Hare, Brinckman, Haas, and others appears to be present in part as a
briigh
®t streak
bright
streak on
on Adams°
Adams° later
later drawing
drawingl On
On December
December 77 this
this reversed
reversed Streak
Streak S is
shown extending far into the sunrise shadow in Conon, which then covered about
half of the floor. Do we have a ridge paralleling Streak S and overlooked by
all our observers
observers for
for many
many years?
years? On
On December
December88 Adams
Adams drew
drew an
an apparent low,
rounded hill a little northwest of the center of Conon, which may well coincide
with Reese's bright area 0 (Figures 5 and 6
6 on pg. 1 of our August, 1951 issue).
Using a 6-inch telescope, Reese has never felt sure of the topographical nature
of O. Four or five days after sunrise its position is covered by W. H. Pickering's large, triangular "floor cloud" in the northwest quadrant of Conon, then
near its maximum size.
Mr. P. A. Moore
H. Thornton,
Thornton, an
an active
active lunarian
lunarian in the
Moore writes
writes that
that Mr.
Mr. F.
. H.
British Astronomical Association, has observed a peculiar appearance in the
crater Haze,
Haze. Mr. Thornton has not yet described fully what he has seen; but he
027®
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urges that other observers examine Haze, particularly at sunrise. Rather high
Haze is easily identified as a ring-plain immediately
cowers
mowers are recommended.
southwest of the walled plain Petavius, on the west shore of Mare Fecunditatis,
It is further characterized
and having roughly half the diameter of Petavius.
Haze (or Hase) can be
by a fairesized craterlet, A, in its northwest portion.
quickly located on Section X of the Wilkins map, published in our August, 1951,
,appearance
that'Thornton9 s ,appearance
issue. Sunrise here comes at colongitude 299° so thatIhornton's
must be looked for on the young,crescent moon, which will ride high in the early
evening sky in northern latitudes during the next several months. The following
local civil time evening
evenin dates
dates will
will afford
afford excellent
excellent opportunities
opportunities for
for observers
in the United Stgtes2
Stgtesg February 27 and 28, March 28, April 26 and 27, and May 26.
Therefore, please direct your telescope to Haze on these dates; and let us know
what
:hat you see, preferably by means of a drawing of the crater.
Mr. J. T. Carle of Fresno, Calif., who is one of the very newest members
of the A.L.P00.,
A.L.P.O., had a good view of the craterlets on the floor of the walled
plain Plato on December 9 (U0T0) at colongitude 35°7
3597 (about two days after sunUsing an 8-inch long-focus reflector at 180X, Mr. Carle drew seven
rise).
of our
our January
January issue,
issue, six of
craterlets; on Reese's chart,
chart, Figure
Figure 11 on
on pg.
pg. 55 of
the near-central craterlet A, craterlet C
these can be identified as followss
follows;
in the southeast part'of the floor, white splotch B in the east central part
of the floor, the twin craterlets D northeast of A (Carle was not certain of
dividing them), and spot 1 near the foot of the northeast wall. Carle's seventh
craterlet is absent from Reese's chart and lies near the foot of the west-northThese floor craterlets in Plato are a fascinatwest wall but was hard to see.
ing study with adequate
adequate optics,
optics, say
say 66to 12-inch
12-inch telescopes
telescopes of good quality.
- to
It has been the opinion of many skilled and experienced lunarians that the
craterlets vary in conspicuousness from time to time quite independently of the
solar illumination or the conditions of obserTation.
observation.
Mr. David P. Barcroft has communicated the following discussion under the
title "Crateriet on Floor of Proclus"g
Proclus"s
"On the night of Dec. 13-14, 1951, Thomas R. Cave, Jr. detected a craterlet
on the floor
Cave and David P.
floor of
of Proclus;
Proclus; and
and subsequent
subsequent observations
observations by
bzCave
Barcroft on Dec. 14-15 were confirmatory of its reality. LThe Universal Time
111°
° resdates were December 14 and 15, and the colongitude was near 98° and 111
pectivelyD
notone
oneof
of the
the objects
objects mentioned
mentioned by
by Goodacre
Goodacre as
as being
being in or
pectivelyDItItis-13not
It is, however, close to the position where two.
two
near the east and west walls.
small circular formations, adjoining each other, are indicated on the Third
Edition of Director Wilkins'
Wilkins° map, where Dr. S. M.
A. Green saw two bright spots in
1938. (Eleventh Report Lunar Section B.A.A., page 20.)
"To Barcroft the central portion of the floor, which was well presented for
observation, appeared lead-colored and had a mound-like appearance. On all sides
save the east the central portion of the floor seemed encircled with a browncolored band, which possibly extended up the west, south, and north inner walls
for a short distance; and from this feature there were Aristarchus-like bands
Cave
of these
these on
Cave saw
saw three.
three of
extending te the top of the .white westerly walls.
each. night; Barcroft saw them the first night but could only see two plainly
the second nigh..
On the
the first
first night
night Barcroft
Barcroft caught
caught glimpses
glimpses of two furrowfurrow=
nigh, On
like features running
reening north-ande
northeandesouth over the floor, and on the second night
he saw what
what looked
looked like
like aa hillock
hillock on
on the
thefloor
floorsoutheast
southeastofofthe
thecraterlet.
craterlet. The
craterlet was lighter
lighter in
in color
color than.
than the
the floor
floor and
and appeared
appeared shallow.
-28-
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"On December 15 from 8h lm to 8h 15m,
15m, U.T.0
U.T.0 rough sketches showing the
craterlet were made at the telescope.
Barcroft's is herewith; Gavels
Cave's will be
sent
sent separately.
Observations referred to were made at the Observatory of
Thomas R. Cave, Jr., at Long Beach, California. Principal work was done with
Caves 12.5-inch reflector, powers up to 380X."
Barcroft has also communicated a drawing of Proclus by J. T. Carle with an
8-inch reflector at 180X on January 4, 1952, at colongitude 352°9, thus under
forenoon lighting whereas Barcroft and Cave had observed under afternoon lighting. Mr. Carle recorded a small craterlet in the east part of the floor, a
light-colored area in the northast part of the floor, and several dark bands on
the south, east, and west
west walls;
walls; moreover,
moreover, he
he suspected
suspected a
a craterlet
craterlet or bright
spot in the northwest part of the floor.
Perhaps some of our readers would like to examine Proclus for themselves
in oder to see whether they can confirm these features described by Barcroft,
Cave, and Carle.
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Errors in January and Februara_1952, Issues.
On pg. 14 of the January
issue we stated that at the lunar eclipse on February 10-11, 1952, only the
north limb of the moon would enter the umbral shadow. In reality, it was the
south limb alone :which was thus eclipsed. This mistake was made by the Editor,
and he apologizes to any readers who were misled. On pg. 22 of the February
issue Figure 11 is upside down from the customary astronomical orientation; it
has north at the top and east at the left. On pg. 24, line 14,
14, Mr. Robins' telescope is a 305-inch
3.5-inch reflector.
On pg. 26, line 15, of the same issue we referred, of course, to observations of Mars in the autumn of 1951.
On pg, 26,
26,
line 33,
33, Mr.
Mr. Howe's
Howes observation
observation of
of Plato
Plato was
was on November 9,
9, 1951.
19510
The First AOLOP000
A.L.P.O, Secretary.
Secretaa. As
As you
you may
may already
already have
have noticed
noticed on the front
inside cover, our staff has been increased by the addition of a Secretary.
Our
first Secretary and his address are:
Attorney David P. Barcroft
Secretary, A.L.P.O.
A.L.P.O,
1203 Na Alameda Street
Las Cruces, N.
Na M.

We should perhaps hasten to assure Mr. Barcroft's friends that he is still living at Madera, Calif.; however, it is both his feeling and the Editor's that it
will make for more efficient administration to use the address
address of
of the
the AOLOP000
A.L.P.O.
headquarters.
Mr. Barcroft is already well known to amateurs on the West Coast; he is an
active observer of the moon and has an extensive personal library. His name has
been mentioned from time to time in The Strolli2g
Strolling Astronomer, as well as in some
other astronomical journals. To his many astronomical correspondents he has been
at all times a helpful friend.
The Secretary will answer routine inquiries about the nature and objectives
of the A.L.P.O.„
A.L.P.O., about joining the Association, about-where to send observational
reports, etc.
He may at times also answer more technical inquiries. It is our
hope and intention that the appointment of a Secretary will lead to the more
prompt answering of correspondence from members and associates.
The First AOLOPOO.
AOLOP000 Saturn Recorder. We are glad to be able to announce that
Mr. ThOmas A. Cragg has agreed to act as our first Saturn Recorder; his address
is:
Thomas A. Cragg
246 W. Beach Ave.
Inglewood 3, Calif.
A member of the Los Angeles Astronomical Society, Mr. Cragg is well known among
amateurs
in southern
southernCalifornia.
California. He
amateurs in
He is
is an
an active
active observer;
observer; and his work upon
several lunar regions and the different planets has been frequently mentioned
in this periodical.
In addition, he is an ardent student of the sun and of
variable stars, having obtained as many as 100 estimates of variable stars in a
single night: He has 6-inch and 12-inch reflecting telescopes and also observes
with the 12-inch Zeiss refractor at the Griffith Observatory, where he has been
employed as a guide.
guide,
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urry
mry
the
the
:,or
or,p
nary
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?le?lore26io
26,
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All A.L.P.O.
AoLoPog members
membersshould,
should forward
for yard
their
their
observations
observations
of_ofSaturn_
Saturn to Mr.
=oa.,o-g
=ra.,e-g at the
the address
address glven
glven above
above at
at rfgular
r2gularintervals
intervalso He
He will
will analyze
analyze them
them and
oill
== write up the results in Saturn Reports in The Strolling Astronomer.
E. E.
E. Hare
Hare Honored
Honored by
by Lunar
LunarMemorial.
Memorial,MrMr
HoH,
Po_WAlkine_writesthatnehas_
P, WAJklAsyritesthathehast,
rsnamed
o_named the
the lunar
lunarcrater
craterBailly(rrifirerhOnCrOf
BaillygrEre- Iii-hbhOrok Mr,
Mr. Edwin
Edwin E.
E. Hare
Hare of
of Owens- -4X0
bcro,
Ooro, Kentucky, one of our leading observers and one whose work has often been
i.
fiscussed
- iscussed in this periodical.
The specific cause of this recognition of our
o:lleague
league was an excellent map and photograph of Bailly submitted to Mr,
Mr. Wilkins
:Ir.
Mr. Hare;
Hare;
the photograph,
photograph was
was taken
taken with
with Hares
Hares 12-inch
12-inch reflector
reflector and im:reseed.
tressed. Wilkins as superior to one recently obtained with the 36-inch reflector
E7 Greenwich.
Et
Hare is the largest crater on the floor of the walled plain Bailly, about
lf,O
-2 miles in diameter and lying very near, the moon's east limb in far southern
l!
'latitudes.
latitudes.
It is on Section XXII of the Wilkins map.
Bailly lies almost due
seat of
'East
of the
the walled
walled plain. Clavius.

.iv.iy; it
it
'.0.
).0o
; an
has
has.
some
)een
een

Concerning Back Issues. We receive orders from time to time for back issues
The
These are filled when possible, but many back
%of
-1..f
TheStrolling
Strolling Astronomer.
AStronomer.
issues are now completely out of stock. It may be that some of our members have
-hash
Ecck issues which they would like to sell; if they will write to us, we can make
a record
record of
of their
their names
names and
and refer future purchasers to them.
If interested,
:lease
=lease write
write to
to us
us at
at your
your early
early convenience,
convenience, stating
stating exactly
exactly which.
which back issues
Tau
-u have for sale.

LONG-ENDURING
LQNG-ENDURING BRIGHTER SECTIONS IN THE SOUTH
TEMPERATE ZONE OF JUPITER
yes
onal
.onal
our
lore
hat
,hat
ess

ong
pon
ned
of
of
ma
n
yes-es-een

Mr. Elmer J.
J, Reese, who was the A.L.P.O.
AOLOP000 Jupiter Recorder in 1949 and who
is
ts one of the foremost students of Jupiter in this country, has communicated an
imoortant
one phase
phase of
of 'the
the study
Directing attenotoortant contribution
contribution to one
study of
of Jupiter.
Jupiter.
tion to three brighter sections in the South Temperate Zone of the planet which
several different A.L.P.O0 members began to observe in 1946, he remarks that
:hese
=hese were
were still
still very
very much in evidence late in 1951.
He is also convinced that
they are identical with long-enduring brighter sections observed by members of
the
-Lae British.
Those desiring further inforBritish. Astronomical
Astronomical Association
Association in 1940-45.
ation on the British
British observations
observations should
should refer
refer to
to the
the ThirIy_ThirdtReart
ThirIy_Third_Reart of
oation
the
Section, pp.
pp. 13-14.
1314.
_ne B.A.A.
B.A.A. Jupiter
Jupiter Section,
A graph of the motions of these features from 1940 to 1951 is on pg. 350
35.
This
graph is
is entirely
entirely the
the work
work of
of Mr.
Mr. Reese.
Reese. Longitude
Longitude is
is plotted
plotted against time.
nis graph
The shaded strips represent dusky sections of the South Temperate Zone; the
unshaded strips,
strips, bright
bright sections.
sections.
=shaded
It is not possible to say in the present
state of our knowledge of Jupiter whether the detail should be thought of as
lark markings
.Lark
markings on.
on. aa bright
bright background
background or
or as
as bright
bright markings
markings onn,
on. a dark background.
:ark
ark dots
dots mark
mark the
the position
position of
of each
each feature
feature observed at each opposition from
1940 to
to 1951, omitting. 1945.
It will be noted,
:940
noted. that these sections made almost
nine circumnavigations
relne
circumnavigations of
of Jupiter,
Jupiter, relative
relative to
to System
System II,
II, from
from November,
November, 1940,
to October, 1951.
The longitudes are based on B.A.A. Jupiter Reports from 1940
to 1943, on A.L.P.O0 records in 1949 and 1950, and on Reese's personal observations
tlons in other years.
-33-33-
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eaf Isidis Regio; however, the effect observed in 1950 and in late 1951 has come
•
at the
the very
very opposite
opposite season,
season, with
with Mars near aphelion. Hellas was regularly obEerved
_erved as
as aa white
white area,
area, sometimes
sometimes dull
dull in
in tone
tone and sometimes almost as bright as
toe north
north polar cap.
cap. As
As in
in 1950,
19509 the Casius-Utopia shading was large and promi▪e
=t.though
ntthough usually only moderately dark (Figures 2 and 4)6 The color of Casius=tcpia
oopia was
was gray
gray or
or bluish
bluish gray,and
gray,and Alcyonius
Alcyonius canal formed a darker border on its
--.:E:nthwest
,hwest shore.
Thoth-Nepenthes canal was regularly seen and was very dark to
:2awa on
:Eawa
on November
November ..:ILand
..6 and 179
17,Moeris
Moeris Lacus
Lacus being
being an
an even
even darker
darker spot on the canal.
:a
:- November 17 Osawa found Thoth-Nepenthes to consist of a chain of dark spots.
Regio to Osawa was pinkish on November 16 and pure white on November 17.
E-511espontus
Hellespontus was
was very
very broad
broad and
and dark,
dark, and
and Pandorae
Pandorae Fretum
Fretum was
was an
an inconspicuous
inconspicuous
s:reak
.oeak at
at the
the border
border between
between the
the whitish
whitish Deucalionis
Deucalionis and the dusky Noachis.
:anus Sabaeus
Sabaeus was
was rather
rather dark,
dark, though
though .perhaps
perhaps less
less dark
dark than
than Mare Acidalium; and
ae is
_s remarkable that Osawa on November 88 drew the two "carets" of Portus Sigeus
o_othe
thenorth
north shore
shore of
of Sabaeus
Sabaeus (Figure
(Figure 5).
In this same view Osawa
Osawa found
found Nilo.
NiloETrtis canal, Coloe Palus, and Phison canal to be extremely dark; and Dioscuria
syrtis
72:
7.2 their north was white.
These appearances may have been very temporary, for
.,eheki on
on various
various dates
dates saw
saw Nilosyrtis
Nilosyrtis and
and Coloe
Coloe as
as only
only fairly
fairly dark and did not
,2--7
7,aheki
record
ra2ord Phison at all.
Other canals seen in these longitudes were Euphrates,
Effdekel,
Eofldekel, Pierian-Callirhoe,
Pierian-Callirhoe, and
and Protonilus-Deuteronilus.
Protonilus-Deuteronilus.
Ismenius Lacus was a
=o:rly
aaorly defined small shading.
Hiddekel and Gehon formed the edges of a dusky
-triangular
,ziangular shading with its apex at Sinus Meridiani.
On the whole, colors on Mars were apparently rather subdued in October
October:ecember, 1951.
In December Saheki began. to observe central meridian transits of suitable
features. This
f-aatures.
This simple
simple method
method of
of obtaining
obtaining Martian
Martian longitudes
longitudes is
is recommended
recommended for
•
7i:Te usage
usage by
by our
our members.
members.

n
r
a

d
6
n
e
t
i
t
d

n

$
9
t
ya

and all
all inOn March
March 15
15,
1952, the
the angular
angular diameter
diameterof
ofMars
Marswill
willbebe111,4,
1170'4, and
9 1952,
eerested readers
readers able
able to observe during the latter half of the night should at
:arested
onc.
==e begin
On this date the
begin aa program
program of
of regular
regular drawings
drawings and
and observations.
observations.
aorth
.Drth pole
pole will
will be
be tipped
tipped 14
14 degrees
degrees toward
toward the
the earth.
earth. Since
Since the summer solstice
of the northern hemisphere occurred on January 30 the season will be early sum..-aer
1,4r in the northern hemisphere and early winter in the southern hemisphere. The
:::1:!.ng opposition in early May will be the closest one since 1943 and the very
'.:Duling
eLosest one
one that
that many
many of
of our
our younger and newer members have yet had an oppor:losest
7:anity
eelnity to observe.
A drawing of Saturn by O. C. Ranck on January 19 with a 4-inch refractor at
_30X
_.30X shows
shows the
the North
North Equatorial
Equatorial Belt
Belt still
still doubled
doubled and
and prominent.
prominent. The
The South Eqaatorial
Latorial Belt
Belt was
was single and rather faint.
As usual, the Equatorial Zone was
e
- he
:
1-Lebrightest
brightestpart
part of
of the
the ball.
ball.
The Crape Band was prominent just north of the
orojected
7:
Rings
..rojected
RingsA Aand
andB,B,where
wherethe
thevisibility
visibility of
of the
the Ring
Ring CC projection
projection was
was reenforced
s:lforced by
by the
the presence
presence of
of the
the shadows
shadows of
of Rings
Rings BB and
and C.
C. Mr.
Mr. Ranck
Ranck saw
saw Cass9 s Division near the ansae. With Saturn scheduled to reach opposition on April
-1-LLi
aigs
I and now well-placed
well placed before midnight we look forward to a great increase soon
en the number of observations of this planet.
LL
On January 19 Ranck drew the lunar crater Gassendi at colongitude 178°5,
17895,
_sing aa 4-inch
He recorded both the triangular depression H
'using
4-inch refractor at 480X.
fn
in the east wall and a very dark spot (perhaps shadow) on the south wall, the
latter
Latter being almost opposite the crater Gassendi A which intrudes into the north
It is curious that Ranck's drawing of January 19 shows nothing of a very
--wall.
:;a11.
lark
=ark shading at the south end of the floor which he had found to be prominent on
November
This dark area is very prominent on
ovember 21, 1951, at colongitude 180°8.
18098.
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Wo H. Pickering's Photographic Atlas of the Moon;
Plates 14D, 12E, and 14E in W.
Was this dark areas
area,
their respective colongitudes are 172°, 185°, and 198°.
then, abnormally faint on January 19 of this year?
E. J. Reese offers some comments on recent views of the lunar crater Conon
by various observers.
Speaking first of 'T. E. Howes results with a 4-inch reflector, he congratulates Mr.
Mt. Howe on seeing Streak S with so little aperture.
He then draws attention
attention to
to Howe's
Howes observation
observation on
on August
August 12,
12, 1951,
1951, at
at colongitude 2590 of a bright spot in the middle of the west inner wall. W. H. Haas with
a 6-inch reflector drew a rather dim bright band in this same position on August
2, 1941, at 2198. Usually, howeVer, shadow covers this position near colongitude
250. A sunlit ridge on the terraced inner wall can explain the appearance observed; but it is very surprising, Reese thinks, that observational errors or
small changes in the sun's selenographic latitude can cause such striking var
avariations in appearance.
Mt. Reese next comments upon an interesting sequence of drawings of Conon
Mr.
made quite independently by three different observers on three successive dates:
by T. Saheki with an 8-inch reflector on ftpteMber 19,
199 1951
1951 at
at colongitude 13793,
137939
by L. T. Johnson with a 10-inch reflector on September 20 at 143°1,
14391, and by E. J.
Reese with a 6-inch reflector on September 21 at 15592. The nomenclature used
here is given on Figures 5 and 66 on
None of
on pg.
pg. 11 of
of our
our August,
August, .1951,
1951, issue.
the three obsetvers
obsefvers saw Streak S, although it has often been visible at this
illumination; and all of them saw Cleft V.
Johnson and Reese saw a sharp apex
to the triangular, bright "floor cloud" in the northwest quadrant of Conon.
Johnson recorded
recorded aa deep
deep ravine
ravine between
between hills
hills PP and
and R, aa ravine
ravine observed also by
E.
Hare with
with aa 12=-inch
12-inch reflector
reflector and (at'its
Vaughn' with.
E. E. Hare
'its west
west end).
end) by
by F.an 18-inch refractor on one date.
Johnson also drew Conon on September 10 and 12, 1951, at colongitudes 1897
1897
and 4391 respectively. The September 10 drawing shows only a faint north end to
Cleft V,often prominent at this solar illumination. On September 12 Mr. Johnson
drew dark streaks S and A and Fault B., the last-named reaching all the way to a
dark area on the north inner wall.
(Johnson has often found the northeast half
of Fault
Fault BB invisible).
invisible). He
bright area
area QQ in
in the'
the south
south
He shows
shows nothing
nothing at'all- of bright
part of the floor;
floor: Reese has fund the appearance of Q near colongitude 40° to
vary from conspicuousness to complete invisibility.
In reply to aa specific
Editor, Mt.
Mr. D.
D. L.
L. Bellot writes
specific question
question from
from the.
the Editor,
that the lunar "flash" observed by his former neighbor, Mrs.
Mts. James Finn (The
Strolling Astronomer for December, 1951, pg. 15), was stationary on the lunar
surface. A meteorite striking the lunar surface would cause a stationary impact-flare. A shooting star in the earth's atmosphere moving exactly toward the
observer and seen projected against the more distant moon can also appear
apPear to be
stationary, but the latter should be a phenomenon of very great rarity.
If we
had information (we don't) that others were watching the position on the moon
where Mts.
Mrs. Finn
Finn saw
saw the
the "flash"
"flash" at
at the
the time
time of
of its
its appearance
appearance and
and ,saw
saw nothing,
Where
then a terrestrial explanation would be indicated.
Mr. Joaquin A.
Rio Piedras, Puerto
A. Garcia
Garcia of
of the
the University
University of
of Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rio, Rio
Rico, has kindly sent us a reprint of an =rticle he published about an interval
timer of his own design
design and
and construction.
construction. Mr.
Mr. GarSla
GarSia suggests
suggests that
that the,
the timer
could be used for lunar occultation work in places where the line frequency is
maintained at its nominal frequency of 60
60 cycles per second. (In Puerto
Pterto Ricb
Rica the
usefulness of the timer is limited to very short intervals.) Perhaps some of
our readers would like to correspond with Mr. Garcia about his invention.
invention.
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:f
- f the disc, the observer may watch the rotational drift of markings near the
ILmb
limb by estimating their changing position-angles on the disc. This positionreferred to
to directions
directions in
in the
the terrestrial
terrestrial glsy,
gly, being
=rale is referred
being 0° for north, 90°
::r east, and 180° for south. On January 24 Haas estimated the position-angle
at 4h
15m9 95o
at 5
5h
451%
and 80°
80° at
:f a white spot on the limb to be 140° at
, and
4h 15m,
95° at
h 45m
return to
to the
the east
east limb
limb (90°)
(90°)thus
thus coming
coming near 6"
6h 2m.
2m. The decreasing
:= 35m,the return
-hosition-angle would mean that the rotation of the planet is ip the same di:-ection
7ection as
as the
the revolution
revolution of
of the
the satellites.
satellites. On
On February 2 at 4 5m Haas sus:ected
hected aa bright
bright spot
spot on
on the
the limb near position-angle 140°. Ranck on February 11
a ln
at
lh10m
10mdrew
drew aa rather
rather indefinite
indefinite bright
bright area
area near
near position-angle
position-angle 1900e
190°; since
since
:me white area should have returned to the east limb near 4h 31m on this date,
:he
:he position is
period of
is in
in fair
fair agreement
agreement with
with aa rotation
rotation-period
of 10
10h
45%.
h 45%.
The evidence here presented leads us to suggest that A.L.P.O0 members have
:onfirmed visually that Uranus rotates in about 10.75 hours. On the negative
_'_de, however,
however, we
we must
must mention that
aide,
that Co
Co C.
C. Post
Post and
and C.
C. W.Tombaugh
Tombaugh with
with 6-inch
6-inch
ani 8-inch apertures could not secure truly definite views of detail on Uranus
and
amd that W. H. Haas glimpsed some other white areas on the limb, which Eay
Egy have
:een confused with the one under discussion in views on January 23 and later.
7-fre
observations may
may shed
shed important
important light
light on
on the
the problem,
problem, and
and we hence request
Fore observations
:ur readers to submit immediately all their observations and drawings of Uranus
-in
_m January
January and
and February,
February, 1952. The white area recorded on the east limb on
:anuary 8 and 16 may well have been a Uranian feature of unusual prominence.
Ranck saw most of the limb of Uranus to be very dusky in his 4-inch refrac:or
:cr at 480X. On February 11 at lh
1h 10m he drew a brilliant circular spot near
:a=
:me center of the disc. A brightened polar region?
Figure 4
4 on
on pg.
pg. 46
46 shows
shows some
some lunar
lunar clefts
clefts in
in the
the region
region of Schroeter's
Talley discovered by H. P. Wilkins with a 15-inch reflector and by F. H. ThOrnThorn:on, another British lunarian, with an 18-inch reflector. The clefts marked A
and B were discoVered
discovered by Thornton; the others, by Wilkins. Confirming these
:lefts may well require both a fairly large aperture and good seeing, but some
:f our best-equipped members may want to try. Mr. Thornton says that Mr.
«ilkins'
«Ilkins' 1950 cleft (Figure 4) is sometimes visible and sometimes invisible.
Mr. R.
. M. Adams has contributed a drawing of Aristarchus made on February 9,
9,
1952,
_952, at colongitude 6899
6829 with a 10-inch reflector at 144X and 288X. The seeing
_ng was
was excellent;
excellent; the
the transparency, poor. Colongitude, let us remember, is the
lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator and measures the solar illumination of
flation
of aa given
given region.
region. Mr.
Mr. Adams
Adams depicted
depicted two
two dark
dark bands
bands on
on the east inner
wall, a white streak (a ridge?) in the east part of the floor, and a dark east
border to
to the
the floor.
floor. He
He exercised care to draw only those markings which were
:order
:ertainly
12.11
:ertainly seen,
seen,asasone
oneshould
should
always
.
42yg do.
On January 4, 1952, at Oh 55m, C. C. Post of Las Cruces was much surprised
Iv the appearance of Julius Caesar in his 6-inch reflector. The colongitude was
:y
35097 so that Julius Caesar w:s
was close to the sunrise terminator.
The floor
looked very dusty, and there were some cloud-like bright markings.
Mr. Post
even wondered whether a meteorite had just struck the moon here and had raised
iust from the surfaced He telephoned W. H. Haas, who began to examine Julius
:aesar at lh 50m. Haas thought the appearance completely normal;
normal, a dark area
in the
the north
north part of the floor and a couple rather poorly defined bright spots
:n
were seen but can be found upon photographs in W. H. Pickering's
PickeringFs Photognahic
Photougahic
alas of the Moon and upon a Mount Wilson photograph near colongitude 50. Post
and Haas continued to observe until 4h 30m and saw nothing further of note.
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Although there is no reason to think that anything unusual was observed in
4, we
Julius Caesar
Caesar on
on January
January 4,
we should
should like to commend Mr. Post's keen interest
in bringing this matter to our attention as an example to our members. Perhaps
next time there will be an important lunar phenomenon - and
and perhaps
perhaps you
y2m will be
the one to see it.
Especially in metropolitan areas the A.L.P.O member should
request his friends by telephone to confirm possibly peculiar appearances on the
moon and planets,for time may be of the EEeatest importance. He should remember
too that observations confided only to his own memory, or even to his own notebook, are hardly any observations at all.
The A.L.P.O0
A.L.P.O. seeks to coordinate lunar and planetary studies, and it is by a cooperative effort that we may hope to
advance the science.
E. J. Reese had a good view of the lunar crater Conon in his 6-inch reflector on January 7 at colongitude 2897°
2897. Fault B was very conspicuous, dark and unbroken; its northeast end was nearly as prominent as its southwest end.
Streak
S was seen very el arty
arly but was not conspicuous.
conspicuaus. W. H. Haas observed Conon on
February
at 45'25,
45°5, using
using aa 6-inch
6-inch reflector
reflectoratat298X
298Xininfair
fair
seeing. Fault
Fault B
February 77 at
seeing.
was the plainest dark streak in Conon; Streak S and Cleft V were invisible. It
was Haas° impression that the overall aspect of Conon was about the same as in
1941, when he observed it with a 6-inch reflector and an 18-inch refractor.
W. H. Haas also observed the walled plain Plato on February 7 at 45°5 and
found in deere
decreasing
sing conspicuousness;
conspicuousness3 near-central craterlet, east central diffuse white
northeast twin
twin eraterlets.
craterlets.
white re«:,
area, ,nd
nd northeast
By glimpses the near-central
craterlet was clearly seen to be a craterlet, not just a bright spot; and by
glimpses the twins were resolved into a pair of small craterlets.
Both appearances are a fairly severe test of the optics of a 6-inch telescope.
The small
sm 11 partial
partial lunar
lunar eclipse
eclipse on
on February
February10-11
10-11 was
was observed
observed by
by some
some of
our members, though others had cloudy skies. The Detroit Astronomical Society
arranged a public;
viewing with
with portable
portable telescopes
telescopes in
in front
front of
of the Public Lipublic viewing
brary; in spite of low temperatures and a strong wind, more than a thousand
persons came to view the celestial show. We congratulate our colleagues in Detroit on this fine effort to popularize our subject.
As far as we know, no one
looked for possible lunar meteors during the eclipse; nor did anyone look for
possible eclipse-caused changes.
The most detailed report is from Mr. H. P.
Wilkins, the Lunar Director of the British Astronomical Association, who observed with field glasses between breaks in clouds. The moon entered the penumbra
at 22h 6m
61n on February 10,
10, =:nd
and penumbral
penumbral shading
shading was
was easily
easily seen
seen by Mr. Wilkins
on the southeast limb at 22h 45m. The umbral shadow was subsequently rather
dark; and no coppery hue appeared within the umbra, which was instead slatygray. The penumbra
penumbr in
in the
the field
field glasses
glasses was
was very
very dark
dark near
near the
the umbra
umbra but was
not visible far from that edge. Clouds ended observations soon after mid-eclipse.
The eclipse of the sun on February 25 was observed as a partial eclipse by
H. P. Wilkins and R. M. Baum in England.
Using both direct vision and the projection method,
50X. Conditions were
method, Mr.
Mr. Wilkins
Wilkins employed
employed aa 3-inch
3-inch refractoraat
refractorat 50X.
good. The
The edge
edge of
of the
the moon
moon w0,s
w s singularly regular, only one mountain being seen
in profile. The cusps were always geometrically sharp. At maximum eclipse (near
9h 149 the portion
portion of
of the
the moon
moon seen
seen against
against the
the sun
sun appeared
appeared decidedly
decidedly darker
than the sly, but the moon's limb could not be traced off the solar disc. Using
a 1.8-inch refractor,
refractor, Mr.
Mr. Baum
Baum also
also had
had favorable,
favorable conditions.
conditions. The
The moon
moon appeared
purplish black. An assistant observer with a 3-inch refractor carefully studied
the lunar profile and found the limb very regular. One suspected peak was perhaps the
the one
one recorded
recorded by
by Wilkins.
Wilkins. About
About one-tenth
one-tenth of
of the
the sun's
sun's diameter
diameter was
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eclipbed in England. As we go to press, we have no news of any spectroscopic
eclipsed
observations of the eclipse of the kind proposed by Mr. Lyle T. Johnson on pg.
14 of our January, 1952, issue.
Mr. Howard Le Vaux, 910 S. Wooster Ave., Los Angeles 35, Calif. has been
conducting an extremely interesting experiment and one which might be capable
of being expanded into a project of great importance to lunar and planetary observers. Stimulated by the evident fact that the great differences between draw:rigs
ings of
of Venus
Venus by
by different
different observers
observers must
must be
be chiefly
chiefly in
in each
each observer's interpretation of the features rather than in the optical system employed, Mr. Le
pretatien
Vaux prepared a set of several dozen paper discs with various kinds of detail
thereupon: large dusky areas, black spots, streaks, strings of dots, etc. The
discs were mounted on a flat, black sheet of cardboard and were viewed at such a
distance as to correspond to a planet having an angular diameter of 15" viewed
with 100X. The discs are observed through very small telescopes. Preliminary
results indicate that sharply defined and strongly-contrasting
strongly-contrasting markings
markings are,
are
irawn rather accurately but that accuracy falls off with decreasing contrast
until drawings of very faint dusky areas do not resemble reality at all. Mr. Le
7aux is thinking of increasing the scope of his experiment to include the placement of markings, the depiction of various forms of detail, and the effects of
oor seeing.
coor
(A radiator near the discs induces poor seeing as desired.)
Mr.
Thomas A. Cragg proposes that the observer should view the discs with the telescope with which he regularly observes, a desirable closer approach to reality.
The overall objective is, of course, to determine the observer's ability to in=he
serpret
aerpret the telescopic image. Mr. Frank R. Vaughn carried out a similar experiment a number of years ago but has not yet published the results.
We heartily congratulate Mr. Le Vaux on this experiment, and we would very
much like to see other members imitate it. The results can be reported in future issues
issues of
of The
The Strolling
Strolling Astronomer.
Astronomer. It
It may
may be
be worthwhile
worthwhile to
to give
give some
some thoare
ught to making the experiment resemble our telescopic studies as closely as
aght
aossible. For example, suitably colored globes would be preferable to flat
,cite paper discs. With some ingenuity the sun's illumination of the planets
m_ght also be imitated.
might
Dr. A. G.
Smith of
of the
the University
University of
of Florida
Florida has
has kindly
kindly contributed
contributed a map
. Smith
:f Mars in
in 19509
1950, based
based upon
upon drawings
drawings with
with his
his 6-inch
6-inch reflector.
reflector. There are many
Dr. Smith
moints of
of good
good agreement
agreement with
with the
the results
results of other A.L.P.O. members.
:oints
-resolved
'esolved Sinus
Sinus Gomer
Gomer from
from Mare Cimmerium; the only others to do so were S. Ebisawa and E. E. Hare, each of whom used a 12-inch reflector.
Like Dr. R.J.
=rampler
Trampler in 1924 and Dr. E. Pettit in 1939, Dr. Smith began his studies with the
:pinion that the canals are very probably illusions; but nevertheless he was
soon drawing them! Indeed the objective reality of the canals should no longer
ze questioned; their presence on photographs is conclusive evidence. Smith does
mot see most of the canals as Lowellian lines, however: rather they are dusky
streaks ranging from very broad and diffuse to relatively narrow. He does find
very few of the canals to be fine, sharp lines in good seeing; and that is also the opinion of a number of B.A.A. observers, among others.
Observations of Mars from December, 1951, to February, 1952, have been rerorted by T. Osawa (6-inch reflector), O.
0. C. Ranck (4-inch refractor), T. Saheki
3-inch reflector), and A. G. Smith (6-inch reflector).
'3-inch
Writing
on February
February 159
15,Dr.
Dr.Smith
Smith said
said that
that he
he had
had had
had several
several nights
nights of
Writing on
mood seeing and that on December 27 he had seen the most conspicuous cloud
rood
-56-
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Proclus.
Fig. 1. Lunar
Lunar Crater
Crater Proclus.
J. T. Carle.
Feb. 1, 1952. 3h 5m
5m,, U.T.
8-inch refl.
refl. 360X
Colong. == 33393

Fig. 2.
2. Lunar
Lunar Crater Plato.
J. T. Carle
Feb. 5, 1952. 5h 10m , U.T.
8-inch refl. 180X.
21°9
Colong. = 2199

Fig. 3. Saturn.
T. Osawa.
36m,, U.T.
Feb. 5, 1952. 20h 36m
6-inch refl. 230X.

Fig. 4. Mars.
Mars.
C. W. Tombaugh.
18-inch refr. 550X.
30m, U.T.
April 2,
1952. 12h 30m,
2,1952.
April
= 259°
C.M. =
C.M.

Fig. 6.
6. Mars.
Mars.
168X.
I. 168X.
Refl.
12-incLh Ref
Cragg. 12-inch
T. Crogg.
5m, U.T.
U.T.
1952. 7h 5m,
4, 1952.
April 4,
April
61°.
C. M.
M.==161°.
C.

Fig. 5. Mars
Mars
efl• 330X, 400X
8-inch refl.
400X.
Saheki. 8-inchr
T. Saheki.
•
Jan. 18, 1952. 19
19hh45m,
45m,U.T.
U.T.
3450.
= 345°.
C.M.
C.M. =
Page 61
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Correction
Aprill_1952
pg.
pg.
57,
57,line
line2424Of
ofthis
this issue
issue we
we imCorrectiontotokril
l_195Lg Issue.
Issue. On On
plied that a north cap 280 kms.in diameter would have subtended an angular diaRecomputation shows that the correct figure
meter of
of 00°8
o'8 on
on February
February 5,
5, 1952.
is OU3.
0"3.
A few readers have expressed interest in a
A Possible A.L.P.O. DirectoEy.
DirectoIy.
complete listing or directory of all A.L.P.O. members. We have given this matter some thought, but a directory appears rather impractical at this time; its
inclusion in our regular issues would crowd out other material, and its separate
However, we do plan, beginning with this issuel to
publication would be costly.
give the addresses of observers and contributors so that interested readers can
compile for themselves their own directory of at least our most active members.
We shall not give the addresses of staff-members listed already on the front inside cover, nor shall we repeat the addresses of others in more than a few successive issues.
A.L.P.O. Authors. Several of our members have recently published articles.
Patrick A. Moore, Glencathara, Worsted Lane, East Grinstead, Susse%, England is
the author of "What We Know about the Moon" on pp. 18-40 of The Journal of the
In a very readable and wellBritish Interplanetary Society for January, 1952.
illustrated article Mr. Moore describes recent B.A.A. and A.L.P.0 studies of our
satellite and dwells at some length upon the evidence that the moon is not quite
so dead and changeless as the authors of textbooks would have us believe. He
discusses, among other subjects, lunar meteor searches, systems of radial wall
bands perhaps more prominent now than in the past, and possible topographical
changes in several regions.
C. B. Stephenson, Dearborn Observatory, Evanston,
Illinois wrote upon
upon "The
"The Light-Curve
Light-Curve and
and the
the Color
Color of
of Vesta"
Vesta" in
in The
The Astrap_tysiAstrapiasical Journal for November, 1951.
He describes photoelectric observations of
Vesta made at the Yerkes and McDonald Observatories. Mr. Stephenson determined
that the light-curve of Vesta has a period of 0.2226
0,2226 days and an amplitude of
Past work on Vesta having given inconsistent results,
0.12 stellar magnitudes.
further photoelectric studies are desirable. Joaquin A. Garcia, Box 1823 U.P.R.,J1
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico in February, 1952, wrote, along with R. Arce and A.
Cobas, about "A Hodoscope Unit with the Neon Lamps Normally Off". The hodoscope
unit is employed in cosmic ray experiments, and the work discussed was done at
the University of Puerto Rico Cosmic Ray Laboratory. Mr. Garcia has kindly furnished a reprint of his short article, which we shall be glad to lend to interested A.L.P.O. members.
Foreword by Editor. We express our thanks to H. Percy Wilkins, 35 Fairlawn
However, we shall
Ave., Bexleyheath, Kent, England for the following article.
best express our thanks to Mr. Wilkins, the Lunar Director of the British Astronomical Association and the author of the map of the moon being serially reproduced in this periodical, by making some careful observations of Bailly. In particular, members with telescopes more than ten inches in aperture and of good
optical quality
for lunar
lunar research.
quality have
have here
here an
an opportunity'
opportunity for
The Xi-Eta coordinate system referred to by Mr, Wilkins should be explained.
The lunar surface is projected upon a plane tangent to it at the center of the
disc at mean libration. The origin is at the point of tangency. The Xi-axis is
ppsitive
determined by this plane and by the
16 ppsitive
the plane
plane of
of the
the moon's
moon's equator;
equator; Xi
Xi"is
to lunar west.
The Eta-axis is perpendicular to the Xi-axis and is positive to
lunar north. The unit used in expressing both Xi and Eta is one-one thousandth
of the moon's radius in the tangent plane.
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THE LARGEST LUNAR CRATER
by H. Percy Wilkins, FOROA,SO
FOROAOSO
With the publication in this issue of The Strolling Astronomer of Section
XXII of my large lunar map we enter upon the region of the giant craters distinguished alike for their vast size and their profound depth.
At the head of
this great,
great display
display stands
stands Bailly,
Bailly, close
close to
to the
the southeast
southeast limb
limb and
and which,
which, but for
its tint, would resemble a small "sea".
Nelson made its diameter 148.7 miles,
Neison
Elger 150, Goodacre 160, while Dr. Dolmage in Astronomy of Today in 1909 gives
180.
Recently D.W.G. Arthur has computed the diameter as 183.6 miles so that
there can be no doubt that it is the largest crater which we can see.
The center of this enormous formation is at Xi-360, Eta-920,
Eta-920. The enclosing
mountain ring rises on the west to 13,000 feet, and on the east one peak attains
14,800 feet above the interior. Owing to its size Bailly attracted the attention
of the early observers; on the fine old map of Hevelius in 1647 it is called
Mons Meridionalis, and on the chart of Riccioli in 1651 it
tt appears as Bettinus
Oder.

t,

a
L

d

e
e
0
,h

The first detailed description and representation appears in Idiata
'what. Berry in
A Short History of Astronomy in 1898, article 27l,calls
271,calls this "storehouse of valuable detail", the Selenographische Fragmente of Schroeter, 17916 and 1802. His
drawings in Vol. 2, Plates TL, Figure 1 and TLIX, Fig. 1 show the craters A,B,C,
L,E,F,
D,E,F, and several others on my map. These remained the best drawings until the
publication in 1837 of the grand Der Mond of Beer and Maedler, in which appears
a detailed drawing of Bailly based on observations with a 3.75-inch refractor
during the evenings of November
November 141w
14..and
and 15,
15, 1835.
1835. Bailly
Bailly was
was then
then presented
presented under
favorable conditions of libration; and the drawing shows the walls in careful
detail, the principal craters, and also some.s1 the ridges and hills on the interior. The depth of the crater A (Maedler'sM was measured as 2093 toises on
November 14 and 2404 toises on November 15, giving a mean of 2248 toises. Since
a toise equals 6.39 feet, the depth found by Maedler was 14,365 feet. This crater A, the largest
largest and
and the
the most
most prominent
prominent on
on the
the ir4ftrior,
ir4Erior, has
has been
been named Hare
on the Third
depth and
and considerable
considerable
Third Edition
Edition of
of my
my 300-inch
300-inchmap.
map.Owing,oft7ts
Owing,t7ts depth
latitude a third of its interior must always be immersed in shadow.
The well known American observer, E. E. Hare [621
a621 Payne Avenue, Owensboro,
Kentucky], using a 12-inch reflector, obtained a valuable photograph on October
4,
1950, at 11h
llh 25m, U.T. OnOnthe
thefollowing
followingmorning
morning aa detailed
detailed drawing
drawing was
was made
49 1950,
with a power of
of 300X
300X under
under favorable
favorable libration
libration at
at colongitude
colongitude 19896.
198%. On October
25, 1951, at colongitude 2000 the drawing was corrected; and new detail was
added. This drawing shows approximately 140 objects on the interior, a number
far in excess of any previous representation.
Noting that Hare's
Hare's craters
craters A,B,F,G,
A,B,F,G, and
and DD correspond
correspond to
to my,map'sB,A,C,E,
mymap'sB,A,C,E,
and F respectively
respectively and
and that
that Hare's
Hare'sB,F,
B,F,and
andI Iare
areMaedler's4;.B-,
Maedler's
'' and
an interesting comparison may be made between the three charts. The map crater A, now
called Hare, is shown by Maedler as having a regular wall except where it ad=
joins the crater B, where the wall is depicted as broad and is shown to be cut
through by two valleys not noted by any other observer.
Immediately to the
south of B Maedler shows a hill, and in several instances the smaller craters of
other observers are shown as hills by Maedler.
My own observations have shown that the interior of Bailly, naturally convex, is not of uniform depth; the extreme southern portion, beyond Hare, is
-63-63-
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raised above the remainder and is traversed by a cleft, which runs from the crater B to a ridge near the great east wall. The northern portion of this wall is
not so high as the remainder and is commonly concealed by shadow for some time
There is a peak or craterlet, it is uncertain which, on the crest
at sunrise.
of the east wall of B, while a meridional ridge runs northward from Hare but
On this ridge are several hills or peaks;
does not reach the northern rampart.
the one nearest to Hare is shown as a hill by Maedler and has presented this
Under favorable
favorable
aspect to
to me,
me, but
but Hare
Hare depicts
depicts it
it as
as aa crater
craterand
andcalls
callsititP.P. Under
conditions on
on December
December 25,
25,1944,
1944,I Iobserved
observedsome
someparallel
parallel ridges
ridges running
running in a
conditions
northwesterly direction from the nearly central ridge to the main west wall.
It is clear that the principal features have remained virtually unchanged
during the past 155 years, from the time of Schroeter to the present. Admitting
that his drawings are rough and that Maedler's special chart in Der Mond,as distinct from the Mappa Selenogra2hica, is a valuable and careful piece of work,
we are at a loss to account for the valleys traversing the wall of Hare so evident to Maedler in 1835 but not seen either before or afterwards. Assuming that
he made no mistake, and it is difficult to understand how he could have drawn
them so clearly if they were not visible to him, we cannot escape from the conclusion that they have since been filled up. Indeed the wall between the craters
A and B is much more narrow now than drawn by Maedler, apparently owing to an
enlargement of either A or B, judging from Maedler's drawing. It is thus possible that activity of some sort and of sufficient magnitude to modify the appearance of the crater walls in our telescopes has taken place since Maedler observed in 1835. The appearance of some object on the wall of B and the variable appearance of Hare's spot P, both in the same part of the interior as the possible
It is
wall change, suggest that activity may have been exhibited in this area.
also remarkable that Maedler should draw a strongly marked mountain abutting on
the south wall of the crater B (map nomenclature), where now an obvious crater
occupies the site; and this circumstance tends to confirm the possibility of
some change within this portion of Bailly since the time of Maedler.
In due course it is hoped to present a complete chart of Bailly compiled
from the observations of both American and British observers, together with micrometrical measures of the wall peaks; and to this end observations are invited.
THIRD REPORT ON JUPITER, 1951-52
by Ernst E. Both
During January, February, and March, 1952, observations were received from
E. E. Both (6-inch refl., 8-inch refr.); P. Cluff, 4101 E. 4th
the followings
following:
St.,
St..,Long
Long Beach
Beach 14,
14, Calif.
Calif. (6-inch
(6-inch refl.);
refl.); K.
K. B.
B. Cockhill,
Cockhill, 2362
2362 Hingston
Hingston Ave.,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada (6-inch refr.);
refs.); E. Epstein, 1914 Na
N. Curson Ave., Hollywood 46, Calif. (6-inch refl.); T. E. Howe, 7226 Bennett Ave., Chicago 49, Ill.
(4-inch refl.); P. J. Nemecek, 3240 N. Walnut Grove, San Gabriel, Calif. (12.5inch refl.); O.
0. C. Ranck, P. O.
0. Box 161, Milton, Penna. (4-inch refr.); E. J.
Reese, 241 S. Mount Vernon Ave., Uniontown, Penna. (6-inch refl.); G,
G. D. Roth,
Privatsternwarte, Lengmoosstrasse
Privatsternwarte,
Lengmoosstrasse 6, Munich
Munich 9,
9, Germany
Germany (4.4-inch
(4.4-inch refl.);
refl.); T.
Saheki, No. 29 Shi-Jutaku, Urionb-cho 11-24, Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka, Japan (8-inch
refl.); W. Sandner, whose address is known to Roth (8-inch refr.); R. Venor,
whose address is known to Cockhill (6-inch refr.); and Co
C. E. Wierzbicki, 1600 E.
Gold Ave., Albuquerque, N. M. (3-inch refr.).
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OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
When the graphs by L. T. Johnson on pages 50 and 52 of our April issue were
reproduced, it was not feasible to show the small squares on the original sheets'
supplied by Mr. Johnson. The editor did not know of this limitation while writing the ccompanying text, and the reader may hence have found the three numerical examples given on pages 51 and 53 difficult to follow. We suggest that the
close student of the geometry of the Saturnian rings and their shadows may still
be able to obtain very accurate measures on the published graphs by making his
own finely divided scale on the edge of a piece of paper and perhaps by using a
geometers compass as well.
„ Fresno,
Jackson
T. Carle,
Carle, 2154
2'34N.N.Sixth
SixthStoSt.,
Fresno,Calif.
Calif.has
has contributed
contributed the
Jackson To
drawing of the lunar crater Proclus reproduced as Figure 1 on pg. 61.
61, In his
accompanying notes he comments upon the ridge in the southeast part of the floor,
the small craterlet near the northeast tip of this ridge, the less distinct
ridge in the northwest part of the floor, and the two bulges in the exterior
shadow of the east wall. These two bulges are presumably due to peaks on the
east rim. Mr. Carle thinks that the central bulge in the internal shadow of the
west wall (Figure 1 on pg. 61) is due to a ridge on the floor rather-than to a
higher portion of the west wall. The east inner wall was very brilliant. Carle's
craterlet is in the wrong position to be the craterlet recorded in December,1951,
by Do
D. P. Barcroft and T. R. Cave, Jr. (The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 6,
6, ppo
pp. 2828Since relatively little detail has yet been mapped in Proclus, its
2(), 1952).
study is recommended to equipped AOLOP.00 members.
0)
9 on
Mr. Carle
Carle also
also observed
observed the
the walled
walledplain
plainPlato
Platoatatcolongitude
colongitude21'0'9
21(
on February 5, 1952
1952 (Figure
(Figure 22 on
on pg.
pg. 61)
61) and
and at
at colongitude
colongitude 5099
5099 on
onMarch
March8.
8. ColongiColongitude is the lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator. Figure 2 may
map
profitably be
profitably
be compared
compared to
to Figure
Figure 1 on pg. 5 of our January,
January, 1952,
1952, issue,
issue, a map
of Plato
Plato in
in 1946®7
1946-7 by
by E.
E. J.
J. Reese,
Reese,241
241S.S.Mount
MountVernon
VernonAve.,
Ave.,Uniontol
Uniontov2Penna.
lriaPenna.
Carle saw well the near-central craterlet (Reese's A), the southeasterEZReesel
southeaster4jReese's
s
C), and the twin craterlets D. All the other craterlets he recorded were visible
by glimpses only. Their number is certainly large for a view with an 8-inch
telescope. Though some of the craterlets look nearly circular on Figure 2 on pg.
61, their form is presumably elliptical and like that of Plato itself. Still
using the nomenclature of Reese's map, one can identify on at least one of
Carle's two drawings the east central splotch B, G, I, E(?), and perhaps one or
two others. On March 8 Carle drew Reese's S, which lies about three-fourths of
the way from AA to
to C.
C. Spot
Spot SS was
was "Discovered"
"Discovered" by
by Reese
Reese as
as an
an _apparently
apparently new feaNo. 119
11, pgo
pg. 8,
3, No.
Strolli Astronomer,
ture on September 10, 1949 (The
Astronomer, Volume
Volume 3,
(The Strollipg
Carle found
found the
the western
western
1949) and has also been
been seen
seen by
by E.
E. E.
E. Hare.
Hare. On
On March
March 88 Carle
of the twin craterlets D to be very clearly larger than the eastern one. Curiously contradictory results about the relative sizes of these craterlets have been
obtained by A.L.P.O0
AoL.P.O. members, and it may well be that the twins are subject to
irregular changes of an unknown nature. Of course, it is the high-sun bright
spots around the craters which change, not the craters themselves.
In his February 5 view (Figure 2) Mr. Carle was especially interested in the
It was very
very dark oval area a little southeast of the center of the floor.
plain when he began to observe but soon disappeared. He interprets it as a
shallow depression full of shadow under sufficiently low solar lighting. If so,
it is difficult to understand why it has not been regularly observed in many
views soon before colongitude 22° - indeed, it is large enough that we might expect it to show on lunar photographs with apertures of ten inches and more. We
urge our members to look for this dark oval in the future. Favorable local civil
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:Lme
cLme evening dates in the United States in the near future are June 1, June 30,
.
30, August
August 28,
28, and
and September
September 27.
:uly
:
- 11y 30,
lh
h 30m, U.T., on
Robert M. Adams, 324 South Valley, Neosho, Missouri, at 1
with a 3-inch telebriefly with
moon briefly
arch
the moon
of the
portions of
earthlit portions
the earthlit
observed the
29observed
_`arch29
oope at 80X. He noticed a point of light of approximately stellar magnitude 9
zaope
at
a: the
the position
position of Aristarchuso
Aristarchus.
It is reasonable to interpret this point of
lIght as the brilliant central peak of Aristarchus, for which E.J. Reese has oblight
:ained
stellar magnitude near 8.4 (The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 4,
averaged stellar
an averaged
cained an
10, pg. 7, 1950).
Since this central peak is often visible in fairly good
Laws of the earthshine with small telescopes, we may expect such instruments
7iews
at least as dim
impact-flares at
meteoritic impact-flares
and meteoritic
:c
meteors and
lunar meteors
possible lunar
revealpossible
7,0reveal
Comparisons of
of lunar
lunar features
features visible
visible by
by earthshine
earthshine
8.4. Comparisons
magnitude 8.4.
stellar magnitude
as stellar
»ith stars of known brightness near the moon are indeed the best method of de:ermining
limiting stellar magnitude of our lunar meteor searches.
the limiting
cermining the

On March 9,
Aristardhus with
9, 1952,
1952, at
observed Aristarchus
Haas observed
H. Haas
W. H.
64°6 Wo
colongitude 6496
at colongitude
conditions:
a 6-inch reflector at 298X and fair conditions.
He noted the two principal
dark bands on the east inner wall and found them to be nearly uniform in darkness
ness all
all the
the way
wayupuptotothe
therim.
rim, This
This observation
observation thus
thus disagrees
disagrees with one by
7398, when the southern of the
E. G. Allen on October 14, 1951, at colongitude 73°8,
two bands was very dark near the rim (The Strolling Astronomer for December,1951,
drawing on pg. 1 and text on pp. 14-15).
irawing
Indeed, it is hard to resist the conMr° Allen then saw a very abnormal aspect,whatever its explanation.
clusion that Mr.
:n his March
March 9
9 view
view Haas
Haas noted
noted aa dark
dark spot
spot on the floor at the foot of each of
-the
_-netwo
twowall
wallbands,
bands,without
without much
much doubt
doubt craterlets
crateriets partly
partly full
full of
of shadow.
shadow.
On pp. 2728 of our February issue we spoke of a peculiar appearance in the
Mr, F. H. Thornton in England. D. P. Barcroft accordlunar crater Haze seen by Mr.
° but
:ngly
313°
ingly examined Haze on February 29 (U.TO, as usual) near colongitude 313
saw nothing that appeared at all unusual. He found "no unusual colors, obscurasort".
the sort"o
of the
anything of
or anything
tions, or
:ions,
Such was also the experience of W. H.
Ho Haas on
31891; he used 188X and 298X on a 6-inch reflector in
March 30 at colongitude 318°1;
rather poor seeing but a very clear sky. On or very near this date Barcroft again saw an apparently completely normal appearance. We learn from Skyward, the
monthly newsletter of the Montreal Centre of the Royal Astronomical Society of
Canada, that several of their members observed and drew Haze on February 29 and
an March 29. Mr. Thornton has still not revealed exactly what curious appearance
on
he has witnessed, apparently in the thought that confirmation will be much more
significant if the later observer does not know xactly what he should look for.
Without such specific information the best way of studying Haze will be careful
at the telescope, especially when this crater is near
and detailed drawings made zt
the sunrise terminator.

)

E. Howe,
Howe, 7226
7226 Bennett
BennettAve.,
Ave, Chicago
Chicago 49,
49, Illinois
Illinois has
has constructed
constructed aa map
T. E.
of the lunar crater Aristarchus on the basis of his observations in the early
months of 1952 with a 4-inch reflector at 168X and 224X. Mr. Howe is especially
interested in a group of four near-central peaks in Aristarchus; and three of
these can be confirmed on Figure 4 on pg. 1 of the March, 1951 Strolling Astronomer, a drawing by E. J. Reese on March 31, 1950 at colongitude 6072. These
three are the largest peak near the center of Aristarchus, a smaller and lower
peak to its north, and a smaller and probably very low peak to the west of the
largest peak. Shadows on Mr. Reese's drawing verify that all of these are truly
peaks. Mr.
Mr.Howes
Howell fourth
s fourthpeak
peakisisabsent
absentfrom
fromthis
thisdrawing,
drawing, nor
nor is
is it
it shown
shown on
peaks.
A.L.P.O0 drawings of Aristarchus in our files.
some dozens of other A.L.P.O.
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We have on hand several reports of the results of searches for possible
lunar meteors and possible lunar meteoritic impact-flares. First, however, it
may be well to sketch briefly the general background of this problem.
It was
realized several decades ago that the incessant meteoritic bombardment of the
assumedly completely atmosphereless moon must produce some impact-flashes
iMpact-flashes visible
from the earth in the telescope and even to the eye,and several writers expressThis lack
ed surprise about the seeming lack of observations of these flashes.
can be explained if we impute to the moon even a very thin gaseous envelope; because of the much slower decrease in density with increasing altitude of a lunar
atmosphere as compared to the terrestrial one, a lunar atmosphere with a surface
density only one-ten thousandth the surface density of the earth's atmosphere
would be an effective shield: against meteoritic bombardment. Perhaps the best
theoretical discussion of the problem is Dr. Lincoln La P
Paz's
z's "The Atmosphere
of the Moon and Lunar Meteoritic Erosion", Popular Astronomy, Vol. 46, pg. 277,
1948.
thethe
first
to to
speculate
e in
in print
print upon
upon the
the tele1948. W.
W. H.
H. Haas
Haaswas
wasapparently
apparently
first
speculat
scopic observability of meteors luminous
lumindus in a lunar atmosphere in a series of
articles called "Does Anything Ever Happen on the Moon?" in J.R.A.S.C. in 1942;
and he later summarized the results of searches up to 1946 for possible lunar
meteors in "A Report on Searches for Possible Lunar Meteoric Phenomena", Popular
Astronomy, Vol. 55, pg. 266, 1947. Briefly, then, if the moon is totally
tot lly deVoid
of atmosphere,
tmosphere, we
we may
may expect
expect to
to observe
observe stationary
stationary flashes
flashes of
of meteoritic
meteoritic impacts
If it instead possesses a
at cosmic velocities upon the surface of the moon.
very rarefied atmosphere, we may expect to observe, first,luminous lunar meteors
as moving briglIt
briEpt sptcks
specks having
having short
short paths
paths and
and brief
brief durations
durations of
of visibility
visibility and,'
second, a greatly reduced number of meteoritic impact-flashes. We thus have the
opportunity to differentiate empirically between the two hypotheses and to decide
on the basis of
of accumulating
accumulating -statistical
statistical data
data naturally
naturally steadily
steadily gaining in
significance as its quantity increases - whether the moon has a very thin atmosphere or not. Therefore, searches for possible lunar meteors and possible lunar
One
meteoritic impact-flares are one of our A.L.P.O0
A.L.P.O, observational projects.
desires a very dim background for detecting such objects so that our searches
have been chiefly conducted upon the earthlit portions of the moon several days
before or after new moon.
E. L. Forsyth, R. R. 1 ® Box 4, Fallbrook, Calif. spent a total of 7 hours
in lunar meteor searches on January 28 and 29 and Febru ry 5 and 6. He employed
Of course, one should not
a 6-inch
6-inch reflector
reflector at
at 75X.
75X. Results
Results were
were negative.
negative.
neglect to report results merely because they are negative; for in a statistithis,one,negative
cal problem like this
one,negative results may be fully as important as positive
ones. Noting that the moon was at its first quarter on February 2, we suggest
that the chances of detecting lunar meteors had grown very slim indeed by Feb6.
ruary 5 and 6.
Joseph A. Anderer, 7929 S. Loomis Blvd., Chicago 20, Illinois watched the
second quadrant (northeast) of the moon for lunar
lunAr meteors on March 28 and 29.
He employed a 3.5-inch reflector at 60X for a total of 25 minutes. The aperture
is rather small for this project. His results also were negative.
On March 27 W. H. Haas employed a 6-inch reflector at 47X in lunar meteor
searches for
for 99 minutes.
minutes. He
He saw
saw nothing.
nothing. So
So brief
brief aa search
search is
is ordinarily
ordinarily worth
searches
very little, but on this occasion the earthshine was exhibited rather well because the age of the moon was only 30 hours.
Lyle T. Johnson, Box 187, La Plata, Maryland has
ias communicated a valuable
report of his 1951 searches for possible lunar meteors. Using a 10-inch reflector at
t 179X
179X and
and 221X,
221X, he
he spent
spent aa total
total of
of 19
19 hours
hours on
on 18
18 different
different dates
dates in such ,
He has further reported two searches by others in 1951, one by O. Co
searches.
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e
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?,anck
?Lanck for 20 minutes on December 2 with a 4-inch refractor at 60X and one by
E. E. Hare for 12 minutes on June 10 with a 12-inch reflector at 100X. Ranck and
Hare obtained
Hare
obtained negative
negativeresults.
results. Mr.
Mr. Johnson
Johnson hat
hat adopted the practice, which
ethers might well imitate, of watching two selected regions of the earthshine,
each having an area of about a million square miles. In evening searches he
wathces an area near the east limb centered upon Grimaldi; in morning searches
he watches an area near the west limb centered near Messier. These areas have
ae
the
ahe advantage of being as far as possible from the sunlit crescent;
crescent, in addition,
she
the familiarity gained with the regions makes it easier to locate accurately any
luminous objects which may be seen.
It is Mr. Johnson's experience that conditions
aions for lunar meteor searches are much more favorable in the morning than in
=he
the evening and that the mania
maria near the west limb appear to be darker than those
Lear the east limb.
Mr. Johnson saw or suspected these objects:
h 43
m U.T.
1. 1951,
1.
1951, January
January 13.
13. 0h
43m,
::mb
limb south
south of Grimaldi,
Grimaldi.

r
r
d

ra
s
d

e
de
n

Le
Ls
's

Suspected a faint flash just off the

2.
2. March
March 13.
13. lh
lh 35m 50s. Suspected a tenth magnitude flash at the liMb
limb
south of Grimaldi.
3. April
April 11.
110 2h
2h 39m
39m 30S.
30S. Suspected
Suspected aa seventh
seventh magnitude
magnitude flash
flash in Mare
3.
Eamorum.
Hamorum.

105. A barely visible speck moved a distance less than
May 9.
9. lh
lh 42m 105,
4. May
4.
"
.
.he
width of Grimaldi in 1.0 to 1.5 seconds. It lay a few miles west of Grimaldi.
are
=he
The position-angle
position®angle toward Which
which it moved was 250°.

5.
5. September 7. lh 16m. A swift telescopic meteor crossed the field of
--Lew.
7iew. It would, of course, be visible only from near La Plata.
6.
6. September
September 28.
10h Om 55s. Suspected a very faint meteor in Mare
2Tectaris. Length of projected path 80 miles. Moved toward position angle 1100
°.
7. October
7.
October 26.
26. 8h
Sh 48m
4Sm 15s. Suspected a sixth magnitude flash in Mare Crisium.

)d
)t
LLm
le
re
st
5't

8.
8. October
October 26.
26. 9h 39m 55s.
Saw a very faint, flickering, moving speck
55S.
-:etween
tetween Mare Crisium and Mare Tranquilitatis. Duration 3-4
3®4 seconds. Length of
orojected path 110 miles. Moved toward position angle 80°.
arojected
SO°.

s(?). Very faint
9. November
November 4.
55mm 5
5s(?).
faint meteor
meteor on
onlimb
limb just
just north
north of
40 23h
23h 55
9.
Duration 2 seconds. Position angle 270
270°
0.
.

ae
33.
re

m 45s.
10.
10. November
November 25.
25. 10h
10h 54
54m
Suspected flash
flash in
in Mare
Mare Tranquilitatis.
Tranquilitatis.
45s, Suspected

Dr
th

Johnson stresses that he was not at all certain of the reality of many of
:nese
aaese 11
11 objects
objects but
but that
that he
he reports
reports them
them because
because of the possibility that some
:cher
:aher observer may have had a better look at them. Therefore, we urge all readers who have searched for lunar meteors to examine their notebooks to see whether
-Lev
they were
were watching the proper portion of the moon at any of the times above when
CT suspected
±7. Johnson saw
saspected aa moving
movinz speck
speck or
or aa flash.
flash. If
If they
they were, we eagerly
sa er
await word from them.
arem,

be
le
c=
C

110
11. 1951, December 3. lh
1h S
8m,
m, U.T.
whether moving or stationary.

Suspected a flash near Cruger.

Not
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J. G. Moyen, P. O. Box 8584, Hollywood 46, Calif. has reported what is certainly the most
most extensive
extensive group
groupstudy
study yet
yet carried
carried out
out upon
upon lunar
lunar meteors. Moyen,
Carroll, Larr, Cook, Wells, and Scheiber during 1951 spent 19
Carroll;
19 hours
hours in
in lunar
lunar
meteor searches on the same number of dates. They used 6-inch telescopes except
Moyen observed
observed near
near Paso
that Mr.
Mr. Larr
Larr sometimes
sometimes employed
employed aa 20-inch
20-inchreflector.
reflector. Moyen
was attempted to have
Robles, Calif.; the others, in the Los Angeles aEea.
at least two observers working simultaneously so thaVlunar meteor or impactflare would be confirmed. They did well with this plant at least two observers
were watching on 14 dates; at least three, on 9 dates;at least four, on 4 dates;
and fully five, on 2 dates. We offer our congratulations! It is the opinion of
these observers that conditions are favorable for lunar meteor searches only
when the elongation of the moon from the sun is between 40° and 60°, hence on
only two evenings a month. Chances for success are doubtless then optimum in
middle latitudes. The results of these searches by Mr. Moyen and his colleagues
were completely negative. We express our thanks to them and hope that others
will imitate this group-study of possible lunar meteors. (There is, unfortunately, no overlapping between the searches carried out by L. T. Johnson and those
made in California so that we have no new evidence on the reality of Johnson's
11 objects listed above.)
0.
O. C. Ranck,
Ranck, P.
P. O.
O. Box
Box 161,
161, Milton,
Milton, Penna.
Penna. has
has continued
continued to observe Uranus
and obtained
obtained drawings
drawings on
on March
March 13,
13, 15,
15, and
and 18.
18. Using
Using aa 4-inch
4-inch refractor
refractor at 480X
he still finds the edge of Uranus very dusky, perhaps an effect exaggerated by
using 120X per inch of aperture.
On e&ch
eLch drawing he shows a bright area on the
limb; a white area on the south limb at Oh 30m on March 13 may be identical with
one on the west limb at 2h 45m on March 15.
It looked less bright on March 15
but perhaps only because of poorer seeing and transparency.
Observations of Mars from early February to the beginning of April, 1952,
have been received from W. H. Haas (6-inch reflector), T. E. Howe (4-inch reflector), T. Osawa, 844 Shinmen, Toyonaka, Osaka, Japan (6-inch reflector), and
C.
Co W. Tombaugh (24-inch Lowell Observatory refractor).
Mr. Clyde W. Tombaugh,
Tombaugh, 636
636 S.
S. Alameda
Alameda Blvd.,
Blvd., Las
Las Cruces,
Cruces, N.
N. 14.
observed
M. observed
Mars with the Lowell refractor at an aperture
He folaperture of
of 18
18 inches
inches on
on April
April 2.
2
lowed the planet from 8h 30m to 13h 0m, and a drawing he made, between 12h Om and
13h Om is reproduced as Figure 4 on pg. 61.
61. It
It was
was made
made with
with fatirly'good
fairly'good seeing
and excellent transparency. The Martian season was about a month after the summer solstice of the northern hemisphere.
When
When. observation
observation began
began at 8h 30m the Trivium Charontis was near the central
meridian; just east (right in simply inverted view with south at the top) of the
Syrtis Major on the sunrise limb was coTrivium lay a small, dull light spot.
vered by clouds. There were three bright areas on the sunset terminator at latitudes 10° N., 40° N., and 65° N., the one at 40° N. being large and as brilliant
as the
Thiscap
capwas
wasvery
very small
small but
but fairly
fairly bright.
bright. The
The region
region south
the north
north cap.
cap. This
of Mare
Mare Ciminerium
Cimmerium was aa dull
dull white.
white. As
the planet
planet rotated,
rotated, the
the white
white spot
spot near
Asthe
Trivium grew larger and brighter; and finally the whole pentagon-shaped Elysium
was brilliant white near the terminator.
Mud I

Thoth-Nepenthes canal was as wide as Mr. Tombaugh has ever seen it in his
The oasis tangent tho its south edge near its junction
long studies of Mars.
with the Syrtis is not Lacus Moeris, according to Dr. E. C. Slipher, of which
there was no trace. A small oasis on the north tip of Syrtis Major made it look
unusually blunt. North and east of this oasis are the canals Nilotis,Nilosyrtis,
Astaboras, and Vexillum (Figure 4). Hellas was brilliantly white on the southeast
Hesperia was
limb, with a still brighter small oval patch near its west edge.
narrower than is normal.
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Correction to Maa_19522. Issue.
data", not "are the same date".

On pg.
pg. 758
75, line
line 189
18, read
read "are
"are the
the same

Astronomical League National Convention. Although the date will be very
late indeed when this issue reaches our readers, we should still like to direct
attention to the meeting of the Astronomical League at Dallas,Texas on July 3-6,
1952. A full program of papers and exhibits has been prepared. An attractive
post-Convention feature for those attending is an optional visit to the McDonald
Observatory and to the Carlsbad Caverns. The tentative program and other details
may be found on pg. 196 of the June Sok
Shy and Telescope. The Convention Manager
All interested
is Mr. E. M. Brewer, 5218 Morningside Ave., Dallas 6, Texas.
persons are most welcome to attend.
Fourth Convention of Western Amateur Astronomers. The Eastbay Astronomical
1952 at
at the
the Leuschner
Society will be hosts for this meeting on August 18-20,
18-209 1952
Observatory on the University of California campus at Berkeley. There will be
papers, exhibits, and a telescope
telescope-party,
party, to all of which amateurs are invited to
contribute. Numerous tours to places of scenic or scientific interest are being
planned, including ones to the great cyclotron above the Berkeley campus and to
the Lick Observatory. More detailed information will be found in a circular released by Mr. W.
W. C.
C. Marion
Marion and
and Miss
Miss H.
H. E.
E. Neall,
Neall who
who are
are respectively
respectively the President of the Eastbay Society and the Secretary of the Convention Committee. They
urge all amateurs who can attend to do so. All communications and inquities
inquiFies
should be addressed to Miss Neal at 1626 Chestnut St., Berkeley 2, Calif.
New Names on the Moon. Mt.
Mr. H. Percy Wilkins, 35 Fairlawn Ave°,
Ave,, Bexleyheath,
Kent, England writes us of these new names which he has recently added to his map!

01
I

1. Sirsalis A has been renamed Bertaud in honor of the French astronomer
at the Meudon Observatory. This crater is on Section XX of the Wilkins map of
the moon.
2. Grimaldi B has been renamed Saheki in honor of our colleague at Osaka,
Japan,the Director of the Mars Section of the Orient41 Astronomical Association.
Mr. Saheki is indeed one of the very foremost contributors to the observational
programs of the A.L.P.O. Crater Saheki is neat the north end of Grimaldi and is
easily found on Section XIX of the Wilkins map.
3. Riccioli B has been renamed Ingalls in honor of Mr. Albert Ingalls,
the editor of "The Amateur Astronomer" in Scientific Americ4n magazine. -Mr.
Ingalls is, of course, known to every amteur and telescope-maker as
as a,longtime
a, longtime
friend and adviser. In 1951 his lengthy services to amateur astronomy were fittingly recognized by the presentation to him of the Astronomical League Award.
Crater Ingalls lies just north of Riccioli on Section XIX of the Wilkins map,
its floor being
being largely
largely occupied
occupied by
by another
nother crater.
JUPITER'S
JUPITER'S SATELLITE
SATELLITE GANYMEDE
GANYMEDE IN
IN 1951-52
195152
by Ernst E. Both

r

The appearance of Elmer Reese's map of Ganymede (The Strolling Astronomer,
Vol. 5, No. 79
7, pg.
pgo 1,
1, 1951)
1951) marked
marked aa milestone
milestone in
in our
our knowledge
knowledge of this Jovian
Now,
another milestone
milestone has
has been
been reached
reached in the form of a composite
satellite.
Now9 another
satellite°
map by T. E. Howe, 7226 Bennett Ave., Chicago 49, Illinois (see pg. 79). Mr.
Howe's
composite map
map was
was constructed
constructed from
from the
the following
following sources:
Howes composite
-78-78-
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Observations of Ganymede in 1951-52. Observations of Ganymede were receivE. E. Both (8-inch refr.), T. E. Howe (4-inch
i from
from the
the following observers:
ref
l.), E.
E. J.
J. Reese,
Reese, 241
241 S.
S. Mount
Mount Vernon
Vernon Ave.,
Ave., Uniontown,
Uniontown, Penna.
Penna. (6-inch
(6-inch reflo)p
refl.),
rEfl.),
-,21:11
T. Saheki,
29 Shi-Ziltakii,
Uriono-cho
Uriono-cho
II-24,
II-24,
Sumiyoshi-ku,
Sumiyoshi-ku,Osaka,
Osaka, Japan
Japan
Lai T. Saheki,
No. No.
29 Shi4Utakii,
All observers agree upon a dark equatorial band. Howe draws a
:inch refl.).
Saheki's
aaall
118.11polar
polarcap-like
cap-likestructure
structure on
on the
the south
south limb
limb (no
(no date
date given).
given).
frawing
Irawing on August 11, when the central meridi n of longitude was 60°, looks much
IL:ke the
Ifke
the Syrtis
Syrtis Major
Major on
on Mars.
Mars. Saheki
Saheki writes
writes that
that the
the markings
markings are
are rather
rather faint
-:st
lost of the time but are clearly visible. Both had somewhat the same experience;
aa
_71fact
facthe
henever
never could
could observe
observe aa really
really distinct,
distinct, dark-and-bright
dark-and-bright contrast
contrast in the
7arkings.
oarkings. Although Howe records dark, round spots south of the equatorial band,
.5aneki
3aneki findsfinds- dark spots only to the north of that band.
fulls "I
Reese writes of a very interesting observation, which we quote in full:
pleasantly surprised
surprised on
onOctober
October3 3D95U,
C195 9 near
near 3h25m, U.T.
U,T, distinctly to see
pleasantly
a thin dark belt crossing the disc of Ganymede.
Ganymede was approaching Jupi-.
oar's
el.'s South
South Polar
Polar Region.
Region. The
The belt
belt was
was inclined
inclined about 21° to the belts of Jupiser.
oer. At mid-transit (6h UoTo)
U.T.) the dusky belt was all that could be seen of the
that depicted
depicted by
by W.
W. H.
Ho Steavenson
Steavenson on
on
satellite
5atellite - the appearance w s similar to that
Feb. 18, 1932 at 8:1 49m (Memoirs B.A.A., Vol. 34,
part 2,
2, plate XII) except that
349 part
.he belt was thicker at its southeast end rather than at its northwest end. The
inclination
.nclination is the same".
was
w as

Postscript by Editor. The mapping of Ganymede demands a fairly large and
:ptically
nntically excellent
excellent telescope,at
telescope,at least 8 inches in aperture and preferably more,
and good seeing. (The results obtained by Reese and Howe with sm ller apertures
are certainly
certainly not
not typical.)
typical.) Even
Even the
the fortunate
fortunate possessor of a 12-inch telescope
:f very good quality may find only three or four nights a year which are suitable for this exacting study. Obviously, our knowledge of the detail on the surface of Ganymede will grow but slowly. However, the equipped amateur has here
a definite opportunity. The Editor would recommend rather high powers of 300X
and more and would
would further
further urge
urge careful
careful study
study of
of the
the sky-brightness
sky-brightness most
most favorfavor
For ex mple, it is very
able to seeing the markings on this satellite clearly.
important in studying the markings of Mercury to observe the planet when it is
Important
not too pale on a full daylight sky but also when it is not too glaring on a late
twilight sky,the
sky,the period
period for
for best
best views
views perh
perk ps
ps lasting
lasting as
as little
little =s
s 5-10 minutes.
Similar considerations may well apply to Ganymede.
CONSIDERATIONS OF ADAPTATIONS FOR THE WILKINS MAP OF THE MOON
by F. A. Keysor
Many of us who are interested in selenology have purchased the Wilkins map
It contains a large amount of det
il and will be of invaluable
from Mr. Haas.
detail
service to selenologists, both amateur nd professional. By themselves the Sections of the Wilkins map are rather hard to use, especially when working directly at the eyepiece. Even when one is working on indoor research, the individual
features are often difficult to locate. This condition is not the fault of the
map because its purpose is to show the moon in great detail. I have found, however, that three
be taken
taken to
to make
make the
the mm pp easier to use.
three separate
separate steps
steps ca,n
can be
These are:
1. To secure a location list of lunar features.
2. To make a set of small finder charts.
3. To secure a set of photographs showing the visible lunar surface.

-81-
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How is the location list prepared? A large index of all named features is
included with the Third Edition of the Wilkins map. This index tells on what
Section each named feature lies. However, the location of the feature on the
Section is not shown. On the Third Edition of the Wilkins map there is a grid=
work of horizontal and vertical lines intersecting at right angles. These are to
indicate the rectangular coordinates Xi and Eta,
as explained
explained upon pg. 62 of the
Eta9 as
May, 1952 Strolling Astronomer. We my designate the strips between these lines
by letters and numbers so that any feature can be located accurately and quickly.
For example9
example, ssume
ssume that
that we
we are
are seeking
seeking the
the location
loc tion of
of the
the crater
crater Tycho. Our
location list indicates that this particular crater is situated at designation
one to
to use.
use. We
We next
next find
find num=
numXXIII 17 Po Thus Section XXIII of the map is the one
ber 17 on the horizontal designation and then the letter P on the vertiw:1 desiEach Section
gnation. Where these strips converge, we find the crater Tycho.
gn:tion.
having its own letters and numbers sh.uld
should be considered an individu:1 unit.
unit° With
One might also employ on a
this system
system features
features can
can be
be located
located immediately°
immeditely.
location list the rectangular coordinates Xi and Et: themselves,a
themselves,a procedure
procedure hav=
having the further advantage
advantage that
that Xi
Xi and
and Et,
Et, are
are readily
readily converted
converted to
to lunar
lunar 1,titude
btitude
and longitude.
longitude° - Editor
The second step which can be taken to simplify the use of the Wilkins map
I have purchased a set of blueis to prepare
prepare:.set
a set of
of special
speci 1 finder
finder chs
charts°
,rts.
print charts frem
d, ::ltimore 189
from the Northwo.d
Northwo,d Observatory, 4102 Westview Ro
Road,
Maryland. They show progressive lunar phases and are most useful in finding the
c.rrect Sections for use along the termin
terminator°
tor. The finder charts have a complete
index of their named featureu. The boundaries and numbers of the Sections of
the Wilkins map can be inscribed with white or yellow pencil on the blueprints.
For example,
if we wish to locate aa sm41.1
sm-11 crater
crater nar
nar Petavius,
Petavius, we
we first
first look up
example9 if
Petavius in the index of the finder charts. We thus learn the phase at which the
crater is located on the terminator and what Section of the Wilkins map to use,
and we then
then empl.y
employ the
the loc:tion
location list
list to
to find
find it
it upon
upon its
its Section.
Section. This
Thisproce-proses,
dure
Section at
at our
our fingertip
fingertip for obserduce is ideal
ideal because
because it
it puts
puts the
the correct
orrect Section
vation and research.
A set of photographs
is helpful
helpful because
because it
it gives
gives a graphic view
photographs of
of the
the coon
okn is
of the mapped lunar surface. These photographs will probably be in several secIn order to integrate the use of the charts with these photographs we
tions.
can make a template with the diameter of the template equ
1 to the diameter of
equal
the moon on the finder charts.
ch:rts. Then the divisions of the photographs can be inscribed on
on the
the template.
template. When
When this
this template
template is
is placed
p19cedover
overthe
thefinder
finder-chrarts
-.eh rts
the finders will show which photographs can be used with the various Sections of
In the same way
way fly
ny mlmed
the Wilkins map.
named feature
feature on
on the
the finder
finder ch
ch rts
rts can be
located
located on
on the
the photographs.
photographs. The
The Wilkins
Wilkins map,
map,the
thefind:r
find rcharts,
chrts, and
and the
the photo=
photographs can be used in different combinations depending on the objective of the
selenologist.
In :ddition
addition to the above steps, an index of all material on all important
lunar features
featurea is badly needed by selenologists. Such an index would greatly
facilitate all,
our research
research work.
work. All
All members
members who
who have
have large
large lunar libraries
all our
nd are interested in compiling an index are requested to contact F. A. Keysor,
and
415 Na
N. Ashland Avenue, L.z Grange Park, Illinois. The author will welcome correspondence.
pondnce.
Postscript bytEditor.
by_Editor. We
We express
express our
our thanks to Mr. Keysor for the article
above :nd
and its helpful ideas upon the more effective use of the H. P. Wilkins map
of the moon. An index of the kind envisioned by Mr. Keysor would naturally be of
/seat advantage
advantage to selenology.
If it is t.
'seat
t* be as complete as possible and as
useful s
tremend.us piece
piece of work.
aspossible,
possible,its
itscompilation
compilationwill
willbebe tremendous
-82-
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Drawings of the Lunar Crater Conon by A.L.P.O. Members in March-April, 1 952

Fig. 2. C. LC. Post
March 6. e 15m, U.T.
u.T.
6-inch and 8-inch refls.
1 80X-400X.
Colongitude 26%
26°6

e

CHART <;,-. ONON
trAArit

Fig. 1. Key Chart by E. J. Reese

Fig. 3. WI H. Haas
March
March 7.
7. 111
In 48m,
48m, UT
UT
6-inch refl. 188X,298X
Colongitude 37°5

yy

• ••

Fig. 4.
4. C. C. Post
Fig.
:March
'March 7.
7. 5h
5h 45m, UT
6-inch and 8-inch refls.
200X - 400X
Colongitude 3995
3995
Colongitude

Fig. 5. H.P.
H.P. Wilkins
Wilkins
April
April 3.
3. 21h,
21h, U.T.
33-inch refr.
refr. 320X.
Colongitude 16?2
16°2
Fig. 6. T. A. Cragg
April
4. 2h
2h 45m, U.T.
April 4.
12-inch refl. 420X.
Colongitude 1991
1991
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SOME OBSERVATIONS
OBSERVATIONS OF
OF CONON
CONON IN
IN MARCH
MARCH AND
ANDAPRIL
APRILA 1952
1952
by Walter H. Haas
The lunar crater Conon, about 13 miles in diameter and located in the lunar Apennines, has been the subject of an intensive study on the part of a number of A.L.P.O.
A.L0P.O. members; and we have to date secured more than 300 drawings, almost 200 of them by E. J. Reese. Some results secured in MMarch
rch and
and April,
Aprils 1952,
1952,
are so interesting that we shall describe them in some detail here. The participating observers
observers are
are as
as follows:
follows: T.
T. A.
. Gregg
Cragg (12-inch
(12-inch refl.),
refl.), W. H. Haas (6-inch
refl.), G. Persson, 16
16 Mandholmens
Mandholmen, Copenhagen,
Copenhagen, Valbys
Valby, Denmark
Denmark (6-inch
(6-inch refl.),
C.
Crucess N.
N. Mex.(6-inch
Mex.(6-inch refl. and 8-inch refl.),
Co C.
Co Post,621
Post9621 S. Melendres, Las Cruces,
'and
H. P.
P. Wilkins,.
Wilkins, 35
35 Fairlawn
Fairlawn Aveo
Ave. Bexleyheaths
Bexleyhe th, Kent,
Kent, England
England (Meudon
(Meudon Observa=
Observaand H.
tory 33-inch refractor). Figure 1 on pg. 83 is a key map of Conon giving the
nomenclature which will be used here; it was prepared by E. J.
Jo Reese, 241 S.
prelimina
Mount Vernon Ave.,Uniontown, P nna. in January, 1949. This map is a orelimina
one only. The term colongitude
colopgitude used here is a measure of the solar illumination of a lunar region.
It is the lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator and is about 0° at first quarter,
quarters about
about 909
90° at
at full
full moon.
moon. - The
The observaobservations will now be described in chronological order.
19529 March
C longitude 1394. Post. With Conon lmost
1952,
March5.
5. 2h 18m, U.T.
half full of shadow the drawing shows well Streaks S, Z,
Zs and
and U, Wall Bands q.knd
A. and Bright Area
Area O.
O. There
There is
is darker
darker spot
spot in
in UU just
just north
north of
of the
the base
baseof
of=Wall
Wall
A,
Mr. Reese invites close attention to this spot and thinks that it may
Band B.
vary greatly in appe
appearance
ranee in different lunations. Post's drawing shows nothing
of Cleft V, which must have been very el•se
close to the edge of the shadow of the
west wall. Two white spots on the south inner wall may well be Craterlets Ki
and K2, though their crateriform nature was not noticed. A small white spot was
drawn on
on the north
north inner
inner w;:110
wall.
25.9 to 27°2. Post. Figure 2 on
March 6.
March
60 3h
3h Om to 5h 30m. Colongitude 25°9
F ult B, and W
11 nds A,
nd C were all seen
pg.
Wall
As 139
B, and
pgo 83. Streaks U, S, and Z,
Zg Fault
well. Again there was a darker spot in U. Post drew a bright spot on the south
inner
wall(ki?) and
bright spot
spot on
on the
the north
northinner
innerwall.
wall. He
inner wall(1c1?)
and aa smaller
smaller bright
He saw
saw two
two
Reese
bright areas,
one 00 and
and the
the other
other probably
probably hill
hill R,
R, adjacent
adjacent to
to Fault
Fault Bo
B.
areass one
comments: "I have thus seen area '0' [very
EtTery close to Fault 0 many times ( example: February, 1948 lunation); and yet on many other occasions near the same
have seen
seen '0'
'0' much
much nearer
nearer the
lunation),II have
colongitudes (example: Octobers
October, 1947
1947 lunation),
center of the floor at a considerable distance from the fault.
fault° This bright area
certainly behaves more like a cloud than a permanent topographical feature.
Post w
s impressed by the lessened darkness of the south part of the shadow on
was
the southwest inner wall - an aspect rarely shown on the drawings in our files
but drawn by E. E. Hare on December 309
30, 19499
1949, at
at colongitude
colongitude 3097
3097 (Figure
(Figure 33 on
Stroilla Astronomer
pg. 5 of The Strolling
Astronomer for
for January,
January, 1952).
1952). As
As is
is apparent
apparent on Figure
west inner
inner walls
wall, including
including Bright
Bright
markings on the west
2 on pg. 83,
Post saw
saw several
sever M1 markings
839 Post
Area 10
I.
n may be comobservation
March
March 6.
60 5h 56m.
56m. Colongitude 27°4. Haas. This observati
pared with the almost simultaneous one by Mr.
Mr° Post.
Posto Haas Pecorded, in order of
"Fault" B appeared
and Streak S.
nd U,
U9 and
decreasing
:;=;nd
decreasing conspicuousness,
conspicuousness,Fault
FaultB,B,
rather clearly to be the shadow of r
a ridge on the northwest inner wall; and
Cleft V was invisible.
Streak S was broad, diffuse, and very inconspicuous.
Hill R9
R, and
and Bright
Bright Areas
Areas 0 and
Haas further perceived Wall Bands
B nds A,
A, B,
B9 and C, Hill
Q.
. Unlike Post, he drew Wall Band
Bend A to terminate below the rim of Conon.
Persson° Our
Our Danish
Danish colleague
colleague found
found
March 60
6. 21 55m.
55m. Colongitude
Colongitude 3595.
3595. Persson.
the floor ash-gray, the inner w
lls, brigh yellow. The shadow on the is uthwest
walls,
-84-
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thner wall
`inner
walllooked
lookedblue-black
blue-blacknear
nearthe
the illuminated
illuminated floor.
floor° AA drawing
drawing by Mr.
Persson ;pparently
apparently shows Streak S, Fault B, and Band U, the last-named as an
al gravy
spot.
:val
gray spot.

1

Colongitude 3795.
37?5. Haas.
Haas. Figure
March 7. lh 48m. Colongitude
Figure 3
3 on
on pg.
pgo 83.
830 The observer depicted
depicted Fault
Fault B,
B, Band
Band 119
U, aa very
very difficult
difficult Streak
Streak S,
S, aa Wgli
WA.1 Band A again
e
stopping
topping below the rim of Conon, Bright Area Q, a faint white area near the cen:er
oer of
of the
the floor,
floor, and
and aa very
very dark
dark spot at the north end of Conon. Haas was very
surprised to find a diffuse, hazy, whitish band crossing Fault B near its southwest
est end and concealing the "fault" there (Figure
(Figure 3).
He was forcibly reminded
:f such an aspect present on many of E. J. Reese's 1946-8 drawings but rarely or
:ever depicted by A.L.P.O. members in 1949
1949°51.
The observations recorded upon
-51.
:nis b;nd
:his
band are strongly suggestive of a lunar atmospheric obscuration varying in
:ehavior
ehavior from year to year and even from month to month.
At 4
4h
sized
that
slzed

38
30am Haas
Haas observed
observed Conon again and confirmed his drawing; he emphacertainly ;a bright
bright bb nd
nd interrupted
interrupted the
the course
course of Fault B.

m to 7
h Om.
March 70
7. 4h
4h 30
30m
7h
0m0
Colongitude 3898
38?8 to 40./. Post. Figure 4
4 on
▪ 83.
83. This
:z
This
observation
observation
may
maybebecompared
comparedtotothe
theone
oneby
by HHaas
as on
on the
the same
same-date.
date.
:t will be noted that Post's drawing closely resembles the one he made on March
: (Figure
(Figure 2)o
2).
He did now see in addition the north half of Cleft V as a thin
;ark streak°
streak. At the position
position on
on the
the rim
rim to
to which
which the
the arrow
arrow on
on Figure
Figure 4
;mak
4 points
points
• suspected a flashing bright point (a peak?).
:e
Mr. Reese
Reese comments:
comments: 1114r,
"Mr. Post
Post
fepictx no bright area on the northwest inner wall at or near area °I°
'I' on March
- at colongitude 39°.
39°. I was unable to see the slightest trace of a bright area
at 'I' on January 8, 1952 at 41°, and yet .n
sn September 26, 1942 at 43° a solid
--ihite
white mass was clearly seen
seen extending
extending from
from are;
are '0'
'0' all
all the
the way
way to
to the northwest
TiM of
Tim
of the
the crater.
crater. The
The white
white haze
haze seemed
seemed to obscure
obsctre the entire southwestern half
:f Fault B". On March 7 Post ;pparently
apparently saw nothing of the whitish band across
:he southwest end of F;ult
Fault B recorded by H as on this date - unless this band
was resolved by Post in a better view int.
int% two bright spots, the one an Area 0
.as
:lose
close to
to Fault
Fault BB and
and the
the other
other on
on the
the west
west inner
inner wgll
wal (Figure
(Figure 4)0
4).
h m
March 70 22 0
Colongitude 4797.
47?7. Persson. Hampered by a strong wind
and bad seeing, the observer could only tell that the floor was bright'and that
:
._sere
were some
some dusky
dusky spots
spots and
and streaks
streaks on the walls.
nere were
April
30 21h
21h Om. Colongitude
April 30
Colongitude 1692.
1692. Wilkins.
Wilkins. Figure
Figure 55 on
on pg.
pg. 83. Surely
everyone who has ever observed Conon will be greatly interested in what this
famous observer
observer saw
saw with
with the
the great
greatMeudon
Meudonrefractor
refractor! There was a short ridge
:ear the center of the floor. There has been much argument about whether or not
:onon possesses =; central elevation, and this observation would appear to settle
one matter
matter in
in the
the affirmative.
affirmative. A cleft near the center of the floor ran in to
:he
:he shadow.
Perh;ps
Perh=ps it is part of Cleft V; but if so, its direction differs
sadly from what sever;1
severgl American observers have drawn. Wilkins recorded a cra:
oerlet
erlet on the south rim, probably K1 or K2.
K20 He drew two minute pits at the foot
:f the northeast
northe;st inner w:11;
w 11; these are largely or wholly lacking from AOL0P000
A.L.P.O.
:Tawings
frawings with ordinary telescopes, though the southern one may be Craterlet X on
Reese's map.
geese's
Mr. Wilkins further sew four white spots on the floor (Figure 5)
and Wall Bands A and Co
C. He stresses that there was no other det;i1
detgil whatever in
an excellent view.

a
t

April 40
April
40 2h
2h 45m.
45m.
Colongitude 19?1.
1991. Cragg.
Cragg. Figure
Figure 6
6 on pg. 83. Cleft V
was very prominent, and Mr. Gregg felt confident that it really is a crack in
:
:he
he lunar surface.
A dark streak roughly perpendicul
r to V was perhaps Streak
perpendicular
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Near its north end Cleft V passed between Bright Areas 0 and P. Band Z was
S.
seen well, but Band U was very weak. Usually U is much more easily seen than is
Z. Cragg recorded Wall Bands A and B, the former being far weaker than in most
recent observations, and Craterlet K2 as a bright spot. Gregg
Cragg drew the shadow
in the western part of Conon to be less dark near or at the position of the white
band drawn by Ha
Haas
.-s on
on March 7 (Figures 3 and 6).

It will be noted that Cragg depicted a number of features not visible to
Wilkins only six hours earlier in a much larger telescope. Is the visibility of
the markings, then, improving rapidly ith progressively higher lighting near
colongitude 180
18°?
? However,
However,Post
PostononMarch
March5 5drew
drewBands
Bands UU and
and Z,
Z, Streak
Stre k S,
S, Bright
colongitude
Area 0,
Are
0, and
and Wall
Wall Band
Band B,
B, all
all of
of which
which were
were quite
quite invisible
invisible to
to Wilkins
Wilkins under
somewhat higher lighting on April 3. The mystery deepens!
h m
April 50
5. 4 1 . Colongitude 32.0. Haas. The observer was greatly interested to record again a dull, diffuse, whitish band across the southwest end
of Fault B, much as on March 7 (Figure 3). On April 5 he also saw this b
band
nd well
in a clearer view at 2h Om. Curiously, Fault B itself could not be seen at the
foot of the dark northwest inner wall of Conon°
Conon.
Band U was conspicuous; Streak
a, very difficult. Haas further depicted Wall Bands A9 B, and C, Bright Area Q9
Q9
and a small white spot near the center of the floor.
floor° Perhaps the last-named was
Mr. Wilkins' ridge. There was again a very dark spot at the north end of Conon°
Conon.
60 Bh
8h 18m0
le. Colongitude
Colongitude 46°3.
46?30 H-as.
Haas. The
The hazy
hazy band
band was
was still
still present.
April 6.
Surprisingly, Fault B was invisible. Band U was seen well; Streak S was diffuse
and difficult.
difficult° Haas further recorded Wall Bands A and B and Bright Area Q.
We hope that this discussion will inspire at least a few of our readers
to make regular and careful observations of the lunar crater Conon. Such a study
can become most fascinating, and such an intensive examination of a small lunar
region may well lead to signific
nt results.
significant
OBSERVATIONS AND,
AND COMMENTS
OBSERVATIONS
COMMENTS
Figured
Figure•1 on
on pg.
pg. 77
77 may
may be
be of
of interest
interest in
in connection
connection with
with Mr.
Mr. T.
T. E. Howe's
article "Lunar and Planetary Photography with Small Telescopes" on pg. 36 of our
March, 1952, issue. Several readers have written of their interest in Mr. Howe's
ideas. Figure 1 is reproduced from an enlargement of a photographic print seU.T., when
when the
the central
central meridian
meridian of,
of longitude
cured on September 30, 1951, at 4h, UoTo,
longitude
was 95° in System I and 273° in System II. Mr.
Mro Howe used a 4-inch reflector and
projected the image two inches through a one-inch eyepiece, thus obtaining an
image
of Jupiter
Jupiterone
onemmo
mmoinin
diameter.The
The exposure
exposure was
was 1/5
1/5 of
of aa second.
second. He
image of
diameter.
used Super Pan Press Film and developed for 30
30 minutes in Ansco 17, to which Hydram and Para-Phenylene diamene had been added. Printing was on number 4 and 5
5
paper. The amount of enlarging done for Figure 1 is probably too great for best
results; but one readily recognizes the North Equatorial Belt a little below
(north of) the center of the image, the bright South Tropical Zone in the upper
Something of
half of the disc, and the shaded North and South Polar Regions.
the North Tropical Zone is aleo
also recorded just below the N.E.B. These results
are creditable for an aperture of only 4 inches.
on on
April
4,4,1952
1952T. T.A.A.Cragg
Graggexamined
examined the
the floor
floor
UoT.,
April
Soon before 2h 45m,
45m, M.,
of Plato with a /2-inch
12-inch reflector at 420X, the seeing tieing fairly good and the
The
transparency being fair.
The colongitude
colongitude was
wasnear
near19°.
19°. He was amazed to see
absolutely nothing on the floor, not even the near-central crater-pit.
crater-pito Mr.
Cragg's negative observation derives added importance from the fact that he
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Lamediately afterwards made a fairly detailed drawing of the crater Conon; his
hawing is
is reproduced
reproduced on
on pgo
pg. 83
83 and
and shows
shows very
very plainly
plainly Cleft V. There is abun:lant visual and photographic evidence that Cleft V is often much more difficult
:ham
floor craterlets
craterlets at
at this
thislighting.
lighting. Cragg's
Cragg's experience
experience is
is forcio
forciohan the Plato floor
bly reminiscent of the apparent
apparent "obscurations"
"obscurations" of
of detail
detail in
in Plato
Plato under
under low
lighting attested to by many skilled lunar observers; Goodacre gives a number of
examples on pp. 245-6 of his Moon.
W. H. Haas examined Plato briefly on March 6 at colongitude 2523
2593 and on
colongitude 6496.
6496. HeHesaw
sawinindecreasing
decreasing conspicuousness
conspicuousness these
these spots
_larch
(arch 9 ,at colongitude
:n the floor, using the nomenclature of Figure 1 on pg. 5 of our January, 1952
issue A, B B(as
(asa asplotch),
splotch),D D(twin
(twincraterlets
craterlets merged
merged into
into one),
one), and
and CC (tiny).
(tiny)-.
Issuel
He employed a 6-inch reflector in fair seeing.
On pg. 6 of our November, 1951 issue we described how Patrick A. Moore,
;-aencathara,
lencathara, Worsted
Worsted Lane,
Lane, East
East Grinstead,
Grinstead, Sussek,
Sussek, England
England on August 20, 1951
::bserved
what he
he considered
considered to
to be
be aa very
very abnormal
abnormal bright
bright spot
spot on the south wall
;bserved what
:17
:f the
the crater
crater W.
W. H.
H. Pickering,
Pickering, the
the companion
companion of
of Messier.
W. H. Haas, however,
:.winks that
:minks
that he
he himself
himself drew
drew this
this spot
spot on
on two
two occasions
occ sions in
in the
the past.
past. In a letter
fated April 17 Mr. Moore remarks;
remarks° "I had a recent look at the Messier pair under
:onditions of illumination similar to those prevailing when I observed the bright
spot, and they looked eminently normal; I am actually pretty sure that the apoearance
pearance that
that night
night giugust
&gust 20,
20,19571]
19571]was
was abnormal,
abnormal, but
but am
am open
open to
to conviction!"
conviction!"

5
r

kr LS
Le
:e
C

DB

J. C.
Co Bartlett has contributed an instructive discussion in correspondence
about the paths of two clouds on Mars observed in Japan
J pan in the autumn of 19510
in Volume 6, Number 3 of The Strolling Astronomer the paths of these clouds are
In
shown on Figures 1 and 2 on pg. 31; their behavior is described on pp. 40-41.:
40-410:
Assuming the general circulation of the atmosphere of Mars to resemble that of
the-earth, Dr. Bartlett points out that high-level winds in l.w
low northern lati-!
:udes blow toward the
the northeast,
northeast,in
in low
low southern
southern latitudes,
latitudes, toward
toward the
the southeast.,'
Now-the
_Now the clouds
clouds recorded
recorded by
by Saheki
Saheki and
and OsawA
Osawr.in
in JJ pan
pan moved
moved south
south and
and somewhat
somewhat
east from middle northern latitudes into the Martian tropics and then moved
south and somewhat west across the equator =:nd
and into
into low
low southern
southern latitudes.
latitudes. Here.
Here
east and west are
are referred
referred to
to the
the direction
direction of
of rotation
rotation of
of Mars
Mars =:nd
and thus have
reversed meanings
meanings from
from their
their ordinary
ordinary usage
usage as
as directions
directions in
in the
the terrestrir.1
terrestrial sky.
If they were high-level objects, these Martian clouds moved agt
aimit winds blowagainst
ing-from the equator in the northern hemisphere
hemisphere and
and At
At a considerable
considerable angle
Angle to
winds
winds blowing
blowing from
from the
the equator
equatorininthe
thesouthern
southernhemisphere.
hemisphere. The
The surface
surface windswindS
on the earth in low latitudes (the trade winds) blow toward the southwest north
of the equator, toward
toward the
the northwest
northwest south
south of
of the
the equ
equator.
Again, the
the motion
motion of•
of
tor% Again,
these Martian clouds differs greatly from such an expected pattern. Dr. Bartlett
points out that these two clouds give little evidence that the general-atmoshe says, it
pheric
pheric circulation
circulation of
of the
the two
two planets
planetsis
issimilar.
similar., Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, as
s he
is hard to
planet and
and by its
to see
see how
how basic
basic effects
effects produced
producedbybythe
therotation
rot tionofofa planet
greater heating
he ting near the equator should not be present on Mars. We might note
that the latitude of the
point on
on Mars
Mars wwas
18° N.
Na to
to 20°
20° N.
N. when
when these
these
the sub-sun
subsun point
s 18°
Very significant that both cloUds
clouds were observed. It may he Very
clouds changed their
direction of motion near this latitude.
In our April, 1952 issue we told of a temporary brilliant spot on Mars observed by Mr. Tsuneo
Tsuneo Saheki
Saheki on
on December
December 8,
8, 1951
1951 (Figure
(Figure 11 on
on pg.
pg. 46
46 and text on
Several readers
readers have
have offered
offered comments
comments on
on this
this spot.
spot. Mr.a Lonzo
Lonzo Dove,
pp. 48-49).
PP.
48-49). Several
3roadway, Virginia regards it as an artificial phenomenon; he thinks that the
"flying saucers" of recent years are visitors from Mars and has gone so far as
to predict future dates of their ppearance. Perhaps Mr.
Mr, Dove's ideas will seem
somewhat the more credible to those who read the article "Have We Visitors from
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The Wilkins Map
Map of
of the
the Moon.
Moon. Section
Section XXIV
XXIV of
of the
the Wilkins
Wilkins map of the moon
appears on the back inside cover of this issue, and with it all the regular sections have been published. However, we plan to publish as an additional service
to our readers severzl
several special sections which Mr. Wilkins has added
add d to his map.
These will continue to appear on the back inside cover of The Strolling Astronomer. Many readers h:ve
have inquired about the availability of sections published in
previous issues, many of which are now completely out of stock. We plan to make
an announcement on this subject in the near future. We hope to give :11
all interested persons
perssns the opportunity to obtain
obt:in a complete set of the Wilkins map sections
in the reduced size at a reasonable price.
As copies are received from Mr. Wilkins in England, the Editor will als,
als
supply the full-se
full-scale
le Wilkins map to those desiring it. The price of this Third
sections, aa Title
Title Page,
Page, and
and:n
n
Edition, including 25 regular sections, 3
3 special
special sections,
Index Page, is now thirteen dollars ($13.00). Only orders which were received
before July 19 1952 can be filled at the old price. Increased costs of paper and
printing in
printing
in England
Engl nd -:nd
nd burdensome
burdensome duties
duties levied
levied by the
the eric
ericnn customs
customs have
have
necessitated the increase. The map is, of course, of scientific and educational
value only.value
only.
our British
British
With the Largest Refractor
RefractorininEurope.
Europe.Early
Early in
in April,
April, 1952,
1952, our
Lthth2kiEgest
friends, H. P. Wilkins and P. A. Moore, had the great privilege of observing the
moon on several different nights with the 33-inch refractor of the Meudon Observatory. Some
vatory.
Someofoftheir
theirresults
resultsappear
4ppear in
in two
two papers
papers in
in this
this issue,
issue, and others
described in
in future
future issues.
issues. Both
Both men
men were
were thrilled
thrilled by
by the wealth of dewill be described
tail revealed in the 33-inch, and Mr. Wilkins is adding to his map of the moon
many fine features observed at Meudon and never before recorded by lunar students.
Both men emph
emphasize
size that
that they
they ssaw
w the
the surface
surface of
of the
the moon
moon far
far more
more cle:rly
cle rlyth=an
th n
they ever had before; and their own telescopes are rather large by amateur standards, Mr. Wilkins having 15-inch reflector and Mr. Moore having a 12-inch reflector.
The lunar views enjoyed :t
at Meudon by Wilkins and Moore, as exemplified in
the next two articles, should forcibly demonstrate to everyone the advantages of
large apertures in lunar _nd
=nd planetary observing.
observing° To the question: How large a
telescope should I use to study the moon and the planets?, there can be but one
It is true that some competent-observers
competent observers have
answers As 1
large
rge :s
as possible.
made curious statements that in Nome locations a mere six inches of aperture is
It is also true, however,
the useful upper limit in
on the moon nd the planets.
that one can never
never Oain
fain in
in resolving-power
resolving-power by
by reducing
reducing aperture;
aperture; and
and unless
=less the
seeing is sufficiently poor, *ne
one is instead sure to lose resolving-power and
hence the finer planetary
planetary det
detils,
ils, as
as the
the spurious
spurious disc
disc grows
grows larger
larger with a smaller aperture. One may indeed get a steadier image with a reduction of aperture,
be completely
illusory.
but supposed gains in detail from this cause are likely to be
completely illusory.
Jupiter will present a very steady image with an aperture of half an inch and a
It is true, of course,
power of 20X - and will be void of detail or nearly so.
that m
sking out a defective outer edge of a mirror or lens may improve the
masking
It is
truethat
that5-inch
5-inchtelescope
telescope of
of good
good quality
quality ma:
is :1s*
ls true
telescopic image.
12-inch telescope of poor qu:lity.
quality. It is certainly further true
outperform
that many amateurs, including a number *f
.f A.L.P.O0
A.L°P.O. members, obtain results
worthy of
of great
great praise
praise with
with very
very modest
modest instrument
instrumentll
,-1 equipment.
equipment. Even
Even so, there
- telescopes
2122pqpesginpmgressively
can be
can
be no
no doubt
doubtthat
th:tprogressiv_ely_larger
RE2gmls'iyel,rger 1
give progressivelytAdter
better
planetary views when other conditions are compar
ble.
Planetary
comparable.
-93-
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PLATO
by H.
Wilkins, F.R.A.S.
F.R.A.S.
H. P.
. Wilkins,
This fine lunar walled plain can rarely, if ever,
every have been
been as closely scrutinized as it was on April 3, 1952, with the 33-inch refractor of the MeUdon Observatory near Paris, France. The moon was high and the sky was clear when,
seated at the eyepiece of the third largest refracting telescope in the world,
we brought Plato into the field of view.
The floor or plateau appeared remarkably uniform and level, its dark tint
sharply contrasting with the bright surrounding w=11.
wall. The appearance observed
is shown by Figure 1 on pg. 96.
The western portion of the floor was covered
by the shadow
shadow of
of the
the wall,
wall, the
the shadow
shadow of
of one
onepeak
peakbeing
beingdecidedly
decidedlycurved.
curved. AA
little to the west of the center of the floor was a very conspicuous crater-cone,
its white outer slopes contrasting strongly with the dark floor around them. The
interior of this crater-cone was carefully observed to see whether there was any
central peak or other detail, but nothing was seen except the concave shadow
fringing its west rim. The interiors of this, the largest crater-cone, and of
the three
three others
others seen
seen are
arebowl-shaped.
bowl-shaped. The
The cones
cones rise
rise comparatively little aove the floor since there was no trace of shadow on their eastern slopes. Of
the twin cones in the northeastern part of Plato the more northerly is almost
exactly 3/4 the size of its neighbor.

l

In addition to the 4 prominent cones, many white spots
spats were also noted and
were nearly all of the same size. One to the south of the central crater-cone
was surrounded by a faint nimbus, while to the east was a diffuse white patch.
Three light streaks were also noted.
When I had finished
finished my
my drawing,
drawing, Mr.
W. Moore
Moore took
took his
his place
place at
at the
the eyepiece
and made an independent drawing, which agrees with mine as regards the cratercones and the chief
chief white
white spots.
spts. Each
Each observer
observer noted
noted small
sm 11 white
white spots
spots which the
other overlooked; but the cones and the white spots of whose existence we are
certain are shown on the drawing, Figure 1 on pg. 96.
;u.pears
cert in
in s a result of this observation by
Comments ly Editor. ItItpears
cert
Wilkins and Moore that the s.uthwestern
southwestern *f
of the twin craterlets in Plato is larger
than the northeastern one. When the northeastern looks larger, it must mean that
the true Outlines
outlines of the craterlets are not seen.
The four crater-cones
the smallness
smallness of their
crater-cones are
are evidently
evidently sh
sh llow
llow in
in view
view .f
f the
internal shadows.
shadows. Indeed,
about as
as shall.w
shall.w as
asPlato
Platoitself.
itself. ShaIndeed, they
they may
may be about
internal
dows have been seen in a few of the Plato craterlets by several A.L.P.O. mem=
mem33bers with ordinary
rdinary telescopes
bly not
telescopes but
but prob
probably
not so
so plainly
pl inly as
as in
in the Meudon 33—

inch.

On pp. 86-87 of our June issue we spoke of T. A. Cragg's failure to see Asy
4, 1952,
on April
April 4,
detail on the floor of Plato in a go.d
vie near 2h 45m,
1952,
g d view
45m, UT., on
not many hours after the Wilkins-Moore observation described above. The exact
were high
high in
in the sky
time of their
their observation
observation is
is n.t
not stated;
stated;but
butififthe
theiloon
oon were
Certainly there
there
at Paris,
Paris, it
it was
was probably
probably no
no later
laterthan
thanh,.
h U.T.,
U.T., on
on April
April 3.
3. Certainly

'4 4-5'
ite44, 4-0'4-e"
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is no hint of lunar atmospheric obscurations when Messrs. Wilkins and Moore obIs it possible, then, that the ppearance changed considerably between
served.
the two observations? We wish in vain that we had an observation simultaneous
simultgneous
with Cragg's by a giant American telescope°
ARISTARCHUS
by H. P. Wilkins, FOROAOSO
F.R.A.S.
Aristarchus, being
being the
the brightest
brightest of
of ,ell
all lunar
lunar formations
formations and
and situated
situated near
one of the most remarkable contorted valleys, has received much attention from
In recent years rttention
attention has been more especially directed to
selenographers.
selenogrgphers.
the dusky bands which traverse the otherwise brilliant inner east slope. Numerous drawings have been published, chiefly as the result of observation with
compgratively
Naturally observers differ in their interprecomparatively small telescopes.
telesc pes.
tation and delineation of the more delicate details.
The writer ,:nd
,end Mr. P. A. Moore recently had the great privilege of observ=
ing this formation
formation with
with r.n
an instrument
instrument of
of such
such impressive
impressive size
size and superlgtive
superlative
.1 quality
optic
optical
quality as
as the
the 33-inch
33-inch Meudon
Meudon refractor.
refrgctor. On
On April
April 7, 1952, after some
early interference from cirrostratus el
cloud,the
ud,the sky cleared; and a steady period
of very good definition ensued. The colongitude was 64)
9 so
so that
that the
the greater
greater
)9
interior
As se
se=n
powers •f<
of 320X
p rtion of the interi
r w:s
w s illuminated.
illuminated. As
=n with powers
320X and
and 460X,
the most
most minute
minute details
details were
were clear
clearend
nd sharply
sharply defined
defined and
and ,ere
are shown
shown on the ac=
accompanying drawing,
companying
drawing, Figure
Figure 22 on
on pg.
pg. 96,
96, which
which represents
represents ,ell
11 the
the detail
detail visible
visible
on that occasion. I made the dr
drgwing
wing of Aristarchus while Mr. Moore c
concentrated
ncentrated
.n
on the
the great
great valley to the north.
I very distinctly s
w a crater-ro under the s
utheast crest of the w
11 and
saw
southeast
wall
tw
twoscraters
cratersononthe
thesouthwest,
southwest, one
one of
of which
which ppeared
eppearedas
as se ring
ring of
of light
light in
in the
these craters
craters is
is the
the relic
relic of
of an ancient ring.
shadow
sh dow of the
the west
west wall.
wall.Between
Between these
The brillignt
brilliant central mountain
m unt in c•ntrasted
du.-:>;.yfloor,
floor,
contrasted strongly with the somewhat due,y
on which there were some lighter patchesfundoubtedly low mounds and ridges. The
long and narrow
ngrrow central mountain is slightly constricted in the eenter,and
center p and there
is a
pit or
ur dusky
=avery
veryminute
minute ummit
ummit pit
or craterlet.
craterlet. FFour
dusky bands
bands were
were noted
noted n the inner -east
and extent
east slope, positions grid
extent as
as shown.
shown. The
The most
most southerly
southerly was
was by far
the broadest and w
s traced across the floor to the central mountain. This band
wgs
certainly, and probably the others as well, was clearly seen to be composed of
series
f dark
and not
sh de ,es
as usually
series of
dark dots
dots <;nd
<end dashes gild
not to
to be
be ff uniform
uniform shgde
usually depictdepicted. Antoniadi, using the same instrument, found a similar appearance in
onneeinconnection with
nals".
With the Martian "c
"canals".
The northern inner
inner slope
sl.pe was
was broken
broken up
up into
into separate
separate masses,
masses which
which were
or and
ngly suggestive of the creeping
noted as intruding upon the fl
floor
end were str
strongly
ofoncelplastic
of-once:plastic material.
material. The
The west
west w-11
wall is
is precipitous
precipitous in
in places
places near
near thercrest
the crest
with ea lofty
lefty terrace
terrace on
on the
the inner
innerslope,
slope,e portion
portion of
of which
which protruded
protruded from
from the
sh
dowythe inner
st slope
shisdoWythe
inner eeest
slope war
war also
also terraced9
terraced, as
eS shown.
shown.
Many of the features mentioned have not been recorded before and are too
delicate for ordinary telescopes. The m=ss
mass of delicate detail recorded on the
numerous dr
wings I made
drawings
m d- of various formations during three nights of observation testify t.
to the value of a large
barge perture,
aperture,5,nd
and I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to the Observatory Director for kindly placing the third largest refracting telesc
pe in the world at my disposal.
telescope
disposgl.
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r,

art. 0.4066

33-inch refractor,
refractor,
Wilkins. 33-inch
Drawing of
of Plato
Plato by H.
H, P. Wilkins.
Figure
Figure11. Drawing
ige-tvg. 4,9
460X. April 3, 1952. Colongitude near 16°.

Cs42..' ..

G

iK

Figure 3. Conon
E. J. Reese. 6-inch
refl. 240X.
u-r
2h0m,UT
May 4, 1952. 2h0m,
Colong.=24°7
24°7
Colong.

Figure 2.
2, Aristarchus
H. P. Wilkins. 33inch refr. 320X.
April 7, 1952
b,-60
U.T.
21h,1.1.1".
21h,

r 6,14ci+N61
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Remarks by Editor.
Editor. The
The resolution
resolution of
of aa dark
dark band
b nd on
on the
the east
east inner wall into dots and d
dashes
shes is indeed decisive evidence of the optical superiority of a
33-inch telescope. W
Walter
lter H. H-as
Haas never obtained such a resolution in many views
of Aristarchus with an 18-inch refractor in 1941-6. However, E. E. Hare partJelly resolved one dark wall band with a 12-inch reflector on September 24, 1950
(The Strolling Astronomer, Volume 5, drawing in No. 8, pg. 1, text
te%t in No. 3, PP.
pp.
1112, 1951). The complex nature of the Aristarchus bands reve
revealed
led by the Meudon refractor must certainly be considered in any explanation of them.

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
DIMIERENCES BETWEEN THE FESTOON SYSTEMS OF
SATURN AND JUPITER
by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
In April and M
May
y of 1952 the writer observed rather marked festoon activity
in the north hemisphere of Saturn, which appeared to be generally more active
than the south hemisphere. This w
was
s shown not only by the persistence of the
festoon systems
systems but
but by
by the
the frequent
frequent appearance
appearance of
of small
small humps,and
hump and dark spots along either edge of the N.E.B.,
N.E.B., by
by changes
changes in
in the
the width,
widthiarintensity
..intensity of
of the
the
N.E.B., by the occasional appearance of white spmts)and by the varying visibility of the N.T.B. and the N.N.T.B.
In this paper it is proposed
propmsed
make a brief comparison of the Saturnian
IVE)
-teethe
4e-the Jovian
Jovian festoon
festoon systems.
systems. Saturnian
Saturnian festoons
festoons are
are naturally
n tur lly more difficult
to see than
th n their
their Jovi
Jovi nn analogues,
halogues, in
in consequence
consequence whereof
whereof considerably
considerably greater
uncertainty enters into the observations; and in view of the small aperture used
by the writer
writer -- 3.5-inches
3.5-inches -- some
some mmay
y consider
consider that
that the
the phenomena
phenomenadiscussed
discussed below
1
w should be referred
referred to
to psychiatry
psychiatry rather
rather than
than astronomy,
stronomy, but
but II leave
leave this to
the judgement of my peers.
A few preliminary
preliminary remarks
remarks about
bout festoons
y be
festoons as
as such
such mmay
be in order.
One of the great difficulties
difficulties attending
ttending our
our underst
underst nding
nding of
of these
these markings
is our complete
complete ignorance
ignorance of
of their
their nnature
andperhaps
ture and
perhaps we
we know
know better
better what they
are n t than what
what they
they are.
are. That
That they
they ire
re not
not materiel
m teri 1 structures
structures is
is indicated
indicated
not only by the vast real distances between their termini, but especially by the
peculiar, elastic p perty which they occ
sion lly exhibit. This is uch that a
occasionally
festoon may shorten and thicken,or lengthen and become thinner, according to the
necessity dictated by the differenti
1 movements of belts connected by them. In
differential
a recent paper'
y be manifestations of electropaperl the writer suggested that they m
may
magnetic attraction between termini of opposite
oppmsite polarity, which would well exIn this view, while the festoon itself is not a
plain the apparent elasticity.
material structure,
be constrained
constrained to follow the
structure, very
very finely
finely divid
divid dd matter
matter ma.y
m y be
flux, and so give rise tm
to a visible line.
In the same paper it w
was
s remarked
remarked that
that one
one of the missing links in our knowledge of fest
ons is the manner in which they are generated. So far as is known
festoons
to me, no observation h
s yet been made of the actual development of a festoon
has
festomn
from point of origin to terminus, though wh
what
t ppears t be the beginning of the
process has been observed <,ny times. I refer to the developuent
developoent f small, dark,
round, or oval spots =long
along the outer edges of the Jovian and Saturnian belts.
Occasionally short
short wisps
wisps are
re observed
observed to
to arise
arise from
from such
such spots,examples
spots,examples of which
may be seen in Saheki's fine dr
wing of Jupiter, Figure 4 in Vole
drawing
Vol. 5, No. 11 of
that by
by extension
extension these wisps
certain that
The Strolling
Strolling Astronomer.
Astronomer. It
It is
is virtually
virtually certain
—97—
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some evidence
evidence from
from it
it that
thatthe
theplanet
planetrotates
rotatesinin1010
hrs.
mins.
(The
Stroll
hrs.
46 46
mins.
(The
Stroll
la
On April 21 at lh 25m, U.T., Renck reAstronomer, Vol.
Astronomer,
Vol. 6,
69 pp.
pp. 53=54,
53=549 1952).
marked a gray shading on the south limb and a white area on the southeast limb.
had shifted their positions, the observed direction of
By 2h 25m both objects hzd
rotation of the planet peing in the same sense as the known motion of the satellites. On May 3 at 1 45m Renck
Ranck drew a shading on the north limb and a bright
area on the northeast limb, features thought to be different from those he observed on April 21. Renck
Ranck proposes th
that
t such white areas are temporary disturbances in the atmosphere of Uranus and that they vary in size and brightness.
E. J. Reese, 241 S. Mount Vernon Ave., Uniontown, Penna. m de detailed draw=
drawings of the lunar crater Conon on May 3 and 4, 1952; one of these is reproduced
as Figure 3 on pg. 96. The nomenclature used here is Reese's
Reese
and
and is
is given
given on
M y 3 at colongitude 1224
1294 Mr.
Figure 1 on pg. 83 of our June, 1952 issue. On May
Reese found dark Streaks U and Z very dark. The floor east of Z looked hazy. and
almost
lmost zs
as bright as the east inner wall,,nn appearance once drawn by S.R.B. Cooke
at 1293
1293 with
with aa 9.5-inch
905-inchrefractor.
refractor. Hill P was
w s seen as a rounded mound, and a
low ridge ran southward from Hill P to the brilliant craterlet K2. The sunlit
eastern wall of Cleft V wzs
was seen :t
at the edge of the sunrise shadow in Conon.
On May 4 at 2497 Reese found these dark streaks in order of decreasing conStrezk A,
A, Streak
Streak S (difficult), and
spicuousness: Fault
Fault B,
B, Band
Band U,
U, Streak
Streak ZZ =m Streak
Cleft V. He saw plainly a Y-sh
Y-shaped
ped figure formed by Strezks
Stre ks A and Z (Figure 3
It will be noted that Bright Are 0,
O, on the apposite
opposite side of Cleft
on pg. 96).
V from Hill P, did not cast any shadow, although Hill P still did so. On May 4
at 2693 W. H. Haas drew Conon with T. A. Crzgg's
Cragg's 12-inch reflector and found
these dark streaks in order of decreasing conspicuousness: Fault B, B
Band
nd U,
He conStreaks
Strezks A and
and ZZ (merged
(merged into
into one),
one), StrezloS
StrezleS (diffuse
(diffuse and
nd indefinite).
indefinite).
firmed these
these additional
zdditional features
features drawn
drawnby
byReese
Reesethree
threehours
hoursearlierl
earlier:W:<,11
Wz11 Bands
A,
Bright
(on southeast
southeast rim of
A, 139
B, and
and C9 Hill Q (as a bright spot),
Bright Arer
Are GG (on
Conon),
K2. Mr.
Conon), and
nd Craterlet
Craterlet K2.
Mr.Reese
Reese directs
directs Atention
attentionto
to the
the very
very dark
dark spat,
sp t,
0.5 in intensity, which he drew at the north ee*d
of Streak
Streak ZZ on
an May
Mzy 4 (Figure 3
d of
on pg. 96). He saw
saw thi pot
spoteesilk
silk on
on that
that date;
d te; but
but under
under identical
identical conditions
on January 7, 1952 at 2897 the spat
spot w s completely invisible, even when very
carefully
1949 at
at 2892
2892 Reese
Reese f*und
found this
this spat
sp t to be
carefully looked
looked for.
for.On
OnFebruary
February8,
8, 1949
unusuzlly
rk.
unusually large and d
dark.
R. M. Adams, 324
324 South
South VVzlley,
Neosho, Missouri
Missouri spent
pent two
lley, Neosho,
two to
to three
three hours
in se
searches
rches for possible lunar meteors from May 24 to Mzy
M y 28, using both a 3=
inch refractor rsnd
10-inch reflector.
reflector. Results were completely negative.
rnd aa10-inch
In our April, 1952 issue we called attention to some clefts near Schoreter's
Vzlley discovered
Valley
discovered by
by H. P. Wilkins and F. H. Thornton
Thornt n (sketch on pg. 46, text
Theirobservation
observation were
were wade
wade with
with 15-inch
15-inch and
and 18-inch
18-inch telescopes.
telescopes.
on pg.
pg. 54).
54). Their
It was hence a little surprising that Cecil C.Post, 621 S. Melendres,l, s Cruces,
N. Mex.
thus at
at colongttude
colongitude 6193,
observed some
Mex. on
on May
May 7,
7, 1952
1952 near
near 2h
2hOm,
Om,U.T.,
M., thus
61939 observed
of the Wilkins-Thornton clefts with only a 6-inch reflector at 90X. Using the
notation of Fig re 4 on pg. 46 of our April issue, Mr. Post s w the "1950 cleft"
sily as aa thin
very e
easily
thin dark
dark streak
streak (no
(no sign
sign of
of aa sunlit
sunlit wall)
wall) and
and saw
sawthe
the"new
new
cleft" with difficulty. The "new cleft" was not quite in line with the "1950
cleft" but was slightly to the Routh of its continuation. Post could see nothing
of Clefts "A" nd
and"B",
"B",and
andbyby3"3 Om
0m the
the 4°1950
9.950 cleft"
cleft" wwzs
s difficult.
difficult. On
On June
June 5
Post confirmed
confirmed this
this obsery
obserytion;
tion;-land
and on
on June
June 5 at 55:8
5598 and 5699 W. H. Haasusing a 6-inch reflector at powers from'94X to 298X, saw the "1950 cleft" as a
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rather diffuse,
wide. Haas
Haaswould
would not
not have
have supposed
diffuse, dark
dark gray
gray band
band about
b ut 4 miles wide.
this band to be
be aa cleft,
cleft, and
nd he
he could
could see
see nothing
nothing of
of the
the other
other cl
cltfts
fts on the
Wilkins-Thornton chart;his view was
w s evidtntly
evidently inferior to those enjoyed
enj yed by Post.
It is a little
little surprising,
surprising, as
as we
we said
said a•
move,
ve, that
that Post's
Post's 6-inch
6-inch telescope
should reveal
should
reveal so
so easily
easily aafeature
featurewhich
whichwas
as only
only disco
discolered
a ered with
with more
more than
than twice
twice
Indeed, this "1950 cleft" is completely lacking from the 1946
that aperture.
that
perture.
cert inly shows many features
fe tures far
fir
version of the Wilkins map of the moon, which certainly
the grasp
grasp of
of a6-inch.
beyond the
6-inch.(Refer
(Referto
toSection
Section XVIII
XVIII on
on pg.
pg. 30
30 of
*f our
our February,
February,
1952 issue.) Haas
H as cannot recall ever having s en any sign of the "1950 cleft"
of dozens
dozens of
of views
views of
of the
the neighboring
neighboring Ariat
Ariet rchus
rchus with
with an
an 18-inch
in the course of
refractor from 1941
1941 to
to 1946.
1946. Is
Is it
it possiole,
possi le, then,
then, that
th t this
this cleft,
cleft, and
nd perhaps
its neighbors as well, has recently become more conspicuous? However, a photo=
gr
graph
ph of the moon
m on taken with the Mount Wils*n
Wils.n 100-inch reflector on July 20,
1938 near colongitude 187° appe
appears
rs to show the "1950 cleft"
cleft" as
as gr
gr yy etreako
streak.
We invite
invite our
our readers
readers to
to watch
watch this
this region
regionofofthe
themc.on
moon closely
closely under
under 1,•w
low lighting.
lighting°
Readers may recall
rec 11 that
th t Mr. Jackson T.
To Carle on Febru ry 5, 1952 drew a
small, very dirk
d rk oval spot a little southeast of the center of the walled
w lled plain
pl in
Plato (drawing
Plato
prawing on
on pg.
pg. 61
61 and text
text on
on pg.
pg. 70
70 of
of our
our May
M yissue).
issue). The
The colongitude
colongitude
21.9 so
so that
that Mr.
Mr. Carle
Carle was
was observing
observingunder
underfairly
f irlylow
lowmorning
morning lighting.
lighting. He
was 21°9
llow depression
suggexted th
that
t what
what he
he saw
saw was
was aa very
very sh
shallow
depression full
full of
of shadow. If so,
however, the depression must also hold shadow
sh dow whenever the morning lighting is
It hence appears to be decisive
still lower
lower than
than th
that
t when
when Mr.
Mr. Carle
C rle 'observed.
observed.
negative evidence that under such lower lighting Mr. H. P. Wilkins on April 3,
1952 saw no dark
d rk oval spot in the required position during an excellent view
with the Meudon 33-inch refractor, his drawing being reproduced
reproduoed in this issue.
Moreover,
H. HHaas
observationononMay
May 3,
3, 1952
1952 at
at col
colongitude
Moreover, W.
. H.
as in an
n bservation
nditude 13°8
13(
0)
8 with
P. J. Nemecek's 12-inch reflector looked
Decked in vain for Carle's
C rle's oval spot, the
moon being defined well enough so that several pits on the floor
flo r of Plat*
Plato were
seen by glimpses. Mr. Carle
C rle must have seen something not normally
norm lly present, whatever its explanation°
explanation. Mr. David P. :arcroft,
rcroft, however, has become very interested
thinks that
that it
it is shown on
in Carle's February
February 5 spot and
nd thinks
on some
some lunar
lunar photographs,
pho graphs,
for example on
on the
the Mount
Mount Wilson
Wils.n 60-inch lunar photograph -H 17 taken on October
The Editor disagrees.
15, 1927 'ander
afternoon
lighting .t
at colongitude
colongitude 14592.
under aftern
on lighting
dis grees.
The lighting was much higher on the photograph than on February
Febru ry 5, and the shape
and location
location of
of the
the dark
d rk spot
spotare
areonly
onlyroughly
roughlysimilar.
similar. %here
%here are,
are, as
as is
is well
well
known, many
m ny high-sun
high-sun darker
darker patches
patches on
on the
the floor
floor of
of Plat*;
P1 t ; but
but it
it is
is oot
ot cert in
that these
these lie
lie in
in depressions,
depressions, and
indeed views under very low lighting often
nd indeed
stress the smoothness of the floor.

7

a.

Since F.
Fo H. Thornton directed attention to sose
sore undescribed unusual
unusu 1 appearance in the lunar crater Haze (pp,
(ppo 27-28 of our February, 1952 issue), D. P.
Barcroft has often examined this object but has
h s to date found nothing remarkable.
Mr. Barcroft reports, however, that he has found some detail not included on the
Wilkins map of the moon. Where the map shows a mountain ridge, he has seen two
inte?ftting ridges. He has also discovered a rill or cleft running northward
from Haze A,the
A,-the chief
chief craterlet
cratenlet on the fl
floor,
or, and crossing the north rim of Haze
to enter
enter the
the walled
walledplain
plainPetavius.
Petavius. Most of the floor of Haze looked
1 oked smooth.
Confirmation of these newly reported features
fe tures is, of course, desirable.
O. C. Renck has contributed these lunar drawings, made with his 4-inch re0.
fractor at
120X or
or 180X;
180X; Tycho
Tycho on
on June
June 22 at
at colongitude
colongitude 18.9,
1899, Arz
Arzachel
t 120X
chel on June
3 at
t 31?1,
31°1, and Gassendi on June 5 at 55°7.
sha5597. Tycho was more than half full of sh
dow, and
and its
its central
central peak
peakcast
casta adome-shaped
dome-shapedshadow.
shadow. Mr.
Mr. Renck
R nck drew
drew several
shadow-filled terr
terraces
inner wall.
wall. On
On June
June 55 Arzachel
Arzachel wwas
half
ces on the east inner
s h
if full
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Ranck
of shadow;
shadow and
and its
its central
central peak
peak also
also was
was casting
casting aa dome-shaped
dome-shaped shadow.
sp ts near the foot of the east inner wall; these are
remarked several bright sp*ts
presumably hills or craterlets, but they are not readily recognized on lunar
maps. The drawing of Gassendi resmebles others made by Mr. Ranck during the
past year.
On pg. 56 of our April, 1952 issue we described some experiments with artificial discs being carried out by Howard Le Vaux, 910 S. Wooster Ave., Los
Angeles 35, Calif. Mr. Le Vaux prepared paper discs with various kinds of planetary details such as large dusky areas, black spots, streaks, chains of dots,
etc. and viewed them through a very small telescope at a proper distance, making
Of course,
course, the experiments are conducted in
drawings of
drawings
of the
the different
differentdiscs.
discs. Of
such a way that the observer does not know the true appearance of the disc which
he is drawing. The object of the experiments is to determine how accurately the
observer draws different kinds of planetary detail. The observer may hope to
learn in
learn
in this
this fashion
fashion what
whatsubjective
subjectiveerrors
errorshehemakes
makes
in in
dr.:--wing
dr wing planetary
planetary detail of different kinds - for example, whether he regularly shows dark bands too
It is true that the experiments can never give completely conclusive rethin.
sults because the circumstances of the experiments will never perfectly imitate
the circumstances of planetary observations. Nevertheless, we can do in the experiments what we can never do with the actual planets; we can test how features
known true
true aspects
aspects will
will be
be drawn.
drawn. Therefore,
Therefore, the
the experiments
experiments will
will at least
of known
tell us what kinds of errors we may be making in our drawings; and this information will
will grow
grow more
more reliable
reliable as
as the
theconditions
conditionsofofthe
theexperiments
experimentsappro
ppr*ch
ch
reality - our actual telescopic observations of the actual planets.
Ernest L. Pfannenschmidt,
Pfannenschmidt, P.
P. O.
O. Box
Box 135,
135 Duparquet,
Duparquet, Quebec,
Quebec, Canada
Can:da in a
letter
letter on
on May
May 11
11 suggested
suggested some
some refinements
refinementsininth..
th Le
Le Vaux
Vaux exp
experimentst
rimentst "Try
observing ordinary white ping-pong balls with a small telescopic system, whose
ration, and
focal ratio's,
and power
power may
may be
be varied.
Illuminate the ball in a dark room or at
Atmospheric effects
night by means of a lamp, thus causing 'phases°. -"Atmospheric
effects rw:y
m y be induced by an electric toaster and condensing water
w ter vap*r.
vapor. Different-colored backgrounds may be added els.,
also, and so may filters if sunlight is used to illuminate
the ball. It is thus possible to check the effects of phase, background, atmospheric seeing,
and power!"
power!" We
We hope
hope that some of our
seeing, light
light quality,
quality, focal
focal ratios,
ratio, and
readers will try Mr. Pfannenschmidt's helpful ideas and report Wei' results
to us.
Sadao Murayama,
Murayama, 10
10 Nishikata-machi,
Nishikata-machi, Bunkyo-ku,
Bunkyo-ku,Tokyo,
Tokyo,Japan
pan on
on May
May 31
31 wrote
in part as follows: "Recently I began sime
s me ttempts t planetary
pl netary photography,
employing the 8-inch refractor of the Nation:l
I enclose some
National Science Museum.
copies of pictures
obt ined with a
pictures of
of Mars
Mars and
and Saturn.
S turn. These
These photographs
photographs -.ere
were obtained
miniature camera attached behind the eyepiece of the refractor. A fine-grain
panchromatic film and an orange filter were used for Mars, and no filter was employed for Saturn. The size of the images on the negatives was less than 1/15
of an inch and the mean exposure time was about 3 seconds."
We are very gl d to note Mr. Mun:yama's
Murayama's interest in planetary photography
and hope that more A.L.P.O. members will take up this branch of our studies. A
photograph
photograph of
of Saturn
Saturn taken
taken by
by Mr.
Mr. Mur
Mur yama
yama .n
n May 4, 1952 at 11
11h
h 45m, U.T. shows
the bright Equatorial Zone, the shadow
shadow of
of the
the rings,
rings, a: trace of the North Equ
torial Belt, Cassini's Division (vaguely), and the greater
gre ter brightness of Ring B
as compared to Ring A.
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Figure 2. Crater
Crater Marius.
H. P. Wilkins
33-inch refr.
33-inch
refr. 320X.
April
April 7,
7, 1952.
1952. 22h,
22b , U.T.
Colong.
Colong. =6594
65°4

Figure L
1. Miyarnorl's
Miyamori's Valley.
T. Saheki. 8-inch refl.
T.
refl. 80X,285X
BOX, 5X
May
May 8,
8, 1952.
1952. 13h 35m, U.T.
Colong.
Wong. ==7994
79°4

Fi gure 3.
Figure
3. Mars.
Mars.
E. E.
E. Hare.
Hare. 12-inch
12-indi refl.
E.
375X, 525X.
April 26, 1952.
1952.5h30m,
5h30m, UT
UT
C.M.
C.M. =
= 303°.
303°.

C
-...,-..,......______

Figure 4. Mars.
Mars.
E. E. Hare.
Hare. 12-inch
12-inch refl.
375X, 525X.
May
May1,
1,1952.
1952.5h30m,
5630m, U.T.
C.M.
C.M. =
= 260°.
260°.

Pagel107
Page

Figure 5. Mars.
E. E. Hare.
Hare. 12-inch
12-inch refl.
375X, 525X.
May 5,
5, 1952.
May
5h
5h Om,
0m, U.T.
C.M. ==217°.
C.M.
21r.
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Pg.97,
97, line
line 13.
13. Read
Read "width
"width and
and intensity
intensity",
Errata in Jula
Errata
1952
1952
Issue.
Issue. Pg.
not "width of intensity".
Pg. 104, line 44.
44,

Read "intersecting ridges", not "interesting ridges".

bottom line.
line. Mr.
Mr. Wilkins
Wilkins observed
observed Plato near 20h 45m, U.T.3 the
Pg. 94,
949 bottom
colongitude was then 1691.
A.L.P.O, Authors. In the August, 1952, Shy and Telescope we were pleased to
see articles by two A.L.P.O. members. Mr. Thomas R. Cave, Jr., 265 Roswell Ave.,
has
s written a popularized rccount
account of "Our Neighbor Mars",
Long Beach 3, Calif. h
illustrated by three of Mr. Cave's recent drawings of the planet. Dr. Alex G.
Dept. of
of Physics,
Physics, University
University of
ofFlorid..:,
Florida, Gainesville,
Smith, Dept.
Gzinesville, Florida
Florida has written
on "Double Star Tests for Small Telescopes". Probably such tests are the best
of all for :n
=n observational determination of the optical quality of a telescope.
Dr. Smith has prepared a graduated list of suitable double stars for such tests
with separations ranging from 487 to 0!1599and
00'599and we hope that our members will use
this list for testing their telescopes. We are glad to see that Dr. Smith has
pointed out that the Operation of the components of Epsilon Lyrae is no real
resolving power for apertures of three inches and more - dividing the
test of resolving-power
"double-double" with an 8-inch, for example, means only that the telescope is
not extremely bad.

3

Foreword by Editor. We are glad to present a second article on lunar and
E. Howe,
Howe, Eckhart
Eckhart Library,
Library, University
University of Chicago,
planetary photography
photography by
by Mr.
Mr. T.
. E.
Chicago 37, Illinois. His first appeared on pp. 36-38
36=38 of
of the
the March,
March, 1952,
19522
Strolling Astronomer.
Astronomer, Although Mr. Howe is primarily concerned with techniques
for improving lunar and planetary photography with telescopes only a few inches
in aperture, many of his ideas will surely apply to lunar and planetary photography with larger telescopes, which naturally have greater opportunities for
valuable work in this field. We would be delighted to have more of our members
make photographic
photographic studies
studies of
of the
the moon
moon and
nd the
nets, and
the pl
planets,
and we
we urge
urge them
them to experiment
article. Mr.
Mr. Howe will
periment with
with the
the techniques
techniques described
describedin
inMr.
Mr.Howe's
Howe article.
welcome correspondence from all interested persons.
MORE LUNAR AND PLANETARY PHOTOGRAPHY WITH SMALL TELESCOPES
by T.
Howe
T. E.
. Howe
It will be seen that, if the image of a marking on the film is below a certain size determined by the grain size of the film, the image will not be recorded
shown as
s a
corded in
in its
its original
originalform;
form;and
andififititappears
appears at11,
11, it
it will
will be shown
circular clump of a few grains rather than an image of the marking photographed.
From various considerations, it can be shown that a marking of low eccentricity
must have
have aa diameter
diameter of
of 7.6"/a,
7.6"/a, where
where ais
isthe
the diameter
diameter of
of the
the telescope
telescope objecobjective in inches, if it is to be shown in its original shape as an image-that is,
if the image is to represent the object; and a line (great eccentricity) must
: to
have an
an angular
angular width
width of
of 4.5"/,
4.5"/
to be
be shown
shown as
as such
such at
at the
the focus. Under exceptional
tional conditions
conditions lines
lines as
as fine
fine zs
as half
halfthis
thiswidth
width1115r
may be
be shown-that
shown-that is,
is, 2.2"/a.
Wow,the linear resolving power of a high-speed emulsion developed to a very high
Nbw,the
speed is on the order of 40 lines/mm.,
which corresponds
corresponds to a recognisable image
lines/mm.9 which
of a circul
r marking of 1/24 mm. The ivage
circular
i age of a barely resolved marking, according to the above criterion, will be .092 mm. in diameter at fg100,
fg1009 and will
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Red §22t
Sgt and
Soot
The Great Red
and the
the Red
Redm
SpotHollow.
Hollow.Throughout
Throughout the
the entire
entire appariapparition the
the Red
Red Spot
Spot w:s
was seen
seen without
without great
great difficulty.
difficulty° T.
T. Cragg
Cragg was
was able
able to observe the Red Spot Hollow in September. On October 8 and :gain
again on November 19
Cragg observed a bright cloud in the Zone normally occupied by the Hollow.

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Figure 1 on pg. 107 is
is aa drawing
drawing by
by Mro
Mr.-Tsuneo
-Tsuneo Saheki of Miyamori's Valleys
a lunar feature joining the east wall of the crater Lohrmann to the west wall of
the walled plain Ricciolio
Riccioli. This drawing may be compared with one Saheki made on
February 209 1951 (The Strolling
Astronomer for August9
Strolling_Astronomer
August, 19519
19519 drawing on pg. 1
and text on pgo
pg. 14)0 His more recent drawing is more detailed than his earlier
one, a common experience for lunar observers wh*
who make a.prolonged study of a
given region. On May 8, 1952 Mr. Saheki
Saheki again
ag in found
found this
thisValley
Valleyvery
veryTiro
broad
=d in
its eastern part, much thinner and ',-oallower
-*allower in
in its
its western part.
part. AA _transverse
transverse
wall near the middle separated the two parts, as the drawing shows.
shows° Mr. Saheki
shallow
further observed that the Valley had a sh
llow and rounded bottom. He quotes as
follows from a letter to him in mid-April by Mr. P. A. Moores
"I have recently
been on a visit to the Observatory of Meudon to do some lunar work with the great
33-inch refractor there.
there° On one occasion the Miyamori Valley was well-placed.
I do agree with you about the deepness of the eastern half and the shadow effect
in the western, though I am inclined to think that even in the western end there
is still a depression in the surface like a very shallow Valley. The bottomseems to me to
to be
be rsunded9
rounded, quite
quite unlike
unlike aa typical
typical sharp-side
sharp-side cleft.
cleft° Most unfortunately clouds came up before I was able to make a drawing of the Area."
area."
Mr,
H. P. Wilkins
Wilkins ha
drawingby
byhimself
himself and
and Mr.
Mr. P.
Po A.
Ao Moore
Moore of
. H.
ha sent
sent us
us adrawing
the famous lunar elevated crater
crater Wargentin9
Wargentin, as
as they
they saw
saw it
it in
in the
the M;udon
Meudon 33_,
33-,
inch on April 79 1952 at colongitude 65°10
6521. We shall
sh 11 not publish the drawing
here because it
it will
will appear
appear in
in The
The Journal
Journal of
of the
the British
British Astronomical
Astronomical Association, but we sh
11 be glad to lend it to interested persons. The drawing shows
shall
some dozens of objects on the floor of Wargentin9 aloost
aluost all of them previously
unrecorded; there were ridges, clefts,
clefts9 craterlets9
craterlets, hills9
hills, and
and bright
bright spots.
spots.,It
It
will presumably take a 1
rge telescope t*
large
to c*nfirm
c nfirm these features or to add to
their
their number.
number. On
On May
May 23
23 Wilkins
Wilkins wrote
wr*te in
in part
part as
as followss "In the 5-inch
finder all that could be seen was the most prominent ridge9
branch, and crater
ridge,
1 [as numbered on sketch as a white spot; but in the 33-inch the detail was amazing° This gives a pretty good indication as to whether a giant telescope is
an advantage for lunar work. The answer is that for the highest class of work
involving
the finest
finest details
details aa large
largeinstrument
instrumentisisa necessity."
involving the
necessity."
Figure 2 on pg. 107 is a drawing Wilkins mady
math of the crater Marius with the
large Meudon refractor. He 0:11s
calls attention to the landslip near the foot of the
west inner wall and
and concentric
concentric with
with it9
it, the
the central
central hill9
hill,the
the crater
crater in
in the
the
northwest part of the floor,
floor9 the
the ruined
ruined ring
ring ff intly present at the south end of
the floor9 and the two peculiar,
the foot
foot of the northpeculiar, spindle-sh;ped
spindle-sh ped objects
objects ;:t
at the
east inner wall.
wall. The
The narrow
narrow valley
valley in
in the
the center
center of
of each
each of
of these
these two
two objects
was vsry
very distinct with ;
a high power.
There has
has been
been much
much discussion
discussion from
fromtime
timetototiti.e
tine in
in lunar
lunar and
era -planetary
planetary
literature about the relative performances of large and small apertures.
We
accordingly quote9
quote, and
and with
with cemplete
complete approval9
approval, the
thef•llowing
following extract
extract from
from a letter from Mr. H. P. Wilkins on May 22. We consider his remarks very instructive.
"A large proportion of the details shown
shown on
on the
the drawings
drawings we
we brought
brought back
from France cannot p•ssibly
possibly be seen as we saw them with small
sm 11 instruments because
-119-
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these do not have the necessary resolving power. Where we s
saw
w two pits close together a smaller instrument would present a single and indefinite spot, if it
showed anything at all. A sm
small
11 instrument cannot possibly show the minute and
delicate features seen with a large glass; it is imp
impossible.
ssible. The floor of Plato
was seen in
and the
the four
four craters
craters were seen as such;
in its
its true
true aspect
aspect at
at Meudon
Meudon ,9 and
we could see the sloping outer sl
slopes
pes and the interiors with shadows. They were
large and striking objects; but in the 5-inch finder of the 33-inch,
33-inch9 at
at the same
time,
they looked
looked like
like white
white spots
sp ts and not like craters. The true view, however,
time; they
was not what the 5-inch showed but what the 33-inch did. Hence d tails notednoted
with small instruments are uncertain; a large aperture would probably resolve
them in a quite different manneron
manner.
J. T.
Carle, 2734
2734 N. Sixth
Fresno9 Calif.
Calif. -=nd
and D.
D. P.
P. Barcroft
Barcroft have
h ve made
. Carle,
Sixth St.,
St.9 Fresno,
several observations of the lunar w
walled
lled plain Plato. Mr. Carle has been especially interested in the oval black area observed by him to the southeast of
the near-central craterlet on February 5,1952
2199 (The Strolligg
591952 at colongitude 21°9
Astronomer, Volume
Astronomer,
Volume 69
6, drawing
drawing on
on pg.
pg. 61
61 and
and text
text on
on pg.
pg. 70).
70). On June 2 Mr.
was unable
unable t.
to recover
recover this
thisblack
blackoval,
oval9Utt
Carle near colongitude 200
209 was
Nit close_
close_
study with an 8-inch reflector did appear to show a rolling depression extending
from the center of the south rim toward the north for about two-thirds of the
way across the floor of Plato. This depression appeared to be deepest at the
position of the black oval of February 5; but if this oval was a shadow-filled
depression, then its failure to reappear under similar lighting on June 2 is
curious. Using
Using Carle's
Carle's 8=inch
8=inch reflector,
reflector9 Carle,and
Carle and Barcroft on June 4 suspected
a number
number of
of shallow
shallow depressions
depressions in
in the
thefloor9
floor,the
theone
onenoted
noted by
by Carle
Carle on
on June
June 2
being the most readily visible. However, the colongitude was near 440 on June
4,
rather high solar lighting for seeing depressi
depre si ns. The view was good enough
49 rather
that the twin
twin craterlets
craterlets in
in Plato
Plato were
were clearly
clearlydivided.
divided.WeWedodohave9
have,however,
however,
rather weighty negative
negative evidence
evidence against
gainst the
the existence
existence of
of depressions
depressions in Plato;
in his excellent view
view with
with the
the Meudon
Meudon 33=inch
33-inch refractor
refractor on
on April
April 39
3, 1952,
1952, H.
H. P.
Wilkins was impressed by the § oothness of the flo
r and saw no sign of defloor
pressions or ridges.

h
m
colongitude near 210
2109, Mr.
On July 319
31„'1952
3h
1952 from 3
U.T.9 colongitude
h 45
45m to 5 30
30`"`99 U.T.„
Carle was amazed to find Plato almost blank of detail. Fine detail in other
lunar regions,
for example
example the
the chain
ch in of
of craterlets
craterlets west of Copernicus, was seen
regions9 for
quite as well as in past views which had shown much det
il on the floor of Plato:
detail
On July
July 319
31,however9
however,the
themost
mostcareful
carefulstudy
studyrevealed
reveled only one or two faint
spots in the locations of known craterlets and a hint of the rolling depression
of June
June 22 described
described above.
above.Observing
Observingwith
withCarle,
Carle,
Mr.
Supinger
with
6inch
Mr.
J. J.
Supinger
with
a 6-inch
reflector also found a remarkable
remarkable lack
lack of
of detail
detail in
in Plato.
Plato. Actually,
Actually9 their exex=
perience is very far from unique; and many famous lunarians have reported an occasional remarkable lack of detail in Plato when observing-conditions and solarlighting were favorable to seeing markings.
A ,recent example is T. A. Cragg's
experience on April 4,1952,
as reported
reported on
on pp.
pp. 86=87
8687 of
of the.
the. June,
June, 1952
1952 Strolling
491952, as
Astronomer. It is certainly tempting to invoke obscuring lunar mists to explain
such well
supported observations in spite of the great theoretical difficulties
well-supported
which their existence poses.
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Figure 2.
2.Crater
CraterIngalls.
Ingalls.
Figure
P. A.
A. Moore.
Moore.
33-inch refr.
refr.250X.
250X.
33-inch
April 8,
8, 1952.
1952.22
22h18m,UT
April
Colong.
7797
Colong. =07797

Figure 3.
3. Maedler's
Maedler'sSquare.
Square.
Figure
Haas.
W. H. Haas.
6-inch
refl.180X
180X
6-inch refl.
May 16, 1951. 41115m
4h15m,, UT
Colong. =a 3096
Colong.
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Errors in
Errors
in August
Augui., 1952
1952 Issue.
In the lower part of pg. 109 the factor for
the crescent Venus is 3/4, not 3.
On pg. 112, line 30 read "planets nearer the
sun", not "planets near the sun." At the extreme top of pg. 11f3 these lines
should be added: "Equatorial Zones. The composite maps give a very good picture
of the changes which took place in these cones during the last apparition. From
August...."
MAEDLER'S SQUARE
MAEDLER°S
An autopsy
by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
It was in the fall of 1950 that the writer introduced the Square and its
mysteries to the readers of this journal.1 A certain problem was presented
which, for its solution, seemed to call for one of two propositions:
propositions. Either the
earliest observations of the Square had been at fault, or there had been a subIt now begins to appear that neither one
sequent alteration in its structure.
proposition nor the other is necessarily true; and in the meantime there have
been developed some astonishing facts, and even more astonishing theories, which
it is the purpose of this paper to consider.
The additional facts which have come to light, thanks to the researches of
P. A. Moore,
H. Haas,
Haas, et
et al,
al, will,
will, it
it is
is to
to be feared, hardly
?bore, D.
D. P.
P. Barcroft,
Barcroft, W.
. H.
assist us to understand matters any more clearly.
For instance we now have additional witnesses, called
called to
to the
the stand
stand by
by Mr=
Mr.
Barcroft,who appear to have observed the Square at a time when photographic evidence proves that no such Square was in existence; and yet, like their predecessors, who appear to have seen nothing unusual in this circumstance.
If this seems incredible, what are we to say of a German observation circa
19, complete with a sketch of an intact Square which includes not only the
missing S.E. wall but a rugged, mountainous S.W. Wall where even Maedler claimed
only a light streak?
But whatever the explanation of these new mysteries, let us consider some
of the theories which have been advanced to explain the observations of Maedler,
We include Nelson,
Neison, though P. A. Moore distrusted him, beWebb, and Nelson.
cause his evidence cannot be ignored - for a reason which will appear a little
later.
THE POOR TELESCOPE THEORY
In general this theory proposes that the telescope of Maedler was simply
too small and of too poor quality to have revealed the true nature of the Square:
Square
and hence his text in Der Mond is true only in the sense that it is true to what
Accordingto
tothis
this view,
view, Maedler's
Maedler's ramparted
ramparted fortress
fortress never
thought he
he saw.
saw. According
he thought
had any real existence. It was - and perhaps is - an illusion. In this connection, Do
D. W. Rosebrugh has stated that were he to draw the Square as it exists
today, the resulting figure would closely resemble Neison°s
Nelson's map. He thinks that
tha7
this would follow from small enough aperture, assisted by the disabilities of a
vision not naturally acute. Moreover, on tracing a photograph of the Square from.
Goodacrevs
Goodacre's Moon, he finds that by a little judicious "forcing" here and there it
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can be brought into tolerable conformity to Nelson's sketch.
Thus if we were to suppose that Nelson's aperture was too small, or his
vision not too keen, or both, we might have a reasonable explanation of his map
It will be noticed, however, that this does nothing to explain why
and text.
Neison was not challenged by other observers perhaps better endowed; especially
Nelson
when the map of Schmidt was totally at variance with Neison's
Nelson's neat, geometric
Square - which looked like a work of lunar architects to him and resembled a
Kunstprodukt of
of lunar
lunar pagE2122n
Dagmonen to
to Maedler.
Maedler. It
It will
will be
be noticed
noticed too that we begin under a certain handicap. For in order to achieve even a tolerable resemblance it is necessary not only to doctor the tracing from the modern photograph, but to doctor
doctor it
it in
in such
such aa way
way as
as we
we suppose
suppose Nelson
Neison must
must have
have integrated
integrated
the lineaments of the Square in order to account for his text and map.
But let us continue with the theory that Maedler's aperture was too small
It is true that
th t Maedler used an aperture,
to have shown the Square correctly.
namely 3.75
3.75 inches,
inches, which
which today
today would
would be
be considered
considered somewhat inadequate to the
task. Moreover, he occasionally charged
eh rged it with fantastically high powers in
order to obtain as large an image as possible and thereby ran into the law of
diminishing returns. We may also concede that his instrument, perhaps excellent
in its day, was not the equal of a modern refractor of the same size. Yet we
notice that Maedler seems to have had no difficulty with objects inside the
Square, which were far sm
smaller
ller thzn
than the Square itself, e.g. the Latin cross.
Thus we would have the remarkable proposition that his telescope was simultaneously good enough to show a minute detail and bad enough to convert an irregular area of some 4,000 square miles into an astonishingly perfect, ramparted
fortress complete with battlements, peaks, towers, and other such accessories.
Does that sound pl usible? I think not.
It is likely that the good Vicar
Let us next consider the case of Webb.
of Hardwick used his 3.7-inch refractor by Tully when he observed the Square,
since he tells us that The origin r1
r:1 observations
observations in
in the
the following
following pages
pages were
chiefly made....." by this instrument.2 It seems to have been
been "of
"of fair
fair de=
defining quality", which probably means that it was inferior to his later 5.5°
5.5inch o.g. by Alvan Clark. Yet, in 1855, in was quite good enough to show that
the eastern crater of the pair Messier, Messier A (now Messier and Pickering),
1856 the
appeared the
the larger
larger of
of the
the two;
two; and
and in
in 1856
the same
same glass
glass showed the western
3 3 The
crater not
not only
only smaller
smaller but
but different
different in
inshape.
shape.
The di
diameters
meters of Messier and
crater
Pickering average 9 or 10 miles.
There remains
remains the
the case
case of
of Neison.
Neison. Neison
Neison himself
himself tells
tells us
us that his obser=
observations "were principally made with an excellent six-inch equatorial of fine definition;,
but they
they have
have occasionally
occasionally been
been made
made with
with refractors
refractors of smaller aperfinition; but
ture, and towards the end with a nine and one-third-inch With-Browning reflector
of considerable excellence".4 How much smaller the smaller apertures were he
does not saya
says but it seems clear
el ar that on the whole Neison employed ample aperture-and probably had superior instruments compared to those of Maedler and Webb.
I submit, therefore, that we must reject any hope of explaining Maedler's
M edler's Square
by n appeal to poor sr inadequate telescopes.
THE POOR EYESIGHT THEORY
The theory that poor vision produced the illusion of an unusually perfect,
intact Square fr.m
from the materials of a hillock-strewn plain, a curving ridge, and
a single discernible
is even
even more
more dubious.
dubious. For
For then
then we
we must
must suppose not
discernible wr.11
wall is
only that Maedler, Webb, and Nelson
Neison all suffered from poor eyesight but that all
suffered from
made identical
identical errors.
errors. I leave to the
from the
the same
same defect
defect -- since
since c11
11 made
statisticians the calculation of the probability.
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Fortunately this question is capable of historical solution in relation tc
one of the three observers.
The Rev. T. E. Espin has this to say of Webb's
vision:
"His sight, though latterly slightly astigmatic, was remarkably good,
especially for planetary
planetary detail"•o
detail"..5
5 We must, it would seem, dismiss the patron
of all amateur observers from our black list of optical suspects.
Of Maedler's
vision I know nothing, and the same is true of Nelson's.
But let us concede that Maedler may have been extremely myopic, after the
manner of so many German savants. Would this have rendered him unreliable as an
observer? By no means! For the telescope automatically corrects all visual defects arising from focus.
Hence the most myopic Doktor
aoktor ever heard of would enjoy as
as keen
keen aa vision
vision as
as anyone
anyone- when
when at
at the
the telescope.
telescope.
However, the telescope
does not correct for astigmatism, and we remember that Webb was slightly astigmatic...but then so too must have been Maedler and Neison if astigmatism is tc
be the explanation. We may here point out that a slight
fllght astigmatism may be sc
slight as to have no practical consequences; but a critical astigmatism requires
for its correction lenses of very special conic sections.
The point is this;
Without such lenses a pronounced astigmatic could not observe at all.
Ipso
facto, if he does observe then he must wear his special corrections; in which
case his telescopic vision is as good as yours or mine or anybody's.
Whatever may be the explanation for Maedler's "astont6hMent"
"astont6hNent" and Neison's
Nelson's
remarks about the seeming work of lunar masons, poor eyesight is not it.
THE FAULTY OBSERVATION THEORY
A.
Webb apparently left us no sketch of the Square, which is a pity. P. A:
Moore distrusts Neison;6 D. W. Rosebrugh suspects that the latter may have
"
"prettied
prettied it up a bit", though not necessarily with malice aforethought; D. P:
F,
Barcroft at one time doubted that Neison had ever seen the formation! The write:
cannot indorse these views; but let us interrogate Maedler and see how he fares
That "the senior
not an
an infallible
infallible draughts
senior master
master of
of lunar
lunar researchrewas
researchrwas not
man is pointed out by Moore,who says that in Der Mond "The whole area of Wilhek
I is inaccurate...."
inaccurate..." Perhaps
Perhaps so;
so; but
but the
the area
area of
of Wilhelm
Wilhelm II is
is uncommonly
uncommonly rugged
and therefore is well suited to the production of cartographic errors°
errors.
This is
not true of the site of the Square.
But granting that Maedler made a botch of
Wilhelm I, we wish to know how he stands with the Square.
To that end let us
compare the present remains to his description of a perfect quadrangle here.
He claims
claims that
that the
the N.W.
N.W. wall
wall is
is the
the highest
highest- and
and so
so it
it is.
is. He
He claims
claims thee
that
it has "two prominent peaks at each end; between them is a series of small peaks
like towers on a wall". They may be verified. He adds that "at the west corner
cornea
...is a short, rill-like cross valley".
This has been seen by Reese and inci=
dentally is shown by Neison.
Nelson. Was Maedler's description so far accurate or was ie
ft
not?
bue
but
According to Maedler,
Maedler "The
"The northeast
northeast side
side has
has no
no common
common association,
association,
the position and direction of all the mountains are exactly congruent with the
side of a Square" .7 Precisely what is meant by "no common association" is not
entirely clear.
clear. [be
Ehe German
German text
text is
is keinen
keinen allgemeinenlgusammerAtED
allgemeinen sammenhan7)
At the
present time a N.E. wall
wall does
does not
not exist
exist as
as such
such ®® but
but if
if such
sue aa wall
wall ever
ever dii
df:
exist here, it would have been more or less "exactly congruent with the side of
a Square".
Of the S.W. boundary, Maedler says that it is not a wall at all but
but only
on1
"a broad light streak".
This was confirmed by Webb, though Neison claimed a
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very low ridge here. To me, as to Maedler and Webb, the S.W. boundary is merely
Be all that as it may, I think we must concede that Maedler was aca streak.
curate for three walls out of four.
Yet, if we would be consistent, we must now believe that for the S.E. wall
he suddenly becomes entirely unreliable! This S.E. wall, principal cause of
the present uproar, is described by Maedler as "a low, straight, very narrow
mountain wall, exactly parallel to the high wall on the opposite side of the
never
Does such
such aa wall
wall exist?
exist? 17haVe
I-have never
Square and of the same length as it".
been able to find it.
Nor has E. J. Reese. Nor does it appear on any _Thoth_photograph known to me - and I have examined not a few.
•
•
Moore's surprising recovery of a low wall in its apparent position is at
first blush truly confounding; though it may be slyly pointed out that if thib
thl§
object is indeed Maedler's missing S.E. wall, then his accuracy in relation to
the Square
Square is
is established
established beyond
reasonable doubt.
doubt.
But acceptance of this
beyond ellly
aEy reasonable
wall as the S.E. wall of Maedler would solve one mystery only by introducing
another even more formidable.
Consider what is implied. Maedler said that his
S.E. wall was "low", which would be agreeable to Moores findings - except for
one enormously
enormously important
important fact.
fact. Moore
Moore found
found his
his wall
wall so
so very
ver low that it was
difficult
difficult to
to an
an 8.5-inch
8.5-inchmodern
modernreflector
reflector
atat
some
some
200X
200X! Moreover,
Moreover, even
even with
this aperture, it would appear that the lighting must'be exactly right for it to
does not
not appear
appear on
on a:
a:plate
been
seen at
at al1.8
alloyWhich
Which perhaps
perhaps explains
explains why it does
plate
been seen
taken by the 36-inch Lick refractor°
refractor.
Now if this is Maedler's S.E. wall, then
we must be prepared to believe that he found no difficulty in seeing it - and
even in measuring it! - with a 19th Century refractor of only 3.75 inches° We
must suppose that his little glass discovered a mere wisp of a line which the
Lick instrument,
instrument, some
some nine
nine times
times larger
larger and
and incomparably
incomparably better,
better, failed
failed to reveal under conditions of lighting which show quite minute asperities of the contiguous surface.
Such considerations, it seems to me, compel us to one of two explanations.
The object discovered by Moore is not Maedler's S.E. wall; or, if it is, then
its prominence has greatly declined since Maedler'sLisy.
Mhedler's day.
I see no alternative
to this
this difficulty.
difficulty. WeWeshall
shall return
return to
to this
this wall
wall aa little
little later,
later, when
when we consider the meaning of Otto M. BDahm's
Bluhm's remarkable 1948
1948 observation; but for the
nonce let us consider some &ther things hardly less interesting.
THE CROSSES
In the early spring
spring of
of 1951,
1951, the
the writer
writer received
received aa communication
communication from
fromD.
D.P.
.
Barcroft announcing what the latter considered to be a recovery of Maedler's
cross.
cross° However, it was clear from Mr. Barcroft's drawing, and from his description,
that this
this object
object was
was not
not Maedler's
Maedler's cross
cross at
at all
all but
but something
something else. I
tons that
therefore propose that this object shall be known as Barcroft's cross.
In April, 1951, with Mr. Barcroft's sketch in hand, I undertook another
survey of the Square; and one of the very first objects seen was a conspicuous,
black, St. Andrews' cross in the position indicated by our California colleague°
colleague.
E. J. Reese also observed this object, and it was also seen by W. H. Haas.
I
For notwithstanding that Barcroft's
was, I must confess, somewhat astounded.
cross is a very coarse and conspicuous object, I had not seen it in 1949 when
I paid
had E.
E. J.
J. Reese.
paid very
very close
close ttention
ttention to
tothe
theSquare;
Square;noft
no had
Yet it is extremely
extremely easy
easy -- at
at least
least at
at present
present-- and
and moreover
moreover has been
seen in the past,;
communication to
to the
the English
English Mechanic
Mechanic for
for August 5th, 1870,
past. AA communication
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signed by "Foreigner", announces his discovery of a cross which he found "very
"
apparent and striking".9 A rather rough accompanying sketch leaves no doubt
It is in the same position and has the
that what he saw was Barcroft's cross.
same shape. Interestingly enough, "Foreigner", like Mr. Barcroft, at first supposed that he might have recovered Maedler's cross; though he recognized that
it was not in the proper position, and for this reason solicited advice of W. R.
Birt pointed out in reply that Maedler's cross lay some distance to the
Birt.
west of this "new" object.
that aa striking
striking cross,
cross, black
black as
as shadow,
shadow, and
and "very
"very apparent",
apparent" in
How is it that
1870 and in 1951 should have been totally invisible to two observers in 1949?
Perhaps this means only that an object once pointed out is easy to see thereafter - and perhaps not. Looking at Barcroft's cross it is a little hard to
accept such an explanation.
Stimulated
by this
this unexpected
unexpectedevents
event,I Iundertook
undertookyet
yet another
another observation
observation
Stimulated by
of the Square on the evening of May 16th, 1951, at 2h 30m, U.T. col. 29268,
29°68, with
Barcroft's cross was easily visible - but so
a 3.5-inch mirror at only 100x.
Under the foot
foot of
of the
the N.W.
N.W. walls
wall,exactly
exactly
was something even more interesting.
where Maedler had placed it, I was startled to find a dull white and small but
perfect cross, which obviously was Maedler's missing cross. Why had I not seen
it in 1949 when I had carefully and especially looked for it? Why had Webb
never been able
able to
to find
find it?
it? Why
Why should
should it
it be
be so
so accessible'
accessible now
now to
to only
only 3.5inches aperture at 10012 Finally, why had Maedler thought it so difficult that
"years"
years might
might pass
pass before
before it
it could
could be seen?
Letters were dispatched to E. J. Reese and W. H. Haas, announcing the recovery of Maedler's cross, and both observers subsequently confirmed it. Reese's
observations are worthy of special note. In a letter to the writer, he remarked
that to his larger aperture and superior power (6 inches at 240x), the Cross was
by no means as perfect as it had seemed to use Now this wonderfully establishes
Not only does his cross exist; not only is it where he
Maedler's accuracy.
placed it; but in 11 probability
probability it
it -would
would have seemed a perfect cross to his
aperture - which was only 0.25 of an inch larger than mine. Have we any further
reason to doubt that Maedler had faithfully depicted the Square he had discovered?
In passing it may be remarked that when P. A. Moore wrote his recent paper,
in which he doubted the existence of Maedleres
Maedler's cross, he did not, of course,
know of my recovery of the object.
On the night of September 12th, 1951, at 3h
But there was more to come.
37m, col. 44907, Maedler's cross being plainly visible, a somewhat smaller cross
In ,shape
was seen a little to the south and east of it (Figure 1 on pg. 122).
Whereas
it closely resembled the former, but otherwise differed materially.
Maedler's cross was a dull,
whitish cross,
cross, this
this new
new object was rather a dark oxdulls whitish
ford gray, which caused it so to blend with the background as to make it a much
more difficult object.
But there could be no questions of its existence. By
September 13th it had become very hard to see, and by the 14th it was invisible.
With the recovery of this formation, all hope of explaining Nelson's
Neison's map
and text by supposing that he had merely reheshed
reheshdd Beer and Maedler goes glimmerIt is just where he said it
ing. For unquestionably this was Neison's
Neisonus cross.
was. "..And beside the cross (Maedler's) south is a smaller one..."1° We may
Neison therefore claims
recall that it was a cross "not mentioned by Maedler".
to have seen a cross which Maedler had not - and it is there.
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We have now come full circle, and our second state is worse than our first.
There can now be no question, it seems to me, of Nelson's
Neison's pers*nal
personal 4rd
:rd rather
close examination of the Square.
Square°
40; Neisons
Maedler's Cross
M:edler's
Cross is
is difficult,
difficult4010
Neison's
cross is much more difficult°
difficult.
Can we now believe that Nelson
Neison was able to deinconspicuous feature
feature and
and yet
yet construct
construct 65
65 mile
mile long
long walls out of a
tect such 4.n
an inconspicuous
few disjointed ruins? The evidence is all :gainst
against it. We may remember too that
Neison entered a correction to Maedler's
Maedlervs estimate of the angle of repose of7the
of the
N.W. wall.
If Neison
Nelson had not'examined
not examined the Square, what is the source of the
correction?
Though Nelson's impressive description of an artificial-appearing Square
strikingly confirms
Confirms M.,edler,
M.,edier, there is yet other evidence of his independent examination ® and of a rather curious sort.
Maedler described
M:,edler
described the
the S.E.
S.E. w411
wz11 as
"l*w".
"low".
Neison, however, s:ys
Nelson,
s4ys that it was "of considerable steepneSs".
steepness". How are
we
we to
to underst:;nd
underst4nd this
thisapparent
apparentcontradiction?
contradiction?Neison's
Neison's language
language here
here is
is not
precise, and I suppose that a given bAdirmight
w411 might seem low to one observer and yet
relatively high to another.
another,
t there is :n
4n independence of judgement evidenced.
evidenced°
SrE° wall must have been fairly promiIncidentally this would indicate that the S.E.
nent to Neison, which
which hardly
hardly agrees
agrees with
with lbore's
Moores very
very low
low S.E.
S.E. wall.
well.
The ide:
ide4 that Neison's
Neisonvs work w:s
was merely a repe:t,
repe4t, core
'ore or less verb:tim,
verbatimi of
Der Mond appears to have bezn
been derived from an uncritical reading of Nelson's own
remarks°
remarks.
In The
The Moon
Mon we
we find
find the
the following
following
"The 'Mond' of Beer and Maedler
haVing
having been universally
univers:lly accepted as the standard work on Selenography, it has of
necessity been taken
takeh as the basis of this ENelson's own book
bo*Q , as it must for
long years of :11
411 future work on the subject; for no treatise can be complete
unless
unlesS it incorporates
incorp*rates the results of the seven years'
years° observations of Maedler
vv1
1
recorded in °Der
'Der Mond°
Mond' 0o vv11
t this
, that
this is
is not
nottotos:51
s4y
that The
The Moon
Moon is
is simply
simply an
English tranlati.n
tranlati.n of
of Der
Der Mond.
Mond. Nelson
Neison was
was simply
simply e)qoreSsing
expreSsing aa truism;
truism; rnam6ly
rnam6iy
that every work in science must necessarily incorporate the basic work of the
pioneers. -Biologists
Mologists still
still quote
quote Dzrwin,
Derwin, though
though his
his basic
basic postulates
postulates are no
longer accepted witho t modification.
modification,
Fin lly, Nelson
Neison himself
himself claims
claims :A Itrger
measure of
of originality
originality for his book
1rger measure
in the following
words2
foil wing words8
portion of the material
materi:1 forming the pre"The greater p*rtion
sent work is, however,
however, new
new and
and has
has been
been m4inly
m:inly deri
deri ed
ed from.
from eight
eight years°
years constant selenogr
phical observations."
12
selenogrAphical
observations°"12
Therefore, unless we are prepared to charge Nelson
Neison with deliberate fraud,
we must admit that he did much personal work on the moon in preparation for his
book. - Thanks
book.
Thanks also
also to
to the
the silent witness of - Neison'e
Neison"s cross, we must also admit
,;!o dthat
that he did see H:edler's
M4edler's Square;
Square; ,
4sd
thathe
hesaw
saw it
it essenti4lly
essenti9lly as
as Maedler
Maedler had
seon it.
se:3n
it.
All of this seems simple enough - until we arrive :t
at 9nother
5nother mystery truly
inexplicable.
P. A. Moore points out th:t
that Nelson
Neis*n did most of his observing beP.
tween 1866 and
and 1876
1876. Yet
photoYetour
ourBritish
British colleague
colleague h:s
h4s turned
turned up
up aa Draper photo®
gr:ph
gr4ph of
of 1863
1863 which
which shows
shows the
theSquare
Square"unmistakably
"unmistakably in
in its
its modern
modern form".
form". In
other words,
words, three
three years
ears before
had even
evenekumohls
before Nelson
Neissn had
begun his work
work the
the Square
Square wore
wore
its present lookg
look! Yet Neison
Nelson describes
describes it
it ae
as Maedler
M:edler had
had seen it'in
it in 1837 or
thereabouts.
Notice particularly
particularly that
that if
if the
the 1863
1863. Draper photograph shows the
modern
show Moore's
Moores S.E.
modern aspect
aspect of
*f the
the Square,
Square, then
then it
it does
does not shoW
S.E. wall
wall nor
nor any
S.E. 14:11.
YetNeison
Nelson not
not only
only cl4ims
el: ms aa wall
w:11 here
here but
w411, Yet
but apparently
apparently found it
prominentgt
prominent!t
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V

Must we conclude after all that Neison
Nelson was merely writing fiction? Let us
first consider the implications of even more surprising evidence furnished by
Mr. Moore.
THE RIDGE
In the original paper of this series, the writer pointed out that the low A
curving ridge on the S.E. side of the Square cannot be Maedler's S.E. wal1.23
wal1.1-/
Moore concurs; but he has also discovered an 1809 drawing by Schroeter in which
Mappa Selenographica nor in
this ridge appears.14 Yet it does not appear in the MaEpp
Neison's section - nor is it mentioned.
An object,
object, conspicuous
conspicuous enough
enough even
We now have
have the
the following
following proposition.
proposition. An
to a 3-inch glass, is unaccountably missed by two competent observers armed with
larger apertures; notwithstanding that it lay immediately adjacent to a low,
straight
straight wall
wall which
which -- if
if we
we concede
concedeidentity
identitywith
withMoores
Mooreswall-is
wall-is
so so
inconspic
1m2aaki:
uous that it is difficult to a modern 80 5-inch mirror! Yet Maedler and Nelson
see this wall, and apparently do not see the much easier ridge which lay immediately adjacent to it!

We now
now turn
turn to
to Schroeter.
Schroeter. There
There is
is the
the ridge
ridge right
right enough.
enough. But where is
the Square? Are we now to believe that Schroeter could see this low, winding
ridge and yet completely miss a huge, ramparted Square of some 4,000 square
miles area? And this when the ridge formed the S.E. boundary of the formation?
But let us consider a subtler fact. Schroeter wzs very receptive to the idea of
lunar habitability, and indeed had discovered a large lunar "city" near to
Marius.15 His lunar studies, one is tempted to say, were chiefly designed to unA few parallel ridges here,
cover evidence of lunar life and of lunar changes.
a peculiarly shaped
shaped object
object there,
there, and
and he
he was
was quite
quite prepared
prepared to
to accept
accept them
them as
In the huge Square he had an example made to order.
evidence of artificiality.
Here was a veritable fortress laid out with military precision; each side exactly congruent with each opposite-side;
opposite side; and each side exactly the same length
as all the others. The N.W. wall was even furnished with conspicuous towers and
battlements. On the floor is a perfect cross. Even the cautious Maedler, whose
Even he
lunar bias ran in the opposite direction, is moved to "astcniehment".
"astcniShment".
conceded that here was a formation which had the appearance of "a work of art".
What then should we expect to hear from an observer whose fondest wish was
to discover traces of intelligence on the face of the moon? What do we hear
from the discoverer of a lunar metropolis? Just this - nothing.
We hear nothing because it is obvious from Schroeter's sketch that he saw
nothing. He did not even see the high and conspicuous N.W. wall which probably
is visible to a good 2-inch objective. Yet he did see something of a N.E. boundary; which, incidentally, he represents as curving and far from being "exactly
congruent with the side of a Square".
Now if one examines this are today, even very casually, one of the first
and most striking objects seen - indeed the only striking object at first visible
Schroeter shows nothing
is the high N.W. wall which throws a prominent shadow.
here; which surely must mean that when he examined the area in 1809 the ridge,
which he sketched, was relatively much more conspicuous - as indubitably it is
Certainly this feature caught his eye, while the high
not at the present time.
N.W. wall - if there was a high N.W. wall at that time - did not. I see no other
alternative.
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Some three decades later, Maedler discovered in this same area a geometrical formation of such remarkable appearance that he was moved to caution future
observers against interpreting it as "a work of art". Moreover, the most conspicuous element of this strange object was precisely that N.W. wall of which
Schroeter apparently saw not a trace.
Is this circumstance any easier to explain than Neison°s
Neison's detailed description
desOription
of a formation which apparently did not exist at the time? I think not. Indeed,
I think that the difficulties are of the same order.
For a rather fantastic and daring suggestion begins to emerge from our reIt begins to look very much like a case of "Now you see it, how you
searches.
don't". Let us survey the evidence for such a suprising conclusion.
THE PHANTOM SQUARE
Circa 1643, Hevelius apparently saw something of a Square hereabout; for
while his map is devoid of detail it nevertheless plainly shows an angular indentation of the Mare Frigoris into the northern highlands. The two tides of
the angle would correspond to the N.E. and the N.W. walls of Maedlergs Square.
Yet Riccioli, 1651 apparently saw nothing worthy of note here.
Cassini°s map, we learn from Moore, "is inaccurate in the Fontenelle area
but does not show the Square at all". Rather suggestively, Moore remarks that
perhaps "the formation was not then conspicuous enough to catch Cassini's attention". This is what
what we
we must
must think
think in
in relation
relation to
to Schroeter.
Schroeter. One
One wonders
wonders ylly.
yhy.
Tobias Mayer, 1775, also saw nothing unusual between Fontenelle and Birmingham. Nor did Schroeter in 1809 - the tireless searcher for the extraordinary on
the moon.
Then we come to 1837 and Maedler ® the man who did not believe either in
mondvolk or in their constructions. And what does this pronounced skeptic have
to say of the area which conveyed nothing to Schroeter? As Otto M. Bluhm remarked (I give a free translation);
translation), "The senior master of lunar research wrote
with a tinge of astonishment" .16 He did indeed. He said that "only with difficulty one guards against the thought that there is here to be seen a product of
the art of selenites". Again one wonders Ehy.
who W. .H.H.Haas
Haasconcludtd(la
concludtd(la series
series of
observations of the Square with these significant words: "I certainly could not
imagine
ima ine from the aspect what could justify the glowing descriptions of Maedler..
/-.. H17
There is a subtle point here which should be carefully noted. Maedler, of
course, did not believe, nor did he say, that his ramparted Square was unnatural. Yet he seems to have been concerned, as a sort of afterthought, lest his
florid remarks
remarks be
be so
so understood
understood by
by others.
others. Accordingly
Accordingly he
he was
was at
at some
some pains
pains to
point out that unnatural-looking walls, dikes, etc., were to be found upon the
earth; and that it was unnecessary to invoke supernatural explanations for them.
He even warned future observers not to jump to hasty conclusions about possible
changes here if, thanks to libratory effects, some feature or other might not be
found immediately (my blushes!).
Yet the fact that Maedler felt it necessary to issue such warnings is perhaps the best evidence we have, not only for the very novel appearance of the
Square but for its existence as he described it. And apparently at least one
Between 1847 and 1856 Webb made many observations, which
contemporary agreed.
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included his "frequent searches" for the Latin cross which he was never able to
recover. And, like Maedler,he found the walls of the Square so unusually regular
that he found it "scarcely possible to imagine them natural".18 And again, like
Maedler, Webb pointed out that their great size really indicated a work of Nature rather than a work of art.
Circa 1863 Draper made one of his excellent moon pictures; and on the site
of this fortress-like Square, this psuedo work of selenites, his camera revealed
only a rough
rough and
and open
open area,
area, consisting
consistingof
ofone
onestraight
straightwall
wall- -the
theN.W.
N.W.- a ruinous, disassociated N.E. side; nothing on the S.W., and on the S.E. only the low
ridge curving gently out into the Mare.
In 1870, as we further learn from Moore, Celoria saw the same uninspiring
ruin.
In 1876 Neison
Nelson published his Moon, in which once again we find a detailed
Not only is it obviously the
description of a preternatural-looking Square.
Square described by Maedler;not only does it affect Neison in the same inexplicable way; but he adds another detail - a second cross.
Two years later appeared Schmidt's work; in which we find no Square at all,
but only the ruin photographed by Draper and figured by Celoria.
Then in 1889 we hear once more of "a square enclosure" here. Our new witThe Square he tells us, "is bounded on two sides by high
ness is A.B. Depuy.
ridges, on the other side by those which are very much lower, one of which is
barely visible".19 Let us analyze this description. We are somewhat surprised
to find that there are two high ridges bounding the Square; for Maedler claimed
only one,
one, the
the N.W.
N.W. The
The S.E.
S.E. wall,
wall, according
according to
to the
the German,
German, was
was low-not
low-not high.
The S.W. side was marked only by a streak, and the N.E. side had "no common association", which seems to refer to congruent but disassociated mountain masses.
On which side was
wall? Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, Depuy
Depuy does
does not tell use
was this
this second
second high
highwall?
But we must wonder. Is this an echo of Nelson's "steep" S.E. wall? Nelson also
claimed a very low ridge on the S.W.,
S.W., which is probably the wall "barely visible"
to Depuy.
The N.E. side, at least at present, is certainly "very much lower".
The second high wall of Depuy, therefore, would probably be on the S.E. - where
Neison
Depuy writes
writes as
as if he is
Nelson also
also seems
seems to
to have
have ,Aen
4gen aa prominent
prominentstructure.
structure. Depuy
describing a personal observation, and describes Maedler's cross in some detail.
And this was twenty-sim years
yearsafter
afterthe
theDraper
Draper photograph showed only one wall,
the ruinous N.E. boundary, and the curving pressure ridge on the S0E0,
S.E., the whole
combining to form an area which is anything but "a square enclosure".
Finally, in 1948, Otto M. Bluhm gives us a picture and a description of an
The S.W. side, he
intact Square, which included "a low straight S.E. wall".
tellsrus„"is not a rampart but only a broad light streak". 'Nevertheless, his
drawing indicates a solid mountain wall here complete with shadow !20
However this discrepancy is to be explained, it points up an important fact,
namely that we do not depend merely upon maps and drawings in our study of the
Square. It is well known that the graphic representation of an object is affected by many factors, including the artistic ability of the observer. The oral or
written description is much more to be trusted in most cases. The point of our
study is that the careful, detailed textual statements of Maedler and NeiSon,
Neison
and, I would think, of Depuy cannot be reconciled to the present appearance of
this formation - nor to its appearance at other times in its history.
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Bluhm°s 1948 observation is marked by another anomaly. For his straight S.E.
Bluhm's
wall,according to his drawing„is really a series of widely separated mountainous
masses, one of which is almost certainly the mountain mass associated with the
pressure ridge. Yet Maedler's wall must either have intersected this mountainwhich makes his silence about it even more difficult to understand - or it must
have lain
lain farther
farther to
to the
thenorth.
north. *ore's
have
Moores wall,
wall, at
at least,
least, is
is definitely
definitely north of
the ridge and mountain.
I do not see, therefore, that Bluhm's observation is
compatible with the original description of the Square.
Is it possible to reconcile the amazing contradictions in the known history
of the Square? I know of no theory that will hold water. In the summer of 1951
I observed the Square minutely and carefully, from sunrise to sunset, through
two lunations and saw many changes of appearance, after the manner of lunar formations, but nothing
nothing which
which at
at any time would convert this irregular space into
a preternaturally perfect Square.21 I have never seen anything which would even
remotely. suggest a work of art.
Yet the stubborn fact remains that others have seen a formation here which
greatly impressed them by its highly unnatural appearance. And yet again it has
seemed commonplade.
commonplace. What are we to make of Saheki's drawing in the July, 1951,
issue of The Strolling Astronomer? Let us compare it to the composite drawing
49es that that
looklook
by Reese
much
like
a perfectSquare,
Square, the
the
much
like
a perfect
Reese in
in the
the same
same aaa4leer,a4...4429es
walls of which are "exactly congrUent"
congruent" and of exactly the same length? Where is
SEo wall
the straight S.E.
wall shown
shown by
by Saheki?
Saheki? Where
Where indeed
indeed is
is it
it on
on the
the Lick
Lick or Mt.
Mt,
pictures? For that matter, where is it on the 1863 Draper photograph?
Wilson picttres?
Yet we must remember that Moore has
has also
also glimpsed
glimpsed aa wall
wall here,
here, extremely
extremely low=
lowNeison (and presumably Depuy) saw a relatively high w 11 hereabout.
and Nelson
But all of these fantasies pale into insignificance, compared to what is
§urely the greatest mystery of all. How is it that in all these seeming changes
of aspect no one appears to have noticed anything even worthy of mention?

Was it because the formation was not much observed? No, because, as we
learn from Depuy, it had a popular name and wIts sometimes called "The Battlements". It was, therefore, not entirely neglected. And, as Barcroft has pointed out, in the 1870's there seem to have been quite a few searches for Maedler's
W s it because no one was aware of negative photographic evidence. No,
cross. Was
because W. R. Birt, in nswer to query, consulted "Rutherford's photogram of
March 6th,
6th, 1865"9
1865";which,
which, mong
March
mong other
other things,
things, showed
showed aa certain mountain range
"very plain", apparently not seen by Beer and Maedler, and wpcAl,
wlp_c, strangely, lay
"parallel with
with the
the S.W.
S.W. side
side of
of B.and
&and M's
M's lozenge".22
lozenge".22 Did tAt1456 "photogram"
the steep
steep S.E.
Or the low S.E. wall of Maedler?
S.E. w=11 of Nelson?
If
Also si
sos the
also
slIp
it dic14it
did - as
as probably
probably it
it did
did not
not ®- how
how is
is it
it that
that Birt saw nothing remarkable
in this circumstance? Why should he have thought such an omission to be of no
consequence, and yet have devoted attention to the suspected changes in tiny
Linne?
Would the apparent conversion of an unnaturally perfect, ramparted Square
into an imperfect, loosely bounded, irregular area
are: have been considered so trifling as not to merit attention? Then how are we to understand the care exercised on the scarcely visible crater pits west of Copernicus, simply because some
observers fancied them to be on the increase? Had it simply been recognized that
Maedler had erred in his choice of words? That his florid description, his
careful warnings and so forth, actually were meant to apply only to the undistinguished ruin presently visible? If that was so, how is it that Nelson was
not challenged when he fell into the same error?
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We have no satisfactory answers. And I think it may be said with some
confidence that on the basis of the presently known evidence, no solution to the
problem is possible.
But because of the
the inexplicable
inexplicable and
and very
very suggestive
suggestive facts
facts of
of the
the Square's
Squares
known history, it would appear to merit constant and rather close attention.
After
all, aa formation
formation which
which may
may at
at one
one time
time appear
appear as
as aa work
work of art, and at
After ails
another as an ordinary natural ruin; an area in which cruciform objects appear
and disappear; in which a S.E. wall is invisible to a 36-inch refractor, yet
plain enough to 3.75
3075 inches, and again barely visible to 8,5
8.5 inches; a formation
of such sort, I say, may be exhibiting phenomena of novel and quite unknown nature.
In conclusion, I would express my sincere appreciation to all those who have
contributed so much to this discussion. To Professor Haas for his liberal grant
To E. J. Reese for his
of space in which these fantasies have been explored.
invaluable supporting observations. To D. W. Rosebrugh for much good counsel
and fruitful interest. To D. P. Barcroft,
who kindly
kindly furnished
furnished a translation
Barcrofts who
from Maedler by Haas; and to whom I am also much indebted for material from The
English Mechanic and for
for the
the observation
observation of
of Depuy.
Depuy. And
And especially
especially to
to P.. A.
.4the 1809 drawing by
Moore, whose
Moore,
whose energetic
energeticresearches
researchesininEngland
England
uncoverle
uncover1the
and who
who havo4given
havogiven us a most interestSchroeter and
and the
the 1863
1863 photograph
photograph by
by Draper,
Drapers and
ing paper on the Square.
Belatedly - but none the less gratefully - my gratitude and my blushes to
Messrs. Moore and Wilkins; who, between them, have brought about a transformation in the Square perhaps as remarkable as any in its strange history. I here
refer to
to my
my apotheosis,whereby
apotheosis,wherebyDas
DasME9s112I
Maedler-Quadr41
:
guadrfillhas
has recently
recently become
become Bartlett.
Bartlett.
refer
This was first and very generously proposed by P.A. Moore; and just as generously consented to by H. P. Wilkins.
As to the various theories proposed to explain the history of the Square including those of the writer - perhaps we had better say of them - Requiescat
in pace.
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Remarks by Editor. Readers will notice that Dr. Bartlett's drawing published as Figure 1 on pg. 122 shows no less than four cross-shaped objectsMaedler's, Neison's, Barcroft's, and a "new" cross seemingly first noticed by
Bartlett when he made this drawing. It is surprising to find so many crosses in
such a limited area. Perhaps, however, larger telescopes would resolve these
crosses into separate peaks and ridges.
We fear that the mysteries of Bartlett, the old Maedler's Square, indeed
Barcroft urges that small
admit of no solution with evidence now available.
changes in solar lighting and libration cause great changes in the appearance,
and naturally the effects of libration in latitude are near maximum for an object so near the north limb of the moon. Reese, Bartlett, and Haas, however,
have observed only expected minor effects from small changes in lighting and libration; and none of them has ever seen anything even to suggest remotely how
the poorly bounded enclosure can be seen as a strikingly geometric Square. Photo=
Photo-
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graphs which the Editor has examined, the oldest in 1863 and 1865, all show only
the "modern" very unremarkable poorly outlined enclosure, not the "classic"
Square. It may
Day be that assiduous searching will eventually produce two simultaneous observations of the Square, the one showing the "modern" ruin and the
other showing the "classic" Square. If so, we shall have strong presumptive evidence that some of the observers have truly bungled badly here. Meanwtscile„
Meanwtscile, the
region deserves to be carefully observed by our members with Dr. Bartlett's discussion in mind. Even better would be a prolonged photographic study.

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Figure 2 on pg.
pg. 122
122 is
is aa drawing
drawing of
of the
the lunar
lunar carter
carter Ingalls
IngalL by Mr. P. A.
Moore with the 33-inch refractor at the Meudon Observatory. This crater has been
named in honor of Mr. Albert Ingalls of The Scientific American, the longtime
friend of all amateur astronomers and the winner of the Astronomical League Award
in 1951. Crater ',galls
I,galls is of interest because it contains a large interior
crater, whose rim is seen on Figure 2 as a white line within the large interior
shadow. ---.
Mr. Moore
Moore thinks
thinks that
that his
his drawing
drawing shows
shows this
this internal
internal crater
crater as it
really is and that it is shown too small and too nearly circular on lunar maps.
Crater Ingalls lies a little north of Riccioli and is seen best about a day before full moon.
E. E. Hare observed the lunar crater Conon at colongitude 18°4
18?4 on June 1,
1952 with his 12-inch reflector. He compares his view to the Meudon drawing by
H. P. Wilkins at colongitude 1692, Figure 5 on pg. 83 of The StrollinE_12II222Strolling Astronomer for June, 1952. Two of the white spots drawn by Wilkins were seen by Hare
to lie on Streak Z. Hare saw Cleft V and a deep ravine between Hills P and R.
The south end of Cleft V made a noticeable dent into the foot of Spur J forming
a crater pocket not far from the depiction of a crater in Wilkins' drawing. The
nomenclature for Conon is given on Figure 1 on pg. 83 of the June issue.
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Errata in Sutember1952 Issue2.
On pg. 125, line 43 read "The
"The Germs:.
Germa:
text is keinen allaemeinen ZusammenhanE." On pg. 128, line 3 read "difficult
enough". On pg. 131, line 32 read "to have
have seen".
seen". On
On pg.
pg. 132,
132, line
line 20
20 read
read "im
"i
the same number".
On pg. 132, line 37
37 read
read "the 1865 'photogram", not "1856".
-39 the
On pg. 132, lines 38
38-39
the sentence
sentence should
should begin "If it did not".
Of course,
our preceding issue was Number 9 of Volume 6, not Number 8,
8.
New Mercury Recorder.
Mr. Donald O'Toole is no longer able to serve aE
Mercury Recorder of the A.L.P.O. We have been fortunate in securing as new Mercury Recorder:
Jackson T. Carle
2734 N. Sixth Street
Fresno 3, California
Mr. Carle is already known to many California amateurs, and his name has frequently been mentioned in recent issues of this periodical. All observations :f
Mercury should be sent to Mr. Carle at the address above.
We express our thanks to Mr. O'Toole for assisting the A.L.P.O. by serviLE
as Mercury Recorder.
David W.
W. RosebrlIgh
RosebrilEh Honored.
Honored.
On October 1,
1, 1952
1952 our
our Charter
Charter Member,
Member, Davi:
Davi
W. Rosebrugh, 66
66 Maple
Maple Ave.,
Ave., Meriden,
Meriden, Connecticut
Connecticut was
was awarded
awarded The
The Fifth
FifthAmatear
Amate=
Astronomers Medal by the Amateur Astronomers Association of New York City f::
his efforts in popularizing
popularizing active
active observing
observing by
by amateurs.
amateurs. Mr.
Mr. Albert
Albert G.
G. IngallE
Ingai
of The Scientific American and Mr. Edward A. Halbach of the Milwaukee AstronomfAstronomical Society were similarly honored. We congratulate our colleagues on this deserved recognition of their efforts.
Previous recipients of the Medal have been Dr. Russell W.
W. Porter
Porter for
for 2._.
:215
work on the 200-inch Hale Telescope and Mr. Leslie C. Peltier of Delphos, 0:1:
Om_.
for comet discoveries and celestial observations.
About the Polar R2gions Section of the Wilkins Man.
In our previous issae
iss:e
we published a Special Section of the Wilkins map of the moon showing
showing the
the nor`:
norm:
polar regions, and in
in this
this issue
issue we
we similarly
similarly publish
publish aa special
special map
map of
of the
the soa:
polar regions.
As readers may already have noticed, there are written references on ea::
published section to features near both the north and the south pole.
pole, This sitsimuation has arisen because Mr. Wilkins' original Special Section showed both ::lar regions but on a scale rather small for the written references
references in
in our
our rere
duced-size reproduction.
;.!
A RARE OPPORTUNITY FOR THE AMATEUR OBSERVER
by Walter H. Haas
On November 20, 1952 the naked-eye star Sigma Arietis, stellar magnit:::
magnitafE
will be
be occulted
occulted by
by the
the planet
planet Jupiter.
5.5, will
Immersion will
will occur
occur at
at 10r1
1011 5:4
5:,
U.T., at San Francisco at a position-angle of about 210
2100;
0; emersion, at 12h 4:'„
4''
U.T.,
U.T,, at San Francisco at a position angle of about 115
115°.
These data
data will
will fe
0.
essentially the same all over the
the United
United States
States and
and Canada.
Canada. By
By P.S.T.
P.S.T. immeref:m
immersi:will come at 2:51 A.M. on November 20; emersion, at 4:40
4:40 A.M.
A.M. Add
Add one
one hour
hour f:r
f:
-1380138®
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A similarity in the appearance of the telescopic Mercury to the naked-eye
moon is alluded to by Baum, a comparison which O'Toole seconds wholeheartedly.
Harkening back to an earlier era, Baum says of his blunted southern horn:
"No
A number
doubt the observation of Schroeter's so-called 'Mercurial Mountain°".
of readers might like to look into that speculation!
Regarding the characteristic surface detail, the apparition produced the
usual interesting differences among the various observers. While often some
wonderful trends can be found within the work of a given observer, it is rseldom
cest of the planet's feathat two observers will agree at all on any btt the coat
tures. Consequently, we note with interest a terminator bright spot in the form
of a projecting "peak" north of the center drawn by Moore on April 4 and mentioned by Roth in a view about 30 minutes earlier on the same date. The value of
the time.
time. Heath
Heath makes
makes no
no mention
mention of
of this
this "peak".
peak".
the phase-angle i was 960 at the
However, it is interesting to note that in Baum's drawings some days later the
region of Pentas is particularly prominent, in the three drawings on the top row
By holding Baum's original drawings away from the eyes
of Figure 1 on pg. 137.
and blurring them slightly out of focus, one secures a beautiful projecting
9peak" on the terminator of each drawing in precisely the position of Moore's
"
"peak".
It appears desirable to mention the following observation by Heath on April
"Several times
times (particularly
(particularly about
about 19h
19h 209
209 had
had perper14, copied verbatim here:
here.
'sistent
sistent impression
impression of
of aa slight
slight darkness
darkness inside the horns of the crescent slightly darker than outside sky. The first time I have ever suspected such an appearance, althoug12.
pearance,
although the
theplanet
planetcan
canrarely
rarely be
be followed
followed so
so far
far into
into the
the crescent
was 138U An unskilled person saw this wj_thout
without beim
phase
beim told
told of,itt,
of it, and
and
not knowing I had already suspected the same thing. Not quite sure if illusion
or not." This phenomenon is becoming more and more frequently observed on both
Mercury and Venus, and a satisfactory explanation for it-has yet to be found.
found,

aa

EXCELLENT NEWS FROM ABROAD
10

Dr. James Q. Gant, The Montana, 1726 M St., N.W., Washington 6,
6, D.C. visited Europe last spring and summer. He took this opportunity to attend the June
25, 1952 meeting of the British Astronomical Association and to make the persoincluding
nal acquaintance of a number of our English astronomical colleagues,
H. P. Wilkins and P. A. Moore. As most of our readers already know, Mr. Wilkins
is the Director of the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Association;and
Mr. Moore is the Secretary of this Section.
Dr. Gant brought
brought back
back some
some very
very good
good news
news with
with him!
him! Mr.
Mr. Wilkins
Wilkins and
and Mr.
Moore are preparing two books on the moon. The first is a semi-popular
semi popular book with
The
abundant maps and drawings, expected to come off the press early in 1953.
second is a full scientific treatise on the moon, expected to be released in
late 1953 or 1954.
1954 Their
Their publication
publication will
will certainly
certainly fill
fill aa long-standing
long-standing very
real need. 10 worthwhile description of the lunar surface features has appeared
since Goodacre's Moon in 1931, a book now long out of print. The names of the
authors Wilkins and Moore assure us of the high quality of their literary work.
All serious lunarians must look forward eagerly to the publication of these two
books.
While in England, Dr. Gant visited Mr. Wilkins at the latter's home near
London, met his family, and observed with his 15-inch reflector in a very conDr. Gant
Gant also
also toured
toured the
the Greenwich
Greenwich Observavenient
venient English
English type
type of
ofmounting.
mounting. Dr.
tory with Mr. Wilkins and saw the famous old buildings and instruments. Our
-141-
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In connection with the history of the discovery of the minor planets we
have: 998 Bodea,
Bodea, 1000
1000 Piazzia,
Piazzia, 1001
1001 Gaussia,
Gaussia, 999
999Zachia,
Zachia, 1002
1002 Olbers,
Olbers, not
not to
mention 1134 Kepler and 1322 Copernicus. With American astronomy we can mention
819 Barnardiana,
Barnardiana, 854
767 Bond, 784 Pickeringia, 792 Metcalfia, 819
854 Frostia, 855
Newcombia 892
Newcombia,
892Seeligeria,
Seeligeria,990
990Yerkes,
Yerkes,991
991
McDonalda,
McDonalda,
1024
1024
Hale,
Hale,
1123
1123
Sh1;:ipleya,
Shapleya,
and others.
1010 Marlene. The name of a star which cannot be seen in the sky: Marlene
Dietrich, A German
German motion
motion picture
picture star.
star. The
TO set
set 1228
1228 Scabiosa,
Scabiosa, 1229 Tilia, 1230
Riceia, 1231 Auricula, 1232 Cortusa, 1233,Kobresia, and 1234 Elyna (all are the
names
except that
that 1230
1230 is
is in
in honor of-the
names of
of plankkts
plants except
of the astronomer
astronomer Rice
Rice of Boston)
was discovered by Reinmuth at Koenigstuhl, Heidelberg.
The first letters from
each word form Stracke, a German professor of astronomy in whose honor the
planets were named.
1372. Haremari,
Haremari. An anagram made for the feminine computers of minor
planet orbits (humorously a harem) at the Astronomische Rechen Institut.
724. LIET:Ig.
Hapax, The
Theinitials
initialsofofa aGerman
German navigation
navigation line,
line, Hamburg
Hamburg Amerika
Amerika
Paketfahrt Aktien
Paketfahrt
Aktien Gesellschaft
Gesellschaft.°--)

4

:1395.
1395. Aribeda.
Aribeda.
From Astronimische Rechen Institut Berlin Dahlem. (These
two were named
named-by
by Dr.
Dr. Herget
Herget in
in aa report
report published
published in
in M.N.R.A.S,
M.N.R.A.S2
I,
_, Vol.
Vol. 111,
111, no.
2, 1951.)
1951,)
I am personally partially responsible for the names of two asteroids, 1421
Esperanto and
Esperanto
and 1462
1462 Zamenhof,
Zamenhof, discovered
discoveredbybymymyFinnish
Finnishfriend
friendDr.
Dr.Y.Y.Vias'etIa
Vias.dIa at
Turku (Abo), Finland.
For several years I had corresponded with him in the international
ternational language
language Esperanto
Esperanto invented
inventedby
bythe
thelate
lateDr.
Dr.Zamenhof,
Zamenhof. Once
Once I asked
Dr. Vaisala to commemorate the author of the language which had provided the
means of communication between us. The result was the naming of these two asteroids.
I must end this article because the minor planets already catalogued number
more than 1560;
1560; and
and the
the Editor
Editor of
of The
The Strolling-Astronomer,
Strolling_Astronomer, my
my dear
dear friend,
friend, Mr.
Walter H. Haas, would be very angry with me if I should give all the meanings!
AN QBSQURATION
OBSCURATION IN PLATO
by Patrick A. Moore, F.R.A.S.
The observations of Plato secured at the Meudon Observatory by 'r. Wilkins
and myself seem to call for some further comment, as they appear to prove a definite case of obscuration inside this great walled plain. The object concerned
is a floor-craterlet near the eastern wall.
On Mr,
Mr. Wilkins' drawing in The
Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 6, pg. 96, it is not shown; but the site is on the
prominent light streak running to the east wall,perhaps five miles from the wall
itself.
An old chart by W. R. Birt, dated 1870, indicates something in the position;
but it is omitted from charts made in 1874 by Birt and in 1883 by A.S. Williams.
Neither observer was using a telescope equal in size to Mr. Wilkins 15-1/4-inch
reflector or to my own 12-1/2-inch reflector, but on a chart made by Williams in
1892 the object reappears as a distinct white spot.
On November 23, 1920, Dr. W. H. Steavenson used the 28-inch refractor at
Greenwich Observatory to make a detailed drawing of Plato.
In the position re-145-
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ferred to, he drew in a large craterlet with
with interior
interior shadow,
shadow, not
not much
much inferior
inferio:
to the well-known pair north of the center of Plato; he noted it as "very conspicuous". Yet
1952, using
using an
an even
even larger
larger refractor under excellene
excellen:
spicuous".
Yet on
on April
April 3,
3, 1952,
conditions of atmosphere and illumination, we were unable to see a trace of the
object, even though a special search was made for it, That Dr.
Dr, Steavenson coulf
have been
been mistaken
mistaken is
is so
so unlikely
unlikely that
thatthe
thepossibility
possibilitycan
canbeberuled
ruledout
out- and La
Le
any case he had seen the object on previous occasions
occasions in
in the
the 28-inch,
28-inch, noting
noting ie
as one of the only
only five
five objects
objects on
on the
the floor
floor seen
seen as
as definite
definite craterlets.
craterlets, It
It f_5
LE
equally impossible
impossible that
that Mr.
Mr. Wilkins
Wilkins and
and II could
could have
have overlooked
overlooked aa feature
feature in
in t'af
this
position, particularly as our two drawings were quite independent, and agree excellently - and also agree in other respects with Dr. Steavenson's chart.
Ths
Tile
clear inference is
is that
that the
the eastern
eastern crater
crater was
was not
not visible
visible to
to us,
us, because
becauseit
itwe._
was
obscured.
obscured,
Somesix
Some six hours
hours after
after our
our drawings
drawings had
had been
been made,
made, Mr.
Mr. T.
T. A.
A. Cragg
Cragg in America examined Plato with a 12-inch reflector
reflector and
and saw
saw nothing
nothing whatever
whatever on
on the
the flc:e
86), despite
despite good
good conditions.
conditions.
As the interior details were
A,, Vol. 6,
6, pg.
pg, 86),
(S.A,,
(S
O
glaringly obvious to us, and could not possibly have been overlooked with E.
E.
much smaller instrument than the one we were using, there seems no escape fr:a
the conclusion that between our observation and Cragg's the whole floor becaae
affected,
affected.
failure to
to see
see ir.
Dr
If the obscuration spread from the east, our failure
Steavenson's craterlet is easily accounted for.
Owing to the courtesy
courtesy of
of those
those at
at the
the Cambridge
Cambridge Observatory,
Observatory, including
includingDr,,
Dr
Steavenson, Mr, Wilkins and the writer are to pay a visit there this autuma,
astuma,
when it is hoped that further observations
observations of
of Plato
Plato can
can be
be secured
secured with
with aa realla
real:,
large telescope.
Meanwhile, it seems that there is no doubt that the craterls:
craterle:
under the eastern wall was obscured throughout the night of April 3
-4, 1952.
3-4,
Postscript by_Editor.
by_Editor,
It is
is indeed
indeed aa pleasure
pleasuretotopublish
publishthis
thisarticle
article
1,77
Mt..
Moore, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Lunar
Lunar Section
Section of
of the
the British
British Astronomical
Astronomical AssocMr,. Moore,
Moore,
iation, He has presented us with a very strong case for an obscuration in Plat
or at least for an intrinsic variation in the visibility of a lunar feature.
must surely
surely attach
attach great
Eseat weight
weight to
to the
the results
resultsof
of'such
such experienced
experienced workers
workers ae
Steavenson, Wilkins, and Moore when they
they are
are secured
secured with
with large
large telescopes,
telescopes. Ye,.
Moore's argument might be bolstered still
still further
further if
if we
we had
had observations
observations of
of Plaae
Pla-,z
intermediate between the one at Meudon, near 20h 45n1
45 m on April 3, U.T.,
U.T., and
and tee
one by Cragg, near 2h 45m on April 4, U.T. Were any such made? A Adrawing
drawing cf
:_
Plato
P ato representing an intermediate position of the "obscuring matter" in its apa:
parent advance over the floor from the east wall would be positive evidence
evidence :_
cf
the very greatest value.
We must all envy our
our English
English friends
friends their
their opportunities
opportunities to
to observe
observe wfe:
the large refractors at Meudon and Cambridge.
Is it too much to hope that pr:fessional astronomers at other
other observatories
observatories might
might be
be occasionally
occasionally willing
willing :permit qualified A.L.P.O,
A.L.P.O. members
members the
the use
use of
of large
large telescopes
telescopes for
for some
some of
of cal
projects?
The irregular shading of the Meudon drawing of Plato, on pg.
pg, 96 of
of cal
c=
July issue, is accidental and is not intended to represent depressions in eee
7:floor or anything else.
else,
As
As. Mr.
Mr. Wilkins
Wilkins states
states clearly
clearly on
on pg. 94, the
the flc:e
looked remarkably uniform and level,
BOOK REVIEW
by Walter H, Haas
Pictorial Astronomy.
Astronomy,
By Dinsmore Alter and Clarence H. Cl eminshaw of eee
-_Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles.
296 pages,
pages. Numerous
Numerous illustrations,
illustrations. $4.5:
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ferred to, he drew in a large craterlet with interior shadow, not much inferior
to the well-known pair north of the center of Plato; he noted it as "very conspicuous". Yet
spicuous".
Yet on
on April
April 3,
3, 1952,
1952, using
using an
an even
even larger
larger refractor
refractor under
under excellent
conditions of atmosphere and illumination, we were unable to see a trace of the
object, even
even though
though aa special
special search
search was
wasmade
madefor
forit,
it,That
ThatDr.
Dr.Steavenson
Steavensoncoy:Jai
coulf
have been
been mistaken
mistaken is
is so
so unlikely
unlikely that
thatthe
thepossibility
possibilitycan
canbeberuled
ruledout
out- and in
any case he had seen the object on previous occasions in the 28-inch,
2S-inch, noting it
as one of the only five objects on the floor seen as definite craterlets. It is
equally impossible that Mr. Wilkins and I could have overlooked a feature in this
thi
position, particularly as our two drawings were quite independent, and agree excellently - and also agree in other respects with Dr. Steavenson's chart.
The
clear inference is that the eastern crater was not visible to us, because it was
obscured.
Some six hours after our drawings had been made, Mr. T. A. Cragg in America examined Plato with a 12-inch reflector and eaw
aaw nothing whatever on the floc:
(S.A,, Vol. 6, pg. 86), despite good conditions.
As the interior details were
glaringly obvious to us, and could not possibly have been overlooked with a
much smaller instrument than the one we were using, there seems no escape fron
from
the conclusion that between our observation and Cragg's the whole floor became
affected.
affected,
If the obscuration spread from the east, our failure to see Dr.
Steavenson's craterlet is easily accounted for.
for,
Owing to the courtesy of those at the Cambridge Observatory, including Dr.
Steavenson, Mr,
Mr. Wilkins and the writer are to pay a visit there this autumn,
when it is hoped that further observations of Plato can be secured with a reall7
telescope.
large telescope,
Meanwhile, it seems that there is no doubt that the craterlet
under the eastern wall was obscured throughout the night of April 3-4, 1952.
by_Editor,
Postscript by_Editor.
It is indeed a pleasure to publish
publish this
this article
article by
t:
Mr,.Moore,
Moore, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Lunar
Lunar Section
Section of
of the
the British
British Astronomical
Astronomical AssocMr.
iation,
iation. He has presented us with a very strong case for an obscuration in Platoor at least for an intrinsic variation in the visibility of a lunar feature. We
attach great
great weight
weight to
must surely attach
to the
the results
results of
of 'such
'such experienced
experienced workers as
Steavenson, Wilkins, and Moore when they are secured with large telescopes. Mr,
Moore's argument might
might be
be bolstered
bolstered still
still further
further if
if we
we had
had observations
observations of
of Plat,:
Plat:
intermediate between the one at Meudon, near 20h 45 m on
on April
April 3,
3, U.T.,
U.T., and
and the
one by Craggy,
Cragg, near
near 2h
2h 45m
45m on
on April 4, U.T. Were any such
made? A drawing of
suah_made?
Plato representing an intermediate position of the "obscuring matter" in its apparent advance over the floor from the east wall would be positive evidence of
the very greatest value.
We must all envy our English friends their opportunities to observe with
witn
the large refractors at Meudon and Cambridge.
Is it too much to hope that professional astronomers
astronomers at
at other
other observatories
observatories might
might be
be occasionally
occasionally willing
willing to
_
permit qualified A.L.P.O, members the use of large telescopes for some of our
projects?
The irregular shading of the Meudon drawing of Plato, on pg. 96 of our
July issue, is accidental and is not intended to represent depressions in the
floor or anything else,
As Mr. Wilkins states clearly on pg. 94, the floor
looked remarkably uniform and level.
level,
BOOK REVIEW
by Walter H. Haas
Pictorial Astronomy.
By Dinsmore Alter and Clarence H. Cl eminshaw of the
Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles.
Angeles,
296 pages. Numerous illustrations. $4.50.
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Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York. 1952.
Just off the press, this book by the Director and the Associate Director
of the Griffith Planetarium is worthy of a place in the library of every amateur
It is modern, giving Jupiter credit for 12 satellites;
satellites, it is reliastronomer.
able, as we should expect from the authors.
It is written in a popularized and
very readable style so that it may be recommended to anyone as a first book on
astronomy. Much of the book has been rewritten from articles in The Griffith
Observer.
Pictorial Astronomy is not primarily intended as a text, though it might
be so used for a high school descriptive course or a college cultural course.
It gives more attention than the usual text to subjects high in popular interest,
as we might expect from the close contact of the authors with the general public
In this connection an attack on pp. 109-111 on the
at planetarium lectures.
astrological nonsense now enjoying such a vogue is certainly in order. The question of life on other worlds is considered, both as regards the physical conditions on other planets in the solar system and as regards speculations on the
existence of earth-like planets of other suns.
The illustrations are especially deserving of praise, and it is difficult
to see how so many fine photographs can have been included for the price of the
book.
Theseinclude
includesuch
suchfamiliar
familiarfavorites
favorites as
as the
the Mount
Mount Wilson
Wilson photograph
photograph of
book. These
the last quarter moon. Some photographs of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn on pg. 93,
made by Herbig and Bunton with the Griffith 12-inch Zeiss refractor in 1939,
should be especially interesting to A.L.P.O. members,
members.
Besides the photographs,
there are
are many
many figures
figures well
well chosen
chosen to
to illustrate
illustratethe
thetext.
text. One
63 shows
One on
on pg.
pg. 63
clearly that the orbital path of the moon is always concave to the sun.
A figure on pg. 149 demonstrates the principle of meteoric radiants by showing the
apparent divergence of parallel lines of telephone wires from a single distant
point.
The book is divided into eight sections, as followsg
follows; the sun, the earth,
the moon, eclipses,
eclipses, the
the planets,
planets, comets
comets and
and meteors,
meteors, stars
stars and
and nebulae,,
nebulae„ and
The reader with a flair for arithmetic may wish to try
miscellaneous.
out!the
-tty out'the
suggestions given for predicting lunar and solar eclipses by nothing but addition and subtraction. Some of the chapter headings should intrigue the most
casual reader; we might mention, for example, "Sunburned Mercury", "The Martian
Dream", "Refrigerators of the Sun", and "The Visit of Arcturus to the Sun".
A
chapter on "How to Recognize the Stars" should be adequate for the nature lover
wanting to learn the chief stars and constellations. Of course, the book avoids
mathematics and formulas. There are tables of data on the various astronomical
objects,
which are
are easily
easily found
found and
and are
are handy
handy for
for reference.
objects which
By special arrangement with the publishers the
the Editor
Editor is
is selling this book
to interested persons. The price is $4.50. You will be supporting your A.L.P.0
by buying your copy from the Editor. Pictorial Astronomy will be an ideal
Christmas gift for your friends.

OBSERVATIONS AND
ANDCOMMENTS
COMMENTS
On pp.
pp, 2728 of the February, 1952 Strolling Astronomer we told our readers how F. H. Thornton, an active member of the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Association, had directed attention to some peculiar appearance in
the lunar crater Haze, just southwest of the walled plain Petavius. Mr.
. Thornton
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did not say just what the peculiar appearance is,
As a result several persons
directed their telescopes to Haze; among the recent observers are R. Venor of
the Montreal Centre in Canada, D. F. Barcroft, and E.
E, E.
E, Hare, On June 17, 1952
Mr. H. P. Wilkins wrote Mr. Barcroft that he (Wilkins) understood that Thornton
had seen a white cross, presumably formed by ridges, at sunset, a feature then
prominently visible when nothing else in Haze was illuminated. This cross has
escaped recent observers, whose views have been under morning lighting.
Mr, Hare had perhaps the best view in his 12-inch reflector on March 30,
1952 at colongitude
colongitude 317°8;
317°8: and
and his
his drawing
drawing is
is given
given as
as Figure
Figure 33 on
on pg,
pg. 137.
137, It
will be noticed that Haze joins on its south side with a crater of similar size,
Haze D. The most prominent markings were a near-central crater in Haze and a
crooked black line, probably the shadow of a ridge or a fault, running southward
from this crater.
crater, Barcroft on May 27 with a 6-inch
6-inch reflector
reflector at
at colongitudi
colongitude
306°5
30695 recorded several features not noticed by Hare,perhaps because Barcroft had
much lower solar lighting.
There Were a pair of intersecting ridges near the
south end of Haze and a cleft or ridge running northward from the near-centra:
near-central
craterlet and crossing the north rim of Haze to enter Petavius,
Petavius. The north and
northeast corners of the floor were definitely darker than the rest.
rest, Although
these objects are absent from lunar maps, Mr. Barcroft has found them to be
clearly shown on photographs in the classic Paris Atlas by Loewy and Puiseux,
Mr. Venor has contributed drawings with a 6-inch refractor on February 29 at
colongitude 31199
311°9 and on April 28 at 310°9, the latter appearing to show several
craters just under the west rim of Haze
Haze.
Before going further, we should define the term col2Egitude
colongitude for our newer
readers.
It is simply the lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator.
terminator,
Colongitude is approximately, but not exactly, 00 at first quarter, 900
90° at
at full
moon, 180°
1800 at last quarter, and 270° at new moon.
Mr. Keith W. Abineri, 102 Chalk Hill Road, Wembley Park, Middlesex, England
has submitted a careful drawing of the giant lunar walled plain Bailly as he saw
it on February 9,
9, 1952 near colongitude 790 in an 8-inch reflector at 232X. His
drawing, including letters and numbers for convenience in referring to the different features, is reproduced as Figure 4
4 on pg. 137. The libration, rather important for this formation on the southeast limb, was only slightly favorable
to Mr.
Mr, Abineri in this view,
view. Readers may wish to compare this drawing and desscription to the article by H. P. Wilkins on pp.
pp, 63-64
63-64 of
of our May, 1952 issue an:
and
to Section XXII of the Wilkins map on pg. 76 of that issue.
It should be noted
that Abineri's notation, which we follow here, differs from that of the Wilkins
map,
map. With excellent definition during most of a three-hour study, Mr. Abineri
noted the prominent rings A and B, the depressions C, D, and G, dark areas near
D and west of 6, as well as many hillocks, craterlets, and ridges,
ridges.
A number of
craters were seen well along the foot of the north wall.
wall, The southeastern walls
of depression
depression 66 and
and DD formed
formed aa continuous
continuous ridge,
ridge, which
which bounded
bounded a dark area to
its east.
apparent clefts,
clefts, )21
Two apparent
and
)2
2,
were
noted,
and
)2
2,
were
noted.
The former, however,
'2 1
located north of F, looked like a crater-valley,
crater-valley. There was much detail, including complex terraces and passes, on the southern interior slopes.
The great
valley or pass, V, was very obvious, as also to Abineri on January 11, 1952;
1952, yet
it does not appear on lunar maps.
maps,
A number of craterlets were seen along the
western and northern outer slopes, and there appeared to be a crater-valley due
north of A and B.
Mr,
Mr. Abineri remarks that many of the features require confirmation from
other observers, We invite other A.L.P.O. members to study Bailly and to report
their results.
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E. E. Hare made a rough sketch with a 12-inch reflector of the walled plain
Wilhelm Humboldt, lying on the moon's west limb due west of Petavius, on March
30, 1952, near colongitude 3180. Hare saw several craterlets and elevations on
the floor but particularly directs attention to two tiny crater-pits surrounded
by white rings in the south part of Humboldt.
He wonders whether it is not the
rule for such round white spots to have craterlets at their centers. Probably it
is, one thinks at once of the Linnd white area and its included small craterlet,
is;
Observing W. Humboldt with a 3-inch refractor on January 12, 1952 at colon98°5, Mr. Alan P. Lenham, 43 Newcastle St,,
gitude 9895,
St., Swindon, Wiltshire, England
was impressed by a very bright patch on the west wall. Humboldt lay on the sunset terminator, but the floor was apparently blank of detail for the small aperture.
Several reports on searches for possible lunar meteors and/or possible lunar meteoritic impact-flares have recently been received.
Those members interested in the general background of this project might like to reread pp. 72-74
of our May, 1952 issue.
Robert M. Adams, 324 South Valley, Neosho, Missouri on
June 25 and 26, 1952,
1952, spent
spent aa total
total of
of 75
75 minutes
minutes in
in lunar
lunar meteor
meteor searches with
a 3-inch refractor at 53X.
These are, as usual, U.T. dates.
His results were
negative.
E. L. Forsyth, R. R. 1 - Box 4, Fallbrook, Calif.
carried out such
searches for 135 minutes on July 31 and for 120 minutes on August 2, using
6inch reflector.
reflector,
He also saw nothing. Having reached first quarter on July 30,
the moon was rather bright for seeing dim objects when Mr. Forsyth looked, We
learn of other lunar meteor searches from the pulletia
Bulletin of the Black River Astronomical Society at Lorain, Ohio.
On April 27 and 29, 1952 Mr. L. Rick, Mr, G.
Diedrich, and Mrs. D. Diedrich spent a total of 125 minutes in watching.
Of
this amount 50 minutes represents a simultaneous watch for 25 minutes on April
29 by Messrs. Rick and Diedrich,at different locations with different telescopes.
Each of the three observers had a 6-inch reflector.
On July 28 L. Rick and J.
Ward observed simultaneously for 30 minutes from different locations.
locations, The Lorain
observers also obtained completely negative results.
On July 4, 1952 at colongitude 50°5 Ro
R. Mo
M. Adams mAde
made a drawing of the lunar
crater Kepler with a 10-inch reflector at 288X.
His drawing shows the central
peak and a smaller peak to its south, both objects being recorded on Section XIX
of the Wilkins map.
0. Co
C. Ranck
Renck has secured drawings of several different lunar craters in recent months.
He sketched the crater Gassendi on July 6 at colongitude 7493 and
on September 2 at 6295. In his July 6 view he remarked a small craterlet on the
southwest rim.
However, his September 2 drawing, made with a Barlow Lens, was
by far his best of Gassendi to date.
Mr. Aanck attributes this success to the
Barlow Lens, and the Editor heartily seconds this opinion that the Barlow is a
Valuable telescopic auxiliary. For our lunarians and planetarians a Barlow is
likely to be the most practical way to obtain high magnifications,
especially
expecially
with reflectors of short or ordinary focal ratios.
Rank's September 2 drawing
shows a number of bright spots and streaks on the floor, at least a few of them
reveled to be hills or ridges by their shadows, a thin and broken line of shadow at the foot of the west inner wall, and a pronounced darkness of the southwest corner of Gassendi.
A drawing of the lunar crater Hercules by Mr. Aanck on July 28 at colongitude 34298 shows well the prominent crater in the southwest part of the floor
and a smaller crater on the south rim.
The latter, however, is depicted as a
horseshoe-shaped formation on the Wilkins and Goodacre maps (Section XIV). Ranck
further detected a terrace in the brightly sunlit east inner wall of Hercules.
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Ranck drew the
the crater
crater Vitruvius
Vitruvius on
on August
August 27
27 at
at 34991
and thus
thus when
when it was
34991 and
Goodacre's "low central
central hill"
hill" (pg.
(pg. 94
about one-fourth full of shadow.
df his
94 6f
Moon) is shown as a large, triangular bright elevation casting a fair sized
shadow. This inconsistency is so puzzling and the "hill" is so much larger than
on the Wilkins and Goodacre maps that we urge our members to examine Vitruvius
This crater is on Section III of the Wilkins map.
near the sunrise terminator.
Ranck draws a wide ridge in contact with the west wall of Vitruvius and a small
crater a little to its southeast, the latter being shown by Wilkins.
A. P. Lenham has constructed a detailed chart of the lunar crater Theophilus
on the basis
basis of
of observations
observations with
with his
his 3-inch
3-inchrefractor
refractorfrom
from1947
1947toto1951.
1951. We
We
shall be glad to lend this chart to interested members,and it should be encouraging to many of them as an example of a lunar study carried out with very modest
instrumental means. Mr. Lenham directs special attention to several features in
his map. Along the foot of approximately the northern half of the inner wall of
Theophilus
Theophilus is
is aa depression
depression concentric
concentric with
with the
the rim
rimof
ofthe
thecrater.
crater. AA chain
chain of
small craters on the southeast inner wall is also worthy of note.
Two small
areas in the west part of the floor are sometimes visible as dark areas and are
sometimes indistinguishable from the rest of the floor. A brighter area of the
floor has occasionally been seen just southeast of the central mountains. Lenham
is especially interested in mapping the central mountains and will be glad to
correspond with other A.L.P.O0 members who have studied them.
o,
In a view of the
.4
the crater
crater Seleucus
Seleucus on
on February
February 14,
14, 1952
1952 at
at colongitude
colongitude 139
139?2
and thus under high lighting, Mr. Lenham found evidence of dark bands on the
walls. Seleucus may thus belong to the "banded craters" in which Wilkins, Moore,
Lenham, and other British lunarians have become very interested. Aristarchus is
the type crater of this class, and the dark bands on its east inner wall should
be within
within the
the reach
reach of
of even
even aa 2-inch
2-inch telescope.
telescope. Those
Those wishing
wishing to
to examine
examine Seleucus for the possible presence of dark bands on its inner walls will find this
crater on Section XVIII of the Wilkins map, near the northeast limb and almost
due east of Aristarchus.
A. P. Lenham has further studied the crater Hercules, especially some darker shadings in its northern half. He employed a 3-inch refractor for this study
in 1949,
1949, 1950,
1950, and
and 1951,
1951, usually
usually at
at powers
powers of 128X and 166X.
166X,
He writes that
when the age of the moon is 7 days, 3 hours a dull tone has spread from the base
of the north wall almost to a horseshoe-shaped mountain block near the center of
the floor. (Something of this mountain-block may be present in Section XIV of
the Wilkins
Wilkins map.)
map.) About
Abouthalf
halfof
ofthe
the area
area affected
affected by
by the
the "dull
"dull tone"
tone" has also
been covered by a darker shade,likewise spreading southward from the north wall.
By the time that the age of the moon is 8 days, 3 hours, Mr. Lenham continues,
the "dull tone" is almost completely covered by the "darker shade".
shade",
In fact,
part of the north inner wall has become shaded, and on this wall a banded structure can be suspected.
When the age
age of
of the
the moon
moon has
has increased
increased to
to 12
12 days,
days, 4
hours, three bands are distinctly present on the north inner wall, the dark area
has intensified, and in Hercules D (the largest crater on the floor) dark areas
have developed. Lenham thinks
thinks that
that his
his instrument
instrument and
and powers
powers may
may show
show the
the dark
dark I
bands on the north inner wall better than larger telescopes and higher mangifications,perhaps because high power and improved resolution diminish the boundary
contrast between areas of differing tone.
tone,
If such is true, however, the Editor
would argue that the true appearance must be that revealed by the larger telescopes.
Let us remember that H. P. Wilkins in the Meudon 33-inch resolved the
Aristarchus dark bands into tiny and separated dots (The Strolling Astronomer,
Vol. 6, pp.
pp, 95
95 and
and 96,
96, 1952).
1952). The Editor would further urge that the age of the
moon is a very crude measure of solar illumination, making no allowance for the
someti7tes
someties large
largelunar
lunarlibration
librationininlongitude,
longitude, and
and that
that colongitude
colongitude should
should therefore always be used in its place.
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Sketch by H. P. Wilkins of 33-inch refractor at
Meudon Observatory near Paris,
Paris, France
France.
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Corrections to October 1952.1
Issue. Pg.
Pg. 143,
143, line
line 9.
9 Read
Read "eyepiece
"eyepiece view
1. Issue.
of the Ring Nebula". Pg. 145, line 100
10. Read "names of plants". Pg. 145, lines
The two asteroids named by Dro
Dr. Herget in his M.N.R.A.S. report were
16-20.
Hapag and Aribeda, which may not be quite clear from the text.
*********.X***********************************************
********.X*****.*****************. *************************

It is possible that this issue is the last one which
SEASON'S GREETINGS.
will reach many of our readers before the holidays at the end of the year.
Therefore, the staff of The Strolling Astronomer wishes to all its friends and
readers
A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
and
A M
MOST
O S T<
HAPPY
HAPPY
NEW
NEWYEAR.....
YEAR.....
We appreciate the support and assistance which you have given us in the past and
want to continue to share with you the fellowship of astronomical studies in the
Strollipg Astronomer an ever-more
year to come. With your help we can make The Strolling
valuable contribution to lunar and planetary science°
science. And so - may each of you
find a 20-inch telescope in his stocking by the fireplace Christmas morning!
*******************il******************3******,
...X******************31******************1************
A******

V9.g2.0 The
The name
name of
of this
this famous
famous star
star is
is also
also that
that of
of aa new
new star
star in
in the firmVega.
ament of astronomical journals - the monthly publication of the Department of
Astronomy of the Chester Society of Natural Science, Literature, and Art at
Chester, England°
England. The Chester Society traces its history back to 1871, and the
Department of Astronomy holds monthly meetings, Vega, in a mimeographed format,
is for the amateur, even in part for the amateur without a telescope.
Among
the writers in the first three issues are some names already familiar to A.L°P.0
A.L.P.0
members - P. A. Moore, GoD.
G.D. Roth;
Roth; WW.o Sandner,
Bandner, A.
A. P.
P. Lenharit
Lenharit and
and R. M. Baum, Mr.
Baum being the Chairman of the Department. Vega includes notes about suggested
amateur observing programs, general astronomical notices, line drawings, and
monthly planetary positions.
Each issue sells for one shilling, threepence.
Those interested should write to the Department of Astronomy, C.S.N.L.A., 1, Dee
Banks, Boughton, Chester, England.
The Wilkins Map of the Moon. With this issue we conclude the publication
of the Second 1940) Edition of the H. P. Wilkins map of the moon and the several Special Sections added later, (The large mailing envelopes for which some
members made special arrangements in order to avoid folding the map will be discontinuedo)
continued.) The Third (1951) Edition of the map is being supplied by the Editor
as copies are received from Mr.
Its price is thirteen dolMr, Wilkins in England.
lars.
Many readers who began their subscriptions after we began to publish the
Second Edition have inquired about completing their Strolling Astronomer sets of
the map. We hope to announce soon what arrangements we have been able. to make.
The Special Section on the back inside cover of this issue is of the huge
walled plain Ptolemy, a giant enclosure fully 90 miles across and near the center of the lunar disc.
The amount of detail on this map is absolutely amazing;
amaziag;
Ptolemy is drawn on the same scale as a regular Section of the Wilkins map!
This map of Ptolemy is based in part on Mount Wilson and Pic du Midi lunar
photographs of great excellence. Certainly it will be of fundamental value to
future students of this region.. Many of the objects shown will severely tax ordinary telescopes and will be visible only briefly under low enough solar lighting.
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Figure
Figure 1.
1.Lunar
LunarCrater
CraterGuerickg.
Guericke.
April 3,
3, 1952.
1952. 22h,
22h,U.T.
U.T.
Meudon 33-inch
Meudon
33-inchrefractor.
refractor.
Colongitude ==1697
Colongitude
16°7. .

Lunar Walled
Figure
Figure 2.
2. Lunar
WalledPlain
PlainRiccioli.
Riccioli.
H.
refractor.
H. P.
P. Wilkins.
Wilkins.Meudon
Meudon33-inch
33-inch
refractor.
Colongitude
Colongitude==7797.
77°7.

Figure 33(Left)
Taruntius
Figure
(Left)Chart
Chartofof
Taruntius
by A.
A. P.
P. Lenham.
Lenham.Based
Basedonondrawdrawings
ings in
in 1948-52
1948-52with
witha a3-inch
3-inch
Refractor at
Refractor
at 128X
128Xand
and166X.
166X.
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We express
Wilkins for his gracious permission to
Mr. Wilkins
express our
our gratitude
gratitude to
to Mr.
reproduce his map in this periodical.
THE MEUDON 33-INCH REFRACTOR
r
On pg. 152 readers will find a somewhat rough sketch by Mr. H. P. Wilkins
of the Meudon 33-inch refractor, the third largest refractor in the world. AlAlthough photographs of the larger Yerkes and Lick refractors are often shown in
popular texts, we suspect that few of our members have ever seen a photograph
of the Meudon instrument and are the more glad to reproduce Mr. Wilkins' sketch
on this account.
account. He
He made
made it
it when
when he
he and
and Mr.
Mr. P.
P. A.
A Moore
Moore visited
visited the Meudon
Observatory in April, 1952. The sketch shows the rectangular iron tube with the
33-inch visual objective uppermost and the 25-inch photographic objective at the
bottom. Mr. Moore is observing at the eyepiece and is adjusting in declination.
There are two finders, the larger about five inches in aperture;
aperture. and we can also
see on pg. 152 the irons at the top and bottom of the tube with their connecting
rope. The tall pier, the upper part iron and the lower brick, together with the
spiral stairs giving access to the axes, appears on the left side.
Our English friends were very graciously allowed to use the giant refractor
for lunar studies by M. d' Azambujja, the Director of the Observatory. M. Bertaud
of the Meudon staff kindly assisted them in using the telescope. There is a fixed circular platform on the pier at a height of about 20 feet above the floor;
floor
from the fixed platform the observer enters the observing platform and closes
the gate in its surrounding railing. The control box is on the observing platform, which can be raised or lowered to give access to the eyepiece in different
A steel wire at the side of the tube enables the
positions of the telescope.
observer to roll up a roller-blind type objective cover. A hand wheel at the
side of the tube frees the telescope for manual adjustments in position.
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GUERICk(
by H. Percy Wilkins, F.R.A.S.
Figure 1 on pg. 154 is another of the writer's Meudon observations,
this
time of Guerickd on April 3, 1952 at 22h, U.T. The crater was seen well, the air
being clear and definition very good.
The well-known valley crossing the floor from North to South is, gn the
South, an
an old
old ring.
ring. The
South,
Thedeep
deepcrater
crater CC has
has 22 pits
pits on
on the
the East,
East, and
and aa bent
bent cleft
runs South
South and
and then
then Southeast.
Southeast. Crater
Crater AA has
has 33 hills
hills on
on the
the South.
South. The
The craterlet-row from C runs N.W., and beyond its northwest end is a small hill.
There
are two partial rings on the North part of the floor and two short clefts. There
was no trace of the curved cleft mentioned by Goodacre as being on the western
part of the floor; evidently it does not exist.
The most delicate cleft passes
Nearly all details, excepting B, C, A, and the shallow
through two small pits.
valley, are "new" and have not been previously detected.

a
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Gurerick6
Gurericke may not have been one of the Objects Previously observed by A.L.PO
A.L.P0
members, or for that matter, B.A.A. members.
This drawing will, however, be of
the greatest value
and it
it will
will be
be interesting to note
value to
to anyone
anyone who
who observes
observes it,
it and
how small an aperture will show at least some of the fine detail drawn at Meudon.
RICCIOLI
by H. Percy Wilkins, F.R.A.S.

ti

S

This large lunar walled-plain has not hitherto been exhaustively mapped,
partly owing to its position near the East limb and partly because its details
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are difficult to distinguish clearly with the telescopes most often found in the
It was known that the walls are comparatively low and
possession of amateurs.
that the floor contains some ridges and other objects, including a dark area on
the Northern portion.
It was therefore fortunate that the formation was well placed on April 8,
1952,on which evening I was observing with the great 33-inch Refractor at Meudon
The sky was clear when, returning from Paris, we entered the ObObservatory.
servatory to find
find that
that the
the telescope.
telescope had
had been
been moved
moved from
from the
the position in which
we had left it the previous night and that it required to be swung around. This,
a simple thing for a small instrument, is quite another matter when the moving
As. I turned the hand-wheel on the pedestal and'in obparts weigh twenty tons.
edience the mighty mass of the giant telescope swept slowly over our heads I
vaguely wondered,
vaguely
wondered,for
fora afleeting
fleetingmoment,
moment, what
what would
would happen
happen if
if aa few
few bolts or
rivets
rivets happened
happened to give waye
ways
By the time the telescope was adjusted, the obl
olo.
,
jective uncovered,
uncovered, the
the observing
observing platform
platform raised,
raised, and
and the
the driving clock set in
in
motion, over a quarter of an hour had lapsed; and we opened the slit of the dome
to find that the night had become one of those tantalizing occasions in which
masses of dense cloud, separated by perhaps five minutes of clear sky, passed
across the moon.
The first glance revealed that the interior of Riccioli was covered with
The drawing, made at the eyepiece, and now reproduced as Fig. 2 on pg.
detail.
154, records
records. 22 valleys,
valleys, 99 clefts,
clefts, 27 craters, 9 craterlets, 23 hills or moundS,
mounds,
8 ridges, and a ruined ring. Most of this detail was recorded for the first
time..
The clefts
clefts 7,
7, 4
4 and
time. The
and 9 were quite conspicuous Objects and were at once
confirmed by Mr. P. A. Moore, whom* I called to the eyepiece in order that he
might see for himself the wealth of detail then displayed.
From the South end we have a prominent, isolated mountain mass A, froth
which runs cleft 1; the ruined ring B and cleft 2; 4 craterlets and 3 shallow
There is a central hill C, with a mound on the South from which runs
craters.
cleft 4 to a craterlet near the West wall.
There are also some mounds, ridges,
and cleft 3.
Between the central hill C and the double crater D, to the East,
are mounds and cleft 6.
A valley, with craterlet enlargements, cuts through
the West wall to a ridge, beyond which is cleft 5. Further North is another but
more shallow valley which was traced across the floor to a hill. There are some
large craters on the West and one on the East, between clefts 6 and 7. Cleft 7
originates at a low ring abutting on the double crater D and. curves Westwards
on to the floor, while cleft 8, after reaching a small crater, cuts through the
North wall. Cleft 9 begins at crater E and runs for a short distance SouthEast. To the East of E are two craters, one being double.
double,
The three rougly parallel clefts, 7, 8 and 9, should be visible in moderate sized instruments; but the others are very delicate objects.
So are the
numerous craterlets, craters, and mounds.
mounds, With the draWing
drawing at hand it will be
interesting to see how many of these features can he detected with small telescopes.
Allowing for interruptions by the passing clouds, it took me about an hour
to complete the drawing, after which Mr. Moore observed other objects.
In this
manner, each in turn used the telescope until complete clouding over stopped observation.
servation, After the turmoil of Paris we welcomed our nightly visits to the Observatory. Within the dimly lit dome the only sound was that of the whirl of
the motors, when observing platform or dome was moved, the soft purr of the
driving-clock, and conversation between ourselves and M. Bertaud who so kindly
-156-
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stayed with use The huge tube stretched towards the opened slit through which
shone the moon as we, representing the B.A.A. and A.L.P.O., took advantage of
every minute in order that our friends and lunar observers in other countries
might have the results of our unique privilege placed before them in pictorial
form. With the giant telescope we seemed to look into the moon for the first
time and see it as it really is. It is to be hoped that our drawings will prove
everywhere• they may be relied upon as
both of interest and value to our friends everywhere;
accurate representations of what we saw.
THE 1951-52 APPARITION OF SATURN
by Thomas Cragg
The observations which make this report possible have been submitted by the
following colleagues:
(3.5-inch refl.), T. R. Cave, Jr.
J. C. Bartlett, Jr. (305-inch
(122-inch refl.), T. Cragg (6-inch refl., 6-inch refr., 12-inch refl.),
W. H.
Haas (6-inch refl.), E. E. Hare (12-inch refl.), M. B. B. Heath (10-inch refl.),
(lo-inch refl.),E. Kunkel (6-inch refl.), A. P. Lenham (3-1/4-inch
L. T. Johnson (10-inch
refr.), P. A. Moore (8i-inch
(82-inch refl., 12i-inch
122-inch refl.), S. Murayama (8-Ohch
(8-4hch refr.),
(6-Inch refl.), O. C. Ranck (4-inch refr,),
T. Osawa (6-inch refl.), G. Persson (6-inch
refr.),
E. J. Reese (6-inch refl.), and H. P. Wilkins (15-inch refl.).
A general description is in order, primarily for our newer readers and for
those recently interested in $aturn. Refer here to the general view of the ball
and rings, Figure 1 on pg. 158. Proceeding north from the south limb, we find
in order: South Polar Region (S.P.R.), South Polar Belts (S.P.B.), South Temperate Zone (S.T.Z.),South Temperate Belt (S.T.B.),South Equatorial Belt (S.E.B.),
and, during the latter half of the apparition, the shadow of the rings on the
ball.
On the north side of the projected rings we have, in order, the very
brilliant Equatorial Zone (E.Z.), in which an Equatorial Band (E.B.)
(E,B0) was occasionally found, the North Equatorial Belt South and the North Equatorial Belt
North (N.E.B.s and N.E.B.n respectively), the North Temperate Belt (N.T.B.), and
finally the
the North
North Polar
Polar Region
Region (N.P.R.).
(N.P.R.). The
The nomenclature
nomenclature of
of the
the rings
rings is
is very
simple and is as follows:'
Ring A, the fainter part of the rings outside of Cassini'a
Cassini'e Division.
Ring B, the middle brightest portion between the inner edge of Cassini's
Cassini1 s
Division and the outer edge of the Crape Ring.
Ring C, the Crape Ring.
Those divisions in the rings having numbers are numbered in the order of
their detection by A.L.P.O. members. The divisions are as follows:
Rings AA and
and Be
B.
1. Cassini's Division, the prominent gap between Rings
2. Encke's Division, between 6/10 and 7/10 of the way from Cassini's DivDiv
ision to the outer edge of Ring A.
MMi
The Third Division, about 1/3 of the distance from the inner edge of Ring
to its outer edge and on the outer border of the darker inner
inner part
part of
of Ring
Ring Be
B.
The Fourth Division, about
about 2/3
2/3 of
of the
the distance
distance from
from the
the inner
inner edge
edge of
of Rir-.7
B to its outer edge.
The Fifth Division, separating
separating Ring
Ring BB from
from Ring
Ring Co
C.
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period 36 rotations would require 387 hrs., 0 mins. Thus the spot had 1 hr., 40
mins. to diminish its position angle from 40° to 350°,
350°, the required rate being
. 30
30 degrees
degrees per
per hour.
hour. Readers
Readers might
might like
like to
to compare
compare this
this visual study of the rotation of Uranus with the report of some results secured by 0.C.
O.C. Ranck and W. H.
Haas, The Strolling
Strolling Astronomer,
Astronomer, Vol.
Vol. 6,
6, pp.
pp. 53-54
5354,9 1952.
We commend Dr. Smith
on a good piece of work. We further urge that an independent visual determination of the photometric and spectroscopic period of rotation
rotation of
of Uranus
Uranus may
may bed
bed
within the powers of ordinary telescopes of good quality, even if what has been
done recently should almost certainly be regarded as confirmation and not as an
independent determination.
Edward Lindemann, 367 Whalley Ave., New Haven, Conn. on August 30 wrote of
his keen interest in experiments with flat discs and ping-pong balls to test the
visual telescopic interpretation of planetary detail, as described on pg. 105 of
our July issue. Mr. Lindemann urges that it would be very helpful to make gray
plaster models of certain lunar
lunar craters
craters in
in which
which the
the appearance
appearance of
of the
the finer
finer deo
detail has given rise to differences of opinion and to observe these models with
a telescope at reasonably long distances of a mille or two.
The models would be
subjected to different illuminations from a single lamp.
They would probably
have to be placed on the outer wail of a moderately high building, and the observer would need to be in telelphone communication with his assistant at the
Poor seeing effects could be added as desired.
Although highly acbuilding.
curate models of craters cannot be made because of the imperfections in our
knowledge, Mr. Lindemann urges that even reasonable facsimiles can tell us much
about optical effects resulting from changing lighting and about interpretational
variations among different observers.
He expresses the hope:
hoped "A thoroughgoing
series of such tests would probably eliminate a lot of uncertainty in lunar observing."
There was a partial eclipse of the moon of magnitude 0.538
0.538 on
on August
August 5,1952,
5,19529
ghe northern part
part of
of the
the moon
moon being
being eclipsep.
eclipsep. , Though
Though this
this event
event was invisible
in the United States, H.P. Wilkins secured observations in England with a 3-inch
refractor at 50X and a 15-inch reflector at 250X.
The middle of the eclipse
came at 19h 47m, U,T,,
U.T., only a short time after moonrise at Mr. Wilkins' station.
In the 3-inch telescope no detail was visible within the coppery umbra, which
nevertheless did not appear to be very dense. Near 201 30m and 20h 58m Grimaldi
and the dark area in the north part of Riccioli were the darkest areas on the
disc, darker than Plato or any mare. The moon left the umbra at 21h lm, but at
21h
21n 30m penumbra was still very perceptible on the northwest limb. At 21h 30m
Wilkins looked for possible eclipse-caused changes in three areas, using the 15®
inch. The Linnd bright area looked very bright and certainly larger than on
August 4; the observer felt rather sure of an enlargement, amounting to about
In Grimaldi the darker patches on the dusky floor were very plain. The
50%.
Riccioli dark area ran to a long, fine, needle-like south point, a bright area
on its east side apparently concealing part of the normally seen dark area.
Wilkins felt rather confident that the south tip had been rendered much better
defined by the eclipse.
Curiously, there is good evidence that some past eclipses have resulted in a temporary fading of the south tip of the Riccioli dark
Since it was impossible to observe Linnd and Riccioli before the eclipse
area.
in England, the opinion that the eclipse altered their appearance necessarily
rests upon the observer's knowledge of their ordinary aspect at full moon.
R. M. Baum, 1 Dee Banks, Boughton, Chester, England on August 6 announced
the discovery of a Wargentin-like object between lunar formations Cuvier and
Jacobi. These may be found on Section XXIII of the Wilkins map. The discoverer
was R. L. T. Clarkson, using a 6.5-inch reflector at 200X on June 29, 1952. The
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formation in question
question is
is aa flat'-topped
flat-topped tableland
tableland and
and impressed
impressed Mr.
Mr. Clarkson as
remarkably similar to Wargentin, which has long been the only known large lunar
ring having an interior elevated above its surroundings.
Clarkson's object enroaches on Cuvier to its north, its western boundary is apparently chiefly marked by a row of craterlets, and to its east are two small craterlets. The otherwise flat surface of this curious lunar formation is dotted with a large number
of pits and hillocks. The object will be seen best near the terminator, a position which it occupies
occupies near
near first
first quarter.
quarter. For
ForAmerican
American amateurs
amateurs the evening
of December 23, 1952 (local civil time date) will be favorable for examining :the
area.
We invite A,L.P.O0 members to study the region and to report their findings.
Mr. Alan P. Lenham, 43 Newcastle St.,
St,, Swindon, Wiltshire, England has contributed a number of lunar drawings and charts.
His example should be an instration to
splration
to many
many of
of us
us of what
what care
care and
andindustry,
industry•can
can accomplish
accomplish with
with even
even a
'very
very small
small telescope, for he has made his observations with a 3-1/4-inch refractor at 128X
128X and
and 166X.
166X. - Mn,
Mr. Lenhaes
Lenhaes work
work is
is also
also typical
typical of much of that carried
out by the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Association in that it deals
with the detailed topographical' mapping of selected lunar regions.
We regret
that we lack space to publish all of Mr. Lenham'S drawings and charts, but we
shall be glad to lend particular ones to members who request them.
Lenham drew the floor of the lunar walled plain Endymion on February 28,
1952 at colongitude 308°4.
30894.
Several longitudinal (north-south) ridges were only
slightly brighter than the rest of the floor. The eastern part of the floor was
slightly darker than the western in this morning lighting,the well-defined boundary between them being in places a thin shadow. Two narrow shadows near the
foot of the east inner wall may mark longitudinal ridges otherwise invisibleor even valleys.
Several craters near the north end of the floor may well be
present on the Wilkins map (Section XIV).
Lenham drew the crater Halley and its environs to the north and east on
April 2,1952 at
at 4.2.
42. Halley
Halley lieb
lieb on
on the
the south
south rim
rim of
of the
the giant
giant but
but rather
rather poorly bounded enclosure
enclosure Hipparchus
Hipparehus and
and is
is on
on Section
Section II of
of the
the Wilkins
Wilkins mais
map.
Only
the east inner wall of Halley was illuminated in this near-sunrise view.
The
drawing shows a number of craters and low ridges near Halley; but as Mr. Lenham
says, his drawing differs somewhat from previous representations.
Lenham has further contributed a chart of the lunar crater Taruntius, which
appears as Figure 3 on
on pg.
pg. 154154,
On Section XI of the Wilkins map, Taruntius is
near the north end of Mare Fecunditatis and is roughly midway between Messier and
Proclus. The figures and letters on Figure 3 are Lenham's own notation for markings in Taruntius.
The rim, he reports, is bright; but the inner walls are of
the same dull tone as the floor.
On the bright upper•walls are four small craters, 5, 6, 8, and 9, and a small peak, 7.
From 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 short, distinct bright rays spread out across the surrounding mare.
On the inner slopes
is a valley, 29-29, and to its southeast a ridge, 15-15.
On the inner south
slope is a depression.
At the north is a deep crater, 3; and on a long, downward slope from 3 is a small, shallow craterlet, 4. Lenham further reports that
the frequently charted inner concentric ring of Taruntius is really composed of
25,24,
these mountain-blooksg
mountain- blocks 25,
24, 23,
23, 19,
19, 18,
18, 16,
16, 14,
14,.13,
12.
13, and 12,
Under very low
illumination this ring may appear almost complete, being connected by an extremely low and narrow ridge. There are even traces of a third ring; it is composed of the ridges 277-27
27-27 and
and 26-26
26-26 and
and the
the mountain
mountain blocks
blocks 22,
22, 21,
21, 20,
20, and
and 110
11.
Features.
and. 22 appear
appear to
to be
be clearly
clearly separated
separated central peaks.
Areas E, F, G,
Features 11 and.
and H are darker than the rest of the floor under high lighting; areas A, B, C,
-163-
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and D have occasionally been seen darker than the rest of the floor under low
On February 29
lighting.
2999 1952 the southeast interior was brighter than the
rest of the floor
floor to
to Lenham,
Lenham, even
even shadow;
shadow appearing
appearing gray;
gray; but
but under
under similar
It might be worth
lighting on February 12, 1951 this area vas
vAs quite normal.
watching carefully.
A comparison to the Third Edition of the Wilkins map confirms Lenham's crawell-partially
partially - oonfirm his third ring bUt shows
ters 8, 9, 3,
39 and
and 44 and may very well'
Goodacre calls it single and "almost globular in
the central mountain single.
form".
colongitude 15394
15394 and
and thus
thus under
under very
very low
low evening
On February 16,
169 1952
1952 at colongitude
illumination A. P. Lenham drew the plain just east of the lunar crater Burg,
Burg.
One finds Burg on Section XIV of the Wilkins map as a rather isolated crater on
the Lacus Mortis; the plain drawn by Lenham is of interest to lunarians because
His drawing shows nine clefts, two craterlets, a
of the clefts which cross it.
bright area of unknown topographical nature, two ridges or elongated hills, and
The main east-west cleft, which is easily found on the
a number of hillocks.
Wilkins map, was the deepest cleft; and Lenham found itsesoUth ledge'to
'edge to be very
The bright area
slightly raised above the plain so that it cast a thin shadow.
mentioned above lay in the northeast part of the plain and close to the edge of
Two objects shown as clefts on the Wilkins map were reprethe sunset shadow.
sented by Lenham as hills or ridges. But lest we give the impression that visual
lunar
lunar observers
observers are
are always
always disagreeing
disagreeing with each other, we should say that four
of Lenham's clefts, his two craterlets, and three of his hillocks conform very
well to the Wilkins map - no mean accomplishment for so small an aperture.
The very energetic Mr. Lenham has also oonetruatdd
oonatruatdd a chart of Condorcet, a
ring-plain about 45 miles in diameter and located near the southwest shore of
Mare Crisium, on the basis of 6 drawings secured between February 27 and March
Goodacre asserts that Condorcet is devoid of detail, and even the
12, 1952.
Third Edition of the Wilkins map shows very few markings here.
Nevertheless,
Lenham's
Lanham's chart shows several craterlets on the inner walls and at the south end
of the floor as well as a number of hills scattered over the floor. °
Finally, Lenham has submitted a sketch of the region from the walled plain.
Gauss to the northwest limb, based upon observations on February .26 and 27 at
colongitudes 28490
The former figure may well surprise
0)0 and 29691 respectively.
284(
us - the moon was
was only
only 11 day,
day, 99 hours
hours old
old at
at this
this observations.
observations B.A.A. lunarians
have given much serious study to the limb regions in recent years. These regions
are shown very badly on most lunar maps,even
maps, evengiant
giantwalled
walledplains
plainsbeing
beingcompletecomplete.
ly omitted. The amateur with a small telescope can still contribute effectively
to improving the mapping of the lunar limb, provided that he will observe reguSome of our readers
larly and learn to make accurate sketches of what he sees.
might like to take up this phase of lunar work.
D. P. Barcroft writes of looking for color in the dark area just west of
the small crater Lichtenberg on August 6, 1952 at colongitude 94°4
9494 (near full
One finds Lichtenberg near the northeast limb on Section XVIII of the
moon).
Using J. T. Carle's 8-inch reflector, Barcroft saw only a gray
Wilkins map.
Brighter hues, reds and even purples, have been recorded in the
color here.
past, by the famous Maedler more than a century ago and during the last 13 years
It is difficult to explain this color, and it apby Barcroft, Baum, and Haas.
Amateur observers
pears sometimes to vary independently of the solar lighting.
might well add the Lichtenberg area to their list of objects to study; color
filters of known transmission will aid in establishing what hue is present.
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T. Osawa reports that he suspected a "flash", a moving lunar bright speck,
while observing Miyamori's Valley on September 3,
3, 1952 at 13h
13h 57m, U.T. He was
using a 6-inch reflector°
reflector.
The flash was white in color, and its duration was
only about 0.1
001 to 0.2 seconds. A sketch shows the path of the speck to lie just
west of the crater Lohrmann; the length of the projected path on the moon's sur
If the speck was at the distance of the moon, there
face was about 45 miles.
thus results - though with great uncertainity - a velocity of 225 to 450 miles
mtles
per second°
second.
If this object was a meteor in a very rare lunar atmosphere, then
it must have been of very remarkable brilliance to be seen against the sunlit
portions of
of the
the moon
moon only
only 13
13 hours
hours before
before the
the full
full ph
phse.
se.
Of course, one can
never be certain without a duplicate observation4 by a second observer that what
was seen was not merely a foreground bright object somehwere in the earth's atmosphere.
J. C. Bartlett has communicated recent observations of Tycho on September
28 and 29 near colongitud020°
colongitud0200 and 32° respectively. He was especially interested in a brilliant spot on the east inner wall just below the crest; it was fully
as bright as Censorinus.
On September 28 Bartlett also recorded a dull spot
within the shadoW just below the crest of the west inner wall.
The brilliant
spot on the east inner wall under low morning lighting is typical of many other
spots in many other craters°
craters.
Bartlett wonders whether we may here see a distorted image of the sun reflected from a crystalline, a/phanitic, or glassy portion of the inner east walls.
In a letter dated August 30 Dr. Bartlett engaged in an interesting and instructive discussion of widespread veilings of markings on Mars by obscuring
material in its atmosphere. We would like to share this discussion with our
readers.
readers. HeHepoints
pointsout
outthat
thatMoulton
Moultonon
onpg.
pg. 277
277 of
of An
An Introduction
Introduction to
to Astronomy
Astronoay
speaks of a "very remarkable" phenomenon "not easy to explain", namely that the
whole disc of Mars is dim and obscure as though covered by a thin mist, sometimes for considerable periods°
periods.
Proctor cites many examples of extensive veilLowell, however,
however, rejects
rejects them
them and
andinsists
insistsononpg.
pg.9090ofofMars
Mars and
and Its
ings. Lowell,
Its Canals
that the whole surface of the planet outside the immediate vicinity of the polar
caps is free of cloud or mist with very rare exceptions.
Dr. Bartlett suggests
that the transparency of the Martian gtmosphere, like our own, is subject to
periodic changes and that Lowell worked during a very transparent period. Though
feeling obliged to accept the observations alluded to by Moulton and Proctor,
Bartlett points out that there are difficulties in explaining planet-wide atmospheric obscurations. An aqueous mist requires for its existence a very delicate balance among absolute humidity, pressure, and temperature.
It appears
quite impossible to suppose that such a balance can be maintained from one pole
thf Mars to the other, especially in view of the known great aridity of the planet.
We may next
next wonder
wonder about
about aa universal
universal dust
dust haze,
haze,but
butDr,
Dr.Bartlett
Bartlettnotes
notesthatcar:
that a
change of pressure and/or temperature would act to dispel such a haze,
We can
haze.
hardly imagine that pressure and temperature are sansibly uniform over the whole
planet, and hence we must dismiss any true universal dust haze. Our Baltimore
colleague goes on to say that rather localized veilings might sometimes give
the appearance of planet-wide veilings. Most of the major dark areas are in the
southern hemisphere; during the northern summer they will lie well to the south
of the center of the disc and in addition will be seasonally lightened during
their winter. For example, suppose that at C.M. 100° And
and with the center of the
disc at latitude 23°N.
23°N, we have a mist or a dust haze over Sinus Aurorae and Solie
Solis
Lacus.
Most of the disc would look featureless in a small telescope, and yet
there would be no widespread Martian atmospheric obscurations.
Dr. Bartlett
finally suggests that many apparent obscurations may be due to a graying-off.effeet of turbulence in the Martian atmosphere, here diminishing the visibility of
the features as seen from outside,
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Figure 3.
3.(Left).
(Left).Grimaldi
GrimaldiEast
East
Inner
Inner Wall.
Wall.K.
K.W.
W.Abineri.
Abineri.
8-inch
8-inch refl.
refl.232X.
232X.
Feb. 19, 1951. 22h 15m, U.
U.T.
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Colong.
Colong. == 7192
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Note:
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Eastat
attop
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andSouth
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at left.
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Corrections to November,
Novembers 1952 Issue. Pg. 1579
157, line
line 16,
16, Murayam:'s
MurayamaPs instrument who an $-inch refractor.
refractor. Pg.
Pg. 1619
161, next
next line
line to
to bottom.
bottom.The
The:ccepted
:cceptedrota=
rota
tion period of Uranus is 10 hrs., 45 mins.
mine
Pg. 162,
line 17.
1629 line
Read "aunile
"aumile or
two."
New Amateur Sociek.
Sociek. It
It gives
gives us
us great
great pleasure
pleasure to
to announce
announcethe
the formation
of Another
Another Western
WesternAmateur
Amateurastronomical
astronomical society,
society, this
thistime
timein
in Szn
Szn Francisco,
Francisco,
California. The newcomer has chosen the name of San Francisco Amateur AstronoCalifornia,
mers. Meetings are being held in the Josephine D. RAnd:11
Randall Junior MuseuM of the
Recreation and Park Department of San Francisco.
Information may be had from
Mr. H. A. Wallace, the President,
President, 2925
Szn Francisco
Francisco15,
15,CAM'.
CAM'.
2925 AAJlckson
JacksonSt,,
St,, Szn
Reproduction
of Drawings.
As our
notice
regularly
cArriedononthe
the front
front ininRepi
2214nI1222fpIngs.
.
As our
notice
regularly
cArried
side cover should tell our friends and contributors, drawings cannot be reproduced in 4 satisfactory fashion in this periodical if the markings on them are
too fAint.
faint,
Nevertheless, we continue to receive so e drawings which it is useless to try to reproduce;
reproduced And
and on certzin others which are reproduced some detail
is inevitably
itevit bly lost.
Therefore, f2cagger
exaggerate
te contrasts
contrasts on
on drawings
drawings submitted
submitted to
Section Recorders or to the Editor. Make the edge of the planet distinct.
If
in doubt, strengthen
stren
a featute
feature on your drawing to facilitate its clear reproduction. The Stevens Agency of Albuquerque, New Mexico has been doing an excellent
job with illustrations in The Strolling Astronomer,
Astronomer. Let us help them by supplying good original cepy°
cepy.
Late Mailing
The Editor
Editor regrets
regrets very much that recent
Late
Mailing of
of Recent
RecentIssues.
Issues, The
issues have not been ready for mailing until several weeks after the ostensible
date of
Thechief
chief reasons
reasons are
are his
his own
own lack
lack of
of time,
time, after
After rather
of publication,
publication. The
long hours at regular work, and imperfect health,
health- Every effort will be made to
remedy this situation.
Foreword. G. D. Roth and E,
Foreword,
E. L. Pfannenschmidt, the authors of the following article About a type of reflecting telescope which has become popular in
Central
Centrzl Europe in recent years, are already known to our older readers. Mr. Roth
is the leader of the Moon and Saturn
Szturn Sections of the Planetensektion der Sternfreunde (looseIya
(looselya Germzii
Germii Planetary
Planetary Section)
Section) And
And is
is also
also their
their Foreign
Foreign ClresponCovespondtnt for regions
regi*ns outside
outside of
of c-otontinentaL
Europe. His
oht.inentaL Europe°
His address
addressisisLengmooe,tr.
Lengmooap. 6,
Munich 9,
Munich
9, GermAny.
GermAny. For
For some
some years
years aa le
leder
der of
of German
German amateur planetary observers, Mr. Pfannenschmidt
PfAnnenschmidt now is a member of the Montreal Centre of
of the
the RoYA1
Royal As=
Astronoaical
trono ical S.ciety
Society of Caned*.
Canada.
His present address is 375 Waverly St,, Port Arthur, Ontario, CanadA.
Canadz.
Ina
In A letter
letter dated
dated December
December 16,
16, 1952, Mr,
Mt. Roth announces the good news that
Mr. Futter has
has completed
completed:A book
book about
about the
the Neo-Brachyt
Neo-Brachyt offoff-Axis
xis reflector, a book
expected to be published no later than the spring of 1953,
1953. In addition Professor
Staus of the Munich-PullAch
*sok in German
Munich-PullAch Private
Private Observatory
Observatory has
has writte*
writte aa isok
about the building of mountings and Amateur observatories.
The price of this
book, described
described by
by Roth
Roth as
as "A
"a Ary
ry worthy guide to all working amateurs", is
D. M.
M, $050,
8,50, postpaid°
postpaid.
Mr. Roth expresses his desire to help interested colleagues outside of Germany to obtain both books, possibly through some exchange
of literature.
THE NEO-BRACHYT
NEO-BRACHYT OFF
OFF AXIS
AXIS REFLECTOR
REFLECTOR
by G.
G, D..
D.. Roth.
Roth and
and E.
E. L.
L. Pf:nnenschmidt
Pf:nnenschmidt
14 recent years German and other Central European amateurs have
have been
been employ=
employing a new
new trAke
t e ofofreflecting
reflectingtelescope
telescopein
intheir
their planetary,
planetary, solar,
solar, and
and lunar
lunar work
which they have termed the "Neo-Brachyt" but more frequently refer to as
As the
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Usually, undercorrecting the primary to Dailsome trigonometrical ray tracing.
Kirchem requirements
requirements will
will have
have an
an improving
improving effect.
effect, Thus
Thus Professor
Professor Staus
Staus owns a
(50-55%). With the duly deformed
12-inch Neo-Bra with an undercorrected primary (50-55%),
spherical secondary it produces excellent star images at a power of 500.
Mr. Robert Venor of the Montreal-Centre of the R. A. S. Co is currently constructitt aa 6-inch
6-inch Neo-Brachyt
Neo-Brachyt to
to your
your author's
author's specifications,
specifications, probably
probably the
structAt
first of its kind to be made in North America. We shall be glad to give you any
information you may desire about such topics as design, tolerances, shop procemountings, adjustment,
adjustment, collimation,
collimation, etc. Drop us a line, will you?
dure, mountings,

r

Data for
Data
for an
an 8-inch,
8-inch F:20
F :20 Neo-Bra
Neo-Bra (1-efer
(i-efer to
to flg2E21
11E2E21 on
on og,
pg. 1L)21:
167):
Primary P. A = 200 mmo

f=2400 mm. F=12.

R1=4800 mm.

Secondary S. A=100 mm. t=
f= -2400 mm F=24.
Fm24. R2= -4800 mm.
16'30".
016'30".
1pgles.
Angles. .151
.01 =3
=30

(
A2=12°54° .
;b2=12°54°
0
C:165mm.
B=1600 mm,
mm. C:165mm.
13=1600

D=627mm.
D:=627mm.
Distances. A=1440 mm,
Distances,
--------Miscellaneous, Size of 30°
Miscellaneous.
30' field at F2 = 35 mm.

x961and402;44..- 12fi
Coma-Correction 6.4
Coma-Correction
6.4x961and402;44
12fi jFigure 1 on pg. 177 is a snapshot of H. Oberndorfer's 120-mm.
reflector,
reflector.

Neo-Brachyt

THE BRIGHT RAYS ON THE MOON
by Guenter D. :oth
oth
Acting
Acting Lunar
Lunar Director
Director of
of the
thePlane
Planeektion
ektion der
der Sternfreunde
Sternfreunde
A very interesting and curious phenomenon on the surface of the Moon is the
systems of bright rays, which we can see around many craters.
craters, It is a widespread
opinion that these brilliant rays are only visible at full moon.
Indeed, they
are most prominent at that time.
Nevertheless, many observations, for example
by P. Ahnert at the Sonneberg Observatory, have shown that the rays are visible
within ten degrees or less of the terminator, the amount being different in different lunar regions.
regions, During April, 1951, P. Ahnert made some observations with
the following results:
April 11, 19h, U. T., terminator 29°W,
29°W. The rays of W. H. Pickering between
W, and 420W, were clearly
clearly visible,
visible, as
as was
was also
lso the
the northeast
northeast ray
ray of
of Proclus.
47°W,
April 15, 20h15m, U. T., terminator 20°E, The rays of Copernicus were very
easy to observe near the terminator.
terminator,
April 16, 19h25m, U. T,,
T., terminator 32°E,
32°E. The northeast double ray of Tycho
was visible where it crossed the southeast corner of Mare Nubium. The west component (Weiss E to Bullialdus B) was situated between longitudes
longitudes 19°E.and
19°E.and 22°E,,
the east one (Cichus to Koenig) between longitudes 21°E and 24°E,
These observations and others have also been verified by photographs. In
ys one must consider this fact and may not claim that the
interpreting the r
rays
rays are visible at full moon only.
-171-
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It was the opinion of the well-known observer P. Fauth that the rays are
not uniform structures but are a series of crowded light spots and'lines. Their
arrangement along a longitudinal axis and their concurrence near circular crais-Aaso4the'inters may cause an appearance of a system of rays to the eye. It 3stbaso4the'interpretation of P. Ahnert that, strictly speaking, the greater part of them are
not rays. Rather they look like irregular brush-strokes laid on a darker back=
ground in their main direction. And perhaps there is no exact connection. Usually the converging point of the rays is the center of the crater, but we can
also find examples where their direction is tangent to the rim of the crater:
crater.
There are two principal types of ray-systems:
ray is widest where it leaves
1. The Tycho-type rays. Here the individual rgy
the crater and usually, but not always, is pointed and much thinner at its terminal end distant from the crater.
2. The Copernicus-type r ys.
These rays are for the most part very irregular and crooked.
crooked, They give the impression of a web or network.
network,
However, we can find rays which do not originate in or near a crater but
instead start at some distance.
A good example is the crater Tycho, which is
surrounded by a bordering dark corona from which rays start at a distance
dibtance of
about 60 kms. The average length of the rays is different
different too;
too; eo
e, g., the rays
of Tycho average 1800 kms.„ those of Furnerius 1200 kms., of Theles
Thales 800 kms., of
Copernicus 600 kms.„ of Kepler 300 kms., and of W. H. Pickering 200 kms.
Some detailed studies have been made about the course of the rays and about
possible irregularities.
According to K.
K0 Graff there is no sign of a shadow
along their course so that the rays can be neither higher nor lower than the
surrounding surface. Rather they must be plane places which reflect light better
than their
their surroundings,
surroundings, especially
especially with
with high
highlighting,
lighting. This
This interpretation
interpretation is
based, in the writer's opinion, too much on the supposition that the rays are
visible at full moon only. Moreover, studies with the Mount Wilson 100-inch reflector have revealed a little shadow when the solar lighting is low enough.
A.Aummary
AAkummary of the lengthy observations, especially upon the system of Tycho,
by F. Billerbeck-Gents
Billerbeck-Gentz gives these results about the course of the rays:
1. The course is not alwgys exactly rectilinear.
2. Some rays are suddenly interrupted before crossing a crater and then
reappear with notable intensity a little beyond the crater (e. g.„
g., Polybius A,
Fracastorius E, Rosse).
This aspect often gives the impression that the crater
is followed
followed by
by aacomet-tail.
comet-tail. There is also the impression
impression of
of some
some connecticr.
connection
between the crater and the sudden increase in the intensity of the ray.
3. Very often the course of rays is over terrgin where, under very low
lighting, one can record rather long shells of the-lunar sdrface
sUrface (e, g., Bulli=
aldus gnd south of Janssen).
4. Often a nu ober
ber of small objects, light spots or craterlets, create the
impression of a ray because of their grouping.
One of the systems studied in most detail is that of Tycho.
Apart from
small rays, one can record 10 principal vgys.
rays. These main rays and their courses
areas
are as follows:
follows:
-172-
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Start: south of Heinsius.
Ray Number I.
End: Lubinieski E and Riphaen Mtns.
Mtns,

Course: Cichus, Kies, Koenig.

Ray No. II. Start: east of Sasserides A.
Course: Wurzelbauer,
east of
Hesiodus-Bullialdus B, Bullialdus, Lubinieski.
End:
Ends Riphaen Mtns. Rays I and
znd
II form a great double ray brightest near Bullialdus.
No. III. Start: west of Sasserides. Course: Regiomontanus, Purbach, The®
End: north of Spoerer (the course through Sinus Medii is uncerbit, Ptolemy°
Ptolemy.
tain). Some observers, such as H.J. Klein, have thought the course to be through
Menelaus and Bessel
Besse' to Lacus Somnibrum.
Somniorum. However, this opinion may be due to an
optical error becaOse
because a superficial view with a low maification shows that the
ray through Menelaus and Bessel appears to have the same direction as Tycho III.
IV. Start:
IV.
Start: Lexell.
Lexell.
Course: west of Regiomontanus, Parrot, Albategnius,
Hipparchus. End:
Ends west of Sinus Medii.
V. Start:
V°
Start: North
North of
of Orontius.
Orontius. Course:
Course: Walter,
Walter, Abulfeda,
Abulfeda, End: Desc rtes.
VI. Start: south of Orontius. Course:
Courses Stoefler, Gemma Frisius, Altai Mtnso,
Mtns.,
Fracastorius E.
Frzcastorius
Ends M;re
End:
Mre Nectaris.
Nectaris. This
This very
very interesting
interesting ray
ray is
is a good example of the first ;nd
znd second points in the summary given above of the observations by F. Billerbeck-Gentz.
VII.Starts
Start: southwest of Tycho near Saussure. Course: Maurolycus, where it
developes branches VIIa and VIIb.
End: VII near Stevinus, VIIa near Metius, and
VIIb between
between Metius
Metius and
and Fzbricius.
Fbricius.
VIII. Start: Maginus. Course: Cl vies-west, Gruemberger,
Gruemberger. End: south pole.
IX. Start:
Starts Longomontanus-west. Course:
Courses Cl;vius-east,
Clzvius-east, Wilson. End: Doerfel
Mtns. Rays VIII and IX have perhaps the same origin southwest of Tycho and are
divided in their subsequent course.
X. Start:
Starts between Tycho and Longomontanus. Course: Longomontanus, east of
Scheiner. End: west of BAilly.
Bzilly. Ray X is very
very bright°
bright.
It would
would be
be aworthy
worthyplAn
planififobservers
observers would
would use
use this
this order
order for
for future
future
systematic studies in order to have a
z common base.
According to a proposal by
F. Billerbeck=Gentz, all other rays of Tycho should be listed
liSted with a letter of
the Greek alphabet
alphabet and
and attached
attached to
to one
one of
of the
the 10
10 main
min rays.
Moreover, plus or
minus signs mAy
may be used for a position west or east, respectively, of a main
ray,
Forexample
exampleVII
VII/Alpha/
/Alpha/+ would mean the first associated ray of VII, lyray. For
ing to the west of VII.
Ex;ct
Exact studies of the ray-systems lasting for many years are to date very
rare. Nevertheless, they constitute 4 worthy project for every observing amateur who is willing to do serious work.
There are not many prerequisites for
The
such a study, but
and objectivity
objectivity are
are absolutely
absolutely necessary.
but pers'ervefance
perserVefance znd
optical equipment should be At
zt least
2-inch telescope, F:l2
F:12 to 20 Even this
small aperture
zperture may be enough for successful work. A neutral filter to reduce
the brightness of the moon may be useful. In connection with visual observations
it may also be worthwhile to use color filters of known transmission at different wave-lengths.
wore-lengths. Photographical
Photogrzphical studies will need to be supplemented byby qisual
ones because overexposures and underexposures on photographs are a handicap for
-173-173-
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detailed work.
It is necessary for all observers to have a map of the moon, at
It is very helpful if the map is both detailed and easy
least an outline map.
to handle. For exact studies a good solution is to use the very handy reproduction of Ho
H. P. Wilkins'
Wilkins' map
map of
of the
the Moon
Moon as
as published
published in
in The
The Strolling
Strollin Astronomer
(The Journal of the A.L.P.O., U.S.A.)
The observations should follow an exact program, and the writer proposes
the following:
1. Record the start, course, and end of each ray.
2. Record the width and the brightness (intensity)of each ray.
3. Determine whether there is a variation in every ray's intensity along
either its width or its length.
If there is,
is, record
record the
the position
position and
and the
the time
Ethus the
Ethus
the solar
solarlighting
lighting
4. Determine the
the general
general condition
condition of
of the
the lum:.r
lun*r surface
surface along the course
course
of the ray. Perhaps bright spots and craterlets or swells in the terrain simulate
late :4ray.
ray.
Record the
the form
form of
of the
the rzy.
ray.
50 Record
Is it absolutely rectilinear? Where does
5,
it have branches or interruptions? Position, etc.
6. Watch
Watch for
for any
any detail
detail within
within the
the ray
ray showing
showing different
different colors
colors of
of the
the
lunar surfzce,
surf ce, at a
. time when the ray itself is invisible.
7. Record the appearance
appearance and
and disappearance
disappearance of
of the
the rays
rays in
in different
different lunetionso
Lions.
Sr filters in the
8. Use col*r
the different
different observations,
observations, and record any
any change
change
of appearance in different colors.

9. In connection with observations 1-7, studies of the polarization of the
reflected light may be very worthwhile.
10,
10.If possible, compare selenographical observations with similar geologi=
cal phenomena°
phenomena.
These ten articles may be a clue for observers. Surely experience will
give individul methods too.
However, it is desirable to have an international
standard progrAm for cooperation and recording data. The Lunar Department of
the Planetensektion der Sternfreunde (German Planetary Section), directed by
Mr. W. Loebering and the writer, proposes a world-wide cooperation in this special research, especially with the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical As=
Association and with the Association of
of Lunar and Planetary Observers in the U.S,.
The writer will finally offer some remarks about the theoretical interpretation of
tation
of the
the bright
bright relys.
roys.
It w s the view of Carpenter *nd
4nd Nasmyth that the rays were caused by explosions of the solid surface of the Moon, as a glass
glass ball
ball may
may be
be exploded
exploded baby
pl*sions
interi*r pressure.
Other interpretations were made by Maedler and Franz.
The
former had the opinion that there is a change in the structure of the lunar sur=
surface where
where the
the rays
rays lie,
lie, but
butMaedler
Maedlerhad
hadnono explanation
explanation for
for his
his supposition:
suppositioa:
According to Franz a crystalline fluid erupted and condensed around the craters
and is now visible by reflected light as rzys.
rays. This view takes care of the fact
that the rays often cross without deviation very
very rugged
rugged terrain.
-174.—
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come°
come. Conceivably
Conceivably we
we may
may eventually
eventually want
want to
to set
set up
up a Lunar Bright Rays Section
similar to the Sections we already have on the different bright planets. It may
be desirable to make a standard form for recording observations of the rays,
similar to the forms now used by the A. A. V. S. 0o and the A. M0
M. S0
S. in their
thei r
specialties. As Mr. Roth points
points out,
out, it
it is
is important
important to
to try
try ,to
,to interpret
interpret selen•
selenology in terms of geology, as J. Eo
E. Spurr has done in his stimulating book,
book
Many ideas will occur to the
the lunar
lunar student
student in
in connection
connection with
with Roth's
Roth's ten
ten art=
articles in hip project.
For example, on what scale should lunar intensities b
be
estimated? 'To
To what
what extent
extent may
may photographs
photographs be
be used
used in
in this
this study?
study? He who tries
will soon despair of drawing
drawing all
all the
the rays
rays on
on the
the moon--or
moon--or even
even of
of drawing
drawing adeadequately'suoh a complex and tangled system of rays as the one around Copernicus!
quately'such
Copernicus:
May statistical studies
studies be
be made
made to
to determine
determine whether
whether the
the number
number of
of smell,
smll, bright
craters lying along the course of rays is too great to be a random distribution?
BOt though difficulties exist, let us do something.
Bit
something, There are dozens of
telescopes now idle in the hands of A.
A, Lo
L. P. O.
0. members°
members.
Here is a challenging
problem about
about which
which little
little enonghAs
enoughAs known.
known. Let
Let us
us be
be up
up and'
and'doing!
doing!
BOOK REVIEW
by Walter Ho
H0 Haas
Insight Into Astronomy.
Press, Inc,;
Press,'
Inc; New York. 1952

By Leo Mattersdorfo
Mattersdorf. 223 pages. $3.50.
$30500 Lantern

This book deserves praise as a good descriptive text for the beginner or
the amateur°
amateur. The
The author
author is
is the
the President
Presidentofofthe
theAm,:„teur
Amateur Astronomers
Astronomers Association,
Association
Inc,, New York City,and is a charter
Inc.,
charter member
member of
of that
that society.
society. 'The
'The style
style of
of writwriting is easy and conversational
oonversational and can be readily
rezdily followed by anyone. A number
of personal anecdotes add to reAder interest, such as the author's 12-hour delay
when he learned that the ferry across an inlet of the Bay of Fundy could only
float at
flat
at high
high tide!
tide!
The book begins with a view
view of
of the
the sky
sky on
on aa clear,
clear, starry
starry night,
night, and
and quick.
quick
mention of some of its sights.
sights, The moon, the sun, the planets, and comets and
meteors are then treated in that order.
Next, the stars and an invitation to
constellation-study follow.
A chapter on celestial navigation deserves praise;
the author
author simplifies
simplifies the
the problem
problem of
of circles
circlesofofposition
positionbyby'fir-et
first assuming
assuming a
non-rotating earth. Then Mr.
Mr. Mattersdorf
Mattersdorf tells
tells us
us of
of the
the Milky
Milky Way,
Way, other
other gal=
ga
axies,:andthe curious red shift.
axies,,andthe
shift,
We come back to earth to
to learn
learn 'about
'about precesprecession and eclipses.
eclipses,
A chapter on the tides is a good treatment of this not-sosimple subject, and the mysterious high tide on the side of the earth
eArth away from
the moon is explained by zdding
adding the effects of gravitational attraction
attraction and
and the
the
acceleration, of the
the earth
earth as
as aa whole
whole around
around the
the center
center of
of gravity
gravity- 'of
the earth=
earthOf the
moon systetc;
moon
systet
The book concludes with a discussion of time and'the calendar:
calendar
There la
16aa gOod
gOod list
list of
of suggested
suggested reading.
reading,
One unusual feature
feature is
is the
the "phoneticl"
"Phonetid" spelling
spelling of
of astronomical
astronomical names
names as
as ar
an
aid to their pronunciation. Examples are Zo-Dy4-Ah-Cal
Zo-Dy4-Ah-Cal for
for zodiacal
zodiacal and
and Ka-P‘11=
Ka-P‘11=
Ah for
for CC pella.
pella. There
There are
are about
about aa dozen
dozen god
g*cdwstronomical
wstronomical phOtographs
phOtographs in
in one
place near the middle
middle of
of the
the book
book and
and aa number
number of
of helpful
helpful diagrams,
diagrams each close
to the pertinent text. The book is authoritative and is singularly free of errors, It 4a$
ors°
ha$ a definite place in the ordinary amateur's library.
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Some
Some interpretations
interpretations are occupied
are occupied
with thewith
possibility
the possibility
of volcanic dust
oforvolcanic dust or
ash as
ash
asthethe
cause
cause
of theof
rays.
the rays. F.
F. V.
V.Wolff
Wolff
in 1914
in 1914
concluded
concluded
that the that
rays are
the rays are
composed of
composed
ofvolcanic
volcanic
ash ash
fromfrom
explosions
explosions
and thatand
the coarser
that the
darkcoarser
material near
dark material near
explosion
is composed
of bombs
and 1 pilli,
for example
the great
explosioncenters
centers
is composed
of bombs
andaslapilli,
asatfor
example at the great
crater
crater
Tycho.
Tycho.
F. E.F.
Wright
E. Wright
wrote (Carnegie
wrote (Carnegie
Institution ofInstitution
Washington PUblicaof Washington PUblica"It
suggested
many
yearsyears
ago byago
different
obssrvers obssrvers
tions,
tions,
No.No.
501 50199 1938):
"Itwas
was
suggested
many
by different
1938):
thatthe
that
the
raysrays
fromfrom
a crater
a crater
are streaks
areof streaks
fine dust or
ofashes
fineblown
dust out
or from
ashes
its blown out from its
top ororside,
top
side,
and carried
and carried
along byalong
the jets
byofthe
hot escaping
jets of gases,
hot escaping
from whichgases, from which
theysettled
they
settled
out along
out along
the paths
thefollowed
paths by
followed
the streaming
by the
gases.
streaming
This explanagases. This explanationofof
tion
thethe
origin
origin
of the rays
of the
seems
rays
to accord
seems well
to with
accord
the observed
well with
facts."
the observed facts."
In
book
_ge212gy
Applied
to Selenology
J. E. Spurr
there is nothat there is no
Inhis
his
book
Geology
Aalled
to Selenoloay
J.mentioned
E. Spurrthat
mentioned
reasontoto
reason
doubt
doubt
thatthat
the rays
therepresent
rays represent
finely divided
finely
or dusty
divided
material
orblown
dusty material blown
from the
from
thecrater—volcanic
crater--volcanic
dust ordust
ash, and
or ash,
the gusts
and which
the gusts
blew them
which
away
blew
fromthem away from
thecrater
crater
O;
the
044rof
"''of
volcanic
volcanic
gases impelled
gases by
impelled
the explosions
by thewhich
explosions
comminuted
which
the comminuted the
la`,,̀a
la
a into
powder.
into
powder. During
1943Dr.
Dr.
R.Spurr
. Spurr
made experimental
some experimental
During 1943
R. A.
made some
reproduc- reproductions
raysrays,
tionsof of
investigating,
the ofpattern
of dust
or powder
9 investigating,
in the in
pattern
dust or powder
distribution
by distribution by
explosions,
explosions,
thethe
difference,
difference,
if any, between
if any,
explosions
betweeninexplosions
air, as on thein
earth,
air, as on the earth,
and in
ina vacuum,
a vacuum,
as on
asthe
onMoon.
the Moon.
The very
The
interesting
very interesting
photographs photographs
of the exof the experimentin in
periment
vacuo
vacuo
indeed
indeed
give the
give
impression
the impression
of a crater with
of arays
crater with rays,
similar
to to
9 similar
Copernicus.
Copernicus.
Some years
Some
yearsago
agoR. R.
Schwinner
Schwinner
(Astronomische
(Astronomische
Nachrichten,
Nachrichten,
Bd. 274, Nos.
Bd.2-3)
274, Nos. 2-3)
offered anan
interesting
theory theory
for discussion.
offered
interesting
for discussion.
It
Itis is
his his
opinion
opinion
that thethat
rays the rays
correspondtoto
correspond
magmatic
magmatic
activity
activity
arou d some
arou large
d some
craters.
large
According
craters.
to SchwinAccording to Schwinner the
ner
the
magmatic
magmatic
activity
activity
resulted
resulted
in the radial
in formation
the radial
around
formation
craters ofaround craters of
clefts,
filled
with "pegmatite".
clefts,
filled
with "pegmatite".
Origirstlly
these
formed
walls, similar
the
Originally
these
formed
walls,tosimilar
to the
Straight
Wall
near near
Birt 9nd
Thebit;
but the very
great
diurnal
charge
in diurnal charge in
Straight
Wall
Birt
nd Thebit;
but
thelunar
very
great
lunar
temperature
(200300
degrees)
wore down
%czlls,
rocks breaking
off and
temperature
(200-300
degrees)
worethedown
thethewalls,
the rocks
breaking off and
forming
formingwide
wide
sand
sand
andand
metal
metal
ridges.ridges.
The brightness
The brightness
results fromresults
the high refrom the high reflecting
power
of the
the "pegmatite."
flecting
power
o1mica
theinmica
in the "pegmatite."
In
opinion
of the
these interpretations
do not distinguish
Inthe
the
opinion
ofauthor
the author
these interpretations
do benot distinguish between
types
of rays
between
the Tycho
and Copernicus
types. Yettypes. Yet
tween the
the
types
of rays,
9 especially
especially
between
the Tycho
and Copernicus
even
studystudy
of the rays
givesrays
the impression
there is a difeven aasuperficiAl
superficiAl
of the
gives thethat
impression
that there is a difference,
hence
presumably
a different
origin. It may
be apparent
hnd that Tycho hnd
ference,
hence
presumably
a different
origin.
It maythat
beTycho
apparent
its
are are
an exception.
To what To
extent
there
is the possibility
a contactitsrays
rays
an exception.
what
extent
there is of
the
possibility of a caatactmetamorphosis,
which
Tycho
couldcould
have been
thebeen
stimulator,
is yet obscure.is yet obscure.
metamorphosis,forfor
which
Tycho
have
the stimulator,
At
there
At any
anyrate
rate
there are connections
connections
with
geological
elements.
Another
is is
with
geological
elements.
Anotherfact
fact
that
and white
rays are
due to
a series
of very
small brilliant
cra-small brilliant crathatsome
somebright
bright
and white
rays
are
due to
a series
of very
ters
like rays
lines. or lines. For
For example,
Mare
Humorum
andand
parts
of Mare
ters,arranged
zrranged
likeorrays
example,
Mare
Humorum
parts
of Mare
Serenitatis
are covered
with hundreds
of small bright
craters.
Serenitatis
are covered
with hundreds
of small
bright craters. E.P.
C0P. Lenham
Lenham has
has
written
that
manymany
of theofmultitude
of small craterlets
shown
in his map
of Mare
written
that
the multitude
of small
craterlets
shown
in his map of Mare
Humorum
on pg.
areare
visible
as tiny as
bright
spots
underspots
high solar
illumineHumorum on
pg.181
181
visible
tiny
bright
under
high solar illuminatio0
a series
of caters
of Stadius
along
a bright
tio0Also,
Also,
a series
ofnorth
caters
north lies
of directly
Stadius
lies
directly along a bright
ray
Copernicus.
rayofof
Copernicus.
The present
knowledge
of the
rays is by
no means
solupresent
knowledge
ofMoon's
the Moon's
rays
is by definitive.
no meansAdefinitive.
A solution
thethe
problem
is notis
possible
by theoriesby
=done
but must
chiefly
require
tionofof
problem
not possible
theories
alone
but
must chiefly require
exact
observations,
based onbased
a comparison
of geologicalofand
selenolo- and selenoloexactpractical
practical
observations,
on a comparison
geological
gical
gicalstudies.
studies.
Postscript
by Editor.
Mr. RothMY.
hasRoth
honored
Association
of Lunar and of Lunar and
_Postscript
by Editor.
hasour
honored
our Association
Planetary Observers
withwith
an invitation
to participate
what can become
an im-can become an imPlanetary
Observers
an invitation
to in
participate
in what
portant,
international
cooperative
study. We study.
can onlyWe
accept
thanks.
portant,
international
cooperative
can with
only
accept with thanks.
It
evident
that a that
study aof study
this kind
be. most
if planned
Itis is
evident
ofwill
this
kindeffective
will be
most effective if planned
very
Hence,
correspondence
on the subject
from
members
will be
wel- will be welverycarefully.
carefully.
Hence,
correspondence
on the
subject
from
members
-175-175-
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Figure
Figure 2. 2.
Lunar
Lunar
CraterCrater
Alpetragius.
Alpetragius.
Wilkins. Meudon
Meudon
33-inch
33-inch
refr.
refr.
H.
H P. Wilkins.
460X.
460X.
April
April 3, 1952.
3, 1952.
22h,
h,U.T.
22
U.T.
Colong.
Colong. = 16°7
= 1697

Figure
Figure 1 120-mm.
1. 120-mm.
Neo-Brachyt
Neo-Brachyt
Off
Off
Axis
Axis Reflector
Reflector
at Private
at Private
Observatory
Observatory
of
of
Hans Oberndorfer,
Oberndorfer,
Germany.
Germany.

LUNAR
ECLIPSE OF
JANUARY 29-30,
29-30, 1953
LUNAR ECLIPSE
OF JANUARY
1953
The circumstances
of this
eclipseeclipse
by Eastern
Standard
are as follows:
Time are as follows:
Eastern Time
circumstances
of this
by Standard
TotalP.M.;
M.,
Total3:40Moon
P.M.;
Moon
enters umbra, 4:54
Moon
Jan.
29, 3:40
enters
umbra,
4:54 P.
Moon enters
enterspenumbra,
penumbra,
Jan.
299 P.M.;
ity
6:05 6:05
P. M,; P.
Totality
M,; Moon leaves
umbra,
P. M,; umbra, 8:40 P. M0;
itybegins,
begins,
M0; ends,7:30
TotalityP.ends,700
P. M.;
Moon8:40
leaves
Moon
Moon leaves
leavespenumbra,
penumbra, 9:54
9:54 P.
P. M.M.
Even on
Atlantic
CoastCoast
totalitytotality
will begin in
twilight,
andin
thetwilight,
rest of
onthe
the
Atlantic
will
begin
and the rest of
the country
the
country
willwill
have an
have
even
anpoorer
even view.
poorer
Our view.
Association
Our Association
of Lunar and Planetof Lunar and Planetary
hashas
beenbeen
chiefly
interested
in lunar eclipses
for two
purposes:
aryObservers
Observers
chiefly
interested
in lunar
eclipses
for two purposes:
watching
possiblg
lunar lunar
meteorsmeteors
and meteoritic
impact-flaresimpact-flares
during totality during totality
watchingforfor
possiblg
and meteoritic
and searching
searching
forfor
possible
possible
eclipse-caused
eclipse-caused
changes inchanges
certain lunar
in certain
areas (forlunar areas (for
The search
meteexample,
Plato,
Atlas, Grim
ldi, Riccioli,
and Linne.)
example,in in
Plato,
Atlas,
Grimaldi,
Riccioli, and Linne) The
searchforfor
meteors
futile
until twilight
almost over,
at this
eclipse
looking
for eclipse looking for
ors isis
futile
until is
twilight
is and
almost
over,
and
at this
changes
thethe
observer's
knowledge
of the normal
full-moon
changes must
mustdepend
dependupon
upon
observer's
knowledge
of the
normalappearfull-moon appearance--nothing
cancan
be done
beforebefore
totality totality
in this country.
ance--nothing
be done
in this country.
We
reports
of observations.
We shall
shallwelcome
welcome
reports
of observations.
OBSERVATIONS
COMMENTS
OBSERVATIONS AND
AND COMMENTS
Among the
Among
the lunar
lunar
objects
objects
observed
observed
by Mr. by
H. P.
Mr.
Wilkins
H. P.
with
Wilkins
the Meudon
withObthe Meudon ObOn
On SecSecservatory 33-inch
refractor
in April, in
1952April,
was the1952
craterwas
Alpetragius,
the crater Alpetragius.
servatory
33-inch
refractor
-177-177-
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tion
VIII of
of the
the Wilkins
Wilkinsmaps
map,this
thiscrater
craterisisnot
notfar
far southeast
southeast of
of the
the giant
tion VIII
In his drawing, Figure 2 on pg. 177, Mr. Wilkins gave chief atplain Ptolemy.
tention to the very large central peak. He directs attention to the summit craterlet, clearly seen as such, and to the four rounded peaks surrounding the eracraAlpetragius may be seen well about a
terlet--altogether a remarkable object.
day after first quarter.
K. W. Abineri, 102 Chalk Hill Road, Wembley Park, Middlesex, England has
submitted a drawing of the east wall of Grimaldi made with an 8-inch reflector
under very favorable conditions, Figure 3 on pg. 167.
This drawing is not in
the customary astronomical orientation; instead, south is at the left and east
at the top. Mr. Abineri is very anxious to learn whether other observers can
confirm some of the small details shown on this drawing. We have few drawings
of Grimaldi under low lighting in our files; but we urge that here is a suitable
observing-project, especially for those A. L. P. 0.
0o members not now engaged on
any systematic observing.
Good results have been secured with apertures of six
It will be found that the appearance of the
inches or occasionally even less.
detail will change very rapidly as the sun rises higher so that the period for
best views of the floor and walls of Grimaldi may endure only some hours each
lunation. Also, libration will somewhat affect the aspect of detail so near the
limb.
Again, clouds may hide the moon during the critical time; or bad seeing
may conceal the finer detail.
Nevertheless, the amateur lunar student who will
persist in a close study of lunar topography in spite of these handicaps will
find his reward in confirming or discovering now a new craterlet, then a row of
peaks, again a thin
improving our
our charts
charts of the
thin cleft--in
cleft--in gener
gener 11 constantly
constntly improving
surface of the moon.
Such a study can become most fascinating, and Mr. Abineri
has provided
provided us
us with
with an
an excellent
excellent example
exampleto
toimitate.
imitate. So
So how
how about
about drawing
drawing the
Grimaldi east wall when, you next find it properly lighted and submitting your
sketch to us?

Alan P. Lenham, 43 Newcastle St., Swindon, Wiltshire, England has submitted
a very detailed map of the Mare Humorum, reproduced on the back inside cover
(pg. 181).
It is remarkable that this map rests largely on personal observations by Mr. Lenham
Lenham in
in 194952
194952 with
with only
only aa 3i
3 inch
inch refractor!
refractor! There
There is
is obviously still work for the ambitious owner of a small telescope of good quality. OurBritish colleague intends to continue his painstaking scrutiny of Mare Humorum
in the future and invites all interested persons to join him.
Some readers may
be especially interested in the "domes" which Lenham has discovered here; it is
difficult to see how these Wargentin-like features can be explained by the meteoritical theory of the origin of the lunar surface formations. He has further
found, as his map shows, a number of large,shallow depressions lacking walls and
some "ghost
"ghost rings"
rings" (like
(like Stadius)s
Stadius),the
thelatter
latterobjects
objects being
being visible
visible only
only very
near the terminator. Lenham reports that some of the features are rather irregularly visibles
visible, perhaps
perhaps because
because of
of changing
changing libration.
libration. We heartily congratulate
Mr. Lenham on an outstanding piece of work!
C. Ranck, P. O. Box 161, Milton, Penna. has contributed drawings with a
O. Co
4-inch refractor of these lunar craters in September, 1952: Timaeus on Sepj
Sepj✓ember
✓ember
5 at colongitude 9990, C:ssini
(
21, and
Cassini on September
September 28
28 at
at colongitude
colongitude 20
20?1,
and Egede
on September
September 29
29 at
at 3199.
31990 Timaeus
Timaeus is
is on
on Section
Section XV
XV of
of the
the Wilkins
Wilkins map;
map; it lies
to and on the north shore of the Mare Frigoris. Made near full
northwest of P1
Plato
moon, Renck's drawing shows the double-peaked central mountain, a small bright
spot appearing to be a craterlet near the south end of the floor, another small
bright spot or craterlet near the foot of the northeast inner wall, and a small
black spot a little west of each bright spot.
The Third Edition of the H. 1P.
3Wilkins 30G
inch map of the moon shows none of these details except the two30G-inch
two=
central mountain,
mountain, which
which is
is also
also mentioned
mentioned by
by Goodacre.
Goodacre. Ranck
peaked central
Ranck was
was esesmoon was,
22 hr.i
h_
pecially interested
interested in
in the
the two
two black
black spots;and-since
spots;andisince,the
th.'moon,
was. full
full only
only 22
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before his observation, it is difficult to suppose that these can be shadows.
Rather they must resemble the dark spots, of uncertain topographical nature,
prominent under high solar lighting and found in Alphonsus, Hansteen, Atlas,
Riccioli, and many
many other
other craters°
craters. Ranck's
Rank's drawing
drawing of
of Cassini
Cassini shows
shows the two main
craterlets on the floor, but a craterlet on the east inner wall to the northeast
The drawing
drawing of Egede
of Cassini
Cassini BB is
is difficult
difficult to
to identify
identifyon
onthe
theWilkins
Wilkinsmap.
map. The
shows a near-central craterlet, a smaller craterlet in the southeast part of the
floor, a mountain-spur running south from the north wall, and a curious white
Also on Section XV
band connecting the central craterlet to the southwest rim.
of the Wilkins map, Egede lies east of Aristotle and near the northwest end of
the famous Valley of the Alps. The detail shown by Ranck with a small telescope
is rather surprising since Goodacre said on pg. 240 of his Moon (1931) that only
Moltswsrth
Moltsw.rth had recorded detail on the floor of Egede and since the few markings
shown by Wilkins in the Third Edition of his map agree but poorly with Ranck's
representation.
Donald Strayhorn, 527 S. Front St., Wilmington, North Carolina drew the
lunar craters Messier
Messier and
and W.
W. H.
H. Pickering
Pickering and
nd their
their environs
environs on
on October 1, 1952
These craters are interesting
at colongitude 5791, using a 4-inch refractor.
The cycle
cycle of
because
of their
their considerable
considerableapparent
mparent changes
changes in
in size
sizeand
andshape.
shape. The
because of
changes is repeated in its broad outlines, but perhaps not in detail, each lunation. Of course, we cannot seriously suppose that the walls shift their positions; rather the true outlines are not seen except under low solar lighting.
It is a very curious fact that the eminent selenographer Maedler stressed that
these two craters were exactly alike in every respect - size, shape, and even in
A 3-inch telescope is now capthe position of some small peaks on the wallSZ
walla!
able of showing great differences between them.
1p

Miyamori° 0 Valley, which joins the northwest rim of Riccioli and the southeast .Am
rim of Lohrmann on Section XIX of the Wilkins map, has interested Japanese
Shi-Jutaku,
Prawings by Mr. Tsuneo Saheki, No,
No. 29, Shi-Jutaku,
observers in recent years.
Uriono-chi.
II-24, Sumiyoshi-ku
Sumiyoshi-ku,
Osaka, Japan
Japan have
have been
been published
published in
in this
this period9 Osaka,
Uriono-cho II-24,
ical as Figure 3 on pg. 1 of the August, 1951 issue and as Figure 1 on pg. 107
of the August, 1952 issued In a letter dated August 13,
1952 Mt.
Mr. Saheki
Saheki communi139 1952
cated these
length of west
these data
data on
on the
the Valley:
Valley: Total
Totallength
length94.E
94.64.7
4.7Miles,
miles,- length
part 30.1± 3.5 miles,length
milesplength of east :nd more conspicusus
conspicuous part 62.9± 1.7 miles,
width of west part 1.2 ±
003
miles,
and
width
ofof
east
part
3.2
et 0.4 miles. He
ao.
0.3
miles,
and
width
east
part
3.2+
obtained these values by measuring drawings he made in 1951eand
1951_and 1952 with an
an 8®
8inch reflector, assuming the following: diameter of Lohrmann 21.7 miles, lunar
longitude of west end of Valley 65°9 E., and lunar longitude of east end of
Valley 69°6 E. In recent months drawings of the Valley have been contributed by
K,
K. W. Abineri and P. A. Moore,
Moore. Mr. Moores drawing was with a 12.5-inch reflector at 350X on Spetember 2, 1952 at colongitude 73.9. Thus observing under lower
lighting than Abineri or Saheki yet have, Moore found the western psrt
part of the
Valley to be bordered by a mountain spur on its south,, there being a craterlet
on the top of this spur near its east end. The north bank of the Valley was prolonged across the terminator as a bright spur, suggesting that it is slightly
raised above the
the surrounding
surrounding surface.
surface. Moore
More further
further remarked
remarked that'
that' the
the Valley
cuts across two "old" rings and distorts the western wall of one of them.
Abineri's drawing
drawing was
was on
on October
October 249
24,1950
1950with
with an
an 8-inch
8-inch reflector
reflector at
at 232X
232X and
He noted a pit at the west end of the broader eastern branch
colongitude 7695.
of the Valley.
A bright
bright spot
spot just
just outside
outside the
theeast
east1,1411
wsll of
of Lohrmsnn
Lohrmann was
was pre
cisely in line with this pit and the eastern branch of the Valley, the western
Rather large differences exist abranch being absent from Abineri's drawing°
drawing.
mong the drawings of Abineri, Moore, and Saheki, probably
probably at
at least
least partly
partly be=
because of the effect of changing libration in longitude so close to the east limb
of the moon.
29p

1
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Co Rex Bohannon, 3415 Santa Carlotta St., Lz Crescenta, Calif.
Czlif. last Sept
ember completed a 16.5-inch
1605-inch reflector with a focal length of 84 inches and openMr. Bohannon thus has, to our knowledge, the
ed his observatory housing it.
largest telescope owned and regularly used by an A.L.P.O. member. We congratulate him on acquiring so great an aperture! Mr. Bohannon has masked down his
Hisflat
flatis
is supported
supported by
by four
four evenly
evenly spaced
spaced arms,
telescope
telescope in
in an
an unusual
unusual way.
way. His
which may be regarded as dividing the mirror into four equal sectors. In each
sector there is a hole in the mask which is as large zs
as possible consistent with
giving a clear aperture, the rays of light thus being nowhere diffracted by the
secondary mirror or its supports. The diameter of each hole is necessarily less
than half the diameter of the mirror, being about six inches in Bohannon's reflector. There thus results the resolving power of a 16.5-inch telescope (which
would not be true with a single off-axis hole of the sort described) and the
light-grasp of an unobstructed 12-inch telescope. The part of the mirror used
by each hole
hole has
has za focal
focal ratio
ratio of
of 14.
14. Mr.
Mr. Bohannon
Bohannon declares
declares that he has obtainSuch a masked
ed very good views of the moon and the planets with this system.
reflector might indeed define better than a refractor of the same aperture, for
it escapes both diffraction (except around the circumference of each hole) and
Perhaps other
other readers
readers would
would like to experiment with a
chromatic aberration.
chromatic
aberration. Perhaps
Bohannon's telescope has a short focal
mask of this sort on their reflectors.
ratio
5.1, and
and one
one may
may wonder
wonder whether
whether the
the gain
gain would
would be relatively as great
rztio of 5.19
on a long-focus reflector. We welcome correspondence on the subject.
crater Schiller by Bohannon with his 1605-inch
16.5-inch reA drawing of the lunar crzter
flector at 250X on September 29, 1952 at colongitude 34°0 shows several craters
on or near the walls. On Section XXII of the Wilkins map, Schiller is known for
its peculiar shape.
A. P. Lenham hzs
has studi:d the dark bands on the walls of a number of lucraters° He made observations in 1952 with a 3-1/4-inch refractor at 128X and
nar craters.
166X. Such bands are very plain on the east inner wall of Aristarchus. On
February 12, 1952 Lenham drew dark bands in Kepler, Birt, Vitello A, and a
crater east of Vitello A. In Kepler five dark bands radiated from a bright area
in the center of the floor outward to the rim, one going to the southeast rim, one
onetotothe
thenortheast
northeastrim,
rim,two
twoto
to the
the north
north rim,
rim, and
and one
one to
to the
the south
rim.
The first two of these were definitely seen; the *thers
*there were susIn Birt two somewhat curved bands originated at A dark spot near
pected.
the west rim
rim and
and ran,
ran, the
the one
one southeastward
southeastward and
andthe
theother
othernortheastward,
northeastward, to
the east rim. These Birt dark bands were very distinct°
distinct.
In Vitello A it w
wzs
easily seen that the north half of the crater was darkened and that there was
three
a dark band on
on the
the southeast
southeast wall.
wall. InInthe
the crater
crater east
east of
of Vitello
Vitello A
fairly clear bands radiated
the
radizted from a dark area in the northwest part of
floor, one going south, one west, and one east.
On February 13 Lenham drew
four faint
faint bands
bands in
in Vitello
Vitello D;
D; these
theseA gain
againradiated
radiated from
from the
the center
center of
of the
crater to the
the rim.
rim. The
The moon
moon having
having been
been full
full on
on February
February 11,
11, all
all the
theObjeOts
objets
named zbove were observed under high solar lighting.
On March 5, 1952, Lenham
observed under morning lighting in Aristillus a tapering band, broadest on the
rim, extending from the central mountin to the east rim. This dark band was dull
and diffuse. In
In Lalande
Lalande on
on this
this date
date he
he saw
saw two
two fairly
fairly clear,
clear, 444m40.4
civuo.404.bands in
the east
est half
half of
of the
the crater.
crater. In
In Aristillus
Aristillus on
on March
March 14
14 he
he drew
drew aa dark
dark band reaching from the central peak to the northwest rim.
rim, On the northwest inner wall this
band is WW.
H. Pickering's
Pickering's "double
"double canal",
canal", aa test
test of telescopic definition. Leno H.
ham's work would suggest these very tentative conclusions to the Editor:
1. Dark wz11 bands zre
are a very common feature of lunar craters.
straight.
2. They zre sometimes-curved and sometimes straight
3. They often radiate outward from a point on the floor of the crater,
The Meudon drawing off' Aristarchus by H. P
perhaps usually
usUally near its center.
Wilkins shows the origin of at least one band to be near the central mountain
(The Strolling
Strolling Astronomer,
Astronomer,Vol.
Vol.6,
6, Figure
Figure 22 on
on pg.
pg. 96,
96, 1952).
1952).
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
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New Format. We hope you like your
orrongeStrolling Astronomer in its new arrangement.
we
The present
present booklet
booklet form
formis,
is, we
think, much more attractive
attroctive than the old
form. This booklet has
hos been planned
plonned and
designed by our publishers, the Stevens
Broodwoy, Albuquerque,
Agency, 202 S. Broadway,
chonge is being made
mode
New Mexico. The change
with this
this first
first issue
issueof
ofthe
thenew
newyear
year- though
we blush to think how old the year
yeor already
olreody
is -- since
sinceaonumber
number
orcTur
our members
members bind
bind
yeor by year.
The Strolling Astronomer year
Would you like to let us hear
heor how you like
our new layout?
loyout?

Availability
Avoi I obi I i ty
of of
200-Inch
200-InchLunar
Lunor and
ond PI
Planeonetory Photographs.
Photogrophs. Many
Mony of our readers have
hove
tary
lunor and
ond planetary
plonetory
.1 doubtless seen the lunar
photogrophs taken
token with the 200-inch Hale
Hole
photographs
Telescope on Palomar
Polomor Mountain
Mountoin in recent
partment
issues of
issues
ofTime,
Time,Life,
Life, Notionol
National Geogrophic
Geographic
ico
Mogozine,anTOF6r
onro-f6r periodicols.
Magazine,
periodicals. The
The
kico
O Co
200-inc photogrophs
200-inch
photographslisted
listed below
below may be
purchosed from the California
Colifornio Institute of
purchased
)ER Colifornio
Technology Bookstore, 1201 E. California
Posodeno, Calif.
Colif. They may
moy be bought
St., Pasadena,
either as
os 8 by 10 inches photographs
photogrophs for
75 cents
each or
ides
centseoch
or as
os 44 by
by 3-1/4
3-1/4 inches
inches sl
slides
for $1.50 cents-each.
cents-eoch. If ordering by mail,
moil,
add 75 cents per order for postage and
ond
ER -ER
packing.
Order by
by catalogue
catalogue number
number onl
only.
pocking. Order
y.

DER -

ER
R -

SP
SP -- 14.
14. Moon,
Moon,region
region of
of Clovius.
Clavius.
SP - 15.
15. Moon,
Moon, region
region of
of Copernicus.
Copernicus.
SP -- 16.
16. Mors,
Mars, in
in blue
blue ond
and red
red light.
light.
SP - 17. Mors,
Mars, two views in blue light.
SP - 18. Jupiter, in blue light.
SP - 19. Jupiter, in blue light.
SP - 20. Jupiter, in bluelight, showing
large
lorge red spot.
SP
21. Jupiter,
SP -- 21
Jupiter, in
in blue
blue light,
light, showing
showing
large
lorge red spot. Satellite Ganymede and
ond shadow
shodow (above).
(obove).
SP
22. Jupiter,
Jupiter, in
in red
red light. Sotellite
Satellite
SP - 22.
Ganymede and
ond shadow
shodow (above).
(obove).
SP
23.Soturn,
Saturn, in
in blue
blue light.
light.
SP -23.
It goes without saying that
thot these photographs
grophs are
ore a
o worthwhile addition
oddition to any
astronomical library. Although it has been
ostronomicol
stressed that the 200-inch will seldom be

used on Solar System bodies, we hope
that
thot occasionally
occosionolly additional
odditionol lunar
lunor and
ond
plonetory photographs
photogrophs will be taken
token with
planetary
certoinlyhas
hosthe
thepotential
potentiol ability
obility
it.
certainly
it.It It
photogrophs of our next-door neighto take photographs
bors surpassing
surpossing all
oll existing ones.
Acknowledgments. We express our
Americon magazine
thanks to Scientific American
Ingolls for
and particularly to Mr. Albert Ingalls
the article
orticle on pp. 84-87 of their January,
Jonuory,
1953 issue about Maedler's
Moedler's Square and
ond
J C.
Dr. J.
C. Bartlett
Bartlett and
its mysteries.
others have
hove discussed in the pages of The
Strol I ing Astronomer the remarkable variations in the drawings and descriptions of
this lunar region by different observers.
We thank Mr. Ingalls
Ingolls for hiskind mention
of the A.L. P.O. in connection with this
lunar
lunar riddle
riddle and
ondhearti
heartily
I y wel
wel come
come our new
memberswho first heard of us through the
Americon article.
orticle.
Scientific American
thonk The Griffith Observer
We also thank
and Dr. Dinsmore
Dinsmore Alter for using
using as the
1953issue
issue
feature article
orticle in
in their
theirJanuary,
Jonuory,1953
a
contribution from
from Wolter
Walter H.
H. Hoos
Haas col
called
led
o contribution
"Some Long-Enduring Features in the
South Temperate Zone of Jupiter." The
article is an
on expansion of Mr. Elmer J.
Reese's careful and
ond meritorous study reported in the March,
Morch, 1952 Strolling Astronomer. These long-lasting markings
nave•emained
remainedpresent
present during the current
7.:Tve1
1952-53 apparition of Jupiter.

Get-Well Wishes. We have
hove been sorry
to learn of the recent serious illness of
Mr. Harry Freeman with heart trouble.
Mr. Freeman is a
o telescope-maker in Los
Angelesand
Angelesond has long been very active as
os
a
lender of amateur astronomers on the
o leader
West Coast.
Coost. We join his many friends in
wishing him a
o speedy recovery.
Personal.
possible that
that the
the Editor
Editor
Personol.ItItisispossible
will
wil: spend
spend much of February and March
at
of the Aberdeen Proving Ground, MaryMoryland
lond on a
o White Sands Proving Ground
If so and if time permits,
assignment.
he would enjoy meeting astronomical
ostronomicol
friends and
ond colleagues in that vicinity.
No further details are
ore yet known.
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FOOTNOTE BY EDITOR. Jupiter II,
the brightest per unit of surface area of
the large satellites, is almost exactly the
same tone as the central portions of Jupiter, being very difficult to see against
them. Therefore, any Jovian spots for
brighter than the general surface must
have a much higher albedo than J II; and
perhaps we shall have to resort to phosphorescence or fluorescence to explain
them. Of course, more evidence is needed.
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THE MOON'S EAST LIMB
by H. Percy Wilkins, F.R.A.S.
The portion of the lunar surface contained within the limits of the accompaning Figure 1, although full of interesting
detail, has not been thoroughly explored
with the result that numerous objects still
await detection with adequate telescopic
aid. This region extends from the center of Grimaldi through the southern portion
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Limb :H.PcrcjWiNfins,Fus.
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of Riccioli to the limb and
ond southwards
southwords alolmost to the northern glacis
glocis of Rocca.
Rocco. The
chart
chort is copied from Section XIX of the
writer's 300-inch lunar
lunor map,
mop, Third Edition, but with details
detoils added
odded as
os the result of the most recent observotions.
observations.
East of Riccioli, and
ond close to the limb
in meon
mean librotion,
libration, is
is the
the Jorge,
large, well-formcontoining a
o central
centrol ridge
ed ring Lowe, containing
on which is a
o minute craterlet
croterlet and a
o crater, 2,
2 on
on the
the north.
north. Immediotely
Immediately to the
east
eost of Lowe are some small
smoll craters
croters followed, beyond a mountain
mountoin ridge, by a
o
croter Bolton, with a
o central
centrol peak.
peok.
deep crater
Beyond Bolton
Bolton rise
rise the
the giant
giontpeoks
peaks of the
D'Alembert Mountains;
Mountoins; but since both are
ore
on the averted hemisphere, they cannot
connot
be shown on a
o mean libration
librotion map.
mop. The
region from Xi 14 [?] across
ocross the equator
equotor
and
ond into the Northern Hemisphere os
as for
far
as
os Olbers has
hos been mapped
mopped by P.A. Moore
ond
and R. Baum in Memoirs B.A.A., 36,3;
but their investigation
investigotion did not extenTiarextenTiorther south.
West of Lowe is o
a Bork
dark area
oreo known as
os
Mare
More Hiemis, at
ot the southern end of which
is the ring Harris,
chartered
Harris, named
nomed after
ofter aochortered
electrical
electricol engineer of Great
Greot Britian.
Brition. Its
comparatively
ow wol
walls
are continuous
comporotively II ow
I sore
continuous except on the north; and
ond it overlaps
overlops an
on anoncient ring A, beyond which is the small
smoll
crater
croter Harris
Norris B and
ond then the obscure formations
motions S, W, and
ond Z, counting in order
to the east
eost wall
woll of Grimaldi.
Grimoldi. South of
Harris
are several
several shollow
shallow rings, of which
Horrisore
Dand
Dond F are
ore the most prominent. West of
F is the long mountain
mountoin Gamma
Gommo (y), while
on the north is the great
greot ridge Delta
Delto (s).
Between
these ond
and the D'Alembert MounBetween these
tains
toins are
ore numerous objects not mapped,
mopped,
for we still await
owoit accurate
occurate observations.
observotions.
This area
oreo is, then eminently suitable
suitoble for
amateur
omateur study with moderate
moderote apertures.
opertures.
Of the numerous mountain
mountoin peaks
peoks visible
in profile on the limb from time to time
the great peok
peak Epsilon (E
(€ ) rises over
20,000 feet, and
ond there ore
are others hardly less lofty farther
forther south.
Just to the north
north of
of Harris
Hollis is the bright
mountain
mountoin mass
moss Beta
Beto (A) and,
ond, to the northwest, the isolated
isoloted mountains
mountoins M 1 and
ond M2
and
ond the delicate
delicote craterlet
croterlet 12 on the east
eost
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. The
rim of
of the
the shollow
shallowdepression
depression W.
The
positions of
of ol
allI the
the objects
objects mentioned
mentioned may
moy
be obtained
obtoined from the accompanying
occomponying chart,
chort,
1 those
Figure 1,
those of
of Grimoldi
Grimaldi A ond
and H being Xi-942, Eta-093
Eto-093 and
ond Xi-944, Eta-083
Eto-083
respectively in rectangular
rectongulor coordinates.
coordinotes.
ondEta
Etoore
are measured
meosured in a plane
plone tantonE[XiXiand
gent to the moon at
ot the center of the disc
ot mean
meon libration.
librotion. Xi is measured
meosured along
olong
at
equotor, positive to the west; Eta
Eto is
the equator,
measured olong
along the
the zero
zero merid
meridian
ion of longitude, positive to the north. The unit for
ond Eta
Eto is one-one thousandth
thousondth of
both Xi and
the moon's radius
rodius in this plane.-Editor]
plone.-Editorj
The most important
importont formations
formotions on the
southern portion of the chart are
ore the cracroond 1. From the northwest of
ters H, X, and
Xa
o crater-row
croter-row probably
probobly extends into a
o
cleft while farther
forther east
eost is the ridge Pi
(7r) of
of consideroble
considerable but, os
as yet, unmeaunmeo(ar)
sured
sured of
altitude.
ti tulle .
In the region covered by the chart
chort we
have the extensive ring Lowe, the crater
croter
Norris overlapping
overlopping an
on old ring, numerous
Harris
less marked
morked enclosures, lofty mountain
ridges, at
ot least one cleft, and
ond a
o considable
abl e greatly
greotly foreshortened
foreshortened area
oreo still quite
unknown. The entire region, however,
requires careful
coreful study under favorable
fovoroble libratory
brotory conditions. The limits of our present knowledge moy
may be
be retslized
reblized from a
o
study of the Special
Speciol Libratory
Librotory Map
Mop Sections [published in The Strolling Astronomer for July,1950 , the blank
blonk spaces
spoces on
WiTch the author
'Tisch
outhor hopes will shortly be
filled in by the intensive study of this region which it is hoped this article
orticle will
stimul ate
ote .

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS

Figure 2 is a
o chart
chort of the giant
giont lunar
lunor
walled plain
ploin Bailly
Boilly prepared
prepored by E. E.
Hare,
Hore, 1621 Poyne
Payne Ave.
Ave., Owensboro,
Owensboro,
Kentucky, from both visual and photographic
observations with
withhis
his112-inch
grophic observotions
2-inch reflector. Details
Detoils are
ore given on Figure 2;
it will be noticed that
thot Mr. Hare's
Hore's views
were under evening solar
solor illumination.
illuminotion.
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The letters used on Hare's chart are partly his own notation. This chart of Bailly
may be compared to Section XXII of the
Wilkins map and to Mr. K. W. Abineri's
drawing published as Figure 4 on pg. 137
of our October, 1952 issue. If the differences among the three observers seem
large, it should be remembered that Bailly is very close to the southeast limb.
Mr. Hare has been remarkably successful in recording craters, probably overlooking other types of lunar features in
Bailly shown by Wilkins and Abineri.
Hare's combining of visual and photographic methods for charting the lunar
surface must be highly recommended to
all equipped serious observers. The photographs
graphs wi
willI Inaturally
naturallysupply
supply the
the main
main features and the needed key positions.
The lunar walled plain Plato continues
to be a favorite
favorite object
object with
with A,
A.L.
L. P.O.
Ilunarians.
unarians. In
In August-October,
August-October, 1952
1952 we
received observations from C. Rex Bohannon (16.5-inch
(16.5-inch refl
refl.),
.), J.
J. T. Carle
(8-inch refl .), T. A. Cragg (Mount Wilson Observatory 6-inch refr.), L. Dove
(1.5-inch refr.), A. P. Lenham (2.5inch refr.), and D. Strayhorn (3.75-inch
refr.). Drawings by Bohannon and Strayhorn are reproduced as Figures 3 and 4
respectively. The arrow on Figures 3 points
to a suspected light spot. We shall use
here the temporary nomenclature for Plato
proposed by E. J. Reese and given by
figure 1 on pg. 5 of our January, 1952
issue. The best view was enjoyed by Carle
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Figure 3. Lunar Crater Plato.
C. R. Bohannon. 16.5-inch refl.
250X.
Sept. 28, 1952.
U.T.
1952. 4h
4h 0m, U.
T.
Colong. = 21°.3

Figure 4. Plato . D.R. Strayhorn
3.75-inch refr . 85X-150X.
Oct. 1, 1952. 23h 58m, U. T.
Col ongitude = 68°.0
on October 29 at colongitude 400.3; he
distinctly perceived crescentic shadows
in the central craterlet A, the east central craterlet B (often seen as a spot only),
and the western-half-of
western half of the twin craterlets D. On October 3 Carle Found A,
the twins D, and the southeast craterlet C
to be clearly and continuously visible.
All that is very praiseworthy performance,
indeed, it is
for an 8-inch telescope;
creditable even to resolve the twins D
with this aperture. Bohannon on September 28 saw A, C, D, and some darker
shadings on the floor at colongitude 21°.3
His drawing may be com(Figure 3).
pared with one under similar lighting by
J. T. Carle on
on February
February 5,
5, 1952
1952 at
at 210.9
2i 0.9
published as Figure 2 on pg. 61 of our
May, 1952 issue. Although observing
under lower lighting, Bohannon saw little
ofthe
the oval
oval dark
dark area a
tle oTTic7Fing
or nothing of
little southeast of the center of the floor
so prominent to Carle on February 5!
Near colongitude 27° on October 28
Cragg perceived A and the twins D; yet
in views of comparable quality in the
past he had found the floor blank of detail at similar lighting. On October 27
Dove watched the sunrise in Plato near
colongitude 14°, the seeing being good.
He was surprised at how much detail he
could see with only a 1.5-inch refractor at 30X. A very dark streak crossed
the floor from east to west (the shadow
of a west wall peak?), and there was a
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bright patch near both the southeast and
the northeast walls.
There was thus a
resemblance to T.E. Howe's chart, Figure 14 on pg. 22 of the February, 1952
Strolling Astronomer.
A lightening of
the shadow over the east half of the floor
suggested lunar mists to Dove - a proth difficulties
difficul ties but
but al
al so
so supposal beset
beset wi
with
ported by some names famous in lunar
study during the last 80 years. On Strayhorn's six drawings one identified as
spots the craterlets A, B, C, D as a single spot, probably F, and possibly one or
two others, as well as several bright
streaks and brighter areas of the floor good resultsfor the small aperture. Lenham has engaged upon an intensive study
of the conspicuousness and intensities,
of various spots, streaks, and shadings on
the floor of Plato.

a
rt

B
ti
C
Miyamori's Val
Val ley
leyand
Figure 6. Miyamori's
and Vicinity
T. Osawa. 6-inch refl. 230X.
Oct. 2, 1952. 14h 30m, U.T.
Colongitude = 750.4
on February 2, 1952. Since observations
of definite colors on the moon are rather
rare, we urge our readers to search for
this ruddy hue near Atlas.
Figure 6 may be profitably examined in
connection with the discussion of Miyamore's Valley on pg. 179 of our December, 1952 issue. There is perhaps a hint
on Figure 6 of K. W. Abineri's pit at the
west end of the broader eastern branch of
the Valley. However, nothing is shown
of P.A. Moore's mountain spur just south
of the western part of the Valley, this
spur apparently being detectable only under extremely low lighting.

Figure 5. Lunar Crater Atlas.
T. Osawa. 6-inch refl. 230X.
Feb. 2, 1952. 11h 20m, U.T.
Colongitude = 3480.6
Figure 5 is a drawing of the lunar crater
Atlas by Toshihiko Osawa of Osaka,
Japan. It may be compared to a drawing by the same observer on August 9,
1951 at colongitude 352°.2, Figure 5
on pg. 1 of the November, 1951 Strolling
Astronomer. For the student of apparent
lunar changes Atlas is chiefly of interest
because of the two prominent dark areas
on the floor under high lighting, the one
near the south wall and the other in the
northwest quadrant of the floor. These
are not yet outstanding at the lighting of
Osawa's drawings. The arrow on Figure
5 in this issue
shading in which
issue points
points to
toea shading
Osawa remarked a ruddy, brownish tint,
present from 9h 45m to at least Ilh 20m
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Figure 7. Chart of Moretus in 1949 by
A. P. Lenham. 3-1/4-inch refr.
Figure 7 is a general chart of the lunar
crater Moretus
Moretus by
by A.
A.P.
P. Lenham.
Lenham. Moretus
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lies southwest
southwest of
of Clavius
Clavius on
on Section
Section XXIII
XXIII
of the
the Wilkins
Wilkinsmap
mapand
and hence
hence near
near the
moon's south
south pole.
pole. The conical central
peak is
is one
one of
of the
the finest
finest objects
objects of its
class on the moon.
Maedler's Square,
Square, now
now lunar
lunar formation
formation
Bartlett, has been discussed
discussed at some lengthis periodical, most recently by
th in this
himself in
in the
the September,
Dr. Bartlett himself
1952
1 952 issue.
issue. Sever
Sever A.
A. L.
L. P.O.
P.O. members
continue to submit drawings of this region.
Recent ones have
have been
been contributed
contributed by I.
Courtright,
Courtright, T.
T. Osawa,
Osawa, and
and D.
D. R. Straydrawing was on
horn. Mr. Courtright's
Courtright's drawing
October
October 27,
27,1952
1952atatth
th38m,
38m,U.T.,
U.T. coIlongitude
ongitude 13'!
13! 5. , with a 12.5-inch reflector at
tor
at 120X and 240X.
240X. His
His observation
observation
is described
described rather
rather fully
fullyin
in Planetary
Planetary Observers'
servers' Bulletin,
Bulletin, Vol.
Vol. 2,
2, No.
No. 10, pp.
81-82,
81-82, 11952.
952. There
There is
is in the text an uninterchange of
of east
east and west as
fortunate interchange
lunar directions,
directions, and
andthe
thetime
timeofofthethdTawdrawing is there given wrongly. But more important, Mr. Courtright drew the classic
four-walled
four-walled Square
Square of
of Maedler
Maedler and Neison! The most obvious explanation would
be that the
the very
very low
low lighting
lighting combined
with his
his comparatively
comparatively large
large aperture
aperture enabled him to see very low southeast and
southwest walls beyond the grasp of smaller instruments of others in our group. In
fact, the southeast wall was bordered by
its own shadow, showing it clearly to
to be
a ridge. This ridge
ridge is
is identical
identical with the
straight bright
bright streak running southwest
from the south wall of Fontenelle (shown,
for example, on Figure 4 on pg. 5 of our
July, 1951
1 951 issue)
issue) and
and passes east of the
large
large mountain-mass
mountain-mass southwest
southwest of
of Fontenelle. The
The southwest
southwest wall
wall looked like
some kind of rounded ridge to
to Courtright.
Two days
days later,
later, on
on October
October 29,
29, 1952
1952 at
col ongitude
ongitude 37°.3
37°.3 Donald Strayhorn made
a drawing with
with a
a 3-3/4-inch refractor at
85X.
Using the
the notation
notation of Figure 1 on
85X. Using
of the September, 1952
1952 Strolling
Strolling
pg. 122 of
Astronomer, he
Astronomer,
hesaw
sawplainly
plainlyBa7Cr77Barct
tT
M
-F
rs
Cross
and
(probably)Maedler's
Maedler's Cross.
Cross. He
Cm
777m
(probably)
also recorded two gray crosses inside the
enclosure Birmingham
Birmingham which
which seem
seem to resemble the several crosses
crosses in Bartlett although outside the region usually drawn

by our
our observers.
observers. Mr.
Mr. Osawa's drawing
was on
on August
August3,1952
3,1952 at
at 61°.5
61°.5 with
with a
a 6inch reflector
reflector at
at 230X.
230X. The
inch
The lighting
lighting was,
of course, too high to see topographical
features well, but Osawa did record a surprising
prising number
number of
of small
small crater;
craterlets
ets with narrow shadows on their west inner walls.
R.M. Adams
Adams drew
drew the lunar crater Conon
Conan
with
with a
a 3-inch refractor
refractor and
and a
a 10-inch reflector
flector on
on October
October 29,
29, 1952
1952 at
at colongicolongion November
November 28
28 at
at 43°.6.
43°.6.
tude 380.6and on
We shall use here for convenience the notation
tation of
of Reese's
Reese's key chart, Figure 1 on
pg. 83 of the June, 1952 Strolling
Strolling AstronoAstronomer. The October
October 29
29 drawing
drawing shows
shows only
wa
Band
AA
and
V
TaTI
Band
andCraterlet
CraterletKK 22 near
near the
the
foot of
of the
the south
south wall.
wall. The
The November
November
foot
28 drawing shows an apparent central peak,
with no other detail on the floor;
floor; and on
November 27
27 this
this "peak"
"peak" was even more
conspicuous.
conspicuous. Mr.
Mr. Elmer
Elmer Reese,
Reese, however,
suggests
suggests that
that the
the apparent peak is really
Bright Area
Area 0
0 near the center of Conon.
Bright
At any rate Reese
Reese himself
himself drew Conon on
clearly
November
November 28
28 at 42°.8 and saw 0 clearly
in the northwest portion of the floor, though no
no bright
bright area
area was
was seen
the cenugh
the
ter.
Fault B was the
the most
most conspicuous
conspicuous
ter.
dark streak on the floor
floor to
to Reese
Reese on this
date and was noticeably
noticeably fainter where it
passed
betweenBright
Bright Areas
Areas 0 and I.
passed between
Obscured? Mr.
Mr. Reese remarks that Streak
Obscured?
S no longer appears as definite to him as
it
Conon too
too has
has its
its riddlesit did
did in
in 1948.
1948. Conon
why not add it to your list of lunar objects
to
to be observed and drawn?
In April,
Wilkinsand P. A.
April, 1952
1952 H. P. Wilkinsand
Moore of the British
British Astronomical Association
tion had
had the rare privilege of observing
the moon with
with the Meudon Observatory
33-inch refractor. Many
Many of
of their
their results
we have already described. We
We should
should
now like to finish reporting the results
kindly
kindly communicated
communicated to
to us by Mr. Wilkins.
The chief interest of the two observers
was in lunar topography,
topography, especially
especially feafeatures too difficult
difficult for
for ordinary
ordinary telescopes.
telescopes.
Birt
Birt and
and Straight
Straight Wall.
Wall. 1952,
1952, April 3.
Near 22h, U.T.
U.T. The
The object
object on
on the
the wall
of A, which intrudes upon Birt,
Birt, is
is a
a craterlet and was distinctly
distinctly seen
seen as such.
The well-known
well-known cleft
cleftto
tothe
the east
east of Birt

a
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begins and ends in two craterlets. On the
north, where it cuts through a low dome
or round hill, there is parallel to this an
exceedingly minute cleft ending in 3 excessively minute pits. Not previously recorded. There is a ruined ring in contact
with Birt and A and a little smaller than
Birt. Drawing made.

Cassini
April
CassiniA.A.
April3.3.Near
Near23h,
23h, U.T.
U.T.
This crater lies within Cassini. On its
floor and northwest of the center is a crater, very shallow and white, within which
is a minute central pit, so small as to be
only just within the capacity of this giant
telescope. Not previously known. Also,
on the east side, a minute hillock and terrace. Drawing made.
Sirsalis and A. 1952, April 7. Near
21r-SOrn, U. T. A minute craterlet on crest
of southwest
southwest wall
wall of
of Sirsal
Sirsalis.
is. From north
-pit chain
wall of
of Sirsal
Sirsalis
is a delicate
delicate crater
crater-pit
runs south and curves southeast, with a
craterlet midway. A has a minute craterlet on inner northeast slope. A now named
Bertaud in honor of French observer who
operated telescope for us. Drawing made.
Pythagoras. 1952, April 8. The central
mountain has a minute central pit. Drawing,
Kraft. April 8. A craterlet-chain at
foot of inner east slope and two craterlets
just below the east rim, also a minute hill
on south end of floor. Drawing.
General. Between
General.
Between Copernicus and Stadius there are hundreds of ridges and crocraterlet and crater-pit chains radiating from
Copernicus. Gassendi was full of detail;
the principal clefts and craterlets were
noted. The floor of Sven Hedin was covered with detail. A crater
A craterwas
wasseen
seen on
on
the summit of the central and largest ridge
Grimaldi B, on the north
on the floor.
part of the floor of Grimaldi, shows a deflection from the normal type and traces
of terracing on the east. Grimaldi B has
been named
named Saheki
Saheki.
Mr. Wilkins has added the detail discovered at Meudon to his map of the moon.
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J
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ERROR IN OCTOBER, 1952 ISSUE. On
pg.
p. 144,
144,Nine
N ime
HHthe
thenames
namesof
ofthe
the astronoostronomisersVan
mess
Vonden
densand
sand Hatanaka
Hatanaka were
led.

-

SPECIAL OFF OF THE REDUCED
From 1950
1950 to 1952
SIZE WILKINS
WILKINS MAP.,
MAP. From
we published in The Strolling Astronomer
111,w
the H.H.
P.P.
Wilkins
Wilkinsmop
mopof
ofthe
themoon,
moon, SecSecond Edition, on ascale of
t 38 inches
the triracon"s
crmon"s diameter.
to the
diameter. This
This map
map consists of2.5
several adof 25 regular sections
ditional sections which show special regions of the moon. Our readerswere very
interest in this mop,
map, and back issues in
which sections of it had appeared were
soon completely out
cut of stock. Therefore,
new readers were unable to fill out their
sets. Wishing to remedy this lack, we
hone now
home
nosebeen
beenle
leto
toarrange
arrange with
with our
publishers, The
The Stevens
Stevens Agency„
Agency, 202 S.
3roachway,Albuquerque,
3roodway,
Albuquerque, N.
N. M.,
M., to
to pubiigh the complete map as an attractive
booklet. This little booklet will be very
convenient for all observers of the moon
to use
use at their telescopes. The sections
of the mop
map will be the same as they appeared in The Strol
ing Astronomer.
Astronomer. -Meter
There:Seel II ing
fore,
ramdzie this offer.
fare, we nowdze
THE WILKINS MAP AS
OKLET PLUS
A ONE-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE
SiR
ri OLLING
STROOMER,
OMER, EITHER
EITHER
CUING STRO
NEW OR A RENEWAL, FOR FOUR DOLLARS.
THE WILKINS MAP AS A BOOKLET PLUS
A TWO-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE
STROLLING ASTRONOMER, EITHER NEW
OR A RENEWAL, FOR SIX DOLLARS.
THE WILKINS MAP OKLET MAY BE
'SOUGHT BY
BY ITSELF
ITSELF FOR
FOR THREE
THREE DOLLARS.
SOUGHT
We should point out
cat that the Wilkins
mop is much the most detailed map of the
inaDaan ever
moon
ever published.
published. Mr.
Mr. Wilkins
Wilkins is the
Lunar
ofof
the
w.itish
HishAstronomical
Astronomical
LessorDirector
Director
the
Association,
and his
his mop
Association, and
mop is
is the
the culminaculmination a lifetime intensive study of our
snte!'
smelliite.
ite.

MORE ABOUT THE NEO-BRACHYT.
Mr. E. L. Pfannenschmidt writes that he
made acouple errors in the article by himself and Mr. G. D. Roth in our December,
1952 issue. On pg. 167 the text of FigFig:
ure 2 should read "To Correct = Apply
Pressure
Pressure to
to Tangential
Tangential Plane
Plane°T-T°
'T-T' at Back
of Secondary." On pg. 170, line 40 read
"tangential", not lisagittal."
"sagittal."
Mr. Pfannenschmidt adds the following
note, which should especially interest
those readers who wrote us about the optical design of the Neo-Brachyt: "The secondary mirror rests with its front (silvered
face) on the mirror cell at points 's' and
's'
s' (Figure 2 on pg. 167 of December issue)
U
only. Pressure
Pressure is
is (applied
applied to its back by a
mega
1 bar running across its back from
meta
to °T°.
°T°. After
After the
theoptics
opticsare
are—
cUnmated
oillmated
°T. to
'T°
and adjusted in the finished telescope,
this mechanical deformation of the secondary's tangential axis is performed but
once on a suitable test object such as on
an
artificial star, etc. Thus, the telescope
and its optical system require no further
attention after the initial deformation of
the
thesecondary."
secondary." —

CAVE-WILKINSON OPTICAL CO.
Such is the name of a new optical firm in
Long Beach, Calif., -Whose president is
Mr. Thomas R. Cave, Jr. Better known
as Tom to his mcmy
mcmy friends
friends in
in the
the A.
A. LL .. PP.0
.0 .
he is one of our chief observers and was
our first Venus Recorder. An ardent follower of Mars, he has just contributed an
interesting article called "The Canals of
Mars" to the February, 1953 Griffith Observer. We extend our best wishes to our
colleague ininhis
hisnew
newbusiness.
business. The
The CaveCaveWilkinson Optical Co. offers telescope
mirrors
and other optical items for the
minors and
amateur astronomer.
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A NEW THEORY ABOUT THE ORIGIN
OF THE SURFACE FEATURES OF THE
MOON.
By Frederick Benario
The surface features of the Moon, so
different from the ones on the planet
Earth, have been since Galileo's time
the subject of speculation with regard
to their origin, formation and significance. Libraries have been written about the forces that produced the pockscarred face of our satellite, and interpretation has never been able to explain all the surface features together
as products of one identical force in
conformity with a single all-embracing
theory.
The most interesting and at the same
time most numerous formations on the
surface of the Moon are the craters.
They are of such different dimensions
that the smallest have their own name:
craterlets,
crater
I ets,then
thenthe
thevocabulary
vocabulary progresses
progresses
with increasing size -- diameter, not
height -- identifying them as craters,
ring mountains, walled plains etc. We
can see through the telescope all sizes,
craters from 2 miles or less across to 180
miles across, their floors either above,
below or level with the height of the
surrounding terrain. These floors may
be smooth or may be covered with all
kinds of formations, ridges, secondary
Theyare
areextremely
extremely numnumcraters
etc. They
craters etc
erous and fill the areas not inundated
by lava like honeycombs, at many places
one next to the other with almost no
space left between two of them. Then
we find real mountain chains on the Moon
like on the Earth; but these chains are
not numerous in contrast with such formations on the Earth; and, strangely,
where these mountains exist there are
very few craters. On the other hand,
in the densest crater districts there are
no chains of mountains. Nobody has
so far explained this phenomenon. The
surfaces inundated by lava were formerly also covered by craters, as one can

Page 18
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still see some few rims and other parts
of them protruding above the frozen lava
level. Then we find the rills, rays and
other surface features, things that have
no counterpart on the planet Earth. But
the very strangest objects are the craters within, on the side of, and on top
of the ring mountains, everywhere where
logic would not lead us to expect them
to be, as if a gigantic hand in prankish
playfulness had peppered the Moon with
super-sized buckshot leaving these scars
The question
of incredible ugliness.
since man began to observe, and especially since Galileo first saw the craters
on the Moon: what is the Moon? has never really been answered.
I do not want to go into archeology,
folklore and lovers° silver Moon symbols.
In actuality the Moon is not bright at
Her
albedo(reflecting
(reflectingpower)
power) is
all.
albedo
all Her
only about 0.07, compared with 0.5 for
the planet Earth, and is smaller than that
of any planet except Pluto and Mercury.
What I am trying todevelop is a new approach to the explanation of all surface
formationson
formations
on the
the Moon,
Moon, taking into account previous efforts by extremely clearminded writers, who still could not bring
everything we see on the Moon into such
a mental focus that it becomes in its entirety a testimony to the last act in the
evolution of our satellite before it became cold, hard, lifeless, set in its features for millions or perhaps the much
propounded two billions of years.
One thing is certain. We earthlings
have only two other "world" surfaces to
compare the Moon with, and each isdifferent. One is our own Earth, and the
other is the planet Mars. Of Mars we
know little. We see that Mars has no
mountains at all and seems to consist of
nearly level endless plains stretching
from its north pole to its south pole and
over all of its 360 meridians of longitude. How different from our Earth!
But what do we know of our own abode?
Very little again. Three miles down into the ground, ten miles up into out atmosphere, after that it's speculation.
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Well founded and scientifically exact
speculation based on observation of phenomena
nomena and
and the
the proper
properdeducations
deductions from
them, but the corrections to them and the
new theories which are published from
time to time show that our knowledge is
still in the transitory stage and is not final yet. The same applies to the Moon,
for the interpretation of its surface features there is no parallel on either Earth
or Mars, thus forcing us to reconstruct
things by an individual approach.
There are quite a number of theories
extant about how the Earth with all the
planets and their satellites came into being. Skipping all these different explanations, one phase in the assumed evolution of these bodies is common to all theories: the Moon, the Earth and the other
planets were originally compact balls of
fiery gases that condensed, formed a hardending outer shell around a still hot center of varying density, pressure and extent, and by further cooling off and shrinking of the surface layers produced on
Earth the well known "wrinkles" now
called mountains, ocean beds etc.
During this cooling-off process of the
gases that must have been transformed into liquids, a magma, before hardening
itself set in, enormous quantities of other
gases that defied liquifaction must have
been liberated.
I speak of those gases
which become I iquid only in extreme cold,
near absolute zero, like hydrogen, oxygen, helium, nitrogen etc. As the gravitational force of the Earth is greater
than the escape velocity these gas atoms
need to leave the Earth, our planet accumulated an atmosphere. Hydrogen and
oxygen, perhaps under the converting impact of electrical discharge always occurring in hot stellar bodies, combined to
form water and water vapor and hence the
oceans. Many other gases like helium
and an excess of hydrogen were lost to the
atmosphere forever because the escape
velocity of the atoms of these lightest of
all gases was - and still is - greater than
the pull of gravitation by the Earth trying to hold them.

This cooling-off period of the Earth's
surface must have lasted millions of years
and in fact is
not over
over yet after some two
k not
thousand millions of years. We still have
liquid-hot magma and enormous gas pressures just underneath our own lithosphere,
the topmost shell of our Earth or its rocky
crust. If there were not, there would not
be any volcanoes, which are nothing byt
safety valves to release the dangerous excess pressure. And it is just these volcanoes which constantly emit a new supply of hydrogen and nitrogen, thus replenishing the permanently escaping supply of these gases in our atmosphere and
keeping its quantity and quality about
constant.
It must have been similar on the Moon.
The Moon's gravitational pull is much
smaller than the Earth's; in fact, these
two forces compare as 6-1/2 for the Earth
to 1 for the Moon. The latter is not enough to hold gases, even assuming they
were the same gases as on Earth. The
Moon's density is only 3/5 that of the
Earth, its mass 1/81 that of our planet
and its surface gravity 1/6; but its diameter is a little more than 1/4 that of the
Earth. This is a misproportion. Not only
must the center of the Moon, its core,
be much lighter than that of our Earth,
which is usually assumed to be iron under
enormous pressure; but its "stones" or whatever they are must be more porous and
perhaps analogous to our pumice, a volcanic product. Sedimentary layers of stone
as on our Earth are impossible on the Moon
because this requires for its formation water, erosion by water
water,s rivers to carry this
sediment to the ocean beds, all factors
absent and always absent on the Moon.
The atmospheric envelope around our
Earth acted always, and still does today,
as an armor, protector and equal i zing factor. The water vapor that produced the
rains in times past, did the levelling-off
process on all the original surface features.
There is no trace left of anything that existed a billion years ago.
It would seem audacious to explain the
surface features of the Moon when we have
nothing on any large scale on Earth to corncomPage 19
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pare them with and to make the proper
deductions. I know there are two theories
that offer explanations: The volcano theory and the impact theory. Of the two the
impact theory, especially as propounded
by Baldwin in his book The Face of The
Moon is the more encompassing and logicaircal;
but
butititstill
stillcomes
comes wide
wide of
of the
the mark.
It does not account for anything but the
craters on the Moon, and then Baldwin
claims that there is needed only one meteorite of above average size every 100,
000 years falling upon the Moon to produce a crater; and in the 2 billion years
since the Moon was formed the number
of possible craters and their actual number would coincide. But in the beginning
the Moon was liquid and no permanent
features could be built up for, assumedly, one billion years; hence, only one
billion years are available for producing
the Moon's craters, chains of mountains,
rays, rills, clefts etc. In spite of many
parallels with "laboratory" experiments
on Earth, like the craters produced by the
bursting of artillery shells and air bombs,
the impact theory puts too much strain
on this one feature and explains nothing
else.
Naturally, the Moon must sustain impacts from meteorites coming from outer
space, just like the Earth; and on the
Moon, where there is no atmosphere, no
armor is present to reduce the force of the
impact. The Moon must encounter daily,
like the Earth, many millions of dustsize meteorites, perhaps even larger objects like we do from time to time; but
since the time of Galileo no observer has
seen any change on the Moon in nearly
350 years, except for the crater Linn
which we see today much smaller than
Maedler entered it on his map. The Moon
seems to be the same as when she formed
something Ilike
ike aa lithosphere,
lithosphere, a
a hardened,
still somewhat plastic crust of varying
thickness around an interior probably still
producing gases. And here is the starting point to explain her surface features.
There is a parallel between the result
of spectroscopy and the theory to be presented by me about the origin of the prePage 20

ent face of the Moon. If we can reproduce the features of the Moon in the laboratory, all of them at the same time in
one single operation under conditions
similar to the ones of the period when
the Moon was in her "formative" stage,
in other words if we are able to "rebuild"
the Moon under laboratory conditions,
we will have a strong link in the chain
of our assumptions. It is the same as with
the lines of the solar and star spectra.
When we have the identical line in our'
experiments here on Earth, we know that
the same atom emitted this line on any
star in whose spectrum it is seen.
The writer
writer of
of this
thisarticle
article was fascinated
by this idea. Innumerable telescopic observations and the study of photographs
of the Moon in all her phases produced
for him a mental picture at variance with
the traditional explanations. He always
had the feeling that what he saw were
the remnants of bubbles, gas bubbles on
an effervescent surface of low vicosity,
but identical with the bubbles in a soapy
solution when agitated, where the bubbles are side by side in uninterrupted expansion. His idea was that the surface
of the Moon did not become hardened in
a day, a week or a century, but that it
took a long time to convert the surface
of the gaseous mass into a boiling liquid,
which process might have been repeated
many times as the surface dissolved again wholly or in part into the original
gas, whenever the temperature in the
fiery gaseous ball rose or fell somewhat
This process I visualize somewhat as analogous to what we observe frequently on
our Sun. But finally the Moon did get
a liquid layer, which in turn must have
become plastic.
Even the plasticity led through innumerable steps into full hardening. Inside this plastic shell the atomic furnace
was still at work and perhaps is still today to some extent. As this ball could
not hold the gases emitted because the
gravitational pull was smaller than their
escape velocity, no protecting atmosphere was ever developed on the Moon;
and it is quite possible that the Earth's
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atmosphere was enriched by great quantities of gases from the Moon. The Earth,
protected by its own heat-retaining gaseous envelope, may have cooled more slowly than the Moon, which was in direct
surface contact with temperatures near absolute zero. It is perhaps for this reason
that our own planet never had ring mountains, but instead oceans; and whereas
the Moon relieved her inner pressure by
gas emissions on a grand scale, our Earth
had volcanic activity and mountains produced by surface shrinking and sidewise
pressure. I know that the Moon also has
mountains, great chains with thousands of
peaks; but my experiments show they were
produced by pressure from underneath, a
Ilifting-up
ifti ng-upprocess,
process,and
andnot
not by
by pressure
pressure of
shrinkage to accomodate the same mass of
material to a smaller surface.
I started my experiments for lack of a
better material with plaster of Paris but
did not use water, employing for the object of gas-liberation a bottle of soda pop.
The liberation of gas was too short and
was over before the plaster hardened.
Nevertheless, I got a few ring mountains,
remnants of bubbles with steep inside walls
and inclined outside ones, some craterlets and some rills. Next I replaced the
soda pop with Peroxide of Hydrogen. Here
the results were better: Many more mountains, their rings of either circular or irregular form like Clavius on the Moon.
Still, this was not the answer. In order
to have still more gas I mixed the plaster
of Pariswith Peroxide of Hydrogen but put
into the "magma'
''magma another gas-producing
agent,
fewtabl
tabletof
Alka-Seltzer.
agent, aa few
et.of Al
ka-Sel tzer. These
These
experiments were more satisfactory, especially since I arranged the plaster of
Paris in a thick layer on one side of a plate
and in a thin layer on the other.
The
production of gas was voluminous; bubbles
formed and disappeared endlessly. I obtained ring mountain next to ring mountrain, depressed areas with no mountains
at all - on the Moon they might have been
filled in by Magma (lava), and on the side
where the layer of plaster was thin there
appeared chain next to chain of mountains
like the Carpathians or the Alps on the

Moon. Things came and went, but when
finally the plaster had hardened the latest features to appear became permanent
and could be examined later and in detail. It was found that the material of the
chain mountains was much more porous and
brittle than that of the ring mountains.
Another feature became evident: Just as
on the Moon, where the chain mountains
developed there were hardly any ring mountains, and vice versa. Furthermore, craterletswere
terlets were present
present in
in great
great numbers,
numbers, and
frequently, just as on the Moon, one next
to the other in a row, like soldiers placed
by a drill sergeant in a line. In one sing14fr
ly-instance
instanceI even
I evengot
gotaacentral
central peak
peak wi thin a ring mountain after the bubble had
burst. The gas-well in the center had become clogged; but the gas pressure from
underneath shoved material ahead of it
along part of the old path, and on the tip
of this central cone a tiny craterlet appeared, similar to the description by H.P.
Wilkins in The Strolling Astronomer of
July 1952, page 95, of the crater Aristarchus.
Still later I tried several admixtures to
the plaster of Paris, but the results were
the same. When I was able to speed up the
hardening of the plaster of Paris less gas
was needlessly lost; and I secured craters
even on the rims of other craters, all kinds
of wild and fantastic formations just like
we see on the Moon, and, best of all,
several unexploded bubbles. After complete hardening I carefully placed on the
top of one of these intact bubbles a little
finely ground graphite and heated the
whole, which was on a pie dish, on a gas
stove. The heat expanded the gas inside
the bubble, the bubble burst, the graphite
was strewn around, and lo and behold it
looked like the rays around Kepler and
Copernicus.
I admit my experiments were crude, and
one's wife's kitchen cannot compare with
There must be
a university laboratory.
better materials for the purpose of repeating these experiments than plaster of Paris
and better gas-producing agents than tabStill, my experilets of Alka-Seltzer.
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ments have shown the way; and I visualize much clearer models from more competent hands. The Physics Laboratories
of Universities are the places where this
work ought to be done.
These experiments lead to further deductions. If we visualize the boiling
lava - most likely of different composition than the present lava on Earth - repeatedlyy eating-through
peatedl
eating-through a
a plastic
plastic top layer, or the sinking down of parts of this
top layer, we have the conditions under
which the maria of the Moon were filled
in. But
let's
take
one
in.
But
I-e1rs—
take
onestep
stepmore
more and
and go
deeper into conjecture.
Kepler propounded: Inter Martem et Jovem planetam interpousui. This planet must have
been there. Today, in its place we have
thousands and perhaps hundreds of thousands of planetoids. That their orbits today have all kinds of angles, mean distances from the Sun, inclinations and eccentricities is surely either produced by
the perturbations of the major planets;
or else at the moment of the explosion of
the parent planet the fragments kept the
direction into
info which they were projected
according to Newton's first law of motion. Perhaps both influences, perturbations and rectilinear motions, were
combined. This is merely a postulate of
the event. [The perturbing influcence of
Jupiter greatly affects the orbits of the
The explosion itasteroids. - Editor]
self may easily be visualized by remembering the gas bubbles on the Moon. Let us
assume that the planet between Mars and
Jupiter was already much cooler on its
surface than the Moon at the time of our
discussion, also that its top surface was
less effervescent. Inside its hardened
lithosphere the atomic furnace was still
going full blast. There might never have
been bubbles but
but a
a flat
flat surface
surface such
such as
aswe
we
see on Mars. Also this lost planet could
not have been larger than our present day
Moon, if indeed nearly that large. With
the inside pressure of the atomic cauldron
reaching the danger point and no bubbles
possibly;any
possiblVany longer on account of the already hardened surface, the whole planet blew
I I float
float around
around
blew up;
up; and
andits
itspieces
piecessti
still
Page 22

between Mars and Jupiter and someclose to
to our Earth.
times come dangerousl
dangerouslyy close
To one of the nastiest of such pieces that
one day
day can
can really
really someesault
somegault into
into our
Earth we gave the affectionate name Eros.
Also Hermes, which comes still closer
to us at its perihelion, we could easily
dispense with.
The gases that produced the gigantic
bubbles on the Moon must have penetrated her stony layer like water does a
porous sponge. There cannot be stones
on the Moon as we know them; for to form
sediment water is needed, and the Moon
is lighter than the Earth as already explained. But may these gas-fi I led stones,
whatever they are, give a further clue
to the origin of the comets and their tails?
The deductions can be endless.
There may still be emission of gases on
the Moon. Details on the floors of some
craters are at some times prominent and
at other times completely invisible even
under identical observing conditions on
Earth, which different visibility of details might be caused by a thin, light,
reflecting layer of gas. This assumption
might not be far fetched since some lunar observers have already discovered
traces of a lunar atmosphere in some craters. It may be assumed that this gas
production is periodic or intermittent
and not continous, analogous to volcanic
discharges on Earth. With the escape velocity of gas atoms on the Moon only
1-1/2 miles per second we shall have
periods on the Moon when at some places
a little reflecting gas layer is hiding details from us, whereas at other times a
complete vacuum exists; and details hidden for many years since a former observation stand out clearly again. There
are many examples of this phenomenon.
Perhaps the Moon is not such an old girl
after all and has still some spark of life
left.
In conclusion I would like to give the
new theory a name, the theory of bubbles
in a nearly hardened plastic shell on the
Moon. In contrast to the volcanic theory that could not explain the oversized
ring mountains or the impact theory that
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also has its shortcomings I call my theory
which explains, even by experiment, all
the surface features on the Moon at the
same time the Bubble Theory. The experiments described in this article and
readily repeated everywhere produce
not only the mountains, ring or chain,
but also the rills, clefts, depressions for
the maria eta. And what we see today on
the Moon is nothing else but the final
coalescence process of about a billion
years ago perpetuating the final stage of
the events which accompanied the change
from the effervescent surface into a hardened surface
surface layer,
layer, analogous
analogous to
tothe
theI lithithosphere on Earth. The Moon may help us
to understand our own Earth better.
***********

FOOTNOTE BY EDITOR. We express
our thanks to Mr. Benario for his thoughtprovoking contribution to a subject of
perpetual and considerable interest. We
shall be glad to hear from our readers
what they think of the "Bubble Theory"
and shall try to publish the more interesting contributions in future issues. Mr.
Benario will welcome correspondence about his article; his address is 151-10 State
St., Flushing 54, New York.

SOME STELLAR EXERCISES FOR
PLANETARIANS
by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
A short time back a gentleman of the
Fourth Estate was examining the moon
through my little 3.5-inch Newtonian;
and to judge from his exclamations and
remarks he was having a very good view
of it. One thing which he said inspired
this paper, a remark to the effect that
the longer he looked the more he saw.
Which brings us to another matter.
It seems to hove
have been agreed among my
friends that I must possess the keenest
sight since Percival Lowell; and among
my foes that I should have my head examined. The former, I am sorry to tell

you, are very wide of the mark; and the
judgement of the latter I must leave to the
charity of history. My complete optical
pathology
pathologywould
would be
be out
out of
of place in a journal such as this; but sufficient to say that
I am so myopic as not to be able to recognize a friend from across the street (unless
I am wearing my corrections); that my right
eye is slightly astigmatic; and that each
eye has a different focus. My natural optical endowments, therefore, are something
less than phenomenal.
Howls it then that I confidently record
delicate planetary detail with only 3.5
inches of aperture? Details which should
be visible only to 6 or 8 inches. The answer is that I don't - though my friends appear to labor under such a misapprehension.
Manifestly, 3.5 inches canoot show details just within the grasp of much higher
apertures. What I do is to record details
which are
are visible
visible to
to 3.5
3.5 inches,.
inches, but which
may be missed if one does not posses$
possess a
certain visual ability. Visual ability, one
Trsi7acuishould note, is not the same as N.
N.TsTai acuity. Visual ability may be defined as competence to see all that may be seen in any
given circumstance. Visual acuity is the
measure of one's light sensitivity; and beyond the obvious fact that without the latter the former could not exist, there is no
connection between the two. Visual ability may be acquired, whereasvisual acuity is a gift of Nature. Either one has it
or one doesn't. Most of us possess it to a
reasonable degree, even such myopic fellows as myself; and hence the first order of
business for a seriousobserver is to improve
his visual ability.
To this end it is first necessary to know
what to do and how to begin; so the writer
proposes in this paper to outline a course
of visual training which has been found
very beneficial, and to list the equipment
which the student will find necessary.
The training course itself is neither arduous nor remarkable, and indeed provides
a pleasant diversion for leisure moments.
Moreover, if faithfully followed, a marked
improvement in visual ability is certain to
follow; and this improvement will be translated at the telescope into the ability to
Page 23
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see faint details which hitherto had been
quite invisible. It is not too much to say
that few suspect the full capabilities of
their telescopes, whatever the aperture,
until such a course of visual training has
been undertaken.
Let us begin with the equipment needed
for a really adequate course in visual
training. This is not extensive and is as
fol lows:
1. Low
1.
Lowpower
poweroptical
opticalassistance;
assistance; a
a pair
of opera glasses, Galilean field
gasses, or prism binoculars.
.2. A copy of Norton's Star Atlas and
Reference Handbook.
3. A copy of the Skalnate Pleso Atlas
of the Heavens.
4.

A copy of the
the Yale
Yale Catalogue
Catalogue of
Bright Stars.

5.

Scratch pad and pencil.

6.

Fl
ash light.
light.
Hash

7.

Copy book for the permanent record.

Since the most expensive and most important item on the above list will be the
optical equipment, we shall consider that
that'
first. If nothing better avails, a good
pair of opera glasses will serve to a liMit=
limited extent.
I have enjoyed some very
pleasing views with such glasses; but their
light grasp is low and they will do nothing with stars much below 5th magnitude.
Galilean field glasses, king-size versions of the former, will be much more
useful and have the advantage of larger
objectives. Glasses of this type have the
further advantage of relative cheapness;
but the field is not well illuminated and
definition falls off towards the edges.
If the budget permits, prism binoculars
will be found much superior to either.
The field is brilliantly illuminated and
definition holds to the very edges. But
if such a glass is selected one should take
care not to buy with a view to power; for
Page 24

power is not needed in the exercises to be
described below, and every increase in
power is apt to mean an increase in weight
which will make the glasses difficult to
hold steadily. Other things being equal,
the prism binocular should be selected with
a view to obtaining as large objectives as
possible. Perhaps the most generally useful size is 7x50; for in this type power is
high enough to show lunar craters distinctly and the objectives are very nearly 2
inches in diameter. If obtainable, coated
optics should be specified. The field in
7x50 prism binoculars is large and bright,
and such a glass will show stars down to
10th magnitude in a city sky.
The Norton Atlas may be obtained on
order through any reputable book dealer,
especially those who specialize in scientific works; but if it cannot be readily
found a very good substitute may be had
in A Beginner's Star Book, by Kelvin McKready (Edgar G. Murphy), published by
G. P. Putnam's Sons. The star maps in
this work are very clear and easy to follow and include stars down to 5th magnitude, while the hemisphere maps in the
back of the book show a few additional
stars down to and below 6th magnitude.
Chief advantage of the Norton Atlas is
in the greater number of faint stars included down to 6th magnitude and dimmer.
The Skalnate Pleso Atlas is obtainable
from
tgfrom t1Sky
SkyPublishing
PublishingCorporation,
Corporation, CamCambridge 38, Mass. It is much more complete
than Norton's Atlas in regard to very faint
stars and carries them down to 8th magnitude. It is, however, a little difficult to
use for those unfamiliar with constellation
work as the scale is very large. Ina pinch
one can do without it.
But the Yale Catalogue is practically
indispensable. This notable compilation
includes all stars down to 6.5 magnitude,
and a few noteworthy ones still fainter.
Not only is the apparent magnitude of each
star given but also its spectral class. The
last feature is invaluable for those wishing to improve their color estimates, and
more than any other feature makes the work
a "must" for the visual trainee. It may be
obtained from Yale University Observatory.
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Items 5, 6, and 7 may be had at any
dime store and need no comment, though
it may be said that in using the flash light
a disc of red cellophane may be placed
over the lens in order not to dazzle the
eye in the darkness of the observatory.
If this is not obtainable very good results may be
be had
had by
by using
using aaflash
flash the cells
of which are nearing extinction. The weak
light from such
such a
a flash
flashwill
will be
be sufficientsufficiently bright to illuminate the maps, and to
enable one to make notes, and yet not
dazzling to the eye.
Although for our purposes it is not necessary to know the diameter of the field
of view of our glasses, some may wish to
have this datum. And if the candidate is
a little hazy on the arithmetical operations involved, the figure may be obtained directly as follows: Sweep around near
the meridian until a field is found in which
two fairly bright stars close to the celestial equator exactly occupy opposite edges
of the field, and on a line running horizontally through its center. Next, identify the stars from an atlas and then look
them up in the Yale Catalogue, where the
stars are listed in order of increasing right
ascension beginning with Oh. Finally,
find the difference
difference in
in right
rightascension
ascension between them. We shall assume that the
difference found is 20 minutes. Now a
difference of 1h in r.a. would equal 15°
and 20m is equal to 1/3 of an hour.
Therefore we multiply 15 by 1/3 and
the product or 5 is the diameter of the
field. In short our glasses have a 5° field.
The rule is that whatever the difference
in r.a. between two stars at opposite
sides of the field, this difference multiplied by 15 gives the field diameter in
degrees. If the stars are not near the equator, we must in additon multiply
by
the cosine of the declination.
All equipment having been obtained,
we shall next consider the nature of the
exercises
tobe
beundertaken.
undertaken. These
These will
exercies to
consist of minute examinations with our
glasses of all principal star fields in the
twelve zodiacal constellations, each field
to be centered on one star of a constel lalotion in turn until all Bayer letter and FlamFlom-

steed number stars of that constellation
are exhausted. We then move eastward
into the next zodiacal constellation and
so on around the heavens and back to our
starting point. The complete course may
take several years, allowing for breaks
in the weather, the time lost when the
moon, from quarter to quarter, is in or near
the constellation, personal pressures, and
other unavoidable delays. But as the
training may go on concurrently with our
regular planetary work, its benefits will
soon become apparent and the time factor
becomes unimportant.
Choke of
Choice
of a
a starting
starting point will depend
upon the season in which we begin; but
in all cases it will be in a constellation
which is on the meridian at a convenient
hour and in a night sky. Insofar as circumstances permit, ourlitudy fields should
always be on the meridian, as the stars
are then at their greatest altitude above
the horizon. This is a very important factor for low, southern constellations, such
as Scorpius, as viewed by northern hemisphere observers.
We are now ready to begin on our first
study field, and for this purpose we need
in the observatory - or the back yard as
the case may be - only our glasses, the
Norton Atlas, the scratch pad and pencil,
and the flash light. On the scratch pad
we have previously inscribed a cricle 4
inches in diameter, which is to represent
our binocular field; and on this pad also
is to be entered date, time, transparency,
seeing, and such notes as may be thought
necessary. If the observer is totally unfamiliar with constellation work, as many
planetarians are, a planisphere may be
added to
to the
the equipment
equipment Ilisted
isted above. This
will show the aspect of the sky for any
hour selected and far better than the maps,
especially in regard to the meridional aspect of whatever constellation we select
as starting point. This last, by the way,
circumstances permitting, should be large
and well sprinkled with bright stars so
that the novice may find his way around
without too much difficulty.
Scorpius,
Sagittarius,
Sagittarius, Taurus,
Taurus, Gemini,
Gemini and Leo are
all good starters. Libra is a little indePage 25
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finite; Capricornus, Cancer, and Aries
ittletoo
too dim
dim and
and inconspicuous,
inconspicuous, though
a Ilittle
Aries does possess one second magnitude
star. Aquarius, Pisces, and generally
speaking, Virgo are not only dim but
sprawling and incoherent. They had best
be left until more experience is gained.
Currently, the writer is starting on a
refresher course using 7x50 prism binoculars with coated optics and having a
field of view of nearly 6°. Let us assume that our candidate employs similar equipment and that he begins with
Scorpius. Since his work will consist' of
systematic and orderly examinations of
individual fields, each centered on a
particular star, he will begin with the
Alpha of the constellation, or Antares.
Bringing 'this star into the center of his
field, his purpose is to make a map of all
stars visible
visible to
to him
him in
in that
that field;
field;and-77
and or
this purpose he used the circle inscribed
on his scratch pad, putting Antares in its
exact center. As each star is dotted in,
he should affix to it a pencilled number
representing the estimated magnitude.
Marginal notes may be made of color estimated. He should also watch for any
close optical doubles,
to this end examining each star in the field by turn.
If he has not done much star sweeping
our candidate at first probably will see
only Alpha, Tau, Sigma - all conspicuously bright - the little star marked 22
in the Norton Atlas, due north of Antares,
with an apparent magnitude of 4.87; Rho
Scoprii
Scorpii
Scop,r'ii(mag.
(mag. 4.87);
4.87); Omicron
Omicron
(mag. 4.7) and possibly the I ittle 6th mag.
star about 0.45° due east of Antares. If
his color sense is good he may notice that
this little 6th mag. star is a fine orangered. It is assumed that the observer has
a city sky; in open country he will do
much better. After a while he will begin to distinguish little streams of much
fainter stars, curving around Antares on
the west. These will range from 7th to
9th magnitude.
magnitude. After
After his
his eye
eye is
k able to
take in these
suddenly
these faint
faint stars,
stars, he
he may
maysuddenly
notice that the little star, 22, has an 8th
mag. companion; and that Rho has a similar companion about one magnitude brightPage 26

er.
Having completed his map, the observer is now ready for his paper work. Gathering up map, notes, and his Norton,
he may then retire to his den where the
SrcFnate
S-FT nate Pleso
Pleso Atlas
Atlas and the Yale Catalogue are waiting. All the brighter stars
ins field will be readily identified;
but it is now his purpose to identify so
far as possible the very faint stars. On
looking into Norton he will find many of
them depicted there, and thus he will be
able to check the accuracy of his map;
but some will not be shown. This is only
because they are below the limiting magnitude of the Norton map, and the purpose of the Skalnate
Skalnate Pleso
Pleso charts
charts now
now becomes apparent; for most of the missing
stars will be found there. A few, however, will still be missing; and these will
be the very faint stars below even the
8th mag. limit of Skalnate Pleso. The
chance that one of the missing stars may
actually be a nova is incredibly remote,
but not impossible, and it is one of the
many charms of the course that such a
discovery is always possible. To this
end, our observer may wish to keep a
watch on any objects he cannot identify; and so he receives additional training and may quite possibly come up some
time with a comet at the least. He may
also accidentally record variable stars
and asteroids, the latter being identified
by their motion.
Some of the faint stars will have Flamsteed numbers in the Norton,atlas,
Norton atlas, and
these may be looked up easily enough in
the Yale Catalogue; but many will be
without designation. The brighter of
these,
.e .those
thosenot
notbelow
below 6th
6th mag.,
mag., may
these, ii.e.
also be found in the Catalogue after a
little preparation. First the r.a. and declination may be obtained from the map;
then the corresponding r.a. is turned up
in the Catalogue and run down until the
nearest
declination is
is found.
nearest possibly=
possibly declination
This will be the star and so its apparent
magnitude and spectral class may be obtained.
In this manner the observer obtains his
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percentage of errors in estimating the
magnitudes and colors of very faint stars,
and this is the principal purpose of the
course; for it will be found that with persistence the percentage of error will become less and
and less,
less, which
which meansthat
meansthatviaviapal ability is becoming greater and greatual
er.
In regard to color estimates, it should
be noted that not much can be expected
for stars much below 6th mag; for for stars
from 4th to 6th mag. it ispossible to make
very accurate estimates of color.
The
percentage of error may be found from
the Catalogue, by comparing the spectral class of the star with the estimated
color. As with magnitudes, it will be
found after a while that color estimates
cre
are becoming increasingly accurate. The
observer is beginning to learn how to see
faint colors. For those unfamiliar with
the relation of spectral class to color the
following information will be useful. In
the Harvard classification of spectral types
there are eight major divisions or classes:
0, B, A, F, G, K, M, and N. This is
the classification used in the Yale Catalogue. 0 stars, or Wolf-Rayet stars, are
always white or bluish-white; B stars,
the helium or Orion stars, blue to bluishwhite; A stars,
stars white
white to
to bluish-white;F
bluish-white;F
stars, white to yellowish-white; G stars,
stars
yellowish to pronounced yellow; K stars,
ye
I lowish-orangeto
toorange;M
orange;M stars,
stars, orange
yellowish-orange
to deep orange-red; N stars, or carbon
stars, deep red. So if our observer estimates the color of a 5th mag. star to be
white, and on looking it up in the Yale
Catalogue discovers it to be a K star, he
will know that he has made an error and
will examine the star again. Sufficient
to say that by such painstaking comparisons he inevitably begins to improve his
visual ability, and presently he will find
his color
color estimates
estimates becoming
becoming more and
more accurate. This improvement will
stand him in good stead in his normal
planetary work, and he will be surprised to see faint tones of planetary colors
which hitherto had appeared only as shades
cff gray.

Next night our observer is ready for his
next field, so he begins with the Beta of
the constellation; and so on through Gamma, Delta, and all the rest until the Bayer letters have been exhausted, when he
may continue through the Flamsteed numbers until the constellation has been worked out. He is then ready for the next one
and so completes the zodiacal circuit.
The actual time per day consumed in this
program is not great. In a very rich constellation with many faint stars, it will
probably not be possible to do more than
one field per night; and this may take up
to an hour. But in a barren constellation
one may be able to do several fields per
night.
Such is the method I have employed for
many years, in keeping my visual ability
sharpened; and if such a program is faithfully and systematically followed the improvement in anyone's visual ability will
be nothing less than astonishing.
This does not mean, of course, that after a year or so of training a Three-inch
telescope will show what a 6-inch telescope will show. Unfortunately one cannot train the telescope. But it does mean
that the observer will see more and more
of what his 3-inch instrument can show;
and he will realize
realize that
that itit can
cariTow
Tow very
much more than he had suspected.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ERRORS IN JANUARY, 1953 ISSUE.
Pg. 12,
12, left
left column,
column, bottom
bottom line:
Pg.
line: Read
Read
'craterlet 13". Pg. 13,
13, left
left column,
column, line
line
'craterlet
31:
31: Read
Read"The
"The arrow
arrow on
on Figure
Figure 4..."
4.. " Pg.
13,
13, right
right column,
column, line
line 5:
5: Omit
Omit "half"
"half" af-er "western".
"western". Pg.
Pg. 14,
14, Figures 5 and 6:
These have
have south
south at
at the
the right
right and west at
These
the
the top and thus
thus are
are not
not in
in the customary
customary
astronomical orientation.
SPECIAL OFFER OF THE WILKINS MAP
OF THE
THE MOON.
MOON.We
Weremind
remind our
our readers
readers
OF
of our
ouroffer
offer of the Wilkins map, Second Edition
ition (1946),
(1946), as
as aa booklet
booklet at a
a special
special price
price
with new subscriptions
subscriptions and
and renewals.
renewals. For
four
four dollars
dollars we
we supply
supply the
the map
map and
and a oneyear subscription,
subscription, either
either new
new or
or a renewal.
For six doll
dollars
arswe
we supply
supply the
the map
map and
and a twoyear subscription,
subscription, either
eithernew
newor
oraarenewal
renewal..
The map
map is
is on
on the
the reduced
reduced scale
scale published
published
in THE
THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER of about
pout 38 inches
inches to the moon's diameter.
Although this
this version of the Wilkins map is
not so
not
so detailed
detailed as
as the later Third Edition,
it will
will still
stillserve
serve the
the needs
needs of all but the
lunar specialist.
Also, the pages in the
cooklet are
booklet
are a very convenient size, 8)i by
11
11 inches,
inches, for use at the telescope. Each
section of the published map,
map, including
including
the
the special
special ones, is on a separate page in
in
the booklet.
The
booklet.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. We
We thank
thank all
cur many
our
many readers
readers who
who wrote
wrote in
in to express
-heir opinion
of our
our new
new layout.
layout. It appears
opinion of
-o
-o be
bewell
well liked
liked by
by almost
almost everyone, for
for
which we are glad. The
which
The new
new kind
kind of
of print
print
and
near the
and the placing of illustrations
illustrations near
certinent text in particular
particular have
have received
oertinent
Favorable comment.
PERSONAL. The
PERSONAL.
TheEditor
Editorfound
found itit impossimpossible to work on the March issue while his
job required him
him to
to spend
spend several
several weeks at
the
Aberdeen Proving
Proving Ground
Ground in
in February
the Aberdeen
and
and March. We
We regret
regret that
that the
the March
March issue
issue
will hence
hence be very late in reaching our
will
readers. We
We shall
shall do
do our
our best to get back
on schedule soon. The Editor much enjoyed
meeting a
a number
number of
of astronomical
astronomical friends
friends
and
colleagues on
on the
the East
East Coast and is
and colleagues
sorry that available time was
sorry
was too
too short
short to
per-mit him to
to meet or renew acquaintances
with many others.

A PROPOSED NEW
NEW FEATURE.
FEATURE. We
We have
have
been
been thinking
thinking about introducing
introducing aa new
new feature in
in THE
THE STROLLING
STROLLING ASTRONOMER,
a section for beginners and new observers.
It would deal with such elementary matters
as computing
computing colongitude, terminology,
what to record with each observation, what
kinds of observations
observations are
are needed with each
planet, etc.
etc. Though
Though presumably
presumably of
of little
little
planet,
interest to our regular observers, such a
feature might be of some assistance to noWe should
should like
like to hear
hear from
from our
We
vices.
readers what
what they
they think
think of
of such
such a
a section
section
readers
for beginning planetarians, for we naturally wish to supply
supply the
the material that our readers want.
HARRY L. FREEMAN, 1888-1953
by L. F. Mawhinney
Harry L. Freeman,
Freeman, longtime
longtime amateur astronomer and maker of telescopes and acveterans' hospital
hospital
cessories, died at the veterans'
in Sawtelle (jos*geles) Calif. Feb. 27th,
1953,
1953, of
of a
a heart
heart attack. He was 64
64 years
years
old.
He was
was aa past
past president
president of
of the
the Los
Los Angeles
He
Astronomical Society, serving as secretarytreasurer of that organization for three years.
At the time of his death he was a
a director
director
of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific,
and a member of
of the Board of Western Amateur Astronomers.
Mr. Freeman
was born in Detroit, Mich.
Freemanwas
Sept. 5,
5, 1888.
1888.During
During aabusy
busy life
life in
in which
which
he had been Foreign
Foreign Sales Manager
Manager in
in the
Far East
East and
and Pacific
Pacific area
area for
for Caterpillar
Caterpillar
Tractor Company, a
a captain
captain in the army
during the first
world war,
war, and a
first world
a civilian
civilian
advisor in
in World
World War
War Two, he maintained
maintained
a keen
keen interest
interest in astronomy. He completed his first
telescope, a
a 7 1/2-inch refirst telescope,
flector, in
in 1931,
1931, thereafter
thereafter making many
others. For a number of years he has operated aa telescope-making
telescope-making and
and supply
supply busHe
iness in Los Angeles.
He gave
gave countless
countless
hours of his time to the telescope-making
activities
of the
the L.A.A.S.
L.A.A.S. and was resactivities of
ponsible for interesting scores of people in
in
the scientific
scientific hobby.
He
by a son, Thomas Freeman
He is
is survived by
of Burlingame, Calif., and two
two daughters,
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feet (pg. 119)"1
119)"1 Uncertainties
Uncertainties in the measures are far more than that. Opposite pg.
118
118 a
a photograph
photograph of
of Jupiter
Jupiter has
has been
been reproduced upside down, south being at the
bottom.
These,
however, are
are minor
minor blemishes.
blemishes.
These, however,
We
We are
are sure
sure that
that most
most of
of our
our members would
would
find the book enjoyable to read and
and inforinformative.
Note. Readers may buy The Universe We
Live In from
from the
the Editor
Editor at
at 1203
1203 N. Alameda,
N. Mex.
Mex. You
You will
will be
be aiding
aiding
Las Cruces, N.
the A.
A.L.P,O.
byordering
orderingfrom
from the
the Editor.
L. P.O.by
***********************
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HAZE
by H. Percy
Percy Wilkins
Wilkins

0

The drawing
drawing (Figure 7) was made
made with
with
the aid of the 25-inch refractor
refractor at
at Cambridge University Observatory, England on

,s
is

to 21h
Oct. 4,
4, 21h
21h to
21h 20m, U.T.,
1952, Oct.
under good conditions
of seeing.
seeing. The
The 25conditions of
inch refractor
refractor was
was made
made by
by T. Cooke, the
optician, in
for
celebrated English optician,
in 1868,
1868, for
a Mr.
I, who later presented
Mr. Newal
Newall,
presented it
it to
to
Cambridge. It was
was then
then the
the largest
largest refractor in the world and the objective is very
good, although, perhaps, not quite so nearly perfect as the Meudon 33-inch.
The
The following
following details were clearly seen:
On the interior
interior of
of Haze
Haze there is a large
crater on the northern
northern portion, immediatwo minute
tely to the east of which are two
West
West of
of this
this crater is a high
high
craterlets.
mountain on the inner slope of the wall.
A small crater lies northeast, close to a
whitish projection
projection from
from the
the north
north wall. To
the southwest are three small
small craters and
the remains of an ancient ring, as well as
a long, low, white ridge. Southeast of
the large crater is a chain of six craterlets, to the south of which are two craters
and low ridges which seem to be portions
of the walls of old and now largely buried
rings. There is also a craterlet close to the
east wal
wallI and
and south
south of it
i taahill
hill or
or landslide.
landslide.
On the inner west slope there is a craterlet on the south and a large but shallow
crater on the north. A coarse crater-chain
was noted on the outer northwest wall.
Three low ridges, little more than lightstreaks, cross the eastern portion of the interior.
The moon was full on Oct. 3, 1952 so
that Haze was observed under evening illumination.

VASE. 1q52
HASE.
1952.Oct:i. Z14.113;
vh•ur.
Z5In.Reflart0Y.
Refivartor.
25in.

Fig.
7. Drawing
Drawingof
ofLunar
Lunar Crater
Fig. 7.
Crater
-lase
-laseby
by H.
H.P.
P.Wilkins.
Wilkins.
Colong.
= 103.°O.
103.°0.
Colong. =

FOOTNOTE BY EDITOR. Crater Haze is
on Section X of the Wilkins map. References to Haze may be found in The Strolling Astronomer, Volume 6, pp. 27-28, 71,
104, 137 (Figure 3), and 147-148. It
should be interesting to compare Mr. Wilkins' drawing to what was seen with smaller telescopes.
*********************
** **** ***************
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Figure 8. Legendre. Cambridge 25-inch refr. Oct. 4, 1952.
103.02.
21h 30m, U.T. H. P. Wilkins. Colong. = 103.02.

LEGE NDRE
by H. Percy Wilkins
This formation, which lies to the west of
Petavius [on Section X of the Wilkins
map] , was observed with the 25-inch
"Newall" refractor at Cambridge University Opbservatory, England, on 1952, Oct.
4,
4, 21n
21 30m,
30m , U.
T., under
under good
good conditions.
conditions.
U.T.,
The drawing made is reproduced as
as Fig.
Hg. 8.
The large craters, one double, on the
Pa
e 37
Paie

south, with the two small craters from one
of which a distinct cleft runs northward,
were very prominent. The north wall is
broken by a pass which communicates with
a smaller formation. On the floor of this
smaller object six craterlets, two hills, and
a short ridge were seen. On the interior
of Legendre itself is a small central hill,
the highest portion of a longitudinal ridge.
To the west is a lower ridge, on which is

This material courtesy of The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers (A.L.P.O.). Any public use of this material requires written permission from the A.L.P.O..

a craterlet, one of fifteen craterlets on
the interior; four in a chain on the east.
On the outer east glacis is a crater, with
a craterlet to its north from which issues
a short, bent cleft. South of the crater
are several craterlets.
Many of the craterlets, together with
the two clefts, have not been previously
recorded. Telescopes of considerable aperture will be required to confirm these
features.

11,014.
4:6

*****************
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Aristarchus, the brightest crater on the
moon, has been observed recently by A.
L.P.O.
L.
P.O. members
members J.
J. T.
T. Carle
Carle (8 -inch
refl.), R. M. Adams (3-1/4-inch refr.),
and A. P. Lenham (2-1/2-inch refr. and
3-1/4-inch refr.).
3-1/4-inch
refr.). In
In describing
describingtheir
theirob&beconvenient
convenient to
to speak
speak
servations
servations it
it will
will be
of colongitude, which is a measure o.f the
solar
solar
llumination
iillumination
of of
aa
lunar
lunarregion.
region. The
The
sun's selenographic colongitude is defined
as the lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator, measured along the moon's
equator from the center of the disc at mean
I ibration to the sunrise terminator. Colongitude is an approximate, but not an exact
measure of phase, being near 0° at first
quarter, near 90° at full moon, near 1800
at Ilast
astquarter,
quarter, and
and near
near 2700 at new moon.
The three observers of Aristarchus mentioned above drew the dark bands on the inner
Halls, and Figure 9 is representative of
Mr. Lenham's
Lenham's views.
views. The
The two
two most prominent bands on the east inner wall were
seen by all three observers, who differ
considerably in how wide they draw the
dark bands. It should be borne in mind
that the effect of irradiation is to make
darker bands on a brighter background look
too
narrow. Mr.
Mr. Carle
Carle on
on October
October 3,
too narrow.
1952
83.°4 was surprised
1 952 at
at colongitude
colongitude 83.04
to
findthat
that two
two dark
dark bands
bands on
on the southto find
east inner wall crossed the rim and extended toward Herodotus, one of them being parallelled by a couple bright bands.
Mr. Lenham on September 5, 1952 at
colongitude 109.°8 resolved one of these
brightbands
bright bands into
into small
small and
and separated
separated bright
spots and streaks. These features between

Fig. 9. Aristarchus. A. P. Lenham.
3-1/4-inch refr. 166X. March 12, 1952.
U.T. Colongitude
Colongitude == 107.°7.
107.°7.
20h 30m, U.T.
Aristarchus and Herodotus are, however,
nothing new, having been drawn often in
the past. In the view just mentioned Carle
remarked two small craters on the southeast rim of
previously
of Aristarchus,
Aristarchus, objects
oblectspreviously
recorded by H. P. Wilkins and E. J.
Reese. The northern of the two main dark
bands on the east inner wall has often
been drawn by Reese to be y-shaped or
forked and to terminate well below the
rim of Aristarchis; it is so shown, for example, on Figure 4 on pg. 1 of the March,
1951 Strolling Astronomer. Carle saw it
forked-shapedon
onOctober
October 3,
3, 1952,
1952, as
forksear-TE
Lenham did less
Iessclearly
clearly on
on March
March 14,
14, 1952
at colongitude 132.°2; but both observers
drew the band to reach the rim. Adams
on October 1 and 2, 1952 at 57.°3 and
69.07 respectivel y drew this band to reach
the rim but did not show it forked. It
would be worthwhile for other observers
to examine its aspect. It will be noted
on Figure 9 that Lenham uses numbers to
or brightness, of
denote the intensity,
lunar features. These are on the Standard
Lunar Scale of zero (black shadows) to
ten (most brilliant marks). It is very in-

S
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teresting to use such intensity-numbers to
study how different lunar features change
in brightness each lunar day, though it
must be admitted that the lack of satisfactory comparison-areas of known and constant intensity is a severe handicap. Even
so, an observer can with practice learn to
use such a scale rather well, although large
systematic differences are still likely to
exist between
between different
different observers.
observers. We recommend that lunar and planetary observers use such scales more; they are certainly preferable, with all their shortcomings, to the much too common practice of
drawing merely dark features on a bright
background - as though there were only
two grades of intensity! Two of Lenham's
drawings are under similar solar lighting
and may hence be compared to each other;
the one is on March 12, 1952 at 107.°7
with a
a3-1/4-inch
3-1/4-inch refractor
refractor (Figure
(Figure 9), and
the other is on September 5, 1952 at 109.07
with a 2-1/2-inch refractor. Allowing for
the lesser amount of detail shown by the
smaller telescope, the chief differences are
that the notable dark band on the north
inner wall called 6.9 in intensity on Fig.
9 was apparently invisible on September 5
and that the notable dark band on the south
inner wall called 6.9 in intensity on Fig.
9 was much lighter, 8.2 in intensity, on
September 5.
J. T. Carle on October 28, 1952 near
colongitude 27° observed the central craterlet in Plato as a craterlet partially filled with shadow, using an 8-inch reflector.
This observation is very praiseworthy for
the aperture and certainly demonstrates very
good optics. Curiously, Carle saw no other
detail in Plato, even though past views
under similar lighting not of good enough
quality to show the central craterlet as a
rimmed, shadow-holding feature have many
times shown several other craterlets (as
bright spots) on
the floor..
orTiicerioor
Observing with his 3-1/4-inch refractor
at 166X, A. P. Lenham on October 7,
1952
u nar crater
crater Moore
°1
1952 drew
drewthe
theI lunar
Moore at
at140.
140.°I
and the lunar crater
crater Eratosthenes
Eratosthenes at
at 140.02
140.°2
Moore, formerly Hippalus A, is on Section
VII of the Wilkins map of the moon and is
named for Mr. Patrick A. Moore, one of
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our active members and valued colleagues
in England. The solar lighting being near
noon on crater Moore, Lenham drew two
dark bands, the one running east-west
and dividing the crater into roughly equal north and south parts and the second
joining the middle of the west wall to the
southeast wall. The western half of Moore
was more dusky in tone than the eastern
half.
Lenham and others in the B.A.A. Lunar
Section have been very interested in recent years in banded lunar craters like
Moore and have even suspected that these
dark bands may vary in ease of visibility
independently
independentlyof
of the
the solar
solar lighting. Erasosthenes is very easily recognized as a
ring-plain, 38 miles across, at the southeast end of the lunar Apennines. Under
high lighting its floor and walls are covered by a complex pattern of dark areas,
of which W. H. Pickering made a long
study. Lenham is now investigating the
intensity-changes
intensity-changesof
of the major
majordark
dark areas.
R. M. Adams has contributed drawings
of the lunar crater Almanon on September
26, 1952
1952 at
atcolongitude
colongitude355.07,
355.°7,using
using
a 3-1/4-inch refractor at 160X, and of
the lunar crater Descartes on October 25,
1952 at 349.04,
349. 04, using the 12-inch refractor at the Morrison Observatory of the
University of Missouri at 204X. Both AIAlmanon and Descartes may be found near
the lowerright corner of Section IX of the
Wilkins map.
Mr. Adams drew
map. In
In Almanon
AlmanonMr.
several craters on the floor and several
others a little outside the rim; almost all
of them can be quickly identified on the
Wilkins map. The drawing of Descartes
shows one fair-sized crater near the southeast edge of the floor and a number of
small irregularities on the floor. Adorns
Adams
writes that he has followed with keen interest discussions
discussions in
in The
The Strol
Strol 1I ing Astronomer about the relative performance of
ra7ge and small telescopes and that one of
the objectives of his visit to the Morrison
Observatory was to try out in persona
comparatively large aperture. He gives
his opinion that there must sometimes be
too much
glare for
for best
best resultswith
resultswith a large
muchglare
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telescope; for example, he sometimes can
distinguish small differences in tone with
his 3-1/4-inch refractor at 160Xwhich are
not visible in his 10-inch reflector at 288X.
It is true that the 10-inch usually shows
more. Adams thinks that delicate details
will be blurred out when the image is too
bright, and here we must surely agree with
him. The Editor would urge, however, that
the best solution is not to reduce the aperture and hence to throw away potential
resolving power;; rather he would advise
dimming the image by the use of a higher
magnification or a filter.
On October 4 and 5,1952 H. P. Wilkins
and P. A. Moore were able to observe the
moon with the 25-inch Newall refractor
and the 30-inch Steavenson reflector of
the University of Cambridge in England.
The results on Haze and Legendre appear
elsewhere in this issue.
Other formations
observed at Cambridge are the regiorrwest
of Vendelinus, the central mountains of
Petavius, Endymion, the "Trapezium" in
Mare Crisium, Proclus, Messier and Pickering, Condorcet, and Palitzch. Moore
writes that he found Palitzch to be "a perfectly well-defined crater-chain, and not
a 'gorge-like valley' at all." We hope to
say more of these Cambridge observations
in future issues. It is certainly most gratifying that Wilkins and Moore are occasionally permitted to use the large telescopes
at Cambridge and Meudon for visual studies.
Is it too much to hope that American observatories may occasionally grant similar
privileges to advanced amateurs?
P. A. Moore observed the small ringplain Lichtenberg, lying near the northeast limb on Section XVIII of the Wilkins
map, on September 2, 1952 at colongitude
73.°9. He employed a 12.5-inch reflector at 325X. Moore could see no trace of
the color sometimes observed near Lichtenberg in 1940-52 by Barcroft, Baum, and
Haas. The crater had a gray floor and white
walls,
with a
a peak
peakon
onits
itseast
eastwall
wall. It
walls, with
abutted on a smaller plain of similar type
to its northeast, and three hills still farther
east appeared to lie on a gently sloping
dome.
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Figure 10 is a sample of K. W. Abineri's
careful and detailed drawings of the lunar
limb regions. The area shown is on the
southwest I imb; F urneri us, appearing at the
lower left corner, is the southernmost of a
chain of four giant walled plains. (The
others are Langrenus, Vendelinus, and
Petavius.) This area is on Section XXV
of the Wilkins map, and lunar students
will find it instructive to compare Figure
10 to the Wilkins map. The orientation of
Figure 10 is not the customary astronomical one; the vertical direction is normal
to the lunar
lunar Ilimb
imb (here
(here the
the southwest
southwest limb).
The mapping of the limb regions on the
moon is still incomplete enough that an
amateur can here make a definite contribution. A large telescope is not necessary; but patience and persistence are; and
naturally
natural
I yone
onemay
mayhave
haveto
to wait
wait aa long
long time
for the best combination of libration and
solar
solar Ilighting.
ighting .Our
Our British
British colleagues
col leagues have
have
example ;swartiswortshown the way, and
and their
theirexample
hy of imitation.
D. P. Barcroft offers some comments on
G. D.
Roth's article
article on
on the
the lunar
lunar rays in
D Roth's
our December, 1952 issue. Our Secretary,
we should say, has devoted a great amount
of time to lunar observing during the last
15 years or so and has an extensive private library of old lunar work. Mr. Barcroft thinks that Mr. Roth's division of
the rays into those of the Tycho type and
those of the Copernicus type is too simple.
He continues and mentions some curious
personal observations he has made of the
rays, ones which he cannot recall having
ever seen published. First, a fan-shaped
ray of Proclus bends around the crater
Pierce in Mare Crisium, apparently avoiding Peirce for some reason. Second, the
ray through Bessel appears to change its
position with respect to Bessel each lunation. Dennett observed the same effect
many years ago and reported it in the old
English Mechanic; it is surely optical.
Third, Barcroft has noticed an offset in
the course of several
several rays
rayswhere
where they cross
a crater. In other words, the path of the
ray on one side of the crater is somewhat
out of
i newith
withthe
thepath
path on
on the
the other
other side.
of Iline
A good example is the ray through Rosse
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in the Mare Nectaris. It would be worthwhile for A.L.P.O. members to look for
examples of such offsetting, both at the
eyepiece and on photographs of the moon.
Such offsetting may well bear on the relative age of lunar formations since the
crater involved is presumably younger than
the ray its formation apparently distorted.
Most amateurs find their planetary studies
all too often plagued by bad seeing, that
is, by unsteady air. This bad seeing, has
absolutely nothing
nothing to
to do
dowith
with the
the clearness
clearness
of the sky; it is the same effect that one
sees through the heated air above a bonfire. With a kind of civic pride in reverse
many observing planetarians and lunarians
appear convinced that the seeing at their
particular site is the world's worst. Although most of us find our choice of a pl ace
to live dictated by personal and economic
considerations rather than by astronomical
advantages, it is still of interest to learn
of seeing conditions in different parts of
the world. A letter from F. M. Bateson
in Rarotonga, Cook Islands, South Pacific,
dated Stepember 21, 1952, gives a short
description of seeing there. Mr. Bateson
is a very well-qualified judge, for he is
the Director of both the Variable Star Section and the Jupiter Section of the Royal
New^Zealand Astronomical Society. He
reports that the seeing on Rarotonga averages six, on a scale of 0 to 10 probably
nearer seven for the morning hours. That
is very good indeed; for Mr. Clyde W.
Tombaugh
has given
given as
ashi
his
estimate
Tombaugh has
s esti
mate in
in conversation that the average seeing at Flagstaff is only five and one-half. The island
of Rarotonga is just within the tropics; it
has a total circumference of 21 miles, and
hills rise steeply inland to a maximumelevation of about 2,000 feet. When the
moist trade winds blow, clouds tend to
form across the peaks only. Towards midnight the wind reverses direction and blows
softly from the land until dawn, the morning hours usually offering clear skies and
very steady seeing.

*****************
** * * * * * ** * * * * * ** *
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
AN
NOU NCEME NTS

CORRECTIONS TO MARCH, 1953 ISSUE.
On pg. 41, left column, I ine 13 read "horizontal",
izontal", not
not "vertical".
"vertical" Our
Our
publishers
publishers
decided to make the long dimension of Figure loon pg. 40 vertical, but this circumstance was not known to the Editor when
he wrote the text. On pg. 43, right column, Ilines
i nes33-34
33-34read
read"Physics
"Physics by
by Hausmann
Hausmann
and Slack."
COMING CONVENTIONS. A tasty diet
of astronomical fare awaits the amateur
able to arrange his vacation to attend one
or more of the conventions scheduled for
the coming summer and autumn. The Astronomical League will convene at Washington, D.C., over the Labor Day weekend, September 4-7, 1953. The hosts will
end;
be the National Capital Astronomers, and
the place will be the Carnegie Institution
of Washington. The program will include
papers on subjects of interest to amateurs,
amateur astronomical exhibits, and trips to
the Naval Observatory and the Naval Research Laboratory at Anacostia. Contributions of papers and exhibits are requested.
Two bulletins
bulletins have
have already
alreadybeen
been released
released
about this Convention. Those desiring further information should write to the Registration Chairman, Mrs. lone Alston, 20
Plattsburg Court, N.W., Washington 16,
D.C., best of all sending in the registration fee of $1.00 before June 1 or $1.50
from then until July 1
1. We
Weare
aresure
sure that
that
all
al Iwho
whoattend
attend will
will enjoy
enjoy the
the League
League Convention very much.
The various Regions of the Astronomical
League will also be holding Conventions
during the coming months. Our growing
list of subscribers in Texas and neighboring
states will be especially interested in the
Convention
of the
the Southwest
Southwest Region
Region at
Convention of
Fort Worth on June 19 and 20. The Convention Manager is Mr. A. W. Mount,
4326 Birchman St., Fort Worth 7, Texas,
to whom inquiries should be addressed.
The program will include a wide selection
of papers, exhibits, a discussion by a panel
of experts, and a visit to the Childrens°
Museum, whose outstanding display at the

League Convention at Dallas in 1952 is
remembered by all who were there.
The Convention of Western Amateurs
will be at Los Angeles on August 14, 15,
and 16 on the beautiful U .C.L. A. campus.
The Los Angeles Astronomical Society are
Hosts and assure us that this Convention
will be the "biggest
"biggest and
and best"
best"on
on the
the West
Coast to date.
SPACE MEDICINE: THE HUMAN FACTOR
FLIGHTS BEYOND
BEYOND THE
THE EARTH.
EARTH The
IN FLIGHTS
amateur interested in space travel - and
what amateur doesn't have some ideas on
this fascinating subject these days? - will
very much want to read the little book of
It can be obtained from the
this title.
University of Illinois Press at Urbana for
$2.00. The six chapter titles, each written
by an expert in the field it treats, will
perhaps sufficiently indicate the contents:
Space Medicine in the United States Air
Force, Multi-Stage Rockets and Artificial
Satellites,
llites, Physiological
Physiological Considerations
Considerations on
Sate
the Possibility of Life Under Extraterrestrial
Conditions,
Conditions, Astronomy
Astronomy and
and Space
Space Medicine
Medicine,
Orientation in.Space, and Bioclimatology
of Manned Rocket Flight. The book is the
outgrowth of a symposium held by the University of Illinois in March, 1950. It will
supply a very interesting and instructive
evening's reading.
**********
***
****************
The Editor is planning to
PERSONAL.
spend a
short vacation
vacation in
in England in June,
ashort
where he hopes to meet at least some of
those British colleagues who have contributed so very much to the A.L.P.O. He
will spend much of his time near London
and will inform Mr. H. Percy Wilkins, 35
Fairlawn Ave., Bexleyheath, Kent, England of details as they are worked out.
The Editor will be absent from Las Cruces
during much of June, and it will not be
practical to
toforward
forward mail,
mail, Therefore,
Therefore, matters requiring urgent action during June
should be addressed to David P. Barcroft,
Secretary
. , 1203
1203 N. Alameda,
Secretary A.
A. L.
L. P.0
P.O.,
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
***************
***************
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IN MEMORIAM
We learned with sorrow of the recent
death of one of our members, Mr. D.
Darrock of Christchurch, New Zealand.
We extend our sympathy to his survivors
and friends. We regret knowing little of
Mr. Darrock; he had belonged to the A.
L.P.O. for several years, and we understand that he was a cripple in his last years.
It was, of course,
course, gratifying
gratifying to
to us
us to
toknow
know
that THE STROLLING
STROLLING ASTRONOMER
ASTRONOMERwas
was
doing something to maintain interest in
astronomy in distant New Zealand, where
indeed much
much very
very praiseworth
praiseworthastronomiastronomical work has been done. If any of our
readers knew Mr. Darrock, we should be
glad to learn more about him.
************
FOR THE BEGINNER: THE COMPUTING
AND USE OF COLONGITUDE.
(Conscious that a large portion of our
members are fairly new to the A.L.P.O.
and in part also fairly new to the special
problems and vocabulary of the lunar and
planetary specialist, we are thinking of
running each month a short article on some
elementary aspect of our studies. We
should be glad to hear from our readers
what they think of this proposal; its future
will depend upon the interest shown. In
this issue we describe the widely used concept of colongitude.)
The greenest tyro learns very quickly
that the aspect of a lunar region changes
very greatly with the changing solar lighting. It hence becomes important to have
some measure of this solar lighting, and
in close studies of whether or not certain
apparent lunar changes should or should
not be ascribed to changing solar lighting a fairly exact measure of the solar
lighting is, a necessity. One might first
try to employ the phase of the moon as
given by its age in days. The moon's age
has been so used,
used, and
and is
k indeed still so
used; nevertheless, it is a very rough and
inadequate measure because of the moon's
libration in longitude (see any text). In
an
on extreme case
case at
at the
the same
same age
age of the
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moon a crater on the lunar equator might
be unit luminated at one time and might have
the sun 15 degrees above its horizon at another time. Therefore, we must seek a
measure of solar lighting independent of
the earth's
earth's position
position in
in space.
spacZ-Such
a measua-7;r7easure is colongitude. It may be thought of
as the lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator, measured at the equator
of the moon from the center of the disc at
mean libration always toward the lunar
east. At mean libration in longitude the
colongitude is 0° at first quarter, 90° at
full moon,
moon, 180°
1800at
at last
last quarter,
quarter, and 270°
at new moon. It may be as much as almost
8 degrees on either side of these mean values, however.
The computing of colongitude requires
only the most trivial mathematics, but it
does require the current annual volume of
The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac or its equivalent. The Ephemeris
is sold by the Superintendent of Documents
Washington 25, D.C. for $3.75 (cloth).
Colongitude depends, of course, on time;
and hence a first step is to convert the recorded time of the observation into the Universal Time used in the Ephemeris. To do
so, add 12 hours for P.M. observations;
and then also add 5 hours if you use E. S. T. ,
6 hour's
C.S.T.,
T. ,77hours
howl ififC.S.
hours ifif M.S.
M.S. T.
T. , and
8 hours if P.S.T. The U.T. date is thus
sometimes one day later than the local date.
For example, 8
8 P.M.
P.M. by
by E.
E.S.T.
S.T. on May
10 is 1h
lh on
on May
May 11
11 by
by U.T.
U.T. Again,
Again, 11
P.M. by C.S. T. on May 10 is 5h on May
11 by U.T. Also, 2 A.M. by P.S.T. on
May 11 is 10h on May 11 by U.T., the
date here remaining the same.
The colongitude is given at Oh, U.T.,
for each day in the present year in the
sixth column on pp. 446-453 of the 1953
Ephemeris.
increases at
at an
an almost
almost uniEphemeris. r,„ItItincreases
form rate of O.°51
0.051 per hour. This rate may
usually be thought of as half a degree per
hour or one-tenth of a degree in 12 minutes. We now give a couple examples of
the computation of colongitude.
1. Find the colongitude at 9:12 P.M.,
E.S.
T. on
on May
May 16, 1953.
E.S.T.

in
in
sh
oE
it

1
2

in
et
0.
9.
th
C
th
th

ur
th
th
11+1
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The U.T. is 2h 12m on May 17.
Colongitude at Oh on May 17
312.°03
(1953 A. E .)
Increase in 2 hrs.
1.°02
(0.°51 x 2)
Increase in 12 mins.
60)
(0.051x12
(0.051x12+60)
10
. 10
Colongitude at 2h12m on
May
May 17
l7
313.°15
313.'15

ght
ave
aaka
of
of
)nitor
at
!nor
the
I at
700

This result would almost always be rounded to 313.°1.
2. Find the colongitude at 11:10 P.M.,
P.S.T. on May 19, 1953.

ost
31A-

7h 10m
10m on
on May
May 20.
The U.T. is 7h
on May 20
Colongitude at Oh on
(Ephemeris)
348.°71
Increase
ncrease in 7 hrs.
3. 057
(0.°51 x 7)
3.057
Increase in 10 mins.
(0.°51x104.
(0.°51x10 60)
60)
0.:108
0.4°08
Colongitude at 7h 10m
on May 20.
352.°36

res
I. it
of

ris
Its
nts

We would round to 352.°4.
We sometimes want to work the problem
in reverse and to find the time corresponding to a given colongitude. One example
should suffice.

tilo
, s;

d

3.
observer
3 AnAn
observerusing
usingC.S.T.
C.S.T. wants
wants to
observe Conon at Colongitude 152.°2 in
June, 1953.
1953. When
When should
should he
he go to his
telescope?

y
d

y
n
e

e

a

We find by inspecting the Ephemeris for
1953
1 953 (pg.
(pg. 449)
449) that
that at
at Oh,
Oh, U.T.,
U.T., on June
2 the colongitude is 147.°26. Subtracting 147.°26 from
from 1152.°20,
52.°20, we
we have a needincreaseof
of4.094.
4.°94. Dividing
Dividing 4.°94
ed increase
4.094 by
by
0.051,
0.051 the
the increase
increase in
in an
an hour,
hour, we find
9.69 hours or 9 hrs., 41 mins.
Hence,
the U.T. is 9h 41m on Junet2;
June,2; and the
C.S.T. is 3:41 A.M. on June 2.
Colongitude is not a perfect measure of
the solar lighting of a lunar crater; for
greatest accuracy one should also supply
the
the sun's selenographic latitude, given in
the seventh column on pp. 446-453 of the
1953 Ephemeris.
However, colongitude
alone
alone is
isusua
u
y quite
TY
quitesufficient.
sufficient. Another
Another

possibility, longer but giving
giving aa very
very corm:corn-r
plete picture
picture of
of the
the solar
solar lighting,
lighting is to
compute the altitude and azimuth of the
sun in the lunar sky from the sun's selen°graphic colongitude and latitude in the
Ephemeris and the lunar latitude and longitude of the position on the moon selected.
Spherical trigonometry is used. The resulting formula for the sun°s
sun's altitude
altitude may
be found on pg. 633 of the 1953 Ephemeris.
*************

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE
MOON'S EAST LIMB TOGETHER WITH A
NOTE ON THE FORMATIONS MESSIER
AND PICKERING.
by R. M. Baum, F.R.A.S.
The limb-area towards the east of the
great formations Grimaldi, Riccioli, and
Sven Hedin has, in common with the limb
regions in general, been a neglected zone
by observers, with the subsequent result
that relatively
relatively Ilittle
ittle is
is known
known of
of the
the topography of this interesting region. This apparent lack of knowledge persuaded the
writer in conjunction with that excellent
astronomer Mr. P.
P. A.
A. Moore,
Moore, F.R.A.S.
F.R.A.S.,
to embark upon a cooperative study of
this region, with the intent to produce
a first outline chart of a region that had
not been mapped before, so far as was
known. In consequence of this plan, therefore, throughout the years
years 1947
1947 and
and 11948
948
considerable attention was devoted to the
positioning and delineating of the formaformations of this magnificent lunar region.
The aggregate total of drawings executed
by Moore and the writer came to 100.
Subsequently in 1949 these drawings were
combined into a chart, which was eventually published in the B.A.A. Memoirs,
Vol. 36, Part 3, pg. 8, together with a
short paper written by Mr. Moore.
Since the publication of this, the 19471948
series has been
been reexamined,
reexamined, and
1948 series
closely compared with some more recent
observations. There resulted from this restudy several points of great interest relative to the physical aspect of the area,
the details of which are now more fully set
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down for the examination of intending observers. First, however, a brief recapitulation of the earlier work may prove of
some small interest to those not fully acquainted
quainted with,
with it.
The region studied extends from 70° E.
Longitude to the confining limits of the
farther eastern boundary of the libratory
margin. In latitude the area covered lies
between 10° S. and 10° N. Bounding this
strip on the west tower the rugged ramGrimaldi and
and Riccioli
Riccioli,, while northparts of Grimaldi
ward rise the complex, broken walls that
encompass the plain of Sven Hedin and the
smaller ringwall Olbers. Eastwards from
these celebrated formations the only other
notable specimens of crateriform character
that are marked on the existing mean I ibration charts are those to which Wilkins
has given the names Buss and Lowe, which
features can be found on Section XIX of his
great map. Goodacre
Goodacre on
on his
hismap
map also gives
these but does not name them. Certain
indefinite indications are also given of
these rings on J.F.J. Schmidt's fine chart
published in 1878. Apart from these, then,
no notable features are shown on the classical maps, which are as mentioned before
drawn for
for mean
mean libration,
libration, between
betweenBuss
Buss
and Lowe, and the mean limb. The discoveries that were subsequently made do
not imply that, though not charted on the
published maps, in view of their extreme
position, they have never been seen before.
No doubt there may exist in old record
books many observations relative to the
farther eastern marginal belt, which have
never been published. Bearing this matter in mind, therefore, we may proceed
to examine the recent studies in some detail.
Perhaps the most important revelation
arising out of the study was the detection
in September, 1947, of two large ringwalls east of Buss and Lowe of fine appearance. Previous to this, the existence
of such objects so far east had not been
fully known to either Moore or the writer,
and it was only natural that in such circumstances confusion should arise over
their similarity to Buss and Lowe. So for
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some little time considerable doubt existed
over whether or not the rings were actually "new", it being suggested that they were
in actual fact Wilkins' twin craters. However, these doubts were finally dispelled
in 1948, when the elusive ringwalls Buss
and Lowe were observed by the writer on
March 24 at 21h, U.T.,
U. T., When
When the
the termiterminator lay immediately east of them. Thus
with the new rings truly tecogni zed as such,
it became evident that in view of their
grandeur, it would be fitting for them to
be named. In this naming the final choice
was that the southern ring should be called
Bolton, after an observer of considerable
skill, and the northern after another skillful selenographer, Dr. S.M. Green. These
names were suggested with some diffidence;
but as the rings belong more to the other
side of the moon than to the more familiar
face, it was considered imperative to avoid
the confusion which other observers might
experience when first surveying the area.
With this fact in mind, therefore, the names
of Scriven Bolton and Dr. S. M. Green,
who are no longer among us, seemed appropriate in the extreme.

.1111.1m.

1

Figure 1. Chart of Craters East of Riccioli
on Moon's East Limb by R. M. Baum.
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Study of the profile drawings of the mighty D'Alembert Mountains revealed very
and curious
curious mountai
mountain
interesting and
n structures,
in places rising to some 20,000 feet. From
a close examination of a total of 50 profile curves, secured at different libration
conditions, it was eminently evident that
the highest peaks lie to the east of the
ringwal
-ingwalls
Is Bolton
Bolton and
and Green,
Green, and
and that in
al I probabi I ity the greater part of the range
lies on the averted lunar hemisphere. Such
a contention arose from a close scrutiny
of the cruves
cruxes taken at extremely favorable
conditions of libration in longitude and
latitude.
Finally, some indefinite indications of a
lunar mare were registered as lying west
of the ring plain Green.
Such were the first results arrived at.
The later ones reached from more recent

sted
Jaivere
DWI led
led
Buss
r on
.ni-nirhus
ich,
Heir
n to
lice
led
ible
IIlese
ce;
her
liar
old
oid
ght

observations and a fresh study of the earlier work are now given as a supplement to
the details already published.
BOLTON (new name proposed). A fine
mountain ring about 40 miles in diameter,
lying east of Lowe and owing to its extreme position, always much fore-shortened. The walls do not rise to any great
altitude, though the summit on the west
is broken
brokenbyby
four
four
peaks
peaks ,a/3
, /3
, y,
and
, y
, and
8 , the foremost being the most noticeable. On the west the exterior glacis is
broad and not easily defined - containing
This latmarked
A° A. This
a curious
curiousformation
formation
marked
ter feature is well shown on a drawing takT., by
en 1951, January
January 22,
22, 18h
18h 45m,
45m, U.
U.T.,
the writer; it is also depicted upon a sketch
by D.W.G. Arthur, 1947, November 27,
at colongitude 88.°0.
An aperture of
only three inches will show A°, but a larger
instrument is needed to determine its nature precisely.

mes
ip-

aMm

Figure 2. Crater Bolton
R.
M. Baum.
Baum.
R M.
January
January 22,
22, 1951.
1951 18h45m, UT
3-inch refr. 100X.
Colongitude = 88.08.
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Tie
Taesouthern
southern section
section of
of the
the east
east wall is
almost regular, no irregularities having as
yet been detected to break its uniformity.
Indeed the summit of the wall is very difficult to detect, owing to the great brightness of the interior slopes and the slightness of the shadow cast. Seemingly this
east wail would appear to be very little
above the terrain to the east. Outside
here towers a lofty rounded mountain mass,
which appears to consist of a higher southern moss,
mass, with precipitous
precipitous slopes,
slopes, and
and On
bn
interesting adjoining bank-like mass, northwards - with a much serrated summit. The
northern exterior glacis is extended by a
gently sloping ridge, running northwards
for some distance.
Upon the convex, light-gray floor, which
brightens considerably towards high noon
on the formation, rises a massive central
mountain, with a flattened summit. The
base of this mountain appears convex, indicating the possibility that it can possibly
be a small crater whose western walls are
hard by the western interior slopes of Bolton.
Outside the region to the northeast, at
B, contains several meridional ridges suggesting a series of shallow valleys. To the
south lies a small pear-shaped crater, Bolton A - the northern exterior glacis of
which connects up with the southern outer
slopes of the major formation.

GREEN (proposed new name). Slightly
larger than Bolton, and north of it. Comparing the two rings, one is left with the
impression that Green is by far more irregular, and more open than its southern
counterpart. Generally the walls are lower though three lofty peaks rise on the
west, while four more rise upon the east
wall, three on the southeast, and one on
the northeast. The floor is darker [than
that of Bolton] , and contains what appear to be two large crateriform objects,
which when on the terminator at sunrise
give the impression of a longitudinal mountain chain.
Outside, to the east, lies a deep valley, running between two towering masses.
On the west, between Buss and Green, a
dusky streak-like feature has been noted
frequently. Running southwards from the
ring and apparently
apparently connected
connected to
to the
thewal
walls
Is
extend two parallel mountain arms of considerable altitude, and of rugged appearance, their summits being broken up by
several peaks.
Farthest Peaks of the D'Alembert Mountains. At times of maximum libration in
To-rigitude
there appears upon the limb
ro
ng-itude there
what the writer considers to be a mighty
ringwall seen in profile - such is the only
explanation which can be afforded it. A
central peak rises above the depressed
curve of the walls, while suggestions of

:' a

1
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Figure 3. Craters Messier or:
ar:
Pickering. R. M. Baum.
November 15, 1951.
20h 45m, U.T.
6.5-inch refl. 216X.
Colongitude = 112.°5.

the
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outer terraces become evident under good
seeing conditions. Upon Figure 1 the position of this formation is given, as is also
its appearance. In front of this "ringwall"
tower some lofty mountains, whose slopes
run into these peaks, lying due east of
Green. Seemingly the valley detected by
Mr. Moore, mentioned in the description
of Green, cuts through these ranges and
extends to the outer western slopes of the
great ringwall.
Note on Messier and Pickering. While
observing these well-known formations on
November 15, 1951 at 20h45m, U.1., the
writer found the shadows in both rings to
be not black, but in Pickering grayish
black, with a diffuse boundary, and in
Messier, grayish brown, but much sharper
(Figure 3).
Within
than in Pickering.
Pickering a nebulous white spot, glistening with a bluish white radiance, showed
upon the inner western
western slopes.
slopes. A
A siDiilar,
siglilar,
though duller, spot existed in Messier.
Could the diffuse character of the shadows have been due to some local atmospheric cause around and within Pickering?
[One of our leading contributors, Mr.
Baum is a very active lunar and planetary
observer in the British Astronomical Association. His address is 1 Dee Banks, Boughton, Chester, England. He will be glad
to correspond with other A.L.P.O. members about our mutual studies. The twilight-like appearances in Messier and
Pickering are not the first such to be recorded there. It would be very worthwhile
for our observers to examine closely the
appearance of the
the evening
evening shadows
shadows iin
n these
twin craters. - Editor]
***************

and

PETAVIUS
by H. Percy
Percy Wilkins,
Wilkins, F.R.A.
F.R.A.S.
S.
By the kind permission of Prof. Redman
and with the assistance
H. Steaassistance of
of Dr.
Dr. W.
W.H.
venson, I have been able to observe with
the 25-inch refractor and the 30-inch reflector at Cambridge University Observatory. Among other lunar formations studied

with these fine instruments is Petavius,
which was observed on October 3, and again on December 3, 1952, the latter under a slightly higher illumination. The
latter drawing is now reproduced as Figure
4
4,
I do not profess to have inserted all the
details seen; the western portion of the interior in particular was literally covered
with mounds, ridges, and Iandswells
landswells while
on the floor, in general, were various clefts,
ridges, slight depressions, and mounds.
centrol mountains
The great cleft from the central
gleamed white and is crossed by a distinct
ridge.
[n
Jjnaaletter
letterdated
dated February
February 4,
1953, Mr. Wilkins described this "ridge"
as "a fault, with a drop on the east, may
be a cleft at its foot.'' At the point where
this ridge joins the cleft a craterlet was
discovered on October 5, 1952, using the
30-inch reflector and 300X.
From a crater to the north of the central
mountains a cleft runs north and there is
another on its west. The great cleft is continued beyond the mountain group as a fine
ravine, confirmed by Dr. Steavenson. For
the numerous other features reference should
be made to Figure 4, which drawing was
made on a previously prepared outline.
This method greatly conduces to speed of
drawing and to the number of sketches that
it is possible to complete in a given time.
I wish to acknowledge the invaluable assistance given by Dr. Steavenson in preparing the instruments for observations and
placing both giant telescopes at my disposal for lunar and planetary work.
[The preparation of outlines for drawing
before going to the telescope is indeed a
time-saver
and
alsoincreased
increasedaccuracy;
accuracy; for
iinsaver and
also
coarse detail certain to be seen can be inserted on the outline, and time at the telescope is thus saved for the finer markings.
The outlines may be partly or wholly based
upon photographs. - Editor]

***************
* * ***** * ** **** *
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Figure 4. Walled Plain Petavius. H. Percy Wilkins.
Cambridge 30-inch refl. Colongitude = 113.°9.
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SATURN: A GENERAL DISCUSSION
OF WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE.
by Thomas A. Cragg
It is apparent that numerous people feel
that a very large telescope is required to
do serious work on the planet Saturn. Obviously,
viously, aa large,
large ,aperture
aperture is
is a help, but is
not an absolute necessity for quite a few
very interesting and worthwhile projects.
During the 1951-52 apparition festoons,
spots and
and humps
humps in
inthe
theN.E.
N.E.B.,
B. , and
and colors
were observed consistently with instruments
as
as small
small as
as 3.5-inches
3.5-inches in aperture.
The standard nomenclature of Saturnian
details
detail s may
may be
be found
found in
in The
The Strol
Strol I ing Astronomer, Vol. 6, No. 11,
H , pg. 158, 1952.
The
Tieprimary
primarydifference
difference between
between the
the present
apparition and the last one is the higher
tip of the rings to our line of sight; the
rings now completely
completely hide
hide the
the S.E.B...The
S.E.B..The
following are only a few of the more important items which one can study with a
small instrument:
1. Observe and record central meridian
transits of spots (light or dark) and the
bases of
bases
of festoons.
festoons.
2. Study color changes in the belts and
zones with filters of known transmissions.
(Refer
(Refer to
to article
article/The
TheFITTe7in
FIT1;7in this issue.)
3. Record the relative intensities of the
various features.
4. Observe closely high latitude spots
and festoons to determine the rate of rotation of Saturn in higher latitudes.
5. Observe the relative color of each
ri
ng—arm.
ring-arm.
6. Determine how close to opposition
the shadow of the ball on the rings can be
detected.
Observers with larger telescopes may attempt the following:
1. All
the items
items mentioned
mentioned above.
All the
2. Measure the latitudes of the belts
and zones on photographs, on carefully
-,
.-odedrawings,
drawings, or
or best
best of
of all on the p
anet
:ade
it7inet
't-self
withaafilar
filarmicrometer.
micrometer.
'self with

3. Look for various minor divisions in
the rings.
4. Determine how far inwards toward
the ball the inner edge of the Crape Ring
extends.
5. Watch for a possible dusky ring outside of Ring A.
Let us further stress the tremendous importance of markings in higher latitudes
as these
t lese rotation rates are not known at
present with very much accuracy.
In the form of an announcement it should
be added that Mr. A. P. Lenham of England has already observed several humps
on the south edge of the south component
of the N.E. B., any one of which is very
suitable for determining rotation rates.
Saturn is, of course, now well placed
in the evening sky.
***************
THE FILTER
by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
"Things are not always what they seem"
Phaedrus, Book IV
When is a gray planetary marking not
gray? Answer: When it is brown.
But
this is not a compendium of riddles.
Perhaps no science owes more to color
than Astronomy. Color has been the magic
key which has unlocked many doors to the
understanding of stellar physics. When
the colorof a star is taken, the astrophysicist can at once make more or less valid
assumptions about that star's temperature;
and when he examines the position and
number of lines in its spectrum he can also
deduce
about its physical condeduce many
many facts
factsabout
stitution. Moreover, by the relation of
temperature to apparent magnitude he can
determine the intensity of its radiation per
square unit of surface and thus obtain the
vokime.
voldme. Finally, by measuring the shift
of the spectral lines toward the violet or
the red
he can not
red end
end of
of the
the spectrum,
spectrum, he
only tell whether the star is approaching
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or receding from us but also its velocity.
The planetarian's interest in color is of a
different order. Because planetary and lunar colors are secondary colors, i.e. not
emission colors, they cannot tell us anything about the temperature or physical
constitution of the bodies on which they
occur - at least not directly; but they can
tell us something about the nature of the
planetary surface
surface.. A
A highly
highly colored,
colored, bright
orange red surface which does not share in
obvious seasonal variations going on in adjacent dark areas can hardly be anything
but desert; and we might reasonably go a
step farther and say that such a desert is
composed of materials high in ferric iron.
Considerably more stirring possibilities are
presented by seasonal changes whereby dark
areas, as on Mars, develop green-blue
tints in response to the season. Here color
becomes an index of living organisms; for
it is impossible to contemplate the fresh
green of the Martian spring without recalling to mind the vernal flush of Mother
earth. Again, the sombre reds, browns,
and purples of Jupiter's belts all tell us
that here a very different order of things
obtains.
For the practical observer, however, it
is not enough merely to speculate upon what
colors may
he is
is often
often equally
equally conmay mean,mean, he
cerned with the problem of how he may see
them. This is because planetary colors,
with few exceptions, are rather negative
and tend to gray off because of the great
distances involved. Moreover, the smaller
the aperture the less obvious will be the
color of faint tones on the one hand or intensely dark ones on the other. To perceive such colors the very largest aperture
is required.
The times being what they are, very large
apertures are seldom found in individual
hands; but let the average observer take
heart. For a very moderate outlay he can
equip his small telescope with accessories
which will show very delicate shadings of
color. Such accessories are color filters.
What is a color filter? It is the optical
analogue of the semipermeable membrane;
and like the latter
latter itit passes
passes some
some things
thingsand
and
stops others. Thus a red filter passes red
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light but stops blue; a blue filter does the
reverse. A violet filter passes violet and
much of the blue end of the spectrum; but
it shuts out the warm colors in the orange
and red.
Now this property of filters, i.e. selectivity, enables the owner of a small
telescope to "see" colors which otherwise
he would not; but it is necessary to understand thot
that he "sees" them in a rather indirect way. For contrary to what is often
supposed, such filters do not make an obscure color evident as color; but rather
they unmask the nature of the color by
the filter's effect upon its intensity.
Let us take a practical example. An
observer has equipped himself with three
filters; red, green, and blue. He is examining Jupiter and suspects that the NEB
may possess a reddish tinge; but the belt
chances to be so intensely dark that he
cannot be sure of his impression. Switching on the blue filter, he discovers that
the belt has now lost all color and appears
black. This, however, does not prove that
it is reddish; but only that it is of some color which darkens in blue light. However,
this does tell him at once that it is one of
the warm colors and that the hue will be
found somewhere in the red end of the spectrum.
„Next, he
he switches
switches to
to the red filter.
trum.„Next,
The belt now appears somewhat grayish
and less intense. He now knows that the
true color is one which looks darker to a
blue filter
and lighter
lighter to
to a
a red
red one. Finalfilterand
ly he makes an examination in green and
notices a faint suggestion of orange-brown.
The true color of the belt, therefore, is
one which looks
looks bl
bl ack
ack to
to blue
blue Ilight,
ight, grayish to red, and brownish to green; and if
the observer is familiar with the relation
of his three filters to red, he is able to say
that the belt is definitely of some dark reddish hue, probably a reddish-brown. Thus
his optical impression is confirmed.
Filters also enable us to "see" colors
where none is even suspected; and thus
they enable us to make calorimetric
colorimetric observations of such unpromising objects as
Venus and the moon. Let us take the case
of Venus,
of which commonly
Venus, the
the markings
markingsof
appear - when they can be seen at all - in
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tones of gray. If we find such markings
equally intense in red, blue, and yellow
light, then we may suppose that they are
gray in fact; but should they become notably darker in red light, then we would
know that the true hue was one of the cool
colors and therefore tobe found in the blue
end of the spectrum. The moon lends itself especially well to filter colorimetry,
inasmuch as few eyes can perceive, any
native color at all. A filter, however,
will quickly reveal the presence of color
in many surfaces which appeared to the
eye in varying tones of gray, ranging from
a neutral gray almost to black.
It is not only possible thus to unmask
color when actually present; but by comparing results obtained with several filters it is also possible to determine the
family to which the unmasked color belongs; and if the observer is thoroughly
familiar with the relation of his filters to
ccemake
extensive color charts, then he caemake
a very reasonable estimate even of the
shade.
What is the nature of such color charts?
They are simply printed squares or circles
of standard colors, and their hues, seen
against a white background.
How are they to be used in connection
with astronomical filter work? By using
them to test the appearance of any given
color, and its hues, to the several filters.
By practice one very soon learns how given
colors
appear asseen
asseen through
through a red, blue,
colorsappear
or other filter. Finally, by removing the
charts some distance from the eye, e.g.
by hanging
1:ly
hangingthem
themat
at the
the end
end of
of a
a long
long hall,
one gains some notion of the effect of distance. When one has become thoroughly
conversant with how a given color, or
shade, appears to three or more filters,
then it becomes fairly simple to identify
that color in a planetary marking which,
to the unaided eye, may simply appear
grayish or blackish. Naturally the more
filters one employs the greater is the accuracywith
curacy with which
which one
one can
can isolate
isolate a given
color, and the wider is the range of hues
one can detect.
A few general rules of filter behavior
may now
now be
be briefly.
brieflyconsidered.
considered. A
A warm
warm

will darken
color .will
darken a
a cool
cool one, and vice
versa; e.g. red, light will darken blue and
greenish tones; blue or, green light will
darken reddish tones. A very pale color
is difficult to determine, since, it will more
or less perfectly
perfectly assume,
assumethe
the color
color of
of the
the
filter. Light yellow is such a color. Through a red filter it looks whitish- red.
Through,
Through, a
a green
greenfilter,
filter, whitish-green;
whitish-green;
through a blue
blue filter
filter aa pale
palewhitilsh-greenwhittish-greenish-blue and so on.
filter is
is affected
affected
The performance of the filter,
by the aperture of,
of the
the telescope,
telescope, the
the power, and
and by
by the
the apparent
apparent magnitude,
magnitude of the
object. Aperture should be at, least 2 inches, and the larger
larger the
the,
,better.
better. High
High popower is to be avoided because the intensity
of the image is
is thereby,
therebydiminished.
diminished. For
the same reason apparent,
apparant, magnitude is.a
crucial •factor.
factor.On
Onaavery
very dim
dim planet,
planet,
crucial
such as
as Uranus,
Uranus, fine
fine determi
cleterminationsof
nations of delicate shadings will in general be impossible - unless the aperture of the
the telescopes"
telescopes'
is correspondingly large. Filters, like all
other optical instruments, have optimum
light requirements for given performance.
Finally, one may wish to know where
to obtain good color filters, how to apply
them to the telescope, and what they cost.
Kodak Wratten filters are very good and
with proper care will last indefinitely.
They may be obtained at any camera shop
and come in a fairly wide range of colors
including violet. The cost is relatively
low, ranging perhaps
perhapsfrom
from two
two to
to five dollars
per filterdepending
filterdepending upon
upon size and colarsper
lor. At the same shop one may also obtain a filter ring, by means of which the
filter may be adapted to the telescope.
This is an open ring designed to slip over
the objective lens of a camera and thus
hold the filter in place. These rings may
be obtained in several sizes and same,
some, I
think, are adjustable. At rho
the telescope
the ring would be slipped over the eyepiece and the filter dropped into place.
With .a
a little
little ingenuity
ingenuity such
such a
a ring
ring can
con
easily be contrived. If one
oness choice
choice is
limited, filters
filters in
in the
the three
three plimary
plinary colors should be
be selected;
selecied,viz
viz red,
red, blue,
blue, and
yellow. The best two woLld be red and
blue. The best single choice, either red
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If circumstances permit, one
or blue.
should add orange, green, and violet to
the three primary colors.
Color charts, showing samples of various
colors, may be obtained
obtained from
from any
any artists°
artists'
supply house and should be selected with a
view to obtaining as many colors as possible. Such charts should be carefully guarded against direct sunlight, as by leaving
them in a room near a window, lest the
colors fade.
Thus equipped the observer is in position
to determine the characteristics of his filters in relation to any given color as shown
on the chart; and when he has mastered
this technique he is ready to apply them
to serious
serious -- and
and very
veryabsorbing
absorbing- work
work at
the telescope.
Dr. Bartlett
POSTSCRIPT BY EDITOR.
wrote this article in response to an editorial request, one of our leading observers having asked for information on how
to use color filters and where to obtain
them. We think that others will find the
information given helpful, and we hope
that the article will encourage A.L.P.O.
members to use such filters more. If it
does, it will have served its purpose.
****************
**** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **

THE LIMITS OF TELESCOPIC
RESOLUTION: A SYMPOSIUM.
(continued from March issue)
Foreword. Some published drawings of
Jupiter III, or Ganymede, caused Mr. John
Mellish, the veteran telescope maker, to
offer some comments on optical limitations
of our views of planetary detail. These
ideas were so basic that they were circulated among a number
number of
of A.
A.L.
L.P.O.
P.O. memmembers known to be interested. This paper
is a summary of the comments and contributions made by various persons. It might
be profitable to reread pp. 42-44 of the
March issue before continuing.
FURTHER REMARKS BY E. E. HARE. Mr.
Hare accepts Mellish's explanation of the
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"black drop" and does not consider that
Rosebrugh' ss fai
failure
Rosebrugh'
I ureto
to see
see aa similar
similar "bright
drop" at the tangential occultation of
Mars need disprove Mellish's theory; it
may instead merely confirm that diffraction effects are different on bright and
dark detail. Hare concludes: "From these
considerations I believe it can be claimed
that as far as the telescope concerns the
matter there is no clear-cut limitation
on how small a black mark will look to
be, and if the contrast is excellent, as
with Saturn, it is certain that the eye
can perceive and register a black line
very fine indeed. However, it seems
that we all pretty closely agree with Mr.
Mellish when it comes to bright planetary detail that such features look no smaller than a faint star in the same te
telescope.
lescope. "
C.
CB
B.STEPHENSON
STEPHENSONOFFERS
OFFERS SOME EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE. Mr. Stephenson says in part:
"With regard to the
telescopic appearance of dark markings
below the conventional [Dawe0 limit
of resolution of the telescope, I should
say that, in my opinion, Mr. Hare's remark, that in observing dark markings one
is dealing with deficiences in a field of
light rather than with radiation of black
light, is most pertinent.
Undoubtedly
many observers do yield to the perhaps
natural tendency to draw planetary features too sharp and narrow, but O'Toole's
comments regarding the appearance of
Ganymede with a 6-inch telescope, and
Reese's discussion of the appearance of
Cassini's division seem to provide rather
damaging evidence against the proposal
that all dark features below the Dawes
limit must be imaged by the telescope as
of identical size.
"The present discussion made me decide to test for myself, observationally
and under control led conditions, the idea
that Mr. Johnson's
Johnson's computations
computations Do
[to be
mentioned later) appear to have sustained, that a difference in size should be
detectable for dark features smaller than
the traditional Dawes limit, and Airy disk.
For this purpose a sheet of white paper
wos
prepared containing
containing a number of penwosprepared
cilled lines and dots of nearly equal in-
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experimenter can verify. Below one minute of arc the thicker of two lines or dots
will look more intense than the thinner
one; but since
since the
the images
imageson
onthe
the retina
retina are
now formed by diffraction, the difference
in size will not be otherwise apparent. (it
will be noted that this statement, reworded to apply to the telescopic image, is exactly what Mr. Me I I ish original I y announced about the size of all planetary markings
in his correspondence with Mr. Cave. Several of the participants in the discussion,
including Reese and. Stephenson, have found
evidence of exceptions to such a rule.)
Mr. Thompson points out that contrast determines how thin a line can be seen. A
black wire can be perceived with the unaided eye against a bright cloud background when its angularwidth is little more
than a second of arc, and the eye can do
still better on
spider-thread many yards
on a.
a spider-thread
distant and glinting in the sunlight. Some
years ago Thompson conducted experirnents
experiments
in dual pinhole resolution with the eye;
results by different persons ranged from one
and a half to five minutes of arc. Slightly better results were secured with separating lines, and the dependence of the limit
of resolution on contrast with the background was demonstrated. The eye's exact limit of resolution is very important to
the practical observer because it determines how much magnification he must use
to take advantage of the potential resolving power of his
his telescope.
telescope. 'A
A limit of two
to four minutes and a corresponding magnification of 25 to 50 per inch of aperture
are usually assumed, but one must realize
thatWraeT/ariations
can occur.
that7v2eTiariations can
In experiments with the diffraction pattern of a pinhole illuminated by tungsten
Ilight,
ight,Thompson
Thompson verified
verified that
that there
there are
slight differences in color-sensitivity between the eyes of different individuals of
apparently perfectly good vision and even
between the right and left eyes of one individual tested. Therefore, of two observers looking at Mars in quick succession
at the same telescope, one might clearly
see a
faint colored
colored marking
marking which escaped
afaint
the other. Mr. Thompson concluded: "In
making this color sensitivity test, a brightly

illuminated pinhole or slit is placed at the
center of curvature of an aluminized mirror (or at
at a
a distance
distance greater
greaterthan
than_ff in
in back
of a lens) that is stopped down to a diameter small enough not to resolve the pinhole or slit. A sufficiently strong eyepiece should be used to view the focused
image. The filter may be placed in front
of either the light source of the eyepiece
The more that participate in the test, the
more interesting the results are apt,to be.
"I would not venture to say the experiments suggested above constitute 'eyetraining', or would lead to anything more
than increased knowledge of personal limitations. But there,is the chance that such
knowledge willlead to more factual reports of
of what
what is
is seen
seen through
through the
the telescope.
telescope.""
(to be continued)..
continued)
***** *
****e****
*********************
*

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Figure 5 is a reproduction of a chart of
Cassini recently
recently submitted
submitted by,
by anew French
member of the
the A.L.
A.L.P.O.,
P.O., Mr,
Mr, A, C.
Larrieu,
Marseille,
Larrieu, 52,
52, Rue
Rue 13reteuil,
Breteuil, Marseille,
France. Mr. Larrieu says (in translation):
"The enclosed drawing results from observations made in 1926 at the Marseille Observatory with the 16- cm.
(6.5-inch)
'Comet-Seeker'. The ring Cassini,, located in the north part of the Mare Imbrium, is worthy of interest and study.
First, its strange and characteristic shape
attracts attention. (Does it not resemble
one of those old castles with its towers
and dungeons?) The region around Cassini
is interesting because it is higher than the
plain and than Cassini itself. The chief
object in the enclosure of Cassini is naturally the large/ crater 9 miles in diameter
which lies in the west part of the ring,
this
craterbeing
being700
700feet
feetdeep,
deep,i.e.,
i.e., it
this crater
reaches the level of the plain. The other
and smaller crater is located at the other
boundary of the enclosure. Between the
two craters three small hills are visible.
This ring by its characteristic appearance
holds the attention of the least attentive
observer. Its easy visibility at first and
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Figure 5.
Chart of Cassini by
A. C. Larrieu.

last quarter of the moon should encourage
amateurs to study it more."
On November
November 26,
26,1952J.
1952J. T.
T. Carle drew
the lunar object. Linne with his excellent
8-inch reflector at 400X, helped by excellent seeing. The Colongitude, a term discussed elsewhere in this issue was 20.°8.
Within the familiar white area, which is
visible in any telescope, he saw a small
craterlet only a few miles across and holding a crescent-shaped shadow. The rim of
the crater looked complete, although previous observations had indicated breaks in
the rim to Mr. Carle. In previous views
under very low lighting, lower than on Nov.
26, he had seen the craterlet to be in the
top of a steep elevation so that there was
a good resemblance to a terrestrial volcanic
cone. Linne has been of the greatest interest to lunarians since Schmidt of Athens
announced in 1866 that the craterlet drawn
and described by Maedler and others during the first half of the nineteenth century
had vanished. Although it has been seen by
perhaps a dozen A.L.P.O. members in all,
the craterlet recently observed by Carle is
not an easy object by any means and isquite
beyond the capabilities of many present-day
6- to 12-inch telescopes of only fair optiPage 60

rb

cal quality. That Maedler and his contemporaries can have seen "our" crater
crater witF
with
the imperfect telescopes of more than c
century ago appears
appearsquite
quite impossible.
impossible. Conif ititstill
stillexists,
exists,should
shoulz
versely, their crater, if
certainly be easy for modern telescopes.
on November
November 26,
colongitude 21.01
21.01 on
1952
plain
1952 Carle
Carlealso
alsodrew
drewthe
thewalled
walled
*lir
Archimedes. Several craterlets were visible on the floor, and one of them still held
a detectable crescentic shadow. Carle wcs
much interested by
by the
the pattern
pattern of
of light
light anc
an:
dark streaks crossing the floor of Archimedes in an east-and-west
east-and-west direction,
direction, anc
an:
R.
M. Adams
Adams has
has also
also called
called attention tc
R M.
them. The floor of Archimedes has always
impressed the Editor as similar in its general appearance
which
appearance to
to the
the floor
floor of
of Plato,
Plato,whicF
has supplied numerous riddles and mysteries
for close students of the moon during the
last 85 years.
years. Yet
Yet our
our textbooks
textbooks assure
assure us
U5
in sonorous tones that "nothing ever happens on the moon." Perhaps a close stud.
of the floor of Archimedes would be instructive and rewarding.
Keith W. Abineri, 102, Chalk Hill Rd.
Rd.,
Wembley Park, Middlesex, England, writes
to praise the great amount of detail or
E. E. Hare's chart
chart of
of the
the giantwal
giantwal led
led plain
plai-
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Bailly, pp. 8 and 9 of the January, 1953
STROLLING ASTRONOMER. Mr. Abineri
points out that there are indications of
Valley V on the east inner wall of Bailly
on a photograph taken by E. A. Whitaker
with the Greenwich 36-inch reflector on
December 11, 1951. Valley V is shown
and labelled on a drawing by Abineri
137 of
of THE
THE
published as Figure 4 on pg.
pg. 137
STROLLING ASTRONOMER for October,
1952; its absence from Hare's chart is presumably due to the fact that the east inner wall was shadowed in his late afternoon observations.
The famous walled plain Plato has been
observed recently by Jackson T. Carle
(8-inch refl.), Eugene Epstein, 1914 N.
ywood, Calif.
Curson Ave.,
Ave . Holl
, Hollywood,
Calif. (10-inch
(10-inch
refl. and 20-inch refl.), and Henry P.
Squyres, 3608 N. Durfee, El Monte,
Calif. (6-inch refl.). Mr. Epstein suggests that the 20-inch Cassegrain reflector at the California Institute of Technology is the largest telescope now being
used regularly by an A.L.P.O. member.
As many of our readers will know, this
telescope was made to test structural features for the Palomar 200-inch. It has
a spherical primary and a very aspherical
secondary. Mr. Epstein writes that he is
able to observe with this large telescope
frequently.
In October, 1952 Mr. Carle observed
Plato when the lighting was so low that
the shadow of a west wall peak reached
to the east end of the floor. He looked
in vain for the hook near the south end of
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Figure 6.
Walled Plain
Plato. Jackson
T. Carle.
Nov.26,1952
4h 45m, UT
8-inch refl.
135X - 700X
Colong.=20.02
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the west wall shadow drawn by Wilkins
at Meudon (Figure 1 on pg. 96 of our
July, 1952 issue), for evidence of a rolling or uneven nature of the Plato floor,
as he had suspected in former views, and
for the very dark marking a little southeast of the center of the floor he had observed on February 5, 1952. If this spot
was shadow, it is most curious that Carle
could not find it under lower lighting in
the October view. On November 26,
1952 Carle had an excellent view of
Plato in splendid seeing, and his drawing is here published as Figure 6. Using
E. J. Reese's terminology, Carle saw as
shadow-holding craterlets the near-central craterlet A, the south-eastern craterlet C, the north central twins D, and
a craterlet near the northeast rim. The
twins were cleanly and continuously resolved from each other. Reese's B, to the
east of A, was visible only as a whitish
patch. The two tiny craterlets between
A and C on Figure 6 were seen with difficulty. A round black spot, perhaps a
craterlet full of shadow, was remarked
just inside the south rim. Mr. Carle
writes: "The peculiar part of the whole
thing is that though I spent an hour on
Plato,
Plato, using
usingevery
every combination
combination of
of powers
available, thiswas
thiswasall
all II could
could see.
see. There
was not even a vestige of the numerous
spots and craterlets I have heretofore observed with far less favorable seeing. I
have counted as many as 19 at a single
session with approximately the same colongitude."

MOW
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ACKNOWLEDGMENT. Our deep thanks
go to Mr. Albert Ingalls and Scientific
American magazine for their kind mention
of The Strolling Astronomer and the A.L.
P.O. in
in their
their May,
May, 1953
1 953issue.
issue. In his
"The Amateur Scientist" Mr. Ingalls describes Mr. Elmer Reese's study of longlasting features in the South Temperate Zone
of Jupiter, Mr. Reese's very praiseworthy
results having been reported in The Strolling Astronomer for March, 1952. We are
glad to have a project of such interest and
importance brought to the attention of a
much larger reading public through the
pages of Scientific American and appreciate Mr. Ingalls' kind assistance.

it

PERSONAL. The Editor will have left Las
Cruces near the middle of May and will not
return until late in June. It will be completely impractical for him to answer correspondence during this period; matters demanding prompt attention should be addressed to Mr. David P. Barcroft, Secretary
A.L.P.O.,
A. L. P. O. 1203
, 1203North
NorthAlameda,
Alameda, Las
Las
Cruces, New Mexico. The customary renewal notices for expiring subscriptions will
not go out with the May issue but will accompany the later June issue.
SUGGESTED RADIO COMMUNICATION
AMONG OBSERVING AMATEURS. On
pg. 30 of our March, 1953 issue we spoke
of the need for rapid communications among our active observers. This need was
underscored again when C. C. Post and
C. W. Tombaugh in Las Cruces on April
1,
1 , 1953
1 953near
near6:45
6:45P.
P.M.
M. ,, M.
M. S.
S. T.
T. made
what may be an extremely unusual and
valuable observation of the dark hemisphere of Venus. Though like the surrounding twilight sky without a color filter, the
dark hemisphere with a red filter was definitely brighter than the sky; and the two
observers suggest that a red auroral illumination of the upper Venusian atmosphere
is the cause. On the evening of April 2
(M.S.T. date) the effect was no longer
visible. Was it, then, of very brief duration, perhaps lasting only some hours?

Exactly when did it begin and end? Is
there any possibility of relating this phenomenon to unusual solar activity? Assuming that the brightening of the dark
hemisphere could be seen best against a
twilight sky, as is very likely, then the
desired continuous records of this phenomenon could only have been secured by a
chain of observers scattered in longitude
around the whole world. We might have
such records if Post and Tombaugh had been
able immediately to notify observers on
the West Coast of this country and if the
important news had then been relayed to
Rarotonga, to New Zealand and Australia, to Japan, and so on around the world
ahead of the evening twilight advancing
ever westward. As it is, whatever confirmatory and supplementary records may
have been secured were secured only by
the merest chance . Perhaps some forewarned
amateur would even have been able to
photograph the dark hemisphere as brighter than the sky-background!
With such ideas in mind we read with
very great interest a letter from Dr. W. L.
Minear, the Chief Surgeon at the Carrie
Tingley Hospital at Hot Springs, New Mex.
on April 22, 1953. Dr. Minear says in
part: "I suggest that the members of the
Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers in each town invite to associate membership an active radio amateur (ham) with
a transmitter. In this way, the information
regarding observations could be immediately disseminated to all parts of the country.
Also, one could have a short-wave astronomical symposium, to the benefit of all.
With such a system, your symposium on the
Limits of Telescopic Resolution could have
been carried on in a single evening instead
of taking two years." (The development of
the ideas presented would actually have
taken more than a single evening; but still
the saving in time could have been very
considerable.) C.W.O. Robert N. Rader,
Box 35, 93rd A. and E. Maintenance Squadron,
CastleAA.. F
F .B.
if . has also
uadron, Castle
Calif.
B. ,, Cal
suggested that we use amateur radio enthusiasts to achieve rapid communication.
We should be glad to hear more from our
members on this subject. It would appear
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that each active observer would need to
have one associated radio "ham" in his
neighborhood and
and at
at least
least one
one alternate
since the first man might be unavailable
when an important and unforeseen solar system event occurred. A complete file of
observers and their radio contacts would
have to be kept somewhere, perhaps at the
A.L.P.O. general headquarters in Las
Cruces. The complete cooperation of the
different Section Recorders would be necessary to the success of the plan. After we
have heard from some of our readers, we
might write the Amateur Radio Relay League,
outlining the problem and requesting their
assistance.
**********************
CONCERNING THE PALOMAR LUNAR
AND PLANETARY PHOTOGRAPHS
By thistime many of our readers must have
seen at least some of the set of lunar and
planetary photographs taken with the 200inch Hale Telescope and sold by the California Institute of Technology Bookstore.
Information on how to obtain this attractive set was given on pg. 1 of our January,
1953
1 953 issue.
issue. Since
Since popular
popular interest
interest in the
work of the 200-inch
very high,
high, we have
200-inch is
isvery
also given thought to reproducing this series
of photographs
I ing Astronomer
photographsininThe
TheStrol
Strolling
Astronomer..
Photograph SP-14, showing the Clavius region of the moon under evening solar lighting, appears on the back inside cover of
this issue. Whether we shall reproduce all
the remaining photographs in the series will
depend upon costs and reader interest. If
you want to see them in this periodical, we
shall do our best to give you this service.
It is
most unfortunate
unfortunate from
from the point of
k most
view of the serious lunarian and planetarian that these published photographs lack
dates and times. Mr. Lyle T. Johnson
wrote for this information, which was kindly furnished by Miss Alice Beach. Mr.
Johnson also computed the pertinent colongitudes and central meridians. With the
permission of the California Institute of
Technologywe
Technology we give
give dates,
dates, times,
times, and physical data below. Those who have a set
of the Palomar photographs may wish to
copy these items.
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SP-14.
SP-14. Moon. Pacific Standard Time
2:05 A.M. on October 3, 1950. Universal Time 10h 5m on October 3. Colongitude 173.°6.
SP-15.
Moon. Pacific Standard Time
SP-15.
7:06 P.M. on
on October
October 9,
9, 1951.
1951 Universal Time 3h 6m on October 10. Colongitude 25.°3.
SP-16.
SP-16. Mars. Red
Redphoto
photoon
on April
April 22,
22,
1952 at 12:01 A.M. by P.S.T. or at 811
8h lm
lm
on April 22 by U.T. Central meridian =
15°. Blue photo at 12:40 A.M. on April
22, 1952 by P.S.T. or at 8h 40m on April
22 by U.T. Central meridian = 25°.
SP-17.
Mars. Left photo on May 10,
SP-17.
1952 at 11:46 P.M. by P. S. T. or at 711
46m on May 11 by U.T. C.M. 205°.
Right photo on May 19, 1952 at 10:01 P.M.
by P. S. T. or at 6h 1m on May 20 by U.T.
C.M.
100°.
C. M. 100°.
Jupiter. P. S. T. October 4,
SP-18.
SP-18.
36m .
1950, 8:36 P.M. U.T. October 5, 4h 36m.
Central meridian 1930
193° in System I and 237°
in System II.
Jupiter. P.S.T.
P.S.T.August
August 24,,
SP-19. Jupiter.
SP-19.
1951, 4:18 A.M. U.T. August 24, 12h
1211
18m. C.M. 312° in System I and 49° in
System
System IIII.
SP-20.
SP-20. Jupiter. P.S.T. September 24,
1951,
1:33 A.M.
A.M. U.T.
U.T. September
September 24, 9h
1951 1:33
33m. C.M. 70° by I and
and 291°
291° by
by II
II.
SP .21
SP.
21. Jupiter.
Jupiter. P.
P. S.
S. T.
T. October
October 23,
1952, 11:41 P.M. U.T. October 24, 7h
41m. C.M. 212° by I and 293° by II.
Jupiter. P.S.T. October 23,
SP-22.
SP-22.
1952, 11:21 P.M. U.T. October 24, 7h
21m. C.M. 200° in I and 281° in II.
SP-23.
SP-23. Saturn. P. S. T. May 22, 1952,
7:59 P.M. U.T. May 23, 3h 59m.
*******************
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FOR THE BEGINNER: WHAT TO RECORD
WITH EVERY LUNAR AND PLANETARY
OBSERVATION.
In order that a lunar or planetary observation should have as much value as possible, it is necessary that certain accompanying information should be recorded with it.
This remark applies both to drawings and to
descriptive remarks. The omission of any
of the needed information will diminish the
value of the observation and may even make

in
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it worthless. We shall hence next describe
what items ought to be recorded with each
observation.
The name and address of the observer.
1
1.
2. The place of observation. Occasionally its latitude and longitude will need to
be known.
3. The telescope used, its aperture,
whether it is a refractor or a reflector, its
focal length and its maker.
These three items can usually be recorded once for all in a given series of observations. The remaining ones must be entered with each individual observation.
4. The date, which always includes the
year.
5. The time. As a rule it is sufficient
in lunar and planetary work to record the
time to the nearest minute only. One should,
of course, check the accuracy of one's
watch or clock against Radio Station WWV
or some other reliable source. We must
also decide what kind of time-system to use
in recording the date and the time. The
system used should always be stated. Probably the beginner will do best to employ
the system kept by his watch or clock. It
is, however, necessary to convert such a
time to Universal Time (sometimes still called Greenwich Civil Time) in order to obtain needed physical data from the Ephemeris. In
In The
The Strolling
StrollingAstronomer
Astronomerdates
ales
—
arg times
Ting
timesare
areininUniversal
Universal Time
Time unless
unless the
reverse is clearly stated. Such a system is
almost a necessity with our worldwide group
of observers.
The time-zones in use in
this country may be known to American
readers, but few of the same readers will
be familar with Japanese Standard Time
or South Africa Standard Time, for example.
As indicated above, the date and time
allow needed physical data to be computed.
This computing can be done by a Section
Recorder, though the observer will find his
interest in the work increased if he does
such computing himself.
himself. Obviously,
Obviously, ob
observations lacking dates and times are apt
to be good for nothing but the wastebasket.

6 The
Theobject
objectobserved,
observed, what
what planet
planet
6.
or what lunar region.
7. The magnification. It may also be
well to state here the type and focal length
of the eyepiece. The practices of different observers vary so widely that it is difficult to give rules for suitable magnifications in lunar and planetary studies. Although the ratio is dependent upon the diameter of the pupil of the eye, probably
most observers will need a power of 25X35X per inch of aperture (thus 150 X to
210X on a 6-inch telescope) to take advantage of the potential resolving power
of their telescopes. A Barlow Lens is often the most practical way to obtain the
desired high magnifications, especially
with a telescope of rather short focal ratio.
A power lower than the 25X per inch of
aperture mentioned above will give stronger contrasts of tone and a wider field than
high powers and hence will be useful for
color observations, detecting faint shadings on the floor of Plato, lunar meteor
searches, and the like.
8. The seeing, or atmospheric steadiness, often abbreviated by the letter S.
Light is refracted irregularly in the atmosphere of the earth as the rays pass through
air layers
a relayers of
of different
different densities.
densities. As
Asa
sult, stars twinkle; and though planets do
not usually
planeusually twinkle,
twinkle, each
each point
point on
onaaplanetory
tary disc does so. The telescopic image of
a planet hence shimmers. The same effect
can be seen by looking at more distant objects through the heated air above a bonfire. The degree of unsteadiness (in other
words, the quality of the seeing) varies
greatly from night to night and even from
hour to hour on the same night; in addition, favorable nights are much more common at some places than at others.
The seeing is estimated on a scale of
zero (worst possible) to ten (best possible,
image absolutely steady).
With a little
practice any attentive observer can learn
to use this scale with sufficient accuracy.
Only the Standard Seeing Scale of zero
to ten should be used by A.L.P.O. members; it is an unnecessary waste of time to
have to convert other scales to the Standard Scale.
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The transparency, or atmospheric
9
9.
clearness, often abbreviated by the letter T. It is estimated on a scale of zero
(worst) to five (best, very clear). Only
this scale should be employed for transA.L.
L. P.O.
P.O. members.
parency-estimates by A.
There is no logical reason for the numerical difference between the seeing and the
transparency scales, but it has now been
established by usage. It should be clearly
realized that seeing and transparency are
not identical or even similar terms but denote two entirely separate properties of
the atmosphere. Seeing may be good when
transparency is poor, and conversely. Together seeing
seeing and
and transparency
transparency tel
tellI us much
about the conditions of the observation.
10. Any
Anyadditional
additionalinformation
information helpful
helpful
10.
in evaluating the observation. Here one
may include such things as any color filters used, the observer's own opinion of
mode, and inthe quality of a drawing made,
terruptions of the observing by passing
clouds.
We conclude with some miscellaneous
hints. The use of a notebook for keeping
observations is an absolute must. Perhaps
the best plan of all is a separate notebook
for each planet and each lunar region. A
flashlight, not
bright as
as to
to be dazzling,
not so
sobright
is also necessary. It will speed up drawings and increase positional accuracy to
prepare form outlines in the notebook of
the planet or lunar region being drawn before going to the telescope. The medium
for drawings and notes should be pencil,
not ink; and the pencil should be not so
soft as to smear and also not so hard as to
be difficult to read. In damp climates the
pages of the notebook should not be exposed to the nighttime dews any more of
the time than is necessary. The observer
will find that it pays dividends to make
himself physically as comfortable as possible; and a simple stand or table can serve
as a useful desk for drawing or writing and
as a handy place for eyepieces, charts,
color filters, etc. Finally, let us not forget the objective of the whole business.
At regular intervals the observer should
submit copies of his records to the proper
A.L.P.O.
A.L. P.O. Section
Section Recorder,
Recorder, who can in-

tegrate them with the work of others and
study the results. In this fashion only can
the observer's own work be of the greatest usefulness in our lunar and planetary
programs.
****************
THE APPARENT SOUTH POLE OF VENUS
WITH SOME NOTES ON THE
INCLINATION.
by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
"The declination of the Sun on each side
of Venus' equator, must be equal to the
inclination of her axis; and if this extends
to 75°, her tropics are only 15° from her
poles, and her polar circles only 15° from
herequator.
equator. It follows,
follows, also, that the
her
Sun must change his declination more in
one day at Venus, than in five dayson the
Earth; and, consequently, that he never
shines vertically on the same places for
two days in succession. This may, perhaps,
be providentially ordered
"1 Our
author is the celebrated Elijah H. Burritt,
A.M., who brought out a small astronomical handbook so popular that it sold
250,000 copies; as we are reminded by
Editor Mattison who published an enlarged revision in 1856. Magister Burritt, in
thus considering the strange behavior of
the Venusian sun, was simply givingrecognition to a theory common in his day;
namely, that the inclination of the Venusian axis is very great. As late as 1870 we
find R. A.
Proctor willing
willing to devote some
A Proctor
attention to this theory, though he makes
it rather clear that he by no means accepts
it as established and one gathers that his
own preference was for an inclination similar to our own. 2 W. H. Pickering was
perhaps the last observer to believe in an
extreme inclination, and during the course
of the Jamaica observations, in 1921, he
announced the axis to be inclined only 5°
to the plane of the orbit, 3 which would
make the inclination of the equator to the
same plane no less than 85°.
[In 1935
Pickering did not take such an extreme inclination very seriously. - Editorj

m
a

Such inclinations as these - 75° or 85°MOW
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a slight bluntness of the northern cusp. It
was found that the image converter appears
to stabilize the seeing conditions; images
which were "boiling" badly when viewed
ordinarily appeared quite steady in the
converter. This effect is probably a combination of the reduced resolution, together
with the persistence (after-glow) of the
phosphor of the screen, which would have
a tendency to "average out" unsteadiness
in the image.
Excellent images of the moon were obtained with both
both image
image converters
converterson
on telescopes of two-inch, six-inch, and eightinch apertures. The combination most used
was the E.M.I. tube on the eight-inch reflector, with a 32 mm. orthoscopic eyepiece. Some comparison has been made of
the infrared and ultraviolet images with
ordinary "white light" views of the moon,
and apparent differences have been noted.
Among these
these differences
differenceswas
was an area between Copernicus
Copernicus and
and the
the southern
southereend
end of
the Apennines; dusky in infrared and ordinary light, it became light-toned in the
ultraviolet. (A spot of inverse behavior
with R.W. Wood is said to have discovered photographically near Aristarchus has
as yet not been detected by the writer.)2
Grimaldi appeared less intensely dark in
the violet than in the red; Bullialdus,
bright near full moon in white light, was
much less conspicuous in the infrared. The
behavior of many of the rays waspeculiar.
Under certain conditions of illumination
they seemed brighter than normal in the
infrared, while at other times they were
less conspicuous. The writer's investigation of these differences has been far from
exhaustive.
Using exposures of one-fifth second to
one second at f:2.
f:2.8,
8, reasonably
reasonably good photographs of the lunar image on the screen of
the image converter have been obtained.
Super XX film was used, and itwas developed in D-76 with added Hydram for
maximum speed. 3 Under the same conditions images of Venus were also recorded, although they show no detail.
The writer is greatly indebted to Mr. Hans
Schrader for invaluable assistance in pre-

paring power supplies and other accessories
for these experiments.
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POSTSCRIPT BY EDITOR. Dr. Smith is a
member of the Physics Department, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida.
We thank him for his excellent paper, and
we urge our readers to follow up on the
Although
experiments here described.
most of our A.L.P.O. studies are by the
long-used visual methods, we should realize that there are always
always great
great possibi
possibi II iities
ties
in a
a new
new technique;
technique;an7TiTtle
anniltle enough
enough is
known of the appearance and behavior of
the lunar and planetary surfaces in infrared
and ultraviolet light. Perhaps an enterprising amateur can reap a rich harvest.
******************
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
We first want to finish our description
of recent observations of Plato begun on
pg. 61 of the April issue. Using a 6-inch
reflector at 190X and 500X, Mr. H. P.
Squyres on December 26, 1952 near colongitude 25° drew Plato, showing bright
spots A, C, B, H, and E (Reese's nomenclature). He also drew a number of bright
streaks on the dark floor, and these conform very pleasingly to Reese's preliminary
map.
Mr. Epstein mode
made a very curious observation of Plato on December 27, 1952
with his 10-inch reflector at 227X. At
U.T.,
1h 40m, U
. T. and
, andthus
thusat
atcolongitude
colongitude
35.°6 the eastern one-third of Plato was
much lighter than the rest of the floor.
By 2h 15m, colongitude 35.°9, the lighter part was confined to the northeastern
(?) portion of Plato. The southeastern
(?) port
part had apparently darkened con-
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siderably in only 35 minutes! The appea45m on
rance remained the same until 5h 45m
December 27
and was
was also
also the
the same during
27and
the next few days; therefore, the aspect
at 1h 40m would appear to be the abnormal
or unusual one. We hope that someone
else will communicate an observation of
Plato last December 27 (U. T.). Rapid
changes in the appearance of lunar regions are not rare under very low solar
lighting, but Plato was fully two days from
the sunrise terminator on December 27.
If such rapid changes can occur under relatively high lighting, they are of great
importance in our studies of apparent lunar changes. Epstein's view on December
27 was good enough to reveal at all times
the twin craterlets D and one or two others.
The observer is, unfortunately, not entirely certain about his lunar directions; but
it would still appear worthwhile for others
to study Plato carefully near the solar lighting of the reported change.
In January, 1953 Epstein continued his
work on Plato. On January 24 with the Cal
Tech Cassegrain 20-inch reflector at perhaps 150X and colongitude 17.°7, thus soon
after sunrise, he noted a darker area in the
northeast quadrant of the floor. On January
28 at 65.°4 the
200X showthe 20-inch
20-inch at
at about
about200X
ed the sarne
same whitish area in the same aspect
as from 2
2n15m
15mto
to5h
5h45m
45m on
on December
December 27.
On January 30 at 90.°6 the same telescope
and power revealed the white "F" shown in
Wilkins' Meudon drawing of Plato (Figure 1
on pg. 96 of The Strolling Astronomer for
July, 1952). On January 31st at 104.64
104.°4 EpEpstein found with his own 10-inch reflector
that the detail varied in appearance with large
changes in the direction of his vision; he employs a rotating I-beam assembly, and the eyepiece is often in awkward positions. (Of course, the direction of his vision changed little
between 1
1hh 40m
40mand
and 2h
2h 15m
15m on December 27.)
Epstein suggests as causes of this curious effect
the known astigmatism of his eyes and the physical position of his head.
The adjacent Figure 13 shows R. Barker's
Quadrangle in Mare Crisium, a trapezium-like
arrangement of white spots and streaks near the
southwest edge of this mare. This drawing by
Mr. Patrick A. Moore, Glencathara, Worsted
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Figure 13. Barker's Quadrangle. Patrick
A. Moore. Sept. 6, 1952. Oh 25m, UT.
12.5-inch refl. 350X.
110.09
Colongitude = 110.o9
Lane, East Grinstead, Sussex, England is
under low evening illumination. This quadrangle is now visible with the greatest of
ease in even a 3-inch refractor; yet it is
curiously absent from nineteenth century
(and earlier) lunar maps, and Mr. Barker
was the first to record it in its entirety.
In his view on September 6, 1952 Mr.
Moore saw the two main objects as craters, not mere spots. The two white spots
in the lower right part of Figure 13 and
the ridge (shown as a broken line) joining
them to the lower of the two chief objects
had not been previously noticed by Mr.
Moore, although he made a thorough survey of this region in 1947-9 and recorded
details
"muchmore
moredel
delicate."
details "much
icate . " Moore's
Moore's
survey was reported in The Journal of the
British Astronomical Association, Vol. 59,
pg. 250, 1949. In this paper he mentions
examples found by experienced lunarians
of how the tiny craterlets and white spots
in the southern half of Mare Crisium have
apparently varied in visibility and of how
they have occasionally looked hazy and
ill-defined when they
they woul
wouldd have
have been
been expected to be sharp and distinct. The region might repay careful study with even
a modest-sized telescope.
K. W. Abineri has contributed a number
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of truly artistic and natural-looking lunar
Like many other British ludrawings.
narians, he has been especially interested in the limb regions, where until very
recentlyour maps were extremely inaccurate and incomplete.
Indeed, there is
still much to be done in mapping these
limb regions; and it is work which can be
done by a patient and persistent amateur
having a small telescope of good quality.
One must, of course, choose nights when
the solar lighting and the libration are
favorable; it may be months between opportunities for good views. Among the
limb features studied by Mr. Abineri are
the walled plains W. Humboldt and Hecataeus, Figure 14 being one of his drawings. These objects may be found on Section X of the Wilkins map; they lie on the
west limb of the moon to the west of Petavius. Figure 14 is not in the usual astronomical orientation; instead it has west at
the top and north at the bottom. Humbeldt
and Hecataeuswere
Hecataeuswere also
alsoobserved
observed by P.A.
Moore on April 26, 1952 with a 3-inch
refractor at 125X. The colongitude was
then 296.97.
296.°7. The
The observers agree that
the two plains have a common wall, and
Figure 14 shows two narrow valleys cutting
through this common wall.
On the interior of Humboldt are some complex—central mountains, resolvable into

separated peaks, a crater N, and many
small details. There are many small craters on the west inner wall of Hecataeus.
The southeastern
southeastern inner
inner wall
wallmay
maybe
be terterraced. Hecataeus
Hecataeusappears
appearsto
tohave
have been
been
formed by the partial coalescence of two
rings, the southern one being much the
larger and the deeper. Abineri has resolved the mountain-mass M in the southern portion of Hecataeus into several
separate mounds. As Mr. Abineri has
pointed out, many of the details recently
drawn require confirmation; and we hence
urge A.L.P.0 members to study W. Humboldt and Hecataeus.
Recent searches for possible lunar meteors and/or possible lunar meteoritic impact-flares have been reported by R. M.
Adams and E. J. Reese. Mr. Adams observed on 7 dates from November 21, 1952
to March 20, 1953; he spent a total of 4
hrs., 30
30 mins.
mins. in
insuch
suchsearches,
searches, using
using
hrs.,
sometimes a
a3-1/4
3-1/4 inch
inch refractor
refractor and
and somesometimes a 10-inch reflector. The larger instrumentwith
strument with itsgreater
its greaterlight-grasp
light-grasp would
would
be preferable in such searches for rather
faint luminous phenomena. Adams' results
were negative except that he suspected
two stationary lunar flashes near 1h 42m,
U.T. on January 20, 1953. He says of
them: "Spaced two seconds apart. The
first between Plato and Aristarchus, the

Figure 14. W. Humboldt and Hecataeus. Keith W. Abineri. October
15, 1951.
1951. 21h,
21h,U.T.
U.T.8-inch
8-inchrefl
refl.
232X.Colongitude
Colongitude
95.°2.
. 232X.
® 95.02.
AL.
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second slightly south and west of Aristarchus. Both eighth to tenth stellar magnitude. Seemed to have same width, one
to two miles. Momentary duration, 1/2
to 1 second." He was using the 3-1/4inch refractor at 80X. Reese obtained
negative results in a 20-minute search on
January 19, 1953, employing a 6-inch
reflector at 60X. His view of the earthshine was clear enough to show Grimaldi
asvery plain, Kepler as a nebulous patch,
and the central peak of Aristarchus as a
blue-white, star-like point.
On February 24,1953 R.M. Baum wrote
to D. P. Barcroft in part as follows: "To
deal for the passing moment with lunar affairs, I wonder if you have ever studied
the dark spot upon the east floor of Alphonsus.
During 1952, November, at
colongitude 42.°0 to 42.°5,
found that
42.°5, II found
definite curious changes, especially as
regards movement of a certain spot within the main area took place. A study of
the drawings taken shows that during colong
i tudes 18°toto88°,
88°,one
onespot
spot appeared
appeared to
ongitudes18°
'flow°
'flow' or
or drift
drift away
away from
from the wall towards
the center of the floor. I have spoken
about this curious effect, or whatever it
is, at the January and February Meetings
of the Department of Astronomy here [in
Chester, England
England3
Sofar
faras
as II can
can make
make
.] . .So
out this has not been recorded before, at
least nothing appears in print about such,
apart from Pickering's work, and this I
may say does not agree with my studies".
Mr. Baum then extends an invitation to
his fellow A.L.
A.L.P.O.
P.O. members
members to investigate the Alphonsus dark spots. Under low
lighting Alphonsus is easily found just
south of the giant walled plain Ptolemy.
Under high lighting the position of AiphAlphonus is marked by several intensely
intensel y dark
dark
spots, and it is difficult for the visual observer to resist the strong impression that
these darken as the sun's altitude above
Alphonsus increases.
Nevertheless, a
photometric study with simple equipment
carried out by E. J. Reese some years ago
indicated that the darkening was only relative, not absolute. Mr. Baum's detection of the motion of an Alphonsus dark
marking over the lunar surface is reminiscent of W. H. Pickering's reports that
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the dark areas on the floor and walls of
Eratosthenes move across the lunar surface,
Erotosthenes
as described by him in articles in Popular
Astronomy
Astronomyabout
about30
30
years
years
ago.
ago.
If 1677noIf 17.-notion is not merely optical, different lunar
areas darkening with the sun's changing
position, it is difficult to explain. If it
is merely optical, the position of the moving dark areas must be exactly the same at
the same solar lighting in different lunations.
A. P. Lenham could see no dark spots
Al phonsus on
on November
November 24, 1952
in Alphonsus
1952 at
at col
col-ongitude 2.06 or on November 25 at 14.°4,
although Plate 8A at colongitude 15° in
W. H. Pickering's Photographic Atlas shows
the eastern of the three main dark spots
clearly. On December 3, 1952 at 112.°9,
thus soon after noon on Alphonsus, Mr.
Lenham drew the markings visible to his
3-1/4-inch refractor at 166X. There is then
a prominent dark spot near the east wall,
another near
near the
the southwest
southwest wall
wall,, and another
near the northwest wall. Lenham saw the
eastern dark spot to have three short projections toward the east. There are then
present a number of fainter dark spots and
several dusky streaks on the floor; Lenham's
drawing of them partially agrees with past
work by S. M. Green and C. M. Cyrus.
P. A. Moore has contributed a number of
19521unar drawings. On April 8 at colongitude 77.09 he drew Seleucus with the Meudon 33-inch
refractor, but
but the
the drawing is in33-inchrefractor,
complete because of clouds. On Section
XVIII of the Wilkins map, this crater is near
the east shore of the Oceanus Procellarum.
Moore depicted a central peak, an apparent
ridge or terrace in the east inner wall, and c
number of humps on the shadow-edge which
would indicate peaks on the northwest rim.
Moore drew Inghirami and vicinity on Augus.
4 at 78.°8, 3-inch refractor at 125X, and or
September
September33atat85.08,
85.°8,12.5-inch
12.5-inch reflector
reflector a`
350X. On Section XXI of the Wilkins map,
Inghirami lies between Schickard and the southeast limb. Inghirami has intruded into a formation
mation of
of similar
similarsize,
size,B,
B,to
to its
its east.
east. On the
east glacis of B are two bright peaks. Stil
farther east is a long ring about 75 miles it
diameter, which perhaps possesses a central
ridge.
ridge,
**************
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PHOTOGRAPH SP-14. Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories.
Clavius and Vicinity with the Hale
Hole 200-Inch
200-Inch Reflector
Reflector at
at 10h
101 5m,
5m,
U.T., on October 3, 1950. Colongitude
olongitude 173.°6.
173.°6.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ERRORS IN APRIL AND MAY, 1953 ISSUE .
On pg. 59, right column, I ine 9 read "either
the light source or the eyepiece." On pg.
76, left column, line 23 read "north at the
left."
NEW JUPITER RECORDER. For some time
Mr. E. E. Both has been unable to perform
the duties of Jupiter Recorder of the A.L.
P. O. We
We now
now have
have as
as a
a new
new Jupiter ReP.O.
corder:
Robert G. Brookes
P. 0. Box 82
Newark, Arkansas

on any day in any year from 1770 to 2000,
inclusive. The tables do not allow for the
I unar I ibration in longitude and indeed could
not do so without being very considerably
lengthened; an error of eight degrees at most
may result from this cause. Perhaps the chief
value of Dr. Wanders' tables is that they
allow a quick and approximate determination of the solar lighting in either future or
distant past years, for which no Ephemeris
is available.
PARTIAL INDEX OF VOLUMES 1-6
of THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER

We have been very conscious for some
time that the lack of an index to past volumes of The Strolling Astronomer seriously
hampers reference work with them. The
preparation of a really complete index, with
numerous cross reference, is a very considerable undertaking, on which we can report
no progress.
Meanwhile, however, Mr.
TABLES OF COLONGITUDE. Lunarians
Elmer J. Reese has very kindly submitted
will be interested in some tables of cola partial index of our first six volumes, reongitude included in a paper by Dr. A.
lating to the years 1947-52. In the thought
J. M. Wanders on pp. 107-111 of The
that some index is better than no index at
Journal of the British Astronomical Associall we publish Mr. Reese's index here. He
ation for February, 1953. The tables enmade no effort to include the many subjects
able the longitude of the sunrise terminatreated in the "Observations and Comments"
tor to be found very quickly at any time
department each month. We hope that our
readers will find this partial index
index useful
useful.
*************************
observations of
of Jupiter
Jupiter during
duringthe
the1953-1953Al I observations
54 apparition now beginning should be sent
to Mr. Brookes, as should also any yet unreported work on the 1952-53 apparition.
!twill
It
will save
save time
time ifif Jupiter
Jupiter records
records are mailed directly to Mr. Brookes and do not need
to be relayed by the Editor.
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NEPTUNE, June '49
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OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAM FOR AMATEURS (Jupiter), May '47
OBSERVATIONS, Some Unusual, Jun. '50
OBSERVATORIES, Visits to French, Sept. '51
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OBSERVING, General Instructions on, Apr. '47
OCCULTATION OF ANTARES BY THE MOON, Sept. '49
PHOTOGRAPHY, Lunar and Planetary, Aug. '47, Mar. '52, Aug. '52
PLATO, Jul. '52
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PLATO, A Transient Light In, Oct. '47
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PORTER, An Astronomer's Memorial, May '49
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SATURN, Detail in the Rings of, May '48
SATURN, Festoon System of, Jul. '52
SATURN, Interim Reports on, Jun. '50, May '52
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Jun. '47,
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SATURN, Latitude of the
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Belts of,
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SATURN, Rotation Rates, Sept. '48
SATURN, The 1951-52 Apparition of, Nov. '52
SATURN, The Visibility of Saturn's Shadows, May '49, Jun. '49
SATURN WITH THE 200-INCH, Aug. '48
SEEING AND TRANSPARENCY, Jul. '47
STAR OF BETHLEHEM, The, Jan. '48
TELESCOPE (See Neo-Brachyt)
TELESCOPE, Brachymedial, Feb. '51
TELESCOPE, Medial, Oct. '50
TELESCOPE, Research with Small, Nov. '47
TELESCOPE, The Adapation of the Reflecting, to Planetary Work, May '47, Jun. '47
TELESCOPE, The Ideal Planetarian's Jul. '50
TELESCOPE, Small Secondaries for Newtonian, Jun. '47
URANUS, A Simple and Important Program, Feb. '51
VENUS, Interim Reports on, Jan. '50, Feb. '50, Mar. '50, May '50, Aug. '49, Oct. '49,
Nov. '49, Dec. '49, Jan. '51, Jun. '51, Sept. '51, Dec. '51
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VENUS, Observing the Planet, Apr. '48
VENUS OCCULTS A STAR, May '48
VENUS PASSES THE SUN, Aug. '48
VENUS, Photographs of, At Inferior Conjunction, Oct. '50
VENUS, The Markings of, Feb. '52
WILKIN'S MAP OF THE MOON, Adaptations for the, Jun. '52
WILSON, Latimer James, Oct. '48, Jul. '48
STROLLING ASTRONOMER
ASTRONOMER INDEX
INDEXTO
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ILLUSTRATIONS 1950-1952
THE STROLLING
ALPETRAGIUS, Dec. '52
Aug.'51,
'51,Dec.
Dec.'51,
'51, Jul.
Jul. '52
'52
ARISTARCHUS, Sept. '50, Mar. '51, Aug
ARISTARCHUS, Clefts Near, Apr. '52
ARISTARCHUS, Map of, Jan. '52
ATLAS, Feb. '51, Nov. '51
BAILLY, Oct. '52
BARLOW LENSES, Oct. '51
'52, Jun.
Jun. '52, Jul . '52
Jul .. '51,
'51, Au
Aug. '51, Dec. '51, Jan. '52,
CONON, May '50, Feb. '51, Jul
CONON, Map of, Feb. '50, Jun. '52
ENDYMION, Mist-Shrouded Mountain Beyond, May '51
ERATOTHENES, Dec. '51
EYEPIECES, Feb. '51
GANYMEDE, Mar. '51
GANYMEDE, Map of, Jul. '51, Jun. '52
GRIMALDI, Jan. '51, Feb. '51, Dec. '52
GUERICKE, Mar. '51, Nov. '52
HAZE, Oct. '52
HUMORUM, Mare, Map of, Dec. '52
HYGINUS REGION, Map of, Jan. '52
INGALLS, Sept. '52
JUPITER, Aug. '50, Sept. '50, Oct. '50, Feb. '51, Apr. '51, May '51, Jun. '51
Sept. '51, Nov. '51, Feb. '52, Aug. '52.
JUPITER (Fauth), Jul. '50
JUPITER, Photographs of, Sept. '51, Oct. '51, Jun. '52
JUPITER (Pritchett), Jun. '50
JUPITER'S S. TEMP. ZONE, Long-Enduring Areas in, Apr. '52
KIES A, Nov. '51
LICHTENBERG,
RedTing
Ting West
West of,
of, Jul. '51
LICHT.p\IBERG, Red
LINNE, Apr. '51
LOHRMANN, Aug. '51, Aug. '52
MAEDLER'S SQUARE (Bartlett), Dec. '50, Jul. '51, Aug. '51, Sept. '52
MARIUS, Aug. '52
MARS, Feb. '50, Mar. '50, Apr. '50, May '50, Jun.'50, Jul. '50, Aug. '50, Oct. '50,
Nov. '50, Dec. '51, Jan. '52, Mar. '52, Apr. '52, May '52, June '52, Jul. '52
Aug. '52, Oct. '52, Nov. '52
MARS, Map of, Apr. '50, Jan. '51, Mar. '51, Jun. '51
MARS, Photograph of, Dec. '51
MERCURY, Nov. '50, Apr. '51, Oct. '52
MERCURY, Map of, Oct. '51
METEORITE, Kuga, Aug. '50
METEORITE, Sasagase, Aug. '50
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MEUDON, 33-inch Refractor, Nov. '52
MOON, WILKINS' 300-inch Map of the:
Special Libratory Section, Jul. '50
Corner Sections, Oct. '50
SectionI I(Triesnecker,
(Triesnecker, etc.),
etc.), Nov.
Nov. '50
Section
II (Ariadaeus, E tc.), Dec. '50
III (Plinius, Etc.), Jan. '51
IV (Conon, Etc.), Feb. '51
V (Mare Imbrium), Mar. '51
VI (Copernicus, Etc.) Apr. '51
VII (Bullialdus, Etc.), May '51
VIII (Straight Wall, Etc), Jun. '51
IX (Theophilus, Etc.), Jul. '51
X (Petavius), Aug. '51
XI (Messier, Etc.), Sept. '51
XII (Mare Crisium), Oct. '51
XIV (Atlas, Etc.), Nov. '51
XV (Plato, Etc.), Dec. '51
XVI (Sinus Iridum), Jan. '52
XVIII (Aristarchus, Etc.), Feb. '52
XIX (Grimaldi, Etc.), Mar. '52
XX (Gassendi, Etc.), Apr. '52
'52
XXII (BaiIly,
(Bailly, Etc.),
Etc.), May
May '52
XXIII (Tycho, Etc.), Jun. '52
XXIV (Janssen, Etc.), Jul. '52
Special Section of Limb Regions, Aug. '52
Special Section of North Polar Regions, Sept. '52
Special Section of South Polar Regions, Oct. '52
Special Section of Ptolemy, Nov. '52
PLATO, May '50, Sept. '50, Mar. '51, Dec. '51, May '52, Jul. '52
PLATO, Map of, Jan. '52, Feb. '52
PROCLUS, May '52
RICCIOLI, Nov. '52
SATURN, Feb. '50, Mar. '50, May '50, Aug. '50, Mar. '51, Apr. '51, Jun. '51
'51,
Jul. '51, Aug.
May '52, Nov. '52
Aug. '51,
'51, Nov.
Nov. '51,
'51 May
SATURN'S RINGS AND THEIR SHADOWS, Chart of, Apr. '51, Apr. '52
TARUNTIUS, Nov. '52
TELESCOPE, Medial, Jul. '50, Oct. '50
TELESCOPE, Neo-Brachyt, Dec. '52
URANUS, Apr. '51, Jul. '51, Apr. '52, Jun. '52, Nov. '52
VENUS, Nov. '50, Jun. '51, Sept. '51, Feb. '52
VENUS, Photograph of, Oct. '50
*
** * ** ******** ************ ***** **
*********************************
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MOON MODEL PHOTOGRAPHS AND
THE INTERPRETING PROBLEM
Edward Lindemann
The question of interpreting what is seen
of the moon's topography through the telescope is a perpetual one, and leads to much
uncertainty. It has been the writer's thought
that experimental work might reduce this
uncertainty somewhat, and toward that end
a small model of gray plasticine (oily modeling clay) has been photographed in five
lightings, plus a setup in a sixth photograph
designed to imitate bad seeing. The project
is the merest beginning, and it's hoped that
others will carry out such projects at proper
length; the writer is not in a position to do
so. The model is not a literal copy of any
lunar structure.
The model itself is about 5x6 inches, and
the color roughly represents the albedo of
the moon. The light-angles are about 23°
on the left in Fig. 1 and 45° on the left in
Fig. 2. These pictures and several others
were made with a 4x5 inch view camera with
a Wollensak anastigmat of 9-1/2 inches
F.L. A 100 watt bulb was used for lighting; the film was Kodak Super Pan Press,
type B; diaphragm setting f.32. Exposures
were
were 25
25 seconds
seconds each,
each, and development
was for 3 minutes
minutes in
in Dektol
Dektol diluted
diluted 11:2.
:2.
The camera was about 32 inches from the
model and the image of the model on the
negatives is 3-5/8 inches across. Another
photograph was taken with the camera about 8 feet from the model and developed
in Microdol; this negative is somewhat weak
compared with the others. An electric heater was set up between camera and model
so that its heat would rise into the line of
sight and a window was opened to cold air
at one side. The lack of clarity on the last
photograph therefore comes from both a lessened effective resolving power and, I beIlieve,
ieve,from
from actual
actual air
air movement
movement effects.
Grain, of course, has its say here also.
It's unfortunate that the actual twisting and
vibration of lines as seen through the telescope cannot be recorded.
Many of the formations in the model were
made somewhat at random, but there was
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some effort to relate them to specific types
of moon structures. Section A shows, at left
various straight-down holes; middle, holes
suggested by those west of Copernicus; right,
holes made by instrument entering clay at
varying angles.
Section B shows a group of four holes,
which may be numbered:
1 2
4 3
Hole 11is
isfaintly
faintly oval
oval vertically
vertically in
in the
the origiHole
nal model, and hole 3 is slightly deeper than
hole 2. Various shelf formations are shown,
though in only one case is there an attempt
to imitate a true crater.
Section C: left, a crack; toward the bottom of it, an *-I ike mark incised; below this,
four small crosses incised, the bottom one
(In any reproduction some of
very faint.
these details will certainly be lost.) To the
right of these is a cross in relief. These latter were suggested by Bartlett's article,
"Maedler's Square",
in the Sept., 1952
Strolling Astronomer.
Middle, ridges and
incised lines going across slopes.
Right,
holes made from varying angles on a slope.
Section D: left, "ring-walled plain" with
shelves, and with holes made from varying
angles; right, oval "craters" lying in two
directions.
Section E: varying-angle holes on a ridge
in two directions, and on flat surface, some
showing lips. Suggested by Nininger's lunar tunnel hypothesis. (Sky & Telescope,
June, 1952). (This was before it was clear
that the "ridge" is an optical illusion). Incised lines on slopes, the razor blade entering at varying angles.
Again it must be stressed that this experiment was a crude beginning.
A series of
carefully planned and executed models photographed with much
much variability
variability would,
would1I believe, help solve some interpretation problems. Such a project might include: (1)
Photographs in ten or more lightings; (2)
Photographs in ten lightings each, with model slanted to left, then to right; this arrangement would give some foreshortening resembling that of near-limb structures; (3)
light and dark streaks in imitation of rays
and dark areas on the moon; on flat surfaces
and across ridges and valleys.

a
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FIGURE 1

I believe that we neglect
neglect aa large
large area
area
of aid in not concentrating a good deal
more on such experimentation as is possible in astronomy; lunar work especially
lends itself to such experiments. The start
made by Nasmyth, Langley, and a few
others could be carried forward by amateurs with definite benefit.
(Figures 1 and 2 are samples of Mr.
Lindemann's photographs of his model; space
is lacking to publish several other photographs he kindly sent prints of. Mr. Lindemann's address is 367 Whalley Ave., New
Haven, Conn. - Editor

A VERY URGENT REQUEST
Mr. W.E. Fox of the British Astronomical Association on July 12, 1953 wrote
Mr. Elmer J. Reese that any transit observations of markings in the South Equatorial Belt of Jupiter during October and
November, 1952 were wanted at once.
Such observations
observationsare
are needed
needed because
because of a
gap in the B. A.A. records of Jupiter. They
may be of very great value for testing
some ideas Mr. Reese has advanced in regard to the rotation of the underlying solid surface of Jupiter. We hope to say
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Photographs. Refer to article
FIGURES 1
by Edward Lindemann in this issue.
more of this matter later; briefly, there is
evidence of a constant period of rotation
for one or two centers of activity in the
S.E.B. May these be Jovian "volancoes"
below the visible surface? At any rate,
we ask all readers having Jovian observations of the kind described above to
submit them at once to Mr. Reese at 241
S. Mount Vernon Ave., Uniontown, Pa.
In this way they can help Mr. Fox in his
effort to advance our interpretation of
the nature of the planet Jupiter.
** **
** **
****
** *****
*****
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BOOK REVIEW
by Walter H. Haas
A Guide to the Moon.
By Patrick A.
Moore,
. A.S.S.255
255pages.
pages. $3.95.
$3.95. W. W.
Moore, F
F .R
R A.
Norton and Company, New York, 1953.
This book is a most delightful and very
welcome oddity in recent years, a discussion of the moon by an author thoroughly
acquainted with the lunar surface from personal observations. Mr. Moore, of course,
needs no introduction to our readers, being
a regular contributor to these pages. He
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is the Secretary of the Lunar Section of the
British Astronomical Association. The style
of writing is very clear and will hold the
attention of the least attentive reader. It
is refreshing to find an author who is willing
to admit that some lunar mysteries are mysteries
teriesto
tohim!
him! We
Weare
arehonored
honored that
that Mr.
Moore's membership
membership in
in the
the A.
A. L.
L. P.
P.O.
O. should
be mentioned on the title-page.
The book is adequately illustrated with 11
figures and 12 plates.
These include the
Palomar photographs of Copernicus and CI avius and several drawings by B.A.A. members.
A feature of A Guide to the Moon which
will appeal very much to beginning lunar
observers is a simple outline map showing
212 named formations. A key is provided
to aid in locating each of these; and there
is a good, if short, description of the lunar
surface in an appendix. Another appendix
called "Observing the Moon" gives many
useful hints and guides for the beginner,
and another lists some helpful lunar literature and lunar maps.
Mr. Moore's book begins with a brief description of the place of the moon in the
universe and of various theories of the origin of the moon. The movements and phases
of the moon are then explained. There follows a short history of lunar observation.
The author then describes
describesthe
the different
different kinds
of lunar features and takes us on a fascinating Imaginary
imaginary tour of selected lunar scenes
on the visible hemisphere. A chapter on
the lunar atmosphere will doubtless be controversial. Giving the usual arguments that
the moon can have very little atmosphere,
the author also cites the frequently observed
faint extensions of the horns of the crescent,
the many well-attested examples of temporary apparent vei I ings of familiar markings,
the great infrequency of observed meteoritic impact-flares and the favorable evidence
for the existence
existence of
of lunar
lunarmeteors,
andvery
meteors, and
very
occasional twilight-effects in lunar shadows
as indicating a lunar atmosphere with perhaps 1/10,000 or less the surface density
of the terrestrial atmosphere. The author
then presents different theories of the origin
I unar formations.
gin of
of the
the lunar
formations. He strongly
-favors a volc .nic,
.flic, or at least an internal

igneous, explanation and has little use for
meteorites as a major agent in molding the
lunar surface. A discussion of surface changes follows. The author regards the disappearance of
of the
the pre-1844
pre-1844 Linne
Lime as a certain
change (and the reviewer would agree) and
mentions several other possible changes.
Speaking of the other side of the moon,
the author mentions a project suitable for
amateurs with small instruments, the detection of ray craters on the invisible hemisphere by means of the careful charting of
rays near the limb.
Perhaps this project
would appeal to some A.L.P. O. members
having only modest equipment. The next
chapters deal with eclipses of the moon and
with lunar effects on the earth. A chapter
about "Life on the Moon" describes the famour
ouE"moon
"moonhoax"
hoax" perpetrated
perpetrated on
on John
John Herschel and takes a liberal view of the possible existence of very hardy lunar plants.
The dark bands on the walls of Aristarchus
and certain other craters are treated in some
detail; an excellent test of some of the suggested explanations given would
would be
be to determine whether these bands are present
during the lunar night,
night, naturally
naturallyemploying
employing
a large telescope to watch the earthshine.
Mr. Moore finally looks boldly to the future and considers in general outline how
we may reach the moon by rocket and eventually establish a lunar base there.
A Guide to the
the Moon
Moon is lucid, informative, and an authoritatiVe
authoritathie account from a
keen and experienced lunar observer. It
deserves
placein
in the library of every
deserves aa place
serious student of our satellite.
********
FOR THE BEGINNER: SOME PRECEPTS
CONCERNING LUNAR AND PLANETARY
DRAWING S
No, we shall not tell you how to become
a great astronomical artist in 10 easy lessons - or even in 20 difficult ones. Indeed,
we shall even admit that some justly famous
lunar and
andplanetary
planetary observers
observers have
have been
singularly poor artists. We do insist, however, that skill in drawing the planets and
lunar regions can be increased through proper practice. Even a crude drawing can
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be of real scientific value if it shows the
markings in the correct positions and proportionsand if it does not show anything not
actually there.
Nature has provided an excellent subject
for the new observer to practice on. The
moon as seen with the naked eye or with
fieldglasses is frequently available and requires no advance preparation on the observer's part. Moreover, he caneasily learn
later from lunar maps or photographs what
he should have drawn. In this fashion he
canTira7ver
errors in
in his
his drawings of the
canarsTo-ver errors
moon and, having discovered them, can
He may learn, for
hope to eliminate
eliminate them.
them. He
example, that he draws
draws the
the lunar
lunar mania
maria too
he
or-767it
- tgeTt he
relative to
to the
the lunar
lunardisc,
disc,CT
small relative
places them too low on the disc, or that
he shows dark markings more narrow than
they actually are. Once he has learned of
these errors to which he is prone, he can
guard against them in actual lunar and planetary investigations.
Drawings are made at the telescope. They
are never - no, never -altered later to imt eir appearance
prove their
appearance or to make them
pro7e—F
conform more closely with the supposed true
e;t-what
appearance.
appearance. After
After all,
all,ififwe
vieTriknew
what
this appearance was, there would be no need
to make any drawing. Perhaps Syrtis Major
on Mars actually did not extend so far north
as it usually does at the time of your observation. Naturally, every drawing should
be an independent record. When several
observers draw the same object with the same
telescope, one after another, they should
not discuss what they saw until everyone
has finished.
The beginner is likely to make his drawings on too small a scale. Some experimenting by each observer may be necessary
to decide what is best for him, but probably a scale of two millimeters per second
of arc will be fairly effective. (There are
25 mms. in an inch.) On this scale Mars
will be two inches in diameter at a very
favorable opposition, and the major axis
of Plato will be four inches long.
If a drawing is to be realistic, it must
show a number of gradations of tone, not
merely black and white. A pencil capable
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of such gradations must be chosen in adad,
vance; indeed, it may be necessary to use
several different pencils. Black lunar shadows may naturally be put in after the drawing is otherwise
otherwise complete.
complete. The
The pencils
pencilsused
used
in drawing must naturally be kept sharp.
After a drawing is finished, it is a wise
plan to take a few minutes to check it before leaving the eyepiece.
On a rapidly rotating planet, it is necessary that the artist wield a very nimble
pencil; otherwise, the markings drawn first
will be badly displaced relative to those
drawn last. Therefore, Jupiter must be sketched in only five or six minutes; Mars, in
10 to 15 minutes. A clock-drive here beSomewhat
comes a definite advantage.
longer intervals of time can be permitted
if the observer first draws the coraser detail
and then places the finer markings relative
to the coarser ones. Rapid drawing-1;7;7o
necessary with many lunar regions under
very low solar lighting, where the detail
can literally change minute by minute.
A final word of warning: If you are uncertain as to whether you see something,
do not draw it. It is better to have a reliable drawing of a few details than a very
undependable one of a great many.

1#########
1#########
4HE
"THECHANGEABLE
CHANGEABLE APPEARANCE
APPEARANCE
OF JUPITER'S GREAT RED SPOT.
by Elmer J. Reese
The physical nature of Jupiter's Red Spot
remains as great a mystery today as it was
in 1878 when this remarkable object first
attracted the attention of astronomers the
world over. Any theory of the Red Spot
must explain its long life, its elliptical
shape, its pronounced changes in rotation
period from time to time, and its rapid changes
in aspect coupled with its ability to revert
back to any given aspect. The observed
changes in the rotation period of the Red
Spot make it almost certain that the visible
Spot is an atmospheric disturbance on the
Giant Plant. However, if the forceswhich
created and maintain the Red Spot are normally
mal lypresent
present in
in the
the Jovian
Jovian atmosphere,
atmosphere, we
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various aspects
aspects of the Red
rence of the various
Spot, nor
nor does
does itit reveal
reveal any
any correlation
correlation
between
between sunspot
sunspot activity
activity and the changing
aspects
aspects of
of the
the Red Spot (see
(see Figure
Figure 4). The
changing appearances of the Red Spot,
the South
South Equatorial
Equatorial Belt,
Belt, and The South
Tropical
Tropical Zone
Zone seem
seem to
to be
bemutually
mutually bound
together, as though a common force were
acting on all three. When the Spot
Spot is
is darkdarkest,
est, the
the South
South Equatorial
Equatorial Belt
Belt tends
tends to be
faint
faint and the South Tropical
Tropical Zone
Zone tends
tends to
When the
the Spot is invisible and
be bright.
bright. When
is bright,
bright, the South
South Equatorial
Equatorial
the Hollow is
Belt
Belt tends to be
be very
very dark
dark while the South
Tropical
Zone tends
tends to
to be
be more
more or
or less
less
Tropical Zone
dusky. Indeed, there
there appears to be a mutual connection
connection between
between the Red Spot and
tual
the appearance
appearance of
of the
the South
SouthEquatorial
Equatorial
Belt even
even in
Belt
in longitudes
longitudes 180°
180°distant
distant from
from
the Spot. Thus
Thus it
it might
might seem
seem that,
that, whatnature, the
the Red
Red Spot is more
ever its real nature,
than a local disturbance in the Jovian atmosphere.
*it***
***** ***
*** ***
***
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS

P. A. Moore has continued
continued to
to contricontribute lunar
lunar observations.
observations. On
On July
July7,
7, 11 952
952
at colongitude 85. 08 he
he drew
drew Xenophanes,
to the
the northeast
northeast limb
limb on Section
very close
close to
XVI
XVI of
of the
the Wilkins
Wilkinsmap.
map. Using
Using a
a 3-inch
refractor
several promipromirefractorat
at120X,
120X, he
he saw
saw several
nent peaks on
on the
the far
far wall,
wall, the
the long
long cencentral
tral mountain,
mountain, and
and aa previously unrecorded
shallow ring
ring to
west wall
wall
to its
its east.
east. The low west
of Xenophanes
Xenophanesintrudes
intrudesupon
uponan
an"old"
"old" (low
and inconspicuous)
inconspicuous)cirque.
cirque.On
OnApril
April 8,
1 952 at 78.°2 Mr.
Mr. Moore
Moore drew
drew the
the walled
plain Arthur
Arthurwith
withthe
theMeudon
Meudon 33-inch
33-inch refractor.
Named for
fractor. Named
for the
the British
British lunarian
lunation
D. W. G. Arthur,
Arthur, this
thisobject
objectis
is also
also on
the limb on Section
SectionXVI
XVI of
of the
the Wilkins
Wilkins
map. The giant refractor
refractorrevealed
revealed some
some
not shown
shownon
onthe
theThird
Third Edition
Edition of
details not
Wilkins map;
a central
central
the Wilkins
map; these
these include a
mountain
mountain and
and some
some ridges
ridges or
or terraces
terraces in
in
northeastinner
innerwall
wall.
the northeast
On December
24, 1 952 at 7.
7.09
detailed
09 Moore made,
made, aadetailed
drawing of
drawing
of Lexell
Lexell with
with aa 12.5-inch
12.5-inch reLexell is
is on
on Section
SectionVIII
VIII
flector at 250X. Lexell
of the
the Wilkins
Wilkins map. A
A valley
valley running
running

from near
near the center of the floor
northeast from
floor
met the
the still
still large
large sunrise
sunrise shadow)
shadow)
(where itit met
is apparently
apparently composed
composed of shallow craters
the walls
walls of
of which
whichhave
havecoalesced.
coalesced. SevSeveral ridges and a few craterlets
eral
craterlets are shown
on the
the interior.
interior.
0. C. Ranck has
has contributed
contributed two
two drawings of Uranus with
with a
a 4-inch Tinsley refractor,one
one on
on December
December 8,
8, 1
1 952 at 2h
fractor,
15m, U.T., and the other
other on February
February 9,
1 953 at 1h
lh 0m,
Om,U.T.
U.T.In
In the
the December view
there was aa somewhat
somewhatcentral
central bright
bright area
(a polar
polar cap?)
cap?) and a bright
bright spot
spot on
on the
east
east lOmb,
tomb, the
the edge
edge of the disc being otherwise
wise duskyal
duskyallIthe
the way
way around.
around. In
In the
the FebFebruary
ruaryview
view the
the disc
disc was
was dusky
dusky apart
apart from
from
an area with
with its
its center
center to
to the
the east
east of the
center of Uranus;
Uranus; in
in addition,
addition,there
therewas
was aa
bright
brightspot
spot on
on the north limb
limb and
and another
on the west
west limb.
limb.
Donald Strayhorn,
Strayhorn, 527 S.
S.Front,
Front, WilWilNorth Carolina
Carolina has
has contributed
mington, North
a drawing of the lunar
lunar twin
twin craters
craters Messier
Messier
and W. H. Pickering and their environs in
the Mare
Mare Fecunditatis
Fecunditatison
onNovember
November22,
22,
He used
used a
341. 01. He
1 952 at colongitude
colongitude 341.01.
3-3/4-inch refractor
refractor at
at 85X.
85X. Messier
Messier and
Pickering are of interest
interest to
to Ilunarians
unarians bebecause
of the large apparent
cause of
apparent changes
changes in
in size
size
and shape
which they undergo; the cycle of
shape which
changes
isrepeated
repeatedevery
everylunation
lunation but
but perchanges is
haps with
with some
variations ,In
InMr.
Mr. Straysome variations
horn's
similar in
horn's view
view the
the craters were similar
in size
size
and shape,
beingellipses
ellipseswith
withtheir
their major
major
shape, being
axes
lying east-west.
east-west. One
Onemight
might note
note that
that
axes lying
foreshortening
foreshortening would
wouldcause
cause the major
major axes
axes
to lie north-south
north-south at
at this
this position
position on
on the
moon if the craters were
were circular.
circular.
Howard
Howard G.
G. Allen,
Allen, 119
119 Woodland Ave.,
Coatesville, Penna. has
has reported
reported an observation
vation of
of Aristarchus
Aristarchuson
on July
July6,
6, 1952
1952 at
colongitude
colongitude 74.°8,
74.°8, using a 3.5-inch reflector
Mr. Allen
flector at 100X.
100X. Mr.
Allen noted
noted certain
differences from
from aa view
951
view on
on October
October 14,
14, 1 951
at 73°.8,
thusunder
undervery
verysimilar
similar lighting,
lighting,
73°.8, thus
in
in the
the same
same telescope.
telescope. His 1 951 observation may be found
found in
in The
The Strolling
Strolling Astronomer, Volume 5, No.
No. 12,
12,Drawing
Drawing on
onpg.
1
pg. 1
and
andtext
texton
onpp.
pp.14-15,
14-15, 1951.
1951. In
In his
his 11 952
952
observation
Mr. Allen looked in
in vain for
observation Mr.
the dusky ravine
ravine or
or terrace
terrace on
on the
the east
east inner wall
wall joining
joining the
the two
two main
main dark
darkbands
bands on
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that wall and for the intense darkness of
the southern of the two bands between this
ravine and the rim of Aristarchus, aspects
seen in 1951. In 1952 the northern band
appeared to extend to the rim, not to terminate at the dusky ravine. Other aspects
were rather similar in the two observations.
On July 13, 1952 Mr. Allen observed Aristarchus under afternoon lighting and comments on the considerable difference from
the appearance under morning lighting.
Aristarchus has also been drawn under morning lighting by R. M. Adams with a 10on June
June 24,
24, 1953
1953 and
and by
byJack
inch reflector on
Jack
Green with a4-inch reflector on March 27,
1953. Both observers show the central mountain and the two main dark bands on the east
inner wall. To Mr. Green the floor of Aristarchus was about as dusky as these bands.
A. C. Larrieu's note on Cassini (The
Strolling Astronomer, Volume
Volume 7,
7, pp.
pp. 59-75"
59-75.
,
733)
has encouraged
encouraged at
at least two A. L. P.O
"53)
1
has
members to draw this lunar ring. R. M.
Adams did so on June 19, 1953 at 356.°7,
when Cassini was full of shadow, employing a 3 1/4-inch refractor at 192X. Three
ridges or
were catching
catching sunl
ight, one
or peaks
peakswere
sunlight,
in the east part of the floor and two others
in the
the northwest
northwestpart.
part. AApass
passisisshown
shown in
the south wall. 0. C. Ranck drew Cassini
on May 21, 1953 near 1.02 and later on
June 20 at 8.°5, using both a 4-inch refractor and a 3.5-inch reflector. Ranck
found Cassini A to lie well to the northwest of the center of Cassini and Cassini
B to be close to the southeast edge of the
floor; he says that the position of Cassini
A agrees with Larrieu's chart but does not
agree with the Wilkins map, on which it
is nearly central
Other readers
readers might like
central.. Other
to examine Cassini from this point of view.
Ranck did not record Larrieu's hills on the
floor but did draw several craters on the
broad outer walls of Cassini.

iw
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PHOTOGRAPH SP-15. Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories.
Copernicus and Vicinity with the Hale 200-Inch Reflector at 3h6m,
U.T., on October 10, 1951. Colongitude 25.03.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

ent

SPECIAL OFFER TO A.L.P.O. MEMBERS.
Our active English colleague R. M. Baum
invites A.L.P.O. members to subscribe to
the periodical Vega at a special rate of 10
shillings per year about $1.40 in American money), less than two-thirds of the
usual rate. Vega, is a mimeographed pubikThepartment
lication of tie
Department of Astronomy,
27, Rake Way, Saughal I , Chester, England,
of which Department Mr. Baum is the Chairman. Vega carries lunar and planetary items
similaTTOlbose in The Strolling Astronomer;
similaTTOTiose
in addition, Mr. Baum and his co-workers
are cooperating with observing-groups in
different countries and intend to carry summaries of articles of importance to lunar
and planetary observers, no matter where
published or in what language. We recommend Vega very highly to our readers. PaymentGicT7ubscription may
mentFO7c77ubscription
maybe
beconveniently
conveniently
made by sending an international money
order to Mr.
Mr. Baum
Baum at
at the
the address
address given
givenabove
above..
Lunar Globe. Mervin Gilbert, 2924 W.
24th St., Brooklyn 24, New York, a highschool student, has carried out a project
which should interest many of our readers.
He constructed a plaster globe of the moon,
naturally of the visible hemisphere only,
and marked on it the principal maria, craters, and other surface features. He employed a masonite base, which was covered
successively with wool, towel-paper, and
plaster. The globe was then sanded, smoothed, and painted with black and white enamel.
mel Mr.
Mr.Gilbert
Gilbertwill
willbe
beglad
glad to
to correscorrespond with interested people about his project. A lunar globe can be very instructive, for it is
iseasy
easy to
to forget
forget that we obtain
a much foreshortened view of the lunar surface near the limb.
Lunar Rainbow. This very rare natural
phenomenon, the exact analogue of the
common rainbow but dependent upon the
moon for its light-source rather than the
sun, was visible at Hot Springs, New Mex.
from about 8:20 P.M. to about 8:35 P.M.,
M.S.T., on July 25, 1953. It was witnessed by Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Minear,
Miss Barbara Minear, Mr. Stanley Putnam,
Mr. Charles Haas, and the Editor. The

fami I iar rainbow colors were distinct if faint;
it was obvious which edge was red and which
one blue. At the time the full moon was
low in the southeast, and there were thundershowers in the vicinity. A secondary bow
was searched for but in vain. The only other
lunar rainbow known to the Editor is one
described in conversation by W. H. Pickering
as having been seen in Jamaica prior to
1935. The conditions necessary for the production of lunar rainbows are a full or nearly full moon at a sufficiently low altitude
in the sky, great transparency, and waterdroplets in the right position.
Publication Delays. The Editor regrets
very much that recent issues of The Strolling Astronomer have been very greatly delayed. To a large extent this situation is
due to the fact that the Editor was absent
from Las Cruces for a total of 10 weeks during the first six months of 1953, chiefly in
connection with his employment. He resembles most of the rest of us in having to
waste most of his time in working for a living, although the A. L
L. P.O
P. 0 could and should
be a full-time job. The Strolling Astronomer has no office force; and all work it inTorvesis
is volunteered
volunteered except
except that
that our pubTrIves
lishers, The Stevens Agency, in Albuquerque, are paid. We shall, of course, make
every effort to get back on schedule as soon
as we can; but we must meanwhile beg your
patient indulgence.
*********
FOR THE BEGINNER:
BEGINNER: THE
THE COMPUTING
COMPUTING
OF
ZDFCENTRAL
CENTRALMERIDIAN
MEMAAN
On a rotating planet, such as Mars or
Jupiter, different portions of the surface are
successively presented to the observer on
the earth. It hence becomes necessary to
identify what region is being viewed at a
given time, and for this purpose we use a
system of longitude just like that employed
on the earth's surface. It will be remembered that the terrestrial meridians of longitude are halves of great circles joining the
north and the south poles. The one going
through the Greenwich Observatory in England iscal
is called
led the
the zero
zero meridian,
meridian, and
and longitude is then measured both east and west
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OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
On April 19, 1953 (U.T. date) T. A.
Cragg and E. Epstein had the rare opportunity to do some lunar and planetary observing with the Mount Wilson 60-inch reflector. Dr. Leighton kindly invited them
to use the giant telescope when the seeing
was too poor for the regular work of the
Observatory. The instrument was employed at the Cassegrain focuswith an effective
aperture of 40 inches and a magnification
of probably slightly more than 1000X.
Cragg says of the lunar ring Atlas: "Three
small craters were seen definitely as well
as four rather large conspicuous cracks in
the floor. The central mountain mass consists of a very large number of very tiny
pinnacles covering a large portion of the
floor. The two dusky patches were seen,
but were not very obvious. They usually
aren't at lower
lower lighting
lighting as
as II had
had at
at this
this time.
time.""
The colongitude was near 332°, and Atlas
had been in sunlight for about a day and
a half.
On Saturn Cragg and Epstein saw no festoons in the zones and no spots in the North
Equatorial Belt. This belt was divided into
two components with the south one about
twice as wide as the north one. Readers
may recall that Cragg in recent years with
12-inch telescopes has occasionally seen

Saturnian belts to have a very dark latitudinal center and fainter edges, the aspect
resembling an intense spectral absorption
line with wide wings. This appearance was
now confirmed
confirmed with
with 40
40 inches,
inches of aperture in
the south component of the North Equatorial
Belt. In the rings Cassini's Division was
easily seen all the way around the visible
portion of the rings, Encke's Division in Ring
A was perceived as a rather difficult very
fine line, and the Fifth Division between
Rings Band C was very easily seen as a black
gap. The Third and Fourth Divisions in Ring
B and the Sixth Division in Ring C were not
seen as gaps in the rings, though the Third
and Fourth apparently were present as concentric shadings.
Neptune was also observed with the(effective) 40-inch reflector on April 19, 1953.
Figure
and
Figure 1
1 shows
shows the
the detail
detail seen
seen by
byCragg
Craggand
confirmed completely independently by Epstein. Several other observers were unable
to confirm this detail, sufficiently emphasizing its difficulty. It should be noted that
the orientation of Figure
Figure 1
1 isLcol
isLiat the
the customary astronomical orientation; the directions in the terrestrial sky are, however,
marked. There was very little contrast between the edge of the brighter zone and the
darker part of the disc. It is rather surprising that we have on hand aasecond
second recent
recent
drawing of Neptune, one made by 0. C.

Figure 1. Neptune. T. A. Cragg. April 19, 1953. 7h, U.T. 40-inch refl.
(stop on Mount Wilson 60-inch) Slightly more than 1000X. Note Orientation.

I
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Ranck under fairly good conditions on June
Jun
12, 1953
at 111
lh 35m,
35m, U.T. with a 4-inch
1953 at
refractor at the very high power of 540X.
It is very surprising indeed that Mr. Ranck
drew as the only feature on the disc the very
same brighter zone through the center of
the disc recorded by Cragg and Epstein! At
the time Ranck knew nothing of the observations at Mount Wilson. The bright zone
is shown narrower on Ranck's drawing than
The position-angle
position-angle of
of the bright
on Figure 1
1.. The
zone, measuring from north through east in
the system used for double stars, is about
65° in Ranck's drawing and about 130° in
Cragg's drawing. This large difference may
be explained by the facts that Cragg had
certain difficulties in orienting the image
of the planet and that it is hard to place
features so near the limit of visibility. It
is natural to suppose that the bright zone
was parallel to the equator of the planet.
The angular diameter of Neptune'was 2."5
when these observations were made.
Mr. Frederick
Frederick Benario's
Benario's idea that the
lunar surface formations have been caused
by the Iliberation
iberati onof
ofgreat
greatquantities
quantities of
of gases
gases
from the interior of the moon has produced
some interesting correspondence on the subject of the origin of the lunar features, obviously a matter of perpetual interest. We
hope to refer later to the more important
points brought out in the discussion and
shall here mention only the contribution of
Mr. A. C. Larrieu. Mr. Larrieu directs
attention to two lunar
attention
lunar"domes"
"domes"near
near the
the
crater Arago, one to its north and the other
to its east. Figure 2 is a sketch of Arago
and its environs submitted
submitted by
by Larrieu.
Larrieu. These
domes are mentioned by Goodacre on pg.
74 of his Moon and are shown on Section II
of the Wilkins
map. Mr. Larrieu
WilkTr7map.
Larrieuwonders
wonders
whether these
these domes
domes may
may not
not wel
wellI be places
where the lunar crust has been raised by
gases welling up from beneath, and indeed
the appearance is most suggestive. The
Lunar Section of the British Astronomical
Association has made systematic searches
for domes of this kind in recent years, and
a few
few dozen
dozen are
arenow
nowknown.
known. P.
P. A.
A. Moore
speaks briefly of them on pg. 72 of his Guide
to the Moon. All domes are dark under 17)7
17/7
solar lighting (see Figure 2), and S. R. B
B.

Figure 2. Sketch by A. C. Larrieu of
Two Lunar Domes near Arago.
Cooke has proposed that they are crossed
by numerous small fissures then full of shadow.
J. T. Carle is making a careful study of
Lime, and one of his drawings is reproduced
as Figure 3. He had fairly good seeing and
a slightly hazy sky in this view on March
23, 1953.
was seen
seen as
as aa full-rimmed
full-rimmed
1953. Linne
Linn was
crater holding internal shadow on the west
and with very dark (poorly lit) outer slopes
on the north, east, and south. The crater
lies in the top of a rather low mountain;
and although the surrounding whitish area
makes it difficult to tell where the mountain-mass merges into the surrounding plain,
Mr. Carle
Carle thinks
thinks that the outer
outer slope
slope is

Figure
Figure 3.
3. Linne.
Linne. J.. T. Carle. 8-inch
refl. 330X. March 23, 1953. 6h45m, UT.
Colongitude
Colongitude =- 4.05.
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reasonably steep. Mr. Carle has found some
rather surprising variations in the topographical appearance
appearance of
of Linne
Lime with
with changing
lighting. These stress that it may be necessary to study a lunar feature carefully under
many different illuminations, both morning
and evening, to gain a true picture of its
nature, even though views under very low
lighting will often be the most informative
for this purpose.
On February 24, 1953 at colongitude
33.02
33.°2 E. J. Reese remarked of the craterlet in the summitof Mount Huyghens in the
lunar. Apennines:
Apennines: "This
"This craterlet
craterlet is
is an
an easy
object having a diameter (crest to crest)
creSTrar
oft
2.8 miles.
miles. ItItisislarger
largerthan
than the
the craterlet
craterlet
north of Lambert but smaller than the craterlet northwest of Timocharis." The late
L. J. Wilson was much interested in this
craterlet in and near 1938 and recorded it
on photographs. The craterlet, Mr. Reese
points out, is rather difficult to photograph
because of overexposure of its bright vicinity.
The mysteries of Maedler's Square, now
called
cal led Bartlett,
Bartlett, continue
continue to
to intrigue
intrigue a number of our members. Newer readers might
like to refer to Dr. James C. Bartlett's discussion in our September, 1952 issue. Although Maedler and Nelson
Neison here spoke of
a four-walled square looking remarkably
artificial, most modern observers see only
a poorly bounded enclosure quire unremarkable in every way. The evidence for a major change in lunar topography is not clearcut, however; and additional evidence from
both modern and past observers often seems
only to complicate the picture. Recent observers of formation Bartlett include P. A.
Moore (H. P.
P. Wilkins'
Wilkins' 15-inch reflector),
E. J. Reese (6-inch
(6-inch reflector),
reflector), J.
J.W.
W. Green
(4-inch
(4--inchreflector),
reflector),D.
D.R.
R Strayhorn (3-3/4
inch refractor), and J. T. Carle (8-inch
reflector). On March 24, 1953 Mr. Green
saw Barcroft's Cross (shadows) very plainly
and the dark streak running southwest from
Fontenelle. On January 26, 1953 at col ongitude 51.°6 and thus under fairly high
lighting Mr. Strayhorn drew the mountainsouthwest of
of Fontenel
Fontenelle,
mass southwest
le, the oval shading just west of Fontenelle, Barcroft's Cross,
and several small mounds or hills perhaps
Page 105

at the position of Maedler's Cross. Mr.
Carle on January 25, 1953 at 28:5 saw
Barcroft's Cross clearly and a crater-pit on
the outer south wall of Fontenelle, this pit
Post
being well
well shown
shown in
inthe
thedrawings
drawingsby.
by.Post
and Reese on pg. 5 of our August, 1951 issue. Mr. Carle remarked a number of more
less square enclosures to the north and northof Fonte
Fontenelle.
west of
nel le. West of Barcroft's Cross,
and two or three diameters of Fontenelle
distant from it, Cade
Carle drew a similar but
much more prominent black cross, probably
caused by shadows in canyons and remaining
visible for several hours on January 25. A
drawing by Mr. Moore on March 25, 1953
at 37.°6 is similar in general to his chart
on pg. 5 of the July, 1951 Strolling Astronomer. Mr. Moore could not see the much"IlsCrIssed
"TaTissed crosses
crosses in
in formation
formation Bartlett, not
even Barcroft's Cross, although he was specially looking for them. Were they simply
broken up into finer detail in a 15-inch
telescope? Perhaps the most interesting observation was made by Mr. Reese on Feb.
23, 1953 at 20.°9 in average conditions.
He reports: "A perfect latin cross formed
of black shadow is seen in the lunar formation, Bartlett, at the place indicated by
Maedlerl The black cross is associated with
the ridges and hillswhich, at certain angles
of illumination, resemble a poorly formed
cross. II was
wasmuch
surprised to
tosee
white cross.
much surprised
see such
a well-formed cross in this position after
failing to do so many times in the past. The
cross is about 6 by 9 miles. It would seem
that the selenographic latitude and longitude of sun and earth must be just right before this cross becomes apparent." Mr.
Reese further notes that the long north-south
arm of the latin cross of shadows points to
the east wall of Plato. Mr. Reese's experience would support what D.P. Barcroft
has long
I ongcontended,
contended, namely
namely that
that smal
smal I changes
in the solar lighting and in libration produce great changes in the appearance of a
lunar formation so near the limb as Bartlett
is. This matter is of so much importance in
the general study of lunar changes that further close studies of Bartlett are justified.
Obviously, only frequent and very attentive observations have any value in this
connection.
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J. Reese
Reese of
of Aristarchus
Aristarchus and Clefts.
Figure 4. Sketches by E.
E. J.
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The crater Aristarchus
Aristarchus also
also rematns
remaits a favorite with A.L.P.O. members; and recent
include A.
A P.
observers include
P. Lenham
Lenham (3-1/4inch refractor), R. M. Adams (3-1/4-inch
refractor and 10-inch reflector), and E. J.
Reese (6-inch reflector). Mr. Lenham drew
seven of the famous dark bands on the inner
walls on November 7, 1952 at colongitude
157.°5, hence under afternoon lighting.
Mr. Adams often makes a single drawing on
the basis of views with both his telescopes.
953
Such a combination
combination sketch
sketch on
on July
July 23,
23, 11953
at 52.°2 shows the two principal dark bands
on the east inner wall of Aristarchus. They
are drawn very narrow, mere lines. Mr.
Adams depicts a hump on the large sunrise
shadow within the crater where each band
meets this shadow, probably an imperfect
view of the small craterlets at the base of
these dark bands near the foot of the inner
wall..
These craterlets
craterlets are
are represented on
wall. These
Reese's map of Aristarchus on pg. 5 of the
January, 1952 Strolling Astronomer. A
drawing by Reese
Reese on
on June
June 24,
24, 11953
953 at 57.°5
is reproduced as the left drawing on Figure
4. Using Mr. Reese's index in the June,
1953
1
953 issue,
issue, readers
readers may
may compare
compare thisdrawing of Aristarchusto ones we have published in the past. We hope that readers are
using this index
index for
for such
such purposes
purposes -- afteraTi,
after Jr,
that was the only reason for publishing it.

It will be noted on Figure 4 that Mr. Reese
drew four small craterlets and one peak on
the east rim and two tiny peaks on the lower
Except for
for the
the
part of the
the east
east inner
innerwall
wall. Except
two craterlets on the southeast rim, which
are fairly obvious in a really good view, it
is difficult to ascertain the topographical
nature of these ob(ects,
objects, which
which are usually
seen only as bright
bright spots.
spots. Therefore,
Therefore, A.
AL
L.
P. 0. lunarians with adequate instruments
should attempt confirmation and should submit their results.
The right part of Figure 4 is a drawing
by E. J. Reese on June 24, 1953 at 57.°5
of clefts near Herodotus and Aristarchus.
Reese's sketch may be compared to Wilkins'
rough chart on pg. 46 of the April, 1952
Strolling Astronomer. The "1950 cleft" of
that chart is C on Figure 4, but it is more
difficult to say whether the "new cleft" of
the chart is E on Figure 4 or the cleft-like
valley Balmost in line with Cleft C. C. C.
Post with a 6-inch reflector has observed
the "1950
"1950 cleft"
deft" and the "new
"new cleft",
deft", Post's
"new cleft" being almost
&most certainly Reese's
B. It is curious that clefts which Wilkins
and Thornton discovered only a few years
ago with 15-inch and 18-inch reflectors
respectively should now be apparent to the
6-inch telescopes of Post and Reese. This
portion of the moon has not been a neglected
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one; on the contrary, it has been a favorite
with lunarians for generations. It is also
curious that Reese's D on Figure 4, which
he describes as a "clearly seen" dark line
under mediocre conditions of seeing and
transparency, was apparently not remarked
by Wilkins and Thornton. At least, D is
absent from the rough chart by Wilkins mentioned above and seemingly from the Third
(latest) Edition of the Wilkins map of the
moon.
possiblethat
thatthe
the clefts
clefts in
in this
moon.ItItit itpossible
region are growing more prominent?
Although hardly any longer current news,
an article in Science
Science News
News Letter
Letter for Mar.
21, 1953 may still be of interest to many of
our readers. Dr. Harlow Shapley of Harvard College Observatory
Observatory proposes
proposesthat
that the
moon may possess a very thin atmosphere of
argon and other chemically inert heavy gases, released by the radioactive decay of a
potassium isotope in the lunar rocks brought
to the surface by meteoritic bombardment.
Most of the argon thus produced could be
retained by the moon. It might be pointed
out that a lunar atmosphere formed in this
way would eventually reduce the intensity
of meteoritic bombardment of the lunar surface.
The following is extracted from No. 1 of
the Chester Astronomical Bulletin, edited
by our active colleague R.M. Baum: "Observing this region on 27th May, 1953, using a 3-inch O.G.
[retracto] of the Gros0.G Eefractoa
venor Museum, Chester, Miss N. Thomas

reports the detection of a slight 'flush' of
pink
pink about
about Lichtenberg
Lichtenbergbetween
between22h
22 5m
22h 15m
15m U.
U.T.,
and 22h
T. ,with
with seeing
seeing 3.
3. A purple grey shade was also noted due west of
the ringwall."
It was Maedler who first
observed a red hue near Lichtenberg; and
in recent years bright colors have been occasionally observed there by Baum, Barcroft,
and Haas. Why not look at Lichtenberg cnd
vicinity regularly when you are observing
the
the moon?
moon? -perhapssome
perhapssome day
day you
you will get
a very pleasant surprise! The colongitude
of Miss Thomas' observation was 85.04.
Figure 5 is an example of lunar sketching
done by one of our newer members, Mr.
Phillip W. Budine. The walled plain Posidonius is
is on
on Section
Section III
III of the Wilkins map.
Figure 5 may be compared to lunar photographs. If a 3.5-inch telescope will not do
the work of a 10- or 20-inch telescope,
that is still no reason for not learning to do
careful observing with it. The modestly
equipped amateur who observes frequently,
frequent y
keeps systematic records in a regular program, and learns proper techniques may make
a genuine contribution to knowledge. We
commend Mr. Budine's example highly. The
letters on Figure 5 are his own notation,
and the numbers are on the lunar intensity
scale of zero (shadows) to ten (most brilliant marks).

**** *************
*****************

\imptims•mill

Figure 5. Posidonius.
Posidonius. P.
P. W.
W. Budine.
Budine. 3.5-inch
3.5-inch refl.
refl 125X. August 16, 1953
11-1
in 45m, U.T. Colongitude = 345.00
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Sate I I ite
Mimas
Enceladus
E
nce I adus
Tethys
Dione
Rhea
Titan
Hyperion
Iapetus (max)

Miles

TABLE II
TABLE
Diameter
Seconds

600
800
1,200
1,100
1,600
3,000
400
1,200

These estimates were made with the stepscale method assuming Titan (the brightest)
to be 8.0 magnitude. None of these estimates have been received to the present
time for this apparition, however. One
observation by Cragg should be of considerable interest in this project, though. During this year Saturn passed through the
field of the variable star S Virginis, thus
affording an excel lent opportunity to check
on the brightness of Titan. This was done
with the aid of the A.A.V.S.O. chart of
that region, and Titan was found to
to be
be 9.41
9.4!
Since the two objectswere not in the same
field simultaneously and since Titan was
near a bright object, there were chances
for error; but the observer felt that these
errors did not amount to more than a tenth
or two of a magnitude at most. Immediately
it was assumed that this was perhaps unique
until inquiry found differently. An exceedingly interesting table found in Webb's
"Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes"
is included in this
this report.
report. The
Thematerial
material
is that of W.
W.H.
H. Pickering
Pickering in
in 1892
1892 and applies to Saturn at its MEAN distance, and
the
Some of
the magnitudes
magnitudesare
arepE7oTrletric.
pE(Tetric. Some
the values are not those being published today, but they are certainly
certainly close
dose enough
to give one an idea of the region of each
value.
It is hoped that there will be more vigorous attention given to Saturn by more
observers during the next apparition because there really wasn't enough material
assembled this time for a realistic analysis
of the general intensity variations in the
various belts and zones. Since Mars will
be available next time with Saturn, the
Page 117

0."15
0. 18
0. 28
0. 27
0. 35
0. 70
0. 10
0. 28

Magnitude
12.5
12.3
11.4
11.5
10.8
9.4
13.7
11.4

observers will be rewarded by a double treat
which may induce more study of our ringed
friend.
friend
NOTES
BY EDITOR.
EDITOR.The
Thesatellite
satellite magmagNOTES BY
nitudes in Table H
II are
are all
all so
so much dimmer
than more modern values (as given, for example, in the appendix of Volume I of
Astronomy by Russell, Dugan, and Stewart)
that one must recognize some large systematic error between them. In particular,
it is hard
hard to
to accept
accept 11.4
11 .4as
asthe
themaximum
maximum
brightness of Iapetus.
Readers should note that Figures 1 and 2
were made 20 hours, 32 minutes apart and
thus very close
dose to two rotations of Saturn
in low latitudes.
latitudes, They hence show the same
part of the planet, and both Cragg and
Cyrus drew the thin black streak inside the
North Equatorial Belt.

0
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SOME ASTRONOMICAL HIGHLIGHTS
OF
ENGLAND
OFAAVISIT
WITTO
roMZLAP6
by Walter H. Haas
The idea of visiting England had been in
my mind for a long time; but usually the
needed cash was not in my pocket, and it
was only from June 1 to June 19,1953 that
the long-intended visit was carried out.
Travel
should perhaps
perhapsbe
beespecial
especially
appeal-Travel should
I y appeal
ing to the observing astronomer, who is
ever failing to observe solar eclipses from
the polar regions and occultations of stars
by planets from South Pacific islands. There
were al
also
so reasons
reasons to
to choose
choose England
England to visit:

f
f
F
a
a
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the spoken language is closely related to
English (apart fromsome mysterious tongue
used in telephone conversations), a number
of active lunarians and planetarians in
England are well known to readers of The
Strolling Astronomer,
Astronomer,and
andthe
the Coronation
Coronation
of the Queen on June 2 appeared likely
be the
the last
last event
event of
of its
its kind
kind for many
to be
years.
The visit turned out to be most enjoyable
in unexpected and personal ways and included seeing such scenic and/or historical places in or near London as the Tower
of London, the Houses of Parliament, Kew
Gardens, Windsor Castle, Madame Tussaud's
Waxworks Museum, and St. Paul's Cathedral. However, readers are presumably
chiefly interested in astronomical aspects
of the visit, which included tours of two
famous British observatories. These are the
ones at Cambridge and at Greenwich.
The Cambridge Observatory is ,.located
located
near the university of the same name in a
typically English setting of rare physical
beauty. Surely there can be few other
places in the world where the gardens are
so well kept or so freshly green. Mr. D.W.
Dewhirst, the Director of the Solar Section
of the British Astronomical Association,
adetailed tour
tour to
toa
kindly gave adetailed
a small party
including me. Some of the Cambridge instruments have famous histories, such as
the refractor used by Huggins in his classic
studies of spectra. On the whole the Cambridge equipment is old and partially obsolete;
butnew
new instruments
instruments are
are also
also being
solete; but
obtained, including ones for solar research.
Large visual instruments at Cambridge include a 25-inch refractor and a 30-inch
reflector, the latter the personal property
of Dr. W. H. Steavenson. It is literally
a humbling experience to use Dr. Steavenson's telescope since the entrance into
the dome housing it is about two feet high.
Unfortunately, Dr. Steavenson himself was
away from Cambridge on the
the day of my
visit. The 25-inch refractor is not used
full time on research programs; and qualified amateurs, like H. P. Wilkins and
Patrick Moore, are sometimes invited to
observe with it, an opportunity which we
must surely envy our British brethren.

The Greenwich Observatory is a government institution and resembles the United
States Naval Observatory in having a timeservice and in working upon fundamental
determinations of the positions of celestial
bodies. It was founded by Charles II to
promote the science of navigation, then of
the very greatest importance to competing
European colonial powers. In its very long
history of 278 years the Observatory has
had only 10 Directors, the present incumbent and Astronomer Royal being H. Spencer
Jones. Although Greenwich was originally
located in a pleasant royal park well outside of the city of London, observing has
now been hampered for many years by the
smoke and lights of the great city. The instruments are hence being moved to a more
favorable site at Herstmonceux Castle on
the southern coast of England. Nevertheless, there will always be much of historical and cultural interest at Greenwich, as
became apparent during an enjoyable tour
with Mr. E.A. Whitaker of the Greenwich
staff. In the Octagon Room one can see
the quadrants, zenith telescope, and other
instruments used by such famous men as
Flamsteed, Bradley, and Halley. Then there
is the Airy transit, where east very literally meets west on the prime meridian. The
onion-shaped dome of the 28-inch refractor
was being dismantled at the time of my visit.
The 36-inch Yapp reflector
reflectorwas
was still
still in operation, however; and Mr. Whitaker is using it to take lunar photographs in addition
to his regular staff duties.
Meeting Mr. H. Percy Wilkins, the Lunar Director of the British Astronomical
Association and the author of the very detailed 300-inch map of the moon, was one
of the
the highlights
highlightsof
ofthe
thevisit.
visit.Mr.
Mr. Wilkins
Wilkins
isemployed as a civil servant by the British
government. He and his wife and daughter
live in a residential suburb of London, with
a 15-inch reflecting telescope as an unusual attraction of their garden. Like the
rest of us, Mr. Wilkins finds his telescope
definitely too small and is now working
upon a 22-inch mirror. When in operation,
his new telescope will surely be one of the
largest in the world in the hands of an active observing amateur. There are thousands
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of detailed drawings of different lunar regions in Mr. Wilkins' possession, the fruit
of a lifetime of close study of the surface
our satellite
satellite..
of our
It is a pleasure to bring a piece of very
good news to our readers: Mr. Wilkins and
his family are visiting the United States in
the spring
spring of 1954. His itinerary will take
the
him from coast to coast. He wishes to lecture to as many amateur astronomical socities and other groups as his schedule permits. Since he will have to adhere to a
strict schedule, once it is established, interested persons should write at once to
H. P. Wilkins, 35 Fairlawn Ave., Bexleyheath, Kent, England, giving a suggested
place and date for his talk to their particular society. I am sure that Mr. Wilkins
will be a most entertaining and informative
lecturer, even a witty one. His subject
will doubtless be the moon, but it will not
be over anyone's head on that account.
Societies having regular meetings will very
probably have to plan to arrange a special
meeting for Mr. Wilkins since he would not
be likely to be in their city on the date of
the regular meeting.
It was also a great pleasure to meet Mr.
Patrick Moore, the Secretary of the Lunar
Section of the British Astronomical Association. Almost all of us can look up to Mr.
Moore, for he is more than six feet tall.
He collects pipes and rides a motorcycle
with the descriptive name of
of "Vesuvius"
"Vesuvius".
He teaches at a school at East Grinstead,
Sussex, about 30 miles south of London.
Mr. Moore's excellent book, A Guide to
the Moon, was reviewed in our June, 195$
1953
issue.
This
This book
book is
is very
very remarkable
remarkable in that
ss
it was written by an actual observer of the
moon, indeed a very keen observer of the
moon; most books about the moon in recent
years have been written by persons whose
knowledge comes from other books or from
very superficial personal observational studies. We hesitate to mention that Mr. Moore
also writes science-fiction and that at least
one other A.L. P.O. member indulges in
this vice.
Both Wilkins and Moore have other books
either with publishers or in preparation, and
we shall look forward to seeing these books
in print.
Page 119

It had been hoped to observe with some
of the telescopes with which our English
friends see so much lunar and planetary detail ,al
al though
though itit was
was realized
realized that
that June was
tail,
perhaps the worst possible month for this
purpose. Twilight then lasts all night in
the British Isles. It further turned out and what realist would expect anything
else? -that
else?
thatthe
theskies
skieswere
were cloudy
cloudy most
most of
the time. It was possible to observe with
only one telescope, Mr. Wilkins' 15-inch
reflector, on only one evening, and then
when both the seeing and the transparency
were poor. The weather from June 1 to
June 19 was cool and damp; with very frequent changes from light drizzle to heavier
drizzle to faint sunshine to light drizzle again. It is evident that successful observing
in such a climate demands the greatest perseverance; one must ever be alert to take
advantage of every favorable break in the
clouds. Yet some of the most praiseworthy
observational projects ever performed have
been carried out in England!
The British Astronomical Association meets
each month in the room of the Royal Society, where pictures of past presidents
presidents of
the Royal
hang upon the walls. The
Royal Society
Societyhang
room is perhaps large enough to seat 200
people, while the B.A.
B.A.A.
A. membership
membership is now
near 1,000. Unfortunately, there was no
meeting while
while II was
was in
inLondon.
London.The
TheB.
B.A.A.
A. A.
Library contains some rare old books, as
one might expect. In a museum not far away
are some of the plaster of paris casts of lunar scenes constructed by Nasmyth and
Carpenter and some old telescopes by famous names of the past. The weary visitor
will find that English museums suffer from
a fault
there just
fault common
commonin
intheir
theircountry
country- there
aren't many places to sit down.
Other astronomical colleagues met in
England were Alan P. Lenham and Keith
W. Abineri. Their names have often appeared in The Strolling Astronomer. Mr.
Lenham is the young and energetic user of
a 3-1/4-inch refractor, with which he sees
surprising amounts of lunar and planetary
detail
detail .. Mr.
Mr. Abineri
Abineriobsenies
observ-eswith
withan
an 8-inch
8-inch
reflector and makes very real-looking drawings of considerable artistic merit, perhaps because he is an artist by avocation.
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It would have been pleasant, of course,
to meet many other astronomical friends
and colleagues in different parts of Great
Britian and even those on the continent
of Europe. The days, alas, were each
one too full and sped by all too rapidly.
Perhaps, however, one should always save
something for the next time.
left me
me with
with an
an increased
increased reThe
trip left
The trip
spect for the astronomical achievements
of our friends in England and with a feeling that A.L.P.O. members who have the
opportunity to travel will find personal
contacts with colleagues in foreign countries stimulating and profitable. Let us
hope that abetter
abetter day
daywill
will come
come when inthe
ternational cooperation will not be the
lost cause which it has t000ften appeared
to be in recent years.

-.

There are few more lively subjects for
discussion among amateur astronomers than
the one in the title. As is fitting for memL P.0 . ,we
we shall
shall here
here supbers of the
the A.
A.L.P.O.,
pose that our amateur is chiefly interested
in lunar and planetary studies. Thus we
shall not consider such special forms as
Richest Field Telescopes and Schmidts;
rather we are concerned with the best possible visual definition. The Editor should
perhaps next admit that lively arguments
rage about telescopes and that what he
says in the sequel will be challenged in
one part or another by qualified judges.
The Editor has never made a telescope,
but he has used in regular lunar and planetary studies more than a dozen different
telescopes ranging in aperture from 4 to
18 inches during the last
lest 18 years. These
include both refractors and reflectors,
both amateur and professional instruments.
The first question for the amateur considering obtaining a telescope to decide
is that of whether it should be a refractor
or a reflector.. The Editor will risk the
wrath of champiOns
champions of
of both
both types and dozens of cancelled subscriptions by saying

that it doesn't matter. There is little to
-iood
71
choose between the performance 7,r-g;od
refractors and reflectors of the same aperture. If the reflector suffers from diffraction around the secondary mirror and its
supports, the refractor suffers from chromatic aberration. It is perhaps more difficult to make an optically excellent reflector than an equally excellent refractor
of the same aperture. There is no doubt,
however, that a given sum of money will
buy much more optical performance in a
reflector than in a refractor because of the
much higher price of the latter for a given
aperture. In other words, the amateur of
limited means who wants to see as much
as possible on the moon and the planets
for his money should choose a reflector.
Perhaps the next question will be that
of how large the telescope should be. If
the goal is lunar and planetary views as
good as possible, then the instrument should
be as large as possible. Much nonsense
has been written by people who should know
better that in certain unfavorable regions
6-inch or 8-inch telescopes will show as
much or more than larger ones. It is sufficient answer to say that the Editor saw
much more detail with an 18-inch refractor in Pennsylvania, even with mediocre
or poor
poor atmospheric
atmospheric" conditions, than he
ever did with small telescopes in that
same general geographical region. Also,
in 1952 and 1953 P. A. Moore and H. P.
Wilkins enjoyed lunar views in the Meudon
33-inch refractor far superior to what their
own
reflectors
had ever
own 1212- and
and15-inch
15-inc re
ectors had
revealed, even
even though
though the
theseeing
seeingatatMeTigOn
Me-00On
was mediocre. It is very true, of course,
that a good small telescope can outperform a poor larger one. It is also true that
we must greatly admire what some very
worthy observers, including several members of the A.L.P.O., have done with
very modest instrumental means. Nevertheless, we repeat; the serious planetary
student should equip himself with as large
a telescope as his purse and other conditions permit.
Few amateurs attempt to make the optics
for refractors, but many have made very
creditable reflectors. The amateur making
Page 120
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arranged for cooperative observation of the
transit by a considerable group of observers.
Their results will be made available to interested professionals and to the A. L. P. O.
Data on the transit in the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, 1953 reveals
that it will be considerably off-center on
the Sun's disc. It is predicted that Mercury
will touch the Sun's limb at position-angle
51°, measured from the north point of the
limb toward the east. Egress will be at
3560.
356°. At their least
Ieastdistance
distance between centers, Mercury's center will be 14' 21".5
from the Sun's center. As the Sun's true
semidiameter is 16' 10. "21, it follows that
Mercury at this point of greatest encroachment on the Sun's disk will be approximately
1.'8 from the limb. Mercury's diameterwill
be 9".86.
The ephemeris predicts the Universal Time
of the geocentric phases of the transit as
fol
follows:
lows:
37"' 04.54
Ingress, exterior
exterior contact
contact 15h
15h 37m
U. T. ,Nov.
Nov.14,
14, 1953.
1953.
U.T.,
Ingress, interior contact 15h 40m 41.51
Least distance of centers 16h 53m 55.56
Egress, interior contact 18h 07m 11.53
Egress, exterior contact 18h 10m 48.50
Predictions for
forvarious
various points
points in
in the United
States and the Pacific Ocean area, depending upon latitude and longitude, indicate
that times may be up to a minute earlier for
ingress and a little over a minute later for
egress than those given. Within the United
States variations up to 0.9minutes are predicted. As Mercury will be extremely difficult to detect prior to first contact, it is
suggested that orientation of the Sun's limb
be accomplished well inadvance of the expected time of contact and that the general
area of expected ingress be closely observed, with concurrent timing, for several
minutes before the predicted moment of
contact. On this basis of the predictions,
ingress will occur in the Eastern Standard
TimeZone
Zoneof
ofthe
the United
United States
States at about
lime
10.37 A.M., in the Central Zone at 9.37
A.M. , in the Mountain Zone at 8.37 A.M.
and in the Pacific Zone at 7.37 A.M.
***************
***** ** ***** ***
*****************
** **** ***** *** ***
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OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Mr. Toby Owens, 5238 N. Shoreland Ave.
Milwaukee
Milwaukee 11,
11 Wisconsin
Wisconsin planned simultaneous lunar meteor searches during the
1953 Perseid
Perseidepoch
epoch with
with Mr. Clayton Smith
of Chicago. Their thought was, of course,
that members of the Perseid swarm might
strike the moon as well as the earth; and
the period of several weeks needed by the
earth to pass through the swarm does indeed strongly suggest that its cross-section
may reach to the moon. Conditions were unusually favorable in 1953 in that the moon
was new on August
August 99 at
at 16h,
16h, U.
U.T.
T. and hence
near the Perseid maximum. As any sensible
amateur would expect, Smith and Owen did
not have simultaneous clear nights. Mr.
Smith was able to observe only on AuguEt
14 and suspected
suspected two
two streaks,
streaks,one
oneat
at'!"
1"
31.m5, U.T. and the other at 1h 39m, using a 6-inch refractor at 90X. Mr. Owep
observed on August 15 from lh 40m to 2
5m, U.T., without seeing anything and on
August 16suspected a "short trail" at 2h Om
and a "flash"
"flash" at
at 2h
2h 1m,
lm, both
both being
being first:
Owen employed a 3-Inch
3-inch reflector at 60X.
Mr. Owen hopes that searches for lunar
Perseids may be organized in the future,
preferably on a nation-wide and even internatidtial
ternatidrial basis to reduce the risk of failure from poor skies. Of course, it is necessary that the moon be new near the Perseid maximum. It will also be an advantage
to compute in advance by means of trigonometry at what point on the surface of the
moon the Perseid radiant is in the zenith,
for lunar Perseids can occur only in the
lunar hemisphere having that point at its
center. Finally,
Finally, it
it will
will be
be best
best to
touse
use as
large a telescope as possible;
possiUe; for we must
remember that a meteor is 17 stellar magnitudes dimmer at the average distance of the
moon than at a distance of 100 miles. Thus
a fireball of stellar magnitude -6 would be
reduced to a faint object of stellar magnitude 11, which must be viewed against a
background of earthshine not far from the
brilliant sunlit crescent.
crescent Naturally,
Naturally, other
terrestrial showers besides the Perseids may
provide lunar meteors; but it is vain to consider ones which do not furnish some terrestrial fireballs.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Errors
Errors in
in June
June and
and July,
July, 1953
1953 Issues.
There was
was some
some confusion
confusion about the labellings
lings of
of Figure
Figure 11 on
on pg.
pg. 85
85 and Figure 2 on
pg. 86.
86. Both
Both are
are moon
moon model
model photographs
photographs
referred to in
in the article
article by
by Mr.
Mr. Edward
Lindemann. On pg.
pg. 90
90 insert
insert the
the following
following
in the right column seven
Ines from
from the botseven Ilines
of the
the page:
page: "1933,
"1933, Mar.,
Mar., Type 7.
tom of
long."
The Spot is 27° long. The Bay is 370
37° long
."
On pg. 105,
lines 7
7 and 8
105, right
right column, lines
read "more or less square enclosures."
enclosures."

nt
int

HONOR PAID TO H. P. WILKINS.
His many friends
friends in the A.L.
A.L.P.O.
P.O. will be
very glad to learn that
that H.
H. P. Wilkins, the
Lunar Director of the
the British
British Astronomical
Association
Association and
and the
the maker
maker of
of the
the 300-inch
map of the moon, received early this year
an honorary Doctor's
Doctor's Degree
Degree from the University
versity of
of Barcelona,
Barcelona, Spain.
Spain. We congratulate Dr.
Dr. Wilkins
Wilkins on
on this
this richly
richlydeserved
deserved dis1
tinction.
JUNIOR ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.
Such is the name of a recently formed astronomical society
society in
in the
the British
British Isles.
Isles. The
The
Director
Director of
of the
the Overseas
Overseas Section is
is T. J.
Croston, 40 Lynton St., Leigh, Lancs.,
England. The
The word
word "Junior"
"Junior" here
here means
those who are beginners in astronomy rather
than an age-group. The
The overall
overall objective
objective
of the Junior Astronomical Society is to help
these beginners.
will be
corned
beginners. Inquiries
Inquirieswill
bewel
welcomed
warmly.
MORE ON LUNAR
LUNAR RAINBOWS. Our
mention on pg. 96
96 of
of our
our July,
July, 1
1953
953 issue
of a lunar rainbow observed at Hot Springs,
New Mexico on July
July 25,
has produced
produced
25, 1953
1953 has
some correspondence
correspondence from
from C.
C. W. Battels
of Akron,
Akron, Ohio
Ohio and Patrick
Patrick Moore of East
Grinstead,
Sussex,England.
England. Mr. Battels
Grinstead, Sussex,
Battels
directs attention
attention to
to some
some material about lunar rainbows in Thomas Dick's famous old
Practical Astronomer,
Astronomer, published
book, The Practical
by Harper and Brothers,
Brothers, New
New York,
York, 1846.
1846.
Dick mentions several lunar rainbows, including two witnessed by himself in Scotland
and one recorded by Aristotle; he also warns
against confusing these objects with luminous arches of the Aurora Borealis. Mr.

-11

of a lunar rainbow
rainbow he
he saw on
Moore writes of
March 28, 1945
1945 from
from an aircraft
aircraft at an elefeet above
above North
North
vation
vation of
of about
about2,000
2,000 feet
Scotland. The bow was
was almost
almost colorless
colorless
because of its
its faintness
faintness and
and was
was nearly
nearly a
complete circle.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
SUBSCRIPTIONSTO
TOVEGA.
VEGA.Mr.
"- R. M.
Baum requests that
that subscriptions
subscriptions to the international periodical
periodical Vega
Vega be sent to him
ternational
at 1 Dee
Dee Banks,
Banks, Boughton,
Boughton, Chester, England. Mr. Baum has kindly
kindly offered a specsubscription rate
rate of
of 10
10 shillings
per year,
ial subscription
shillings per
or
or about
about $1.40
$1.40 in American money, to A.
L. P.O. members.
members. Vega
Vega carries many artL.P.O.
icles
icles of
of value
value to
to the
the Einarand
lunarand planetary
observer, and Mr. Baum himself
himself is among
our active contributors.
IN MEMORIAM
We have
have learned
learned with
with much
much sorrow of the
death on August 30, 1
1953
953 of Mr. John J.
O'Neill, the Science Editor of
of the
the New
New
York Herald Tribune. He
He was
was one
one orotTr
of our
charter members and several times contriManytimes
times he
he
buted to this periodical
periodical. Many
generously
generously mentioned
mentioned the
the A.L.
A.L. P.O.
P.O. and
Strolling Astronomer articles in his writings
in the Herald Tribune. It was the
in
the Editor's
Editor's
good
good fortune
fortune to
to meet
meet Mr.
Mr. O'Neill in
in New
New
York in the autumn of
of 1950
1950 so that there is
also a sense of
of personal loss.
Our late colleague was one of the early
science reporters in the daily press and
spent
spent 45 of his 64 years in newspaper work.
Though
Thoughhe
he had
had little
little formal
formal technical
technical ededucation,
ucation, he had a keen
keen and
and inquiring
inquiring mind
and wrote about all phases of modern science,
including
including atomic
atomic energy,
energy, guided missiles,
medicine,
medicine, and planets.
planets. He
He was possessed
of a proper scientific
scientific skipticism toward
much that
that is
is now
now accepted
accepted as
as fact, and
indeed we cannot doubt that some of today's scientific fashions will be tomorrow's
nonsense. He received a number
number of prizes
for
for his
his reporting
reporting over
over the
the years
years and
and was the
author of several books, including Prodigal
Genius. The Life
Life of Nicola Tesla
Tes17c11
1 and
Enter Atomic Energy. Among the societies
to which
which he
he belonged
belonged are
are the American
Newspaper Guild, the American Geographic
Society, the American Association for the
Page 124
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Advancement of Science, the Amateur
Astronomers' Association (New York), the
American Geophysical Union, and the
Academy of Political Science. He was a
charter member and a former president of
the National Association of Science Writers.
We extend to the family and friends of
Mr. O'Neill our sympathy in their loss.
***********

JUPITER: THE 1952-53 APPARITION
by Elmer J. Resse and Robert G. Brookes
Date of Opposition: November 8, 1952
Declination: 15° N.
Equatorial Diameter: 49.3 seconds of arc.
INTRODUCTION: This report is based on
observations made by the following members of the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers:
R. M. Adams,
Adams„ 3-1/4-in. refr., 10-in.
refl., Neosho, Mo.; N. L. Allinger, 6in.
refl. Los
in. refl.,
LosAngeles,
Angeles,Calif.;
Calif.; D.
D. P.
3-in. refr.,
refr. 6
Avigliano, 3-in.
6&
& 8-in.
8-in. refls.,
Sierra Madre, Calif.; Rex Bohannon,
16-1/2-in. refl., La Crescenta, Calif.;
J. T. Carle, 8-in. refl., Fresno, Calif.;
I. A.
Courtright, Jr.
Jr. 12-1/2-in
12-1/2-in refl.,
A Courtright,
Venice, Calif.; Eugene Epstein, 10-in.
& 20-in. refls., Pasadena, Calif.; R. R.
Fink, 6-in. refl.,
refl , Milwaukee, Wisc.;
M.B.B.
M. B. B.Heath,
Heath,10-in.
10-in. refl.,
refl , KingsteignKingsteignton,
L.T.
10-in.refl
refl.,
ton , England;
England; L.
T. Johnson,
Johnson, 10-in.
.,

La Plata, Md.; F. W. Kelly, 12-in. refl.,
refl ,
Tulsa, Okla.;
P. Lenham,
Lenham, 3-1/4-in.
Okla.; A.
A P.
refr.,
refr. Swindow,
Swindow, England;
England; R. C. Moog,
Maag,
8-in. refl
refl ., ,Sedalia,
Sedalia,Mo.;
Mo.; Toshihiko
Toshihiko Osawa,
6-in. refl., Osaka, Japan; 0. C. Ranck,
Renck,
4-in. refr., Milton, Pa.; E. J. Reese, 6in. refl., Uniontown, Pa.; J. R. Smith,
8-in. & 16-in. refls., Eagle Pass, Tex.;
H. P.
P Squyres,
Squyres, 6-in.
6-in. refl.,
refl., El Monte,
Calif.; Don Strayhorn, 3-3/4-in. refr.,
Wilmington, N.C.; J. A. Westphal, 12in. refl., Tulsa, Okla.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
BELTS
South South Temperate Belt: The SSTB
remained constant during the apparition;
it appeared as a dull-dusky gray.
South Temperate Belt: The STB was dark
brownish-gray until late October; then it
became a dusky brownish-gray with less
brown. (See below: RS).
South Equatorial Belt: The belt displaying the most change during the apparition
was the SEB. From August to late October
the SEB components were very faint and
thin (Figure 1). Some observers failed to
record these belts at all, but others recorded the beltas very faint and resolved it into its components on several occasions.
During this interval the SEB, the SEB Interior Zone, and the EZ all exhibited a
pale bluish color.
On or shortly before October 22, 1952

Figure 11.
Jupiter.
T. Osawa.
6-inch refl.
Aug. 29, 1952
20h Om, U.T.
C.M.1
C. M.1 =
= 95°.
95°.
C
C. M.2
M. 2==2390.
239°.
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is also most desirable. Jupiter III is the easiest of these bodies to see detail on, and Jupiter II is the most difficult.
We hope that we have said enough to indicate that Jupiter is a very suitable object
for the amateur observer to watch.
**************
IS THERE A NATURAL BRIDGE ON
THE MOON ?
7!P-M5751TIF
On July 30, 1953 the late John J. O'Neill,
the Science Editor of the New York Herald
Tribune, sent the Editor an observation of a
most remarkable structure on the moon, a natural bridge on the east shore of the Mare
Crisium. (Of course, one scarcely thinks of
artificial bridges on the moon!) Partly because confirmation
confirmation of
of such
such an
an observation
observationapappeered
peared important, the Editor did not at once
publish the report from Mr. O'Neill. Doubts
of the reality of the lunar bridge were raised
by a copy of a letter from Dr. Dinsmore Alter,
the Director of the Griffith Observatory in
Los Angeles, to Mr. O'Neill on September
29, 1953. Dr. Alter stated that visual and
photographic examinations with the Griffith
12-inch refractor had quite failed to show the
bridge. Nevertheless, the bridge was observed in England, according to Associated Press
releases in American newspapers in late Dec.
1953. Since so extraordinary a lunar structure must be of considerable interest, we shall
here pass on to
to our
ourreaders
readers the
the available evidence and invite them to look for the lunar
bridge. We begin with the paper and drawing submitted by Mr. O'Neill.
GIGANTIC NATURAL BRIDGE FOUND
ON THE
MOON
Z5N
-7Mr—MOCYN
by John J. O'Neill
A gigantic natural bridge has been found
on the moon at the east central edge of Mare
Crisium, in the rim of its surrounding walls,
at latitude 14° 50' North and longitude 48°
West. It can be seen when the moon is about
18 days old and the terminator is about 1° west
of the bridge. The position of the terminator
is the critical factor as the bridge will be seen
Page 147

only when the sun's rays are almost horizontal.
tal .On
On Figure
Figure 77 the
the top
top of
of the
the ridge
ridge is seen
and the illuminated area on the shadow side
of the ridge caused by the sun shining through
the hollow wall. The bridge was found July
29, 1953, at
at 6h
6h 30m,
30m, U.T.
U.T.,, when
when the moon
in its northerly course was approaching the
equator, -3° 20' declination, and in right
ascension, 22h 55m. It was observed 1 hour
and 50 minutes until clouds interfered.
When the same area was observed 24 hours
earlier the structure
structure appeared
appeared as
as two
twoseparatseparated, disconnected promontories as the region
is shown on the photographic reproduction of
the Wilkins map, Section XII at the point 6.2
centimeters from the right and 2.7 centimeters from the top margin. [These dimensions
refer to the reduced size of the map published in this periodical and now issued as a booklet
letj
The bridge extends in a north-south direction and judging from the positions of the shadows cast by its lower supports it has the amazing span of about 12 miles from pediment
to pediment.
This is established by visual
comparison of the area lighted by the rays
coming through the hole with the floor of the
crater Proclus which has a diameter of about
18 miles. More reliable estimates are desirable. The height of the span could not be determined from this observation as the shadow
of the upper part of the span was cast out in
space beyond the terminator. If the observation had been started a few hours earlier the
shadow of the top of the bridge might have
been detected.
Observations on the bridge were made with
a 4-inch refractor, F:15. There was a slight
haze but transparency was high and seeing
was excellent. Lunagraphic features were
unusually still. The bridge was not noticed
during an exploratory period when a 55X eyepiece was used. When the 90X eyepiece was
used the structure attracted attention. The
details were beautifully sharp and features
stood out in sharp contrast.
Since this was the first time that a ridge
connecting the two promontories was noticed
first attention was given to establishing the
reality of this feature.
feature. It was
It wasnecessary
necessary to
to
eliminate optical illusions and other possible
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Figure 7. Natural Bridge on the Moon discovered by John J. O'Neill,
July 29, 1953, 6h 30rn,
30m, U.T. 4-inch rgractor. 90X. Colongitude 127.02.
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explanations. The seeing was so sharp and
steady at 90X that there was no doubt as to
the reality of the features seen. This was
confirmed at 125X and 250X.
There will be relatively few hours in each
lunation during which this feature can be
seen

The colongitude of Mr. O'Neill's discovery observation was
127.°2, about three days
was127.02,
after full moon. Some readers may note that
a feature at longitude 48° W. is not on the
terminator until
until colongitude
colongitude132°,
132°, but
but
sunset terminator
the depression of the Mare Crisium below the
general surface level of the moon explains
the extreme nearness to the terminator at
1 27.°2. The
The longitude
longitude of
of the
the center
center of the
127.°2.
moon was 0.06 W. at the time of O'Neill's
observation so that the lunar I ibration in longitude had almost itsmean value. The bridge
is on the sunrise terminator at colongitude
312° and would perhaps be best seen in morning solar lighting at 313°.
Readers might like to check Section XII
of the Wilkins map and to note there the two
separate promontories, which 0' Neil
Neill I's
's bridge
connects. It is indeed surprising that so curious a structure in this part of the moon should
have been so long unknown. This region has
not been neglected by selenographers. On
pg. 216 of his Moon Goodacre says: "Near
the centre
centre of
of the
the E.
E. border Cof
Cof Mare
Mare Crisiurg
Crisiurr]
is a narrow pass between lofty mountains.
This pass has a crater on either side, and leads
into a ruined ring, P. None of the maps show
the true nature of this object."
The last
sentence implies that Goodacre gave much
personal attention to the "pass", which 0'
Neill saw spanned by a "bridge".
We now come to the negative results of
Dr. Alter and quote his letter to Mr. O'Neill
on September 29, 1953: "At the request of
Dr. Humason of the Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories, I asked our observer, Mr.
Paul Rogues, to examine the area of your
drawing at the proper phase, 18 days. We
have a 12-inch Zeiss refractor. Mr. Rogues
examined the area both visually and photographically. I am enclosing a copy of the
photograph which he made. From his report
Page 149

and the photograph, it seems certain that there
is merely a gap in the ridges which bound the
eastern part of Mare Crisium.

Febi
Mar
Apr

"I have examined a large transparency of
one of the Lick Observatory photographs made
at this same phase and find that it confirms
Mr. Rogues' conclusions."

Jun

The Griffith Observatory photograph taken
by Mr. Rogues was on September 26, 1953 at
511
50 49m, U. T. and thus at colongitude 127.°2,
exactly the same lighting as when O'Neill
found the bridge. On September 26 the center of the moon was
was at
at longitude
longitude 5.°9
5.°9 W.;
and this large
large western
western Ilibration
ibration must favor
determining the true topographic nature of
the object, or so it would seem. The Griffith photograph is reproduced as Figure 8.
Our reproduction may fail to do justice to
the original, but it should at least indicate
the position of this lunar bridge under discussion. This position is at the intersection
of the two arrows, the one near the right margin and the other near the bottom margin,
on Figure 8.
The negative results with the Griffith 12inch might be thought to end the matter, for
the larger telescope must have had the better view. Now, however, we come to the
English observations reported in the press.
No direct information on these is at present
avai
avai ITIETZICITZ- But if we may depend on the press,
Dr. H. P. Wilkins confirmed the existence
of the bridge on August 26, 1953; and Mr.
Patrick Moore spotted the odd structure in
September. Dr. Wilkins in a radio talk on
December 21, 1953 described the bridge as
about 20 miles long and a mile high and having one huge arc two miles across. He said
that the bridge looks very artificial. He sugn -hl have
gested that
that itit trTg
mi
have been formed when
a meteorite crashed through a cooling layer
of molten lava, leaving a vast arch. Wilkins
chiefly employs a 15-inCh reflector; Moore,
a 12-inch reflector.
Some of our readers might like to look for
this bridge near either colongitude 313° (morning lighting )or 127° (evening lighting). We
list the necessary times by Universal Time in
coming months:

I
I
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313°
gTOh..
February, 1954 620
8d 10h
March
6d 23h
April
6d 11h
May
4d 23h
June

127°

.21170

22d 17h
21d 6h
20d 18h
19d 5h

Of course, observations can and should be
made for several hours on either side of the
times given. In the United States the best
opportunities will be very soon after sunset
on April 6, local civil time date, and soon
before midnight by local civil time on Feb.
20, April 20, and June 18.

r

e

Figure 8. Photograph of O'Neill's Lunar Natural Bridge and Vicinity with
Griffith Observatory 12-inch refractor. September 26, 1953, 5h 49m, U. T.
Colongitude 127°.2. The Position of the Bridge is at the Intersection of the Arrows.
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AN NOU NCEME NTS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

AN APOLOGY AND AN EXPLANATION. We regret very much the extreme
tardiness of recent issues of The Strolling Astronomer. The staff are not professional magazine publishers, or even professional scientists; they are amateur astronomers who must
spend most of their time doing something else
to make a living.
living. All
All work
work on
on The
The Strolling
Astronomer is volunteered except that the
publishing agency is paid. We shall do our
best to get back on schedule as soon as we
can; meantime, we promise that all subscribers will eventually receive the issues for
which they have paid.
MORE ON THE "BUBBLE THEORY" OF
THE LUNAR SURFACE FEATURES. In an
article called "A New Theory about the Origin of the Surface Featuresof the Moon", The
Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 7, No. 2, pg.
1 8,1953,
1953,Mr.
Mr.Frederick
Frederick Benario
Benario chaMpioned
chartpioned
18,
the theory that the lunar surface features originated through the escaping of great quantities of gases from the interior, the craters being "exploded bubbles" of giant proportions.
Several A.L.P.O. members have contributed
correspondence about this article. Mr. Benario has now presented his interpretation of
the lunar surface and its history in more detail in No. 11 of Vega (edited by our active
English col league, R. M. Baum) for November
30, 1953. The article includes a list of the
curious lunar "domes", which certainly look
as if they may have been formed by gas pressure from beneath the surface, discovered by
B. A. A. I unarians.
THE WILKINS MOON MAP AS AN
EXHIBIT. On November 4, 1953 Mr. Oscar
A. Anderson, 2625 Middle Road, Davenport,
Iowa described in a letter how the Popular
Astronomy Club of Moline, Illinois has made
an attractive exhibit of the 100-inch H. P.
,,Vilkins
map of
of the
the moon
moon in
in their
their Sky Ridge
.ilkins map
Observatory. The map has been mounted in
:-eepiece,
piece,the
the separate
separate sections
sections being join-LH,on
onthe
the ceiling
ceiling of
of the
the club's
club's exhibit
exhibit room
is illuminated by several spotlights so
the fine details and lettering on the map
_ easily
easily visible. The moon is tinted yellow,

and its
itsbackground
background is
is blue.
blue. Around
Around the map
are border panels of lunar photographs, newspaper astronomy
astronomy articles,
articles, etc.
etc Mr. Anderson will be glad to describe this exhibit in
greater detail to people who write to him.
************

FOR THE BEGINNER: DATA ON
JUPITER
1954.
17M- IN 1954.

7015

IFF

by Robert G. Brookes
General Information
Conjunction occurs June 30. (1)
Opposition. Jupiterwill notbe in opposi955 (1)
tion until January
January 11955
Declination. Jupiter's northern declination is decreasing. It will decrease from
21°08' on Dec.
+
+22°
22° 32' on
on January
January 11 to
to -1-1-21°08'
31. (1)
Magnitude. Jupiter's stellar magnitude
will vary from -2.3 on January 1 to -1.4 on
July 31. (2)
Apparent Size. Jupiter's polar diameter
will vary from 44."1 on January 1 to 29."7
on July 3. (2)
Distance. Jupiter will be nearest the earth
January 1, 4.172 A.U., and farthest away
July
July 3,
3, 6.184
6.184A.U.
A.0 (2)
Phenomena
On April 3, 22:19 UT Jupiter is in conD. +
+ 22°884
22°884 (8m.5). The
junction with
with B.
B.D.
planet will be 32" north of the star. (1)
Jupiter
. 3) on
Jupiter occults
occults B.
B.D.
D.++23°1099
23°1099(9m
(9m.3)
May 14, the phenomenon being visible from
the Western U.S.A. From Lick the disappearance will occur at 4:07 UT (P 40°)*
400)* and
the reappearance will occur at 4:47 UT (P
318°)*. (1)
A very close conjunction with the old
moon will occur on July 28, visible as a occultation from the Mediterranean and India.
(1)
On October 8, Jupiter is 0°.4 south of
Uranus; this should assist identification for
those who may not have seen Uranus. (1)
Both planets transit the meridian of Greenwich at 6:53 UT October 8. (2)
* Position
Positionante,
ante,measured
measured from
from the
the north
north
point of the disc eastward.
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NOTE BY EDITOR. If our readers would
like more planetary data tabulations of this
kind, we shall be glad to carry more of them
in future issues.
It is unfortunate that the star to be occulted by Jupiter on May 14, 1954 is as dim as
the ninth magnitude and that Jupiter is then
less than seven weeks from conjunction with
the sun. We suspect that successful observations will be possible only with apertures above 12 inches and only in the Far West.
Interested planetarians might like to reread
"The Occultation of the Star Sigma Arietis
by Jupiter on November 20, 1952" on pg. 2
of our January, 1953 issue.
***************
* * ** ** ** * * * * *

others in its immediate area. This appearance
is caused in some cases by the sunlight grazing a crater wall of shallower inclination.
By applying a higher power to these shallower crater walls itit is
is sometimes
sometimespossible
possible to
see irregularities that throw "true" black
shadows that can be compared with other
shadows in the area. Onlywhen these darkest "true" shadows are apparent can a valid
comparison of intensities be made. Hasty
observations may lead to the reporting of
some shadows as lighter when a closer examination will reveal that the shallower inclination of a slope was the true cause. At
any rate we tread on firmer observational
ground when we observe an intensity diffevery full
full shadows
rence in very
shadows inside craters.
We begin with such a case.

UNUSUAL LUNAR SHADOWS
by D. P. Avigliano

r

,..

Al!

At times the shadows cast by objects on
the moon are by no means of as equal an intensity as would be expected. A discerning
eye will detect in many of the lunar shadows
seemingly unexplainable differences of intensity. In some of these unusual shadows
even an unpracticed eye will perceive a marked difference when the shadow in question is
compared with other shadows in its surrounding area. This paper is a report on some of
the more prominent of these unusual shadow
areas. It is based on 50 recorded observationsduring 5 lunations, which were made by
the writer using six and eight inch reflectors.
It is in part an extension of some of the observations reported in the article by our editor, W. H. Haas, "Does Anything Ever Happen On the
the .,Moon?"
,Ma,7?" which appeared in several of the 1952 issues of The Journal of the
Roya
stronomical Society of Canada (July
to November issues).
By referring to Fig. 1 on pp. 156-157 it
I be seen that the shadow areas studied
andmentioned
mentionedin
inthis
this paper
paper are
are located
located main:lid
I:. in
in the
the E.
E. side
side of
of the
the lunar
lunar disk. The term
true shadow" that will appear in some of
ne descriptions
descriptions to
to fol
follow
'7e
low refers to the black•est
F,-shadow
shadowthat
that is
is thrown
thrown by
by any
any part
part of an
-7-ject.At
Atlower
lowerpowers
powers the
the general
general tone
:ziect.
a given shadow
appear lighter than
shadow may
ma appear

STEVINUS. The sunrise shadow in Stevinus
is noticeably lighter in intensity than that
in Snellius or other craters in the general
vicinity from sunrise (colongitude 306°) to
approximately colongitude 310°. This is a
true difference, the shadow in Stevinus being somewhat lighter than even the dark
side of the terminator. A reversal of intensities has been reported to take place after
approximately 313°with the shadow in Stevinusappearing
.77
.n.
vinusappearing darker
darkerthan
thanthat
thatininSnel
Sner77
is.
RI is aacase
TRITis
caseof
ofaa more
more shallow
shallow W.
W. wa on
Snel I ius since when higher powers are appl ied a small but prominent protrusion can be
seen on the inner W. wall of Snellius; this
protrusion throwsas dark a shadow as that in
Stevinus and can be
be seen
seen up
up to
toapproximately
approximately
colong. 340°. The true shadows in Stevinus
and of the
protrusion
are
of of
theFesE
same
Irne
the Snel
Sne I Iius
i us
protrusion
are
intensitiesas
of
intensitiescTITo7E7
shadows around
around them
them from
about colong. 315° to 340°. Thus it will
be noted that the earliest sunrise shadow in
Stevinus (up to about 310°) is actually abnormally light while from about 315° on the
morning
morning shadows
shadows are
are normal.
normal. Fig. II on pp.
156-157 shows the general position of the
main comparison protrusion in Snel
SnelliusT.
PYTHAGORAS. This is a case of a darker
appearing shadow. At sunrise (65°) the shadow in Pythagoras is noticeably darker than
other shadows in the surrounding area. Good
comparison shadows at around 70° are scarce,
Page 153
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but it would seem that the shadow in Pythagoras becomes normal at approximately this
colongitude.
77(7)ngitude.
PHOCYLIDES. The sunrise shadow in this
crater has been reported to be darker than
from
others in its vicinity
vicinity (notably
(notably Schickard)
Schickard)from
This generally
general lyappears
appears to
to be
be the
57° to 65°.
65°.This
case although one observation made at 59°
(June 24,
24, 1953
1953 U
U.T.)
. T.)showed
showed the
the Phocylides
Phocylides
shadow to be of the same intensity as other
shadows in the
the vicinity
vicinity (including
(including Schickard).
Another observation at 65° (May 26, 1953
U. T.) showed
U.T.)
showed the
the shadow
shadow in
in Phocylides
Phocylides to
still be noticeably darker. Very good comparison shadows are hard to find in this area.
EUDOXUS. At sunrise the shadow in Eudoxus
is darker than that in Aristoteles; this is especially true at
at around
around 350°,
350', both craters
At about 356° until
being well shadowed.
the shadows leave the craters the general
telescopic impression is that the Eudoxus
shadow remains darker. This is a similar situation to that which we found in Stevinus
The inside angle of the W.
and Snellius.
wall of Aristoteles is shallower than the inAt lower powers
side W. wall of Eudoxus.
and possibly on photographs this general appearance is noted (both because the general
impression only is conveyed to the viewer.)
On critical examination with higher powers
an inner W. wall protrusion can be found in
Aristoteles, and this protrusion throws a true
shadow that was
lowed in several
was minutely
minutely fol
followed
lunations from 357° to 46° (at around 46°
the last vestiges of true shadows can be found
in these craters). In all of the comparisons
made from 357° on, the true shadows were of
the same intensity. So we find the earliest
sunrise
shadow in
in Eudoxus
Eudoxusto
toactual
actually
sunrise shadow
I y be
be darker than that in Aristoteles, but after approximately 357° the true shadows in each crater
are of equal intensity. See Fig. III on pp.
156-157 for the location of the protrusion in
Aristoteles.
Aristote
I es .
The evening shadows in these craters were
found to be of equal intensity.
CRATER "A" N.W. OF PYTHAGORAS (as
marked on
on the
the Wi
Wilkins
marked
I kins1946
1946 map
map of
of the
the moon).
It is possible that this crater at around 70°
Page 154

throws a lighter interior shadow than others
in its area. This was noted on one occasion
only and further confirmation is required.
There are other areas on the moon that have
been reported as throwing darker shadows.
Some of these are the central peak in the crater Arzachel, a shadow E. of Conon, the
shadow in Vieta, the central peak in Tycho,
and the shadow in Zuchius. These areas are
located on Fig. 1.
In summary it will be noted that most of
the unusual lunar shadows mentioned in this
paper were found to be darker, though in two
instances (one well verified, the other not)
the shadows in question appeared lighter.
Does the fact that the only well verified
lighter appearing shadow (Stevinus) is located on the W. half of the telescopic disk while
the darker appearing shadows are mainly on
the E. half of the disk tell us anything of the
nature of these unusual shadows, or have other
I ighter shadows (as "A") been found and verified on the E. half?
An explanation of this shadow phenomenon
should be sought. Is sunlight reflected more
strongly into the Stevinus shadow thus rendering it lighter? The writer has made a superficial study of the inner E. walls of craters
in the vicinity of Stevinus (at sunrise) and
finds that there appears to be no correlation
between the intensities of shadows in the craters and the reflective brightness of the inner
E. walls, some craters with inner E. walls
brighter than the inner E. wall of Stevinus
holding darker
while the same is true
darker shadows
shadowswhile
wails that
that are
of other craters with
with inner
inner E.
E. walls
less reflective than that of Stevinus.
Can some or all of the darker shadows be
due to contrast effects? The writer has suspected this, -especially in the case of the
Phocylides shadow where the shadow appears
even darker than the sky next to the limb,
the area around Phocylides being bright.
Other possibilities that might enter into an
explanation of these shadows are the possible
existence of lunar volcanic products or even
local lunar atmospheric effects that influence
the intensities of the shadows. Low concentric terraces or other minute irregularities
on the inner walls might influence the general tone of a shadow and the possibility of
fluctuating variation in the tone of shadows

a
a
f
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as observed at similar colongitudes in difference lunations should be considered (see
paragraph on Phocylides).
NOTE BY EDITOR. We are very glad
to present this interesting and valuable article on a neglected phase of lunar studies.
Mr. Avigliano's address is 678 Manzanita
Ave., Sierra Madre, Calif.
* ** * * * * * *
*********

SOME STATISTICAL NOTES ON
JOVIAN
AND
J
oVI FLSPOTS
YOfsA
-115SUNSPOTS.
-sliNT1573t77
by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
In October of 1951, I published a brief
paper on the apparent characteristics of Jovian spots in relation to the oft-quoted analogies they are supposed
supposed to
to bear
bear to
to sunspots
sunspots.. 1I
It was shown that while many striking analogies do exist there also exist many striking
differences, and that among the latter are
the relatively long lives of Jovian spots.
Some hints were thrown out that this subject would be pursued at greater length, as
indeed it has
hasbeen.
been. A
A system
system of
of Jovian bookkeeping was set up whereby a more or less
accurate account might be kept of the comings and goings of these Jovian blemishes;
and lest anyone
emulate same,
anyone be
be tempted
tempted to
toemulate
let me warn him that the labor is prodigious
and the time consumed not even to be thought
of. For some years I have maintained a solar
ledger, as some of my readers may be aware,
by means of which the apparent ages of sunspots can be determined with a pretty high
degree of accuracy. The technique is very
simple: One merely gives to each individual sunspot a serial number, which is entered in the ledger together with the date
of first appearance. When the date of last
appearance is eventually entered opposite
the same number there is automatically furnished a lifetime in days. Of course there
are occasional complications, as when a
spot first comes into view from around the
limb and one has no means of knowing how
long it had pre-existed on the invisible hemisphere. In such case, the apparent life span
of the spot is merely the measure of its ex-

istence from first appearance at the following limb to the time of its disappearance on
the visible
visible hemisphere.
hemisphere. Should
Shoulditit cross
cross the
the
disc to vanish around the opposite limb, then
its apparent life span is merely an educated
guess. Still, the system works well enough
to furnish sufficient data by means of which
reliable ages can be worked out for a fair
number of sunspots. They turn out to be very
ephemeral.
A modification of this system has been adapted to Jupiter. However, instead of assigning serial numbers to the Jovian spots it
was found more convenient to identify them
by
byJovian
Jovian longitude.
longitude. They are
areentered
entered in the
Jovian ledger under date of first observation
followed by the longitude; and then by the
lowed by
by the longidate of last observation
observation fol
followed
tude. Thus one has not only a measure of
their duration but also of their drifts. Reliable statistical data are presently at hand
from the late summer of 1951, with many more
observations still to be reduced. The tabulation on pg. 161 will bring out some of
the
more interesting
interesting details7detailsT,
The most striking fact apparent from the
above tabulation is that the overwhelming
majority of these Jovian spots were found along the south edge of the North Equatorial
Belt. It is true that there have been omitted from the above list all observations in
which the apparent ages of the spots could
not be determined for one reason or another.
However, when these are added to the above the result is almost the same;
same, of 93_
individual
spots no
no less
lessthan
than5c5
56-Were
on the
individual spots
wereon
NEBs;
NEB5; 5 were on the SEBn; 9 were on the
SEBs; 19 were on the STB; and 4 were on the
NTB. It is apparent, therefore, that for the
period tabulated there were two well marked
zones of Jovian spots activity - one near the
equator, along the south edge of the NEB
and the other in high latitudes along the
STB. We have here again a possible analogy to sunspots; for at certain times in the
solar cycle the spots of the old cycle are
most numerous close to the equator, while
those of the new cycle are beginning to appear in high latitudes. However, while we
may note the fact we should be very cautious
in drawing the inference as the data are far
too scanty.
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For explanation of illustrations refer to article "Unusual Lunar Shadows" in this issue.
FIGURE I. The distribution of the shadow areas studied and mentioned in the text:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stevinus
Zuchius
Phocyl ides
Central peak in Tycho
Central peak in Arzachel

6.
6. Vieta
7. Shadow
Shadow E.
E of
of Conon
8
8. Eudoxus
Eudoxus
9. Crater "A" (see text)
10. Pythagoras
10.

FIGURE II. Showing the location of the comparison protrusion on the inner W. wall of
Sne
Snel II Ii ius
us(col
(colong.
ong . 327°)
FIGURE III. The protrusion on the inner W. wall of Aristoteles
Aristoteles (colong.
(oolong. 100).
10°).

'13
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tude, the two are really one and the same.
It is a matter of probability; for it is much
more probable that the same spot is being observed twice than to suppose that one spot
has vanished and another has arisen in the
same place in so short a time. Thus identification cannot be said to be absolute, but may
be said to be absolutely probable. The same
difficulty, of course, is found with sunspots;
though in the case of the sun it is materially
reduced by reason of the sun's much slower
rotation. This enables us to follow a given
sunspot from limb to limb over some 13 days;
and this time is also sufficiently long to permit many spots to form and disappear on the
visible disc.
A much more serious difficulty in the statistical study of Jovian spots, other things
being equal, is the unavoidable fact that for
some weeks prior to and following conjunction with the sun the planet is unobservable.
The loss of time thus
thus caused
caused may
may be,
be.no
no more
than about two months; but it is materially
prolonged by the fact that as Jupiter approaches conjunction; if during the spring or
summer months, the planet must be observed
on a twilight sky which is not suitable for
the observation of delicate details. If conjunction occurs during the winter months one
does not have to wait long for a dark sky in
the weeks immediately preceding conjunction; but the definition is apt to be very bad
at this season and the low altitude of the
planet makes matters even worse. Therefore from a practical standpoint one may lose
as much as four months of observation. This
has a definite effect upon the statistical elements of the Jovian spots. On the other hand
the sun is theoretically visible every day of
the year; and while weather wil I cut this period down to an actuality far less, except in
special geographical regions, sunspots are
more easily observed and for purposes of
counting and identification may be studied
under definition that would be fatal to the
planet. Thus we may never expect statistical determinations on Jovian spots to be quite
as accurate as the same determinations on
sunspots.
The statistical study of the Jovian spots is
7hereforeattended
attended with
with very
very considerable
considerable dif:herefore

ficulties, quite apart from the primary difficulty of
of observing
observing them
them at
at all
all.. More assumptions must be made and less weight must
be attached to derived means than is the case
with sunspots; but it is the writer's belief that
a sufficiently long period of study will nevertheless yield valuable results; and perhaps
the writer
writeryet
yet has
has sufficient
sufficient time in this world
before entering what one may hope is a better
one.
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OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Mr. Frank Suler, Box 199, Richmond, Tex.
has contributed a number of drawings of lunar regions. He employs an F:13. 4.5-inch
reflector at a power of 268X. As Mr. Suler
writes, accuracy in lunar sketching is achieved only by care and practice. He has made
drawings of Maurolycus, Agrippa, Pytheas,
a mountainous
mountainous region
region east
east of
of the
the Straight
Straight
Range, Aristarchus, the Kepler rays, Werner,
and Walter. His drawing of Aristarchus on
November 18, 1953
1953 at
at colongitude
colongitude 51.
51.°8
°8
shows a curious anomaly: although the shadowed terrace not far below the east rim is
shown well, the two main dark bands on the
east inner wall so very regularly drawn near
this lighting are not present. Aristarchus was
then half full of shadow, and the central
mountain was coming into sunlight. We wonder whether
L. P.O. members
members
whether any
any other
otherA.
A.L.P.O.
drew Aristarchus on November 18, 1953 (UT
date).
Mr. G.D. Roth, a leader of German planetary students, directs to our attention some
remarks by Dr. K. Mueller in Die Sterne,
1934, pp. 108-9. Dr. Mueller there disPage 159
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cusses the visibility and appearance of the
small crater Posidonius C in the Southport
of the floor of Posidonius (Section III of the
Wilkins map). It ismost significant that there
is photographic evidence of variations in aspect. On Posidonius C sunrise comes near
colongitude331°;
331°;
sunset,near
near 151°.
151°. Dr.
colongitude
sunset,
Mueller writes that Du Matheray, Delmotte,
Darney, and Lamech found C sometimes visible as a bright spot when it would be expected to be full of shadow, a fading of the brightness being recorded 30 minutes later. Plates
XXVII and XXVIII in the Paris Photographic
Atlas show C as a bright spot only near colongitude 340°, even though two clefts on the
floor of Posidonius are visible on the photographs and though the craterlet Chacornac
Chacornoc A
(but slightly larger than Posidonius C) is
plainly shown. Yet Paris Plate XXXV near
colongitude 348° shows C to be similar in
sharpness to Chacornac A, when we would
naturally expect it to be harder todistinguish
under the higher solar lighting. Likewise
under afternoon illumination, a Le Morvan
photograph near colongitude 132° shows C
with a plain shadow, while a Mount Wilson
photograph near 142 (nearer sunset) shows a
bright spot
spot only
onlywith
with no
no trace
trace of shadow. We
thank Mr. Roth for this interesting communication.
P. O.
II
cation. Surely
Surelysome
someA.A.L.L.P.
0.members
memberswiwill
wish to observe Posidonius C, and perhaps a
few
withlarge
largetelescopes
tele copes will even make a
few with
photographic study.
0. C. Ranck made drawings of the small
disc of Uranus on December 30, 1953 at 2h
35m and on January 1, 1954 at 2h 50m,
50m, these
these
times being by U.T. He used a 4-inch refractor at 270X, this very high power per
inch of aperture being achieved with the
help of a Barlow Lens. Mr. Ranck found a .
brightening not far from the center of the
disc (a polar cap?), a bright spot on the
north limb (not the same spot in the two
views),
view.:), and a shading of varying breadth
over the rest of the limb. He suggests that
Uranus might closely resemble its belted brothers, Jupiter and Saturn, if it could be seen
well enough.
Mr. Leonard B. Abbey, Jr., 822 S. McDonough St., Decatur, Georgia has been
very impressed by the peculiar appearance
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of a lunar depression between the craters
Cuvier and Lilius on Section XXIII of the
Wilkins map. It is thus on the sunrise terminator near colongitude 353°. It looks,
Mr. Abbey writes, "as if someone had scooped it out with a shovel". He first observed
the region with a Cave 6-inch reflector on
July 20, 1953 at colongitude 14.°6 and later with lower lighting on November 13, 1953
at 0°.9 confirmed and extended the earlier
detail. The depth of the depression, he reports, is fully one-fourth of its width. We
invite our readers to look for the feature in
question; it should be seen very well near
the first quarter of the moon.
Phillip W. Budine, 8 Pine St., Walton,
New York has contributed lunar drawings of
Petavius on July 28, 1953 at colongitude
115.°8 (near sunset) and of Alphonsus on
August 18, 1953 at 10°.0 (near sunrise).
His instrument is a Skyscope 3.5-inch reflector, used at 60X and 125X. Mr. Budine
follows the laudable plan of using intensitynumbers on his drawings to indicate brightnessand darknesses of the different features.
In Petavius he saw well the complex central
mountains and the conspicuous cleft in the
southeastern part of the floor. In Alphonsus
there are three conspicuous dark spots on the
floor under high solar lighting. With low
lighting on"August 18 Budine found the easternmost dark spot of the three to be faintly
present and to have three short projections
toward the east wall of Alphonsus.

****************
************* **
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Mr. Elmer J. Reese writes as follows
of a type of observation that would be
of value to the Section: "Detailed drawings of the same Jovian feature on closely adjacent dates are few and far between. Observers with fairly large apertures might find this a very worthwhile
program." The Recorder agrees with this
statement, and it is hoped that some of
our observers will be able to make observations of this kind.

ASPECTS OF LINNE
BY D. P.
P. AVIGLIANO
AVIGLIANO

The statement is often made that the
ever-changing illumination on the lunar
surface shows a given object in many
varying aspects. This is strikingly true
in the case of Linne as a glance at the
accompanying illustrations will s h o w.
The writer launched a program of study
of this most famous of lunar objects
which has taken
taken him
him through,
through 12 lunations to date. This paper is a brief outline of what has been found. Excellent
reflectors of 6 and 8 inches in aperture
were the chief instruments employed in
the study.
The Present Day Appearance of Linne
The writer has found Linne to be a
bright
1Y4
bright rimmed
rimmedcraterlet
craterletroughly
roughly
ly4
miles in diameter and very deep. It is
located on the top of a somewhat irregular mound that is itself located upon
the SE edge of an ancient shallow inundated crater ring. This old crater ring
lies on the path of a low winding irregular swell that runs in a general N and
S direction across the floor of the Mare
Serenitatis. Under higher illumination
the area surrounding the craterlet becomes evident as a bright patch thus
giving rise to the usual easily observed
appearance of Linn&
Linne From Sunrise to Sunset
Figure I shows us the very bright
rimmed Linne craterlet just as the sun
). At this colong.
is rising (colong. 348° ).
the N and S swell and the rather large

old shallow crater ring on which Linne
is situated are very evident. Just to the
SE of this old crater ring and adjoining
it is another old inundated ring of approximately the same size as the one on
which Linne
Linne is
is found.
found.In
InFig.
Fig. I this
this
second- old ring is partially evident, and
as the sun rises higher it is easily made
out. Portions of. the long irregular swell
across the Mare Serenitatis are also
shown. Traces of these shallower features
can be seen by the visual observer
throughout the entire lunation especially
if the observer has found them previously under sunrise illumination. These old
rings as well as the swell may also be
found in varying stages of clarity on
many lunar photos. They can be detected
on the printed lunar atlas that is published by the Sky Publishing Corporation
(Sky and Telescope)
Telescope) which is taken from
Lick Observatory photographs. An interesting thing for the observer to note
under earliest sunrise illumination is the
lack of any vestige of the white patch
around Linne; the small craterlet itself
however has an unusually bright rim..
As the sun rises and the low irregularities on the Mare floor appear to smooth
out, the small rather steep sided mound
on which the Linne craterlet lies becomes
evident as a shadow-throwing object
(Fig. II, which was made under exceptionally fine observing conditions). At
this colong. (after 350° ) the light area
surrounding the craterlet begins to appear, at first not conspicuous but gaining
in prominence as the sun continues to
rise.
Under later morning illumination and
under good seeing conditions Linne may
be seen as a small shadow-holding craterlet located near the center of the now
bright white spot. The bright-rimmed
mound now blends unnoticeably into the
bright spot (Fig. III). The shadow-holding craterlet can generally be clearly seen
up to approximate colongs. 16° or 17°
after which it is seen as a very hazy
shaded spot in the white patch (Fig. IV
shows this aspect). This is also the apPage 166
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Drawings of Linne and Environs by D. P. Avigliano. Refer to Article "Aspects of
Linne in This Issue.
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pearance of the craterlet when it is poorly seen at earlier colongs. The hazy spot
can usually be traced upto near colong.
50° at which point it is lost and we are
left with just the patch (Fig. V). This
appearance persists until sunset begins
to shadow the craterlet; traces of the
shadowed craterlet are found at approximate colong. 135° or even earlier.
At sunset (Fig. VI) the craterlet is
thrown into high relief as a steepsided
mound, possibly not level on the top,
and with a bright rim (compare with
Fig. II at sunrise). No traces of the
white patch are evident at late sunset,
nor are the ancient crater rings or swell
as clearly seen as they are at sunrise.
The Linne White Patch
The white patch surrounding the craterlet has been found by the writer to
behave in much the same way as other
observers have noted through the years.
It is first detected as large; then it
diminishes in size until around full moon,
after which it enlarges somewhat. The
writer with a micrometer has at times
measured it to be as small as 5 miles in
diameter and as large as 9 miles in diameter. There is a strong possibility of
irregular variation in the size of this area.
A suitably equipped amateur could well
take up a comprehensive study of these
changes in size.
Instruments and Powers
A note on the instruments and powers
used in these studies is added here as a
possible aid to those who might wish to
observe the Linne craterlet for themselves. An 8-inch telescope used under
good seeing conditions should easily show
the aspects mentioned in the paper. A
6-inch under excellent conditions will also show them but usually not with quite
the clarity of the 8-inch. As to the powers
employed in these studies the best views
in good seeing were generally had with
around 300X. Higher powers could sometimes be used to advantage especially
with the 8-inch on nights of excellent
seeing. The lowest powers that the cra-

terlet was definitely seen with were 18$X
on the 8-inch and 225X on the 6-inch,
but these lower powers are certainly not
recommended for first attempts; around
300X should prove best for the average
observer. Powers of around 125X to
200X serve well in the studies of the
white patch and the topography of the
general area.
Figures
Figures I-VI accompanying
accompanying this article
are not all drawn to the same scale.

BOOK' REVIEW
BY JACKSON T. CARLE

AMATEUR TELESCOPE MAKING
—BOOK THREE. Scientific American,
Inc., New York, 1953, Albert G. Ingalls,
Editor, 644 pp., $7.00.
Publication of a new volume in the
Scientific American series on telescope
making is an event in the world of amateur astronomy comparable to discovery
of a new book of the bible, for "ATM"
is literally the "bible" of the amateur.
Albert G. Ingalls and the Scientific
American introduced the fine art of mirror and lens making and telescope con- struction to thousands of Americans in
the original
Amateur Telescope
Telescope Making,
original Amateur
and led •many of them into the facinating field of optical accessories and more
complex instruments
instruments with
with Amateur 'Telescope
escopeMaking,
Making,AAdvance
d v a n c ed.d.Now,
Now, adadvanced workers are given new optical
fields to test the skills they acquired
through the earlier volumes.
Amateur
Telescope Making
Making —
— Book
Amateur Telescope
Three
Three is described on its frontispiece as
"Contributions to amateur precision optics by advanced amateurs and professionals." Doubtless, many of the contributors cut their optical teeth on the
earlier books of the series. They have
gone far—so far that ATM-3 is not to
be undertaken by the novice unless he
is willing to plow through a great deal
of material he will not understand in the
reasonable hope that some small portion
of it will stick. But for the initiate who
has mastered the
the relatively simple job of
Page 168
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putting together an optically good and
mechanically stable telescope, and who
is interested in the "why" as well as the
"how" of instrument construction, ATM3 offers a treasure house of challenging
projects and basic information.
An idea of the scope of the work may
be gained by the fact that it contains 44
chapters and the relatively small type
permits cramming of material one might
reasonably expect to find in two averagesized volumes into the 644 pages embraced within the traditional red covers.
One wonders if the color was selected
to minimize rouge stains.
With exceptions, the authors and the
editor have pursued the theory that amateur optical workers capable of building the equipment described will be able
and will want to work out detailed designs. As a consequence, the book contains a minimum of detailed specifications and how-to-do-it instruction, but in
most instances theoretical discussion and
illustrative material will enable the qualified reader to enjoy making his own
plans.
A mere enumeration of the chapter
headings would strain the space limitations of this review. In general, the work
covers optical systems, equipment and
emulsions for astronomical photography,
high vacuum equipment, a number of
precise optical tests, several chapters on
spectrographs and spectroscopes, design
and production of lenses, prisms, flats,
objectives, Schmidt camera s, monochromators and spherometers. It, contains
valuable data on overhaul and adjustment of binoculars, and on eyepieces,
' Barlow
Barlow Lenses and photometers. The
work even considers thermal effects of
observatory paint
paint and
and laboratory
laboratory separa-,
separation of optical abrasives. A chapter of
biographical material on contributors
breathes life into their words.
ATM-1, ATM-2, and now ATM-3 are
invaluable as reference works. In them
the amateur will find the answers to
many problems confronting him as his
Page. 169
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work progresses. The earlier volumes
have been criticized because their lack
of organization makes it difficult to find
specific material. This is natural, for
they "just grew" from many contributions by many authors. A. TM-3 suffers
somewhat from the same reference difficulty, though the editor points out at
that least the material is arranged alphabetically by authors. The table of contents and a limited index are helpful.
The new volume opens a multitude of
fascinating optical fields to the serious
amateur. It will be a "must" in the library of those wanting to carry their work
beyond construction and use of a basic
telescope.

OBSERVATIONS AND
COMMENTS
0. C. Ranck has continued to draw
various lunar craters with both a 4-inch
Tinsley refractor and a 3.5-inch Skyscope reflector. Sketches of Copernicus
on March 25, 1953 at colongitudes 25°.6
and 26°.9, thus soon after sunrise, show
two large central peaks and several
smaller ones. A black streak running
from the central peaks to the northnortheast inner wall is presumably a
valley, a cleft, or the shadow of a ridge
but cannot be so identified' on maps.
Indeed, Goodacre emphasizes the
smoothness of the north half of the floor.
A drawing of Gassendi by Mr. Ranck on
May 25, 1953 at 5O°.4 chiefly shows aspects drawn by him before. On June 26,
1953 at 81°.7
810.7 Ranck drew some dark
areas on the southeast limb not far from
Schickard and Phocylides. It is difficult
to identify these areas because of a lack
of certainly recognizable reference-points.
The lunarians of the British Astronomical
Association in their extensive studies of
the limb-regions have found it a good
plan to include in every drawing at least
one named and easily identified lunar
formation. Ranck drew the crater Aristotle on June 22, 1953 at colongitude
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32°.6. He depicted an incomplete mountain-ring near the center of the floor, an
appearance sometimes seen in Plinius.
Mr. Rudolph M. Lippert, 4534 Third
St., La Mesa, Calif. in the autumn of
1953 observed a peculiar bright flash
of light on the moon. Mr. Lippert is a
member of the Lunar Section of the
British Astronomical Association. The
time of the observation was September
16, 1953, 3h, U. T., thus at colongitude
40.1.
4°.1. The telescope employed was an
8-inch Cassegrain reflector by Mellish,
and the power was 90X. The seeing was
"fine" at the time. The site of the flash
was thought to be on the west rim of
the crater Werner, but Mr. Lippert was
not certain of the identification of the
crater. (Werner is on Section VIII of
the Wilkins map.) We quote portions
of letters from Lippert to David P.
Barcroft,
Barcroft, the
the A.
A.L.P.O.
L. P.O. Secretary:
Secretary:
"[While I was watching the shadows in
Werner ( ?)] a bright light flashed on the
crater rim for a second and then was
gone,'
gone, itit looked
looked exactly like the reflection
of the sun on the windshield of a very
distant auto such as one sees when one
is on the mountain top and looks down
into a distant valley where the auto is
traveling. Did I see something in our
atmosphere?
atmosphere? II watched
watchedthe,
the crater
crater rim
for quite a while, I thought that maybe
the sun had shone thru a crevice in the
mountains, but the light did not reappear . .... There
There were
were no
no lights
lights around me,
where I work, it is nice and dark. The
mirror too is perforated and the telescope
shields my eyes too. As I stated before
I was looking at the shadows in the crater
and I was wondering what peaks on the
crater rim were responsible for some of
the serrated shadows when I was startled
by the bright flash on the crater. rim.
It was between the peaks on the west
rim in the mountains apparently. It
looked like a bright first magnitude star,
the color of Arcturus, yellowish orange.
It flashed instantaneously and vanished
without a fade, like the flash of a gun,
that quick. I looked carefully at that area

for a long period, reflections would have
shown up and I recognize them too as
such."
Mr. Lippert's observation is apparently
very similar to ones by A. W. Mount on
September 3, 1944 and by F. H. Thornton on October 19, 1945 (The Strolling
Astronomer, Vol. 1, No. 8, pp. 2-5, 1947
and Journal of the British Astronomical
Association, Vol. 57, pg. 143, 1947.) Perhaps all three records are of flashes of
meteoritic impacts on the surface of the
moon. These events should give an added
interest to our lunar studies.
Frank J. Kelly, 380 S. Winooski Ave.,
Burlington, Vermont has contributed
drawings of the ring-plain Gassendi on
September 19, 1953 at colongitude 390.9
39°.9
and on October 19, 1953 at 450.5.
45°.5. He
used a 4-inch refractor at 100X or 150X.
On September 19 Gassendi was full of
shadow. Mr. Kelly's October 19 drawing
is at almost the same solar lighting as
Durerad's very detailed drawing on pg.
287 of Goodacre's Moon. He confirmed
Durerad's curious triangular shadow near
the north end of Gassendi; Durerad's
drawing would suggest that this shadow
lies in a valley between low mounds.
Both observers show a number of low
mounds on the floors
floor,
Drawings of Uranus have- been contributed by Patrick Moore (12.5-inch reflector) and Owen C. Ranck (4-inch refractor, Bucknell University 10-inch refractor). Mr. Moore, on January 13,
2311 50m, U. T. showed a brighter
1954 at 23h
and whiter area in the northeast portion
of the dull greenish disc and a star-like
object, perhaps the satellite Titania, close
to the southeast limb. Mr. Ranck's views
were on February 5, 1954 at Oh 25m,
U. T., on February 11, 1954 at lh 35m
(only view with 10-inch refractor), and
on February 18, 1954 at 23h 28m. All
three observations showed a nearly central bright area, perhaps also the feature
drawn by Moore, which was smallest in
the best view on February 18. The 10inch refractor showed a bright spot on
Page 170.
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the northeast limb very plainly. Brighter
or darker lunes on the limb of Uranus
may be, Ranck suggests, portions of dark
belts or bright zones appearing thus because seen from the approximate direction of a pole of the planet. Ranck and
Moore employed fairly high powers to
observe
observe the
the •small
smalldisc,
disc, from
from 270X
270X to
500X.
John E. Westfall, 2328 Ivy Drive, Oakland, 6, Calif. drew the lunar walled
plain Bailly with a 3.5-inch reflector at
125X on May 10, 1953 at 12h, U. T.
The colongitude was 232°.4 so that Bailly
was observed under late afternoon lighting. The peaks of the Doerfel Mountains
were prominent on the limb in the moments of better seeing. Using the nomenclature of K. W. Abineri's drawing on
February 9, 1952, published in The
The
Strolling
Strolling Astronomer,
Astronomer, Vol. 6, No. 10, pg.
137, Figure 4, 1952, we find that Mr.
Westfall's drawing shows Craters A, B,
11, 10, and 6, a lengthy meridional ridge
near the center of the floor, and the
shadow of a ridge or low mound at the
north end of Bailly. Some isolated bright
points along the northwest rim of Bailly
on Westfall's sketch may be the tops of
peaks still catching sunlight. All in all,
this drawing impresses us as a creditable
effort for a 3.5-inch. telescope.
Mr. Phillip W. Budine also makes regular lunar drawings with a small instrument, a 3.5-inch reflector (Skyscope).
Among the drawings he has submitted
are one of Copernicus on January 14,
1954 at lh Om, U. T., one of the Clavius
On', U. T.,
on September 17, 1953 at 311
31, Om,
and one of Gassendi on June 23, 1953
at 4h 25m, U. T. The colongitudes are
23°.7 for the Copernicus drawing, 16°.3
for the one of Clavius, and 46°.4 for
the Gassendi drawing; hence all are early
morning views. A power of 125X was
employed. Generally speaking, Mr. Budine, like other beginning observers who
work`..systematically,
has shown
shown a.
prowork systematically, has
a progressive improvement in the amount of
detail lie sees and in his style of representing it. In Copernicus he drew eight
....Page' 171

central peaks and, what is a little surprising with the small aperture, an obvious crater-ring in the southern part of
the floor near the edge of the retreating
shadow. Perhaps it is the small, shallow
ring numbered 8 on the chart of Copernicus on pg. 124 of Goodacre's Moon.
Moon.
In his early morning view of Clavius
Budine found the east end of the floor
to be very dark, as though the floor were
convex enough that the end away from
the rising sun were very poorly illuminated. Mr. Budine sometimes uses an amber filter in observing the moon.
A. C. Montague, 417 South Blvd., Oak
Park, Illinois drew the lunar mountain
Piton with a 4.3-inch reflector at 170X
and 220X on January 15, 1954 at colongitude 36°.1. Piton is one of the most
striking of the isolated mountains on
the moon and lies southwest of Plato
and near the west shore of the Mare
Imbrium. Montague found the southwest
wall of Piton much brighter than similar
areas in the adjacent Alps Mountains.
He drew a cleft or pass in the northwest
wall of the mountain, and the east wall
had a rough and mottled look as if the
shadow there was broken by illuminated
ridges. On February 8, 1954 at colongitude 32 °.8 Mr. Montague drew the crater Cauchy and two of the clefts near
it. Under high lighting the true outlines
of Cauchy are very difficult to recognize;
and it has even been found then to
to look
look
like a peak, such as. Piton or Pico.
R. M. Adams, 324 South Valley, Neosho, Mo. has contributed drawings of
lunar regions as follows: Posidonius on
November 12, 1953 at colongitude 337°.4,
Tacitus on March 22, 1953 at colongitude 349.°
349.'7,
7, Hercules
Hercules on
on Sept.
Sept. 26, 1953
at 126.'1, Tobias Mayer on July 22,
1953.
1953. at
at 40°.1,
40°.1, Kepler
Kepler on
on June
June 23,
23, 1953,
at 45°.9, and Plinius on November 13,
1953, December 13, 1953, and January
11, 1954 at colongitudes 349.°8, 354.°2,
354.'2,
and 0.°2
0.02 respectively. The telescopes employed were a 3.2-inch refractor, a 4.3inch refractor, and a 10-inch reflector.
In Posidonius Adams drew the near-
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central craterlet A and the three clefts
radiating from it, one going south and
two going north. The northernmost and
largest of a chain of three small craters
drawn by Adams on the south part of
the floor is presumably Posidonius C,
whose curious and photographically confirmed changes in appearance were noted
on pp. 159-160 of our November, 1953
issue. On this occasion it was drawn as
a craterlet at colongitude 337°. In Keplet' Adams
ler
Adams drew
drew a valley or terrace to
run the length of the east wall with about
three-fourths of the floor covered by
shadow. His drawing of Tacitus when
it was about half full of shadow appears
to show a large hill near the center of
the floor and a crater or ridge in contact
with the south wall. Curiously, Goodacre
speaks of a. "small central hill." In Plinius the complex central mountain has
shown the double craterlet aspect to
Adams. Each of his three drawings of
Plinius shows two low, rounded mounds
probably several miles across close to the
east edge of the floor. The November 13
drawing in very good seeing shows two
very small hills at the base of the north
inner wall.
Using a 6-inch reflector at 188X on
May 22, 1953 at colongitude
colongitude 14.°9,
14.°9, H. P.
Squyres found the central mountain of
Eratosthenes to stand out prominently
from the shadow then covering most of
the floor, while the terracing of the east
inner wall was very evident.
The very active Patrick Moore has
contributed a drawing of the craters
Delisle and Diophantus on March 25,
0, using
1953 at 37.0
37.°0,
using Dr. H. P. Wilkins'
15-inch reflector at 250X. On the top of
the ridge P to the east of Delisle Mr.
Moore found a small crater-pit; it appears to be "new" and is, he writes "an
extremely difficult object". Perhaps some
of our better-equipped members would
like to look for this object, and probably
an aperture of at least 10 inches will be
necessary for success. Delisle and Diophantus are readily identified as a pair
of craters about 15 miles in diameter

near the east shore of the Mare Imbrium.
Mr. Moore's numerous lunar drawings
are "line drawings," a method which
lunar students unwilling to admit to any
sketching ability may want to imitate.
In other words, there is no attempt to
show shadings or differences of tone
other than black shadow s; the lines
drawn in are simply the necessary boundaries. Such "line drawings" are not so
attractive as artistic-looking and beautifully shaded sketches; but they can be
made more quickly, and they can be
made to be accurate and valuable.
In The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 6,
pg. 46, Fig. 4, 1952, is a sketch of some
clefts around Schroeter's Valley and
Aristarchus discovered by H. P. Wilkins
and F. H. Thornton in 1950-51 with 15and 18-inch reflectors respectively. It
was thought then that only fairly large
instruments could show these clefts. Nevertheless, C. C. Post on May 7 and June
5, 1952 saw some of these clefts clearly
with only a 6-inch reflector (The Strolling AstrotComer,
Astrotiomer, Vol.
Vol. 6,
6, pg.
pg. 103, 1952).
Mr. Alan P. Lenham in England drew
this region on December 1, 1953 at colongitude
longitude 210.°9,
210.'9, employing a 6-inch reflector at 180X. Using the notation of
the Figure 4 mentioned above, we find
that Lenham in this evening view saw
the "1950 cleft" as a diffuse light streak
(perhaps the bright side of the cleft),
saw the "new cleft" well as a cleft, and
saw well another cleft a little north of
the "new cleft". Lenham's drawing may
also be compared to one by Elmer J.
Reese, The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 7,
pg. 106, Fig. 4, 1953; Lenham confirms
Reese's Cleft E and the position of
Reese's Cleft C, but it is not certain that
Reese's D and Lenham's cleft north of
the "new cleft" are the same.
A. C. Larrieu in Marseille, France directs attention to a break in the north
wall of Blancanus, which adjoins the
south wall of Clavius. This break, or
perhaps it is rather a pass cutting
through the wall, is recognizable on the
200-inch photograph SP-14, Mount WilPage 172
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son and Palomar Observatories, (published on the back inside cover of our
May, 1953 issue and in many other
places) as a thin gray streak. On our
our
reproduction just mentioned it lies 3.7
cms.
ems. left and 7.1 cms. below the upper
right corner of the photograph. Mr.
Larrieu observed this break with an 8inch reflector on September 17, 1953 at
18h U. T., thus at colongitude 23.°9 or
morning lighting, and invites others to
look for it.
0. C.
0.
C.Ranck
Ranckmade
made several
several drawings
drawings
of the lunar crater Eudoxus in the autumn of 1953, using both a 4-inch refractor and a 3.5-inch reflector. On September 15 at 23h
23" 50m, U. T., colongitude
2.°5, he was surprised to see two thin
bright streaks within the shadow of the
west wall; he interpreted these to be
ridges illuminated by the rising sun, but
they do not appear to be shown on the

Page 173

Wilkins map. Ranck kept watching the
ridges until Oh 44m, U. T. on September
16, colongitude 2.°9; and perhaps their
appearance changed a little in this interval of 54 minutes. Views of Eudoxus
under higher solar lighting on the following days gave no sign of the two ridges
or of some other possible cause of the two
bright streaks; and on October 14 at
colongitude 356.°1
356.'1 there
there was
was no indication of the streaks under lower lighting
than prevailed on September 15-16. Mr.
Ranck drew several ridges on the floor
of Eudoxus, and under high solar lighting there were two closely adjacent
bright spots near the center of the floor.
A small craterlet plainly seen on the
south wall on September 25, 1953 at
113°.0 could not be found the next night
at 125.°6. Perhaps others would like to
look for the two bright streaks, which
may require very special lighting to be
revealed.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Errors in November 1953 Issue: Pg.
153, left column, line 34, read "1942",
,not "1952". Pg. 155, right column, line
36, read "no less than 56". On Pg. 161
one of the spots was omitted from the
list. This spot was first seen on. October
2, 1951 at longitude 116°.6—I on the
N.E.B. s and was last seen on the very
same date, having thus an apparent age
of 0.5 days.
Concerning This Issue. The present
issue of The Strolling Astronomer is a
combination of the January and February, 1954 issues. It is hoped that this
combination will help a little in getting
our periodical back on schedule. It will
be noted that this issue is as long as two
ordinary issues, and it is bendg counted
as two issues on subscriptions. Subscriptions which were to expire in either January, 1954 or February, 1954 axe considered to expire with this isuse. We
shall be glad to hear from our readers
how they like the combination and may
occasionally publish other combined issues in the future if comment is favorable.
An Acknowledgment. We express our
thanks to The Saturday Evening Post for
their mention of the A.L.P.O. and The
Strolling Astronomer in their issue of
March 6, 1954. An article called "The
Mysteries of the Night" by Mr. Jerome
Ellison described amateur astronomical
activity in a popular, reliable, and sometimes amusing fashion. We heartily welcome to membership those new subscribers who first learned of us as a result
of the Post article. We also thank our
Secretary, Mr. David P. Barcroft, for
his invaluable help in processing the correspondence resulting from the article.

MORE ABOUT THE O'NEILL
LUNAR NATURAL BRIDGE
On pp. 147-150 of the October 1953
Strolling Astronomer we reported the late
John J. 'O'Neill's discovery of a curious
natural bridge on the moon. The bridge

lay at the east shore of the Mare Crisiurn
and connected the Promontorium Lavinium (on the south) to the Promontorium Olivium (on the north). We thought
it very curious that a feature seen plainly
by Mr. O'Neill with only a 4-inch refractor should have remained unknown for
so long, and we remarked on the contradictory nature of a few other observations of this area. Since our October
1953 issue went to press, a number of
A.L.P.O. colleagues have submitted observations of the O'Neill Bridge—or perhaps we should say of the site of the
bridge, for not all of them agree that it
exists. The contributors and their telescopes are: D. P. Barcroft (10-inch refl.);
Rex Bohannon (6-inch refr.); J. T. Carle
(8-inch refl.); Lonzo Dove (4-inch refr.);
R. Doucet (3-inch refr.); Lyle T. Johnson (photographs with a 10-inch refl.);
Donald J. Mary and others (12.5-inch
refl.); A. C. Montague (4-inch refl.),
Patrick Moore (12.5-inch refl.) and H.
P. Wilkins (15-inch refl.). Since Dr. Wilkins used the largest telescope and is also
the most experienced of the observers,
we shall first give his findings in some
detail.
O'NEILL'S "BRIDGE" ON THE
BORDER OF MARE CRISIUM
BY H. PERCY WILKINS

Since there appears to be some misconception regarding the "gigantic natural bridge with the amazing span of
12 miles from pediment to pediment" detected by the late John J. O'Neill on
July 29, 1953, the following observations
will, it is hoped, make the matter clear.
The observations, made on February
20-21, 1954, confirm previous ones to the
effect that while there does appear to be
an arch, bridge, or aperture in the mountain border of. the Mare at this point,
it does not possess a span of anything
like 12 miles but, as I have maintained
since I first saw this peculiar feature in
August 1953, one of abOut two, miles
only. That is, the actual aperture, or
"hole," is about two miles wide; and it
Page 1
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is through this narrow gap that the sunlight streams.
The drawings range in time from 23h,
U. T., on February 20 to 4h, U. T. on
February 21. They are reproduced on
page 3. At an early stage of sunset the
two promontories, Lavinium on the south
and Olivium on the north, appear to be
connected by a narrow bright line but,
as the solar altitude declines, it is clearly
seen that the ridge from Olivium passes
a little to the east of Lavinium as shown
by drawing 2 on page 3. At this stage a
narrow, curved line of shadow may be
seen west of the connection while, on
the east is a mound with shadow on, its
western side. This narrow, curved line of
shadow is that of the arch with a sunlit
patch on both its east, where sunlight
comes through the arch, and on its west.
(Drawing 2). This mound is higher than
the ridge, and its shadow soon falls upon
the latter and even passes through the
aperture with the result that all appearance of an arch is lost. This aspect is
shown in Drawing 4. Drawing 3 indicates
the appearance as seen from the surface
of the Mare. It shows how rapidly the
mountain border declines in altitude as
the promontories are approached which
explains the peculiar fan-shaped appearance of the shadows. Behind the aperture
can be seen the higher mound. Finally
the shadow of the mound covers the
lower ridge, as shown in Drawing 5, and
forms the eastern edge of the remaining
sunlit strip of the Mare. From Drawing
6 on page 3, which does not pretend to
be to scale, it is seen how the shadows
observed are formed and how short a
time is available for the arch appearance
to be seen.
There does seem to be a natural arch
here; but it is quite small, and the striking fan-shaped shadows have nothing to
do with it. This will explain why some
people have failed to find the feature;
they have mistaken the striking shadows
for the bridge and have overlooked the
much more delicate but real feature.
*. * * *
We note that the colongitude of Dr.
Page 2

Wilkins' studies on February 20-21 was
124°.7 to 127°.2 and that the colongitude
was 127°.2 when O'Neill discovered the
bridge. For both Wilkins and O'Neill the
libration in longitude, important for a
formation near the west limb, was within
a degree of its mean value.
On March 6, 1954 Dr. Wilkins wrote
in part as follows: "It is also very queer
that at sunrise a ray of sunlight, like a
searchlight beam, can be seen coming,
apparently, through a deep,groove or
ravine, with vertical sides and a flat floor,
a little elevated above the ground on both
sides. This ray seems to be a little to the
north of the spot visible at sunrise but
there is no trace of this ravine at sunset.
Very odd indeed as are also the movements of the shadows within the old ring
at sunrise. Even if we come to the conclusion that O'Neill was mistaken [in
reporting an arch 12 miles long], we are
still indebted to him for having brought
this region to our notice; and I am definitely naming the region between Proms.
Lavinium and Olivium 'O'Neill's Bridge.'
It is also remarkable that, at a certain
stage of sunset, Olivium is prolonged
south by a narrow and very regular ridge
which runs a little to the east of Lavinium but, shortly afterwards, it is seen to
curve round to the east on the floor of
the old ring. The existence of a wide
ravine with vertical sides and a flat floor,
proved by the shadows, is almost as surprising as a natural arch. That they
should exist side by side is astonishing.
Again sometimes we see the promontories
as two craters, the larger to the north,
while at other times there is no trace of
them. The dusky bands which move
along the fan-shaped sunlit area at sunset, and as it contracts, are also very
queer. Their movement in 15 minutes
is obvious, very different from the shadow
of the low, curved ridge which lies a
little west of the 'bridge'. The most careful observations are wanted, both at sunset and sunrise; and I am taking advantage of every favorable occasion and
will send you more drawings."
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Drawing of the O'Neill Bridge and vicinity by H. P.
Wilkins. 15-inch reflector. Feb. 20, 1954 at 23h U. T.
to Feb. 21, 1954 at 4h U. T. colongitude 124°.7 to 127°2.
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Mr. Jackson T. Carle made careful
observations of the O'Neill Bridge on
January 21, January 22, and February
21, 1954 with his excellent 8-inch reflector. He feels still unable to come to
a final conclusion about the topographical nature of the area. Figure 1 is one

Figure 1.—O'Neill's Bridge and
Vicinity
J. T. Carle
8-inch refl. 320X
Jan. 22, 1954. 8" 5n1, U. T.
Colongitude 124°.3
of Mr. Carle's drawings and shows well
the ridge running south from Olivium to
a little east of: Lavinium. The solar lighting here is about an hour higher than
on Dr. Wilkins' Drawing 1 on February
20 on page 3. Mr. Carle watched closely
the large bright area in the shadow of
this ridge; it changed shape between 7h
15n, and 8h 5'n, U. T., on January 22;
and he suspects that it is sunlight streamPage 4

ing through an arch. The several tiny
bright spots farther north in the shadow
of the ridge are probably the tops of
peaks along a ridge. Carle did not see
Wilkins' mound just west of the lunar
bridge. There is shown on Figure 1 a
large "ruined ring," like Stadius not far
from Copernicus, to the east of Olivium.
On January 21 at colongitude 111°.7
Carle drew a black band just east of the
ridge connecting (almost) the two capes.
This black band then suggested a Vshaped natural trench or rift, but by
January 22 the aspect had changed greatly. During their February 21 studies
Carle and his co-workers concluded: "It
also appeared evident that the floor of
Mare Crisium to the west of the ridge
was at a higher elevation and that it
sloped down toward the opening between
the two capes."
Mr. Patrick Moore, the Secretary of
the B.A.A. Lunar Section, has observed
this area several times. Writing on February 25, he did not feel satisfied that
he had himself seen the bridge, perhaps
only because his studies had been handicapped by poor seeing. Mr. Moore has
seen several of the objects described
above; and on February 21, 1954 at colongituZe 125°.8 he drew a bright speck
in the shadow of the ridge. Its position
agrees well with that of the bright spot
observed by Carle under slightly higher
lighting on January 22 (Figure 1) and
suspected by Carle of being sunlight passing through an arch. Moore's drawings
do not appear to show Wilkins' mound
just east of the, unsupported arch in the
long ridge from Olivium to near Lavinium.
The reports of other observers will perhaps chiefly result in' a picture of remarkable confusion! D. P. Barcroft on
January 22 saw the ridge well enough
but, like Carle and Moore, feels unable
to decide on the nature of the topography
of what must be a singularly difficult
region. In other words, he does not feel
that he has seen anything which either
definitely confirms or decisively contradicts the existence of a natural bridge.
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A. C. Montague on February 19, 1954 at
colongitude 103°.1 saw well the crater on
each promontory, as mentioned. in Dr.
Wilkins' letter quoted above, and with
the larger crater to the north; but the
solar lighting was naturally too high for
a critical study. Mr. Doucet is confident
that he saw the bridge with. his 3-inch
refractor on February 21 near 127°.7.
Rex Bohannon, however, on March 3
wrote as follows of his February 21 observations with a 6-inch refractor: "Under low power it looks like a bridge.
Under high power it is merely an effect
and is caused by a rising area coming
up out of the blackness in line with the
setting sun and a ridge of mountains.
Shadows are so placed that they cause
the appearance of sunlight coming
through and underneath a so-called
bridge." Mr. Mary at 127°.9 on February
21 saw no indication of a natural bridge.
According to Wilkins' observation% on the
same date, it was by then covered by the
shadow of the mound to its east. None of
the observers mentioned in this paragraph saw this mound; perhaps it must
be looked for rather closely. Mr. Lonzo
Dove made drawings on February 19,
March 7-8, March 8-9, and March 22,
1954. On February 19 he saw the black
band between the capes observed by
Carle on January 21 and then thought
by him to be a V-shaped rift or natural
trench. On March 8 near 320° Mr. Dove
noted: "A bright line extending from the
S. Prom. ends with a shadowed crater
pit. A parallel fine shadow hairline extends from the N. Prom. ending with
faint dark bead, shadow in that crater
pit. Two hours later a very fine dark
line bordered the W. edge of the white
line completely across the gap." The lines
were in the same position as Dove saw
them under opposite solar lighting on
February 19.
Mr. L. S. Copeland of Santa Barbara,
California on September 26, 1953 near
colongitude 127° observed a "window in
east wall of Crises," using a Cave 8-inch
reflector. Available information is not
sufficient to say whether he independent-

ly saw the natural arch, but he is very
doubtful that he could have seen an arch
only two or three miles long.
Lyle T. Johnson of La Plata, Maryland
has not yet studied the O'Neill Bridge
visually but has contributed photographs
on November 5, 1952 at colongitude
123°.8 and on September 7, 1952 at
127°.4. These were taken with his 10-inch
reflector at an equivalent focal ratio of
45 to 50, the one exposure for 3/4 of a
second and the other for 2 seconds. These
photographs are of very good quality and
show some of the features described
above, including the ridge from Olivium
to just east of Laviniurn and the striking
fan-shaped shadows of the two promontories. Mr. Johnson's photographs suggest that at just the right lighting he
might have been able to record the natural arch and the mound to its east as
described by Dr. Wilkins, though these
objects would be easier to photograph
with an aperture larger than 10 inches.
A. C. Montague has been interested in
possible past records of the bridge. (However, if Dr. Wilkins' interpretation is
correct, then the feature is diff i c u l t
enough and visible at sunset briefly
enough that its absence from old records
means nothing.) Tracings sent by Mr.
Montague from Krieger's, Mond Atlas
of 1912 show an object between P. Layinium and P. Olivium, but its, nature is
uncertain. He has also sent us a sketch
by Weinek in G. Riegler's The Amateur
Astronomer, Dudd-Mead, 1910. This
sketch shows a fine dark line joining the
two promontories with the colongitude
near 125° (Peirce and Picard very close
to sunset terminator). In W. H. Pickering's Photographic Atlas of the Moon a
similar appearance may be shown by
Plate 3E at 122°. Mr. Barcroft writes
that the low ridge from Olivium to
slightly east of Lavinium can be found
on many old drawings and photographs.
Obviously, this portion of the moon
must be one of complex topography. Obviously also slight changes in lighting can
create large changes in aspect under low
lighting, and the varying libration in lonPage 5
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gitude must influence appearances so far
west of the center of the moon. Our
British friends Wilkins and Moore occasionally are able to study the moon
with the Meudon 33-inch refractor and
the Cambridge 25-inch refractor, and

perhaps these giant telescopes will solve
this lunar riddle. Meantime, we invite
A.L.P.O. lunarians to see what they can
of the O'Neill Bridge and to report their
findings.

JUPITER IN 1953-54:
INTERIM REPORT
BY ROBERT G. BROOKES

Observers
This Report is based on observations made through the period December 1, 1953
to March 1, 1954 by the . following A.L.P.O. members:
Telescope

Name
Leonard B. Abbey, Jr
R. M. Adams
D. P. Avigliano
Phillip W. Budine
Edwin J. Gilmore
Kazuyoshi Komoda
Alan P. Lenham
A. C. Montague
Toshihiko Osawa
Owen C. Ranck
Elmer J. Reese
J. Russell Smith
John E. Westf all

Station

6-inch Refl.
3.3 and 4.3-inch Refrs.
10-inch Refl.
6 and 8-inch Refls.
3.5-inch Refl.
6-inch Refl.
8-inch Refl.
3.0 and 3.3-inch Refrs.
6 and 9-inch Refls.
4.3-inch Refl.
6-inch Refl.
*4 and 10-inch Refrs.
6-inch Refl.
8 and 16-inch Refls.
4-inch Ref r.

Decatur, Georgia
Neosho, Missouri
Sierra Madre, California
Walton, New York
Allentown, Pennsylvania
Miyazaki City, Japan
Swindon, England
Oak Park, Illinois
Osaka, Japan
Milton, Pennsylvania
Uniontown, Pennsylvania
Eagle Pass, Texas
Oakland, California

A Brief Description
Belts. The N.E.B. remains the most
prominent belt. The intensity of the
S.E.B. seems to be stabilized; it no longer
appears to be fading as reported in the
first Interim Report (The Strolling Astronomer, Volume 7, No. 12, 1953). The
north edge of the S.E.B.N remains very
dark with darker spots scattered along its
length. In many instances these darker
spots were connected by festoons to similar spots on the south edge of the N.E.B.
The formation of an Equatorial Band
seems to be more optical than real (see
below: Observations a n d Comments).

Figure 2. Jupiter
0. C. Ranck
4-inch refr. 180X
Jan. 17, 1954. 23K 10m, U. T.
C. M.1 = 162°. C. M.2 = 45°

* The 10-inch refracting telescope Mr. Ranck uses is the instrument at the Bucknell University
Observatory.
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trouble might be encountered with the
larger instruments at 30X to 50X per
inch of aperture, for powers of 375 to
625 on a 12V2" telescope require very
good seeing. Neutral density or yellow
color filters used over the eyepiece may
prove beneficial in reducing the glare,
especially at lower powers and with the
larger instruments. Yellow or amber filters may also improve the contrast between the orange and greenish markings
on the planet's disk.4
For color studies of Mars a reflector
should always be used. Here we can
use a somewhat lower power per inch of
aperture but we must choose an eyepiece
capable of giving sufficient enlargement
to the planet's disk when it is growing
smaller in size. The reason for this is that
the same eyepiece, preferably an orthoscopic or equally achromatic type, should
be used on the same reflector for all color
studies throughout the apparition. If this
is not done any color or intensity changes
that have been noted during the apparition will not be valid for comparison.
A power of around 20 or 25 per inch
on amateur sized instruments should
prove adequate and thus it is apparent
that the proper magnification of the disk
for color studies is more easily obtained
with the larger telescopes. When making
any studies of colors on Mars (or any
other planet for that matter) the night
should be very clear and dark, the planet
at its highest possible altitude above the
horizon, the image of the planet should
be centered in the field of the eyepiece
and the observer's eye should look
straight through the center of the eyepiece, not at an angle. All this is done
to avoid false colors. Any observations
of colors that are obviously on the planet
made with any size instruments at any
powers should of course be reported. The
above instructions pertain to a specific
study of the colors and their changes.
Using a set of different colored filters
may help in ascertaining the more exact
hue of an area. Refer to an article by
James C. Bartlett, Jr. for more information on the use of color filters.5
Page 18

REP OR TIN G OBSERVATIONS.
The report of the observations made
should take the form of either drawings,
written pages or both. The drawings
should be made and finished if possible
at the telescope. A clip board with a dim
light attached makes a good drawing
surface. The light should be covered with
red tissue or cellophane so that the eye
will not be dazzled by white light. Full
disk drawings should be around 2 inches
in diameter when the planet is at its
nearest and somewhat smaller if desired
when Mars presents a smaller disk. Drawings shotild be made as often as possible
and these along with any other reports
should be sent to your Recorder at frequent intervals during the apparition. If
the material is sent regularly on the first
of each month it will enable prompt
evaluation and reporting of the observations.
With all of the reports and drawings
should- be noted the usual items: observer's name, address, date and time of
observation (in Universal Time if possible), size and type of telescope, power
or powers used, seeing conditions (on
the, scale of 0 worst to 10 best), transparency conditions (on a scale of 1 to 5)
and an' other helpful data such as filters
if used; etc.
WHAT TO OBSERVE. Pertaining to
what the amateur can and should endeavor to observe on Mars we can do
no better than quote from a paper distributed by The Mars Committee.6 Under the heading "Visual Observations"
we find:
"a. New determination of diameter and
oblateness of Mars.
Study of cloud phenomena and their
motions, and close watch for projections.
"c. Study of the nature, structure and
intensity of surface markings.
Study of the rate of melting, and
the behavior of polar caps.
"e. Studies of secular and s e as o n a l
changes in dark markings."
Items "b" to "e" are well within the
capabilities of a fairly well-equipped am-
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ateur of some experience. In regard to
"b" the detection of any visual "whitish"
or "yellowish" clouds or obscurations
over any areas of the planet are important. Frequent well-made drawings
along with observational notes are the
best methods of study of the above items.
Every effort should be made to observe
projecting clouds at the limb or terminator on successive dates.
Canals, a subject dear to the hearts
of observers of Mars, are best seen later
in the apparition. The dates of best
canal visibility, according to Dr. Edison
Pettit, occur from about Martian April
1 to about Martian June 15 (see column
2 of the data table)). If any canals are
observed by our members an effort should
be made to draw them as nearly as possible exactly as they are seen whether
this be diffuse, sharp, narrow, wide, continuous, broken, straight, curving or what
have you. The correct placement 'Of the
canals on ,the drawings in the positions
they are seen to occupy is very important.
Also if the good seeing continues a drawing of the same canals after the planet
has rotated somewhat might be important. To those observers placed in favorable localities a network appearance of
the canals may become visible momentarily in the intervals of finest seeing, the
best dates for observing this phenomenon
being between Martian April 20 and
Martian May 20.1 Written descriptions
should accompany any canal observations.
THE MARS COMMITTEE. Thi_qi
committee was formed at 4.l4.eLLowell
Observatory 'for the purpose of international cooperative study of Mars at its
coming apparitions. While most of the
work turned in to the committee will
be of a professional nature an important
part of the visual program will be the
constant surveillance of the planet by
experienced amateur observers. In charge
of amateur contributions for The Mars
Committee will be Colonel Dinsmore Alter of the Griffith Observatory and Mr.
Thomas R. Cave, Jr. of Long Beach,
California. I, as Recorder, will make

available to The Mars Committee all
A.L.P.O. work of a worthy nature, so
here is probably the best chance the
more advanced A.L.P.O. observers will
ever have to make important contributions to the astronomy of Mars. The
contributions by overseas members of the
A.L.P.O. become very important in our
efforts to keep the planet under as constant scrutiny as possible.
All observation drawings and reports
should be sent to this Recorder:
D. P. Avigliano
678 West Manzanita Avenue
Sierra. Madre, California
Let me close with both a word of encouragement and a w a r n i n g. Even
though you might be a beginner and
posesss as small an instrument as one of
only 3 inches aperture, persistence will
enable you to see more than your first
views of the planet would indicate as
possible. What experience you gain at this
apparition will prepare you well for serious work at the 1956 apparition when
possibly you will be the proud owner of
a larger instrument.
The warning is to draw only what you
definitely do see and not what you think
you should see. At times that which is
obscured and can not be seen is as important as what can be seen.
The writer wishes to thank Dr. Edison
Pettit for permission to use parts of one
of his articles on Mars, Mr. Thomas
R. Cave, Jr. for kindly supplying some
of the information on The Mars Committee and Mr. Walter H. Haas for the
loan of the material listed as reference
No. 6.
Any and all observation reports on
Mars received will be most appreciated.
REFERENCES
1. Edison Pettit; "Photography of the
Canals of Mars"; Sky and Telescope;
November, 1953; p. 27.
2. The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac; 1954 edition.
3. The Handbook of the British Astronomical Association; 1954 edition.
4. "American Astronomers Rep or t ";
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surface temperature; distance, etc. For
variables there is added the period, apparent magnitude range, type, and date
of maximum for the long-period variables. Data for nebulae include the type,
apparent diameter, distance, and spectral
class where these are known. Abbreviations used in the catalogue are fully
explained in the end paper.
Der Sternenhimmel is well printed in
clear type on a good grade of semi-slick
paper and was designed for rapid and
easy use. The presentation of subject is
orderly and logical, and the text is graced
by a number of fine illustrations in addition to the numerous charts mentioned
above. Editor Naef has succeeded in compressing a wealth of highly usable data
into a handy compass.
Unfortunately too few American observers are sufficiently at home in German to mine this little Year Book to
fullest advantage; but even if one has
to spell his way about with the clumsy
aid of a bilingual dictionary the effort
will be well worthwhile. For those who
read the language, Der Sternenhimmel
will prove an indispensable companion
in the observatory or out under the
starry sky itself.

OBSERVATIONS and COMMENTS
R. M. Baum of Chester, England has
recently directed attention to a little
known facet of the Linne controversy.
In the early nineteenth century several
selenographers, including Maedler, saw
Linne as a conspicuous crater 6 miles
in diameter. It was last so seen by Schmidt in 1843. In 1866 Schmidt announced that _Linne had vanished. There
resulted a considerable_revival of interest
in the moon, and many drawingswere
made of Linne and its environs. The different observers were often in disagreement with each other, but none of them
succeeded in recovering any easy crater
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6 miles in diameter. The reported change
has been debated at great length to the
present day. Now Baum calls attention
to a little-known paper by Maedler
called "On Changes of the Moon's Surface," published in The Astronomical
Register in 1868. After stressing the great
rarity of lunar changes, Maedler goes
on to accept the Linne change as real
and then gives a personal observation:
"My eye, which has recently undergone
an operation for cataract, will no longer
permit me to make accurate and special
continuous observations, yet on the 10th
of May, 1867, I attempted an observation of the crater Linne in the heliometer
of the University of Bonn. I found it
shaped exactly, and with the same throw
of shadow, as I remember to have seen
it in 1831. The event, of whatever nature it may have been, must have passed
away without leaving any trace observable by me." Mr. Baum regards this paper as a very important contribution to
the Linne discussion and concludes "that
in the light of Maedler's statement alI
the 1866 observers were mistalen in their
identification and that no change ever
took place in Linne."
Mr. David P. Barcroft, who has an
extensive private library of old lunar
works, is more doubtful that Maedler's
paper is of decisive importance. He points
out that Maedler apparently depended
wholly upon his memory in comparing
the 1831 and 1867 appearances. He says
nothing of referring to his old notes and
drawings. Mr. Barcroft asks: "Who of us
will be able to remember 36 years from
now exactly what appearance we are
now witnessing in some small formation
which is currently under observation?"
Mr. Barcroft thinks that a serious weakness of Schmidt's claim for a change
is that he made the announcement in
1866, while his last previous observation
had been in 1843. There is an excellent
discussion of the Linne problem on pp.
185-192 of E. Neison's Moon.
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related balance between all forms of
life and environment, must provide for
the cycle of growth and destruction. The
Martian lichens combine water and minerals and sunshine to provide a food
supply. The Martian cattle graze over
the Martian landscape and slowly digest
their food. Energy for their motion is
derived from this food, and finally the
by-products of digestion pass from them.
The fertility is returned to the Martian
soil. The lichens repeat the cycle of providing more fodder, and again the Martian cattle return the deposit of fertility
to the land.
What happens, when inevitably the
Martian cattle fail to return this deposit
of fertility to the precise area from
whence it was gathered? Although water
has long been known to be a critical
substance on Mars, it is probable that
nitrates, phosphates, and sulphates are
similarly critical items for the plants of
Mars. Thoughtlessly, the digestive processes cause the minerals to be hoarded.
Deposits are then made in those regions
where the Martian cattle spend their
nights (oases), or along migration trails
(canals). The ecological balance is upset,
the cycle is shifted, and gradually the
lichens are found to grow where the
fertility is best. Thus the vast surface of
the planet is robbed and fertility is built
up in the limited areas of oases and
canals.
On the earth, many instances may be
cited which show that the principle of
shifting fertility is a real one. In China
it is said that the major cities are surrounded by a green area of fertility,
which represents the distance a man can
walk to the city and return in a day,
carrying a supply of fertilizer. The food
produce to cities is transported over
farther distances from the hinterland,
but it is uneconomical to return the
fertility to the exact soil from whence it
came. The guano deposits of bat caves
often provide incalculable wealth in fertility derived by the patient and unconscious collection of digested remains. The
bats do not realize they are upsetting any
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balance of nature, but until their hoards
are discovered and distributed again, the
surrounding areas are robbed of fertility.
I am told that after the summer rains
near Las Cruces in New Mexico, two
paths of green suddenly appear across
the otherwise barren desert. It seems that
these paths mark two early wagon trails,
and now fifty years later, the small increment of added fertility, provided by
the animals of yesteryear, is sufficient to
be markedly noticeable.
The "men of Mars" are not necessarily
intelligent enough to have wagon trains
from oasis to oasis; although that is an
interesting possibility. If ever Mars had
grazing animals, however, the fertility
paths would develop, and in exactly
the pattern shown by the "canals" between oases. The need for a super-race
of Martian engineers is no longer required since migrating animals would
choose the "great circle" route as the
path of least resistance. And as a matter
of fact, the "cattle" of Mars may now
be extinct. Once the fertility paths had
been established, they would be self-perpetuating with bacteria to complete the
cycle.

CHARTING THE LIMB
OF THE MOON
It is scarcely surprising that our maps
of the moon should be most inaccurate
near the limb. Indeed, famous maps of
the past have sometimes completely omitted large walled plains near the limb.
The extreme foreshortening of all detail,
the fact that libration is often unfavorable, and the impossibility of observations for some interval both before and
after new moon conspire to make the
limb regions very difficult to observe
adequately. Nevertheless, the lunarians
of the British Astronomical Association
have had remarkable success in charting
the ;lunar limb in recent years, even
including objects which are on the invisible hemisphere at mean libration. They
have waited for opportunities when the
libration is as favorable as possible for
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a given feature, they have waited for
proper solar lighting' both morning and
evening, and they have very patiently
made numerous careful drawings and
from them have constructed charts of
selected portions of the lunar surface.
The map by Mr. Keith W. Abineri,
102, Chalk Hill Road, Wembley Park,
Middlesex, England on pages 36 and 37
is an excellent example of such work.
It is based upon six different drawings
secured in 1950-52. It will be noted that
the telescope used was an 8-inch reflector,
a size within the reach of many amateurs.
The region shown may be found upon
Sections XXIV and XXV of the Wilkins
map. Mr. Abineri's map is drawn for
the maximum libration he observe d,
while the Wilkins map and other standard maps are naturally for mean libration. The objects marked "b" on Abineri's chart appeared especially bright
at full moon. This chart is to be regarded as a provisional one; and doubtless persevering observers can add many
details to it, details within the reach
of even 4-inch and 6-inch telescopes
under suitable conditions. Conversely,
confirmation of the features that are
shown is very desirable.
Mr. Abineri writes that there are
several Zxamples of a common orientation
of lunar features in the chart on pages
36 and 37, though some such effects
may be chance alinements due to foreshortening or lighting only. Note, however, how the crater-valley V near the
northwest corner of the chart is parallel
to another wider valley to its east and
to other features both east and south.
The Mare Australe, in the opinion of
our contributor, is not a true mare like
Mare Smythii and Mare Crisium but is
rather a complex region of dark-floored
formations.
In charting the libratory regions it is
most helpful 'to have photographs, and
Mr. Abineri would very much appreciate
prints or enlargements of this portion
of the southwest limb. Photographs of
the libratory regions are hard to obtain,
but perhaps some A.L.P.O. members can
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help our English colleague. Or perhaps
some of them can undertake a program
of photographing the limb regions in the
future. The ideal, of course, is to photograph each part of the limb when the
libration is as favorable as possible—
and the lighting suitable.
Abineri's drawings were made near full
moon and thus show sunset views. Sunrise views of this part of the moon can
be obtained only very soon after new
moon. However, they are worth attempting; for some objects absent from the
chart might show up clearly under opposite solar illumination.
Drawings of limb legions should always include at least one known and
readily identified formation. Otherwise,
mistakes in identification are all too easy
to make; and the whole drawing may
be worthless. It should also be realized
that the topography of limb regions
is sometimes difficult to determine. A
crater-wall seen in profile right on the
limb may look like a peak, and a second
or third view with different lighting and
libration may be needed to establish that
it is really a crater.
As an interesting by-product of such
limb studies, one may attempt to establish the existence and approximate position of ray-craters. (Tycho, Copernicus,
and Proclus are examples) on the completely invisible portions of the moon
by plotting their bright rays near the
limb and determining the (unseen) centers of convergence.
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Drawings of Uranus' have been submitted by 0. C. Ranck (Tinsley 4-inch
refr.), L. B. Abbey, Jr. (Cave 6-inch
refl.), and T. A. Cragg (Mount Wilson
6-inch refr.). As Figure 5 shows, Mr.
Ranck has been remarkably successful
in seeing the aspect we might expect
Uranus to exhibit now, that of a belted
globe viewed from the approximate direction of a pole of rotation. May the
bright strip near the west limb on Figure
5 be part of a greatly foreshortened white
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Figure 5. Uranus.
0. C. Ranck. 4-inch refr. 270X.
March 12, 1954. lh 3m, U. T.
Equatorial Zone? In addition to this view
on March 12, 1954 at lh 3m, U. T., Mr.
Ranck found Uranus similarly belted on
March 17 at 011 35m and on March 19
at Oh 5m. All three drawings were made
in rather good seeing with a power of
270X on a 4-inch refractor. In the two
later views one or more bright bands
were found to extend from the nearcentral white "polar cap" to the limb.
May these resemble the occasional bright
bands found to pass through several dark
belts and bright zones of Jupiter? The
Editor knows of no other drawings of
Uranus during the last 18 years which
•have shown near-circular belts and zones
nearly so clearly as Mr. R a n c k has
drawn them, including some drawings
with a Brashear 18-inch refractor. Mr.
Abbey on March 22, 1954 at Oh 56m, U.T.
found the "upper left" (west?) limb
slightly brighter than the rest of the disc.
He was using 200X in fairly good seeing.
Mr. Cragg in fair seeing on April 21,
1954 at 3h 30m and on April 23 at 5h 10m
found all detail extremely difficult, his
power being about 360X on an excellent
6-inch refractor. There was a small white
spot on the south limb on both dates,
and on April 23 some irregular darkish
Page 39'
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markings were suspected.
Mr. Joseph Anderer of Chicago, Illinois writes that he observed a close approach of the asteroid Pallas to the star
B. D. +5° 2171 with a 6-inch reflector
and powers of 40X, 72X, and 200X.
The least separation came at about
2h 31m, U. T. on April 7, 1954 when
Pallas was about 2 seconds of arc to the
east of the star. Mr. Anderer notes: "If
my estimate is correct, the occultation
should have occurred over the Atlantic
Ocean, just off the east coast of the
U. S." Mr. N. K. McKinnon of Panama
City, Florida reports: "The occultation
of Pallas was nearly that here the other
night, the nearest approach being north
and west of the star and about equal to
2/5 the separation of the closest stars
in the Trapezium of the Orion Nebula."
Were there other observers among our
readers?
On pg. 24 of our January-February
issue we spoke of the question about
whether a change occurred in the lunar
crater Linne between 1843 .and 1866.
The Editor thinks that a change must
have occurred because there is now
nothing near the site to correspond to
a conspicuous crater 6 miles in diameter.
The crater now there taxes modern 6to 12-inch telescopes of good quality,
and it certainly could never have been
detected with the comparatively imperfect optics available to pre-1844 observers. Whether the surrounding white
area existed prior to 1844—as presumably
it did—has nothing to do with the matter, even though some persons have questioned a change on this basis.
Mr. D. P. Avigliano has submitted
the following observation of Linne: "On
April 10, 1954, 6:00 U. T. (colong. 353° )
it was possible to obtain an excellent
view of the Linne craterlet with the
121/4-inch reflector. (Figure 6). The craterlet and the mound on which it lies
were obvious and easy objects. Probably
the best time for anyone to attempt to
see detail in this area is around colong.,
353°; at this time and under good conPage 40
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Figure 6. Linne.
D. P. Avigliano.
12.5-inch refl. 273X.
April 10, 1954. 6h Om, U. T.
Colong.=---353.°2.
ditions of seeing a telescope of 6 inches
or larger should easily show the details.
Pertaining to the increased resolving
power of larger instruments it is instructive to note that the size of the dark
craterlet opening appears much smaller
with 'the 121/4 -inch instrument than with
8- and"6-inch telescopes (compare Figure 6 with Figs. II and VI on pg. 167
of the December, 1953 issue of The
Strolling Astronomer). Also the 121/4 inch, under these improved conditions
of seeing, easily showed the mound and
craterlet with down to 110X, this being
a much lower power than it has ever
been detected with using the 6- and
8-inch instruments. The old crater rings
and Mare Serenitatis ground swells were
also very evident at this observation."
Other observations of Linne by our
members have arrived from H. G. Allen
(6-inch refl.), E. J. Reese (6-inch refl.),
J. T. Carle (8-inch refl.), and C. M.
Cyrus (10-inch refl.). Mr. Allen on
November 12, 1953 at colongitude 348.°9
saw a "point of light" at the position
of Linne, then just beyond the sunrise
terminator. One suspects that the point
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of light was a peak, but its exact location must be uncertain. Mr. Reese on
August 30, 1953 at colongitude 158.°6,
and thus under evening lighting, drew the
Linne craterlet to be almost one-third
full of shadow and to be on 'the east
side of the surrounding whitish area, not
in its center. A small and gray exterior
shadow to the west of the craterlet would
indicate that it can rise but slightly
above -the surrounding terrain. Mr. Cyrus drew Linne on April 10, 1954 at
1h 57m, U. T., using 316X on his 10-inch
reflector with poor seeing but a very clear
sky. The time of his drawing (colongitude
351.°1) is hence about 4 hours earlier
than that of Avigliano's view in Figure
6. The resemblance between the two
observers is good. Cyrus shows the crater
smaller compared to the surrounding
white area than Avigliano does; and
Cyrus shows the outer shadow of the
east wall black (unlike Figure 6), which
may be expected with the lower lighting.
Mr. Carle on November 16, 1953 at
28.° 7 found Linne exactly half full of
shadow with a straight "terminator", like
the First Quarter moon. All other craters
in the vicinity had crescent-shaped shadows so that the Linne craterlet must be
exceptionally deep. The height of the
sun above the lunar horizon at the position of Linne was 34°; and if we impute
to the crater a diameter of 11/4 miles,
it follows that the crater walls 'rise 2200
feet above the floor. Mr. Carle looked
in vain for the mountain or elevation
on which Linne stands; perhaps the solar
lighting had become too high. Carle was
using 320X on an 8-inch reflector under
favorable conditions.
The walled plain Plato remains a perennial favorite with lunarians. Some of
the A.L.P.O. contributors are J. W.
Gre-m (4-inch refl.), H. G. Allen (6-inch
refl.), J. E. Westfall (4-inch refr.), H.
P. Squyres (6-inch refl.), D. Strayhorn
(33/4-inch refr.), J. T. Carle (8-inch
refl.), and A. K. Herring (8-inch refl.)
For convenience we shall use in this'
discussion the terminology of Mr. Reese's

map of Plato (Figure 1 on pg.. 5 of the
January, 1952 Strolling Astronomer ).
Mr. Squyres on September 17, 1953 at
colongitude 16.°4 saw these craterlets as
spots: A, C, the twins D, perhaps I, and
perhaps H. The shadows of the peaks
on the west wall were still long in this
early morning view. The twin craterlets
were resolved from each other, very
creditable performance for an aperture
of only 6 inches; and this appearance
was confirmed by two of Squyres' friends.
Westfall on January 13, 1954 at 12.°1
drew two craterlets full of shadow on the
floor, the lighting being so low that the
shadows of the highest west wall peaks
reached clear to the east wall. The two
craterlets shown are perhaps the nearcentral craterlet A and the twins D as
a single object. Mr. Strayhorn on June
20, 1953 near 9° watched the progressive
lighting and apparent growth in size of
peaks on the east wall and to the south
`of Plato. Changes were very rapid as
the sun's rays reached progressively lower peaks. On May 27, 1953 at 74.° 7 Mr.
Strayhorn drew Plato with a 33A-inch
refractor at 150X with a green filter.
He shows two small craters holding
shadow, one at the base of the north
inner wall and the other near the foot
of the southwest inner wall. It is most
surprising that craters should hold shadow with Plato more than five days from
the terminator, and confirmation is bad. ly needed. The drawing shows a number of white spots on the floor, in which
no shadows could be found; but these
are difficult to identify on the Reese
map. However, Strayhorn does appear
to show Reese's chain of three white
spots P, M, and N near the east wall.
Strayhorn found the eastern one-fourth
and the western one-fifth of the floor
darker than the rest. Mr. Allen had
an excellent view of Plato at colongitude
101.'7 on September 24, 1953. It was
thus near lunar noon. These craters
were seen in the order of decreasing
conspicuousness: A, B as a spot elongated
north-south, D as a pair of craters with
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the southwest one the larger, C as large
and brilliant, L or possibly K, G by
glimpses, E ( ?), and a tiny and uncertain spot in the western part of the
floor. Mr. Herring has contributed drawings on November 17, 1953 at 40.°2 and
on December 17, 1953 at 44.°3. Both
drawings show A (as a craterlet on
November 17), B, D as a single spot,
and a small hill on the floor just inside
the west wall. On December 17 the floor
was lighter in its western portion. Mr.
Herring further writes that on October
18, 1953 at 34.°8 he recorded A, D as
a single object, and C. It is curious that
he did not see B on October 18 and
that he did not see C on November 17
or December 17—but the study of Plato
is full of such oddities. Mr. Carle's drawing on November 16, 1953 at 28.°0 under
favorable conditions is reproduced as

"hook" in the shadow of the west wall
and thinks that it is caused by sunlight
passing through the notch shown in the
west wall on Figure 7 combined with a
raised and hence illuminated ridge on
the floor: Mr. Neil Stockton confirmed
the six floor craterlets and the "hook"
drawn by Carle. It may be noted that B
was inconspicuous to Carle on November 16 but was seen by Herring on November 17 when A and D (single). were
the only other spots visible on the floor.
The lunar ring Cassini has been a
more popular object with our members
since A. C. Larrieu wrote about it on
pp. 59-60 of the April, 1953 Strolling
Astronomer. Observers include H. G. Allen (6-inch refl.), J. E. Westfall (4-inch
refr.), and 0. C. Ranck (4-inch refr.
and .6-inch refl.). Hill D on Larrieu's
chart (pg. 60 of April, 1953 Strolling
Astronomer) has been confirmed by Allen, and the mountain spurs to the south
of Cassini A have been drawn as a simple
ridge by Ranck. Note the polygonal form

Figure 7. Plato.
Jackson T. Carle.
8-inch refl. 320X.
November 16, 1953. 4h 20m, U. T.
Colong.=28°0.
Figure 7. Shadows in fully six floor
craterlets were seen clearly and unmistakably; these are A, C, the components
of D, a craterlet near the foot of the east
wall, and another close to the south rim
amid a low range of hills. The craterlet
near the east wall, searched for in vain
by Wilkins and Moore with the Meudon
33-inch refractor on April 3, 1952 ("An
Obscuration in Plato," The Strolling. Astronomer, Oct. 1952, pp. 145-146), was
very plain. Carle directs attention to the
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Figure 8. Cassini
H. G. Allen.
6-inch. refl. 180X.
Nov. 14, 1953. Oh 30m, U. T.
Colong.=1.°7.
of Cassini on Figure 8. Westfall at colongitude 0.0 2 drew several small craters
on the broad west outer wall.
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Mr. Allen drew the lunar crater
Schomberger with his 6-inch reflector at
180X on November 14, 1953 at colongitude 2.°2. This crater lies close to the
south limb on Section XXIII of the Wilkins map. It is greatly foreshortened, and
the remarks elsewhere in this issue about
the study of limb formations apply very
much here. Allen's drawing shows two
central hills and several black spots, perhaps crater-pits, on the inner walls. The
internal shadow on the southern wall has
a straight boundary; and the Editor is
reminded of a similar appearance he has
often witnessed in Aristarchus under evening lighting, where some kind of positional relation to the dark wall bands is
very apparent.
The imposing lunar ring-plain Gassendi has been drawn recently by L.
B. Abbey, Jr. (6-inch refl.), F. J. Kelly
(4-inch refr.), and 0. C. Ranck (10-inch
refr.). Mr. Kelly's drawings show well
a number of low mounds on the floor.
This observer has been especially interested in a triangular shadow at the north
end of the floor, a• shadow shown well
in Durerad's drawing of Gassendi on
pg. 287 of Goodacre's Moon. Mr. Kelly
saw this shadow well on May 14, 1954
at colongitude 45.°5, soon after sunrise;
on May 15 at 57.°6 it was the same size
and shape but was no longer black. Perhaps, then, it lies on a slope very obliquely illuminated on ,May 15. Mr.
Ranck's drawing with the Bucknell 10inch refractor may show a few of the
many clefts on the floor.
Mr. Ranck has continued his studies
of the lunar ring-plains Eudoxus and
Hercules with his 4-inch refractor. Two
references to lunar shadows are of interest in connection with D. P. Avigliano's article on "Unusual Lunar Shadows" on pg. 153 of the. November 1953
Strolling Astronomer. On March 11, 1954
at colongitude 345.°5 Mr. Ranck noted
of Eudoxus: "This drawing was made
chiefly to show a variance in the shadow.
At this time Eudoxus was completely in
shadow, but just to the east there seemed

to be a lightening of that shadow. It
didn't appear to be direct sunlight on a
very dark crater floor." Two dark streaks
shown in this presumed lighter part of
the shadow look as if they might be the
long shadows of peaks on the west wall
of Eudoxus. We invite lunarians to search
for this appearance near 345.°5.- Mr.
Ranck remarked of Hercules on March
12, 1954 at 357.°4: "I wish to report
that this shadow in Hercules appeared
to me to be much darker than those I
saw in Eudoxus and Cassini, or other
craters close to it. This is the first time
I've ever paid any attention to [such differences in shadows] or thought it possible." Ranck found the horseshoe-like
indentation on the south wall of Hercules to be •full of shadow on March 12
at 357.'4, indicating a great depth for
this depression. On this occasion Ranck
drew two white spots (peaks?) within
Hercules D, a large crater in the southern part of the floor, the one near the
center of D and the other near its west
edge. No detail is shown within Hercules
D on even the Third Edition of the
Wilkins map so that confirmation is desired.
Phillip W. Budine drew the walled
plain Janssen on February 8, 1954 at
colongitude 328.°4 and on April 8, 1954
at 326.°2. He employed a 3.5-inch reflector at 125X (Skyscope). Janssen is
a rather irregular mountain walled enclosure about 120 miles in diameter and
lies on Section XXIV of the Wilkins
map. There are numerous craters and
ridges on the floor and on the walls, and
Janssen is not an easy object to draw.
Mr. Budine recorded the northern part
of the branching cleft-valley on the floor.
D. P. Avigliano drew the walled plain
Archimedes on June 24, 1953 at 59.°9
and on June 25, 1953 at 71.°6. He employed an 8-inch reflector at 188X on
June 24 and a 6-inch reflector at 168X
On June 25., The drawings show a rather
difficult pattern of faint dark shadings
on the floor, and Mr. Avigliano finds
a suggestive resemblance to the floor of
Page 43.
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Plato. The shadings cannot be seen at
sunrise on Archimedes, he reports, and
become apparently darker as the sun
rises higher above them, yet perhaps
only because of increasing contrast with
more rapidly lightening areas. The shadings in the northwest part of the floor
appear to continue across the rim to the
outside of the plain, the dark areas of
Eratosthenes similarly crossing the rim
under high lighting. With poor seeing
the 8-inch telescope still showed more
detail than did the 6-inch telescope, and
in particular a streak running east-andwest on the north part of the floor was
seen to be darker and narrower in the
8-inch than the 6-inch was capable of
showing it.
Dr. Dinsmore Alter, Director of the
Griffith Observatory and Planetarium in
Los Angeles, is working upon a book
about the moon, a book which many
of our readers will surely eventually wish
to obtain. Some months ago Dr. Alter
sent us his , description in the coming
book of the 'walled plain Furnerius. He
regards Furnerius as a very important
lunar area and would be glad to have
advanced amateurs check his description:
"Furnerius Area. This great walled
plain, near the western limb, should not
be considered separately from, the surrounding area. Few- areas change in appearance as much as does this one with
phase during the first seventeen days of
the month. It may be true also that
rather few areas have as much to tell us
of the story of formation of lunar surface
features.
"Furnerius is the southern member of
a chain of four walled plains. Northward
they are Petavius, Vendelinus, and Langrenus. Except for Vendelinus, which is
one of the most irregular of all walled
plains, the rims show as the usual rows
of craters. The best phase to view these
varies with the librations but they show
nicely on the Lick Observatory photograph made 1938 June 2 at phase 4.6
days. [Colongitude is a much more accurate way of stating the solar lighting
Page 44

than is phase.—Editor.] The walled plain
Stevinus to the east shows there in much
detail, even including its rim craterlets.
At the center of Furnerius is a prominent
craterlet. Tangent to the eastern wall is
a small crater, and on the eastern slope
of Stevinus is a similar one with a smaller
craterlet somewhat farther south. None
of these features stands out as brighter
than the others.
"Two days later the appearance has
changed very much. The crater on the
eastern wall of Furnerius and the smaller
of the two east of Stevinus have brighter ed till they attract the eye before
all other objects. The straight row of
craters tangent 'to Stevinus on its east
and to Rheita on its west has begun to
appear. This is one side of the rhomboid.
"Before phase ten days the brightening
of the two small craters dominates the
scene. Furnerius has become inconspicuous, and the southern half of the rim
of Stevinus is a curved bright line, showing bright craterlets. The northern half
scarcely shows. The rhomboid now shows
completely. The longest side starts considerably north of the bright crater east
of Stevinus, includes it, and continues
southward to one just west of Rheita.
There. the second side, also marked by
craters, makes an acute angle with the
first and runs northwestward to the outer
wall of the now almost invisible Furnerius. At this vertex an obtuse angle starts
the third leg northward to the bright
crater on the eastern wall of Furnerius.
The fourth side appears as a ray from
this bright crater. Both of the small
bright craters now show ray systems.
"At full moon the two craters even
more dominate the scene and all four
walls of the rhomboid are conspicuous.
The interlaced ray systems of the two
craters are prominent. One ray, extending eastward, will be studied in Chapter
IX."
Dr. Dorrit Hoffleit has kindly sent us
a note relating to a possible ulta-Plutonian planet. The existence of such a
planet has been suggested by the group-
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ings of cometary orbits in discrete families (e. g. see Sky and Telescope, Vol.
9, pg. 165 and pg. 185, 1950). "Using
the data compiled by Karl Schuette of
Munich, H. H. Kritzinger of Karlsruhe
has computed a provisional orbit and
search ephemeris for the planet, published in the Nachrichtenblatt der Astronomischen Zentralstelle (Heidelberg), 8
Jahrgang, Nr. 1. He estimates that the
planet may be about eleventh magnitude." The orbit gives a semi-major axis
of 65.0 astronomical units, a period of
523.5 years, and the very great inclination to the ecliptic of 56°. The ephemeris
is as follows:
Year

1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960

Right Ascension Declination

9h
9
10
10
11
12
12

17 m
46
18
54
32
13
54

—33°
—32
—30
—27
—23
—18
—12

The 1954 position _would be R.A. 1211
29m, Dec. —16° and thus about half a
degree east of the third magnitude star
Delta Corvi. The proposed planet would
have been at large southern declinations
throughout the first half of the present
century, which may have helped it to
escape discovery. We admit surprise at
the estimated brightness of eleventh magnitude, Pluto being of the fifteenth.
The O'Neill Bridge has been much in
the news lately, and it was thus very
surprising to" hear of a possible similar
natural bridge or tunnel on the west wall
of Aristotle. Probably on July 27, 1952
A. C. Larrieu near colongitude 341° saw
what was piobably Aristotle to be illuminated from its west edge to almost its'
east edge by a narrow, grazing ray of
light, all the rest of the floor being in
shadow. His telescope was an 8-inch reflector. Mr. Larrieu is not entirely certain that the ring-plain was Aristotle;
but since a drawing shows a fair-sized
crater just to the ring's west and since
Aristotle has such a companion while

other rings in the vicinity- do not, we feel
fairly sure of the identification. On December 12, 1953 Mr. Larrieu drew Aristotle when it was almost half full of
shadow and found a brilliant spot near
the west end of the floor, perhaps a
peak in that position but also perhaps
a spot on the floor lit by sunlight coming
through the tunnel. If the July 27 ( ?)
view was of Aristotle, then there is' the
extremely significant fact that parts of
the floor lit on July 27 ( ?) were later
in shadow under higher lighting on December 12; some kind of aperture or
tunnel is needed to explain this anomaly.
With this news from Mr. Larrieu the
following extract from a letter from Mr.
R. L. Jernigan was exciting news indeed!
"During the lunation in March, while
studying Aristotle, I observed quite good
evidence of a large tunnel extending
from the small crater Mitchell just west
of Aristotle and emerging in the western
wall and floor of Aristotle. I was able
to observe the light shining thru this
tunnel and emerging as a large round
spot of light in the shadow which then
covered the western wall and western
half of the floor." Mr. ,Jernigan made
this observation with a 6-inch reflector
on March 11, 1954 at 3h U. T., colongitude 346°.1. The two observers knew
nothing of each other's work. We strongly urge our readers to study the floor of
Aristotle carefully and to pay very close
attention to the lights and shadows on
it in the early morning. A bright spot
due to sunlight shining through a tunnel
will move on the floor as the sun moves
in the lunar sky.
On September 22, 1951 at colongitude
164°.5 Mr. Larrieu observed a narrow,
grazing ray of light to cross the floor of
the lunar ring Alexander and to illuminate a summit on the far side.
[As we go to press, we learn that Mr.
Larrieu had a good view of Aristotle on
May 8, 1954 and could see nothing of
any grazing ray of light in 90 minutes
of careful watching. The colongitude was
near 342.°—Editor.]
Page 45
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A BOOK REVIEW
BY WILLIAM E. SHAWCROSS

OUR MOON
BY H. PERCY WILKINS, F.R.A.S.

Frederick Muller Ltd., London, 1954,
180 pp., 6 plates, 20 sketches, 12 shillings
and 6 pence (approximately $1.78, at an
exchange rate of 14.4 cents per shilling).
H. Percy Wilkins, Director of the British Astronomical Association's Lunar
Section, has now given us a handy little
book to accompany his famous Map of
the Moon. As one of the foremost lunarians of today, he is eminently qualified
to take us on a telescopic tour of the
Moon, our nearest and most fascinating
celestial neighbor.
OUR MOON begins with a lucid account of the history of lunar observing
and the motions of the moon. Then we
are allowed to view the moon from crescent to full through the giant 33-inch
refractor at Meudon, France, as the
author saw it on his trips there in 1952
and 1953. As the moon waxes, feature
after feature comes into view in the
telescope. Excellent discussions of a great
many lunar features are presented as the
objects come into view on the lighted
portion of the disc.
Now that we have seen the moon
wax to full, we are told of the nature
of a lunar day. This is primarily a discussion of the temperature effects and
climate and of the appearance of the
sky as seen from the moon.
- The next section will be to many people the most fascinating of the whole
book. Mr. Wilkins takes up such subjects as: Changes and Life on the Moon,
The Other Side of the Moon, Is The
Moon Hollow?, and Mysterious Happenings on The Moon.
In these sections the author presents
many of the old theories on the nature
of the moon, as well as modern ones.
Mr. Wilkins is, himself, a proponent of
the "lava flow" theory of the formation
Page 46

of the moon's surface features. He presents evidence for changes, and possibly,
life, on the moon. He believes that the
moon has a thin atmosphere which is at
the lunar surface about one-ten thousandth the surface density of the Earth's
atmosphere. Also mentioned is the O'Neill Bridge on the, moon. As to whether
the moon is hollow or not, the author
postulates the existence of a vast system
of interconnecting caves below the surface of the moon, ranging down to about
30 miles below the surface. Included in
the chapter on the back of the moon is
the author's conjectural map of the area,
as it appeared in the March, 1954 issue
of Scientific American, with an interesting description of the geographical and
geometrical methods used to obtain the
map.
The appendices include a very useful
compilation of interesting lunar features,
a brief description of each, and the best
time of the lunar day to view it. Also
presented is a key to the author's conjectural map of the other side of the
moon and a section of interesting facts,
dates, and names. The concluding appendix describes how to build a very inexpensive refractor which will enable one
to observe considerable detail on the
moon. Included also is a short bibliography of books and journals on the
moon.
The format of OUR - MOON is quite
pleasing and is much better than the
usual book-binding job far this price
$1.78). The front end-paper consists of
a large sketch-map of the moon and
the rear-end paper is an enlarged drawing of the "back of the moon" map. The
cover presents a stylized drawing of the
Meudon refractor, and the rear flap gives
a brief biography of the author. The indexing deserves mention, as it is exceptionally thorough.
OUR MOON is well-written and wellrounded. I would certainly recommend it
to both the beginning and veteran lunar
observer.
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BOOK REVIEW
BY DONALD L. CYR

ASTROLOGY AND ALCHEMY,
TWO FOSSIL SCIENCES
BY MARK GRAUBARD
PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY, NEW YORK, 1953.

For an ardent student of astronomy to
say anything good about astrology, or
about a book on astrology borders on
heresy. The writer of a scholarly book
on astrology also risks being condemned
by association. Yet, the book Astrology
and Alchemy treads a very safe, path,
avoiding these pitfalls. No quarrel can
be started with Graubard's treatment of
the controversial subject of astrology. His
presentation is objective enough to, be
pleasing to the most critical astronomer.
Although astrology has been called the
mother of astronomy, it is not always
polite to mention that some of astronomy's early heroes dabbled in astrology.
Perhaps economic necessity drove such
men as Kepler and Descartes to pretend
to accept astrology, but,more likely they
believed in astrology in its own right.
We can hardly condemn a man for believing in monarchy, for example, simply
because we believe that we have a more
advanced political system. Why then
must we condemn a man for being interested in a "fossil" science when in his
da.y and age it seemed reasonable?. Possibly in some advanced era men will look
back to our own era, and chuckle at our
whimsical theories.
Astrologers were once feared and reverenced in a manner that is found today
only in the attitude of most people toward atomic scientists. Wraps of secrecy
often covered the astrologer's) activities,
and if their predictions were faulty, even
they knew their tables were outmoded.
Eventually, they designed better instruments and patiently made new observations and tables.
Any student of astronomy will be fascinated by the sheer resistance to new
ideas that was encountered by the early

observers. That comets had no parallax,
and were therefore beyond the moon
was well known to Tycho Brahe, who
was an avid champion of astrology. Copernicus deserves great honor for developing the heliocentric theory, but even he
believed in epicycles, since he could hardly conceive of an orbit not made up of
circles. Galileo's difficulties with the Inquisition cannot fail to inspire the reader.
Regardless of beliefs, these men were
all soldiers in man's struggle for scientific
truth. The fossil science astrology had its
glorious and good times, but perished by
simply fading away. Kepler's theory of
ellipses, the telescope, and the observations of people who defended astrology,
actually laid the foundation for its demise. It passed unmourned, unburied,
and none seem to have missed it.
Nearly half the book, Astrology and
Alchemy, is devoted to a review of the
accomplishments of the outmoded
"science" of alchemy. Modern chemistry,
of course, has a direct heritage going
back to alchemy. By coincidence, themodern physicists with their cyclotrons,
betatrons, and synchrotrons, provide a
modern counterpart to the alchemists
whose goal was the transmutation of elements. The strange brews, the cauldrons
and flasks, the secrecy and incantations
of the alchemists, are startlingly similar
to the radioactive clouds, isolated laboratories, and statements to the press of the
modern scientists.
That some alchemists actually precipitated gold by following their ritual is not
so startling, provided that their original
source material contained sufficient gold.
That fraud was intended may be discounted, since a number of alchemists
lost their heads literally when they could
not demonstrate a repeat performance.
Yet, to the honor of these investigators,
more than one was sentenced to death
for not revealing the secrets entrusted to
him by his fellow alchemists.
Alchemy provided a childlike rehearsal
for the later serious business of scientific
chemistry. Alchemists developed laboraPage 47
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tory equipment; and they developed persistence which has become a part of the
heritage of chemistry. The use of weights
and measures, and the careful attention
to detail was similarly handed over intact to modern scientists. The poetic and
mystical literature that inspired early
alchemists, seems alone to have perished.

BOOK REVIEW
SPACE TRAVEL
By DONALD LEE CYR
AN ILLUSTRATED SURVEY
OF ITS PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS
BY
KENNETH W. GATLAND
AND

ANTHONY M. KUNESCH
PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY - 1953
NEW YORK

The science of rocketry can trace its
history back to the days of the early
Greeks when incendiary "bombs" were
catapulted into besieged cities. So-called
fire-arrows were used by the Chinese
against the Mongols as early as AD 1232.
The first European to arrive at a composition of gun powder was Roger Bacon,
the English Mbnk, in 1242. By the middle-fifteenth century the rocket had become a full-fledged weapon and was
used in many campaigns. Incendiary
rockets, designed by Congreve, were
' used during the Napoleonic Wars and
were particularly effective against wooden ships.
During the twentieth century important research in rocketry was performed
by the American, Robert H. Goddard.
He began serious speculation about conditions in the upper atmosphere and in
interplanetary space. Goddard advocated
the use of liquid propellants and also
proposed use of the multiple or step
rocket. Very few rockets were used during World War I; the one designed to
combat hydrogen-filled Zeppelins was
soon superseded by incendiary machine
gun bullets.
In 1927, a group of German enthusiPage 48

asts formed a rocket society .which performed a number of experiments with
rockets. The rise of the Nazis in Germany caused further emphasis on rockets
for war purposes, especially since this
type of weapon was not covered by the
Versailles Treaty. The experiences of the
German Society are interestingly recorded in the book Space Travel. A great
amount of material is contained on the
history of the V-2 rocket as well as on
other German rockets. Since 1945, further developments on rockets have ,been
made in the United States, and a number
of these missiles are described.
The second half of the book is concerned with speculation on future space
travel, and the problems involving many
sciences. The interchange of messages between the earth and the moon by short
wave radio is discussed. An interesting
possibility of precipitating carbon dioxide by freezing on the dark side of the
space ship is- also mentioned. The space
ship is considered to be a tiny planet,
and indeed the creation by man of an
artificial satellite is discussed.
Although it has long been man's
dream to soar into -space, it is only recently that this dream has progressed
from the stage of fantasy to something
that is4scientifically feasible. To overcome
the earth's gravitational pull, a rocket
must achieve a velocity of 7.8 miles per
second. To achieve such a velocity, an
acceleration of several times gravity
would be necessary. Experiments with
humans in the centrifuge have indicated
that, with the proper pressure suits, man
can experience accelerations up to 15 g's
without permanent harmful effects. The
human body would also experience a
zero-gravity condition during a space
flight. At present, however, little is
known of the possible ill efects of prolonged exposure to zero gravity.
It has been estimated that a space
ship's crew of 3 men would consume 9
pounds of food per day, or a total of
189 pounds on a 3-weeks voyage to the
moon. About 22 pints of water and 3369
liters of oxygen would be required for
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
New Prices. Because it is otherwise
difficult to be sure of meeting the continuing demand for the H. P. Wilkins
map of the moon as a booklet (Second
Edition), we are increasing the price of
this booklet when ordered as part of a
subscription to two dollars. Therefore,
the booklet and a one-year subscription,
either new or a renewal, now cost five
dollars; the map booklet and a two-year
subscription, new or renewal, cost seven
dollars. The price of double issues of
The Strolling Astronomer has also been
set at 70 cents, not 35 cents. There are
so far three such double issues: JanuaryFebruary, March-April, and May-June,
1954. These new prices go into effect
on August 15, 1954.
It will be noted that the price of
subscriptions is unaffected.
List of Astronomical Materials'. Mr. J.
Russell Smith, Skyview Observatory,
Eagle Pass, Texas has compiled a list
several pages long-of assorted astronomical materials. Mr.. Smith had especially
in mind the needs of the teacher of astronomy in high schools and colleges, but
actually he has included material of interest to almost any amateur astronomer.
There are tabulated books, magazines,
photographs, and the like with a brief
description of each and a statement of
where it can be ordered and for what
price. We recommend Mr. Smith's very
useful list highly to our readers and urge
persons wishing to see it to write to him
at the address given above.
Visiting Hours at McDonald Observatory. Readers travelling in West Texas
or residing there might like to know
when this famous observatory is open
to the public. We are indebted to Mr.
J. Russell Smith for the information that
there are tours for visitors promptly at
2:30 and 3:00 P. M. each Sunday and
at 1:30. P. M. on all other days. The
82-inch is open to the public for observations on the last Wednesday night of

each month from 8:30 to 10:00 P. M.
Admission is free. Persons wishing to
attend the open nights should write to
the McDonald Observatory at Fort.
Davis, Texas and should enclose a selfaddressed stamped envelope for an admission card.
El Universo. Such is the title of the
organ of the Sociedad Astrpnomica de
Mexico (Astronomical Society of Mexico), founded in 1902. It is written in
Spanish, and we are sure that our members able to read that language will find
much of interest therein. Recent issues
contain articles about such topics as
cosmology, current celestial phenomena,
physical data on Mars in 1954, instructions for observing the moon, and a
symposium on stellar evolution. The
address of El Universo is Parque "Coronel Felipe S. Xicotencatl," Ap artado
Postal No. 9647, Mexico 13, D. F.,
Mexico. El Universo is a printed magazine with an attractive format.
Nachrichtenblatt der Vereinigung der
Sternfreunde. (Report of the Association
of Amateurs.) This name is that of a
mimeographed German monthly published by the Wilhelm Foerster Sternwarte, Berlin-Schoeneberg, Papestrasse 2,
Germany. Recent issues contain discussions of current astronomical work,
comets, books recently published, and
solar eclipse expeditions planned for
June 30, 1954. We are sure that A.L.P.O.
members conversant with the German
language will find the Nachrichtenblatt
informative and pleasant reading.

LUNAR COLORS
BY D. P. AVIGLIANO

PART I—BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
Throughout both the earlier and more
up to date books and articles on selenography one may find rather infrequent
mention of lunar colors. These colors
seen on the moon by some of the most
famous of the past and present day
selenographers would seem worthy of
Page, 50
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more notice than they have so far received. In the early part of 1953 the
writer began a study of lunar color and
as the first phase of this study is now
completed it would seem fitting to present the results.
The Problems. The questions that
this first phase of the lunar color study
would attempt to answer are:
1. What visual colors can actually be
seen in both the Maria and in some
of the more localized areas on the
Moon?
2. Are these color areas capable of
being mapped?
3. What means of verifying these visual color areas may be employed?
Instruments and Conditions. The instruments employed in these studies were,
first, an eight-inch reflector of f/12, focal
ratio which was later replaced with an
eight-inch reflector of f/7 focal ratio.
During the latter part of these studies
another reflector of 12/2 -inches aperture
and f/6 focal ratio was added. The
powers employed with these instruments
for the study of the general areas were
80 with the eight-inch and 110 with the
12/2-inch. For more detailed views of
the smaller color areas powers. of 130 on
the eight-inch and 182 on the 12/2 -inch
were used. All eyepieces employed were
of the orthoscopic type. Although certain
of the color areas could be seen with
quite high powers, especially after they
were previously found with the lower
ones, the writer feels that powers greater
than around 15 per inch of aperture
are of no advantage in detecting the
vague lunar tints. The brightness of the
image and its color contrast are the
important factors rather than high power
details.
By far the best instrument for this type
of work, of the three that were employed,
was' the 12/2 -inch f/6. This instrument
enabled one to detect much more subtle
nuances of color and with it, it was
possible to differentiate be t wee n two
areas of nearly similar tint. The eight•Pagi51

inch f/7 outperformed the eight-inch
f/12 in these studies and it showed the
major color areas quite well. It might
be added here that in studies such as
these the transparency of the sky is more
important than the seeing conditions.
Given fairly good seeing the colors appear
truer and more vivid on a night of
utmost transparency. Before the colors
can be well seen the observer's eye must
be capable of adjusting to the rather
intense glare that is apparent at certain
of the lunar phases. The mirrors of the
telescope used must be free of any bluish
or yellowish film; a yellow film is the
worst offender as many of the colored
areas on the Moon are of a yellowish
tone.
PART II—THE COLORS
It must be remembered that the color
tints seen on the Moon are all more or
less vague. In observing the Moon for
color one must think in terms of color,
that is, the Moon must be looked at as
one would normally look at, say, a landscape or a painting,_ not as one would
view a black and white motion picture.
Due to the lunar colors being very faint
in hue Amany selenographers tend to view
the surface of the Moon in terms of
black, white and grey. This is a practice
not helped by the usual study of black
and white drawings and photographs.
The writer's earliest views of the Moon
gave him the impression of black, white
and grey areas but since this study of
lunar color has been undertaken he cannot now glance at the Moon through a
telescope and refrain from noticing the
main areas of lunar color.
The Colors in General. B asically
there are two general subdivisions of
color on the Moon:
1. The light areas. These areas are
tones of white and yellow-white.
They are the large areas crowded
with craters that form their greatest expanse in the southwest quadrant of the Moon. They extend
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somewhat around the nor t h and
southeast edges of the lunar disc
and are present on other parts of
the Moon in splotches and small
areas.
2. The dark areas. These are the coinparatively smooth Maria or seas.
It is these areas that present the
greatest differences in color tone or
the larger areas on the lunar surface. The changes of color from
Mare to Mare are extremely interesting. At some' places the changes
in color tone on a Mare are gradual
and diffuse appearing while other
tone changes are marked with a
hard line of demarcation. Some of
the Maria present a more or less
even color tone while- other Maria,
even though they present a general
overall color tone, are splashed with
well marked areas of differing hue.
Before going on with the actual colors
seen in the Maria, mention must be made
of two prominent and nearly always
present lunar color effects.
The first is the chromatic fringe that
is seen at the edge of the Moon's limb.
This, I feel, is primarily an effect of
atmosphere and contrast. In a good
reflector, armed with a good eyepiece,
this color fringe is not too apparent. The
color of this fringe is normally brownish,
tending toward reddish, and it is an easy
matter to distinguish this tint from the
areas of true color on the Moon.
The other color effect is the fringe
of brownish tone that is apparent on the
lunar surface immediately adjacent to
the line of the terminator. This tone
accompanies the terminator line through
all of the partial phases of each lunation.
Where this terminator fringe crosses the
lunar Maria it is generally wider appearing than is the limb fringe. Where it
crosses the light portions of the Moon
it appears to narrow somewhat. That the
terminator fringe is due also to atmosphere and contrast is probably true, but
the fact that the tint of this fringe varies

somewhat in color as it progresses over
the, different Maria might show• that
there are some actual differences in color
to be noted on the Maria when they are
seen under very oblique lighting. This
terminator tone where it crosses certain
of the Maria is seen to sometimes be
reddish-brown, yellowish-brown, greyishbrown or pure brown. It is more prominent than the limb fringe and is generally more noticeable at the narrower
phases of the lunation.
Colors in the Maria. The following
results are based on 309 color estimates
of the lunar Maria. See diagram 1 on
pg. 62.
1. Mare Tranquillitatis and Palus
Somnii. As the sunrise terminator fringe
passes over the Mare Tranquillitatis the
Mare appears to be a brownish tone.
When the terminator fringe passes over
the central portion of this Mare the
western area of the Mare that is now
out of the terminator fringe area appears
as a yellowish-grey. After the Mare is
completely free of the terminator fringe
the normal aspect that is seen throughout
most of the lunation becomes very striking. This is basically one of the pure
grey areas on the lunar surface. However
there are well marked areas of yellowish
hue splashed over the surface of this
Mare. The northernmost area of this
Mare to the east of the Palus Somnii is
also of a yellowish hue. The sunset color
behavior of the Mare Tranquillitatis is
that of the sunrise behavior in reverse.
The Palus Somnii is normally a whitish-yellow; when well seen its very light
yellow tone is extremely clear. See diagram 2 on pg. 63.
2. Mare Serenitatis and Lacus Somniorum. The boundary that divides the
color of the Mare Serenitatis from that
of the Mare Tranquillitatis is one of the
most definite color boundaries on the
Moon. This boundary, running in a general line from southeast to northwest,
curves sharply to the northeast thus ,ex,
posing the northweit portion of the Mare
Pago.k :52
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Serenitatis to the pure grey of the Mare
Tranquillitatis. The predominant color
of the Mare Serenitatis is one of the
most notable on the Moon. When clear
of the terminator fringe it appears a
yellow tone; when well seen, especially
near full moon, it is the purest yellow
on the Moon. At times a trace of brownish hue may be detected in this yellow.
If one were going to attempt to see
the Maria colors for the first time it
would be wise to attempt to see it by
comparing the tones on each side of the •
sharp dividing line between the Mare
Tranquillitatis and the Mare Serenitatis.
On one side is the splotched pure grey
tone and on the other the yellow.
The Lacus Somniorum is normally a
light yellow-grey, lighter in tone than
the Mare Serenitatis. See diagram 5 on
pg. 64.
3. Mare Imbrium and Sinus Iridum.
The general color tone of the Mare
Imbrium when clear of the terminator
fringe is yellow-grey. A large area in the
northwest of this Mare and the area
inside of the Sinus Iridum are tones of
yellow, somewhat b r ownis h. These
brownish-yellow tones are divided from
the rest of the Mare color by rather
sharp edges. See diagram 8.
4. Mare Frigoris and Sinus Roris.
The best description of the hue that is
displayed by the Mare Frigoris when
it is not affected by the terminator fringe
is a whitish-brownish-yellow.
The area near and including the Sinus
Roris is a tone that is slightly more yellowish than the yellow-grey tone of the
nearby Mare Imbrium. The Sinus Roris
tone is divided from that of the Mare
Imbrium by a rather sharp division line.
5. Mare Crisium. When clear of the
terminator fringe this Mare is a yellowgrey. Possibly the tone t ends more
towards grey at the beginning of. the
lunation and more towards yellow near
full moon.
6. Mare Foecunditatis. This Mare
presents much the same color tone as that
Page 53

of Mare Crisium, a yellow-grey. Some
small areas in the northeast of this Mare
partake of the more grey tones of the
nearby Mare Tranquillitatis. The southern end of the Mare Foecunditatis appears lighter in tone during the earlier
phases of the lunation.
7. Mare Nectaris. This Mare, when
unaffected by the terminator fringe, is a
yellow-grey, similar in tint to the Mare
Crisium and the Mare Foecunditatis.
Its tone fades into the grey of the Mare
Tranquillitatis to its north.
8. Mare Vaporum, Sinus Medii and
Mare Nubium. When clear of the terminator fringe these Maria are yellow-grey
in their eastern portions and grey in their
western portions. A very irregular dividing line running in a general south to
north direction through these Maria separates the tones.
9. Mare Humorum and Oceanus
Procellarum. These Maria, after the
terminator fringe has passed them, are
yellow-grey in hue. The Oceanus Procellarum contains some areas that are
more tinged with yellow.
10. Mare Australe, areas around
Copernicus and Kepler and other areas.
The Mare Australe and some of the
other ^near limb areas west of Mare
Crisium are brownish-white-yellow but
as these areas are near the lunar limb
how much the brownish limb fringe may
affect them is uncertain. However they
are more yellowish in tint than the adjarent yellow-white areas. The fairly large
lighter ray area surrounding Copernicus
is of a slightly greyed yellow-white color
as is also the somewhat smaller similar
area around Kepler.
In summary it will be noted that the
Maria colors are of two general tints,
cure grey and yellow-grey. The yellowgreys tend, in some areas, to become
brownish, and in others, to become very
near to pure yellow.
More Localized Colors. As yet a
thorough study of the colors in and
around the craters and smaller areas of
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the Moon has not been undertaken. During the studies of the Maria, however,
certain localized colors were seen and
these more evident areas were followed
through a number of lunations.
1. The Aristarchus area. By far the
largest and most prominent of the more
local areas of color is the roughly diamond-shaped area to the northeast of
the crater Aristarchus. The craters Aristarchus and Herodotus lie on the southwest edge of this area. This area is very
prominent and is about the largest area
of easily seen yellow-brown that can be
found on the visible portion of the
Moon's surface. Under the best conditions this area is seen to approach a pure
brown tint, somewhat reddish. It is unusual that more mention has not been
made of this area in the past as it presents one of the most colored areas on
the Moon. Soon after the Moon has
passed its full phase a smaller somewhat
circular area of the same general color
as the main area is seen to the west of
the main area; it• is connected to the
larger area by a band of the same color.
The edges of these Aristarchus colored
areas are quite definite and somewhat
irregular. See diagrams 9 and 10.
2. The Copernicus spots. A darker
spot on the northeast portion of the floor
of Copernicus was generally seen to be of
greyish tone .at the beginning of its lunar
day. At near colongitude 50° or 55° this
spot became a yellowish-brown. At times
this spot was more yellowish, at times
it was more brownish. Its edges were
sometimes diffuse, at other times they
were very sharp. Its size also varies considerably. All these changes were irregular and apparently had no relation to
the prevailing lunar lighting. A narrow
band the same color as this spot was
sometimes seen to extend from the spot,
going up the inside northeast wall of
Copernicus.
At times another smaller spot on the
northwest portion of the floor of Copernicus was seen as a yellow-brown. The

area outside of an& tEr the east- of= this
crater was seen on one-occasion- (co-longitude 55° ) to be a definite light brownishyellow. These areas would probably repay a close and systematic study; See
diagram 7.
3. Plato. The floor of this crater was
generally recorded as' yellowish-grey. Its
southeast and northwest portions were
usually lighter and of more yellowish
tones. On many occasions a d e f i n i t e
brownish cast was seen in the color of the
floor and on a very few occasions the
floor was seen as a neutral grey.
4. Schickard. There are two brownish
areas on the floor of this crater; one, the
large area in the northeast portion and
the other at the west edge of the southwest portion. The rest of the floor is
usually a somewhat greyish yellow-white.
See diagram 6.
5. Tycho. The lunar s u r f a c e surrounding this crater near full moon has
a yellow tone. Before the full phase of
the Moon the color is more predominant
to the east of the crater. This surrounding hue sometimes has a brownish cast.
See diagrams 3 and 4. '
6. Stevinus. In previous studies of the
intensities of lunar shadow areas the
writer often noted an unusual color tone
in the sunrise shadow in, Stevinus.1 A
color study of this area was made and
it was found that before colongitude 310°
the shadow in Stevinus was not only
lighter than other shadows in the vicinity
but its color was an unusual shade of
orange-brown. Strangely enough, detail
could be faintly seen on the floor of
Stevinus, including the c e n t r al peak
throwing a faint s h a do w; this, even
though Stevinus lay closer to the terminator than its neighbor, Snellius, which
was filled with blackest shadow. The
Stevinus color seen before 310° was definite and had no connection with the
terminator fringe. It was found that
Professor W. H. Pickering had seen this
area many years ago and he described
it as reddish-brown.2 The writer agrees
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with the statement made by Pickering
that this area is best seen by northern
observers during the May and June
lunations when the Moon is highest at
these early colongitudes. When this area
is well seen it is very striking.
PART III—METHODS OF
VERIFICATION
Filter Visual Method. A set of colored filters was employed at the eyepiece of the telescope. The terminator
fringe was confirmed as a yellow-brown.
The more yellowish tones of certain of
the Maria were also confirmed.
Filter Photographic Method. Photographs of the lunar Maria were made
through various colored filters but due
to the necessity of exaxct controls on
exposure and development all that these
photographs can be said to show are
some of the Maria as more yellowish
and others more greyish. However an
easier and more efficient photographic
method was later employed.
Direct Color Photographs. It was
found possible to make direct color
photographs of the Moon by a very
simple process. These photographs were
taken at all phases of the lunation. By
experimentation it was found that the
visual appearance of the lunar color tints
could be quite accurately recorded in
photographic color. These photographs
have the advantage in that the colors
of the areas are seen without the usual
glare that accompanies a visual observation. Novices who could not make out
the subtle color tones and changes when
looking directly through the telescope
could easily see them when looking at
one of the photographs that had been
taken at the time of 'their observation.
All of the Visual Maria color tendencies
that have been listed are confirmed on
these color photographs. The Aristarchus
color area is also evident.
In closing it may be noted that the
writer could find none of the greens or
purples that are often reported seen on
"Page- 55

the Moon. This is not to say that these
colors do not exist. The differences in
eyes are sometimes very great and what
may appear as a neutral grey to the
writer might indeed have a greenish tone.
The ability of some observers to see
browns and not greens and vice versa
has been noted by other investigators in
the past.3,4 The definite tints, other than
black and white, that the writer did
easily see were greys, yellows, browns
(sometimes reddish or orangish) a n d
many blends of these tints. All the
methods of verification that were employed, including, the direct color photographs, were confirmatory of these results.
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THE USE OF FILTERS FOR
OBSERVING FINE MARTIAN
SURFACE DETAIL AND
ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA
BY CHARLES CAPEN, JR.

The Problem
The reflected light of Mars is strong
during and near times of opposition.
Because of this fact, observers of Mars
may employ filters which will increase
contrast of detail.
The reflected sunlight from Mars is
diffused or scattered during transmission
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Diagram I. General distribution of lunar colors at full moon, based on observations by D. P. Avigliano. For details, see article "Lunar Colors" in this issue.
Numbered areas on diagram I
I. Mare TranquilMails
2. Mare Serenitatis
3. Lacus Somniorum
4. Mare Imbrium
5. Mare Frigoris
6. Sinus Roris
7. Mare Crisium
8. Mare Foecunditatis
9. Mare Nectaris
10. Mare Vaporum
II. Sinus Medii
12. Mare Nubium
13. Mare Humorum
14. Oceanus Procellarum
15. Area around Copernicus
16. Area around Kepler

Key to color abbreviations used
on diagrams in this section
BG—brownish grey
BY—brownish yellow
G—grey
GB—greyish brown
GY—grey - yellow
GYW—greyish yellow - white
W—white
WBY—whitish brown - yellow
WY—whitish yellow
WYG—whitish yellow- grey
Y—yellowish
YB—yellowish brown
YG—yellow - grey
YGW—yellowish grey-white
YW—yellowish white
GBy—greyish brown - yellow

Note: In these color diagrams no attempt has been made to show the smaller details. The diagrams are not all drawn to the same scale.
All diagrams in this section are by D. P. Avigliano
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Diagram 2. The locations of the main color tints and splotches in the Mare Tranquillitatis area.
Full Moon.

Diagram 3. Tycho.
March 18, 1954 U.T.
Colong. 74°
Page 63

Diagram 4. Tycho.
April 18, 1954 U.T.
Colong. 91°
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Diagram 5. Color distribution in the Mare Serenitafis area. Full moon.

Diagram 6. Schickard.
April 18, 1954 U.T.
Colong. 91°

Diagram 7. Copernicus.
February 15, 1954 U.T.
Colong. 55°
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Diagram 8. Areas of color on the northern portion of the Mare Imbrium. Full Moon.
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Diagram 10. The Aristarchus color area. February
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55°. Note the brownish
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theory is in conformity with the observed
activity elsewhere in the universe, including observation of novae and of such
objects as the Crab Nebula, which may
have resulted from a nova or supernova
observed by the Chinese in A. D. 1054.
Our Neighbour Worlds is not topheavy with the author's views. It contains a wealth of solid fact and summarizes practically all observed knowledge of the solar system. It clearly establishes the gaps and voids in our knowledge, needing to be filled. The book falls
into three parts. Chapters II to IV provide general background information.
Chapters V to VIII deal with the theory
of space flight. Chapters IX to XIV
comprise a detailed astronomical description of the Solar System.
The reviewer found interest in the
book's clear expOsition of rocket theory
and particularly, in how rockets may
work with orbital velocity and take
advantage of gravity to achieve interplanetary flight with minimum expenditure of fuel. Incidentally, the author
thinks our future rocketeers may not
find surface conditions on many of the
planets as inhospitable as they frequently
are pictured.
This reviewer predicts that planetary
and lunar o b s e r v e r s who read Our
Neighbour Worlds will go to their telescopes with new understanding and appreciation of the objects their instruments
reveal, and will be better equipped for
a rewarding study of our neighbors in
space.
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Neptune. A• drawing of this seldomsketched planet is reproduced as Figure
10. Mr. Owen C. Ranck made this drawing with the 30-inch Thaw refractor at
the Allegheny Observatory of the University of Pittsburgh. He was at Pittsburgh for the Middle East Regional
Convention of the Astronomical League.
The 30-inch refractor was designed for
photography, and a 12-inch correcting
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Figure 10. Neptune.
0. C. Ranck.
30-inch Thaw refractor. 550X.
May 30, 1954. 1" 50m, U. T.
lens is employed with it for visual work.
Mr. Ranck writes that Dr. N. E. Wagman, the Director of the Observatory,
and Mr. Clark McClellan assisted hiin
and confirmed his observation. He calls
attention to the shaded limb (like those
of Jupiter and Saturn), the brighter
Equatorial Zone ( ?), and the two dark
belts bordering this zone (again reminding us of Jupiter. and Saturn). Yet there
are difficulties in this interpretation, for
an Equatorial Zone in the plane of the
orbit of satellite Triton would be inclined in a south by east-north by west
direction, not east-west as drawn in Figure 10 (see diagram on pg. 518 of - the
1954 A.E.N.A.). Readers might like to
refer to 1953 observations of Neptune
by Cragg, Epstein, and Ranck on pp.
103-104 of The Strolling Astronomer for
July, 1953. (The published reproduction
of Mr. Cragg's drawing is rather poor,
however.). The angular diameter of Neptune was 2".5 when Ranck made his
1954 drawing. This planet might repay
more study by A.L.P.O. members having
telescopes 12 inches and more in aperture.
Aristarchus. Drawings of this famous
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Fig-Lire 11. Aristarchus and Vicinity.
Jackson T. Carle.
13-inch reflector. 260X.
October 23, 103. 6'1, U. T.
Cc/longitude = 96'.5.
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lunar crater have been contributed by
R. M. Adams (3.2-inch and 4.3-inch
refractors), J. T. Carle (8-inch refl.),
A. P. Lenham (6-inch refl.), A. K. Herring (8-inch refl.), and A. C. Montague
(4.2-inch refl.). 'Mr. Carle's detailed
drawing is reproduced as Figure 11, and
part of his accompanying letter is here
given verbatim: "I have drawn in Herodotus on the Aristarchus drawing merely
to indicate the position and relationship
with the extended Aristarchus band and
the whitish area surrounding it, and did
not attempt any detail on -the floor of
Herodotus. I was particularly interested
4, in this band because of your comment
on a prior d r awing that the band
originates (or terminates) near the central mountain in Aristarchus. You may
recall that in the prior drawing I showed
it ending to the south of the central
mountain. I saw it clearly on repeated
occasions when seeing was relatively
stable and there is no doubt in my mind
that this band, at least, is in the position
shown within the crater. I was also struck
by the fact that the faint band at the
southern tip, the long band, the broad
double band and the south arm of the
Y are apparently parallel within the
crater and that, if their parallel quality
has any significance, they bear no relationship to the central mountain. The
band shown as double was pretty definitely so, with a lighter area between
the two lines. It was the most apparent
feature because of the width of the two
bands together, but the long ban d,
though quite n a r r o w, was distinctly
blacker. The south arm of the Y is about
the same width and intensity as the
bottom (westerly) portion, but the north
arm is apparently more narrow and
fainter. The object is rimmed on the
north by a brilliant white edge which
merges into a white spot at the rim. I saw
the other brilliant white spots as shown,
but seeing was not good enough to pick
up any craterlets. The dark band encircling the central mountain [floor?] was
relatively dim, as was the northernmost
Page 75

band. There is a break in the long band
opposite Herodotus, but it resumes to the
south as shown, being there somewhat
wider and blacker." Mr. Carle's drawing
was made with Aristarchus about four
days inside the sunrise terminator.
The question of whether the dark
bands on the inner wall of Aristarchus
are, at least in part, parallel or whether
they instead apparently radiate f r o m
near the central mountain is interesting,
the results of different observers being
inconsistent. A drawing by A. C. Montague on February 19, 1954 near colongitude 103° confirms Jackson Carle
in showing parallelism. Yet H. P. Wilkins
in an excellent view with the Meudon
33-inch refractor traced one of these dark
bands across the floor to the brilliant
central mountain. (The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 6, pp. 95-97, 1952). A.L.P.O.
members might bear this matter in mind
when observing Aristarchus. There is an
excellent discussion of lunar dark wall
bands on pp. 180-184 of Patrick Moore's
Guide to the Moon.
Under low morning lighting two dark
bands are readily seen on the east inner
wall of Aristarchus; these are the double
band of Figure 11 as a single object and
the Y? Different olciervers impute very
different widths to the dark bands, the
variation being fully as great as for the
canals of Mars. Perhaps they are really
about as wide as the intervening bright
portions of the wall. The conspicuousness
of the dark band bordering the edge of
the floor of Aristarchus on Figure 11
may well vary independently of the solar
lighting. The Y is sometimes drawn as a
simple and single band not reaching the
rim of Aristarchus, for example by Montague on February 19, 1954 near colongitude 103° and by Herring on January 17, 1954 at 62°.4. Mr. A. P. Lenham's drawing on December 1, 1953 at
colongitude 210.°5, and thus under evening lighting, shows two very bright
ovals, perhaps low hills or mounds, to the
west of the central mountain. Mr. Herring at 62°.4 drew a peak near the south-
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ern edge of the floor and a shaded area
(less black than shadow), to its southeast. This peak is apparently shown as
a low, large mound on a drawing by E.
E. Hare at 61°.4, Figure 4 on pg. 1 of
our August, 1951 issue.
In connection with Mr. Frank Suler's
strange failure to see the two main dark
bands on the east inner wall of Aristarchus on November 18, 1953 at 51°.8
(pg. 159 of the November, 1953 Strolling
Astronomer), Mr. Howard G. Allen
writes that he saw both bands an hour
earlier -on the same date.
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Figure 12. Two High Peaks in
Leibnitz Mountains.
John E. Westfall.
4-inch refractor. 180X, 120X.
January 18, 1954. 2h 30m, U. T.
Colongitude = 73°.0.
Possible Very High Peak in Leibnitz
Mountains. Mr. John E. Westfall on
February 1, 1954 wrote in part as follows: "[On January 18, 1954] I noticed
two peaks near . the southern limb, one
of which reared itself to an immense
height. I saw that this must be much
higher than the heights usually accepted
even for the Leibnitz Mountains. Using
my micrometer, I found the height of

the large peak (Alpha) with seven meas—
ures, and that of the small peak (Beta)
with three measures. I also roughly found
the position ... The height of the lower
peak was reasonable (30,400 feet), but
the results gave the height of the larger
as 43,500 feet! In order to be sure, I did
the entire formulae over again, but got
the same result ... I have reason to believe that this is the peak given as Alpha
(just south of Cabeus) on the Wilkins
map." The reference is to Section XXIII
of the Wilkins map, and the positional
agreement is certainly good. Figure 12
indicates the position and appearance of
Mr. Westfall's objects. Both the solar
lighting and the libration will be very
critical to future presentations of these
high mountains. Therefore, we want to
state that at 2h 301n, U. T., on January
18, 1954, the, time of these measures, the
colongitude was 73°.0, the sun's selenographic latitude was 0°.1 N., the earth's
selenographic longitude was 4°.9 W., and
the earth's selenographic latitude was
1°.0 S. Mr. Westfall intends to remeasure Cabeus Alpha, if such it be; and
we strongly urge other A.L.P.O. members having micrometers also to measure
this peak, for confirmation of so extraordinary a height is very important. This
observation should further indicate the
value of a micrometer in lunar and planetary studies, and we remind readers of
the Carroll and Bohannon micrometer
described in our January-February, 1954
issue.
Moretus. This large lunar walled
plain may be found on Section XXIII
of the Wilkins map and is not far from
the moon's south pole. We have drawings
by Elmer J. Reese with a 6-inch reflector
on February 23 and 24, 1953 at colongitudes 210.6 and 33°.0 respectively and
by Keith W. Abineri with an 8-inch
reflector on February 4, 1952 at 18°.6.
Mr. Reese's first drawing is reproduced
as Figure 13. It should be an encouraging example of how an active observer
equipped with even a 6-inch telescope
can contribute to the mapping of the
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lunar surface. On February 24 Mr. Reese
observed a "quite easy" cleft on the west
part of the floor of Moretus; this cleft
is absent from the Wilkins map. More
observations are desired. Mr. Abineri's
drawing confirms a number of the objects
recorded by Mr. Reese.
Conon. This crater in the lunar
Apennines has been the object of a prolonged and careful study by a number
of A.L.P.O. members under the leadership of Mr. Elmer J. Reese. There are
on hand visual observations from R. M.
Adams (3.2-inch refr., 4.3-inch refr., and
10-inch refl.), T. A. Cragg (6-inch refr.),
and E. J. Reese (6-inch refl.) and some
praiseworthy photographs by Lyle T.
Johnson (10-inch refl.). On February
21, 1953 at 2311 45m, U. T., colongitude
7°.9, Mr. Adams with his 10-inch reflector drew a round, bright spot near
the center of Conon when most of the

floor was in shadow and suspected
changes in brightness during 10 minutes
of observing. This observation is hard to
understand, for many good observers
have been unable to find any central
peak in this crater. A few hours after
Mr. Adams observed, Mr. Reese on
February 22 at 9°.3 saw no central peak
at all, although Hill P in the northeastern
part of the floor was illuminated. Adams
saw his "central hill" the next night and
in the March, 1953 lunation but looked
in vain for any bright spot inside the
large floor shadow on April 22, 1953 at
8°.2, on June 20, 1953 from 8°.8 to 9°.5,
on October 16, 1953 at 9°.4, and on April
11, .1954 at 3°.6. Other drawings by
Adams show Hill P in the northeast part
of the floor, Hill Q in its southwest part,
Dark Band A on the southeast inner wall,
and Dark Band C on the northeast inner
wall. Mr. Reese has continued to give
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Figure 13. Moretus.
Elmer J. Reese.
6-inch' reflector. 240X.
February 23, 1953.
Colongitude = 21 °.6.
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close attention to the dark streaks on the
floor of Conon and has continued to find
evidence of changes in their visibility
independent of the solar lighting. Thus
Streak S was glimpsed as rather wide
and diffuse on February 23, 1953 at
colongitude 20°.4 but was clearly seen
as thin, dark, and linear the next night
at 33°.2 with the same seeing and transparency. A drawing by Cragg with the
Mount Wilson 6-inch refractor on June
22, 1953 at 34°.5 confirms many of
Reese's objects in Conon and also shows
a curious lighter band just above Hill
Q in the shadow on the southwest inner
wall. Cragg found Fault B much darker
than Streak S, Cleft V, Band U, or
Band Z on this occasion. The nomenclature used here is Mr. Reese's and is given
on Figure 1 on pg. 83 of our June, 1952
issue.
Mr. Lyle Johnson's photographs may
give some confirmation to these changes
in Conon long reported by visual observers. At least Mr. Reese finds evidence
of a somewhat different appearance of
W. H. Pickering's "floor cloud" (Reese's
Bright Area 0) in photographs by Mr.
Johnson on January 30, 1953 at 89°.4
and on March 1, 1953 at 95°.6. Mr.
Johnson made duplicate photographs on
each night, and the duplicates appear to
confirm each other about the difference.
This procedure is certainly an excellent
one, and we hope that more of our members with large enough telescopes will
turn to lunar photography.
Timocharis. Figure 14 is a drawing
by Elmer J. Reese of this ring-plain on
the Mare Imbrium. There will be noted
the central mountain with a crater on
its summit, the darkness of the central

Figure 14. Timocharis.
Elmer J. Reese.
6-inch reflector. 240X.
July 22, 1953. 111 45m, U. T.
Colongitude — 39°.5.
portion of the floor, and the two mottled
dark bands joining the darker central
part of the floor to the east rim. If these
are typical wall bands, their extension on
the floor is of much interest. On June
22, 1953 at 32°.5 0. C. Ranck drew
Timocharis with a 4-inch refractor at
180X in good seeing and looked in vain
for the central peak. D. P. Avigliano
observed Timocharis and the surrounding
area in the June, 1953 lunation with
6-inch and 8-inch reflectors between colongitudes 35°.0 and 95°.8. He was looking especially for the "haziness" around
Timocharis reported by a few past observers. No unusual appearances were
noted, and the area was always as well
defined as many other lunar areas at
similar distances from the terminator.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
List of Clusters and Nebulae. Mr. J.
Russell Smith, Skyview Observatory,
Eagle Pass, Texas has available for distribution 100 mimeographed copies of
"Nebulae and Clusters for the Telescope,"
a list of clusters and nebulae compiled by
Mr. J. B. Duryea and published in
Popular Astronomy in March, 1936. Mr.
Smith will send a copy of this list to
anyone who writes to him and encloses
six cents in postage to cover mailing
costs. We hope that many of our readers
will take advantage of Mr. Smith's generous offer and will observe the celestial
beauty spots his list describes. There is
material here, and in a compact form
ideal for use at the telescope, to give
many pleasant hours at the eyepiece.
The A.L.P.O. a Member of the Astronomical League. On pg. 25 of our MarchApril issue we told of our intention to
apply for membership in the AsAnomical League. We are glad to report to
our members that this application was
accepted by the Council of the League
during the National Convention at Madison, Wisconsin on July 1-4, 1954 and that

the Association of Lunar and Planetary
Observers has accordingly become an affiliate member of the Astronomical
League. This type of membership is
intended for observing-groups and is also
held by the American Association of Variable Star Observers. We are naturally
very glad to belong to the League and
look forward to participating in the activities of this large and growing society
of amateurs.
New Names on the Moon. We have
learned that Dr. H. P. Wilkins, the Lunar
Director of the British Astronomical Association, has recently added these names
to the surface of our satellite:
1. Archimedes A (Section IV of the
Wilkins map) has been named Gant for
Dr. James Q. Gant of Washington, D. C.,
a keen lunar observer and a charter member of the A.L.P.O.
2. Kastner A (Section XI of the Wilkins map) has been named Watts for
Dr. C. B. Watts of the U. S. Naval Observatory, who has done much work on
the moon's limb.
We congratulate these gentlemen on
the distinction they have received.

MARS, 1954-REPORT NUMBER I, PART I
By D. P. AVIGLIANO

This report is based on A.L.P.O. observations so far received covering the period
of October 1953. to June 17, 1954. The following observers made this report possible.
The majority of them sent drawings.
OBSERVER

4

INSTRUMENTS

STATIONS

Mr. R. M. Adams
Mr. D. P. Avigliano

4-inch ref r.
8-inch refl., 24-inch refr.*

Mr. Charles F. Capen, Jr.
Mr. Jackson T. Carle
Mr. Thomas R. Cave, Jr...
Mr. Thomas A. Cragg
Mr. Rene Doucet

24-inch refr.* and
9 and 12-inch refls.
8-inch refl.
8 and 12Y2-inch refls.
6-inch refr.**
5-inch ref r.

Mr. Lonzo Dove
Mr. Theodore R. Hake

4-inch refr.
6 and 8-inch refls.

Neosho, Mo.
Sierra Madre, Calif. and
Flagstaff, Ariz.
Flagstaff, Arizona and Las
Cruces, New Mexico
Fresno, California
Long Beach, California
Mt. Wilson, California
Three Rivers, Quebec, '
Canada
Broadway, Virginia
York, Pennsylvania
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HERODOTUS

4,

A LIGHT THAT FAILED
By JAMES C.. BARTLETT, JR.

The entire Aristarchus-Herodotus region is one of the very greatest interest,
and one might spend years there without
exhausting its details. Herodotus itself,
however, has long been considered to be
of little interest, apart from the great
valley which apparently originates within its confines. Webb does not even
mention the crater. Nasmyth and Carpenter merely observe that, "There are
no features about Herodotus of any such
specialty as to call for remark . . . " 1
Goodacre found the floor virtually featureless, though his map shows some light
streaks. Wilkins shows little more — a
ruined ring or shallow depression in the
extreme north; a couple of hillocks and
a little craterlet in the same place; two
light streaks in the south; a small bright
area in the S. W. . . .2 Altogether a dull
object indeed when compared to its brilliant and enigmatic neighbor on the west.
Yet it may be that a more critical
investigation of this crater might result

in a very different picture. As by way
of example we might consider the following:
On the night of June 27, 1950 (all
dates and times by U. T. here and hereafter), T-3, S-4, I was engaged in a
minute examination of Aristarchus with
my little 3.5 in. Newtonian at 100x. As
customary, I drew Herodotus also; but
paid so little attention to the latter that
no mention is made of it in the notes. The
time was 211 30'n and the colongitude was
53.°2. Owing to the circumstance that
I made no written comment on Herodotus, the following facts must be obtained entirely from the drawing. In a
way this is really fortunate, in that it
demonstrates beyond doubt my lack of
interest in the crater on that evening;
this insuring that what I drew was merely
recorded mechanically without any previous ideas to affect judgement. The
drawing itself is clear and precise (Fig.
7), and having in mind certain techniques
I employ in making lunar sketches I am
able to derive the essential facts very
easily. The east inner wall of Herodotus
was in sunlight, and around this colongitude it is quite bright being perhaps 7°
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to 8°. The bowl of the crater was still
filled with black shadow and the conspicuous central peak was fully as bright as
the inner east wall, On a very fine night,
July 27, 1950, T-5, S-7, using the same
telescope and power, at 3h 56111, col.
60 0.56, I found this central peak much
less conspicuous. Of course there is nothing particularly unusual in such a phenomenon, and variations in the intensities of other central peaks, e. g. those of
Theophilus, have been suspected. Perhaps
the only novel feature in this case lies
in the fact that Herodotus does not have
a central peak.
Right at this point—before matters get
any more complicated—the reader should
understand certain facts very clearly; as
they not only have an important bearing
upon the credibility of these observations
but also illustrate the disastrous ease with
which lunar phenomena may pass completely unnoticed, even by experienced
lunar observers. A mere glance at the
wild chaos of the lunar uplands should
convince any reasonable person that it is
humanly impossible to be thoroughly familiar with every aspect of every lunar
feature; yet such knowledge is requisite
to any serious judgement on the subject
of lunar surface changes. Hence the best
we can hope to do is to concentrate on
some few selected objects and to become
thoroughly familiar with them. We are
then in position, with respect to our particular specialities„ to judge whether they
are always the same or not. I have ranged
over the moon for more years than it
would be polite to inquire; but it chanced
that Herodotus was not one of my interests. Of course I knew that Herodotus had no central peak; but I knew
it as something read and forgotten, not
as something important to remember.
Hence when I. first beheld that bright
pseudo-peak it seemed so completely natural that I automatically drew it without
further thought. And hence the reader
may be assured that these observations'
are completely objective because ignorant.
Indeed the original observation made
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Figure 7. Aristarchus-Herodotus
June 27, 1950
212 30m U.T. Col. 53°.2
3.5-inch reflector at 100X
T-3 S-4
James C. Bartlett, Jr.

Figure 8. Aristarchus-Herodotus
July 13, 1954
1h 43m U.T. Col. 590.0
5-inch reflector at 159X
T-2 S-4 to S-2
James C. Bartlett,
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so little impression upon me (concerned
as I was with Aristarchus), that when
I drew Herodotus on August 8, 1950, at
col. 208°.8, and again on August 9,
1950, at col. 221°.0, and saw the sunlit
floor sans any central peak or even
central white spot, I registered that fact
with equal ignorance and objectivity.
It was not until nearly four years later
that the truth suddenly dawned upon
me, and then only by one of those happy
accidents through which knowledge is
so frequently augmented. In the summer
of 1954 I began a minute survey of the
entire Aristarchus-Herodotus region, in
preparation for a future paper calling
attention to certain marked peculiarities
of that interesting area. Accordingly,
Herodotus was to feature prominently
in the new investigation. On July 13,
1954, at lh 43m, col. 59°.0, with a new
5-inch reflector at 150x on an unfavorable night (T-2, S-4 to S-2), a drawing
was secured (Fig. 8) which though deficient in fine detail because of the poor
seeing was good enough to record among
other things three of the dusky wall
bands of Aristarchus. The east wall of
Herodotus was quite bright, and I estimated it to be ai least 8°. The floor of
Herodotus, as may be seen in the drawing, was still in full shadow and it is
evident that there is no central bright
spot of any kind. After finishing this
drawing I sensed that there was something "wrong" in the appearance of Herodotus; when it suddenly occurred to me
that at a similar colongitude in 1950
I had seen a bright central "peak" in the
crater! A hasty research through the
record book soon turned up the observation of June 27, 1950, with which this
chronicle began; and it was then that
I remembered what I should have remembered four years earlier, namely, that
Herodotus has no central peak. Ergo,
what I had seen on June 27, 1950, and
again on July 27, 1950, had been something decidedly abnormal-or, as some
might say, "impossible".
Why I should have recalled that par-

ticular 1950 observation I do not know;
for on backtracking through the record
book I found a still earlier observation
of November 3, 1949, at 1h 06m, col.
57°.37, 3.5 in. reflector at 100x, in which
an apparent central peak was also recorded. On that occasion I had noticed
Herodotus sufficiently to make a brief
note to the effect that the floor was very
dark and the rim very bright. Nothing
was said of the apparent bright peak;
but, as in the June observation of 1950,
it is clearly drawn. Following the 1949
observation there came a long series devoted almost exclusively to Grimaldi, and
the next figure of Herodotus is the one
of June 27, 1950. On July 2, 1950, at
7h 15m, col. 116.°56, Herodotus is again
depicted with the note that the floor
"is extraordinarily dark and appeared
sensibly black". There is no central bright
spot, the absence of which I blithely
recorded in the drawing without noticing
anything strange in this circumstance.
The next observation in order is that of
July 27, 1950, in which an apparent
central peak is again shown. On July 29,
1950, at col. 85°.83, the floor of Herodotus is depicted as being very dark; and,
- as in the observation of July 2, there is no
central bright spot, the absence of which
again failed to impress me. On July 30,
1950, the appearance is the same and
I merely noted that "the floor of Herodotus continues to be extremely dark".
There then followed five more observations of Aristarchus, in which Herodotus
figured incidentally, as follows: August
6, 1950 at 6" 21m, col. 183°.76; August
7, 1950 at 5" 56m, col. 195°.77; August
8, 1950 at 7" 35m, col. 208°.84; August
9, 1950 at 7h 31m, col. 221°.04; August
28, 1950 at 4h 25m, col. 91°.63. In none
of these observations did the pseudo
central peak appear, though I find occasional notes on the floor color and intensity of Herodotus indicating that some
attention had been paid to the crater.
After this, obervations of Aristarchusand therefore of Herodotus-were discontinued until the present time.
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Thus in eleven observations I had seen
this central bright spot only three times,
a sufficient indication that it is not a
constant feature of Herodotus. Why its
earlier absence had failed to impress me
while four years later it did, I must leave
to the psychologists to explain. Perhaps
because in the summer of 1954 I had
become as much interested in Herodotus
as in Aristarchus, whereas in 1949-50
Herodotus was only of incidental interest
and beyond mechanically registering what
I saw in the crater I gave it no thought.
What makes this case unique is the
nature of the spot. It is nothing unusual
to find faint white spots here and there
which occasionally become invisible. Plato is a good example and Grimaldi is
notorious. But the Herodotus spot was not
faint, at least not when I saw it on June
27, 1950. It was so bright that I equated
it with the bright east wall at sunrise
and naturally enough mistook it for a
sunlit central peak, or central mountain
mass.
It was not a reflection. There can be
no question here of reflection from the
brilliant east inner wall; for there is certainly no elevation in the center of the
floor to catch it. The spot, therefore, must
have been on the floor; and in order to
have become as bright as the sunlit east
wall it must have been self-luminous. I see
no other explanation. It was not a volcanic eruption. Improbable as such an
eruption would be in the first place, it is
certain that it would leave discernible
traces behind it. The floor is quite unmarked at the site of the spot.
It was not an impact flare. Referring
to the observation of November 3, 1949,
it is found that 27 minutes were consumed in the observation. During this period it is certain that the pseudo central
peak remained steadily visible. Had there
been any marked variation in its intensity during such an interval I could
scarcely have failed to notice it. Moreover, because of the vacuum-like tenuity
of the lunar air, any incandescent body
on the moon would lose most of its light
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almost instantly—unless immensely large.
But a mass great enough to remain at
incandescent heat for nearly a half-hour
would also have profoundly altered the
surface at the point of impact. In fact
it would probably have destroyed Herodotus altogether!
Was I simply deluded after all? If so,
then I was deluded on three separate
occasions in the same way. And if deluded, then by what?
The question here resolves itself into
another one. Has any one else recorded
a bright central spot of any kind in
Herodotus?
In order to answer this question I had
recourse to several of the older authorities
dating back to Webb but not earlier.
Webb had nothing whatever to say of
Herodotus. Neison declared that, "on the
floor, though a small ridge lies under
the west wall, neither craterlets nor central mountain are visible".3 Most of his
section is devoted rather to the environs
of Herodotus than to the crater itself.
Elger, like Neison, gives most of his attention to accessory objects such as Schroeter's Valley and • merely remarks on
"the very dusky floor" of Herodotus.4
His map, like Neison's, shows the floor
devoid+ of any central spot and indeed
of any detail whatever. Nasmyth and
Carpenter dismiss Herodotus with very
few negative words as we have already
learned. Goodacre found the floor featureless. In several modern handbooks
Herodotus is not even mentioned! Olcott
and Putnam content themselves with two
lines, in which the only information given
of Herodotus is that it is 24 miles in
diameter.5 Moore, taking four lines, states
that, "Herodotus is chiefly notable on
account of the celebrated valley which
starts from inside it".6
From all of which it may be gathered
that nothing very exciting has ever been
recorded of this crater. There is a unanimity of opinion that, apart from the
great valley, Herodotus is thoroughly
dull. Thus in the limited researches undertaken there has not been found a sin-
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gle observation to sustain the writer's
report of a bright central spot in Herodotus.
Excepting one.
On the night of March 30, 1950, Dr.
H. P. Wilkins, the eminent British lunar
authority, was examining the AristarchusHerodotus region with his 151/4-inch reflector. The view was shortly after sunrise, with the floors of both craters still
about half in shadow. In the center of the
floor of Herodotus, precisely where some
three months later in the same year I
saw a bright pseudo-peak with the floor
wholly in shadow, Dr. Wilkins recorded
a large, oval bright spot. You will find
his drawing reproduced in Moore's recent and excellent book on the moon.?
In a personal and delightful conversation with Dr. Wilkins, he assured me that
any such spot he may have drawn was
actually there, a fact that is hardly open
to doubt. Although at the moment he
did not recall the circumstances of that
particular observation, he did remark
that the bright spot was a surface marking.
We may now notice a significant fact.
In Wilkins' drawing, this central bright
spot is cut off by the shadow of the west
wall. In other words it was then—March
of 1950—not sufficiently luminous to be
detected within the shadow. In June of
the same year it was so bright that I saw
it while the floor of Herodotus was completely in shadow. There can scarcely be
any inference other than that between
March and June of 1950 this enigmatic
spot greatly increased in intensity, and
indeed must have become self-luminous
—though not necessarily because of incandescence.
We may now summarize our knowledge of this surprising feature as follows:
1. There is no reference to such a spot
to be found in the authorities consulted,
who all agree upon the featureless character of the floor of Herodotus.
2. It was first noticed by the writer
in November, 1949.
3. It was independently seen by Wil-

Figure 9. Herodotus
Sept. 10, 1954
2h 007n U.T. Col. 59°.9
6-inch reflector at 220X
S-3 to S-4 T-4
E. J. Reese

Figure 10. Herodotus
July 25, 1954
9h 20m U.T. Col. 209°.4
6-inch reflector at 240X
S-6 T-4
E. J. Reese
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kins in March of 1950.
4. It has not been seen by the writer
since July 27, 1950.
5. It is not visible today.
In order to make certain of point 5,
having in mind superior seeing conditions and/or equipment at other stations,
I solicited the aid of Professor Haas, Mr.
Reese, and Mr. Rosebrugh. These observers, all of whom are men of experience and integrity, were asked merely
to observe Herodotus at colongitudes
which would most nearly reproduce the
conditions of March 30 and June 27,
1950; and to record every detail they
saw within the crater. Naturally no hint
was given as to what they were to look
for, and none of them realized that it
was the absence of something which their
researches were to demonstrate.
All three generously responded and all
three made detailed drawings and notes,
all of which show- that there is nothing
presently visible on the central floor of
Herodotus to account for the strange
bright spot observed by Dr. Wilkins and
this observer. Two views of Herodotus
by Reese, one under morning illumination, the other under evening illumination
(Figs. 9 and 10), may be taken as typical
of what was generally reported. In addition to the observations of Haas, Rosebrugh, and Reese, I was also able to
consult photostatic copies of a number
of drawings of Herodotus at various colongitudes made by Mr. Hill, lunarian
of the British Astronomical Association;
and several sketches by Mr. Frank Suler
of Richmond, Texas. This material I had
on loan of Professor Haas. A valuable
aspect of the Hill pictures is that they
cover an earlier period, namely 1946,
which was nevertheless near in time to
1949 when I first noticed the Herodotus
central bright spot. The Hill pictures are
for December, 1946, and run from colongitudes 56° to 205°.5. In none of them
is there any evidence of a bright central
spot, with the doubtful exception of the
one for Dec. 7, 1946, col. 80°, in which
an elongated bright spot appears on the

floor of Herodotus and appears to run
from the W.N.W. wall S.E. across the
floor to the center. However, this feature
does not occupy the proper position, nor
is it oriented properly, to qualify for
identity with the central spot of June
27, 1950. In this connection it is of interest to quote from a letter to the writer
written by Mr. Reese. When Mr. Reese
sent this letter he had just completed
his last Herodotus observation and did
not know just what it was. I had been
investigating. Hence the following is of
unusual coincidence: "On March 30, 1950
Dr. H. P. Wilkins saw a bright spot in
the center of the floor while using a 151/4inch reflector. I suspect that the spot was
either transient or else Wilkins misplaced
a bright spot normally visible somewhat
to the south". Mr. Reese did not suspect
that it was the disappearance of that
bright spot which was the cause of his
observations!
Reference to the "normally visible" spot
refers to a spot which has long been
known, and which lies at the southern
end of the crater a little S.W. This spot
was carefully studied by Mr. Rosebrugh,
who may have suspected that I was
interested in it, and shows on the drawings of Rosebrugh, Reese, and Haas. I
have also seen it many times. In my
judgement it is very unlikely that, this
spot could have been misplaced to the
extent implied. Wilkins shows very clearly
that his spot of March 30, 1950, was most
certainly in the center of the floor and
far removed from this S.W. spot. So I
saw it also. Moreover, so far as I am
aware, this S.W. spot is entirely normal
and has never been seen within the shadow. The fact that the central spot of June
27, 1950, shone out like a brilliant mountain top while in full shadow points to
its very abnormal nature . . . whatever
its nature may have been.
In passing it may be remarked that
Walter H. Haas, while engaged in observing Herodotus for the writer, quite
fortuitously witnessed a most peculiar behavior of the shadow on a certain part
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of the floor; which suggests that a little
closer attention might be paid to this
crater—but that is another story.
Meanwhile if any one can tell me what
has become of the brilliant central spot
of June 27, 1950, I shall be glad to hear
from him. Does anything ever happen
on the moon?
Ask of Herodotus!
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BOOK REVIEW
By WILLIAM E. SHAWCROSS

ESSAYS IN SCIENCE
BY ALBERT EINSTEIN

Philosophical Library, New York, 1934,
114 pp., 6 sketches
$2.75
Dr. Albert Einstein is one of the world's
leading theoretical physicists and a very
prolific writer on,. this subject, as well as
many others. ESSAYS IN SCIENCE is
an abridged version of his larger volume,
THE WORLD AS I SEE IT, and includes all of the papers concerning scientific subjects. Omitted are his writings
on such subjects as Pacifism, Judaism,
Germany, Politics, and other like topics.
The publisher's preface states the object
of the book to be the presentation of some
of Dr. Einstein's papers dealing with

scientific subjects for the general reader.
In this the publisher has been eminently
successful.
This small book contains papers falling
roughly into four categories. The class
represented by the first paper, "Principles
of Research", concerns itself with the
general philosophy of science and the
scientist. In the same vein we also have
a short paper "On Scientific Truth".
Next we find a group of biographical
appreciations of great scientists, past and
present, and the problems in physics
which they faced and solved. Composing
this group are "Johannes Kepler" and
"Niels Bohr". Newton and Maxwell are
also represented, but the papers on these
men fall, in the main, into another category. Two of the papers, "The Cause of
the Formation of Meanders" and "The
Flettner Ship" make up the group of
writings in this volume which popularize
a branch of physics not directly connected with relativity.
The major portion of the book consists
of papers on the theory of relativity;
the reasons for the need of such a theory,
its history and development, and some
of the ideas and implications of the
theory. The topics "The Mechanics of
Newton" and "Clerk Maxwell's Influence" give the background of developments which led to the special theory,
and later the general theory, of relativity.
"Address at Columbia University", "On
the Theory of Relativity", "Theoretical
Physics" and "Inaugural Address" serve
to point up the development of the theory.
A good explanation of why the special
theory preceded the general theory is
given in the "Address at Columbia University", a point which may puzzle some
readers. Finally, "What Is the Theory of
Relativity?", "The Problem of Space",
"The General Theory of Relativity" and
"Relativity and the Ether" give us a
fairly simple idea of the true nature of
the theory and of the ground it tries to
cover. There is little in the way of mathematics in this book, and what there is
can be readily understood. This, cornPage 97
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bined with Dr. Einstein's typical conciseness and clarity, make this a book from
which the reader can gain something
more than a sense of confusion!
If any scientist's name is a household
word, it is undoubtedly that of Albert
Einstein. Few writers in the field of theoretical physics have managed to get
across their points as well as the author
does here. And even fewer of these
writers have formulated the theories
which they discuss. Many of you are
doubtless familiar with the classic, EVOLUTION OF PHYSICS, co-authored by
Einstein and Infeld, which is now in its
thirteenth printing—a good indication of
the popularity of the man who is now at
Princeton's Institute of Advanced Study
continuing his great work.
Above all, however, this collection of
writings gives a clear insight into the
fundamental basis and philosophy of
physical science. Physics has been defined
as "that branch of human endeaVor which
has as its goal the complete description
of the entire material universe". Dr. Einstein has, perhaps more than any other
man since Newton, done the most to extend and generalize that description—to
present it in as few terms as possible. Here
we have the man who can speak with
authority, and who does so in an easily
understood manner in this little volume
of his most interesting papers.

BOOK REVIEW
BY JAMES C. BARTLETT, JR.

PERCEPTUALISTIC THEORY OF
KNOWLEDGE, by Peter Fireman, Ph.
D.; Philosophical Library, New York;
1954; 50 pages
$2.75
The complete evaluation of this slim
little volume belongs to the professional
philosophers, who alone will know how
to appraise the author's arguments as
they are related to technical competence;
but for the lay reader it is sufficient to
notice that the whole point of this work
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may be summed up very simply: Because
we perceive, we know.
In the Prologue, Dr. Fireman states it
this way: "For all knowledge begins with
accurate perception". We are then introduced to two technical terms which bulk
largely in the pages which follow, the
percept and the repercept. The percept,
we learn, is the product of a perception;
while a repercept is a perception retained in the memory. Our author suggests that the word repercept be substituted for the word idea.
The theory that a perception retained
by the memory is the same thing as an
idea is certainly a novelty, and one may
question whether such a definition can
be stretched to cover all classes of ideas.
Insofar as a simple idea may correspond
to a simple memory image, or to a picture
constructed of such images, the validity
of the reasoning may be granted. But
how are we to accommodate it to that
process of thinking whereby pure abstractions or idealizations are employed
to construct what is commonly understood by "ideas" ?
The author's approach to a theory of
knowledge will be received differently
by those of different philosophical prejudices., The Idealists for instance, may
complain of insufficient recognition of
the noumenon behind the phenomenon;
of a tendency to ignore the Deus ex machina in constructing a theory of thinking. The Mystics may deny the validity
of the major premise, namely, that all
knowledge comes first through perception.
The Sensationalists may question whether
sensible contact with an external object
may be compared to awareness of inner
modes. Yet Dr. Fireman has something
for all, and his book should certainly
stimulate to thought if it does nothing
else.
Perceptulistic Theory of Knowledge is
easy to read in one sense, difficult in
another. On the credit side one must
mention the clear and restful typography
and the subdivision of the book into
numerous short sections which make for
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easier mental digestion. One may here
also commend the author for resisting
the temptation, so common to philosophers, of expanding a simple idea into
a prodigious tome that is weighty by
reason of sheer mass alone.
But having said so much one must also
notice a tendency in. the author to wander
far afield in those sections in which he
culls examples from many disciplines to
illustrate his theories. The effect is sometimes bewildering, and one is left wondering if he is reading a treatise on knowledge or an elementary introduction to
chemistry, physics, mathematics, general
science, and so on. One may also wonder
if personal bias played any part in the
selection of the examples, as in the section on Analytic Mode of Thinking.
In this section the concept of Justice
is treated not as an abstraction, but as a
concept largely related to economic relations and reads like a page from Das
Kapital. I am sure that it would be news
to several tycoons of my acquaintance
to learn that modern labor is "driven
by the compulsion of dire necessity to
accept whatever wages they can get".
Such prejudices, which ignore the facts
of modern economics, may do very well
in a political campaign but seem rather
inappropriate to an objective philosophical work.
Perceptualistic Theory of Knowledge
presents a basically simple idea in simple
language, which should be attractive to
the reader without technical philosophical
learning. Despite some wandering here
and there the book hangs together and
is provocative of thought, whether one
agrees with the author's premise or not.

OBSERVATIONS AND
COMMENTS
Colored Lunar Area Near Cleostratus.
Mr. Alika K. Herring writes that on
May 16, 1954 from 4h Om to 4h 451n,
U. T., colongitude 71°.4 to 71°.8, he

observed in his 8-inch reflector a distinct
bluish black coloration on the terminator
east of Pythagoras. As nearly as he could
determine, the coloration was either in
the area between Cleostratus and the
adjoining crater to its north or on the
north wall of Cleostratus, which lies on
Section XVI of the Wilkins map. Suspecting that the color might be in his
eyepiece, Mr. Herring looked for a similar effect in adjacent craters but found
nothing. For the same reason it cannot
be due to atmospheric dispersion. He
states: "The color was very distinctly
bluish black, with a sheen resembling
gun metal and was limited very sharply
to this one particular area ... Nothing
else along' the entire terminator showed
any similar coloration." To our knowledge no such color has previously been
observed at this lunar position, and we
invite A.L.P.O. lunarians to watch for
its possible reappearance in the future.
Kepler. This crater was observed by
R. M. Adams with a 4.3-inch refractor
on May 14, 1954 at colongitude 59°.1
and by F. J. Kelly with a 4-inch refractor
on November 17, 1953 at 49°.3. Adams
drew a large low mound near the foot
of the northwest inner wall, which
mound is probably shown by Kelly in a
somewhat d if f e r en t position. Kelly
further drew a curved line of shadow
running south from the small central
peak. It must be the shadow of a ridge,
a fault, or a cleft but is absent from maps
and should hence be looked for.
Apparent Lunar Natural Bridges or
Arches Near Aristotle, Burg, and Torricelli. On pg. 45 of our March-April, 1954
issue we spoke of observations by A. C.
Larrieu and R. L. Jernigan,. Jr. of a
possible natural lunar bridge or tunnelon the west wall of Aristotle. Their work
was the more interesting because of current keen interest in the O'Neill Bridge
on the east shore of the Mare Crisium.
However, Mr. Larrieu could see nothing
of the sort in Aristotle on May 8, 1954;
and Mr. Jernigan satisfied himself in
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the same month that he had been misled
by a large protuberance near the foot of
the west inner wall. Certainly this experience emphasizes that one must be
very • careful in interpreting lunar topography. It is very important to examine
an object under different solar lightings
and with different librations as well if
it is near the limb. This caution must
apply, we fear, to an apparent bridge
near the lunar crater Burg observed and
drawn by Mr. Jernigan on June 7, 1954
at 340°.0 with a 6-inch reflector at 360X.
This "bridge" is drawn to be in line with
the long cleft running east-southeast
from the east wall of Burg and perhaps
two diameters of Burg away from the
east wall. Mr. Jernigan draws it to lie
across a wide valley between two
branches of a small mountain range.
Finally, this same observer on July 6,
1954 at 334°.3 drew the outer shadow
east of Torricelli to be split into two
separated long fingers. We may have a
better case for a bridge or arch here
because Molesworth many years ago
observed a bright line in the outer shadow of Torricelli and imputed it to a fissure in the wall (pg. 83 of Goodacre's
Moon). Mr. Jernigan also calls attention
to a curious-shaped lunar formation several diameters southeast of Torricelli.
Theophilus. We have received drawings of this imposing crater from L. B.
Abbey, Jr. of Decatur, Georgia on June
7 and 8, 1954 at 338°.2 and 351°.1 respectively with a 6-inch reflector and
from R. L. Jernigan, Jr. of San Antonio,
Texas on June 7, 1954 at 339°.4 with a
6-inch reflector. The central mountains
show a complicated structure and were
compared by Mr. Jernigan to "balloons
on a stick." Many years ago W. H.
Pickering carried out a study of these
peaks and reported it in "The Snow
Peaks of Theophilus," Popular Astronomy, Volume 25, pg. 149, 1917. On June
8 Mr. Abbey observed several rows of
craters on the west inner wall. These
crater-rows can be found in many difPage 100

ferent places on the moon and would
appear- to be most difficult to explain on
the meteoritic impact theory of the origin
of the lunar surface formations.
Atlas. This ring-plain has long been
a favorite of active lunarians. We have
on hand a drawing by Mr. J. E. Westfall
on January 9, 1954' at 323°.4 with a
4-inch refractor and one by Mr. P. W.
Budine with a 3.5-inch reflector on April
21, 1954 at 126°.9. Thus Mr. Westfall
observed very soon after sunrise; Mr.
Budine, soon before sunset. Several bands
of shadow on Mr. Westfall's drawing may
coincide in position with known clefts on
the floor—if so, very creditable performance for a 4-inch telescope. Mr. Budine's
drawing shows, among other features,
two small craters, of which the eastern
is much the smaller, near the foot of the
south inner wall; these must lie in the
conspicuous dark area in the southern
part of the floor under higher lighting.
Budine observed the west outer wall of
Atlas to be wide, brilliant, and terraced.
Plato. In this discussion we shall
adopt the nomenclature of E. J. Reese's
chart on pg. 5 of our• January, 1952 issue.
W. F. Barber, Jr. of Atlanta, Georgia
has reported some curious observations
of Plato with 6-inch and 3.5-inch reflectors. He saw a white spot near the
foot of the southeast inner wall from
3h 1.5m to 3h 35m on August 11, 19.54 at
colongitude 54°.3, the spot being visible
both with and without an amber filter.
A drawing shows the spot to lie a little
south of Spot C. Perhaps • it actually is
C, for the observation was made with
only 35X; but if so, it is surprising that
no other spots were seen on the floor
since C is usually less conspicuous than
Spot A. Mr. Barber observed the spot
again on August 12 near colongitude 66°
and on August 13 near 78°. It will be interesting to hear whether other A.L.P.O.
members observed Plato on any of these
dates and whether they saw anything
unusual in the southeast part of the floor.
Alika K. Herring of South Gate, Calif.
has submitted excellent drawings of Plato
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on May 11, 1954, at 100.9, on June 11
at 290.4, and on July 10 at 23°.6, employing an 8-inch reflector at powers of
309X to 588X. He clearly saw four craterlets as such, A, C, and the twins D;
the twins were very clearly separated,
creditable performance for an aperture of
8 inches. On June 11 a hillock was observed near the edge of the shadow of the
west wall, and on that date the diffuse
Spot B was seen with difficulty. Under
the very low lighting prevailing on May
11 C and the twins D were seen to have
very broad outer walls. On June 11 and
July 10 the whitish triangular sector in
the southeastern part of the floor was
readily visible. The separation of the
twins D is an excellent test of resolving
power.
Peirce and Peirce A. D. P. Avigliano
made an extensive series of observations
of these two craters in April, 1953 with
6-inch and 8-inch reflectors. These craters
may be found on the surface of the Mare
Crisium on Section XII of the Wilkins
map, Peirce A being the smaller and
more northern of the two. Mr. Avigliano
observed from soon after lunar sunrise on
these objects at colongitude 307°.7 on
April 17 (U. T. as usual) to past lunar
noon at colongitude 940.0 on April 29.
We remind our newer readers that colongitude is the lunar eastern longitude
of the sunrise terminator. It measures
the solar illumination of a given lunar
area and is roughly indicative of phase,
being 270° at new moon, 0° at first
quarter, 90° at full moon, and 180° at
last quarter, on the average. Under low
morning lighting Mr. Avigliano saw
Peirce as a crater with a dusky interior
and a raised rim, deep enough to be
about one-half full of shadow on April
18, 1953 at colongitude 3207.1. On April
19 and 21 Peirce exhibited a small central
peak, a deep crater in the southwest part
of the floor, and some detail on the north-

east rim. Peirce A is so remarkably deep
that it was still almost half full of shadow
on April 21 at 357°.1. By this time each
crater was surrounded by a darker area,
and a bright ray from Proclus came
between the two. By April 25 at 46°.6
the craters were seen as white spots only,
and on April 29 at 94°.0 Peirce A was
invisible. In a similar fashion the true
outlines of the twin craters Messier and
W. H. Pickering are impossible to trace
under high lighting.
Possible Fault Near Tycho. On November 15, 1953 at colongitude 25°.6
Mr. Howard G. Allen of Coatesville,
Penna. with a 6-inch reflector observed a
black line of shadow running southwest
from Tycho H and, after a break, connecting to the north rim of Tycho. He
wonders whether we may here have a
geological fault similar to the Straight
Wall. This Tycho object is not shown
on the Wilkins map, and it should hence
be looked for. The best times will be near
colongitude 20° in the morning and near
180° in the evening. Tycho and H are
on Section XXIII of the Wilkins map.
Pico. Mr. Allen drew this famous
mountain, located south of Plato on Section XV of the Wilkins map, on July
17, 1954 at 109°.3 with his 6-inch reflector at 180X and 300X and fairly good
seeing. The lighting being near noon, the
shape of Pico differed greatly from that
on maps and on low-lighting photographs.
Walter H. Haas had this same experience
when studying Pico with a 6-inch reflector and a 10-inch refractor in 1938.
Mr. Allen drew a round, bright spot in,
the west central part of Pico and compared it in sharpness and brightness to
Spot C in the southeastern part of the
floor of Plato. He conjectures that this
Pico spot is, like C, a craterlet. Haas
drew it as a spot on April 14 and June
14, 1938 at colongitudes 76°.5 and 105°.5
respectively.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Concerning This Issue. Readers will observe a number of changes in the
format of this issue of The Strolling Astronomer as compared to immediately
preceding issues. These have been made with the objective of reducing costs.
Like many other astronomical projects, The Strolling Astronomer operates on a
very limited budget; and the extreme. lateness of recent issues has been due
in part to financial difficulties. We hope and think that the changes made
have been accomplished without any decrease in the quality of our periodical,
either in the clarity of the illustrations or in the amount of material published. We shall be glad to hear from you, our readers, how you'like our"new
face".
We might mention that it will obviously be some time before the mailing
of The Strolling Astronomer can be brought back into step with the calendar
months. We assure both old and new readers that in spite of this regrettable situation every subscriber will eventually receive that number of issues
for which he has paid.
Reutlinper Sternenbote. Such is the title of a German publication with
which we have recently begun to exchange. We are sure that A.L.P.O. members
able to manage German will find much enjoyable and instructive reading therein.
The July-September, 1954 issue (Volume 5, Nos. 7 - 9) contains 24 pages of text
of about the same size as those in The Strolling Astronomer and a cover picture
of the partially eclipsed sun on June 30, 1954, taken by Yr. J.-Herrmann with
the 7-inch reflector at the Reutlingen Observatory. Among the -articles in
this issue are ones upon the Zeiss Planetarium in the service of archeology,
halos around the sun and the moon, the determination of stellar diameters from
luminosity and temperature, the building of the Reutlingen Observatory, and
the asteroid Hermes. Interested persona should write to Astronomische Station Reutlingen, 14 b Reutlingen, BlUcherstrasse 18, Voikssternwarte, Germany.
Important Paper on the Origin of Lunar Craters. We take pleasure in
directing attention to a monograph with the title "FormaciOn de los crgteres
lunares" published in No. 234 of the Spanish journal Urania in 1953. The
author is Er. A. Paluzie-Borrell of Barcelona, one of our A.L.P.O. members and
contributors. In what may truly be called a definitive treatment of work up
to now on the problem of the origin of the lunar features, Mr. Paluzie in 78
pages discusses comprehensively all the different theories, 11 figures clarifying the presentation. The bibliography of 177 items will alone be of the greatest value to all students of the intriguing and controversial question of how
the lunar surface was molded to its present form. Mr. Paluzie's paper is, of
course, in Spanish. Might it be possible to translate this treatise into English and to arrange at least a limited distribution?
THE EVIDENCE FOR SATURN'S RING D
by Thomas A. Gregg
. Several people in recent years have reported seeing a faint dusky ring
outside the normal confines of Saturn's rings. Since there has been more and
more concern recently regarding the "new" feature, it was felt necessary to
write a paper concerning it. At the suggestion of Walter H. Haas, Director
of the A.L.P.O., the "new" feature will be referred to as "Ring D".
First, it should be mentioned that the region containing Ring D is still
within the Rochg 'Limit, using his formula:
L
2.4554R
where: L = Roche Limit
R = radius of planet.
The history of this feature reveals that it is not new. According to R.
Baurral this feature was first observed by M.G. Fournier at the Jarry-Desloges Observatory on September 5, 1907. Fournier again observed it on SeptPage 102
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be given. The longitude of the spot or marking can be determined by the precepts set forth in the article, "For the Beginner: The Computing of Central
Meridian", published in the July 1953 issue of The Str9iling. Astronomer. If
the observer is unable to reduce his
to longitudes, he should
send the times of his transits to the Recorder, who will then do the reduction.
However, the observer is urged,when at all: possible, to reduce his own,observations.
Please include transit observations in your observing program for the current
1954-55 Jovian apparition.
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OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Linng. The 'mall and difficult.'craterlet inside the white area has recently
been observed well by D. P Avigliano (Figure 14) and Thomas Cragg., Mr.
Avigliano says of bis observation: "The craterlet was seen easily -and for

Figure 14. Linn6.
D.P. Avigliano.
12-inch Zeiss refractor,
3001. (Griffith Observatory).
Wratten No. 15 (yellow)
Filter employed.
August 17, 1954. 6 hrs.,30 minE.7.4.°7":
Oolong. 129°.0.

seconds at a time. It held a thin black crescent shadow. This is the earliest
evening illumination that I have ever seen the craterlet shadowed. The appearance of the craterlet was similar to other larger craters in the general area;
at this lighting it appeared as a miniature rimmed and floored crater. The
general appearance and position of the eraterlet, its size and the shadow it held
were confirmed with certainty by Thomas A. Gregg who was also observing. The
position of the craterlet at this observation was definitely to the N.W. of the
center of the white spot, more to the W. than to the N. The craterlet's rim was
bright. The Wratten No.15 (yellow) filter improved the clarity of the finer
details." We rfmnrk in passing that many lunar observers find a yellow filter
or a neutral-tinted filter very helpful because it reduces the glare of the moon.
Mr. Cragg's observation was with a 12-inch reflector at 4201 on September 5, 1954
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at 3 hrs., 15 mins., U.T.,the colongitudc being 359°.6. Thus only a day from
the sunrise terminator, the Linnd crater was almost full of shadow and had a
diameter, more than half that of the surrounding diffuse white area. Cragg re—
marked that the crater had a very obvious lip—like rim and a deep, concave bottom.
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Figure 15
U."".
Ficcolontini. 19 53 Set. 2.4, 23'`40'
2O.G. x +00.

(Cambridge Obsereateiy)

Patrick Moore, F.R.AG.

Piccolomini and Large Telescopes. Figure 15 shows the appearance of the
walled plain Piccolomini to an experienced lunar observer employing a large
telescope. 'During the last few years Dr. H.P. Wilkins and L. Patrick Moore
have had occasional access to the Meudon Observatory 33—inch refractor and to
the Cambridge Observatory 25—inch refractor and 30—inch reflector. : They have
been more than pleaSed with the lunar scenes revealed by these giant telescopes;
they have in fact discovered hundreds of previously unmapped craterlets, hills,
clefts, etc. quite beyond the grasp of ordinary—sized telescopes. They emphasize
that these large telescopes performed so superbly even when conditions were only
moderately favorable. A number of the drawings made by Wilkins and Moore with
the Yeudon 33—inch appear in Dr. Wilkins' Our Moon, which was reviewed in the
March—April 1954 issue of this periodical. Would it not be most excellent if
at least one American observatory could occasionally grant a few hours of a large
telescope's time to advanced amateurs for lunar and planetary work? We realize,
of course, that professional astronomers work on an exacting schedule and must use
every hour of clear sky to best advantage. But might not a rare exception be made?
Figure 15 shows Piccolomini under late afternoon lighting with shadow advancing
down the east inner wall. Its appearance here may be compared to its aspect on
Section IX of the Wilkins map. Yr. Moore's drawing is somewhat stylized; the
ovals are hillocks, and the ovals with dots in the center are crater—cones.
Page 123
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The fortunate possessors of large telescopes willsurely enjoy trying to confirm
the features shown. We Mighrt-hote tbatthis drawing Shows nothing of a dark
Streak or cleft on the 11454r-.of'-Pidcolomini.„ a feature which received some attentiOnin:the press:An 1954 as a supposedly new, lunar object.
Mer enius. To those persons-who may..not-be able to use a 25-inch telescope
•
for their lunar looking, we suggest that Figure 16 should be both an inspiration
and an example, Mersenius is a walled
plain an the east shore of the Mare
Humorum and may be found on Section XX of
the Wilkins map. The detail seen by Mr..
Reese with only a 6-inch telescope is a
great tribute to the excellence of his
optics and to the skill'which he has
acquired through long years of active observing. Nt. Reese says of this drawings
"On the floor were seen six oraterlets,
five hills, a curving whitish streak to
the south, and a thread-like white streak
west of center. The thread-like streak
may be a cleft, however no shadow was seen
except for a small isolated patch on the
southeast• side of the white streak. The
east edge of the floor appeared very dark
- almost black in two places". The
"thread-like streak" Bay be identical with
a cleft shown in approximately the same
position on the Wilkins map. The extreme
darkness of the east edge of the floor
under morning lighting suggests that the
floor of Mersenius is convex, a similar
aspect being visible in many other lunar
craters.

An Occultation of a Star a Vesta.
Mr. Chalmers Myers of Terminal Island,
Calif. has reported an observation with his 10-inch reflector of the occultation
of the star B.D.H1-19° 945, of stellar magnitude 9.1, by the asteroid Vesta on
December 22, 1954. The observers were Charles W. Dayton, John G. Dayton, Jr.,
John G. Dayton, Sr., Frank Daley and Chalmers Myers. At the request of Mr.
Thomas Gregg, they attempted to determine how long the star was hidden by the
asteroid. First contact of the asteroid with the star was obserVed to occur
at 5 hrs., 57 mins., 30 secs., U.T4 Vesta "broke away" froM the star at 6 hrs.,
0 mins., 40 secs., U.T. Imperfect seeing and dew forming on the flat hampered
:the observation. Noting that Vesta-.of approximate stellar magnitude 7.1 on
'December 22 was two magnitudes brighter than the star, the Editor would think
that accurate times would have been difficult to estimate. If others observed
this occultation, it will be interesting to compare their times with those of
Mr. Myers and his associates.
Dirt, Plato, and Cavelerius. These lunar objects have been obserVed by one
of our newer members, Mt. Jack Eastman of Manhattan Beach, Calif. His telescope is a 6-inch reflector, usually employed at 140X or 210X. On the east
:inner well of Birt Mr. Eastman has seen three dusky well bands, hence one more
:than Mr. Moore mentions in his Guide to the Moon. Dirt is readily identified
as a deep crater 11 miles in diameter and just east of the famous Straight
On December 9, 1954 at colongitude 770.4 Mr. Eastman suspected two dark bands
:on the southeast inner wall of Cavelerius, a ring-plain just north of the giant
. plain Hevel on Section XIX of the Wilkins map. These lunar wall bands must
indeed be rather numerous. A view of Plato under poor conditions on December 9,
1954 showed nothing unexpected. This observer has found yellow and gre6'i filters
Page 124.
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helpful for reducing glare in his studies of the moon.

Figure 17. Walter.
Frank J. Kelly.
June 10, 1954. 1 hr., 30 mins.,U.T.
4-inch refractor. 150X.
Seeing fairly good. Sky clear.
Colongitude 15°.6.

(
611"
4.). it
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Walter. There are, alas, lunarians who lack both 25-inch refractors and Mr.
Reese's talent for observing and drawing. Therefore, we should like to present here as Figure 17 a drawing by Mr. Frank J. Kelly, a comparatively new
lunar observer, with a 4-inch telescope. Walter is a giant welled enclosure
on Section VIII of the Wilkins map. Mr. Kelly writes: "It was my impression
that the trio of large craters were part of a triangular shaped hill which
was at its highest point at the corner which faced the center of the ringed
plain". Our readers might check on this impression; it will be best to study
Walter both under morning lighting (soon after First Quarter) and under evening
lighting (soon before Last Quarter). Mr. Kelly's triangular hill is shown
rather well on Section VIII of Goodacre's map of the moon.
Aristarchus, Herodotus, and Schroeterls Valley. Mr. Frank Suler of Richm8nd,
Texas drew Herodotus and Schroeter's Valley on July13, 1954 at colongitude 60 .2
and drew Aristarchus and Herodotus on September 11, 1954 at 72°.8. He employed
a 5-inch reflector at 210X. Neither view showed him the slightest sign of Dr.
Bartlett's pseudo-peak in the center of Herodotus (refer to our July-August,1954
issue). Detail in Aristarchus on September 11 included two dark bands on the
east inner wall, a third band on the north inner wall, the central peak, a crater
on the southeast rim, and a dusky border at the north edge of the floor. Mr.
Suler draws the three dark bands mentioned to widen from the foot of the inner
wslT to the rim of Aristarchus.
Hercules D. Such is the name of the largest crater on the floor of the ringplain Hercules. We mentioned on page 43 of the March-April, 1954 Strolling
Astronomer that O.C. Ranck once drew two white spots, perhaps peaks,within Hercules
D. Attempting tooconfirm these markings, HowardG.
G. Allen drew D on July 17,1954
at colongitude 110 .2 and on July 18, 1954 at 122°.4. He employed a 6-inch Cave
reflector at 300X. Sunset shadow filled about one-fourth of Hercules D on July
18. Mr. Allen was unable to confirm Mr. Ranch's two white spots._ ,He did distinguish a brighter area near the west edge, and another near the'south edge, of
the rather gray crater; their topographical nature is uncertain. Peaks should
have shown up well under the oblique solar lighting, but it will b8 worthwhile to
keep on looking. In a drawing of Hercules on June 7, 1954 at 338 .8 with a 4inch Tinsley refractor Ranck shows D more than half full of shadow and without
interior detail. He also shows a diffuse white area near the center of Hercules,
a feature absent from his previous drawings of it.
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Phenomenon

Date
1954
Jan. 2
Feb.10

I.
I.
I.
I.

Apr.13
Average
I
II
III

Tr
Tr.
Oc.
Tr.

I
I
D.
I.

lst Cont.

1:42.5
22:59.5
0:34.0

to

to

3:53.0**
1:44.4
23:01.5
0:36.1

3:54
1:46
23:04
0:37

2nd Cont.
3:54.8
1:46.3
23:03.5
0:38.1

to - to

2nd. Cont. - 1st Cont.

-1T4 (8 obs.)
-1.0 (4 obs.)
-0.3 (1 obs.)

3T6 (8 obs.)

to - to
—1.0
- 1.6
- 2.5
- 0.9

4.5 (1 obs.)

11.8 (1 obs,)

to time of phenomenon taken as mean of first and second contacts, unless
marked::
time of phenomenon observed directly; i.e., at half phase.
ife time of phenomenon obtained, by applying of the mean interval
between contacts to one observed contact.
to time of phenomenon as predicted in A.E.N.A,
I would like to take this occasion to thank each of the 26 observers who
contributed to the Jupiter Section of the A.L.P.O. during the 1953-54 apparition. Regardless of the number of observations submitted by'each of the
observers their helpful interest is very much appreciated. I look forward
to a closer association with each of our regular observers during 1954,
-55,
and extend an invitation to everyone to join the ranks of the active obseryers
of Jupiter.
WHY THE "LIGHT" WAS hahN IN HERODOTIIS
by D. W. Rosebrugh
The article "Herodotus - A Light that Failed" in the July-August 1954 issue
of The Strolling Astronomer by Dr. James C. Bartlett, Jr., was fascinating.
A possible explanation of this phenomenon has occured to me. On Jan. 24, 1955
this note was sent to Dr. Bartlett and he has suggested that it might be worthwhile to submit it to the readers of The Strolligg Astronomer for their consi
deration. There are some features of this explanation which are rather speculative 'because they involve the rather complicated geometry of multiple reflections from uniformly spaced and oriented crystals about which the writer
can only guess, but perhaps some of my fellow lunarians who have had more experience with crystals can fill in the details. On the other hand there may be some
fatal flaw in my proposed explanation.
Let us examine the question in a general way. Dr. Bartlett inquires on
page 94 "Was I simply deluded after all?" We can answer this in the negative.
He also suggests that the spot must have been on the floor. With this we can
agree. He raises the question as to whether the spot was self-luminous. It
is evidently not self-luminous now, and it seems doubtful whether it was in
1950. Will the spot ever again appear as bright as it was when he saw it?
Probably yes, when the conditions with regard to colongitude and especially with
regard to the moon's libration both north and south and east and west are as
they were on June 27, 1950.
The theory as to the cause of the bright central area can be stated in a
few words. What Dr. Bartlett saw was the reflection of a limited portion of
the brilliantly illuminated inner side of the east wall of Herodotus as reflected by a field of rock crystals. For various reasons this reflection leaves the
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moon as a narrow cone of light, like a searchlight beam. Only when this beam
of light points straight at the earth can the phenomenon be seen.
Now let us consider the details. It may clarify them to refer to Dr. Bartlett's drawing Figure 7 on page 92 of the July August 1954 issue. hie-glue
ourselves on the western side (left in Fig. 7) of the bright central spot.
Upon examination we find that it is a circular "lake" of feldspar crystals.
Each of the crystals presents several facets protruding above the generally
level area of rock but the remainder of each crystal is imbedded in the general
mass of underlying feldspar. The reflections from the surfaces of the crystals may be multiple. There is a good deal of Shading of each crystal by its
neighbors on the north and south so that only light that comes from the east
can, as it were, "enter the reflecting system:" In effect the crystal faces
amount to myriads of little mirror faces each strongly tilted towards the east,
though the reflections may be multiple, perhaps like those occurring at the two
faces of a roof prism, though in roof prisms the reflections are internal, while
in the crystals the reflections are from external surfaces.
It is easy to see why the beam of light which is reflected to the earth is
comparatively narrow in an up-and-down dimension (as referred to the moon).
First, the brightly lighted inner face of the eastern wall does not appear to
be very extended in a vertical direction as we view it from the edge of "Crystal Lake". It is a dozen miles away; and while it half surrounds us as it
extends from north through east to south, it is merely a wall of:light on the
horizon. Hence it cannot send but a very widely dispersed reflection in an
up-and—downdirection. A second possibility is that perhaps the crystal faces
can only receive and transmit a rather narrow beam of light because each crystal
partly shades its neighbor both with regard to incident and reflected light.
Now we also imagine that the beam of light which is reflected to the earth is
comparatively narrow in a sidewise, north-and-south (as referred to the moon),
dimension as well. Here the writer is on more speculative ground because of
his lack of familiarity with crystalline reflections. However, several causes
are possible. First, as above, owing to shadows, reflection angles and so
forth, it may be impossible for the field of crystals)as oriented, to accept
and reflect light from any portion of the wall except the one limited area towards which the field of crystals is "pointed". Second, the terrain may be
such that low ridges on the north and south sides of Crystal Lake may prevent
light reaching it from anything but the limited part of the crater wall lying
roughly to the east (right on Dr. Bartlett's figure).
We conclude therefore that it is possible that the rays of light reflected
by Crystal Lake may leave the moon in a rather slim beam like the rays of a
searchlight.
The following general discussion may serve to explain certain seeming difficulties. In his youth the writer spent his summers on the shores of Lake Huron.
The coast is quite rocky and there are many feldspar faults, perhaps 30 feet
wide and hundreds of feet long in the granite and gneiss surface rocks which
form most of the bare rocky shores. These Teldspar faults are quite shiny if
viewed from a suitable angle, but if viewed from other angles they appear darker
than the surrounding rock. Admittedly these faults are far smaller in extent
the)... Crystal Lake which scales at 3 miles in diameter on Dr. Bartlett's sketch,
but they do at least suggest that the writer's theory is a pcssibility.
At one time the writer picked up a small boulder of feldspar. From every
direction but one it was a dull, dirty pink, but when held in a certain way it'
shone like a mirror. It was a little hard to see why; but an examination
showed a myriad of tiny facets, all acting like mirrors, all pointing one way.
It is the writer's recollection that these crystals shielded each other in part,
so that the whole effect was confined to a narrow angle.
When the sun is shining over the eastern wall of Herodotus (from the right
on Dr. Bartlett's sketch) at the time of old moon, onto Crystal Lake why do we
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not see an intensely bright reflected beam of sunlight? Presumably such a
beam does exist but the angles are such that this beam passes at each lunation
above, or more likely below, the earth. Why does Crystal Lake not seem extremely brilliant when the floor of Herodotus is in full sunshine? The answer is
that the sun is beating down on a field of relatively dull pink crystals which
are not as light colored as granite except when definite reflections from
their crystal surfaces are reaching the eye.
If the phenomenon again becomes visible to any lunerian it might be instructive to try viewing it through'o-piece of polaroid. If polarization is shown,
it would be almost a certain proof that the phenomennn is one of reflection off
something of a shiny nature. If the reflections are internal, as they might
be in quartz crystals, or if the angle of reflection is not sufficiently glancing there might be little or ne polarization, however.
If the writer's explanation should win general acceptance then a suitable
name for the area, in which Dr. Bartlett concurs, might be "Crystal Lake".
SOME OBSERVATIONS OF JUPITER IN 1952-53 BY K. KOMODA
by Elmer J. Reese
We have received a notebook containing many excellent observations of Jupiter
in 1952-53 from Mr. K. Komoda of Japan. Unfortunately these observations did
not arrive in time to be included in our report for that apparition which was
published in the September 1953 issue of The Strolling Astronomer. A very
brief summary of Mr. Komoda's observations follows:
SEB Disturbance
Prior to mid-October the SEB was very faint or invisible .(Figure 8).
Numerous drawings show nothing but a barren expanse ofwhpeness from the NEB
to the STB. Such was the case on October 19, 1952 at 15n 5113 U.T. when the
longitude (II) of the central meridian was 197°. However on October 24 at
14h 2? (Figure 10) a very dark spot shaped like a horse-shoe was visible in
the latitude of the SEB at 198° (II). This dark disturbance subsequently
expanded (Figure 11) and by mid-December the SEB was almost as conspicuous as
the NEB in some longitudes (Figure 13). The tiny black spot which Mr. Komodo
observed in the SEB at 134° (II) on October 2 (Figure 8) was very probably
associated with the secondary disturbance reported by Mr. W. E. Fox in the
Journal of the British Astronomical Association, Vol. 63, p. 345. It is
especially gratifying to have Mr. Komodo's confirmation of the peculiar dis-.
tribution of color in the SEB from mid-December to early February. (The Strolling
Astronomer, Vol. 7, p. 126). The SEB was observed to be cool-gray in color on
December 10 at 35° (II) and again on December 12 at 333° (II). (Both of these
longitudes were between the Red Spot and the preceding end of the SEB Disturbance.) This belt was described as decidedly warm in color om January 7 at
155° (II) and on February 11 at 1° (II). (Both of these longitudes fall between
the preceding end of the disturbance and the -longitude of the initial outbreak
of the disturbance.)
The Red Spot
Mr. Komoda also found that the aspect of the Red Spot changed remarkably
as the SEB disturbance progressed. Early in the apparition he described the.
Red Spot as a dusky brick-red area of uniform intensity (Figure 9); However,
as the SEB became darker, the interior of the Spot became brighter while. muCh
dusky material appeared to pile up along the preceding edge of the Spot giving
it an unusual appearance (Figure 12). Transit observations on three dates in
October make the Red Spot 22 long with its center at 267° (II).
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meteor showers, and variable stars. Star maps of the visible sky are given
for every other month. Unusual events such as a very close conjunction of
Jupiter and Uranus on May 10, 1955 and an eclipse of the Algol-type star
Epsilon Aurigae expected to begin on May 3, 1955 and to last until May 26,
1957 are pointed out. The solar student will find a diagram showing the
apparent paths of sunspots across the disc during each calendar month. The
observer of the Zodiacal Light will find statements of the best dates and times
to look for this phenomenon. There is a list by constellations of interesting
stellar objects, bright stars, double stars, clusters, nebulae, and variables.
A two-page explanation of some astronomical terms deserves praise.
Those able to cope with German can find many delightful hours with the help
of this outstanding handbook at the telescope and under the starry sky.
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
"Twilight" in Copernicus. Mr. G. H. Johnstone of Albuquerque, New Mexico
0?
has communicated to Dr. Dinsmore Alter, Director of the Griffith Observatory and
'1
Planetarium in Loa Angeles, an account of a very curious appearance in the famous
crater Copernicus. Dr. Alter has kindly forwarded to us a copy of Mr. Johnstone's
,
letter and of his own reply to it. The appearance was apparently seen on Novembey 1954, 2 hrs.-4 hrs., U.T. colongitudeto 35.7 H_,
The telescope employ- -Ix
ad was a 4-inch reflector at 150X. Mr. Johnstone-Says-of CoTeFaCZs On -that----occasion: "The western part, about one-third I would say, of the interior of the
crater was pitch black with shadow, then there was a zone about as wide, or perhaps
only a foUrth of the total width that was distinctly lighter bluish, like twilight,
and the shadows of the peaks on the western edge of the rim were clearly seen
crossing this bluish shadow area. Then, this area ended sharply, and the far
side was bathed in light fr86 the rising sun. The shadows of the peaks were sharply defined across the twilight zone, and the edge of the pitch black shadow was
easily defined but not as sharp as the darker shadows crossing the blue twilight
zone. I switched to other craters and did not see this condition in any of them
that I examined. They all had the abrupt division between black and white that
we, are accustomed to seeing."
Dr. Alter suggested two possible explanations in writing to Mr. Johnstone.
The first is that sunlight was just touching the tops of many small hills or low
elevations on the floor, their total effect being to, lighten part of the shadow.
The second, less likely in Dr. Alterts opinion, is that a very small amount of
lunar atmosphere in Copernicus was creating a lunar twilight, the bluish hue
according with such atmospheric scattering. The first explanation, it seems to
us, would require that the blue semi-shadow should be seen in every lunation when
the lighting is just right and for at. least the interval of two hours through
which Mr. Johnstone observed.
Were any of our readers also watching Copernicus on November 6, 1954; and did
they see anything unusual?
A Bluish Bright, spot Near or On the Moon. Mr. Daniel A. Logue, Jr., of
Larchmont, Penna. has reported a curious observation on January 5, 1955, 1 hr.,
0
- 1 hr., 30 mins., U.T., colongitude 44l. He says: "I saw a strange
blue light above the surface of the moon where the night and day meet. I observed this light for More than 30 mins.; it did not move. It appeared like a star,
in that rays of light came from it." Mr. Logue adds that he at first thought
that the object was a star but later decided that it must be on the moon itself.
He employed a 6-inch reflector at 340X in good seeing. An accompanying drawing
places the blue spot near the rugged southeast limb of the moon, but the Editor is
unable to identify the craters drawn. One conjecture is that Mr. Logue saw a
very high lunar peak with its summit only in sunlight and detached from the illuminated regions, but the blue color is then left unexplained.
Clavius D. Mr. Howard G. Allen of Coatesville, Penna. has made a special study
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of this crater, which is readily identified on Section XXIII of the Wilkins
map of the moon as the largest crater in the west central part of the floor
of the giant walled plain Clavius. Mr. Allen has expressed his results in
a map here reproduced as Figure 15. He speaks of it as a very tentative

•

-„„ oir,.

Figure 15. Tentative Map of Claviuskby H.
G. Allen. Based on 10 Drawings in 1953 and
1954 with a 6-Inch Reflector, 180X^and 300X.
map and as "a map of possibles and probables that combine to make an interesting topographical puzzle" Other A.L.P.O. members may now enjoy confirming
or refuting the features shown! Mr. Allents original objective was to become thoroughly familiar with some sufficiently small lunar crater. Of course,
libration plays a large role in the appearance of Clavius D because it is near
the south limb of the moon. Mr. Allen offers several comments about objects
on his map, as follows:
Supposed central elevation, possibly a very low mound.
A - probably a craterlet.
B - probably a craterlet.
C - probably a craterlet and appears to be present on a Mount Wilson. photograph.
D - a white spot, possibly a craterlet, also present on the photograph.
W - 1 - shown on the Wilkins map, not observed in this study.
W - 2 - shown on the Wilkins map and seen once as a shadow-filled craterletunder low morning illumination.
A light oval area in the north under morning lighting.
A possible ledge below the terrace in the west.
A marking, seen with evening lighting, east of A and almost certainly
a ledge.
Concerning Lunar Domes. Figure 2 on pg. 104 of the July, 1953 Strolling
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Figure 16.
Sketch by A.C. Larrieu
Showing the Positions
of Lunar Domes near
Copernicus.
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Astronomer shows two domes near the crater Arago, one to, its north and one to
its east. Observing the dome to the north under very loW lighting on June 7,
1954 near colongitude 338°.2, Howard G. Allen,remarked that this feature looked
smooth except for a small hump at the south end of its base, a crater at the
north base, and a difficult shadow-filled craterlet in its summit.
Mr. A. C. Larrieu of Marseille, Franco has contributed the sketch of lunar
domes near Copernicus here reproduced as Figure 16. Much of it is taken from
a sketch published by Danjon in L'Astronomie in 1923. Observing with the 19inch refractor at the Strasbourg Observatory, Mr. Danjon found ten domes in
this region; they are numbered from 1 to 10 on Figure 16. Numbers 1,2,6,7,
8, and 9 were found to have orifices in their tops. On October 11, 1953 and
on lay 2, 1954, 11r. Larrieu detected an additional dome just east of C and D on
Figure 16, this dome also having a small orifice (or crater) in its top. Mr.
Larrieu urges that persons having telescopes of sufficient aperture attempt to
confirm tho presence of orifices in the eleven domes marked on Figure 16.
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N
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-7i7ure 17. Uranus.
(Wren C. Ranch.
4-inch refractor. 240X.
January 8, 1955.
2 "Ls.rs.,50 mins.,.U.T.

Figure 18. Uranus.
Leonard B. Abbey, Jr.
6-inch reflector. 300X.
January 80. 1955.
3 hrs., 20 mins., U.T.
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Uranus. An active program of study of this remote planet is being pursued
both by Ns. Owen C. Ranck of Milton, Penna. with a 4-inch refractor and by Mr.
Leonard B. Abbey, Jr.of Decatur, Georgia with a 6-inch reflector. These observers have discerned a surprisingly large amount of detail on Uranus with such
modest apertures, perhaps in large measure because of the' perseverance with
which they have observed it. We have on hand 8 drawings by Randk and '4 drawings by Abbey in December, 1954 and January, 1955. On two occasions they observed independently at almost the same time. One pair of these comparable views
is given by Figures 17 and 18. It is very gratifying that the two observers
agree on the presence of a bright area near the center of the disc and of another
bright area on the southeast litb." (It is the practice of many planetarians to
indicate brighter areas bp. enclosing them with dashed lines.) Indeed, such
agreement is very rare in the annals of Observations of the small disc of Uranus,
only 3".9 in apparent angular diameter on January 8. The bright near-central
area is the most persistent feature on the Ranch and Abbey drawings; and it is
reasonable to regard it as centered on the pole of Uranus now turned in the roughly approximate direction of the earth We know that Jupiter and Saturn sometimes show small whitish polar caps.' The two almost-circular dark bands on
Figure 17 may well be belts parallel to the eqUator of Uranus; they should be
less nearly circulsr, but the exact shape of such small features must be uncertain. A number of bright areas have been drawn on the limb of the planet;
Randk on January 16-17 found two such spots shifted by the rotation of Uranus
over an interval of almost three hours, and on other occasions the positions of
such spots appeared compatible with phe accepted period of rotation of 10 hours
and 45 minutes. On January 31 at 0 137', U.T Renck remarked a-bright crescent
along the west limb, perhaps a partial view of an Equatorial Zone resembling
those of Jupiter and Saturn.
h
On January 29,1955 at 2
U.T Abbey had the good fortune to observe
Uranus with the 30-inch Cassegrain reflector at Agnes Scott College, employing
a powerof 360X. His drawing shows a heavily shaded northwest limb, a semicircular and very thin dark band on the southeast limb, and a dark line ioining
the two.

Ihg "Light" in Herodotus. We refer, of course, to the apparent central peak
described by Dr. Bartlett in our July-August, 1954 issue. An explanation by
means of crystalline reflections is offered by Er. Rosebrugh elsewhere in this
issue. Dr. John M. Sharp of Texas Western College, El Paso, Texas has suggested in a somewhat similar way that polyhedral crysCals, such as quartz, may at
special times brightly reflect the image of the earth. Dr. Bartlett points out
that the earth is a crescent in the lunar sky when the sun is rising upon Herodotus and queations that its reflected image could equal in brightness the brilliantly lit inner wall, as the pseudo-peak does. Even so, it is most interesting that Dr. Sharp and Mr. Rosebrugh should independently have hit upon such
similar explanations.
It may be that the seeming peak has a long history. Mr. A. C. Larrieu in
writing to Dr. Bartlett quoted from a paper by C. M. Gaudibert in 1887 as follows:
"On this floe". (Herodotus) which is, perhaps of a much more recent period than
Aristarchus, the eye cannot positively see anyt
hing, merely a uniformly dark
plain; perhaps
, a very faint and fugitive whiteness seems to appear in the center
of the cirque; there is here an interesting object to watch."
Alphonsus, Apianus, Plavfair Clavius, and Sinus Iridum. Mr. Frank J. Kelly
of Binghamton, New York, has contributed a drawing of each of these lunar formations, employing a 4-inch refractor at powers of 132X to 200K. He has compared
his drawings to the Wilkins map of the moon - naturally, only after they had been
completed. For the most-part his drawings show expected aspects, and the amount
of detail cannot compare with that recorded with the larger telescopes. However,
on October 14, 1953 at colongitude 3550.6 Er. Kelly 'found Apianus much larger
than Playfair, although they are similar Liaise on the Second Edition of the
Wilkins map. (Neither do they differ greatly on the Goodacre map.) In the
view mentioned Kelly found Playfair deep enough to be full of shadow; the floor
of Apianus was about one-half illuminated, and the shadow had a curiously angular shape.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Error in September-October, 1954 Issue. On page 125, line 7 from the
botE;i7f the page, please read "and another near the north edge".
Errors in November-December, 1954 Issue. The front inside cover of
this issue was left blank by mistake. We apologize for any inconvenience
which the lack of the information normally given here may have caused our
readers. In the table of contents on the front outside cover it looks as
if K. Komoda is the author of the article on pg.141. He is not. The
correct title is "Some Observations of Jupiter in 1952-53 by K. Komoda".
An Acknowledgment. We express our thanks to The Chicago Astronomer
for their generous two-page description of the A.L.P.O. in their March,
1955 issue. The Chicago Astronomer is published ten times a year by the
Burnham Astronomical Society; the Editor is Mr. Robert G. Johnsson,7333
North Ridge. Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois. Non-members of the B.A.S, may
subscribe for one dollar per year. Many of the articles will interest
the alert amateur anywhere.
Concerning Drawings Submitted for Publication. From time to time we
are disappointed to receive drawings which are detailed, carefully made,
and of special interest in one way or another but which are simply not
suited for reproduction in The Strolling Astronomer. We think that our
publishers, the Bronson Printing Co. of Las Cruces, are doing very well
with our illustrations; but they cannot make clear and distinct planetary features in the illustration from ones which are faint or almost invisible on the original drawing. In fact, the published reproduction
must inevitably show less than the original drawing. Therefore, we would
request our readers to exaggerate contrasts of tone a little on drawings
they submit. Outlines of planetary discs should be made dark and distinct.
It will give an attractive appearance if the sky-background around the
planet is blackened. It will also be best if drawings are not on too
small a scale, for at present all drawings are published about two-thirds
of their original size. We are, unfortunately, unable to reproduce drawings made in colors.
A Note on Possible Telescope Tubes. Mr. Joseph R. Pawlick of La Ores centa, California recently wrote us as follows: "The show at which I work
changed over to Cinemascope and the new big screen came in a heavy and
very stiff cardboard tube which was 19 feet long and 7ainches inside diameter; this size is perfect for a 6-inch telescope. I was informed that
many such tubes are lying around theatres; and the owners are happy to give
the tubes to anyone who asks for them, for otherwise they have to be burned or hauled away". Mr. Pawlick hopes that this information will be helpful to A.L.P.O. members who are planning to make a new telescope.
The Reporting of Telescopic Meteors. Any amateur may see a meteor
flash through the field of his telescope at any time. The American Meteor
Society is much interested in these objects; and standard report sheets
may be obtained from Dr. C. P. Olivier, 521 N. Wynnewood Ave., Narberth,
Penna. The sheets are simply maintained in the course of other observations and thus require extremely little extra effort. Only meteors seen
in the telescope are recorded. Lunar and planetary observers will see
fewer telescopic meteors than other amateurs because the rather high powers
usually employed give small fields of view and because these fields are
illuminated by the moon or a bright planet.
"Three Riddles of Plato". We heartily endorse an article with this
title in the April, 1955 ay and Telescope by Er. Jackson Carle, our
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Mercury Recorder. He describes in a very readable article some of the
oddities of this enigmatic lunar walled plain. Those who have observed
and drawn Plato will find the discussion so much the more enjoyable.
The article is illustrated with three drawings by Mr. Carle, one drawing
by Dr. Wilkins, one Lick lunar photograph, and a portion of one Mount
Wilson lunar photograph. This personal record of some of one lunar
observerts experiences shows what a fascinating study the moon can become.
THE RADIAL MARKINGS OF VENUS AND THEIR MODERN RESURRECTION
by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
In the year 1898 the astronomical world was startled anew by a strange
communication from that famous observatory at Flagstaff, Arizona, whence
had already come the highly controversial report of a Martian irrigation
system. The dreadful uproar which resulted over the interpretation
placed by Lowell on the canali discovered by Schiaparelli was in full
swing; and now came the hardly less upsetting announcement that Venus too
exhibited a well-marked system of straight lines . . "in opposition to
all previous observers"1, as Young commented. The reception accorded this
novel report was if anything even more hostile than that accorded the Mar—
tian communiques. Lowellts work on Venus was met with general disbelief
and even derision, and many were not slow in pointing out that the dis—
covery of linear markings on practically every celestial body appeared to
be a Lowellian specialty. As we shall see a little later such a charge
was not only ill—tempered but ill-founded, for the other non—Martian
linear markings, e.g. those on Jupiter, are today universally admitted
(the Jovian lines we know as festoons) while Schiaparelli drew the markings
of Mercury largely as streaks as to a lesser extent did Antoniadi. It
remains then to see what confirmation can be offered for the streaks of
Venus.
Lowell began his observations of Venus in 1896 wih the discovery of
"fingerlike streaks pointing in from the terminatoe". These streaks all
appeared to meet in a kind of hub at or near the center of the disc, giv—
ing to the planet the strange appearance of a'Wheel (Fig. 1). Although
his critics chose to overlook
Lowell's own evaluation of
these markings, it is quite
clear from his writings that
he did not at any time claim
any similarity, either in
appearance or in origin, of
the Venusian streaks to the
Martian canals. The Martian
lines he rightly regarded as
being true surface features,
whatever one may think of his
explanation for them; but he
specifically interpreted the
streaks of Venus to be wholly
of atmospheric origin.
Fig. 1 Venus after Percival Lowell.
His theory of the nature of the Venusian "spoke system" was grounded
in his belief that the planet, like Mercury, turned one side constantly
to the sun
This being so, it followed that there must be a point on
the surface, the subsolar point, at which the heating effect of the sun
would be greatest. This point would account for the "hub" of the system,
which he described as representing "a funnel—like rise of hot stagnant
air creating a partial vacuum, which would be filled by draughts of cold
air from the night side coming in from all sides of the periphery, thus
Page 2
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of these features will appear in a later paper on the canals and oases.
Note the Nectaris Palus, the wider appearance of the Tithonius and
Ambrosia, the Dargamanes (a dark region canal), the Coracus Portus and
Bathys Portus, the canals (Baetis and Chrysas) connecting to the dark
and tiny Juventae Eons, the dark region canal, Garrhuenus, connecting
to the Nectar, the Coprates Triangle area with canals on 2 sides and
the 7 canals connecting to the Phoenicis Lacus. A great many of our
observers contributed excellent work on this area. The work on the
finer details within the Solis Lacus was done primarily by Capen and
Ebisawa.
3.The Sabaeus Sinus and Meridiani Sinus. During the latter part of
July,1954 (beginning of Martian S. hemisphere mid-spring) our observers
began to note that these areas were breaking up into finer details
(Fig. 5-C). Along the N. border of the dark arm of the Sabaeus Sinus
were noted the double carets of the Sigeus Portus (335°) and the single
caret of the Zeos Portus (3230). The former carets showed a dark extension to their W. in the Sabaeus Sinus while the Zeos caret showed a dark
extension to its E. in the Sabaeus Sinus. Note the 2 components of the
Euphrates canal connecting to the Sigeus Portus carets and the canals,
Poros and Ceos, connecting to the Zeos area. At the N. tips of the
forks of the Meridiani Sinus were confirmed oases, the one at the tip of
the following (4.) fork, Lex Fons (3°), being very round and tiny and
the other, at the tip of the preceding (E.) fork,Aes Eons (357°), being
somewhat drop-shaBed. The dark oasis in the Meridiani Sinus, the
Olympia Eons (357 ) was noted with the canal Aurum connecting to it.
Two lighter zones were seen in the Sabaeus Sinus, one to the S.E. of
the Zeos Portus and the other directly S. of the Edom Promontorium.
The majority of the observers who saw the canal, Cantabras, noted that
it came out of the W. side of the Meridiani Sinus. Most of the work
on these areas was done by Cragg, De Azevedo, Saheki, Tombaugh and
Avigliano.
4. The Lunae Lacus and surrounding area. The well developed Lunae
Lacus (70°) was dark and roundish. It was the center for at least 8
canals (Fig. 5-D). From the Lunae Lacus there was a wedge-like extension up the W. component of the Ganges canal. The canal, Lysis,
appeared quite heavy and ended at the round Oleaster Lacus. Most of
the details in this area were noted by Capen, Cragg, Tombaugh and Avigliano. Also, most probably, there was a canal connecting the Oleaster
Lacus to the end of the wedge-like extension that went up the W.(following) component of the Ganges (Fig. 6-B).
5. The Trivium Charontis-Cerberus I combination (215°). This dark
elongated feature (Fig. 5-E) was very prominent during the 1954 apparition. The Trivium Charontis itself was confirmed to be generally triangular in shape. A caret-like point was seen at the connection of
the-canal, Laestrygon and an oasis-like feature at the connections of
the Tartarus, Orcus and Erebus. At the S.W. end of the dark widened
Cerberus I was the Pambotis Lacus. The details in this area were
taken chiefly from the drawings of Capen, Cragg, Smith, Tombaugh and
Avigliano. Most probably the triangular area of the Trivium Charontis
was bordered by canals and Gregg noted a doubling of the Styx canal on
two occasions (Fig. 6-C). Also shown on the latter figure are the well
confirmed oases, the Stygis Leona and the Aernos Lacus.
ON A REPORTED MARKING IN PICCOLOMINI
by

J.

Russell Smith

On June 3, 1954,Frank Edwards, then a Mutual news reporter and
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commentator, broadcast a reported discovery, by an observer in New
Orleans, Of a dark line in the floor of the lunar crater Piccolomini.
It was reported the line extended outward from the center toward the
wall. Upon hearing the broadcast, I made plans immediately to observe the"discovery". Mr. Edwards mentioned that one might view the
"new feature" on the following two nights. I, by using lunar maps,
figured one could not see Piccolomini on the night of June 4 and probably not on the night of June 5. However, I observed the moon on the
night of June 5, but the crater in question was not yet visible. On
the next night, June 6, Piccolomini was well past the terminator, and
the whole floor was carefully checked with my excellent 8-inch Newtonian. To my disappointment, no-such marking in the floor could be
seen.
Upon request, Frank Edwards informed me that Frank Manning of New
Orleans, La., had reported the "discovery". I wrote Frank Manning
that I was unable to confirm his reported observation, but he did not
reply.
my 16-inch Newtonian here at the Skyview Observatory, Eagle
Pass, Texas, has been used on the crater a number of times since my
initial observation, but no such mark as reported has ever been seen
in the floor of the crater.
On September 2, 1954, there appeared in the Washington Merry-GoRound, a syndicated newspaper article by Drew Pearson, a paragraph on
the Piccolomini crater. The article was written by Frank Edwards
while Drew Pearson was on a brief vacation. This paragraph mentioned
that the "new marking" had been photographed by several observatories
and confirmed by others. It went on to state that about 60 visitors,
who were participating inthe Darling Observatory's guest night, were
shown the "marking" by Frank Halstead who was in charge of the observatory. I haVe been unable to find any photograph or drawing by anyone
which shows what 60 untrained visitors could see but which cannot be
seen by some of the best trained and experienced observers who want to
see it. During the latter part of 1954 and the early part of 1955,
the following experienced observers, among others, have also reported
no change in the floor of the crater: L. S. Copeland, David P. Barcroft, Dr. H. Percy WilkinS, F.R.A.S., (Director of the Lunar Section,
B.A.A.), Patrick A. Moore, F.R.A.S., (Secretary, Lunar Section, B.A.A.),
Jackson Carle, and Neil Stockton. No experienced lunar observer has
since reported anything which might tend to confirm the Manning-Halstead
report.
I am sure many observers, like myself, were in hopes the "new feature"
really did exist, for it would have given the greatest boost in our
times to selenology.
It is evident that Frank Edwards had no evidence of the reported
change since no observable change has occurred at all. It is also
evident that more care should have been used by the original observer
in checking the lunar formation, which care would have prevented a
nationwide erroneous report, one that, as far as I know, has never
been corrected even though a letter was sent to Frank Edwards requesting that a correction be made.
INDEX OF VOLUME 7 (1953) OF THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER
by Howard

G.

Allen

Foreword by Editor. From the beginning of this periodical in 1947
we have been concerned about the need for an index of each Volume in
order to make the material published easier to use for our readers.
Page 12
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We have not so far found it possible to supply such indexes. However,
Mr. Elmer J. Reese kindly furnished a partial index of Volumes 1 - 6
(1947-52), which was published in The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 7,
pp. 79-83, 1953. . Now Fr. Howard G. Allen, 119 Woodland Ave., Coatesville, Penna., has kindly furnished a detailed index by subjects of
VoluMe 7- (1953), The referenceS are given both by months (there was
one issue a month throughout 1953) and, by pages. An asterisk indicates
that there 1,6 at least one illustration on that page dealing with that
subject. Mr. Allen:has:net ineludc4 in his index lunar features which
were described as having teen observed but about which no further information was given.- 'We hope later to Publish an index similar to
this one for Volume .8 (1954)• Meantime' we should be glad to hear from
you, our readers, how you like Mr. Allen's index.
A.L.P.O., Sixth Anniversary of - Mar. 29, 30
ASTRONOMICAL HIGHLIGHTS of a visit to England - Aug. 117, 118, 119, 120
ASTRONOMICAL LEAGUE - Book Service - Oct. 138
On Becoming a Member of - July 98
Papers for - Dec. 162
BOOK REVIEWS - Amateur Telescope Making Book 3; Ingalls - Dec.168, 169
Guide to the Moon ; Moore - June 86
Schiefspiegler, Der; Kutter - Aug. 111
Space Medicine - April 45
Universe We Live In, The; Robinson - Mar. 35
CENTRAL MERIDIAN-, Computing of - July 96, 97, 98
Transits, Making of; see Jupiter, Saturn: Transits
OOLONGITUDE - Computing and Use of - Apr. 46, 47
Tables, Availability of - June 79
COMETS, Jupiter's Other Family - Sept. 133, 134, 135, 136, 137
CONVENTIONS - Apr. 45
DIAPHRAGMS for Resolution - Aug. 108, 109, 110, 111
FILTERS - The Filter - Apr. 53, 54, 55, 56
Used with image converter - May 72, 73*, 74
FOR THE BEGINNER - Central Meridian Computing - July 96, 97, 98
Colongitude, Computing and Use of - Apr. 46, 47
Data on Jupiter in 1954 - Nov. 151, 152, 153
Drawings, Precepts Concerning - June 87, 88
Notes on Amateur's Telescope - Aug. 120, 121
Suggestions For Observing Jupiter - Oct. 144,145,
146, 147
What to Record - May 63, 64, 65
IN MEMORIAM - Beery, Judge Ben S. - Jan. 2
Darrock, D. - Apr. 46
Freeman, Harry L. - March 28, 29
Hunsicker, Lee - Jan. 2
O'Neill, John J. - Sept. 124, 125
INDEX, Partial, of Volumes 1 to 6 for years 1947 to 1952 - June 79,
80, 81, 82, 83
JUPITER - Central Meridian Computing - July 96, 97, 98
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Comets, Family of - Sept. 133, 134, 135, 136, 137
Data on, in 1954, for Beginner - Nov. 151, 152, 153
Jovian Spots and Sun Spots, Statistical Notes on - Nov. 155,
158, 159, 161
Nomenclature - Oct. 1A4 145
Occultation of Sigma Itrietis - Jan. 2, 3, 4
of Satellites: see satellites
Red Spot, Changeable Appearance of - June 88, 89*, 90, 91,
92*, 93
Reports - Apparition of 1952-53 - Sept. 125*, 126*, 127*,
128*, 129*, 130, 131, 132, 133
Interim - Dec. 162, 163, 164*, 165*, 166
Observations, Some Recent - Oct. 138*, 139*, 140*,
141*, 142
Satellites - Ganymede - Mar. 42, 43
General - Oct. 146, 147
Occultations and Transits - Optical Phenomena
Associated With - Jan. 5, 6, 7, 10, 11
What to Observe - Oct. 146
Suggestions for Beginner - Oct. 144, 145, 146, 147
Transits - Central Meridian Observations, Making of Oct. 145,146,
Central Meridian Observations, Urgent Request June 85, 86
of Satellites: see Satellites
- Central Meridian Computing - July 96, 97, 98
Observations - Aug. 108, 109, 110, 111
Recorder - Dec. 162
MERCURY- Solar Transit
Black Drop Effect - Mar 43, 44, Aug. 109, 122; Oct. 143,144
of Nov. 14, 1953 - Aug. 121, 122, 123; Oct. 142, 143, 144
Corrected Times Dec. 162
METEORS - See Comets; Lunar: see Moon
MOON - Atmosphere - June 87; July 107
Bubble Theory, Benariols - Feb. 18 to 23; July 104; Nov. 151
Colongitude - Computing and Use of - Apr. 46, 47
Tables,Availability of - June 79
Features
Almanon - Mar. 39
Alphonsus - May 77; Nov. 160
Arago and domes near - July 104*
Archimedes - Apr. 60
Aristarchus - Mar. 38*, 39; June 93, 94; July 106*, Nov.159;
earth-light May 77; spot near May 74; with Herodotus
and Vicinity, clefts - Mar. 38, 39; July 106*, 107;
Dec. 172
Aristotle - Nov. 154, 156*, 157; Dec. 169, 170
Arthur - June 93
Arzachel - Nov. 154, 155*
Atlas - Jan. 14*; July 103
Bailly - Jan. 8 & 9*, 12, 13; Apr. 60, 61; Dec. 171
Barkerls Quandrangle - May 75*
Bartlett (Needier's Square) - Jan. 1 15; July 105
Birt - Jan. 15, 16
Blancanus - May 78 (200" Photo); Dec. 172, 173
Bolton - Apr. 48*, 49*, 50
Bulliadus - May 74
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Cassini - Apr. 59, 60*; June 94; crater A of - Jan. 16
Cauchy - Dec. 171
Clavius - May 78 (200" Photo); Dec. 171
Conon - Jan. 15; shadow east of - Nov. 154, 156*
Copernicus - June 95 (200" Photo); Dec. 169, 171; area near
May 74
Cuvier and Lilius, a depression between - Nov. 160
D'Alembert Mts. - Jan. 11*, 12; Apr. 50, 51
Delisle - ridge P near - Dec. 172
Descartes - Mar. 39
Domes - see Arago
East Limb, General - Jan. 11*, 12; Apr. 47, 48*, 49*, 50, 51
Eratosthenes - Mar. 39; May 77; June 95 (200" Photo); Dec. 172
Eudoxus - Nov. 154, 156*, 157; Dec, 173
Gassendi - Dec. 169, 170
Green - Apr. 48*, 49, 50, 51
Grimaldi - Jan. 11*, 12, 16; May 74; earth-light May 77
Harris - Jan. 11*, 12
Base - Mar 36
Hecataeus - May 75, 76*
Herodotus - see Aristarchus with Herodotus
Hpyghens, Mt -,July 105
Inghirand - May 77
Kepler - Dec. 172; earth-light May 77
Kraft - Jan. 16
Legendre - Mar. 37*, 38
Lexell- - June 93
Lichtenberg - Max. 40; July 107
Lilius and Cuvier, a depression between - Nov. 160
Linng - Apr. 60; July 104*; Dec. 166, 167*, 168
Lowe - Jan. 11*, 12

+11.011..

Maedler's Square - see Bartlett
Messier & Pickering - Apr. 50*, 51; June 93
Miyamori's Valley - Jan. 14*
Moore - Mar. 39
Moretus - Jan. 14*, 15
O'Neill's Bridge - Oct. 147, 148*, 149, 150 (12" Photo)
Palitzch - Mar. 40
Petavius - Apr. 51, 52*; Nov. 160
Phocylides - Nov. 154, 156*, 157
Pickering - see Messier
Piton, Mt. - Dec. 171
Plato - Jan. 13*, 14; Mar. 39; Apr. 61*; May 74, 75
Plinius - Dec. 170, 172
Posidonius - July 107*; Nov. 160; Dec, 171
Pythagoras - Jan. 16; Nov. 153, 154, 156*; crater A N.W. of Nov. 153, 154, 156*, 157
Rays - Mar. 41; May 74
Riccioli - Jan. 11* 12
Saheki - Jan. 16
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Schickard - Nov. 154
Schroeter's Valley - see Aristarchus with Herodotus
Seleucus - May 77
Sirsalis - Jan. 16
Snellius - Nov. 153, 154, 156*, 157
Stevinus - Nov. 153, 154, 156*, 157
Sven Hedin - Jan. 16
Tacitus - Dec. 172
Tycho - Nov. 154, 156*, 157
Vieta - Nov. 154, 156*, 157
Vega - and Vicinity - Mar. 40*, 41
Werner - Dec. 170
West Humboldt - May 75, 76*
Xenophanes - June 93
Zuchius - Nov. 154, 156*, 157
Globe, Making a - July 96
Guide to the Moon, Moore; Reviewed - June 86, 87
Meteors - June 87; observations for - May 76, 77; Aug. 123
Model Photographs and Interpretation - June 84,85*, 86*
Observation - Drawings, Some Precepts Concerning - June 87,88
Electronic Image Converter Used - May 74
What to Record - May 63, 64, 65
Rainbows - July 96; Sept. 124
Wilkins' Map - Booklet - Feb. 17
Exhibit - Nov. 151
NEPTUNE - July 103, 104
OCCULTATIONS - see Jupiter
PHOTOGRAPHY, Amateur - With Image Converter - May 74
RADIO OJNMUNICATION Suggested - May, 62, 63
RESOLUTION - Diaphragms used for - Aug. 108, 109, 110, 111
Telescopic Limits of; Symposium - Mar. 42, 43, 44;
Apr. 56, 57, 58, 59; July 99, 100,-102; Aug. 108,
109, 110, 111
Visibility of Small Details - Aug. 112, 113, 114
bh1ING - Mar. 41
STELLAR EXERCISES for Planetarians - Feb. 23 to 27
SYMPOSIUM on Limits of Telescopic Resolution - see Resolution
TRANSITS -

see

Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn

TELESCOPES - Amateur Telescope Making Book 3; Ingalls - Reviewed Dec.
168, 169
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Image Converter used with - May 72, 73*, 74
Neo-Erachyt - Feb. 17; Aug. 111, 112
Notes on Amameur's Aug. 120, 121
Schiefspiegler, Der,Kutter - Book reviewed - Aug. 111,112
TWO HMI= INCH LUNAR & PLANETARY PIDTOGRAPHS - Availability of - Jan.1
Dates, Times and Physical Data - May 63
Reproductions - Clavius & Vicinity - May 78
Copernicus & Vicinity - June 95
URANUS - June 93; Nev. 160; Dec. 170, 171
VEGA, Publication - July 96; Sept. 124
VENUS - Inferior Conjunction 1951 through 1952 - Mar 30, 31*, 32",
33,, 34, 35
South Pole with Notes on Inclination - May 65, 66, 67*, 68*,
69*, 70*, 71*, 72
Transit, Solar - Black Drop Effect - Aug.. 109
With Image Converter - May 73*
BOOK REVIEWS
Field Book of the Skies, by William T. Olcott; revised and edited
by R. Newton and Margaret W. Mayan. G. P. Putnam's Sons, N.Y
1955; 482 pages, numerous charts and diagrams; $5.00.
Reviewed by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
Thomas Carlyle was wont to regret: "Why did not somebody teach me
the Constellations, and make me at home in the starry heavens which
are always overhead and which I don't half know to this day." A pity
then that the Sage of Chelsea did not have access to a Field Book of
the Skies; for had he been so favored, his lament would have been
superfluous. In this little gold mine he would have found not only
adequate instruction in star lore, but rich material on sun, moon,
and planets with a slice of astronomical history thrown in for good
measure.
R. Newton and Margaret Mayan have undertaken to bring up to date
Olcott's classic handbook without materially disturbing the format
and general structure so familiar to us, and in this they have eminently succeeded. Tables and positions have been brought up to the epoch
of 1950 and corrections entered in data sections according to the latest
determinations. The introductory, which in the revised version becomes-Fundamentals, has been rewritten and there is a little rewriting
here and there in other sections; but the bulk of the text is conform,
able to the third revised edition of 1936 and thus retains all of the
excellencies thereof.
For beginners unfamiliar with the earlier editions let it be noted
that Field Book of the Skies opens with a series of introductions which
prepare the way for the intelligent use of the data sections which
follow. Under head of "Why Study Astronomy/ cogent reasons are given
for taking up the subject, and this leads to Fundamentals in which the
basic data and concepts are attractively presented. How do we know/
answers the challenge of the skeptic with convincing finality, and
lastly How to Use This Book tells us exactly how to do just that.
Having gotten down this material and digested same, the novice is
then ready for the next step which is to begin the actual study of the
constellations themselves. In this he is greatly assisted by a
series of comprehensive chapters on all of the recognized constellations
Page 17
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visible from .400 N. latitude grouped according to the four seasons.
Each constellation is depicted in two maps, one for the naked eye
and the other for the telescope, the latter chart including stars of
special interest, clusters, variables, doubles, nebulae, etc. Each
seasonal group of constellations is preceded by a general sky map
showing all of the constellations visible for that particular season
from latitude .40° N. and for seven different hours and dates.
The telescopic charts of individual constellations are accompanied
by data sections containing the elements of double stars and other
objects of interest with notes on same, and here the old hand will
recognize some slight changes introduced by the present editors. The
column of position angles has been omitted from the new edition as
of little real help to the amateur observer of doubles and a column
of Designations has been substituted, in which the right ascension
and declination of the star or other object are given in a convenient
notation which is fully explained in the text. This same notation
now appears on the naked-eye and telescopic constellation maps.
There then follow individual Sections on sun, moon, and planets
filled with nuggets of fundamental knowledge, all brought up to date,
and lunar observers will rejoice in a series of moon charts which
show the principal lunar objects visible for eight different ages of
the moon. Each moon diagram is accompanied by a data section containing specific and interesting information about the objects to be observed.
A particularly valuable asset of Field Book of the Skies has always
been the comprehensive appendices; and this feature has been retained
and even enlarged in the present edition. Here one will find a new
table giving the elements of all the known satellites of the solar
system in addition to the old favorites, generally enlarged and extended
and in some cases revised. Star Magnitudes, star names, all are there
and a greatly extended table of periodic comets. Data on instruments;
resolving power, observational techniques, etc are given also. This
material is worth the price of the book itself.
Perhaps the one feature which will be most missed by those familiar
with the older editions is the photographic; Although richly endowed
with charts, diagrams, and tables there is not a single photograph in
the entire book, a fact which.seems to have escaped the proofreaders;
for the dust jacket specifically lists photographs as among the features
to be found. Notwithstanding, there is nary a one.
Gremlins in the composing room are probably reaponsible for the
strange statement on page 355 that under suitable conditions the belts
of Saturn may be seen with nothing more than a field glass: One or
two other slips occur here and there, but nothing that merits any
special attention and nothing that in any way detracts from the enormous usefulness of this book. Field Book of the Skies should be in
every observer's library and in every observer's pocket when he sallies
forth afield. Highly recommended.
• •

Baruch Spinoza, and Western Democracy, by Joseph Dunner, Ph. D
Philosophical Library, N.Y 1955; 142 pages including index; 0.00.
Reviewed by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
Baruch Spinoza occupies a position in Western philosophy which is
almost and perhaps quite unique. Belonging to no philosophical school
and founding none; writing in a meter of pure logic and therefore
appealing only to the intellectually gifted; living a life of uncomplaining personal poverty and comparative obscurity and dying at the
early age of forty-four, this gentle man, this "God-intoxicated philoPage 18
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eopher", nevertheless so aroused the orthodox of his day as to have
the unusual distinction of being excommunicated from the Jewish
Synagogue and anathematized from the Christian Pulpit at one and
the same time.
What then was the nature of Spinoza's philosophy to bring down
the harshest condemnation from both sides of the theological fence?
What manner of man was this who could be described as "an atheist,
a scoffer at religion and a tool for evil in the republic?" And
lastly what influence did he exert upon subsequent thought and what
values did he leave which are applicable to the insane world of today? The answers to these questions constitute the raison d'etre
of Dr. Dunner's small volume, for this interesting book is not a
mere biography of Spinoza; not an apologetic for Spinozistic metaphysic; nor yet solely an exposition of Spinoza's philosophy, but
rather a well written synthesis of all three.
The true measure of Baruch Spinoza as a man of great personal
courage can only be understood in the context of his origin, and
against the somber backdrop of his day which in some respects resembled our own. Then as now a fundamental struggle was'in pro
grew. In the world of the 17th Century its aspect was mainly
theological and philosophical, as in the world of the 20th Century
it is mainly political and economic; but the goal was the same
then as today ... the enslavement of the human mind. Into such a
world was born Barudh Spinoza at Amsterdam in the year 1632, of
parents who had been forced to flee from their Inquisition-ridden
home in the Iberian peninsula to the comparative freedom of the
Dutch Netherlands; and it is at this point that Dr. Dormer introduces'us to the future philosopher and to his parochial world in,
the Jodenburt of Amsterdam.
With considerable restraint and sensitive feeling, Dunner takes
us into the disturbed scene of that day beset by the bitter theological fueds and hatreds engendered by the Reformation; and shows how
the impact of such events had constrained the natural optimism of
the Jews to a gloomy despair. While Christian armies battled over
Europe the position of the Jews had become increasingly critical,
leading to a sense of insecurity and consciousness of personal fault
which was to have a profound effect upon the fortunes of Spinoza.
Subject to severe persecution at the hands of the Spanish Inquisition
and badgered everywhere, it is only natural that these fear-haunted
people should have eagerly migrated to Holland following upon the
Dutch declaration of religious tolerance in 1579. Here - at least
until the Dutch naval disasters inthe war with England -they had
found a measure of security; but it was well understood in the Jodenburt of Amsterdam that this measure of security. was at best precarious. Communal unity in the face of potential danger naturally
was stressed, and perhaps for this reason the rabbinate of the city
was more than normally sensitive to any heresy which threatened to
divide and embitter their little flock. It was Spinoza's misfortune
that his unorthodox theology should have come to flower in such a
time and situation, and it was only natural that his views should have
brought down upon im the bitter words of excommunication. In times
of crisis the Jewish people have always been inclined to credit their
disasters to the result of their own falling away from the traditions
and the God of Israel. Always in such times the remedy prescribed
by the rabbis has been a return to strict orthodoxy of belief and
practice.
We may imagine the reaction of the devout when it became apparent
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that the essence of Spinoza's theology was a complicated pantheism;
a pantheism in which for the majestic and awful figure of Yahweh
there had been substituted a God who was simply the sum total of
Nature and who was to be made manifest not by revelation but by
reason through the methods of geometry, which is to say through the
media of intellectual propositions, axioms, and corollaries. One
can also understand the diatribes of the equally devout Dutch Pastors,
given the peculiar conditions and thought patterns of the day. In
his biographical introduction, Dr. Dunner shows how Spinoza came to
abandon the traditional beliefs of Israel under the influence of
physical science fortified by contemporary philosophical speculation.
But most interesting is the picture we get of Spinoza himself.
Cast out by his own people and damned by many of the Christian
clergy alike, he maintained a serenity which was truly Socratic.
Supporting himself not too adequately by the not too profitable art
of lens grinding, the philosopher contented himself with pursuing
his studies and replying - when he felt it necessary to reply - by
sober and reasoned arguments rather than by vituperation. Kindly
disposed to all, and often charitable beyond his means, it was no
accident that in the face of Church and Synagogue alike men should
dare to speak of him as Blessed Spinoza.
This biographical opening chapter, which ends in the simple and
dignified account of Spinoza's early death, is hit the prelude to
the much more difficult and perhaps less successful exposition of
Spinoza's peculiar conceptions. The very uniqueness of the
Spinozistic system renders such a task far from easy; for not only
were Spinoza's ideas highly original but they were written admittedly
for the informed and intelligent and thus are not susceptible to
popularization. It is not to the heart but to the head that Spinoza
always appeals. For this reason the chapters on Spinoza's metaphysics and on his pantheistic concept of God rub• maize strange reading for those to whom any religious or quasi-religious system must
necessarily imply warmth and emotion. Here they will find only the
coldness of pure logic. True, the love ofAGod is often stressed;
but it is an intellectual love and its object is an abstract, not a
personal, Deity. God is the sum total of Nature as man is a particularized portion of Nature. "Salvation" in the Spinozistic system if such a term is applicable at all - lies in harmony with Nature.
Dr. Dunner has handled these difficult subjects well; and while
he has very wisely made no attempt to make of Spinoza's metaphysic
other than what it is, nevertheless he makes eoually clear what it
is not .... such as the atheism so often charged by those to whom
God must always be merely Super Man. Moreover, in the midst of
lengthy quotations from Spinoza's several works, he manages to convey
a strong impression of the essential humanity of the man and of his
genuine desire to bring happiness to a perplexed human race. Whether
happiness can be best attained through propositions and axioms or
through visions and dreams is left for each reader to decide for himself. Dr. Dunner does no preaching.
The political theories Of Spinoza reveal an essential utilitarianism
and what to some may appear a degree of realism bordering on cynicism;
though, as Dunner shows, they follow logically from Spinoza's view
of the nature of things. We learn that the central aspect of political organization for Spinoza is order ... geometric order; but order
constrained by reason and ordained by necessity. Spinoza, as Dr.
Dunner abundantly makes clear, totally rejects the concept of the
totalitarian state, as he also rejects the idea of absolute monarchy
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or aristocratic oligarchy. For Spinoza the ideal political organization of society is an enlightened and ordered Democracy; and Dunner perhaps too liberally credits the influence of Spinoza's political
concepts upon the social and political upheavals of the 18th Century
which led to the establishment of free Republics as we know them.
The last chapter of this book - Spinoza's Legacy for the Twentieth
Century - is in some respects the most interesting of all; for herein
Dr. Dunner undertakes to relate certain of Spinoza's theories to
modern. conditions ... and incidentally pays his own respects to the
monstrous tyranny which passes for "Democracy" in the Soviet Union.
If this chapter does nothing else it should certainly dispel the
strange belief, advanced by modern witch hunters, that all intellectuals - particularly philosophers - are ipso facto sympathizers with
the Communist lunacy.
Baruch Spinoza and Western Democracy is a work of sensitive feeling and restrained writing. Whether one agrees with all of the interpretations presented by the author will have nothing to do with the
enjoyment one will derive from this book. Admittedly difficult in
some spots, as when Spinoza's concepts are discussed, it is on the
whole very easy to read and should offer no difficulty to the layman
in philosophy. A good book well written.

Exploring Mars, brDr. Robert S. Richardson.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1954, $4.00.
Reviewed by J. Russell Smith
Dr. Richardson, Mt. Wilson and Palomar astronomer, has given the
general reader a non-technical account of our neighbor, the planet
Mars. The well known astronomer' considers the apparitions of 1954
and 1956, and he feels certain that astronomers will know much more
about Mars after 1956 than they have ever known before. Rockets
are briefly discussed and the reader is taken on a trip into outer
space. This is followed by an interesting chapter on a lunar
observatory where one could have near-perfect seeing conditions.
The rocket follows a charted course to Mars and then the author
discusses the following conditions on the dusty planet: time, atmosphere, temperature, life, and the canals. There are instructions
with charts on how to locate Mars and follow it, with the naked eye,
during 1955 and 1956.
One would think from the title that the book might be completely
devoted to Mars; but Dr. Richardson gives, in contrast, a brief
survey of Mercury, Venus, the asteroids, Pluto, and the giant planets,
especially Jupiter.
The bock has a pleasing and easy reading style. There are a number
of excellent lunar and planetary photographs near the center of the
volume. The reviewer likes to see the name of a book on the front
cover, but this one has none. However, the jacket has the name under
a fine view of the 200-inch.
AN IMPORTANT REQUEST
On May 14, 1955 Dr. G. de Vaucouleurs wrote Mr. Robert G. Brookes,
the Jupiter Recorder of the A.L.P.O., as follows:
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"I wonder if you could help me locate sources of information
and obtain observations of Jupiter in 1950 and 1951. My interest
in them arises from the recent detection of radio noise from
Jupiter on tracings made at the Radiophysics Laboratory, Sydney in
1950 and 1951, which confirm the discovery announced earlier in the
year by the Washington group.
"My Australian colleagues have asked me to collect American and
European observations of Jupiter for comparison with the Australian
data. I should be most grateful for your help."
Dr. de Vaucouleurs is already known to many A.L.P.O. members as
the author of two classic books about modern astrophysical investigations of Mars, The Planet Mars and Physics of the Planet Mars.
He is at present Observer-in-charge of the Yale-Columbia Southern
Station Observatory, Mount Stromlo, Canberra, Australia. It is
indeed an honor to our A.L.P.O. that a professional astronomer of
Dr. de Vaucouleurs' stature should request our records for use in
his research. W. Brookes suggests that neat copies of the requested records on Jupiter in 1950 and 1951 be sent to him at his address,
P.O. Box 82, Newark, Arkansas, and that he then forward them to
Australia. We hope that a goodly number of our members will be able
to respond to this request.
OBSERVATIONS AN]) COMMENTS
Recent observers of this imposing ring-plain
Bullialdus.
include L. B. Abbey, Jr., P. W. Budine, J. Eastman, W. H. Haas, and
J. E. Westfall. Westfall made a drawing on January 14, 1954 at
colongitude 24°. 3 with a 4-inch refractor at 180X in poor seeing;
and Abbey made a drawing on July 10, 1954, at 23°.l with a 6-inch
reflector at 150X in good seeing. Bullialdus was full of sunrise
shadow in-both these views. Both observers drew a black spot
near the middle of the sunlit east inner wall, presumably shadow
in a terrace or valley there. Abbey was Asurprised to find the
shadow a "much lighter gray" in the center of Bullialdus and wondered
whether he was seeing a lunar atmospheric effect or a reflection from
the sunlit east wall. Perhaps also the highest central peaks were
catching enough sunlight to lighten the shadow, even though they were
not seen individually. Westfall, however, found the shadow quite
black in the center in his view with higher lighting although poorer
seeing. Neither could Haas see any central whitening on April 2,
1955 at colongitude 25°.2, employing a 12.5-inch reflector at 367X
in poor seeing. Eastman also drew nothing near the center of the
shadowed floor in an observation on February 2, 1955 at 26°.3 with
a 6-inch reflector at 135X and 225X and poor seeing. The pass through
the southeast wall was drawn by Westfall and Eastman. Budine made
a drawing on March 4, 1955 at 29°.9 with a 3.5-inch reflector at 125X
and fairly good seeing. The shadow had then retreated far enough
to disclose the central mountains, of which Budine saw two large peaks.
The terracing of the inner wall, was very evident (and was also noted
by Eastman). Budine further drew a. number of hills and ridges on the
southeast and northeast inner walls, a hill at the foot of the northeast inner wall, and a dark spot at the foot of the north inner wall
right at the edge of the shadow. A curious object on his drawing
is a "cleft", perhaps rather a shadowed valley, shown to lie partly
on the lower part of the southeast inner wall and partly on the floor
of Bullialdus.
Reported Flash on the Moon. Mr. Patrick Moore, the Secretary of
the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Association, has comPage 22
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municated the following report:
"At 19 brs., 20 mins., U.T on 1955 April 24, Francis C. Wykes
was observing the Moon when he noted a white flash, of short duration, on the unilluminated portion of the disk. The terminator at
the time was closely east of Cleomedes, and the position of the flash,
according to Wykes' sketch, was in the northern part of the Mare
Serenitatis, not far and somewhat east of Posidonius. [ The colongitude at the time was 300°.3. - Editorj
"The instrument used was a 6-inch refractor, with a low power.
The colour of the flash was white, so far as could be ascertained,
and the magnitude was estimated to be 7. The time given, 19 hrs.,
20 mins., may not be accurate to within a minute or two either way.
"Reports of lunar flashes are generally dubious, but Wykes is - a
young and keen-sighted observer, and it seems most unlikely that he
would make a mistake of this kind. It will be interesting to note
whether any other observer can confirm this flash. Skies in Britain
were not generally clear, which is unfortunate."
It certainly would be a most important development if someone else
"can confirm this flash". Since the moon was a narrow crescent at
the time, only observers in a rather narrow belt of longitude centering near the British Isles had any opportunity to do so. The chance
that some observer so located was looking at the position of Mare
Serenitatis on the earthsUne with adequate optics at the exact moment
of Mr. Wykes' observation is very amAll - yet dare we hope?

1'

4

We wonder whether the flash appeared stationary on the moon's surface to Mr. Wykes. The flash of a meteoritic impact on the lunar
surface would be stationary, but a meteor luminous in a rare lunar
atmosphere would almost always show some movement since its path would
hardly ever coincide with the observer's line of sight.
111 Apparent Twilight in Copernicus. On pg. 146 of our NovemberDecember, 1954 issue we reported a curious lightness of part of the
shadow of Copernicus observed by Mr. G. H. Johnstone. It is now
clear, however, that we erred in giving the U.T. date as November 6,
1954; the actual U.T. date was November 5. 1954, and the colongitude
was actually 220.5 to 230.5 We request our readers who keep files
of old issues to make this necessary correction. At this writing we
still know of no other observations of Copernicus on November 5, 1954.
On April 2, 1955 Copernicus was observed by both G. H. Johnstone
(Cave 6-inch reflector) and Walter H. Haas (12.5-inch reflector).
Mr. Johnstone observed from colongitude 23°.2 to 24°.2 and hence at
about the same lighting as on the preceding November 5; nevertheless,
he could find no sign of any"twilight" or abnormality in the shadow.
With a power of about 3001 his view was good enough that he could see
clearly the small hills shown on Section VI of the Wilkins map just
southeast of the main central mountains. At colongitude 25°.0, with
Copernicus one-third to one-fourth full of shadow, Haas could see no
hint of any twilight effect; shadows were jet black, and all floor
detail was distinct. Therefore, we now have some additional evidence
that whatever Mr. Johnstone recorded last November was a lunar abnormality.
Schickard. Among the observers of this giant walled plain near the
southeast limb are Alan P. Lanham, Frank J. Kelly, and P. W. Budine.
A remarkably detailed chart by Mr. Lanham is here given as Figure 7.
Readers may wish to compare this chart to the aspect of Schickard on
Sections XXI and MI of the Wilkins map. This laudable piece of
Page 23
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work with only a 34
inch telescope should
show that lunar and
planetary opportunities certainly exist
for small instruments
of good quality. We
suggest that Lenhamls
letter-designations
in Figure 7 be adopted
for future work on
Schickard. Nm. Budine
on November 8, 1954 at
colongitude 590.3 with
a 3.5-inch Skyscope
reflector confirmed a
number of the objects
charted by Lenham; he
commented on the absence
of the south wall of H
and on the brilliance
of the two craterlets
a little southeast of
B. The east edge of
the floor was notably
dusky to Budine.
Many of the smaller
details on Figure 7
will only be visible
for a short time under
low lighting, and it
will also be an advantage to observe when
Schickard is as far
in from the limb as
possible.

'

Hovel. This wiled
plain near the east
limb has been drawn under low morning lighting by W. F. Barber, Jr.
and L. B. Abbey, Jr.,
each with a 6-inch reflector. Nr. Abbey
recorded the central hill
and craterlets A and B
near the east edge of
Bevel.

\

Figure 7
Chart of Lunar Welled Plain Schickard by A. P.
Lenham. Based on Observations with a 3i..Inch
Refractor at 166% from 1949 to May, 1953.

Cleomedes and Posidonius.
Cleomedes is a large
ring-plain a little north
of Mare Crisium on Section
XII of the Wilkins map, and Posidonius is another large ring-plain on the
northwest shore of the Mare Serenitatis on Section III of this map. Mr.
J. E. Westfall drew Cleomedes on January 8, 1954 at colongitude 311°.3 and
Posidonius on January 10, 1954 at 335 .8. He employed a 4-inch refractor
at 180X in bad seeing. The clefts on the floors of these craters were
seen imperfectly. Tralles, which intrudes upon the northwest wall of
Cleomedes, was drawn to have a single very dark band on its sunlit east
inner wall.
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double as on January 5), and SSTB (?). Aside from the NEB the nost
prominent object on this photograph is the RS. There is a dark condensation following the RS and the RS Bay it apparent in the SEB.
The photograph shows a tilting of the major awls of the RS to the plane
of Jupiterts equator by about 10° in a south-preceding - north following direction. This photograph was taken in blue light (Kodak Wratten
47 filter).
John E. Westfall observed a rather rare satellite phenomenon on
January 14, 1955, 5:15 U.T. 39 hours before Jupiter reached opposition.
Mr. Westfall observed the shadow of JI to be partly obscured by JI itself. Such a phenomenon can occur only if the transit occurs within
approximately 56 hours of opposition for JI decreasing to about 17
hours for JIV. For JII, JIII and XIV it is further necessary that the
zenocentric declinations of the Sun and of the Earth be very nearly the
same at the time of opposition.
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Figure 14. Three Sketches of Red Spot
- Red Spot Hollow Region on Jupiter by
Elmer J. Reese with a 6-inch Reflector.

Figure 15. Lunar Straight Wall
and Vicinity. Charles F. Capen,
Jr. Lowell Observatory 24-inch
refr. at 15 to 20 inches of apertHre. 240X, 580X. April 1,1955.
3 Om - 6h 53m, U.T.
Colongitude = 11°.5 - 13°.5.
Seeing bad to fairly good.
Sky very clear.

THE STRAIGHT WALL FAULT-SCARP
by Charles F. Capen,Jr.
The Lowell Observatory 24-inch refractor was employed for the lunar .surface
drawing of the Straight Wall fault-scarp as seen at lunar sunrise (Figure 15).
Wratten Filters Nos. 8, 12, 15, 21, and 57 were used as aids in eliminating
irradiation and heightening surface contrasts.
The Straight Wall has a light edge bordered by a narrow black shadow
opposite to the Sun, which is to the left or west. It lies between the crater
Birt on the right and the crater Thebit on the left. The Straight Wall fault
is some sixty miles in length and about five hundred feet high. It was once
mistaken for an artificial work; whence came its name "Railway". The crest
of the cleft is not uniform in eight, which is indicated by the varying width
of the shadow at sunrise. Subsequent observations show it to be a fault-:scarp
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Figure 15. Lunar Straight Wall
and Vicinity. Charles F. Capen,
Jr. Lowell Observatory 24,-inch
refr. at 15 to 20 inches of apertflrea 240x, 580X. April 1,1955.
3 0 - 6h 53m, U.T.
Colongitude = 11°,5 Seeing bad to fairly good.
Say very clear.
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in the surface plain of an old submergence crater. This old pre-maria
crater can only be seen easily when the sun is low; the above drawing was
made with the terminator on the very right (east) edge of the dra
This same region was observed on April 2, 1955 from 2 15m to 5'2 ,
at colongitude 23°.3 25°.0 using a 2/3-inch Cave erfle ocular giving a
58° field for appearance of the surface features under different lighting
conditions and in order to check the previous nigh-Vs drawing for surface
object positions. As can be seen in the drawing, many smell craterlete,
rills, and clefts were recorded within this region.
According to J. E. Spurrfs Geology Applied to Selenology, the Zraight
Wall fault-:scarp was formed after the cooling of Mare Nubiun, with its
upthrow on the west. Traces of its extension, or a closely parallel one,
can be noted on the Hell-plain floor\approximately one hundred miles to the
south and in line with the fault-line. To the west of the Straight Wall,
the smooth surface does not appear to be that of Mare Nubium lava, but
completely melted down "lunarite". To the east of the faUlt-acarp is the
mare lava; however, the fault-scarp is not the exact dividing line between
the remelted area and the original mare lava. This distinction between
the two components of the surrounding plain region can be noted under higher
lighting conditions than those for Figure 15. The Lick Observatory photograph, phase 10.35 days, shows the dividing line.
MARS 1954 - REPORT ON COLORS
by D. P. Avigliano
The many color reports on Mars that were received from our observers
along with some excellent colored drawings has, happily, made possible this
brief report on Martian colors in 1954.
The normal well known color of the Maria of Mars might be described as
grey-green, blue-green or greenish, some observers seeing more blue in a
given Mare, some more green and some more greyish shades, varying with the
different observers. The desert regions of Mars usually appear to most
observers as various shades of yellow-orange. Most of the following results
were obtained from the work of more than one observer in each case and allowance was made as much as possible for the observerfs individual color sensitivity. The period covered by the following color reports is from March to
0ctober, 1954.
Colors in the Maria.
Margaritifer Sinus - normal blusegreen tone to most observers.
'
Mare Eyrthraeum - normal blue-green to most observers.
Aurorae Sinus - normal blue-green to most observers. Possibly more
greenish than other similar areas.
Bosphoros Gemmatus - normal blue-green to most observers.
Mare Sirenum - very probably more bluish before July, 1954 and a more
normal Maria tone afterwards.
Trivium Cherontis and Cerberus I - very dark and grey, nearly black
at times.
Mare Tyrrhenum - normal blue-green before July, 1954 and more greygreen afterwards. Traces of brownish or purplish
in July and August.
Syrtis Major - The dark N. part of this area was quite blUish most of
the apparition. In late June and early July a'confirmed
change of color in this area to black was noted, the area
then becoming normal by later July, The S. portion of
the Syrtis Major remained a more normal blue-green tone.
Sabaeus Sinus - normally a darkish greenish-grey but on June 19 and 20,
1954 a confirmed change to a brownish or lavender tone
was noted. Its tone was more normal by July. The
Meridiani Sinus was slightly darker than the arm of the
Sabaeus Sinus.
The N. Maria regions - The predominant color of the UMbra, Utopia and
Mare Acidalium regions was a more neutral grey.
Blue tints were obserted on occasions in Utopia
and 'the Mare Acidalium.
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Our Philippines colleague invites comment from other A.L.P.O. members
about his work on this eclipse. It seems to us that his photographs of
the corona deserve much praise.

Figure 17.
Photograph of the
Total Solar Eclipse
on June 20, 1955.
Taken. by Hans Arbor,
Hanna, Philippines,
with a 4,,indhFt 15
Refractor. 4h 221e,
U.T. Royal Pan
Sheet Film.
EXposure 4 Seconds.
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REVIEWS

The Elements of Chramatomraphy, by T. I. Williams, LA., B.S0., D.
F.R..I.C.; Philosophical Library, New York; 1955; 90 pages including
numerous illustrations; $3.75.

Phil.,

Reviewed by James C. Bartlett,
This is the kind of book which must make Ph. D's of archaic vintage
somewhat uneasy, for they must wonder how well they would do in a modern
entrance examination which included subjects not even mentioned in their
day. For instance as late as 1940 Babor and Lehrman, in their General
College Chemistry, do not mention chromatography. Hence one of the real
surprises of Dr. Williams! little volume is his demonstration that the
principles of the art were known as far back as 1850 and practiced to
some extent ever since. A fascinating note ma method used by Pliny
to detect iron on papyrus suggests that even the ancients may not have been
entirely ignorant of the method.
The Elements of Chromatography opens with an Historical Introduction
in which Williams traces the origin of tbs art to empirical practice in
the dyeing industry. From this humble beginning one is led to see how
the subject came to be taken up by various workers in unrelated fields,
including botany, who were quick to see its application to their specialties. One is also surprised to learn that a respectable literature developed early, only to be for the most part forgotten. The reason why
chromatography has recently come to the fore again, is explained by the .
author as due to the fact that only recently have there been any large
number of chemical problems for which this method is superior to the methods
of conventional analysis.
The nature of chromatography and its modern methodology are simply end
lucidly explained in throe separate chapters, each dealing with one of the
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principal forms: adsorption, partition, and ion-exchange. Underthree principal
standing is greatly assisted by a number of very fine colored plates, photographs in black and white, and line cuts. Miscellaneous forms of the art
are considered in another chapter, while two more are devoted to special
techniques dealing with the treatment of colorless substances and development.. The concluding chapter depicts chromatography in modern industry
with some hints as to future developments.
This is a very satisfying book for those who desire an elementary
introduction to the subject. The style is clear and the writing is both
scientifically sound and unpretentious. One is grateful for the absence
of verbosity and the lack of obscurity, both of which mar so much of
scientific literature in our day. This is a book to be read with pleasure
as well as profit. In passing it should also be remarked that the publishers have done a better than average job for the author. The typography
is sharp and easy on the eye, and the printing is done on coated paper of
good quality. Illustrations - particularly the colored plates - are
excellent.
One must also mention another excellence. At the end of each chapter
there is given a relevant bibliography, while a general bibliography follows
the last chapter. Thus the serious student may use Dr. WilliamA, little
volume as a springboard to a more comprehensive knowledge of the subject.
The technical competence of this work can be properly evaluated only
by chemists who specialize in chromatography, but one suspects that their
verdict would be highly favorable.

Time Counts, by Harold Watkins; Philosophical Library, New York; 1954;
274 pages. $4.75.
Reviewed by Walter H. Haas
This book is frankly propaganda that the Gregorian Calendar now in use
in most of the civilized world should be replaced by the World Calendar,
sponsored by the World Calendar Association International and with U.S.
headquarters at 630 Fifth Ave., New York 20, New York. As astronomers
and as citizens of a republic we should give our intelligent attention
to this proposal. We may fairly ask, then, Just what are the defects
of the Gregorian Calendar and just how will the World Calendar remove them
or lessen them.
The natural unite of time are the day, the month, and the year. Unhappily, they are quite incommensurable with each other; there is never
exactly a whole number of days, or of months either, in any whole number
of years. Calendar-makers, of course, have used approximations, such
as Julius Caesar's 3651 days in a year. The confusion is increased by
that rather arbitrary unit of time, the week. However, the error in the
length of the year in the Gregorian Calendar, introduced by Pope Gregory
XIII in 1552, is only about. one day in 3,000 years, surely small enough
to be of no immediate concern. There are certain other defects,though:
the months are of different lengths, the same is true of the quarters of
the year, a particular day of any given month falls on different days of
the week in different years, and the number of working days (non-Sundays)
in a month varies from 24 to 27. The last-named can be of considerable
statistical and economic importance; the volume of sales in two Julys,
one with 26 working days and the other with 27, may be expected to differ
on that account by about 4%. (Greater complications can and do occur
if Saturday is of more business importance than the days from Monday to
Friday.)
The World Calendar divides the year into four equal quarters, beginning
with January 1 as a Sunday. January has 31 days, February 30, and March
30. April, May, and June repeat the 31-30-30 pattern; and since there
were 91 days or 13 weeks in the first three months of the year, April 1
is on a Sunday. Thus we have a perpetual calendar with equal quarters
Page
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The True Book About The Secret Service, by Ronald Seth; Frederick Muller
Ltd., London; 1953; 142 pages and many illustrations. 6 shillings.
Reviewed by Walter H. Haas
Though this book has nothing to do with astronomy, we enjoyed reading it
and we are sure that many of otr members would also enjoy it. Like Dr.
Wiikina' book, it is written for teen-agers. The writer was himself a
British Secret Agent in World War II. He describes such techniques of
spying as the use of secret inks and codes, disguises, the training of
spies, and the composition and working of a spy-ring. It may come as a
surprise to many to learn that Daniel Defoe, the author of Robinson Crusoe,
was also the founder of the modern British Secret Service.

OBSERVATIONS AND

Posidonius and Bravlev. J. E. Westfall drew Posidonius on January 10,
1954 at colongitude 335°.8 with a 4-inch refractor at 180X. A curious
aspect of his drawing is a black band of shadow running east-west and
located in the north part of the floor. Although this band agrees well
in position with a known cleft, it is shown to be far wider than any other
cleft. Mr. Westfall. drew Brayley and vicinity on January 15, 1954 at
36°.4 with a 4-inch refractor at 180X. Brayley is a small crater in the
Mare Imbrium on Section V of the Wilkins map. Under the low lighting
prevailing the drawing shows a number of black lines, probably the shadows
of very low ridges; but it is difficult to confirm these on the Wilkins
map. The detection of such features often depends upon having just the
right solar lighting.
Uranus. A remarkable amount of work on this distant planet was
carried out in February-April, 1955 by Owen C. Rank with a 4-inch refractor
and by Leonard B. Abbey, Jr., with a 6-inch reflector. Figures 18, 19,
and 20 are perhaps typical of their best results. On April 3, 1955.both
observers quite independently drew Uranus, Mr. Abbey at 24 30m, U.T. .(Figure 20) and Mr. Renck at 2h 45m, U.T. Their agreement is very good
indeed; for each one saw a white area on the southeast limb, a duskiness
of the rest of the limb, and nothing more. Refer aJko to Figure 17 and
28 on pg. 148 of our November-December, 1954 issue. Mr. Ranck draws on
Uranus what appear to be belts parallel to the equator, sometimes a white
spot and sometimes a dusky area upon the earth-turned pole, frequent bright
areas in the zones between the belts (Figure 19), and sometimes a bright
crescent along the west limb (Figure 29). Mr. Ranok interprets this last
feature as part of a white Equatorial Zone. There thus appear to be
strong analogies between Uranus and Jupiter and Saturn and some evidence
that detail on Uranus is rather variable.
It would be most excellent if this very promising work on Uranus can
be confirmed with larger telescopes. Perhaps Messrs. Ranck and Abbey have
shown us that a few years of intensive study can accomplish more than have
decades of rather casual looking.
Plato. Among the current observers of this famous walled plain are
L. B. Abbey, Jr. (6-inch refl.),W. F. Barber, Jr. (3.5-inch and 6-inch refls.),
P. W. Budine (3.5-inch refl.),A. K. Herring (8-inch refl.),and R. Oxford
(4-inch refr.)
Our nomenclature for the markings on the floor of Plato
follows that of Figure 21, a preliminary but very laudable map of Plato
constructed by Elmer J. Reese some years ago. Mr. Herring sawA and C as
shadow-holding craterlets on February 1, 1955 at colongitude 13°.8and on
April 1, 1955 at 11 .9; he found no visible floor detail on December 15,
1953 at 200.3 but probably only because the transparency was extremely poor.
Besides Herring, Barber and Budine also drew Plato on April 1, 1955. Barber
saw no detail on the floor; Budine suspected two white spots and two dusky
ones, but they do not agree with Herringts drawing or with maps. Budine
did, however, record many bright ridges on the east and southeast walls,
two small craterlets and a mountain on the north wall, two mountains just
outside the northwest rim, and two shadow-filled valleys running north and
west from Plato to two mountains. He also remarked a whitening of the south-
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N
Figure 18. Uranus
Owen C. Ranok.
4-inch refr.
Nsrch 24, 1955.
0 2e, U.T.
Seeing fair.
Sky clear.

Figure 19. Uranus
Owen C. Renck.
4-inch refr. 300X.
April 11, 1955.
l' 5m, U.T.
Seeing good.
Sky very clear.

Figure 20. Uranus
Leonard B. Abbey, Jr.
6-inch refl. 300X:
ril 3, 1955.
36m, U.T.
Seeing fair.
Transparency very poor.

Figure 21.
Preliminary Chart of
Plato in 1946-7 by
Elmer J. Reese.
Based on 14 drawings
with a 6-inch Refl.

h
.Ta; but this whitening was not drawn by
east corner ef the floor at3
Herring at 3" 45m or by Barber at 0" 3e. Oxford grew A, C, and D (single)
as whitish spots on April 4, 1955 at colongitude 47 .6. Abbey saw A as a
shadow-holding craterlet and B as a mere spot on January 3, 1955 at 19°.2.
It is a severe test of a 6-inch telescope to see the craterlets as such and
not just as spots.
Proposed Systematic Search for Possible Lunar Meteors. In recent years
Mr. Robert M. Adams has been our most active member in searching for possible
lunar meteors and possible lunar meteoritic impact-flares. We might remind
our newer readers that if the moon has no atmosphere, the meteorites striking
its surface at cosmic velocities will give rise to impact-flashes easily
observable from the earth. However, an exceedingly thin atmospheric blanket,
one not discoverable by most methods of investigation, will suffice to destroy
many of these meteorites or at least to reduce their velocities enough that
they can cause only dim impact-flashes. There will also thus result lunar
meteors visible to us as brief and short streaks against the lunar surface and
inconspicuous in ordinary telescopes. Now it is quite certain that meteoritic
impact-flares are not recorded in appreciable numbers, and in addition a number
of A.L.P.O. members have reported what certainly appear to be lunar meteors.
It is thus important to watch the moon for such objects; except for the unusual
opportunity of a total eclipse of the moon, we shall do best to observe the
earthlit areas when the moon is a narrow crescent. In June, 1955 Mr. Adams
wrote in part as follows: "Of about 30 searchings for flashings averaging half an
hour apiece, there.were only two very momentary occasions that I thought I saw
flashes
These were so brief that I consider it possible they might be
labeled subjective phenomena
I have a proposal to make on this subject
of lunar flashes. I would be willing to undertake the leaderahip[on a tentative basis] of such a prbject. Before such a project could be effective, it
would seem that there should be a number of people who would agree to observe
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at stipulated times. A time schedule could be worked out in advance so
that it would be certain two or three peoplo were observing at the same time.
It would be natural that only a small fraction of the observers' would. be
working at the same time because of other duties, weather conditions, etc.
Fairly accurate time should be kept but not necessarily precisional time
because the location of the object by two observers would clinch the identity
of the object."
We very heartily commend Mr. Adams' suggestion to A.L.P.O. members.
Certainly the skeptic will be very doubtful that lunar meteors exist until one
has been observed independently by two observers. Certainly such a duplicate
observation is not likely to be made by chance; it will instead require very
careful planning. But if one were made, it would be a very real achievement
for our A.L.P.O. Mr. Adams invites all seriously interested readers to write
to him at'324 South Valley, Neosho, Missouri.
Walter. Mr, Kellyts drawing of this lunar walled plain on pg. 125 of our
September-October, 1954 issue encouraged two other A.L.P.O. members to make
drawings. Mr. Donald Rosenfield sketched Walter on April 1, 1955 at colongitude 11 .6 with a 10-inch reflector; and Er. Bill Hartmann did so on April 2,
1955 at 23°,6 with a 2.4-inch Unitron refractor. Hartmann shares Kelly's
impression that the highest part of the triangtlar area in the northwest part
of the floor is its southeast corner, the one facing the center of Walter; in
fact, Hartmann and Rosenfield draw a sharp hill rising there. With higher
solar lighting than the other two observers had, Hartmann remarked several
bright rays on the floor of Walter. Rosenfield with a larger aperture than
the other two observers resolved the triangular area into craters and hills.
Herodotus. On April 5, 1955 at colongitude 59°,7 R. Oxford drew this ringplain with a 4,-inch refractor at 1801 and poor conditions. lie saw no sign Of
Dr. Bartlettts pseudo-peak; the floor was a uniform gray. R. M. Adams on May.
4, 1955 at 53°,O with a 4.3-inch refractor found almost all of the floor in
shadow; he speaks of a "faint diffuse light" near the east veil,. which had
become brighter and larger by 53°,6, The manner in which the light spread
interested Mr. Adats very much, but it may be a normal development.
"An Unusual ay Phenomenon". Under this title the leading article in Vol.
2, No. 25 of Vega, Mr. R. M. Baum's excellent publication, describes a. really
amazing observation by Mr. Harold Hill, Dean Brook House, Abbeylakes, Near
Wigan, Lancashire, England. Whatever one may think of "flying saucers" - and
it is perhaps difficult by this time to say much new about them--we here have
a careful observation by an outstanding lunar observer of more than twenty years'
experience in astronomical work. Mr. Hill will give his own opinion as to what
was seen upon request. We here summarize from Vega the observation itself.
On July 8, 1954 near 20P' adm, U,T., at his observatory in Abbeylakes Mr. Hill
suddenly noticed at an altitude of about 559 in the southern sky a bright,
apparently stationary, star-like object. With 331 and 501 on a 12-inch reflector
the "star" was resolved into a bright silvery object of indeterminate shape,
accompanied to the left by a loose cluster, with perhaps 15 to 20 members, of
what appeared to be minute stars of varying magnitudes. These were constantly
moving about, a "hive of activity". After a short break caused by clouds, Mr .
Hill saw two bright objects close together. The cluster had vanished, though
perhaps merely outside the field of view of the telescope. "My attention was
directed to the two bright objects which showed sensible motion. They were
separating as I watched and not only appeared to be gyrating and flashing but
also exhibited a slow pendulum movement about each other in a manner similar to
dancing partners! The increased movements of the objects made following with
the 12-inch a difficult affair, and they passed out of the field as an adjustment had to be made to the telescope." They were also lost to Mrs. Hill, who
had Ilan simultaneously watching with binoculars. Clouds ended the observation
at 20 55m, U.T. Mr. Hill's impression was that the objects were at a very
great height. "The two principal members defied description, they flashed as
they gyrated as though metallic surfaces were reflecting the rays of the Sun (now
below the horizon). Probably the closest analogy to what was seen is to be
found lathe flashing of the facets of a diamond as it is turned in strong light."
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Lunar Meteor Shower, Predictions. Mr. Richard Baum in Vol. 2, No. 26
of his excellent review Vela directs attention to predictions by a
.Japanese astronomer, Kenzo Kono, of lunar meteor showers in 1955, their
dates of occurrence and the lunar areas where meteor-flashes should be
looked for. These predictions depend upon the assumption that known
terrestrial meteor showers are so large in cross, section that the
swarms intersect both the earth and the moon. We give here Mr. Kono's
predictions:

Moon's

Mews

1955,Apr.20

lyrids
Delta Aquarid:

July 26

±

27 days 95° 327°
7

0.09

49 283

0.66

190

0.15

10

24

81

Orionids

Oct.. _._.

6

9

342

0.99

Leonids

Nov. 18

4

52

102

0.62

Geminids

Dec. 10

25

101

0.20

Giacobinids

Here i is the angular distance between the radiant point and the earth
as observed from the moon, t is the position angle on the lunar limb
abate the lunar meteors, should be looked for (measured from 0° at the
north point through 90° at east all the way around and up to 360°), and
a is the magnitude of the affected area.. Past studies would indicate
that terreatilil(and presumably lunar) Giacobinids will be scarce in
1955 but that a rich shower may occur in 1959 in at least some longitudes of the earth. Observations of these predicted lunar meteor.
Showers should be attempted over a period of some days centered around
the dates in the table.
, 324 South Valley, Neosho, Missouri is organiz. Robert M.
ing our A.L.P.O. lunar meteor searches upon a systematic basis. Members
willing and able to participate regularly in such work should write to
bin.

MA,Mars Dtawinen. On pages 52 and 53 we publish two more pages of
drawings of Mars in 1954 by different A.L.P.O.members. The drawings
were selected and arranged by Mr. D. P. Avigliano, our Mars Recorder.
More pages of drawings of Mars during its 1954 apparition and more articles
about the planet in that year wilt appear in future issues..
TBE RADIAL MARKINGS OF VENUS: ANOTHER PO/NT OF VIEW.
by Patrick Moore, F.R.A.S.
. J. O. Bartlett's paper in the January-February "Strolling Astronomer"
raises a number of most interesting points, and with the full knowledge
that I am treading on dangerous ground I propose to challenge him. Dr.
Hattlettand I have corresponded for years upon a variety of topics, and
it is scarcely necessary to add that I have the most profound respect for
him personolTy and as an observer, so that I hope he will show me where
I am wrong!
The first point seems to hinge upon Iowellts observations. Nobody in
their senses would suppose that Lowell himself was anything but utterly
honest and sincere, and any alternative suggestions can be treated with
the contempt that they deserve. Few men sacrificed more in the cause
of astronomy-than Lowell did. But I cannot agree that his observations
of Venus are accurate. He once described streaks as being "like steel
engravings", and in his own words:
"The markings themselves are long and narrow; but unlike the finer markings on Mars, they have the appearance of being natural, not artificial.
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I do not dispute that some "streaky" features may exist, and some
photographs support this. Differences in eyesight may also play a part,
and a simple experiment once conducted by Baum and myself showed that his
eyes are much more sensitive than mine with regard to shortcwavelengths.
But streaks are different from radial, spokes, and in apy case there seems
no basis for the contention that the streaks are even semi-permanent.
Once we support the idea of permanency we must go back to the 225-day
rotation period, which has been shown conclusively to be false.
I now bow my head to await the storm]

OBJECT BETA;

A nARF OF /DENTITY
by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
The student of lunar surface changes suffers more than his fair share of
disabilities, for should he chance to uncover something promising no one
will believe him and what is more he had better not believe himself until
he has had a second look at his prodigy. Theettapp which lunar perspective
sets for the unwary are many'and various, and what may seem a mound in one
light will appear as a depression in another. The case of Linn is classical.
I first become acquainted with the strange object: which forms the subject
of this paper in the summer of 1949e when I was fetched by a remarkable metamorphosis which illustrates very graphically how cautious one should be in
drawing lunar inferences. At that time I was engaged in browsing about the
lunar- arctic which is notable for the numbers of unconventional formations
to le found there, and which frequently take the forms of rhombuses and
rhomboids apparently squares and parallelograms seen askew. Could we but
view them in better perspective it is probable that some at least would
prove as remarkable as Beedlerls famous Square. Associated with those odd
structures are smaller objects to be found here and there, notably in J. J.
Cassini, the natures of which are very obscure. J. J. Cassini itself is of
considerable interest being a large, ill-defined open epace bounded on the
east by a high curving escarpment and on the west by what appears to be a
shallow valley separating this area from the site of Maedler's Square.
Parallelism is a marked reattre hereabout and,under some angles of illumination a number of alternate whitish and darkish streaks comes out on the
surface of J. J. Cassini, giving to that fOrmation a strangely grooved
appearance somewhat resembling the effects of glacial striae. Theee finely pencilled lines are parallel and show a general N.W. to S.E. orientation.
One also finds a number of parallel ridges.
In the N. W. corner of J. J. Cassini, about opposite to Birmingham A
which lies across the valley, there emerges at sunrise an object of somewhat remarkable appearance (Fig. 1). This takes the form of a long,
rectangular block with a bright upper surface which seems to be covered
with minute asperities making it appear to be rather rough. The northern
side of the block appears to be in shadow and a tapering shadow extends
eastward from the block's end. The perspective is that of a solid and
fairly high rectangle. A little later a minute eraterlet appears on the
extreme S.E. corner of the formation, perched upon its very edge, and sometimes a dark diagonal line is seen to arose the block's upper surface (Fig.
2). As the altitude of the sun increases a subtle transformation takes
place, and presently the upper surface of the block becomes very dark and
its northern side very bright (Fig. 3). Meanwhile changes in the intensity
of the surrounding territory make the object increasingly difficult to pick
out, and towards sunset it has become reduced to a faint rectangular gray
patch of no apparent elevation. Finally, when it comes to the evening
terminator, the solid aspect emerges once more but the shadowed top of the
block instead of appearing flat now seems to be concave (Fig. 4).
When I first noticed this structure its unusual nature impressed me to
the extent that I resolved to study it closely, from sunrise to sunset,
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Fig. 1. Object Beta.
James C. Bartlett, Zr.
Jima 6, 1949.
2n le, U.T.Col. 26. 8.
3.5-inch refl. at 100X.

•

Fig. 2. Object Beta.
James C. Bartlett, Jr.
NOY 4 1952.
lh 40, U.T. Col. 24° 6
3.5-inch refl. at 100X.

•I
Fig. 4. Object Betas
James C. Bartlett, Jr.
Apgust 26, 1951.
7n 31m, U.T. Col. 198? 3
3.5-inch refl. at IOU.

Fig. 3. Object Beta prime.
James C. Bartlett, Jr.
20r, 1951.
4
, U.T. Col. 123? 7.
3.5-inch refl. at 1001X.

Fig. 5. Object Beta.
James C. Bartlett, Jr.
September 13, 1951.
3" 451m, U.T. Col. 56? 3,
3.5-inch refl. at 100X.

in order to determine its true structural nature. Accordingly I assigned
to it the Greek letterbeta for purposes of identification.
A first run with Object Beta led to nothing. It seemed to be simply
a block and nothing more. Consultation of several maps also led to
nothing. Goodacre's map does not show it in any recognizable form, and
indeed he makes J. Jr. Cassini mostly a blank. It' is not certainly present in the 1946 edition of Dr. Wilkinst map, though possibly indicated.
One difficulty is that the foreshortening here is so severe that conven
time drawing of an object to a mean state of libration may differ so
from the reality as to make identification of questionable objects very
uncertain. Still, all things considered, Object Beta did appear to have
a real existence; so I considered hot; it might be explained in terms of
geological experience modified by the peculiarities of the lunar environment.
It looked like a long, narrow outlier or perhaps a peculiar form of
mesa; but both types as we are acquainted with them are due to aqueous
erosion which, I am told, has never taken place on the moon. For the
same reason it did not appear to be the eroded remnant of a dike. It
might have been a horst which, if you remember your geology, is an elevated section of the crust separated from similar sections by intervening downthrusts called graben. But horsts and graben usually occur in
association whereas this object was isolated. It might have been a
block mountain, similar to certain structures in the western United States;
but block mountains are sculptured by erosion, either aqueous or aeolian.
What could have tailored Object Beta to the clean-cut rectangle it presented?
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Having gotten nowhere with theory I thereupon did what I usually do
in such cases, namely, -wrote a letter. This was addressed to Ntr. Elmer
J Reese, and after some exposition of the difficulties Mr. Reese was
asked to express his opinion of the nature of this object. In his reply
Mr. Reese informed me that he was familiar with the formation and that
far from being a block of any kind it actually was the ruin of an ancient
ring! Moreover tho walls were of no great height and the depression was
rather shallow. In short the thing was quite commonplace.
This intelligence fairly astounded me and sent me back to the literature for a recheck, but with no results. So the next thing was to reobserve Object Beta from sunrise to sunset, and this time I was more
fortunate. On September 11, 1251m(U. T. times and dates here and hereafter), I began a resurvey at 2 0 , dol. 31°. Object Beta appeared in
its usual rectangular form complete with the little craterlet perched so
curiously on its very edge. It was impossible to believe that this
structure was not a solid, rectangular mass. At col. 44° the appearance
of the block was about the same, though I did notice a slight apparent
deformation such that the top had a look of concavity. It was as if the
block had become warped, but still unquestionably a rectangle. Usually
at this point in an investigation the weather closes in, one misses the
next succeeding colongitude, and so ths whole record is thrown into uncertainty; but by some miracle col. 56 arrived on the wings of a very
clear night and, as later transpired, this was precisely the colongitude
missing from all my previous observations of Object Beta.
Now colongitude does not furnish us with an unvarying measure of the
illumination, thanks to the moon's librations. Actun11y the true angle
of incidence of sunlight may vary very appreciably for very nearly the
same colongitudes, but this is of little effect near the center of the
disc. However, near the limbs, it becomes of very great effect for very
pall differences.
Thus on June 8, 1949, at col. 510 4, Obgect Beta was its familiar self;
but now on September 13, 1951, at col. 56. 3 - which is only 40.9 difference Object Beta had undergone a marvelous transformation. In place of the hard,
clear lines of the usual blodk I was bemused to find a flat and shallow
oval depression with a familiar craterlet under the rim - if any of its
southeastern wall (Fig. 5).
Here was a classic example of how extremely serious errors may be made
in lunar matters; for had I measured this object in its block phase I
should have unhesitatingly put it down as a solid rectangle of so many
miles length, breadth, and height - and for all I know to the contrary, it
may so appear somewhere in the literature. Here also was a pointed reminder of the tremendous importance of consecutive, long-continued observation of lunar objects before one is in position to say much about them.
For jackdaws often parade in peacodkel feathers - on the moon. But to
get back to Object Beta.
In its true role of a ruined ring the interior was seen to be a bright
white and to contain a number of low and minute asperities on the floor.
It is this surface which appears as the rough top of the "block" when
the object is in its rectangular phase. The wall appears to be highest
on the north side and to be very low or possibly wanting altogether on
the south. The northern well also appears to be higher at its eastern
end, and a little east of center there appears to be a breach down to the
level of the outside surface. The upper surface of this wall appears
to be jagged, as qms11 spires of shadow are thrown from the rim. The
little craterlet which appears to perch upon the corner of themblodkft
is seen to lie just under the southeastern rim.
On September 14, 1951, at col. 68.°7, Object Beta remained visible under
its new aspect of a shallow oval; but on this occasion I made another discovery of great significance. East of Beta I found a dark, rectangular
patch of surface which looked very much like Beta itself when in its block
phase. On September 15, at col. 93.°l, Beta itself could no longer be
distinguished; but this dark rectangle was very prominent.
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It may be reeelled that when Object Beta is first seen after sunrise
it appears as a bright-topped block with a shadowed northeln side. This
aspect is maintained until around col. 569 when the true natureoof the
formation becomes epparent. But before I had made the col. 56 observation
I had prgviously observed what I took to be the same object at coloneetudes
past 100 , when, as previously noted, it appeared as a dark-topped block
with a bright white northern side. The 1951 obsertations, however, showed
that around col® 9313 Beta becomes invisible, Hence it is fairly certain
that what I had really observed was the dark rectangle east of Beta, This
strip of surface - for so it appears to be - is bordered on the north by
a corresponding bright strip, and the whole is so similar in shape and.
proportions to Beta itself when in block phase that a wrong identification
is virtually guaranteed. This curious surface strip, which I designated
Beta prime, has an amazing appearance of solidity - Naturels own 3-D in
the lunar theatre, It might be wondered why a careful eye would not
notice that Beta prime is farther east than Beta itself and so avoid confusing the two; but one must ask: farther east of what? For Betaltself
vanishes as do all other reference points, including Birmingham A, under
high sun,
Most of the enigmas attaching to Object Beta had thus been cleared up.
Beta is not a block of cruet elevated high above the surrounding surface,
but a shallow ring of ancient vintage. Its apparent white top does not
become dark, and its dark side does not become mhite. One merely confuses it with Beta prime. However, the fundamental question remained: By
what process does this ruined ring assume the appearance of a rectangular
block?
This appearance is very definite and sharply defined, though large
apertures would probably dispel the illusion and perhaps even reveal the
true nature of the object long before it becomes evident to smaller
instruments. However that may be, the south side of the formation appears
to have a straight edge denoted by a thin dark line. It is probable that
this particular line is merely a subjective delusion, It is there for the
same reason that artists give bounding outlines to their figures, though
no such lines exist in nature, Probably we see it because we expect to
see a definite boundary to a definite object.
For the rest mention has previously been made of the marked parallelism
of the surface in J. J. Cassini. Streak markings are common and are most
prominently developed shortly after sunrise, which is to say at a time when
Object Beta appears so convincingly rectangular. When we reflect that the
long sides of the apparent rectangle are parallel also to these streaks,
it becomes very probable that it is they which determine its apparent
orientation and give to it the character of a blook. By the time when
Beta emerges in its true form, these confusing streaks have greatly faded.
Libration also has very powerful effects in these far northern regions,
and when displacement is to the north objects tend to take on such a linear
aspect that one is reminded of the nightmarish angles in The Cabinet of Br.
Caligari, Poor, mad Cesar never had greater difficulty in finding his way
through his world of crazy geometry than I have had in identifying objects
hereabout,
Such experiences greatly strengthen the position of those who argue
against real surface changes on the moon; mho maintain that all is illusion, mistake, fantasy, But I remain unrepentant and unabashed and do
affirm that such changes do take place, and that they can be disentangled
from the snares of lighting and libration.
Nevertheless, should I ever grow too dogmatic, let someone take me aside
and gently whisper: "Object Beta".
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is well aware that his personal astronomical work has been very small in
amount for some time and feels that this generous recognition from the
W.A.A. must rather be for what our Association of Lunar and Planetary
Observers has achieved since its inception in 1947. From this point of
view we may take justifiable pride that our efforts to date have been
thought so worthy, and we may also properly dedicate ourselves to trying
to do still better work in the future. We need, for example, a system—
atic method of reviewing books pertaining to lunar and planetary astronomy
and related fields; we need some way of disseminating the more important
information in magazines we exchange with The Strolling Astronomer among
our members; we need a translating service for astronomical material receiv—
ed in foreign langnageer we need some kind of rapid communication among
our widely scattered members when potentially valuable observations require
immediate attempted confirmation. We have, in brief, no cause for com—
placency. On behalf of the A.L.P.O. the writer thanks the W.A.A. for this
fine Award, and we hope that we shall show ourselves worthy of it.
Dpring the Convention Ir. Arthur Leonard set up a target at Glacier Point
to be viewed in telescopes at Camp Curry. On the target were strung wires
of accurately known widths, the thinnest considerably less than a second of
arc in diameter as viewed from Camp Curry. Such tests are of obvious inter—
est to A.L.P.O. members because of their relation to the visibility of fine
lunar and planetary detail.
It has been said that the most important part of a ConVention is outside
of the regular and formal meetings. Certainly it is a pleasure to make new
friends and to renew acquaintances with old ones. At Yosemite, as at other
W.A.A. Conventions, there were at all times little knots of amateur astro,
nomers in conversation upon a wide variety of subjects. It is especially
gratifying to meet in—the—flesh astronomical friends previously known only
through correspondence. There is an easy and informal air about such ama—
teur gatherings liaich all who attend find very enjoyable.
At this time the site of the 1956 Convention of Western Amateur Astronomers
has not been selected. One possibility being considered is the Lowell Obser—
vatory at Flagstaff, Arizona; and Mars would be near its closest possible
approach at the expected dates of the Convention. The Lowell Observatory
staff is agreeable to the idea, and it might even be possible to observe Hers
through the famous and excellent 24—inch Clark refractor. With such an
inducement, perhaps we could have at the same time and place a meeting of our
far—flung A.L.P.O.. Should we try?

Figure 17.
Some of the A.L.P.O. Members at the
Seventh Annual Convention of Western Amateur Astro—
nomers, Yosemite National Park, California, August
19-21, 1955. Left to Right; Clarence P. Custer,
M,X., D. P. Avigliano, Frank Kettlewell, Walter H.
Haas, David P. Baroroft, and Thomas R. Cave, Jr.
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THE CHILDREN OF COPERNICUS 2
by Howard G. Allen
Among the best lunar photographs ever taken are the First and Last
Quarter views that have been enlarged and printed as the Lick Photographic
Atlas. Recently the writer began a search through the atlas for elliptical pits that might result from rocks hurled from a crater in its explosive
birth. Many suspects were found, but by far the greater number visible on
these plates (with one possible exception) are in the vicinity of Copernicus. A chart of the most probable ones was made by pin-pricking their positions into a sheet of heavy paper. To do this the back cover of Ski!, and
Telescope for June 1947 was used. The cover had been taken from the atlas
and this left Plate XV unmarked for further study of the pits.
Most of these features are so delicate and so near Copernicus that they
are difficult to distinguish from the broken area of radial ridges. A few
may have been confused with crevices or two circular pits in contact; yet
the vast majority must be true elliptical pits. An area of avoidance for
some distance from the rim seems indicated (see Figure 18). The lack of
them to the east of Copernicus would be due to the high-sun absence of fine
detail. Many more objects are suggested on the plate; however, the nature
of these objects is too uncertain for them to be included on the chart.
This chart (Figure 18) shows the positions of the pits and the directions
of their major axes. No attempt at size or amount of elongation is meant.
The directions of the axes away from the crater seem far greater in number
than any chance alignment, even were the surrounding sea area covered with
similar objects in haphazard arrangement. Yet they are not well centered
on the crater. In fact the distribution, disregarding the worst examples,
appears to be about as confused as the famous web-like network of rays and
must be as surely associated with Copernicus. A close study of Plate XV
will indicate this as they appear to be connected with the more conspicuous
parts of the ray system. Even the uncharted suggestions omitted from Figure
18 behave nearly as well. Should this apparent relation gain acceptance,.
it provides a strong argument against any theory for the composition and
origin of the rays other than blown volcanic or meteoritic ash.
The
finest examples are the string of three pits west of Pytheas along the line
of a well defined ray and the isolated one west of Gambart. Here is a thin
ray containing a large light patch with the pit beautifully centered on it.
Moreover this pit is one of the few that definitely show a direction; that
is, its smaller diameter is away from Copernicus. This is undoubtedly the
shallower end; and according to Rinehartgs principle. ', the missile that
formed this pit came from the direction of the crater. Another fine example
is the northernmost of the pair immediately north of Eratosthenes with the
direction away from this crater. A few others probably connected with
Eratosthenes can be found on Plate XII along with ill-defined radial ridges.
Less often noticed is a faint ray system of this crater visible on good full
moon photographs looking drowned in the bright splash of its grander companion. Reproductions of other prints were examined and found wanting. Particularly disappointing for this study is the popular 200-inch photograph of
this region as there is a north-south distortion present. Worthwhile, however, is an excellent high contrast plate of the same Lick view in Bedellts
Album of Celestial Photographs.-)
Possible Orphans. The possible exception to the area of most numerous
elliptical pits mentioned before is that in the region of Eudoxus and
Aristotle north to the limb. Here there may be a larger field of such
features. The majority, however, are merely hints on Plate VII. Some
good objects can be picked out in the mountainous spread of the Caucasus,
but those most distinct are on the sea north of Aristotle. Supposing that
they are true pits some extreme apeculation can be indulged in, perhaps
suggestive to someone better able to judge. Some may owe their origin to
Aristotle; still the overwhelming majority cover this section with major
axes pointing southwest and northeast., arranged roughly, by groups and blank
spaces, in a fan'ahaped pattern spreading to the limb. These are mostly
faint markings with now and then an indisputable pit, nearly all turned poleward. Dr. H. P, Wilkins has described this area well in contrast to the
rest of the moon.4 From the sea to the limb the thin wells of craters are
broken and cut through and in some places remain only as rows of hills.
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Mal of this aspect would be due to the intrusion of the lava sea; yet
this must be only partly the cause. This portion of the moon: may have
met a hail of stone, its fortress walls bombarded - - as well they might
be had the graveleinue1eus of a amOT comet brushed here.
References
1.*The Bright Rays on the Moon" by Guenter D. Roth - Tag Strolling
Astronomer, Pol. 6, No.. 12, Dec., 1952.
2.*Four Possible Meteorite Craters in Utah" by Richard N. Thomas Bla and Telescope. Oct. 1952.
3."An Album of Celestial Photographs" by A. L. zredeir.--A. L. Bedell;r
St. Louis, MC., Plate 12, 1946.
--Frederidk FUller Ltd.,
4.'Our Noon* by Dr. H. P. Wilkins,
London, 1954, pp. 51, 52, 53, 61.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Best of the Season. It is extremely probable that this belated
issue of The Strolling Astronomer is the last one Which will reach our
readers before Christmas. Therefore, we should like at this time to
send each and every one of our members and friends our best wishes for
a very merry Christmas and a most happy and prosperous New Year. May
the holidays be full of joy for you, and may 1956 bring you many good
things! We shall on our part make at least one New Year's Resolution,
to try to get the mailing of /ha Strolling Astronomer back on schedule.

ent

R

ER

ER

R

Uranus Project. Mr. Leonard B. Abbey, Jr., 822 S. McDonough, Decatur,
Georgia, invites all persons interested in observing Uranus to correspond
with him. The study of markings on the small disc is best pursued with
large telescopes and good seeing; and yet Mr. Abbey and Mr. O. C. Renck
of Milton, Penna. have made several independent, surprisingly concordant,
simultaneous observations. Perhaps, then, a really systematic study of
Uranus by a group of energetic amateurs willing and able to observe this
remote planet regularly might tell us more than have many years of casual
and irregular observations. Abbey and Randle have worked up for distribution tables of Western Meridian Transit values for Uranus during its 195556 apparition. These correspond somewhat to the central meridian longitude tables for Mars and Jupiter and assume that Uranus rotates in 10 hrs.,
45 mins. Instead of estimating when a Uranian feature is on the central
meridian of longitude, however, the observer estimates when it is due west
of the center of the disc, west hero being a direction in the terrestrial
sky,„ The reason for this choice is that it is relatively easy to determine the east-west direction from the drift of the planet across the field
of view of an undriven telescope. Several imperfections of Western Meridian Transit longitudes may occur to the advanced amateur, but we think
that they may still be helpful in the present very elementary stage of
visual studies of the rotation of Uranus.
A Lunar Globe Model. Mr. Frank W. Manning, 4321 Perrier St., New
Orleans 15, Louisiana is offering a "moonball" about six inches in diameter.
The chief formations on the visible hemisphere are charted, and it should
be instructive to be reminded that the apparently oval Plato and Tycho
are really circular formations. On the unknown hemisphere there is given
miscellaneous information about the size of the moon, its orbit, the maximum heights and depths of lunar features, the velocity of escape on the
moon, etc. There is no attempt at great accuracy in the charting, Tycho
having about twice the diameter of Copernicus for example; but probably
the accuracy attained is sufficient for its purpose. Suggested improvements in possible future versions of Manning's "moonball" might include
a systematic method of showing all maria as shaded and meridians of lunar
longitude and parallels of lunar latitude (the former lamely determining
What formations are on the terminator at a given colongitude).
Flying Saucer Review. Such is the title of a British periodical on
"unidentified flying objects". Persons living in the United States may
subscribe by sending $3.50 to Mr. Bruce Lansbury, Box 3B, 55 W. 92nd
St New York 25, New York. The magazine evidently considers "saucers"
to be much more than illusions or natural phenomena; the Editor is Mr.
Derek Dempster, a former R.A.F. pilot.

MARS, 1954 - REPORT NUMBER 2, PART 1
by D. P. Avigliano
This report is based on A.L.P.O. observations covering the opposition
and near-opposition period of the 1954 apparition of Mars. The period
covered by this report is from June 18, 1954 to July 27, 1954. In
addition to the observers listed in the previous Report No. 1 (Strolling
Astronomer, Vol. 8, Numbers 7 and 8; Vol. 8, Numbers 9 and 10) the following observers have now sent in drawings and/Or reports:
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3.- Lowell Observatory Bulletin No. 59 (Vol. 2, No. 9).
4.- Annals of the Lowell Observatory, Vol. 1, 1898, Plate X.
5.- Flanmarion, C, La Plante Mars, Vol. 1, pp. 404 - 410, Paris,1892.
6.- Jarry-Desloges, Observations des Surfaces Plangtaires, Fas. I, 1907.
7.- Pickering,

Astr.,Vol. 31, No. 4, Plates X1 and X11, 1923.

8.- Antoniadi, E.M.,La Planate Mars, 1659 - 1929, Paris 1930, Plates.
9.- Andrenko, L.,Urania, Ano. 25, No. 180, Nov. 1935, pp. 110-113.
10.-Lowell, P., Mars and Its Canals, MacMillan, 1906, footnote p. 178.
11.-Lowell, P., Mem. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci., 12 (1902), No. 4-1.
12.-Schiaparelli, G.V., A.N.,Bd. 123, No. 2944, Pp. 241- 250, 1890.
13.- Antoniadi, E.M., La Plante Mercure et la Rotation des Satellites,
Paris, 1934.
14.- O'Toole, D., Private Correspondence Sept. 2, 1951.
1

15.- Barnard, E.E., AP. J., 52p.301, May 1897.
16.- Denning, W.F., Telescopic Work for Starlight Evenings, p. 151, 1891.
17.- Ross, F.E., Ap.J., 68, p. 75, 1928.

iNsEA OF VOLUME 8 (1954) OF THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER
by Howard G. Allen
ACKNOWLEDGMENT - Jan.-Feb. 1.
A.L,P,0. - Nov,-Dec, 145; Mars Map - see Mars; with Astronomical League see same.
ASTEROID OBSERVATION - Pallas - Close Approach to Star - Mar.- Apr. 40.
Vesta - Star Occultation - Sept.- Oct. 124.
ASTRONOMICAL LEAGUE - A.L.P.O. Applies for Membership - Mar.- Apr. 25;
Membership in - July-Aug. 79.
Convention 1955, announcement - Nov.-Dec. 126.
ASTRONOMICAL MATERIALS LIST, availability of - May-June 50.
BOOK REVIEWS - Astrology and Alchemy, Two Fossil Sciences; Qraubard
Mar.- Apn, 47, 48.
Essays in Science; Einstein - July Slug. 97, 98.
Guide to the Planets, A; Moore Nov.- Dec. 144,145.
Our Moon; Wilkins - Mar.- Apr. 46.
Our Neighbour Worlds; Firsoff May-June 72,73.
Perceptualistic Theory of Knowledge; Fireman - July-Aug.98,99.
Space Travel; Gatland-Runesch - Mar.-Apr. 48,49.
Sternenhimmel, Der; Naef - 1954 Edition - Jan.Feb.22,23,24.
1955 Edition - Nov.-Dec. 145,146,
COSMOGONY, Firsoff Nova Theory of - May-June 72,73.
ECLIPSES FILTERS -

see

see

Sun, Jupiter (satellites).
Jupiter, Mars, Moon, Saturn, Venus.
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FOR THE BEGINNER - Jupiter Nomenclature - Nov.-Dec. 129*.
Mars Observation, Program for 1954 - Jan.-Feb.17 to 20.
References - May-June 68.
Saturn Nomenclature - Mar. -Apr.29*; appeal for
observation of - Jan.-Feb. 20,21.
Transit Observations, Central Meridian, Making of Sept.-Oct. 108,109,121,122.
JUPITER - Atmosphere, Speculation on Physical Structure - Jan.-Feb.9.
Filters Used with - Sept.-Oct. 119.
Markings, Long Enduring in STeZ - Jan.-Feb. 16*,17.
Micrometer Used with - Jan.-Feb.11.
Nomenclature - Nov.-Dee. 129*.
Observations by K..Komeda in 1952-53 - Nov.-Dec. 141,142*,143*.
Occultations - Satellites-see satellites.
Sigma £rietis - Jan.-Feb. 9.
Photography, amateur - Sept. -Oct.120; Nov.-Dec.134 to 137.
Red Spot & Hollow Observation - Jan. -Feb.7*; Sept.-Oct. 119;
Nov.-Dec. 129,131,132*,133,
141,142%143*,144.
Reports 1953-54 - Complete Apparition - Nov.-Dec. 127,128,129*,
130*,131,132*,to 139.
latarim - Jan. -Feb.6*,7*,8*,9; Sept.-Oct. 118,
119*,120*,121,122.
Satellites - Callisto - Jan. -Feb.14Sept. -Oct. 119*,120*;
Nov.-Dec. 137,138.
Detail, Difficulty in Recording - Jan.-Feb.11,12.
Eclipses - Sept.-Oct. 138,139.
Europa - Jen.-Feb.15; Sept.-Oct.119*,120;
Nov.-Dec. 137,138,139.
Ganymede Jan.-Feb.12*,13; Sept. -Oct.119*,120*,121;
Nov.-Dec. 137,138,139.
Io - Jen.-Fob. 9,1415; Sept. -Oct.119*,120; Nov. Dee. 137, 138, 139.
Naked Are Visibility of - Sept.-Oct. 120,121.
Occultations - Nov.-Dec. 138, 139; with naked eye Sept.-Oct. 121.
Transits - Nov.-Dec. 138,139; shadow doubling jan. -Feb. 9.
Transits, Central Meridian, Makingof - Sept. -Oot.121,122.
Micrometer used - Jan.-Feb.11.
Report of - Nov.-Dec. 133,134.
Satellites: see satellites.
Unusual Feature - Jen.-Feb. 8.
MARS - Apparition - Program for 1954 - Jan..4eb.17 to 20; Mar.-Apr.25 to 29.
Program for 1956 - Sept.-Oct. 108, 109.
Reports in 1954 - 01 part 1 - July-lug. 79,80,81%82,
83%94 85%86; #1 part 2 - Sept.-Oct.
109,110%111*, to 117; by W.D. Heintz Sept.-Oct. 105*, 106*, 107%108,109.
Committee on - Jan.Feb. 18,19,20; Mar.:Apr. 26.
Filters Used with - Jan.-Feb.18; May-June 55,56,57; Jely-aug.81%83%
84,85*; Sept.-Oct. 108.
Life On, Artiele - Mar.-Apr. 35,37,38.
Map of, A.L.P.O., Notes on - Sept.-Oct. 117; Nov.-Dec.127.
Micrometer Used With - Jan.-Feb.10,11; Mar.-Apr.26.
Note on - Nov.-Dec. 144,145.
Photography. Amateur - Mar.,Apr. 26, 27, 29.
Transits, Central Meridian - Making of - Sept.-Oct. 108,109.
Micrometer Used - jan.-Feb.10,11.
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MCDONALD OBSERVATORY, Visiting Hours - May-June 50.
MERCURY, Note on - Nov.-Dec. 144
MICROMETER, Filar - Jan.-Feb.9,10,11,21; Mar.-Apr.26; May-June 76.
65*;
MOON Colors - May-June 50 to 55, 62*, 63*, 6414/JUly-Aug.99; Bluish
bright spot on or near and "twilight" Nov.-Dec.146.
Craters, Availability of Paper on Origin - Sept.-Oct. 102.
Features - Alexander - Mar.Apr. 45.
Alphonsus Nov.-Dec. 149.
Apianus - Nov.-Dec. 149.
Arago domes near - Nov.-Dec. 147,148.
Archimedes - Mar.-Apr. 43,44; crater A of, named Gant July-Aug. 79.
Aristarchus - Mar.-Apr. 43; May-June 73,74*,75,76;
July Aug. 91,92*, 93,94,95; SePt.-Oct.
125; colors around - May-June 54,65*.
Aristotle - Mar.-Apr. 45; July-Aug. 99,100.
Atlas - July-Aug. 100.
Birt - Sept.-Oct. 124.
Brisbane & vicinity - Mar.-Apr. 36*, 37*.
Burg July-Aug. 99,100'.
Cabeus high peaks near - May-June 76*.
Cassini Mar.-Apr. 42*.
Cavelerius - Sept.-Oct. 124.
Clavius - Nov.4Dec. 149; crater D of - Nov.-Dec.146,147*.
Cleostratus, color area near July-Aug. 99.
Conon - Jan. Feb. 11; May-June 77,78.
Copernicus - colors in & around - May-June 53,54,62*,64*;
possible twilight in - Nov.-Dec.146;
domes near - Nov.-Dec. 148*.
Domes - Nov.-Dec. 147,148*.
Eratosthenes - Mar -Apr. 44.
Eudoxus - Mar.-Apr. 43.
Furnerius - Mar.-Apr. 44
Gant, new name for Archimedes A - July-Aug. 79.
Gassendi - Mar.-Apr. 43.
Grimaldi - July-Aug. 93, 94.
-.71;;,1-1t-A 4.06,,..9iii.1.-

c;,,ltt;;
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°

4 Hercules & Crater D of Mar.-Apr.43;Sept.-Oct.125.
Herodotus - May-June 54,65*,74*,75; Sept.-Oct.125:]
Hortensius, domes near - Nov. Dec. 148*.
Janssen - Mar.-Apr. 43.
Kastner, crater A of, named Watts - July-Aug. 79.
Kepler - May-June 53,62*; July-Aug. 99.
Leibnitz Mts., high peaks in - May-June 76*.
Linn6 - Jan.-Feb.11,24; Mar.Apr. 40*, 41; Sept.-Oct.122*,
123.
Mare Australe MarTApr. 36*, 37*, 38.
Maria, colors in - May-June 52,53,54,62*,63*,64*,65*.
Marinus & vicinity - Mar.-Apr. 36*,37*.
Mersenius - Sept.-Oct. 124*.
Milichius, domes near - Nov. Dec. 148*.
Mitchell - Mar.-Apr. 45.
Moretus - May-June 76, 77*.
Mounds - see domes.
Okeh & vicinity - Mar. Apr. 36*,37*.
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O'Neill's Bridge & vicinity - Jan.-Feb.1,2,3*,4*,5,6.
Peirce & crater A - July-Aug. 101.
Peirescius & vicinity - Mar.-Apr.36*,37*.
Piccolomini - Sept.-Oct. 123*,124.
Pico, Mt. - July-Aug. 101.
Plato - Mar.-Apr. 41,42*; colors - May-June 54,65*; JulyAug. 94,100,101;Sept.-Oct, 12A.
Playfair - Nov.Dec. 149.
Pratdesaba & vicinity - Mar.-Apr. 36*,37*.
Rheita - Mar.-Apr. 44.
Sehlakard,colors in - May-June 54,64*.
Schomberger - Mar.-Apr. 43.
Schroeter's Valley - July-Aug. 91,92*,94,95*; Sept.-Oct.125.
Sinus Iridum - Nay.4Iec. 149; colors - May-June 53,65*.
Stevinus Mar.-Apr.44; colors - May-June 54,55.
Theophilus - July-Aug. 100.
Timocharis - May-June 78*.
Torricelli - July Aug. 99,100.
Tycho - colors around - May-June 54,63*;possible fault
near - July-Aug. 101.
Vega & vicinity - Mar.-Apr. 36*, 37*.
Vendelinus - Mar. Apr. 44.
Walter - Sept.-Oct. 125*.
Watts, new name for Kastner A - July-Aug. 79.
Filters Used with - May-June 55; Sept.-Oct. 122*,124,125;
Nov.-Dec. 141.
Invisible Portion of Mapping - Mar, Apr, 39.
Limb Regions, Charting of - Mar.-Apr. 36*,37*,38, 39.
Meteor, effects of impact on Moon - July-Aug. 94.
Micrometer Used with - Jan.Feb, 11; May-June 76.
Nomenclature, new names - July-Aug. 79.
Note on - Nov, Dec. 144.
Shadow of - see Sun (eclipse).
Wilkins' map, new prices - May-June 50.
NEPTUNE - May-Jcae 73*.
OCCULTATIONS - see Asteroid Observation, Jupiter.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Amateur - see Jupiter, Mars, Moon, Saturn, Sun.
PUBLICATIONS - Nachrichtenblatt der Vereinigung der Sternfreunde - May-June 50.
Orb - Nov.40ec. 126.
Reutlinger Sternenbote - Sept.-Oct. 102.
Solar Division Bulletin - Nov..Zec. 126.
Universe, El - May-June 50.
RESOLUTION - Comparison of Telescope Apertures - Mar.-Apr. 40,44.
Comparison of Reflector and Refractor - May-June 71,72.
Filters for - May-June 55,56,57.
Leonard Apodizing Mask for - Mar.-Apr. 34%35.
Telescopic Trimits of, Symposium - May-JUne 68 to 71.
With Large Apertures - Nov, Dec. 145.
I

I

SATURN - Filters Used With - Jan. Feb. 20, 21.
For the Beginner, appeal for observations - Jan.-Feb.20,21.
Micrometer Used With - Jan. Feb. 11 21.
Nomenclature - Mar, Apr. 29*.
Photography, Amateur - Mar.-Apr. 33.
Report, Interim before Opposition - Mar Apr, 29*,30*, to 33.
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Ring B, filepu - Jan. Feb. 21,22; Mar.-Apr. 32,33; Sept.-Oct.102,
103*, 104*, 105.
Satellites - Jan. Feb. 21; Mar.-Apr. 33.
Transits, Central Meridian - Jan.-Feb. 20,21; Mar.-Apr. 31.
SOLAR SYSTEM - Formation of, Firsoff Theory - May-June 72, 73..
Guide to the Planets, A; Moore - Book Reviewed - Nov.-Doc.
144. 145.
Our Neighbor Worlds; Firsoff - Book Reviewed - May-June 72,73.
STELLAR OBSERVATION - List of Clusters and Nebulae - July-Aug. 79.
STROLLING ASTRONOMER, The - Combined Issues - Jan.-Feb. 1; Mar.-Apr.25.
Format Change - Sept.-Oct. 102.
Price Change - May-June 50.
SUN - Activity and Venusian Aurora - May-June 58, 59.
Eclipse''of June 30, 1954 - July-Aug., photo facing front inside
cover, 86 to 91.
Nova Cosmogony Theory, Firsoff May-June 72,73.
Solar Division Bulletin - Nov.-Dec. 126.
SYMPOSIUM on Limits of Telescopic Resolution - May-June 68 to 71.
TRANSITS - see Jupiter, Mars, Saturn.
TELESCOPES — Comparison of Apertures - Mar.-Apr. 40,44.

Comparison of Reflector and Refractor - May-June 71,72.
Large, Note on - Nov.-Dec. 145.
Types Used in Color Study of Moon - May-June 51.
(See also Resolution).
ULTRA-PLUTONIAN PLANET with Search Ephemeris - Mar. Apr. 44,45.
URANUS - Mar.-Apr. 39'40; Nov.-Dec. 145,148°,149.
I

VENUS - Apparition, Morning, 1953 Through Superior Conjunction 1954 May-June 57,58,59°,60°,61°,66°,67,68.
Atmosphere - Jan.-Feb.11; May-June 58,59*.
Filters Used With - May-June 59,60.
Micrometer Used With - Jan. Feb. 11.
Observation and Note - Nov.-Dec. 144,145.
Pole of Rotation - Nov. Dec. 126.
WESTERN AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS, Convention Announcement - Nov.-Dec. 126.
Postscript hz Editor. We are much indebted to Mr. Allen for his kindness in preparing this index of our Volume 8, and we are sure that all
our readers who keep files of old issues will find it most helpful. The
references are given, as is perhaps obvious enough, both by months and
by page, The Strolling Astronomer being a bimonthly throughout 1954.
An asteri
sk is used to indicate that at least one illustration on the
subject appears on that page.

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTP

ilaying Bright Objects Seen Against the Moon, Mr. Eugene C. Larr of
of an unusual observation he made on
Pasadena, Calif. has wrAtte
':ptember 27, 1955 at 5 18"3 , U.T. with an 8-inch, F:40 reflector at
a power of 2561. The telescope employed is a solar coelostat adapted
to planetary work; it was designed and built by Roy K. Ensign, e'no of
our A.L.P.O. members. A moving bright object was seen against the moon,
the location being shown in Figure 7; Mr. Larr thinks that the position
marked is correct to within four miles at most. He writes in part:
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Figure 7 (above). Location of Possible Lunar
in
Meteor Observed by Eugene C. IaEr, 8-ch
refl., 256X. Sept. 27, 1955. '/(' le 38, U.T.
Colongitude m 38°.6.
Figure 8 (to right). Lunar Crater Schiller.
Elmer J. Reese. 6-ipchmrefl. 220X.
October 19, 1953. 1 0 , U.T.
Colongitude=-479.9.
"The object was very bright and was seen for only about one to one and a
half seende. It first appeared as a trail moving rather fast across the
area as shown in sketch. It then flashed into a very bright point of the
contrast of a first magnitude star. It was slightly yellow and left no
afterglow. ..... ...If it hit the surface, it did not throw up any dust
or other material as I think there would have been a shadow of some length,
At the time of the observation two others were present, Dr. M.L. Stehsel
Stehsel and Ensign recorded the time, and it
and Mr. Roy K. Ensign
must be good to at least one second. I have been working from photographs
taken by Dr. R. S. Richardson using the 100-inch here on Mount Wilson.
I also have been using the smell copy (Strolling Astronomer reproduction)
of the Wilkins map of the moon".
We commend'Mr. Larr for the care with which he has reported this observation, in particular for the exactness with.which he obtained the time
and the nicety with which he located the trail on the moon. It is an
exciting possibility that we are here dealing with a meteor luminous in a
very rare lunar atmosphere, and the observation is similar to several dozen
others of moving bright specks seen against the moon during the last 15
years, Unfortunately, we have no other observations at this time of Larr's
object; therefore, it is likely to remain a suspected lunar meteor only.
At the time of the observation Sinus Iridum, in which the object appeared,
was just inside the sunrise terminator. The Editor would suggest that it
is a matter of extreme difficulty to estimate the stellar magnitude of a
bright object seen against the moon. One thinks of Jupiter III and IV,
Which may look brighter than any part of their primary when they are seen
against the sky but which may appear as black as shadows when they transit
the face of Jupiter. The Editor would also suggest that the chief observable effect of a meteoritic impact upon the lunar surface would be a flash
of light.
Mr. Herb Doughty, III of Lima, Ohio writes of seeing a moving bright
object near llecolomini "travelling about '50 miles' southwest" on October
28, 1955 at 3 30m, U.T. The moon was then only three days before full,
and Mr. Doughty suspects that he saw a terrestrial meteor very near its
radiant.
Schiller. This strange-shaped object near the southeast limb of the moon
(Section XXII of the Wilkins map) has been observed by E.J. Reese and P.14.
Budine. Mr. Reese's excellent drawing is given as Figure 8. Indeed,many
of the features shown here are absent from the Third Edition of the Wilkins
map of the moon. The comparatively large crater shown on Figure 8 near the
east-west center of the floor and approximately one-third of the way from
the south rim to the north rim is described by Goodacre on pg. 306 of his
Moon as "quite a test object for definition".
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cells in a suitable fermentable liquid by transforming substancesin their environment. Dr. Bartlett suggests that life forms-on other planets -=,,ay be totally unlike
any with which we are familiar.
The Chicago Astronomer is edited by Robert G. Johnson, 7333 North Ridge Ave.,
Chicago 45, Illinois.
New Mercury Recorder. Mr. Jackson Carle regrets that he can no longer continue,
because of changed personal circumstances, as Mercury Recorder of the A.L.P.O. We
thank Mr. Carle for the help he has given us. We have been fortunate in securing
as our new Mercury Recorders
Owen C. Renck,
P.O. Box 161
Milton, Penna.
Mr. Rank's name will already be well known to most of our readers. All observations of Mercury should be sent to him.
A REQUEST FOR OBSERVATIONS OF MERCURY
by Owen C. Renck
It is unfortunate that Mr. Jackson Carla is unable to continue as our Mercury
Recorder. Mr. Haas asked me to replace him, and I will try to do my best. However, I shall have to ask the members of the A.L.P.O. to help wherever they can.
Mercury is very interesting, difficult, yes; but with a little study and with observing the planet when the opportunity presents itself, Mercury offers fair detail.
If you can refer to O'Toolels map in The Strollinp Astronomer,Vol. 5, No. 10, for
October, 1951, you will find represented the main detail to be found. For those
who have joined the A.L.P.O. since then, I would be glad to copy this simple map,
as time allows, and to send them a copy to be used, naturally, after the observation for comparison. A copy of The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac is
always a must for the planetary observer. It can be secured from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. Those who
have this useful publication will find an pg. 446 of the 1956 Ephemeris in the
column headed the phase, expressed as the percentage of the disc which is illuminated. Also useful is the semidiameter, given on pp. 144-151 with the ephemeris
of the planet. It is very important to estimate the date and time of dichotomy,
by which we mean the date and time when the terminator (the boundary between the
day and night portions of the planet) is observed to go straight across the center
of the visible disc.
As for the detail on the disc, the phase should be drawn as nearly correctly as
possible. One should examine the cusps, noting their intensity or brightness.
One should also look for bright areas upon the limb, a darkening of the terminator,
and shadings over the entire visible disc. One should watch for a possible visibility of thendark side°, which some observers have claimed to have seen similar to
that of Venus; faithful observations might help us determine whether this effect is
real or an illusion and its cause if it is real.

Mercury will be at a morning elongation on February 21, 1956 and at a favorable
evening elongation on May 2, 1956. I hope that many observers will fill my postoffice box with observations and drawings of Mercury.
PROGRESS REPORT ON THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR METEOR SEARCH PROJECT
by Robert FL Adams
The project to search for possible lunar meteors has been going on for several
months. The main purpose of the project is the scientific confirmation of such
objects or their refutation. A byproduct of the research is descriptions of features
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not yet known to man which might be revealed as a result of concentrated research
by large numbers of people. We are looking for as concentrated descriptions as
possible such as stellar magnitude, duration, path as determined by comparisons
with locations of known lunar features, time, etc. To accomplish confirmation
independent research is encouraged. The writer plans only to collate information.
He does not plan to observe. Of course, we hope for more than one such confirmation even if it should take years and the more the better but we must be prepared
to accept a negative result if necessary.
4

The following people have been engaged in the work since its inception in September 1955:
Harry C. Stubbs, Milton Academy Observatory, Milton, Mass.
and student assistants.
Eugene Spiess, Manchester, Conn.
Robert Venor, Montreal, Canada (member R.A.S.C.)
W. F. Duncan, Galveston, Texas.
Steadman Thompson, Columbus, Ohio, observer and recorder for Robert Leasure,
William Price, and H. Porvenmire.
Jerome Kaltenhauser, Lindstrom, Minn.
Ian C.-McLennan, Edmonton, Canada, observer and recorder for William Taylor
and others (member R.A.S.C.)
Robert L. Miles, Woodland, Calif.

4

Inclement weather prevailed. Some observers had telescopes in populated or
wooded areas and when the moon was low observing was well nigh impossible. In spits
of a tight schedule there was a minimum of overlapping. No confirmations were recorded but several instances df flashes were reported, particularly by Mr. Duncan
watching in the morning hours during the Last Quar'ers of September and October,
1955. Novewber was dioudyl He writes that he saw seven flashes and streaks of
light from 9" 13m to 9 34 , Universal Time on October 10A trng a 6rinchmreflector
at 75X (time of the Giacobinids) and three flashes from 10 25" to 10n 30 on
October 12. He writes the there were several flashes he couldn't be sure of.
He observed from 10 to 11 U.T. There were no other reports or thp abode time
spans. Mr. Stubbs writes that he observed on October 10 from 8" to 8" 30 , U.T.
using a 4i-inch refractor and covering the northern hemisphere. The results were
completely negative, which is interesting in view of the fact that this search was
also at the time of the Giacobinids and only about an hour earlier than Mr.Duncan's
observaions. Mr. Stubbs also reports negative results on October 21, 1955 from
0" to 1". Using a 5-inchEefractorA Mr. Spiess observed at the time of the Giacobinids on October 10 from 8' 5m to 8" 35", U.T., thus overlapping with the observations of Mr. Stubbs. His report was negaqve ale. Mr. Spiess says that be
obtained negative findings on October 21, 0" to 0 15 m and on October 22, on lm to
Oha
5
He says there was a pospible pinpoint flash on October 23 at lh 14M, U.T.
in observations extending from 0" 10 a to 1
No others reported for this
time.
Therp were other reports such as those of Mr. Thompson and his group who observed
from 23" 58m on October 20 to 3h 2 m on October 21. He saw a tiny flash at Oh 4m
(with his 6-inch reflector) but he a:Lmits ,the light may have been a subjective phenomenon. Mr. Leasure observed from
to On 2Oft, thus overlapping in time, but he
did not report any light. ,Mr. tenor writes that he saw a red flash at the edge of
the moon on October 22 ak 0"
U.T. using a 6-inch reflector. Mr. Miles observed on November 20 from 3 30 to 4h 30m utilising a 12-inch reflector. The results
were negative. Mr Kaltenhauser says he was clouded out whenever he tried to observe.
Mr. McLennan writes that Mr. Taylor saw an unusual phenomenon while walking home
from work. He stopped to look at the moon and had been doing this for a few minutes
when he midway saw a flash and determined it to be in the northeast section. The
time was 0 6m, U.T. on October 28, 1955. He says it was on the edge of the dark
area known as Mare Vaporum. The light was intense but pinpoint in size and radiated
to a large area. It lasted second. There were no independent reports of this
flash.
The following is a schedule for future observations for possible lunar meteors
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Sir

for evening hours (courtesy Mr. Thompson) and morning hours (courtesy Mr. Duncan),
local standard Um:
1956 May 4, 3-4 A.M.
May 5, 2:30 - 3:30 A.M.
May 6, 2:30 - 3:30 A.M.
May 12, 8 - 9 P.M.
May 13, 9 -10 P.M.
May 14, 9:30 - 10:30 P.M.
May 15, 9:30 - 10:30 P.M.
June 3, 2 - 3 A.M.
June Al 2 - 3 A.M.
June 5, 2 - 3 A.M.
June 10, 8 - 9 P.M.
,Time 11, 8:30 - 9:30 P.M.
June 12, 9-10 P.M.
June 13, 9:30 - 10:30 P.M.

1956, March 5, 4 - 5 A.M.
March 6, 4 - 5 A.M.
March 7, 4 - 5 A.M.
March 14, 7 - 8 P.M.
March 15, 8 - 9 P.M.
March 16, 8 9 P.M.
March 17, 8 - 9 P.M.
Apr11 5, 3:30 - 4:30 A.M.
April 6, 3:30 4:30 A.M.
April 7, 3 - 4 A.M.
April 13, 8:30 - 9:30 P.M.
April 14, 8:30 - 9:30 P.M.
April 15, 9 - 10 P.M.
April 16, 9 - 10 P.M.

We will be happy to have other serious observers. In addition, there may be
others who wish to report less intensively. To those people, we say, please
report when you see anything particularly within the time schedule. Indeed,we
cannot overemphasize such overlapping; for it is the scientific technique of this
project.
(Mr. AdamArt address is 324 S. Valley,,Neosho, Mo.)
MUTUAL OCCULTATIONS INVOLVING THE JOVIAN SATELLITES
by Robert G. Brookes
There will be some rather rare satellite phenomena visible to observers during
the spring of 1956. Jovian satellites I, II and III will be observed in a series
of mutual occultations beginning March 18 and lasting to June 8, inclusiVe.
The following table was taken from the Handbook of the British Astronomical,
Association 1956,
Date
1956

Occultation
Of
By

Begins

Ends

Mar. 18
22
25
29

I
I
I
I

II
II
II
II

17h 24m, U.T.
6 28
19 33
8 40

17h
6
19
8

27a, U.T.
32
39
46

.1
5
9
12
16
19
23
23
26
27
30
30*

I

II
II
II
II
II

47
56
05
17
29
44
01
02
21
28
45
10

21
11
0
13
2
15
5
18
18
5
8
17

54
03
13
26
39
55
12
29
34
55
00
37

30
15
50
54
24
58

5
21
5
11
16
10

55
33
18
17
58
16

May

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

II
II
II
II
II
II

21
10
0
13
2
15
5
18
18
5
7
17

3
III
I
3
4**
I
I
7
7
I
10
III

II
II
II
II
II
II

5
21
4
10
16
9
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NW'

Juiy 14, cid. in Tharsia area (Avigliano).
and bt.
July 15, the area preeeding the Motive Gordii region (on limb) was
(Saheki).
did.
was
seen
over
the
generalladue
Gordii
area
(Sdheki).
July 16, bt. v. limb
July 16, Candor region vas a brighter yellow(Avigliano).
July 214 bt. v. limb area in Candor (Seheki).
July 21, small cid. seen in Hdom area (Cragg).
July 22, lighter yellowish-White spots seen in Candor-Tharsis regions, olds.
S.W. ThaUmasia (Saheki).
July 23, Candor=Thareis regions appeared yellowish-white (Saheki).
July 24, Candor-Thveivregions appeared yellowish-White (Sehek1).
July 254 Candor-There's regions yellowieh-White and-brighter (Saheki).
July 25, Candor-Tharsis-Ophirregienolt.-vC:(Ehisewa)
July 26, whitish over Isidis-Neith Regie (on limb)(Haas).
July 27, v. cid. over Isidis-Neith Magic) (on limb)(Hhas).
OanesjggiOasee. A special report on canals and oases in 1954 will appear in a
forthcoming issue of The Strolling Astronomer.
Photograas. Photographs of.hars in 1954 were received from Mt. L.T. Johnson
and P. R. Lichtman.
Mr. Johnson's instrument vas a 10 f/18 reflector. He used Micro-File film
deVelopectin All. His best exposures were made at second without a filter
and at the following exposures with filters: - second with G (yellow) filter,
+ second with #15 (yellow)' filter, and 1 second with #23A (orange-red) filter,
5 seconds with #25 (red) filter and 3 to 5 seconds with #47 filter (Mars near
opposition). The images he obtained in yellow and orange-red light especially
showed excellent detail.
Mr. Iinhtmauls instrument was a 4aPf/10 refractor (surplus objective). Kodak
Royal Pan file was used without a filter at * second and Kodak Ortho I film was
used with a #12 (yellow) filter at 3 to 4 seconds. His best results were obtained
with a projected'image of approximately Oneeighth inch in diameter (Mars presenting a telescopic disc of about 20'.O or larger). The images he obtained were
surprisingly good for the size instrument used and are indeed a credit to Mr.
Iithtmants skill and perseverance.
It will be most interesting to see the photographic results that these observers
obtain in 1956 as they both will then have larger instruments. Mr. Johnson is
now working on a 16-inch modified Gregorian reflector while Mr. Lichtman is now
obtsiviag fine results on other- planets with an 8-iribh reflector.
Footnote Imr.ditor. With Mars now only about six months, from its very favorable
1956 close approach, serious observers should equip themselves with a suitable
map.ofthe planet. They can do no better than to order the A.L.P.O. 1954 nap of
Mars from V. P. Atigliano, 678 W. Manzanita Ave, Sierra Madre, Calif. Its price
Saone dollar This current, very detailed map will add much interest to observing Mars.
A NOTE ON LUNAR CHANGES
by Frank Vaughn, Jr.
Haeslftpe:IFichintiOfterks brighter near sunrise or sunset than near noon) are
well described in his superb summary of lunar work (1). It is the writer's intention- to raise some questions in respect of this type of "change*, and by inference
to others. Although the following deals with only a few objects, it maybe said
that the results have been confirmed on many others, it being thought redundant to
multiply examples, when the interested reader may easily check the observations for
himself, by the simple methods to be described.

Mile formally improper-it may whet the reader's interest to present first a
conclusion- that it is the writer's feeling that "Type IV changes* are illusions,
and in their place we have only to fall back on the incident light explanation.
This is stated only as a generalization with respect. to many of the marks given in
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(1), or alI that were studied by the writer.

Figure 5.
Sketch by Frank Vaughn , Jr. of
region of S. - S.E. wall of lunar
crater Eratosthenes from Mount
Wilson negative no. 157, 1938.
Colongitude about 1009. Dotted
line is rim of crater.
See accompanying text.

The material consisted of a series of
photographs taken in 1938 at. Mt. Wilson for
each day of the lunation, kindly sent me by
Joy of that institution, some pieces of
White paper perforated with holes of appropriate diameters, and a magnifying glass for
the delineation of Fig. 5. The holes in
the paper were so placed over the photograph
studied that one aperture showed the dark
area subject to "change", while the other
revealed a section of the mare with which it
was to be compared, the eye being left the
job of deciding which aperture was the
darker, each area having an identical environment of white paper.
RESULTS

The principal dark areas of the SSE wall
of Eratosthenes were compared through the
lunation with various "typical." portions of
Mare Imbrium, with the result that at no time during the lunar day on these objects
were they as dark as any major portion of the mare (except when shadowed, or nearly
so), and lighter considerably than large sections of it. This last applies to
other areas in and neer Eratosthenes. Comparisons were made with other maria
(Nubium and Serenitatis) with like results. It might be well to mention that
Imbrium, as a whole, is among the lighter of the major merle.
The southern dark areas of Schickard were compared with Mare Humorum, and found
through the lunation to be not so dark as this mare.
COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

-

The Schiekard areas were found to parallel closely the light-curve of HUI710111371,
while the Eratosthenes marks showed little or no change relative to "normal" mare
areas, though possible exceptions (not seen by the writer)• will be discussed.
Lest it be thought that the photographs might want sufficient ouality to validate
the observations, reference is made to Fig. 5, and particularly to its scale.
While this photograph is good, it is not exceptional in the series.
Slipher (3) suggested that the Eratosthenes changes (and presumably he also
meant those like them) were due to "contrast with adjacent markings" (1). I should
like to concur. Eratosthenes is immersed in the ray system of Copernicus, and
while the whole area about brightens greatly with increasing solar altitude, the
dark areas of the crater do not keep pace, owing to their low reflectivity. If
one merely looks at the whole photographs the cycle of changes described by Picker' et al, is apparent but the appearance will not stand the simple tests described.
Medlar remarks apply to Sehickard.

4

Some local details in Eratosthenes might appear exceptional, especially under
moderate solar altitude, but a reference to Fig. 4 of (2) and a comparison of it
with Mt. Wilson photograph H8 shows the dark areas, "lakes" and "canals" to lie on
slopes, depressions and valleys. This circumstance together with the steep and
rough walls (inner and outer) of Eratosthenes, makes it not surprising that local
variations would occur under only moderately different altitudes of the sun, particnlerly during mid-morning and mid-afternoon.
The identification of Pickeringts and Hamiltonts details near the S rim with
fixed surface features leaves the writer with no comment on the claimed shifting
and moving about of details. Some features might be expected to show a slight
apparent shift as the sun successively illuminates different portions of the slopes
and depressions with which they are associated.
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I am indebted to Rinker J. Reese for making important positional corrections to
some of my photographic interpretations of detail, for his critical comments, and
for the following note in a private letter: "The eye is excellent for determining
the relative intensity of adjacent areas, but incapable of determining the absolute
intensity of a surface. Many times have I seen nollisto on a dark sky appearing
as bright, area for area, as Jgpiter's polar region, only to find the satellite
to turn as'black as shadow as it transits that same polar region."
To end, what is said to be of intensity estimates of 3 to 2 (on a scale of 0
for blackest shadows to 10 for brightest marks) under a high sun on these marks?
Perhaps only that it is dangerous to try to compare with the eye the relative
brightness or darkness of marks where strong contrasts are present about one or
both of the marks. The alternative to this is to call Mare Imbrium under a high
sun of intensity 2 or 1, and Tranopillitatis, Foecunditatis and Humorum 1 or 0!
The writer is aware that the foregoing is likely to stimulate comment among
some observers of the moon who may hold views contrary to those presented, and he
would welcome controversy based on checkable experiment or theory.
References

J.R.A.S.C., Vol. %XXVI, 1942.
(1)Haas,
Vol. XXXII, No. 4, 1924.
(2)Hamilton, G.H.;
(3)Slipher, E.G.; P.A., vol. XXIV, 1916.
RADIAL MAREINGS ON VENUS: CONTINUED
by Patrick Moore, F.R.A.S.
When I originally wrote my paper about the linear markings on Venus, I sent a
copy of it to Mr. Baum, since he is nowadays the champion of the wheel-spoke theory
What I have called the "Oytherean Spider" hypothesis from its general resemblance
to a spider's web! His paper is most interesting, but I feel that one or two
comments are necessary in order to prevent unwary observers from being misled.
Mr. Baum cannot understand why I am dubious about trusting observations made
with a 3-inch refractor rather than those with a large aperture, and he quotes the
ease of Denning. But one must be reasonable; and provided that Venus is observed
under good conditions, it is surely plain that incretased aperture will give improved'results. This can be shown by anyone who takes the trouble to make a few
practical experiments. Barnard certainly thought the 12-inch useful for observations of Venus, but he would not have claimed to be able to see as much with it as
with the 36-inch under ready good conditions. Of course, I am referring only to
the genuine features of the disk. Mr. Baum's Spider can probably be seen with
binoculars by anyone who really puts his mind to it! The truth of the matter
and I say this with diffidence- is that Mr. Baum has used small telescopes too
often and large ones too seldom. Most of his published observations have been male
with apertures of 3, 4 and a few of 6 inches, and I feel that when he gains more
experience with more powerful instruments he will find that the wheel-spokes fade
away. Moreover, some of his drawings are somewhat curious. In "Urania", 229,
appeared 13 of his sketches. In some of them, particularly that made on April 24,
1951, the outline of the gibbous Venus was given as very irregular, with extraordinary sharp bumps all along the terminator and even towards the limb. If these were
real, they would indicate mountains far higher than those imagined by SchrOter.
But they are clearly not real, and when such a drawing comes from a notable and
excellent observer it can only be described as disturbing. If such things can be
seen, we can only conclude that the conditions of viewing were indifferent; and if
so, the detection of the Spider with a 3-indh refractor is not so surprising after
all.
I yield to no one in my admiration of Mr. Baum's skill, but I think that anyone
who examines those particular sketches will see what I mean.
Now let us turn to Lowell.

Baum asks: "Is Lowell so different?" Here is
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render valuable assistance to the professional astronomer. The amateur can do
visual, photometric, and phOtographic work on variables. There is a good explanation of the Herschel-Argelander step method of estimating magnitude. The author
also gives many hints on the observation of colored variables. He discusses records, locating variables, and gives information on equipment which would be of
value to the beginner. There follows information on novae, photography, nomenclature and classification of variables, and instruction in the use of the Julian Date.
Section 18, Binaries. The author indicates there is a limited amount of work
which can be done'by the amateur. Binaries are good tests of instrumental performance. There is some good information here for the reader on the subject of magnification and orbit computation is presented for those mathematically inclined.
Section 19, Nebulae and Clusters. Objects of this nature are interesting for
every telescope user and some photographic work can be done if one has suitable
equipment.

The Golden Book of Astronomy, by Rose Wyler and Gerald Ames. Illustrated by
John Polgreen. Simon and Schuster, New York, 1955. 97 pages, more than 200 illustrations in full colors.
......$3.95
Reviewed by Charles A. Haas
The authors of The Golden Book of Astronomy had one aim in view, to write a
book in this field for Children. They have done so in two ways, by simple language
and by the colorful illustrations accompanying the subjects discussed. The arrangemenEmf the topics is logical. The child's interest is held till the end of each
topic. The pictures are well chosen to illustrate the writerb' views.
The book has a complete index.
The star maps on the inside covers are very simple. There are not too many stars
so as to confuse the child. After a constellation is firmly fixed in a child's
mind, he can more readily trace it in the heavens.
As we may be approaching space travel, the vastness of space can be more easily
realized if we understand the distances of the heavenly bodies. This book will help
to impress the reader with cosmic distances.
This book should be in homes where there are children. It may arouse interest
in their heavenly surroundings. Mho knows but that some of the readers of the
book may become space pilots? After a look at the front cover, what reader does
not wish to follow the comet?
('We are proud to claim Illustrator Polgreen as a member of the A.L.P.O. - Editor
OBSLX ATIONS AND GOIRENTS
Possible Satellites of :Um Moon. On December 19, 1955, Wr, Richard Baum wrote
to Mr. Robert M. Adams as follows: " .........according to the calculations of W.
H. Pickering the maximum limiting distance at which the moon may retain a satellitic
companion or companions is 37,000 miles, which gives a greatest elongation of 9047f
from the Moon. It would also appear bodies of magnitude 11 could exist and escape
accidental detection by the very rapidity of their motion, quite apart from their
extreme faintness,
"The best times at which to search include the period about ball phase, when the
object might be seen projected against the sky or observed to transit the Moon, and
the period around the quarters when as you correctly observe they or it might be
noticed coming out of the shadow or passing into it."
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The total eclipse of the moon on November 18, 1956 (U.T. date) might afford a
good opportunity to observers in the United States for visual and photographic
searches for such possible satellites.of the moon.
The "Dark Line" in Piccolomini. Ni. Patrick Moore, the prominent English lunar
and planetary observer, offers some comments on the article "On a Reported Marking
in Piccolomini", pg. 11 of our January-February, 1955 issue, as follows: "I think
it opportune to offer a very simple explanation of the new 'dark line' inside Piccolomini reported by Messrs. Manning and Edwards. This could only be a cleft, and
there is no doubt that no new cleft has appeared in Piccolomini within the last few
millions of years. I am particularly definite about this, as I made detailed drawings of the formation in 1952 and 1953 with the telescopes of Meudon and Cambridge,
and saw nothing at all unusual. On the other hand the crater Petavius has a very
prominent cleft running southeastwards from the central elevations.
"There seems to me to be no doubt that what Messrs. Manning and Edwards saw was
the Petavius cleft, and that they merely wrongly identified the crater, thus jumping
to the conclusion that they had made a new discovery. Unless we suppose that their
observation was completely erroneous, which is hard to believe, there is no other
explanation - and this one seems to fit all the facts. It just shows how careful
one has to be!"
A drawing of Piccolomini by Mr. Moore with the 25-inch Cambridge refractor appears
on pg. 123 of the September-October, 1954 Strolling Astronomer.
Uranus. Two drawings have been contributed kry Mr. David Meisel of Fairmont,
Vest Virgpia the one on February 10, 1955 at 4 le, U.T. and the other on April 5,
1955 at 3 15", U.T. The observer employed a 3-inch refractor at 88% and 120% in
good seeing. Each drawing showe'a narrow, circular dark belt a little inside the
limb, this belt being interrupted by a lighter spot on the south limo. During the
present 1955-56 apparition of Uranus some attempts have been made to plan in advance
special periods of cooperative observing on Uranus. The hope is that during these
selected periods different observers may independently agree on some of the delicate
detail. Such confirmation of Uranian detail is very important; indeed, two or three
confirmed features are worth more than dozens of unconfirmed markings.
Amateur Cooperation Requested on the Artificial Satellites Project. As most of
our readers know, plans are under way to launch several small artificial satellites
of the earth during the coming International Geophysical Year, from July, 1957 to
December, 1958. Amateur astronomers are being asked to help track these manmade
moons, especially at the beginning and end of their lives. Although there will be
elaborate instrumentation at a number of selected sites for the express purpose of
following the new satellites, these stations cannot begin to function until an
approximate path has been established. Very small changes in the direction and velocity with which the satellite is launched into its orbit - and who will expect everything to function exactly as planned in a multi-stage rocket? - will greatly modify
the resulting orbit around the earth, and amateur watchers are wanted to detect the
body and to establish an initial approximate orbit. Since it is not expected that
these first satellites will be sufficiently outside the atmosphere to remain permanent companions of the earth, they will eventually spiral in toward the earth and
become fireballs. The orbit of the satellite will be changing very rapidly in these
final stages, too rapidly for the special instruments to follow the changes completely; and amateur observations are again needed and will give valuable information about
the density of the upper atmosphere by means of the rate at which air resistance
causes the orbit to shrink.
Present plans are to select an orbit inclined about 40 degrees to the earth's
equator and making the satellite visible between approximate latitudes 40° N. and
40° S. The distance of the body above the earth's surface may vary between 200 and
800 miles - always assuming that the pre-planned orbit is achieved. The satellite
is to be white in color and is to have a diameter of 30 inches. It may occasionally
be just visible to the naked eye and certainly will be easily seen with binoculars
or very small telescopes. The angular motion will be rapid, for the period of revolution around the earth will be about 90 minutes. It is expected that accurate
observations of the satellite will permit extremely precise mapping of the earth and
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will give increased knowledge about the distribution of mass within the earth. To
many'of us, its launrhing will mark Man's first step toward space travel.
Much of the above has been taken from a press release, dated January 25, 1956, of
theSmithsonian Astrophysical. Observatory. This Observatory has been assigned the
task of planning for the observation of the artificial satellites. Its Director is
Hynek. has been appointed Associate Director of the
Dr. F. L. Whipple, and Dr. .
Satellite Tracking Program. We have here a great opportunity for amateur astronomers to participate in a literally colossal scientific experiment. We hope to see tin
Association of Limey and Planetary Observers do its part. We shall try to pass on
to our readers additional information and instructions for making the observations
as they become available.
Ioneomontanns, Bohnenbereer, Cepheus, Sacrobosco, and Eratosthenes. These lunar
objects have been observed and drawn by Mr. Frank J. Kelly with his 4-inch refractor.
To a large extent he shows only expected aspects, and there is naturally less detail
round hill drawn in the south part of
than with more powerful telescopes-.
the floor of Cepheus on July 5, 1954 may agree with one recorded by H. P. Wilkins.
Mr. Kelly's drawing of Eratosthenes on September 25, 1955 at colongitude 23°.6
shows the three principal central peaks well and also shows a black line of shadow
on the north inner wall and extending onto the north end of the floor, perhaps a
lunar valley. Sacrobosco (Section IX of the Wilkins map) was observed in goad seeThe larger craters were drawn much
ing on October 22, 1955 at colongitude 352
as on the Wilkins map; and Mr. Kelly is confident that tiny craters on the floor were
absent, at least for his telescope. A curved bright streak was very clearly seen
to run from between Sacrobosco A and B, two fairly large craters near the center of
the floor, to the northwest wall. Such a feature is apparently lacking on lunar
maps.
A Proposed Experiment with Telescope Optics.
. Joseph R. Pawlick, 2846 Adams
St., La Crescenta, Calif, in a letter has suggested the following experiment, which
some A.L.P.O. members might like to make: "A short focus Newtonian telescope may
be easily converted to perform as a Cassegrainian with a variable power from about
401 to perhaps about loon using a siegae eyepiece of 1 inch focal length. To make
such a conversion, move back the mirror by means of an extension so that the focus is
About halfway between the diagonal and the inside wall of the tube, next insert a
single achromat (coated) into the lower end of the eyepiece holding tube, then add
an extension to the eyepiece as it will have to be higher above the tube to be in
focus. Some means of sliding the achromat up and down should be provided for since
this is how the power is varied, and each time the parer is changed the eyepiece will
have to be refocused. The exact location of the achromat and the eyepiece will have
to be found by trial as this factor depends on the focal lengths of all the optics
used. The advantages of this type of telescope over a Cassegrainian are: (1) Erect
image, (2) Smaller diagonal, (3) Variable power, (4) One eyepiece, (5) Can be used
in daytime, (6) Easier to make.°
Iinng. The small craterlet within the white area continues to be a challenging
object for our better-equipped readers. Its clear detection may be regarded as a
difficult test for an 8-inch reflector and an extremely severe test for the popular
6-inch reflector. Frank R. Vaughn of Madison, Wisconsin did detect a somewhat crescentic shadow within the Lining crater on January 24, 1956 at colongitude 45°.9. He
was employing a 10-inch reflector at 1603. Linng was then almost five days from the
sunrise terminator so that the crater must be very deep. The east inner wall of the
craterlet was brilliant, and its outline was clearly seen at intervals. Mr. Vaughn
estimates the diameter of the tiny crater to be about a mile. (Different observers
have disagreed greatly about the size of this craterlet.) In 1942 Walter H. Haas
observed morning shadow here as late as colongitude 59°.0, confirming the remarkable
depth.
Weemelteo A drawing of this elevated plain by Mr. Leonard B. Abbey, Jr. with a
6-inch reflector on October 11, 1954 at colongitude 77°.9 shows little but the long,
curving ridge upon the floor and a greater duskiness of its south end. A multitude
of delicate features were mapped in Wargentin by Wilkins and Moore with the Meudon
33 inch refractor. Confirmation will presumably require both large apertures and
good seeing.
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,deissmeson-,

a white covering on the E. side.]
"The writer has never observed any extensions at the S. part of the Red Spot,
but the large white oval-on its W. side made him think it to have been whitened.
But, an exact estimation of its position shows it to be somewhat advanced toward
the W. On the other hand, the writer's drawing of Feb. 18, 1955[Figure 12, this
report] shows the Red Spot without the Hollow in the center of Jupiter's disk; its
colour was noted ae light brick red, more or less uniform in colouring and duskiness, so that a sudden change from white to light brick-red colouring was not
acceptable.
"There are four drawings of the Red Spot during 1954-55 all of which show practically no changes. Accordingly, as mentioned above, Reese's drawings of Sept. 2
and Oct. 25, 1954, and the writer's of Feb. 11, 1955, show the same phenomenon.
It is concluded, that this is not the Red Spot Hollow, but a large white oval, which
once disappeared completely and later reappeared. (Its cause and structure remain
unknown.)
"The fact that the dusky oval masa is half covered with the white spot indicates
that the Red Spot is at comparatively low level among the cloud layers."
FLASHING LUNAR MOUNTAIN
by Brian Vbrner
On .Tanuary 24, 1956 at 20h 34m, U.T col. 540.5, R. Houghton was drawing the
lunar crater Liebig when he was attracted by a flash just east of the area he was
studying. The instrument used was a 7-inch reflector at 2301. The flash came
from the east wall' of Cavendish, just emerging from shadow, and, on closer investiThe
gation, it was seen that a peak or mountain mass on the wall was flashing.
writer, elsewhere at the time, was summoned and independently confirmed the flashesthey were so conspicuous that they were seen immediately. Seeing was good, with
periods of excellent seeing, and no matter where Cavendish was placed in the field
of view, the flashing continued. There were several other peaks in the neighborhood but none of these varied in intensity at all.
The flashes evidently began with a bright glare, and then continued very bright
for about 3 minutes; they then slowly faded until at 20h 45m they had disappeared.
The frequency of the pulsating was approximately 12 flashes per second. Between
maximum brilliancies the source could be seen as a point of light slightly more
intense then the surrounding walls. There were definite indications of reflection
from the west wall, of the flashes, and the floor was faintly lit by the glare.
Cavendish and Cavendish E are both fairly bright craters but, so far as the
writer knows, they have never before been seen to emit light as they did on the
night of January 24. LaHire is the only parallel case, in fact it is very much
the same. (Schroeter and Webb saw it flashing like a beacon when on the terminator.)
The cause of the phenomenon is a problem. Light reflected off an irregular
inclined surface may possibly produce intermittent flashing but the flashes were
rather too regular for this explanation. Light falling onto a symmetrical crystalline surface may also produce the result, but for crystals to form at the summit of
a peak or wall must imply some peculiar forces.
We must remember that the moon does not possess an atmosphere; she is not shielded
at all from any radiation. How rocks react under such devastating conditions we
cannot tell, but it is known that some minerals on Earth do emit electrons when
subjected to cosmic rays, or just plain sunlight. Some of these minerals are even
"common",zinc sulphide for instance.
Assuming rock stratification on the surface of the Moon it is reasonable to
suppose that at a few places one particular type of strata may exist; the summit of
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a wall is the ideal place to find a rare type of rock. This foregoing attempts
to explain the light itself; as for the flashing,that is more difficult. Perhaps
the mineral, if it exists, stores its internal potential and then releases it in
one burst, a condenser effect. The writer, for one, is subject to having his
opinion reversed, but who can tell what the cause is? Perhaps it is merely the
Moon-men sending up distress rockets, but one thing is certain, it is not an optical effect.
SUMMARY OF WORK ON MERCURY, 1951 - 56
by Owen C. Renck
Unfortunately, the evening apparition of Mercury in January, 1956 was unfavorable. The total of observations received was two, both from Thomas A. Cragg.
The purpose of this article is to give credit to all who have reported during 195356. Those who sent drawings are listed here:
2 drawings
Howard G. Allen, Coatesville, Penna., 6"refl.
R. M. Baum, Chester, England
9 drawings
Thomas-A. Cragg, Inglewood, Calif.,6" and 12" refls. 8 drawings
1 drawing
Michael Golub, Los Angeles, Calif.
Lyle T. Johnson, La Plata, Md., 10" refl.
2 drawings
Patrick Moore, East Grinstead, Sussex, England,
2 drawings
12" refl..,
O. C. Renck, Milton, Penna.,
refr. and 3.5"
14 drawings
refl.
3 drawings
J. E. Westfall, Oakland, Calif., 4" refr.
Some of these drawings date back before 1953, but I included them for more
comparison.
The Cusps. First, comparing O'Toole's and Antoniadi's maps, O'Toole records
both cusps as being bright,each one bordered by a dark band, while Antoniadi gives
the south cusp as dark, and the north one brighter, but no bounding dark bands such
as have been observed by many A.L.P.O. observers. E Antoniadi's map, which has
come to be regarded as the standard map of Mercury, may perhaps most readily be
found on pg. 193 of Dr. F. L. Whipple's Earth, Moon, and Planets. His nomenclature is the standard nomenclature for Mercury and is followed by Mr. Ranok in this
paper. O'Toole's map, drawn far the April, 1950 evening apparition, was published
on pg. 5 of the October, 1951 Strolling Astronomer. - Editor.] R. M. Baum as far
back as 1951 recorded the south cusp as blunted during the April apparition, but in
all other drawings both cusps were sharp. It is very puzzling to understand what
condition can take place on such a planet as Mercury so as to cause such a major
change. One cannot attribute the change to resolving power since the effect was
observed only during the wide crescent phase, and the cusps were sharp when the
crescent was narrower. In this set of nine drawings Baum shows Criophori and
Phoenicia rather fused as one marking, and Aphrodites and Atlantis are also prominent in Baum's drawings. In no case are the cusps or the limb areas shown brighter
than the main portions of the disc. At this same apparition Johnson found two
bright areas on the limb, April 6, 1951, 23 49m, U.T., using 221X and 300X on a
10-inch reflector. These seem to agree with the positions of Argyritis and Helii
Prom. Johnson recorded the north cusp bright, bordered by a dark band unnamed on
either Antoniadi's or O'Toole's map, and the south cusp dark, bordered by Persephones. This gives somewhat the effect sometimes observed on Venus. Now with the
older drawings "out of the way", let us consider how the cusps have been recorded
more recently. In no other case do I find either cusp shown blunted at any phase
or by any observer. Gregg found the south cusp bright in 1952, only shaded once;
while your Recorder found it bright on three occasions, and shaded twice,during the
March apparition of 1952. During 1953 Golub saw both cusps the same as the rest
of the disc, but bordered by a dark line (as on O'Toole's map), while Ranek found
them consistently dark or shaded. Through 1954 this[ south?] cusp was reported
shaded, while in 1955 the reports were "bright". All drawings of the north cusp
follow the same pettern as those of the southern one, mostly bright and small, with
about half of the drawings showing an extended shaded area there. It is the opinion
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THE VISIBILITY OF THE COMPANION OF SIRIUS IN ORDINARY TELESCOPES
by Chester J. Smith
Next to observing lunar and planetary detail, my most fascinating branch of
astronomy is observation of double stars. The reason, I think, which led me into
this field is chiefly that there is a challenge to see how well a telescope performs,
and also an opportunity to check seeing conditions of the atmosphere itself.
Burnham's observation of the companion of Sirius with his 6-inch Alvan Clark refractor when the separation was in the neighborhood of 4.5 seconds of arc always
interested me. Having a 6-inch refractor also and with a focal length of 102
inches, I tried several of his most difficult doubles with very good results. The
telescope is of my own design and manufacture and the objective is by Earl C.
Witherspoon. The telescope has separated the doubles 33 Pegasi, 78 Pegasi, Tau
Cygni, and 1 Delphini with ease under excellent seeing conditions.
Whenever Sirius is in the sky I also always observe him to see whether the
companion can be detected. I did so for more than a year without success but was
finally rewarded on the night of March 4, 1954 at 10:30 P.M P.S.T. when Sirius
was west of the meridian. Perfect diffraction rings were visible surrounding
Sirius, and the eighth magnitude companion was seen. On March 6, 1954, after the
meeting of the Eastbay Astronomical Society, five members besides myself tried our
luck to see whether we could detect Sirius B. At first there was no sign of it,
but after some minutes the companion showed itself to all five members. I rotated
the ocular and shifted the telescope to demonstrate to my friends that this image
was no ghost but the real thing. All five still agree that they saw the companion.
In April cf 1955 I again saw the companion and notified the Director of Instruments
at Chabot Observatory, where it was also seen with the 20-inch refractor reduced
to 14 inches of, aperture by the Director, Al Leach, and five members of the Oakland
School Department. I have also seen the companion a few times in the early months
of 1956.
It does not take any super instrument to show Sirius B but only very good seeing
conditions. More observers, I think,' would see it if they only took the time to
observe more often. I must have observed Sirius 150 times before the companion
was first detected. It is not neatly so difficult a double as one might suppose,
for I have observed the companion with my 6-inch refractor reduced to 4.5 inches of
effective aperture. I think that Tau Cygni, 13 VUlpeculae, and 33 Pegasi put a
6-inch refractor to a much more severe test than does the companion of Sirius.
As nearly as I can remember, Sirius B fell on the fifth bright diffraction ring of
Sirius A.
Postscript by Editor,
First of all, we offer our hearty congratulations to
Mr. Smith on a truly outstanding observation.- Just how outstanding will perhaps
be best appreciated by those who have looked for Sirius B with an aperture of six
inches or even somewhat more.
On February 28, 1956 Dr. Hamilton Jeffers of the Lick Observatory wrote Mr.Smith
that the "best prediction" assigned to Sirius B in early 1956 a position angle of
105° and a separation of 7 .2 from its brilliant neighbor. This "best prediction".
is from an ephemeris calculated by P. Muller and given in the Journal Aga Observe.tenrs for December,1954. We find on pg. 279 of the 1956 A.E.N.A, a separation of
8" and a position angle of 113°, but the latter is a mistake for 103°. The stellar
magnitudes are there given as -1.58 and 8.44. Dr. Jeffers states that his last
measure of Sirius B Imo 1953.9 (thus soon before Mr. Smith first recorded this star
on March 4, 1954), 116 .5, 6".4, with the Lick 36-inch refractor.
Frank R. Vaughn, our new.Ners,Recorder, has confirmed Mr. Smith's observations of the companion of Sirius. He employed a 10-inch reflector with his own
mirror and a power of 160X.
Vaughn saw the companion very plainly on January
23, 1956 at 5 10 U.T. in extremely bad seeing (0 to 2 on a scale of 0 to 10,
with 0 worst and 10 best) and a very clear sky
The separation was estimated at
10"; and a sketch gave a position angle of 110x, both quite without foreknowledge.
Mr. Vaughn later confirmed the companion on other dates. He remarks: "I should
like to be on record as believing that new and clean optical surfaces are probably
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responsible for the visibility of Sirius B, rather than aperture, acuity of vision,
etc. After all, Sirius is several thousand times brighter than its companion, and
a relatively small percentage of scattered light should obliterate it effectively."
We suggest that readers with optically excellent telescopes six inches in aperture and more may find in the companion of Sirius a worthy challenge.
A QUANTITATIVE METHOD FOR DETERMINING AND SPECIFYING
ASTRONOMICAL "SEEING"
by William Go Braun
At least for the purposes of the present discussion, let us define the confusion
disc of a star, as it appears in the visual telescope, as the image resulting from
the integrated effect of the excursions, in the focal plane, of all the images formed by all the "elements of aperture" of the telescope objective, (The term"elements
of aperture" is not without its ambiguity, but that its tentative adoption is justified will be evident as the discussion proceeds.)
Now, to measure the diameter of the confusion disc of a star is not easily done
by any means with which the writer is acquainted. The method proposed in the
present discussion essentially consists of observing and estimating the range of
relative motion of two star images formed by two "elements of aperture" of the telescope being used. (The telescope used by the writer is a 6-inch Newtonian reflector
of 55 inches focal length. The method of "seeing" evaluation to be'described is
readily applicable to most telescopes likely to be used by amateur observers, but
quite impracticable of application to, say, the 200-inch telescope.)
To provide our "elements", a cardboard mask, which is to be placed over our objective, is prepared. The mask will entirely cover the objective except for two circular holes of 9/10-inch diameter inscribed just inside the edge of the objective and
at the extremities of a diameter. (The writer places his mask over the open end
of his reflector.)
We proceed to make an observation for "seeing" in the following manners
Without the mask in place direct the telescope to a sts* of magnitude in the range
of first to third (Polaris can sometimes be very conveniently used.) After focussing as critically as possible, with an eyepiece giving about 200 power, place the
mask over the aperture. Now the star image will appear as a fairly well-defined
disd, of about 5 seconds diameter, and is crossed by a number of sharply defined
interference fringes. Next, pull the eyepiece out of focus. Two separate star
images, devoid of fringes, will now be seen. If the seeing is not near perfection,
these images will be seen to be in relative motion, the extent and rapidity of which
is dependent upon the quality of the seeing. Then, while closely observing the
motions of the images, carefully readjust the position of the eyepiece until the
position is reached where the motions of the images bring them no closer than a bare
contact. Now, observe the motions of the images for, say, a half minute; and compare the biggest gap of dark sky between them, that is perceived in the interval of
time, with the apparent diameter of one of the discs. In bad seeing this gap will
be 5 seconds of arc, or more, and actually is a measure of the diameter of the confusion disc as we have initially defined it. Thus, in the new terminology hereby
proposed, one could speak of "2 second seeing",or, "5 second seeing", etc.
If the apertures in the mask are reduced to a diameter of 9/20-inch, the resulting
Airy discs will be 10 seconds in diameter. However, observations will have to be
restricted to the brightest stars, but there may be a corresponding gain in the
sensitivity of the measurements.
It is clear, now, why 9/10-inch and 9/20-inch have been specified as the diameters
of the apertures, as it is these apertures which, according to the Dawes limit of
resolution, will give Airy discs of 5 and 10 seconds diameter, respectively, making
them convenient "yardsticks" for making comparative estimates of size.
It would probably be of interest if experienced observers, who are well acquainted
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with the conventional "one to ten scale of seeing", would correlate seeing as
defined in this discussion with that scale.
Postscript by Editor. Mr. Braun will welcome correspondence, especially from
experienced observers, on this method of estimating the "seeing". His address is
225 Willoughby, las Cruces, N. Mex.
Perhaps some background on the problem of estimating atmospheric "seeing" will be
worthwhile for our younger and newer members. The quality of the images of the
moon and the planets in our telescopes-, and hence the amount of detail that we see
upon them, is in part determined by the atmospheric seeing or steadiness. Most
planetary and lunar observers estimate this seeing on a scale of zero (worst) to ten
(best), apparently learning by experience to base their estimates on the degree of
sharpness of the detail. Yet this procedure has the defect that different observers
may not make the same numerical estimate of a given degree of seeing, and it is known
that differences of two or three units between simultaneous estimates with the same
telescope on the same object by different observers may sometimes exist. Also, zero
seeing conceived of as the worst possible seeing is a vague and inaccurate idea;
nor is ten as the unsurpassable, perfect seeing entirely satisfactory. Thus our
zero to ten scale lacks precision at each end. A truly quantitative method of estimating the seeing would thus be welcome, and Mr. Braun has offered us something for
profitable and instructive experimentation.
BOOK REVIEWS

Tha Story, of 12.44n and the Stars, by Patrick Moore.
W W. Norton and Company, New York, 1954, 239 pages. .

$3.95.

. Russell Smith
Reviewed by 3.
Patrick Moore, Secretary of the Lunar Section, British Astronomical Association
and co-author with Dr. H. P. Wilkins of the new book entitled The Moon, has given
the general reader a fascinating account of man's attempt to fathom the universe.
It is interesting to note that the book is dedicated to one of our ALPO colleagues,
Mr. David P. Barcroft, who was a great help to Mr. Walter H. Haas in establishing
and developing the ALPO. Mr. Barcroft, an outstanding selenographer, has been
honored by a proposal that the name of a crater, formerly known as Dollond B, be
changed to Barcroft. Mr. Barcroft, who has built up a rather extensive astronomical library, is now secretary of the ALPO.
Part I, The Past. The author begins with the hazy grey mists of the beginning
and rapidly arrives at the point in time where legend and mythology seem to change
to true history. This period probably began with King Menes of Egypt about
4000 B.C.
Man wondered about the earth and the heavens but for thousands of years he could
do no more than gaze and wonder. Mr. Moore discusses at some length the early
beginnings of astronomy in relation to religion, mythology, and superstition; but
during the Greek Awakening man came to have a desire to learn, and after the dark
ages of science, man began to think. The author continues by discussions related
to the influence of Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, and Kepler on the science of astronomy.
With the invention of the telescope and the use of it on the heavens by Galileo,
astronomy was beginning to take on a new look.
Part II, The Present. The second part of the volume opens with a general discussion of the great observatories of the world. Our sun and other suns are discussed as well as the island universes. The northern lights, meteors, the moon,
and the planets are treated in a general way. This is followed by a consideration
of life in other parts of the universe and a review of the flying saucer stories.
Part III, Iha Future. This part consists of several chapters dealing with space
flight, rockets, an artificial satellite for the earth, and some general thoughts

A
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Finally, it would seem only ordinary courtesy to repay the A. . V. S. 0.'s
assistance to us in this project by making some estimates of the brightness of RR
Iibrae. Once the field is found, the estimate can be made very quickly (one estimate a night will be very adequate). We request each participating observer to
estimate RR Libras as part of this project. These estimates of RR Librae will be
forwarded to the A. A. V. S. O. if they are sent either to Mr. Gregg at the address
above or to the Editor at 1203 N. Alameda Blvd., Las Cruces, N. Mex.; they may also
be submitted directly to Mrs. Margaret Mayan, 4 Brattle St., Cambridge 38, Mass.
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Concerning Possible Charged Lunar Dust Particles: In letters dated February 23
and March 6, 1956 Mr. Harry C. Stubbs, Milton Academy, Milton, Mass. has made an
interesting suggestion, which we should like to pass on to our readers. We quote:
"Would it not be possible for fine duet particles[ at the lunar surface] to pick
up an electric charge, either from the protons known (?) to be coming from the sun
or from the relatively unimpeded ultra-violet radiation striking the moon's surface?
The former seems a more adequate cause, but I em not qualified to go into that aspect
of the matter quantitatively. If such a charge were acquired, it would seem possible
that considerable quantities of dust might be suspended above the surface by electrical repulsion: possibly the final discharge and collapse of the 'cloud' might be
accomplished by ultra-violet light, or simply by its scattering broadcast over the
surface until it reached an area of opposite charge. It seems likely that the surface itself would be a poor enough conductor to maintain a considerable charge difference for reasonable periods of time. A lunar magnetic field, if there is one,
would influence strongly the place and energy of arrival of solar particles and might
account for any tendency for such phenomena to be seen more often in certain places,
such as Plato, than others - though of course observational selection would also
contribute to this phase of the matter. If, at any time, an equilibrium were reached for a few days or even a few hours between charging by incoming particles and rate
of dissipation of a cloud over the moon's surface, the absorbing band leen in occultations would be explainable, as would the fact that the band is not seen against
Stubbs here refers to the dusky band sometimes rethe dark limb of the moon.
ported across the face of a planet being occulted at the bright limb of the moon.
It has perhaps been chiefly remarked at occultations (A. Jupiter. Its width has been
estimated as several seconds of arc; therefore, if it is due to lunar dust particles,
these must lie several miles above the surface of the moon.]
"If this notion has not been presented before, I'd appreciate its being considered
by physicists able to look into its quantitative aspects, which I am not qualified
to do
"I don't suppose observations of the phenomena in question are yet numerous enough
to try establishing correlations between them and such things as terrestrial magnetic
storms or the presence of large sunspot groups; but if enough material is ever collected, such a study might be fun. To carry the same notion to an extreme, a really,large supply of data might
give some clue to the lunar magnetic field, which
would presumably influence the point of arrival of such solar particles. I am perfectly aware that a great deal more material from the observers is needed before
serious discussion of the point is in order, naturally. It seems to be the sort of
thing the A.L.P.O. can certainly furnish I"
Mr. Stubbs' charged dust particles may be worth our careful thought as a possible
explanation of apparent obscurations of lunar surface markings. These obscurations
have been verified by outstanding lunar observers again and again in Plato and elsewhere. They have usually been imputed to local lunar atmospheric veilings, and yet
it is most difficult to see how the lunar atmosphere can be even locally dense enough
for this purpose. Thus a different interpretation is very welcome.
Gassendi. This splendid ring-plain is on Section, XX of the Wilkins map. Drawings have been received from P. M. Hackett with a 10-inch reflector on July 1, 1955
at colongitude 42°.8, from P. . Budine with a 3.5-inch reflector on August 30, 1955
at colongitude 550.5, and from Richard Miller with a 4-inch reflector on November 26,
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December 25, and December 26, 1955 at colongitudes 480.2, 410.4, and 63°.4 respectively. Colongitude is the lunar eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator, measured all the way around from 0° to 360°, and indicates the solar lighting of the
moon. These views of Gassendi were all early morning ones. Hackett was surprised
to find the shadows of two of the west wall peaks to be much lighter than the rest
of the west wall shadow. These two peaks lie near the middle of the west wall, and
their shadows in Hackett's view reached almost to the central mountains. He suggests
that they may have been lightened by sunlight reflected from the west slopes of these
central mountains. Perhaps others would like to try to confirm this appearance.
Budine and Miller have noted a very dusky area near the north wall, perhaps identical with the triangular wedge of shadow shown on Durrad's splendid drawing on pg.
287 of Goodacre's Moon. Their area is circular, however. Budine remarked a brilliant peak just north of the enclosed triangular area in the east wall of Gassendi.
A number of bright spots, probably hills, and ridges were drawn on the floor; but
these sketches do not show any of the clefts in Gassendi.
Messala, Geminus, Cleomedes, Vieta, and Burckhardt. The lunar crater Messala,
on Section XIII of the Wilkins map, was drawn by Richard Miller with a 4-inch reflector at 130X on December 31, 1955 at colongitude 116°,3, thus soon before sunset.
Three small circles in the southwestern part of the floor were of uncertain topographical nature; some observers in the past have shown them as craters, and others
have shown them as mounds. The shadows on Miller's drawing suggest that they are
mounds. A straight black line_ a little northwest of the center of the floor may
be part of a mapped cleft. Miller found the western half of the floor darker than
the eastern half, as if it werd'not level.
The lunar crater Geminus, on Section XII of the Wilkins map, was drawn by Richard
Miller with a 4-inch reflector at 130X on December 31, 1955 at 114°.1„ There was
an apparent mound in the center of the floor, described by Wilkins and Moore an pg.
199 of their Moon as "a rounded hill with a craterlet on its summit." The west
inner wall of Geminus was very white under svnaat
William Weaverling drew Cleomedes and Burckhardt with a 6-inch y-zi:lector at 96X
on December 31, 1955 at colongitudes 114°,1 and 1140.8 respectively. He apparently
recorded in Burkhardt what Goodacre describes on pg. 210 of his Moon as "a large ridge
or underoliff at the S.W. end" of the floor. Weaverling drew Vista (Section XX of
Wilkins map) on December 27, 1955 at 64°.1, 6-inch reflector at 96X. He found the
northwest rim to be the highest part of the wall, as others have done.
Unusual Appearance in Aristarchua. It is one of the riddles of the moon that
from time to time leading observers report unusual or abnormal appearances in areas
with which they are thoroughly familiar. Often these appearances are so strange
that one wonders whether changing solar lighting can possibly account for them. We
here wish to report a good example of such an apparent lunar change witnessed by a
very active observer, Dr. James C. Bartlett, Jr. in the crater Aristarchus on August
18, 1954. Figure 17 is the drawing he made at the time. Dr. Bartlett writes in
part: "The apparent abnormalities consist of the following:
"(1) The brilliant blue-violet glare, very much resembling the violet fringe
seen with very high powers on the bright limb, which affected the crest of the S.W.
and W. walls and the outer glacis. In the drawing this is indicated by the letters
B V. You will also note, however, that the power used 150X on a 5-inch - is only
301 to the inch and is therefore moderate. Moreover, no such glare appeared upon
the limb; nor did I see it even with 300X.
"(2)The shadow black streak crossing the floor in the south, labelled 0-in
the sketch. This is extremely difficult to interpret for the lighting; but was
definitely present as given and appeared sensibly black.
"(3)The equally black triangular marks just N. and S. of ?'respectively, and
a black mark apparently on the crest of the S.V. wall at the beginning of a-.
"(4)The faint presence of only two of the wall bands, marked & and G in the
sketch.
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/Figure 17. Lunar Crater Aristarchus.
James C. Bartlett,
August 18, 1954. 4 35 U.T.
5-inch reflector. 1501.
Colongitude = ° 2
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Figure 18. Chart of the Lunar Walled
Plain Archimedes by Elmer J. Reese.
Based on Visual Observations in 1953
with a 6-inch Reflector and on Mount
Wilson Photograph H 8 and Lick Photographs M 3, M 4,and M 6.

"(5) The apparent haziness over the crater - definitely local to Aristarchus
which could not be resolved by any change of focus.
"The spot marked E W B S is the bright spot on the inner east wall which has
long been known."
At 1400.2 it is close to lunar noon on Aristarchus. The Editor has observed
this crater near this lighting a number of times and must say that he finds the
appearance in Figure 17 exceedingly peculiar. We invite our readers to compare
this drawing to other drawings and to photographs near this lighting. Better still,
observe the crater at the telescope about four days after full moon.
The numbers on Figure 17 are estimated intensities on a scale of zero (shadows)
to ten (most brilliant marks).
Archimedes. Figure 18 is a chart of the dark-floored plain Archimedes by Elmer
J. Reese. It should bd a convincing example, if any be needed, that good lunar work
can be performed with apertures as small as 6 inches. Most of the light streaks on
the floor are a continuation of bright rays associated with Autolycus and are best
seen under high lighting. The dark spot X was observed by Reese as the most prominent feature on the floor on February 22, 1953 at colongitude 9°.1 (thus about a
day after first quarter). The photographs used in constructing Figure 18 do not
show Spot X. We commend highly the method here employed of basing a chart of a
lunar region on both drawings and photographs. The eye will still show more than
it is possible to photograph, but photographs can provide accurate positions for the
coarser marks and needed confirmation of some of the visual detail.
Bullialdus.
. Hartmann made a drawing of this lunar ring with a 2.4-inch Unitron refractor on June 30, 1955 at colongitude 29°.9. Sunrise shadow covered almost
half of the floor. Hartmann noticed a curious grayness of the north inner wall
adjacent to this shadow.
Thiel portion of the wall is shown to be somewhat hilly
on L. F. Ball's drawing at slightly higher lighting opposite pg. 80 in Patrick Moore's
Guide to iha Mean. Hartmann suggests that his small telescope resolved these hills
imperfectly and that there was an integrated effect of grayness from the bright hills
and the intervening shadows. The Editor has often seen similar gray slopes under
low lighting, and perhaps a similar explanation applies.
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Figure 17. Lunar Crater Aristarchus.
James C. Bartlett, g7.
August 18, 1954. 4 35-, U.T.
5-inch reflector. 150X.
Colongitude = 140°.2

Figure 18. Chart of the Lunar Walled
Plain Archimedes by Elmer J. Reese.
Based on Visual Observations in 1953
with a 6-inch Reflector and on Mount
Wilson Photograph H 8 and Lick Photographs M 3, M 4,and M 6.

